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PREFACE

THE conservatism of the East gives a peculiar interest to a study of Indian customs, for the sanction of the great religions of India has not concealed phases of primitive thought; beneath the animism of Hinduism and the monotheism of Islam lies a culture of dim centuries which still dictates a commanding ritual. This conservatism, however, is not without its limitations. There is in India a mass of custom protected by the conservatism of a priestly class and the force of communal sentiment, that changes little from year to year; on the other hand there are customs without such protection which are fast disappearing before the disruptive force of modernism. The ritual of agriculture in particular is changing fast. In Lower Sind and in Gujarat the change has been great, and in the Deccan I have myself witnessed in the last decade customs derided and discarded by the present generation and left to an older generation to preserve. This disappearance of such custom is the more impressive because it is precisely the older culture which has been preserved in many rites of agriculture, and its loss entails the greater prominence of rites which find their basis in a philosophy of animism.

It is not the object of any book to offer directly any analysis of animism or of the religion of the Prophet, still less to follow any of the many side-tracks taken by Hindu philosophy, but primarily to record as many customs as possible before it is too late, and to attempt to show how far the concept of a supernatural cosmic power dominates popular practice. The reader will find few references to customs collected by other writers, and this because I cannot but think that the circular questionnaire which has so often been the means of gathering information has led to many errors. It is impossible in my opinion to accept as a rule the statement of a member of one caste about the customs of another caste, and even more impossible to expect to find second-hand the rayat’s explanation of his practices.

In a very deep sense this book is the result of co-operation, for to a multitude of Indian friends I owe any confidence with which I have endeavoured to explain underlying belief, and I have voiced
no explanation, however controversial it may seem, which does not faithfully represent local belief.

The glossary is intended to serve as an index of reference to the English reader unacquainted with Indian words, and attempts only the minimum definition of words constantly recurring. The transliteration of vernacular words follows the scheme of transliteration given in the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (New Series, Vol. iv, Nos. 1 and 2). In some cases, however, it would have been pedantic to correct a spelling of long usage.

As typical of Muhammadan belief I have taken the customs of Sind and not those of the Muhammadan in the Presidency proper where Muhammadan custom has been influenced by Hindu example. In Sind the Muhammadan says 'He who imitates a sect is one of them', and on the whole an investigator of Sindi customs can safely presume that Muhammadan practice is not a mirror of Hindu belief.
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GLOSSARY

Abhisek. The ceremonial bathing of an image.
Akṣai. Unbroken rice grain.
Amāvāsyā. The new-moon day.
Ankurāropana. The ceremonial sowing of seed; Gardens of Adonis.
Ārti. A lamp the waving of which is a frequent feature of ritual.
Āṣan. A seat used to insulate ṣakti from the ground.
Āśūra. The standing on a stone during a marriage ceremony.
Āśūhana. The invocation of ṣakti.
Āśvarana. A proxy.
Bahu. Dark, applied to the dark half of a month.
Bali. An offering to appease.
Bāsīng. The coronet of the bridégroom.
Chillā. Retirement for forty days of a Muhammadan saint.
Dakṣinā. A gift of cash.
Darājan. The beholding of embodiments of ṣakti.
Dikāndha. The fortification of the quarters against evil.
Dṛṣṭi. The evil eye.
Dūthā. An invocation with the hands stretched out and the palms turned upwards.
Ghātvār. A day of danger.
Ghoro. Heavy with kundrat.
Halā. Turmeric.
Homa. A sacrificial fire.
Jap. The silent muttering of prayer.
Kalā. A water-pot.
Kanka. A wristlet worn by the bridal pair.
Kari. Evil time.
Khaṇ. A bodice cloth. Folded in a triangle as an offering.
Kharij. The earlier of the two cultivating seasons.
Kula devatā. The family god of the Hindu.
Kumārīkā. An unmarried virgin.
Kūnd. A pit used for a sacrificial fire.
Madhupark. A mixture of curds and milk, ghee, water, honey and sugar.
Mandap. Booth.
Mangalānāṇ. An auspicious bathing of purification.
Mangalāstrā. The necklace of the married woman.
Mudadoś. The anaemia a child contracts from contact with a woman in her menses.
Muhūrtta. An auspicious moment arrived at by detailed calculation.
Naivedya. Anything fit for offering; Offerings to gods, spirits, friends and guests are naivedya.
Nāndī. The Brahmin devak.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nyākramaṇa</strong></td>
<td>The going of a Hindu woman after her delivery to a temple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nyāli</strong></td>
<td>The waving and the casting away of articles to avert evil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oti bharani</strong></td>
<td>Filling the lap or the fold of the sari of a girl or woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with fruit and grain. In Sint the custom is called God bhrana; Rajputs call it Kholo bharani.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pādā</strong></td>
<td>Footprint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paṇaṭi</strong></td>
<td>A light of one wick lighted on a death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pancpālī</strong></td>
<td>Five leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pāreakāl</strong></td>
<td>A moment of juncture; a moment of power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pāṭ</strong></td>
<td>A low stool or board, square in shape, used to insulate sakti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from the ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pāyγuna</strong></td>
<td>A man's inherent potentiality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paṭa</strong></td>
<td>Evil; applied to the evil influence of the planets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pīṇḍa</strong></td>
<td>Balls of cooked rice offered to the pitra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pīṭha</strong></td>
<td>Manes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pāṇinaṇḍa</strong></td>
<td>The day of full moon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prāṇapratīṣṭha</strong></td>
<td>Installation of an image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prasūl</strong></td>
<td>The transferred sakti of a god. It includes leaves used in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worship; naivedya offered to an image; sandal paste used in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worship; water in which the image has been bathed; incense burnt before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the god and lights waved before the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prayasciṭta</strong></td>
<td>A purification with water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pūjā</strong></td>
<td>Worship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pūṇya</strong></td>
<td>Usually translated as merit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pūnyaśvaṇi</strong></td>
<td>A man who has acquired pūnya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roṭa</strong></td>
<td>The second and later season of cultivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rāṣṭra</strong></td>
<td>The pile of gathered grain on the threshing floor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samāvartaṇ</strong></td>
<td>(Soḍjamunja) The due return of the Brahmaśāri to his</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>father's house for marriage at the close of his studentship of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>twelve years which should follow his munji.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This ceremony is performed three days or more prior to his marriage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The boy's parents install Nāndi; then a hom is performed to stone for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>any breach of rule since the boy's thread ceremony. The boy is shaved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and bathed; then with fire from the first hom the samāvartaṇ hom is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>celebrated. The boy then pretends to go on a pilgrimage to Benares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and sets out with an umbrella, walking-stick and a bundle of rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flour and pulse. He is dissuaded from going by a maternal uncle or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>friend or relative and told that he will be given a bride.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samprakṣaṇa</strong></td>
<td>A purificatory rite in which a gift is purified by the sprinkling over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it of water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saṅkalpa</strong></td>
<td>The declaration of the object of a rite by the celebrant; water is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>poured on the ground and mantras are uttered in confirmation of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>declaration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saṅkāra</strong></td>
<td>A ceremony that makes a man complete; adds something that is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>missing and qualifies him to take up a new state. There are twelve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>principal saṅkār, but sixteen are recognized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Śaṇṭi</strong></td>
<td>Rite of propitiation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saṃbhagya</strong></td>
<td>The happiness of married life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Śrāddha</strong></td>
<td>Obsequial rites.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sud: Suđha; applied to the bright half of the month.
Suher: The impurity attached to birth.
Surgi: The thread tied round pots at four corners of a square within which the bridal pair take their mangalsnān. The bathing itself is called the surgī bathing.
Sutak: The impurity attached to death.
Suvāsinī: The married woman.
SVayambhū: Self-existing. A term applied to certain symbols the sakti of which is greater than that of symbols into which man invokes power.
Tirth: Water with acquired sakti.
Tulsi: Ocimum sanctum. Every Hindu household keeps a tulsi plant.
Tulsiyāndāvan: The square enclosure of the tulsi.
Ugra: Fierce. Applied to certain forms of gifts which transfer evil and sin.
Utsavamārītī: A duplicate image of a god which in substitute for the main image is taken in procession.
Ukara: The removal of evil; that is its transference.
Vanvāha: The Muhammadan bridal pair 'sit in Vanvāha' for the period in which they must not be exposed to the sun.
Varāt: The bridegroom's procession.
Vaṣa: The boy at his thread ceremony.
Visarjana: The formal dismissal of invoked sakti.
Vitaī: The impurity of a woman in menses.
Yajamān: The person who has undertaken the performance of a rite.
Yantra: From a root 'to restrain'. Something that curbs; an amulet against evil.

A brief note will assist the English reader to approach a correct pronunciation of Indian words.
'S' or 'S' will be pronounced like the English 'sh'.
Long 'ā' will be pronounced as the 'a' in 'father', and the short 'a' like the 'u' in 'but'.
Long 'i' has the sound of the double 'e' in 'meet'; 'o' has the sound of 'o' in 'hole'. The vowel 'e' has the sound of the 'a' in 'mate',
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CHAPTER I

LIFE AND POWER

By strange chance the most primitive thought in the Bombay Presidency is found close to its great metropolis, for the settlements of the Kāṭkari come down to within thirty miles of Bombay, and are scattered over the two adjoining districts of Thana and Kolaba.

The Kāṭkari, himself entirely without gods, has borrowed the gods of Hinduism; quite without a calendar of his own he has taken the holy days of his Hindu neighbours, but his borrowed creed sits lightly upon him and it is still possible to trace many of his primitive concepts in his daily ritual. Dismissed usually as an animist he really represents a much earlier stage of thought when such objects of Nature as attract man's attention are endowed with life and its potencies. The Kāṭkari believes in jīva or 'life', giving it a very limited connotation which does not approach the wider meaning given to it by Hinduism.

Jīva the Kāṭkari finds in things that come to an end, that die. He sees the ocean ebb and flow; he sees the monsoon clouds break on the rugged peaks around him; he sees the rivers flow to sea; he sees the sun and moon rise and set and the stars' regular courses he has in some cases detected. Yet in none of these does he recognize jīva. The ocean's movement is constant; the clouds pass slowly away; the rivers never cease to work their way to the sea; and the heavenly bodies always reappear. There is movement in these natural objects but there is no death and without death there is no jīva. A lucid explanation of his conception of jīva is provided by his attitude towards rivers; the river that without interruption unceasingly flows to the sea has for him no interest, but if a river comes suddenly out of a rock, or if in the hot weather its bed becomes dry, he finds a beginning and he finds an end and accordingly attributes jīva to the river. On the other hand, he can attribute jīva to an inanimate
thing; life is not synonymous with motion. His theory of jīva is not drawn from observed movement. He has the Tongan and West African notion that inanimate objects may be 'alive' and that they die when they are broken or destroyed. His funeral ceremonies illustrate his belief that his weapons of the chase have jīva.

The Kātkarī's funeral rites are unique in the Presidency if not in India. The body of the deceased is carried a short distance out of his house by women who hand it over to men bearers, when a stone called Jivkhādā, 'stone of life', is kicked up from the ground. This stone or pebble enshrines the jīva of the dead; under different names it appears in the funeral ritual of many castes, but only in the Konkan is it known as the 'stone of life'. Another feature in the obsequies of a Kātkarī is the erection of a miniature 'house of the dead' on a large stone placed over the ashes collected from the pyre. There are several patterns of this house. The more elusive Dhūr Kātkarī makes a house of four poles with no door but with an open side; the Sōn Kātkarī makes his house circular with a central pole and six smaller side-posts covered with a thatch of palās (Butea frondosa), or as an alternative pattern puts two posts in the centre and three posts at the side, the central posts being connected by a cross-beam. Into this house of the dead the Dhūr puts boiled rice, milk and liquor; and the Sōn four hollow pieces of bamboo containing spirit, water and milk. If any of the articles which were burnt with the dead have not been completely burnt their remnants are also placed in the house of the dead.

It is these things burnt with the dead that give another illustration of the Kātkarī's concept of jīva. He burns with the dead the smoking utensils of the deceased, a sickle to provide him with a weapon of defence in the next world, and the bow and arrows the deceased has used, and these last he breaks into pieces before he puts them on the pyre. The weapons are broken to take their jīva out of them so that a jīvaless set of weapons may follow a jīvaless dead to the other world; unless the weapons are broken the Kātkarī thinks they cannot follow the dead.

The Jivkhādā and the broken weapons burnt with the dead thus provide two illustrations of the Kātkarī's concept of jīva. Beyond

---

1 Cp. Religion and Folklore of Northern India, W. Crooke, 1926, p. 233: 'There seems to be little or no evidence to show that as in other parts of the world, articles dedicated in this way are intentionally broken "to take the life out of them," and thus adapt them for the use of the spirit.' The author was apparently unaware of the general prevalence of this practice among the Kātkarīs of the Karjat taluka Kolaba district.
these he recognizes jīva in animals and in all trees and similar growth and believes that on death all such jīva passes back again to the earth from which it springs forth again in some new form.

From this concept of jīva with its limited embrace we pass to the Hindu concept of sakti and the Muhammadan concept of kudrat. It would be hard to find a concept more comprehensive than the Hindu idea of sakti. Various concepts of a diffused supernatural cosmic power prevail in different ethnic areas of the world, and as a general term applicable beyond the local limits of its origin, the word mana has been applied by scholars to these concepts and has not lacked precise definition. In the treatment of the ritual and belief however of India animism has played so prominent a part that the moulding of religious phenomena has been narrowed and the dominance of Indian practice, magical and religious, by a concept earlier than animism has received insufficient attention.

Sakti is a creative dynamic force or power in everything visible and invisible; in things animate and inanimate. It pervades everything assuming a separate entity in individual things in which it becomes a transmissible personality. It pervades thoughts and ideas; embodied in thoughts it may be the power of benediction; it is developed by the common will of many; gratitude transmits it as does a curse. It is a power which acts both for good and for evil. Its good effects are barkat, its bad effects are anîṣṭ or, as women pronounce it, orîṣṭ. It is a dangerous element and cannot be lightly treated, but from one point of view the whole of man’s endeavours in magic and in religious ritual are concentrated on getting control of this power, using it for his own benefit and accumulating a fund of it as a potential source of all forms of blessing.

A definition of kudrat must follow the same lines. A concept of power older than Islam is intimately connected with the religion of the Prophet, just as it cannot be divorced from the animism of Hinduism. All kudrat must come from Go and Kâdir or Kudîr, meaning ‘possessed of kudrat,’ are terms applied to God only and not to man. When kudrat produces good its effects are barkat, the same term as the Hindu uses; when it produces evil that evil is the anger of God, it is also barkat. Halâl men barkat, harîm men harîkat. ‘In the hallowed there is blessing, in the unhallowed there is impediment.’

There are many terms applied by the Hindu and the Muhammadan to entities to which they attribute ‘power’. Royalty approaches divinity very nearly in Indian thought. Na Viṣṇu
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Pṛthvyapate, "without the power of Viṣṇu a man is not a king", or to quote from the speech of a modern politician, "there is the spirit of God in our King-Emperor!" According to Manu, a king incarnates the sakti of the guardian deities of the cardinal points; according to a Muhammadan, every ruler has the kudrat of forty saints.

The word "king" is used by both Hindu and Muhammadan to emphasize the possession of abnormal power. In Sind seed is called shāh and bādshāh, "king"; in the Deccan it is called rājā, "king". The river Indus in Sind is the royal river, darya shāh; a saiyid, a fakir and a saint are called "king" and the child is bādshāh; the bridegroom is var rājā, "the royal bridegroom", or navshāh, "the new king". The sacred soma plant of the Hindu is called Somarāj and the same term rājā is applied to a walking-stick.

Another honorific denoting the possession of power is the word Pir, "saint". Milk to a Muhammadan is khir pir; the Indus is the darya pir or saintly river; a tree to which rags are usually tied because of its innate power is called Thigri pir or Chindhi pir, "the rag saint"; particular trees such as kando, the kabbar and the sīrīh are called pir, and even spirits are called by the same name. A parallel to the use of the word pir by the Muhammadan is the use of the word svāmī by the Hindu; in some districts the "devak" which enshrines the sakti of the family god is called kul svāmī.

Various words meaning "heavy" are used by the Muhammadan to imply "heavy with power"; ghoro; vaxandur; bhāro, the opposite to which is halko or "light". Before cutting a tree which he regards as ghoro a Sindi ties to it a talisman to make it halko. The step of a guest is "heavy with power"; so is a marriage; hours such as those of an eclipse, of sunset, noon, midnight are ghoro, as is also the day of the new moon. Trees such as the pipal (Ficus religiosa), the lasuri (Cordia Myxa), the ber (Zizyphus vulgaris) and in general all trees that excite wonder by their great age or their isolation are ghoro. The same word is applied to a shrine, to a saint, a pregnant woman, to a child, a bridegroom, a graveyard and a house. It is applied to a pilgrim, to an old person, to a woman for forty days after her delivery; to a learned man, a saiyid, pir or fakir and to a maiden; to milk, bread, salt, water, fire, a lamp, and to a dead body before it is buried.

---

1 In the Indian Antiquary, June, 1896, p. 150, Sir James Campbell interprets bhāri as applied to a marriage as meaning heavy-laden with spirits. My chapter on the bridal pair will demonstrate how far this interpretation is incorrect.
The Hindu speaks of an image or a place or tree to which he attributes *sakti* as *jāgyt* or 'awake', and the word *jāgytsthān* he uses in connexion with the temple of a god, the shrine of a saint, trees, rivers, wells and tanks, big hillocks and the site of buried treasure. The word *parva* meaning 'knot' or 'juncture' applied to time indicates the presence of 'power'; *baliṣṭh*, 'strong', is used in the case of time, gods and stars, whilst *saktisthān*, 'the abode of power', is confined to temples of powerful goddesses.

Above all words, however, used by the Hindu to express 'power' the commonest is the word *dev* or 'god'. Sometimes a person with special power is called by the name of some individual god, not exactly meaning that the human being is the incarnation of that god, but that even as that god is in the realms above so is he on earth. In this way the *Agnihotri* is called *Agninārâyana*, saints and sannyāsīs are called *Nārāyana* and the *muni* or boy at his thread ceremony is called *Viṣṇu*, whilst the bride and bridegroom are compared to *Lakṣmī* and *Nārāyana*. More frequently no individual name is given to express power, but a person or thing with innate power is called *dev*. This word is used both as a suffix and as a prefix. The guest is *Atithidev*; the *Marāḥa* child is *Dev*; the bridegroom is *Navardev*, 'the god bridegroom', *Devaru*, 'god' or *Bhūṣur*, a divine incarnation, a term applied equally to the pilgrim. The tulsi plant (*Ocimum sanctum*) is called *Tulśidev*, and in general anything out of the common and difficult to explain is called *dev*. The most numerous examples of this use of the word are found in the wilder tracts of the Presidency where strange natural features and objects are called *dev*. Trees with power to which rags are tied are called *cindhyā dev*, 'rag god'. A big mountain is *devagiri* and as a prefix the word *dev* comes to mean little more than 'the best of', whilst used as a suffix to personal names it is a mere honorific, and it is not always easy to distinguish between the ordinary and the exceptional meaning implied in the prefix or suffix. Parents are called *pitrdev*, *mātrdev*, and probably in these words the ordinary and the exceptional meet.

**POWER AND HEAT**

Indian literature abounds in accounts of superhuman power acquired by the penance of ascetics to which the term *tapas* or 'heat' is applied. A Hindu deity with great power is called

---

1 In Melanesia men and objects with 'mana' are said to be hot, *aka*, and in the Ewe language magic power is called *deo* or 'heat'. In *The Island Builders of the Pacific*, W. G. Ivins, 1930, p. 137, similar Lau terms are given; *ako*, hot, and *si* etc., 'fire', as meaning 'magically powerful'.
prakhar, 'very hot', jāyval, 'burning' or jvalit, 'having fire'. A Muhammadan uses the word tab or heat to mean kudrat. Sindi Muhammadans believe that a man in communion with God becomes 'hot'; a man who performs miracles is joshavāro or sahib-josh, and jōsh means boiling; jasbo means excitement produced by heat, and jazbevāro is one word for one who performs miracles; garmash means heat, and a man with special kudrat is called garmashjo manhun; the curse of a saint is spoken of as his fire, and when cursed by a saint one is consumed by his fire.

Etymology apart, there are many Hindu and Muhammadan practices directed admittedly towards making hot and dangerous power cool, thado, thanda, sānt.

Power radiated or transmitted from gods is hot and dangerous. The linga of Śiva is supposed always to be in a condition of heat and requires to be cooled with showers of Ganges water and the cooling leaves of the bel applied throughout the day. Before a thread or a marriage ceremony some Hindu families in the Karnāṭak propitiate Ambabai. Various food preparations are served in a shallow dish and suvāsinis or married women sit around; on these articles of food in the dish a small silver or golden image of Ambabai is placed before which lights are waved. These lights rest on small cakes of huraṇ, a preparation of cooked gram, dal and jaggery. In the final stages of the rite the suvāsinis insert their hands in the food and rub it all into a mixture which is called bodan and which the goddess is supposed to eat when the food is given to a cow. The detail of this ritual, however, of importance for the moment is the extinguishing of the lights with milk and ghee to cool the hot sakti which they have acquired from proximity to the goddess. After a marriage Lingāyats, Raddis and all castes which have Virbhadrā as their family god, and devotees of Śiva called Puravanta perform a ceremony called Guggul, walking over live embers to demonstrate the power of Śiva. One detail of this rite is the carrying of pots bearing earth and lumps of burning camphor. When these pots are removed from the heads of those that bear them, milk and ghee are used to extinguish the light and are also sprinkled on the heads of the bearers to cool their hot sakti which they have derived from the god. In a similar way the torches with which devotees of Maiderdev play; the fire-torch with which a Gondhali plays in the temple of Mahālakṣmi at Kolhapur; the nandādīp or lamps used at Navrātri must all be extinguished with milk and ghee. The light again which is kept burning throughout the night of the worship of Gaurī is extinguished with milk and ghee and dismissed with the words sānt raha, 'remain cool'. Some
families worship Gaurı through the medium of a pebble brought from a river; milk and ghee are poured on the feet of those who bring the pebbles in order to cool the unknown sakti of the goddess. The thread worshipped in Anantapujā is also dismissed with milk and ghee. On the eighth of Āśvin on Durgaśṭami newly married girls worship Durgā, through the medium of a pebble brought from near a tulsi plant; the worshipper wears a thread of silk sixteen fold with a knot (tātu); this thread after completion of the rite is preserved till the fourteenth sud Āśvin and then after renewed worship is sprinkled with milk and ghee and buried in the basin of the tulsi plant.

Muhammadans associate the kudrat of a saint with heat. When pilgrims visit the dargāh of a saint they sprinkle water round the tomb, thado karan, to make it cool. In the month of Rajab Persian Muhammadans in the name of Ḥaḍrat ʿAli put various foods into seven, twenty or forty pots; when the food has been consumed the pots are thrown into water 'to make them cool' because they are hot with the kudrat of the saint. The fires which at some shrines in Sind are maintained perpetually are supposed to represent the kudrat of the saints.

Death is associated with hot power. The Kāthkarī pours milk upon a grave to make the dead cool or at peace, samt; the Muhammadan pours milk upon a grave to make it cool. During Muharram at the place where the tazias which represent biers are fashioned, water is poured on the ground to make it cool; in the Karnāṭak after Muharram water is poured on the Ālawā pit which represents a grave. Hindus pour milk and ghee on the ashes of the pyre before they collect them; the spot where a person actually breathes his last is sprinkled with water to make it cool; a rainy day after the celebration of Holi is welcomed as cooling the hot sakti of that day. On the third day after the funeral of a Hindu milk and ghee are poured on the shoulders of those who carried the bier to cool their hot sakti. Before using the water of a well in which some one has been drowned the hot sakti of the impurity of death must be cooled by pouring milk and ghee into the well. Vaddars sprinkle mourners on their return from a funeral at the house of the deceased with milk by means of hariali grass (Cynodon dactylon). When a Hindu receives intimation of the death of a near relative he is required to take a cold bath and in some castes to eat curds in order to cool his hot sakti.

Illness and disease also are associated with hot power. The Muhammadan sprinkles water over the sick to cool their hot kudrat; water in which the hands of children after taking food
have been washed; water from seven wells. The hands of the sick are also dipped in water and this water is thrown on their faces and at the foot of a tree; in the case of smallpox coming to a household all the members of the house soak their clothes every evening with water and throw the water at the root of a tree to cool the hot kudrat causing the disease. The Hindu on an outbreak of smallpox pours water on the 'pādukā' representing the feet of the goddess responsible so as to cool her hot power.

The menses of a woman is supposed to be caused by hot power. Immediately after her bath on the fourth day she is given curds to cool her hot sakti. The impurity of birth again is a form of hot power. On the seventh day after the burial of the severed navel-cord of a child milk and ghee are sprinkled over the site where it was buried to cool its hot power. The grate (śeṣaḍi, Mar. agasti, Kan.) used by a woman during her confinement is put aside after her delivery and sprinkled with milk and ghee to make it cool, and that this is not an act of cleansing only is clear from the fact that before this is done the grate is washed. A bath again is given to the child and this a hot one with the hope that the pūṭ and the pūṭ of the child may remain cool, pūṭ pūṭ thanda aso; that the dangerous sakti in the back of the child which causes the death of successive births, and that in the stomach, pūṭ, which affects the child alone, may be cooled.

The wristlets and garlands of the bridal pair are by Muhammadans thrown into water to make them cool, after contact with the hot kudrat of the bride and bridegroom; the Hindu after removing the konkan of the bridal pair dips them in milk to cool their hot sakti. The Hindu throws milk and ghee on the floor of a cattle-shed before he tethers therein his cattle; in the storehouse where he intends to stack his cakes of dry cow-dung; in the spot where he intends to stack his fodder; on constructing a house he places milk and ghee beneath the first layer of the wall and on the framework of the roof before he applies the thatch. In all these cases the object is to cool hot sakti. On the sixteenth day after a marriage milk is thrown on the marriage mandap or booth to cool its hot sakti; milk is sprinkled on a shrine; milk and ghee are poured on the pole of the threshing-floor before it is removed; milk is thrown on the feet of an animal newly purchased and sprinkled round a house when entered for the first time.

The power inherent in grain suffuses with hot sakti the sowers who sow the seed; the pole of the threshing-floor and the cattle that tread the grain are likewise made hot, and as described in another chapter this hot sakti has to be cooled.
The ritual again followed at some jatros or fairs illustrates the conception of sakti as hot. On the night before the fair begins a fire pit is dug, Agnikunda, and fire is kindled therein. The next morning at an early hour the utsavmurtti or the processional and duplicate image of the god worshipped at the fair is carried in a palanquin round the fire three times. The recognized worshipper of the god, the pujiari, crosses the fire the same number of times without harm as he is protected by the sakti of the god; he is then lifted above the heads of the worshippers. Then to protect the village from harm, to cool the image and make its potentiality beneficent the image is taken to a well or river and bathed. After this the worshippers bathe in a river and water is sprinkled over those who are unable to bathe.

The offering of naivedya or food to a deity has as its object the cooling of the sakti of the deity. In greater detail the object is a complex one; it is given out of devotion; it is offered as a bal to remove evil; it is given to pacify the ugra or fierce sakti of the deity. There are some gods that require a specific quantity of food every day and evil follows if less than this amount is given. In these cases the naivedya offering cools the hot sakti of hunger, the Jatharagni. The various kinds of bal again offered to spirits and to gods make them sanit, 'cool' or appeased. When milk is offered to standing crops this again may be a naivedya to cool the sakti of Lakshmi with whom crops are identified, or it may be because the crops are considered to be pregnant, but here again it is possible to surmise that a pregnant woman has hot sakti which requires cooling.

Power therefore in many forms is associated with heat, the power of divinity, of a saint, of a bridegroom; the innate power of paryagun discussed later, the power inherent in grain; but heat is also associated with certain forms of impurity which normally are destructive of power. The concept of heat, in fine, produces a link between the unclean and the holy which will be emphasized in other chapters of this book.

POWER AND MERIT

Man, according to Hindu belief, cannot accomplish anything without a fund of punya or merit; if he has children, health or wealth, his fortune is attributed to punya. A punyavant or person with acquired merit can accomplish anything; his words are prophetic and come true; his blessing confers longevity, his power confers barkat. He may even accomplish evil and when he tyrannizes over an innocent person, several popular phrases say
that the power of the punyavant can accomplish anything. Punyad balā ade enu mādīḍaru naḍitaḍe (Kan.) and Punyāci jor āhe tyūnule keltari cāte (Mar.). The mere sight of a punyavant uplifts and he can bring salvation to the meanest person.

The abnormal sakti attributed to a child raising it to the rank of a god is inseparable from its supposed innocence. Faithfulness to her husband brings a wife special sakti. The worship of a pious man adds to the sakti in an image, and the invocation of power into an image, pratimā, by the pious draws into the image greater sakti than the ordinary man can draw. This correlation of piety to sakti is frequently emphasized in the ancient literature of Hinduism. In the Manasara Silpa-Śāstra the master-builder was to be of unblemished character; in the Natyaśāstra poets, singers and dancers were to be of stainless character. In the Institutes of Viṣṇu a long list of persons is given who were to be excluded from a Śrāddha ceremony for the dead and the practice of to-day repeats the same emphasis. At a Śrāddha ceremony to-day the Brahmins chosen to represent God or the manes are to be of good character.

In agricultural operations the choice of a good man to begin a work is common; it is quite common indeed for several landholders to use the same ploughman to initiate their ploughing because of his reputation for piety. Seed sown by a good man always fertilizes, and grain measured by a pious man shows the greatest increase. Piety again is essential to the control of sakti; saints who depart from the path of virtue lose sakti and mantriks who practise a magic art of healing find their charms without effect if they lead bad lives. There are well-known families in several districts with such power of healing obtained from some saint in the past, some members of which are powerless because of their irregular manner of living.

In one set of practices the efficacy of a rite depends upon the number of the celebrants, and this not merely because common wishes and common will create or invoke sakti, but because in a large number of persons there is fair hope that there will be at least one pious person. To the hair of a pious woman is attributed the power of averting evil-eye or of ameliorating its effects. As it is not given to man to divine who is really pious and who is not, the hair-comings of many women are collected and tied to the necks of cattle as a protection against evil-eye; amongst so many women, it is hoped, one will transfer the power that her piety engenders. This same idea enters into the practice of wrapping an infant in clothes collected from many households to
guard it against the evil-eye; though other ideas may enter into
this custom there is also the supposition that one household will
be a pious one and through the clothes it has parted with will
transfer bārkat. In the same way when an expectant mother
finds difficulty in delivery a long line of persons is formed from a
well and down this line is passed in silence a pot of water which
is eventually given the mother to drink; somewhere or other the
pot must have passed through the hands of a pious person whose
piety will confer sakti on the woman in her travail.

When piety is credited to a person his sakti is deliberately sought.
Water in which the back portion of the dhōtar of a pious man is
washed is given to a woman in her travail to drink, with the object
both of averting from her evil-eye and of giving her sakti. Certain
castes and communities have a reputation for honesty or other
virtue and are employed by others in the initial stages of an
important work. Kurubas, because of their traditional honesty,
are used to make a nominal ploughing on New Year’s Day; residents
of a village in which Kurubas reside will not begin sowing until a
Kuruba has sown some little seed. Shopkeepers consider themselves
fortunate if their first transaction in any day is made with a
Kuruba or a Raddī. Village officers of Government, when they
collect the land revenue demands, collect first from a Kuruba so
that the collection work may proceed without hitch, and on one
occasion when I staged a drama in aid of local hospitals my
subordinate staff sold the first tickets of admission to Kurubas
and attributed the success of the drama to their prescience.
Kudurakkligars, a subcaste of Lingāyats, are another community
whose supposed piety brings bārkat to any work begun through
their assistance.

All these fundamental ideas can be paralleled in Muhammadan
practice and belief. In making bārāmi nimāz or prayer to bring
rain a man with the kudrat of piety is chosen to lead the prayer;
relatives of the dead choose the most pious man they can find
to conduct the funeral prayer which is to solace the departed, and
if in the agony of his dying the sūratu yā sin is recited by a pious
man it relieves the dying man. The turban of a saint on his
assuming the gāddī, that is taking up his charge, is tied by the
most pious man procurable. Charms vary in their efficacy accord-
ing to the piety of the person using them and in counteracting the
effects of evil-eye a pious man is chosen.

A stricter parallel even than these to the Hindu customs I have
described is afforded by the following Muhammadan practices.
On the third, seventh or fortieth day after a funeral Mullahs and
Maulvis are feasted in honour of the dead, but the dead loses barkat if those so feasted are not of good character. In Sind every good work should be begun by a good man, whether this be the digging of a new well, measuring grain, tying the turban of the bridegroom, stitching the clothes to be worn by the bridal pair, obtaining control of spirits, Hādrāt Jinn, or making a transference of evil Ghorā. In Sind, besides wrapping a baby in clothes collected from many houses, the infant is placed in a cradle bought with money collected from many houses. If there be an epidemic a whole congregation will blow in the direction from which it is expected the epidemic will approach; every member too of a congregation will blow after prayers on a pot of water which is then given to the sick. At a Muhammadan funeral the mourners throw earth on to the body of the dead and the grave in the hope that the kudrat of one pious person will secure the dead absolution. On the last Friday of Ramadān people come to mosques with pieces of paper and get forty members of the congregation to write out the first chapter of the Koran and then use these papers as an amulet to protect a new-born child from evil. The same hope of obtaining power from the piety of some chance-invited guest, along with the other idea that common will begets power, underlies the hospitality which embraces a large number of guests.

As these two ideas go so closely together I will give a few more examples of practices in which power and its concomitant barkat is sought through the agency of a large number of persons. At a Hindu marriage or thread ceremony akṣat or unbroken rice is thrown on the bridal pair and on the vaṭu by all the guests; before the vaṭu or boy whose thread ceremony is being performed is invested with the sacred thread it is passed through the hands of many priests and Brahmacāris; before the bridegroom ties the mangalāsūtra or auspicious necklace to the neck of the bride it is passed by many suvāsinīs or married women from hand to hand; the akṣat of blessing, mantrākṣat, thrown on the principal figure in a ceremony, the yajamān, by priests, is first passed through the hands of priest after priest; in rites intended to bring rain hundreds of people go to a nulla or stream to hold a feast, pānea, and again barkat is hoped for in their numbers. The greater the number of mourners who attend a Muhammadan funeral, the greater the hope that the dead will win barkat; the multitude of guests at a wedding convey kudrat to the bridal pair; in times of famine big processions are formed by Muhammadans bearing holy books to bring rain, and at a Muhammadan wedding the
bridal pair measure grain, and at this time all their relatives and as many old persons as possible touch their hands.

The possession of "merit", therefore, is clearly associated with the simultaneous possession of "power". One can speak of a "power of punya". There is, however, another aspect to the intimate relation between punya and sakti. The winning of punya is dependent on sakti; it cannot be won under circumstances which destroy sakti and it is lost by the same factors which destroy sakti.

Though punya can be won at other times, there are portions of parvakāl which are called punyakāl; the greater the sakti of a moment, the greater the possibility of winning punya. Rāmanavami, for instance, is a day of sakti, a parvakāl and the time therein when the birth of Rāma is celebrated is a punyakāl. There is, of course, the inherent danger in a parvakāl which makes it, unless it coincides with a mukhūrtta, a bad time for winning punya, but a mukhūrtta derives its auspiciousness from sakti, and there are certain days more or less devoid of sakti such as the Kṣayatītha and the Kṣayamāś when it is difficult to win punya because of the absence of sakti.

Punya again can be won as is sakti by contact. By applying to his person earth or water from the Tulsīverndāvan a man may obtain punya; on his death if his body be burned with dry tulsi sticks he acquires punya. The touch and sight of a cow confer punya; by sprinkling over his person the urine of a cow or water found in the footprint of a cow a man wins merit. The sight and touch of certain trees bring punya. Punya is obtained by bathing in a river particularly at a parvakāl when the sakti of water is greatest; by stepping in the precincts of a sacred shrine; by touching a temple or things which are in contact themselves with divinity; dārśan or the sight of entities with power confers punya, the dārśan of images, even the sight from afar of a temple spire or the sight of holy men. Contact with power through wearing things possessed of power brings punya to the wearer; beads of ark (Calotropis gigantea), beads of tulsi (Ocimum sanctum) worn as rosaries confer punya; the Agnihotri to win punya wears ornaments of gold, karnakundal, with two rudrākṣa (Eleocarpus ganitrus) beads, whilst the wearing of a Sāligrām stone or linga also confers punya. Touching sacred books; touching the feet of priests, of saints, of the bridal pair and even touching the dead confers punya.

Prasād and tīrtha are both examples of transferred sakti. Leaves and flowers used in worship; the offerings of food, naivedya, made to a god; the coconut broken before an image; sandal-
wood paste used in worship; incense, dhūpa, burnt and waved before an image; lights waved round a god, ārtha, dip; water in which an image has been bathed, ārtha, are all prasād. They have all derived sakti from contact with divinity and these when touched or taken by a worshipper convey punya.

The highly developed ritual of Hinduism, confusing on a first study with its meticulous detail, appears more simple in form if its injunctions and multitudinous prohibitions are summarized as nothing but a code of rules by which the sakti essential to the winning of punya can be preserved or enhanced, and on the other hand by which acts that destroy sakti or beneficent sakti and bring evil sakti or pāp, ‘sin’, can be avoided. Dharma, adharma, is the tie with which the sakti of punya and pāp, of merit and sin, is bound round the soul of man. ‘The Keys of Power’ are the keys of punya. Breach of the law of Dharma is sin, pāp; it is the loss of that sakti which brings punya.

The rules as to ritual cleanliness are as applicable to the winning of punya as they are to the fruition of a more mundane object. A person polluted by the virus of death or birth, sutak or suher, cannot add to his store of punya, though if he die his destination in the next world is determined by the store of punya he has previously acquired. Chastity is essential before performing rites intended to produce punya; before a sacrifice or before a vrata or vow. A sacred book cannot be read nor its recital by others listened to, nor can silent prayer, jap, be performed when unclean. Here again punya is like sakti; it cannot be won when unclean. If mourners are not clean, the dead loses punya. Sleep which is an unclean state destroys punya as it destroys barks. The goddess Mohini steals from a person who has earned punya by the fast of Ekadāsi all his punya if he sleeps after the midday meal the next day. To prevent such loss of punya during sleep, if the yajamān feels himself overpowered by sleep, before sleeping he applies ghee to his feet in the belief that Mohini will be deceived and on licking the ghee will assume she has stolen his punya.

Punya is lost by every impure contact, by any evil form of sakti. If the stone-of-life be placed on the ground the dead loses punya; the curse of a guest causes loss of punya to his host; the touch of unclean persons destroys punya; to be beaten by a shoe or to beat another with a broom is to lose punya. Punya is lost by any form of himsā. The contact of iron destroys punya, and if iron be used in a Śrāddha ceremony the dead loses punya.

Punya, accordingly, not only gives its possessor sakti but can be acquired only by the possession of sakti. As sakti can be
transferred, so *punya* can be obtained by contacts which effect a transference of *sakti*. Further than this, when won, *punya* can, like *sakti*, be transferred to another.

**THE TRANSFER OF PUNYA**

Hinduism accepts the belief that *punya* can be earned \(^1\) by one person for another to whom it is transferred. Half the *punya* earned by a husband goes to the wife, though she cannot earn any *punya* for her husband; children acquire *punya* from the acts of their parents. If a woman dies without having observed the *R̄ṣipancī vrata* she is reborn again as a woman, and to avert such a reincarnation her son can observe the *vrata* for her and transfer to her the *punya* he earns. In certain recitals of scriptures, *Saptaṣūṭi Pārāyana* and *Gurucarita Pārāyana* and certain *jap*, a proxy is given to a priest to earn *punya* for one who cannot earn it directly; a deity can be worshipped by one person for another and certain vows can be observed vicariously.

If one has earned *punya* by a vow, one can transfer this *punya* to another by pouring water over tulsi-leaves on to the hands of the other, to the accompaniment of mantras; another practice is to make a gift of a betel-nut saying *whatever punya I have earned be transferred to you*, to place this in the right palm of the recipient and then in confirmation of the gift pour water on to the nut.

Muhammadans have ideas somewhat similar. Shi’ahs send others on pilgrimage to Mecca to earn merit for themselves and

---

\(^1\) In the *Pāmāpurana*, in a dialogue with his consort, Śrī Kṛṣṇa speaks about the transfer of *pāp* and *punya*. A quarter of the *punya* earned by a pupil goes to his teacher; if one earns *pāp* or *punya* by following the advice of another, one-sixth of it goes to the latter; a king claims one-eighth of earned *punya*. A debtor dying in debt transfers his *punya* to his creditor; merit acquired by a deed performed with the monetary aid of another wins *punya* in some share for the latter; by taking the services of another in some cases *punya* is transferred. By speaking ill of another an exchange of *punya* and *pāp* is made; the slanderer loses his merit and gains the *pāp* of the other. Sexual congress or dining from one plate results in an equal partition of sin and merit; by contact with the breath of another, by touching him, talking with him or sitting on the same seat with him, a transfer of sin and merit is effected.

In the *Vīraśārja* is a story of a Brahmin Devasvāmi who had a daughter Gunavati destined to become a widow by losing her husband in the middle of a Saptapadi rite. The father was advised by a saint that Soma could avert her widowhood, so he brought Soma to his daughter’s marriage. In the course of the Saptapadi Gunavati’s husband died. Then Soma made a gift of the *punya* she had herself earned by observance of the Somvati *vrata* to Gunavati and by this gift Gunavati’s husband was restored to life. By her gift, however, Soma lost her *punya* and in consequence her own husband died, but she again won *punya* and the restoration of her own husband by worshipping the sāvath tree.
defray the expenses of their pilgrimage; on a death, mourners make a recital of the whole of the Koran and then get a Mullah to pray for the deceased and in his prayers to include the gift of the merit acquired by them through their recital of the Koran. This transfer of merit is alluded to directly in the words, 'I make a gift of my merit to the dead'. Just too as the Hindu child derives punya from its parents, so the Muhammadan child inherits merit from its parents.

Ideas associated with charity show how both punya and pāp, merit and sin, are related to sakti, the former beneficent and the latter evil. At the various sanskār of a Hindu specific gifts are made to priests. Different months again are connected with different forms of gifts; at the close of vratas gifts are also made to priests. In all these cases of making a gift the priest loses sakti by his acceptance of the gift pratigraha, and to recoup himself for this loss of power he has to perform a prayascitta, the ordinary form of which consists in making a thousand jap or silent recitals of the Gāyatrī mantra. When he accepts food from the yajamān at a jātkarma he has to observe a cāndrāyana vrata in which for fifteen days as the moon increases he adds to his food, and for fifteen days as the moon wanes proportionately reduces his food.

A person accepting a gift becomes the bondsman of the donor and loses his own individual sakti. Even after accepting hospitality a guest becomes unclean through loss of sakti and cannot strictly worship a god until he has performed a purificatory ceremony. The acceptance of a gift may mean even more than this. On the twelfth day of any of the months forming Caturmās there are persons who conceal a gold, silver or pearl ornament in a vessel filled with rice and give this to a priest without telling him what has been hidden therein; this gift is called guptadān, the 'secret or concealed gift', and by it the donor frees himself from his secret sins. There are also ugra or fierce gifts made deliberately with the object of passing on evil or sins to others. Particular things are appropriate objects to offer to each of the planets through the medium of a priest to avert their evil influence, their pīḍā. These gifts are ugra and reduce the sakti of the recipient. During obsequies various gifts are made to a priest in the interest of the dead; these are very baneful for the recipient. He loses sakti, and should he accept as a gift the bed of the deceased, he can never be reborn as a man in another birth as he has lost so much sakti and he must perform all his sanskār over again. At various parvakāl, at an eclipse, at the sankramaṇa of the sun and at other
hours of sakti, gifts are made to free oneself from evil and to transfer one's sins.

The acceptance of a gift, then, means a loss of sakti. The Laws of Manu, iv, 187-91, speak of the danger of accepting a gift: 'Without a full knowledge of the rules prescribed by the sacred law for the acceptance of presents a wise man should not take anything even though he may pine with hunger. But an ignorant man who accepts gold, land, a horse, a cow, food, a dress, sesamum, grain or clarified butter is reduced to ashes like a piece of wood. Gold and food destroy his longevity, land and a cow his body, a horse his eyesight, a garment his skin, clarified butter his energy, sesamum grains his offspring. A Brahmana who neither performs austerities nor studies the Vedas yet delights in accepting gifts sinks with the donor into hell just as he who attempts to cross over in a boat made of stone is submerged in the water. Hence an ignorant man should be afraid of accepting any presents for by reason of a very small gift even a fool sinks into hell as a cow into a morass'. 'As he who attempts to cross water in a boat of stone sinks to the bottom, even so an ignorant donor and an ignorant donee sink low' (194).

The practice of to-day is still based on the same idea as to the danger inherent in the acceptance of a gift. At holy places of pilgrimage in India charitable persons open chatras or lodging-houses where a pilgrim may obtain food or if he wishes to cook his own food, may have the loan of cooking utensils. In their anxiety to obtain the benefits accruing from making a gift, of which I will speak later, the owners of these houses press their charity upon the pilgrims, but many pilgrims resist their blandishments and refuse to accept any charity lest they should lose the punya they have won or hope to win by their visit to the holy place. It is again a practice to perform certain sanskār of others at one's own expense in order to win the advantages that the donor of charity obtains. Dharma munja and dharma vivāho are thread and marriage ceremonies of the poor performed during the similar ceremonies of some one else and at the expense of the latter. At one Lingāyat marriage that I attended two poor children hardly older than infants were married in order to bring barkat to the bridal pair of the main marriage. There is, however, a very definite limitation to this form of charity; there can be no charity funeral, for the interests of the dead have to be considered.

The acceptance of a gift thus results in a loss of sakti or of punya to the person who takes it. On the other hand, it confers
punya on the donor of the gift. The sacred books of Hinduism describe almsgiving as conferring merit, as destroying sin. The fact that it is the donor of a gift who acquires punya accounts for the value that a Hindu gives to articles that have been stolen; the use of these does not bestow punya on any donor. In fire festivals the fuel for the fire is usually stolen and as I have explained later stolen articles are even used in worship. Hospitality as a form of charity also brings punya to the host, and the counter danger to the guest is illustrated by the phrase parāṁ varṣy ēt, 'avoid accepting the food of others'.

The punya won by charity can be won only through sakti. When a man is unclean he cannot by making a gift obtain punya for himself; a mourner, for instance, can win punya by charity only for the dead. The occasion too on which charity is given is also very important; alms given at an eclipse are very effective, whilst alms given at sunset bring no punya to the donor. In other ways too this punya is correlated to sakti. In the gratitude and good wishes of those who receive charity is sakti and this produces punya; contrariwise ill wishes or curses destroy punya. 'A man who eats before his guest consumes the punya of his family' (Apastamba, II, 3, 7, 3) and a guest turned away with disappointment takes away from a householder his punya and throws on him his own guilt (Institutes of Viṣṇu, lxvii, 33).

If punya be sakti, as many Hindus with whom I have discussed the problem admit, or if it be as others assert merely inseparable from sakti, pāp or sin is equally so. Dharma prescribes certain rules of conduct the breach of which is pāp. Bathing in holy waters or uttering the name of a god or shrine when unclean; stepping over prasād, tīrth and other things possessing beneficent sakti, placing objects which possess such sakti on the ground and showing disrespect to persons possessing abnormal sakti, are all examples of pāp. In all these instances pāp or sin is nothing but the effects which follow the revolt of outraged sakti. The sakti which if respected produces good, when disrespected produces ill, and this good and this ill are called punya and pāp.

Pāpa, again like sakti, is transferable and this is implied in the common Hindu belief in vicarious suffering. If a wife sins, her husband shares half the punishment of her sin; if her sin be unfaithfulness, forty-two ancestors of her husband's family and that of her father go to hell. Should a man shave on a Monday, the life of his sons is shortened; if he wears his sacred thread on the wrong shoulder, he shortens the lives of his parents. If a married woman has a full bath on the day her husband shaves,
his life is shortened, and if he shaves after she has taken a complete bath, her life is shortened. A guest who leaves his nail-parings in a house brings his host to poverty. If anyone writes letters or makes marks on the ground with charcoal, the outraged šakti of the ground brings the owner of the house into debt. If fire be taken behind a man’s back and he does not correct the affront by looking at the fire at once, the resentment of the šakti of the fire brings harm to his brother. If a yajamān blows on fire it is the priest helping him who suffers. If the bridal pair go into the sun, the parents come to grief. Sneeze on the threshold means a shorter life for one’s maternal uncle; one’s next-door neighbour suffers if one hears the sound of grinding at certain times. A dishonest servant who misappropriates money entrusted to him to give in charity ruins his master financially, and a disciple who sells the knowledge he has acquired from his guru involves the guru in sin. A woman who sews on Monday reduces the days her son will live. If a man declines to eat a dish of khīr already served to him his mother dies the sooner, and he reduces his mother-in-law to poverty if he does not eat rice and whey at the close of his principal meal.

From the point of view I have adopted punya and pāp are but šakti, or at least inseparable from šakti. Every moment a man lives is a drain upon his store of punya. The term punya sancaya or ‘fund of merit’ is applied to punya, but one never speaks of a fund of pāp. This last is merely destructive of punya. If a man does not constantly perform rites to add to his store of punya he loses šakti with which to fight the šakti of evil. The maintenance of a fund of punya brings him happiness in this world; at his death according to his store of punya is his bliss in heaven from which he descends to be reborn again when his fund of punya has become exhausted. As however the soul attains mukti or absolution only when there is no balancing of pāp against punya and heaven itself is impermanent, punya becomes detrimental to attaining the final goal of Hindu endeavour.
CHAPTER II

THE POWER OF MAN

EVERYTHING in a cosmos ruled by power has its own inherent qualities. The Sindi says kathi kathi lachan ahe, 'every piece of wood has its own quality'; lakria lakria bhog ahe, 'every piece of wood has its own fortune.' A change of the peg with which an animal is tethered may alter completely the condition of the animal; the substitution of one door for another may bring a complete change of fortune to a householder. A belief that every portion of a house has its own kudrat leads the Sindi to move a woman in her travail from one part of her room to another, in the hope that she may benefit from that part of the house which has the greatest kudrat. The debris of a house a Hindu will use for repairing another house, but never for building a new house, and earth must not be carried, attached to the plough, from one field to another. Sindi Muhammadan women when cooking grain will not throw a single grain away, for it is not known in which grain most barkat resides. Dane dane barkat ahe.

Man's inherent qualities are called Pâygun (Marâthi); Kâlgun (Kanarese); Paglahô (Marwari); Paglân (Gujarâti), and associated with his foot or leg, but how loosely is seen from the fact that the same terms are applied to the qualities of a house or of a broom, or in fine any other thing that comes for the first time into contact with man. These qualities of the leg or foot in the case of man are determined by the conjunction of stars at his birth; they may be betrayed in man, woman or animal by inauspicious and auspicious markings, but often permit of no valuation till some event.

1 Bad pâygun is betrayed in a man by a speck, macce, on his left side; in a woman by black lips, pillar-shaped legs; drum-like waist, flat feet, broad forehead, irregular teeth or a masculine appearance. A cow which always nods its head, butts the tethering-post or sheds tears betrays its evil pâygun. Koda basiyo danâ âlare keâlu teppadu (Kan.), 'Disaster must follow if animals butt with their horns.' A she-buffalo with the appearance of a male, with thick hide or tail, three nipples or a single horn bending forwards brings evil. There are in all seventy-two inauspicious markings of a horse, çom or khoj. Curie of hair,
permits of a post hoc ergo propter hoc decision. The stellar control of pāygun is evidenced by the propitiation of the planets which is one way of removing the ill effects attributed to it.

There are other terms which signify the inherent qualities of man as distinct from the hāgnum or the resulting effects of his actions. Pāycāl is the evil foot of some ill-starred person passed on the road which explains the failure of a purpose or the aggravation of a disease. In the Karnāṭak as an alternative to kālγun, 'the qualities of the leg', there is the word kālāhūli, 'the dust of the leg', another expression of somewhat indefinite connotation as it is also applied to evil-eye. The Sindi speaks of a person with evil foot or evil eye as manhūs, which means influenced by an inauspicious star, and the person with a lucky foot as saūd or māsāūd; the foot is sadoro, 'lucky', or mīndoro, 'unlucky', the kadam or 'step' is ghororo, 'heavy with kudrat', and when this power is for evil he speaks of perkhanwa, 'the shadow of the foot'.

Pāyγun operates without the volition of the person in question. He may warn even those he meets that he radiates evil, but such warning would not avert his evil influence. The effects of Pāyγun are known but tardily, for to every happening a cause is attributed after the event. With a tendency however to anticipate evil, man looks upon the pāyγun of his fellow-men with suspicion and takes measures of precaution to forestall its baneful activities, which destroy fortune and may bring a sequel of illness or death. Its effects approximate to those of the evil-eye. It makes flour watery and thin; it spoils the preparation of food; it reduces the milk an animal yields; it affects adversely the increase of the grain on the threshing-floor or the quantity of wool obtained when shearing. It turns honey and sugar-cane juice sour; it aggravates a disease and can cause a boat to sink. In general, only calamities affecting the family are attributed to pāyγun, but in Sind disasters salfi, reveal the nature of its pāyγun. A horse with a curl on its eyebrows, cheeks, back, thigh, shoulders, stomach, the tip of its nose or of its ears, at the side of its eyes, on its crest brings nothing but disaster to its owner. Disaster comes also to the owner of a horse with a cluster of black hair covered by a white cluster or a white cluster covered by a black one (Dhunānīo); one with two clusters of hair on the throat (Gulkata); one that always sheds tears (Arsūhor); one with a small cluster of hair covered by a larger one called 'breaker of water-pots' (Beharavafad). Auspicious markings are white marks on the feet and forehead (Pančkūlyān); a mark on the chest (Devaṇand); a small cluster of hair over a larger one (Behara Chahadew); a mark on the neck (Konlabharan); white specks on the forehead smaller than a rupee (Sainī Pełari); a uniform colour with two white forelegs (Jaaka); two white forelegs and a long white mark down the face (Fatehjan). The Čandī with a white star on the forehead brings the master bad fortune as do the wall-eyed horse (Kurāndo); the horse with a black roof to its mouth (Kumākuta); one with the mark of a centipede on one flank (Kusgam) and one with a ring of hair on one flank only (Kuswarat).
such as a flight of locusts affecting a whole district are attributed

The keys of power

Avoiding contact with other men is the safest precaution and
this has the advantage, further, of giving protection against evil-
the exclusion of strangers is characteristic of both Hindu

When the presence of others is unavoidable many measures are
taken to render innocuous the potentiality of the stranger or
visitor. A host may require his guest or visitor to wash his feet
before entering his house, or pass first some time in the sacred
precincts of a temple or mosque. He may take food and wave it
thrice vertically before the new-comer and then throw it away in
two opposite directions. He may mix water with turmeric in a
plate and wave round the head of the intruder, finally throwing it
at his feet. The stranger may be required to step into the house
right foot foremost and as he does so to kick over a measure of

And when a visitor is departing, black rala (Panicum Italicum) is
thrown behind him, or a black sooty pan or pot is dashed to the
ground behind him. Earth too is collected from one of his foot-
prints and thrown into fire or at the junction of meeting roads.
Lastly, when a visitor has gone, one brushes the steps of the house
well with water; one strikes the steps with a broom and one turns
all the chairs and tables he has used (Sind). Nim leaves (Melia
azadirachta) are hung over the door of a room wherein an expectant
mother is confined to render innocuous the paygun of visitors, and
the same leaves are used to sprinkle water on their feet. The
Kulkari washes the feet of all visitors at a marriage with water,
using the leaves of five trees.

A bride comes to her new home with the mystery of the unknown.
Even the marriage may be interrupted by some cause such as
death or illness, which is attributed to the foot of the bride. To
avert the evil effects of her pāygun, before the bridal pair in Sind arrive at the bridegroom's house a fowl is killed and its blood spread on the threshold and over this the pair have to step. This averts, too, any evil that may follow from the pāygun of the bridegroom. At the threshold of her husband's house the Muhammadan bride is stopped; a silver or gold coin is placed in her palm covered by a small lamp of earth, diya, which she carries lighted into the house. When the bride arrives Talwārs and Vaddars drive nails into the threshold. Another Sindi custom is for seven married women to place a kind of milk pudding in the left hand of the bride when she reaches the bridegroom's house, and for one of the women to kick it out of the bride's hand. When the bride goes to her father-in-law's house for the first time it is a common practice to throw aside a tumblerful of black and yellow water and to drive a nail at once into the threshold. To protect her husband's house against her evil potentiality the bride is required to press with her right foot a two-seers measure of grain placed on the threshold and to push some of the grain into the house with her foot, entering the house her right foot first.

In a similar way the pāygun of a newly purchased animal causes apprehension. To render it harmless Talwārs and Vaddars make an offering of food to the tail of their new purchase; Talwārs wash the tail of the animal; Bhils give the animal grain to eat with the same object. Other precautions taken are the waving of five plantains before the animal and their throwing away to the inauspicious south; the washing of the feet of the animal and touching these with gold and pearls; the waving of bread round the animal and the throwing of it away before the animal is admitted to its stall. Milk is also poured on the feet of an animal to make its pāygun white or auspicious. In Sind when a new animal is purchased the purchaser takes with him a rope and a bunch of green grass so that the luck of the animal may remain green and auspicious; gold is also dipped in water and this is then sprinkled over the purchase, or the forehead of the animal is touched with a piece of gold. If in spite of these precautions misfortune continues to befall the purchaser of an animal, natural proof that its pāygun is evil, the animal is sold even at a loss.

To avert the evil pāygun of a child it is given to others to nourish; nine kinds of grain, representing the nine planets, are given along with a cow, a pumpkin and cloth to priests as an additional measure of precaution. Kurubas on payment stall their sheep in fields at night to provide manure; if any sheep or goat wandered in the night it was until quite recently given away as its pāygun was
evil and would destroy the barkat of the flock; to-day the errant sheep or goat is sold even at a loss if necessary.

SHADOW AND REFLECTION

A shadow is most intimately related to the object which throws the shadow. The Sindi explains the kudrat of the shadow as due to its containing an emanation from the body (hamzat). A man's innate power is greatest when his shadow is longest, and this is one reason for the choice of the hours of sunset and dawn for the practices which are directed to gaining power. On the other hand, when man has little or no shadow as at noon, his power is negligible and at this hour a series of restrictions forbids his doing acts which reduce power. As a man approaches death his shadow grows smaller and astrologers claim they can measure a man's longevity by studying his shadow. According to popular Muhammadan belief, the Prophet was the only man who had no shadow.

A shadow transfers to the object overshadowed the power of the object casting the shadow, for it is itself but a part of that latter object. There are accordingly shadows that confer barkat and shadows that destroy power. The shadow of a punyavant or person who has won punya or merit, and that of a saint confer barkat. To a Muhammadan the shadow of a virgin, of a small child, of a Pir, a Saiyid, a Maulvi or a fakir has the same effect. A good shadow may even turn a bad man into a good one, and when people succeed in all they attempt they are said to have

---

1 Sir James Frazer (Talos and the Perils of the Soul, 1922, p. 88) suggests that noon was chosen by the Greeks as the hour for sacrificing to the shadowless dead, because of the diminished shadow of man at noon. Hindus believe that when a ghost becomes one of the manes it loses its shadow. The Hindu Sraiddha is not, however, performed precisely at noon, though very nearly so. Pitrarpana or the oblation of water to the manes is made at noon, but the pinajasradus and other important rites in the Sraiddha are performed within the aprzahatikal, the fourth day of the five day into which the day is divided from sunrise to sunset. Each day is made up of six ghhatik of twenty-four minutes each. In the pinajasradus darbha grass is spread on the ground, the tips of the blades pointing towards the south, the direction in which lies the abode of shades. The yajamān first pours water and till on the grass and then places thereon a pinda or ball of cooked rice in the name of the deceased whose Sraiddha he is celebrating. Then he places two other similar pinjas in the names of the father and grandfather of the deceased, or if the deceased be a woman the names of her mother and grandmother. Akṣat or unmixed rice is then thrown on the pinda with an exclamation uttered on making an oblation; more akṣat is thrown and this with the word of invocation aśuham. The saktu of the manes is thus invoked. When this saktu is dismissed the yajamān first obtains the permission of the officiating priest to dismiss the saktu and then moves the pinda with his hand. If a pinda should crack of its own accord before its dismissal, the death of the yajamān occurs at a short interval.
fallen under the shadow of the great. The shadow of a good man is often allowed to fall on the sick in the hope of effecting their cure.

There are trees whose shadow is distinctly productive of good. In general, all trees with a milky sap are considered by the Hindu to have good shadows and the absence of such sap condemns the tree and its shadow. The Muhammadan, believing the shadow of a nim tree (Melia azadirachta) to confer *barkat*, plants it over the graves of the dead. A Hindu writing a charm, *yantra*, to assist the delivery of a woman, seats himself as he writes in the shadow of a kangal tree (Pongamia glabra) in order to draw from the power of the tree.

Of evil-working shadows the number is legion. There are animals that at certain definite moments, but not always, have a very evil shadow. The shadow of a newly fledged sparrow when it makes its first flight falling on children will make them lose a limb. In the Konkan if a certain bird, *bhīl kavālī*, drink of the water which is carried to and sprinkled on a pyre and having drunk, casts a shadow on animal or man, it breaks the back of its victim. To the Panchāl, the Muhammadan and others in the Karnāṭak, the shadow of a black drongo disturbed when hatching will cause one horn of a cow to wither away, and falling on a man will twist and paralyse half of his face. A bat’s shadow at dusk gives children a disease called *hakkadosa* from which they pine away and die. One symptom of this disease is that the child lies with its hands and feet behind its head like a bat. To effect a cure jvarī, rice, wheat, udī and black sesamum are ground into flour from which a cake is prepared and baked; the middle of the cake is then cut away, leaving a rim through which the child is passed three times. The rim is then tied to a tree frequented by bats so that bats may also pass through it and complete the cure. The shadow of a halakki bird produces deformity should it fall on a child or pregnant woman, and so children, and women who are enceinte avoid walking abroad at sunset when this bird flies about. The shadow of an owl is also considered bad in Sind.

There are trees whose shadow is dangerous. In Sind the shadows of the bar, sīrīh, lai and lao are bad. A Hindu is forbidden to go in the shadow of a biba tree (Semecarpus Acardium) and should a Brahmācārī do so he must perform his thread ceremony again. Throughout the Karnāṭak, the bridal pair in all castes is not allowed to pass under a tamarind tree. A woman who is enceinte will avoid the shadow of a pipal (Ficus religiosa) and of other big trees, or that of a white *kangal* at noon. To the Sindi the pipal,
ber (Zizyphus vulgaris) and lasuri (Cordia Myxa) trees are ghoro, 'heavy with kudrat', and considered dangerous.

The shadow of a man often effects evil. In Sind if a person misbehaves they say a bad man's shadow must have fallen on him, and if a man is hopelessly bad they ask whose shadow has fallen on him. As the falling of a shadow on to anything makes a contact between two objects, and as all contacts enable power to be transmitted from either end, it is as dangerous to let one's shadow fall on to something evil as to be directly overshadowed by that evil thing. A man should not at a funeral allow his shadow to fall on the ashes of the dead, for this will lead to his being haunted by the ghost of the dead. If the shadow of a menstruous woman fall on a dying man she herself is harmed (Sind). A Muhammadan will not sleep in the shadow of another person. Evil-eye operates in the same two ways, for the sense of sight is both active and passive and the same result follows from seeing a dangerous thing as from being seen.

Children are not allowed to play with shadows, and are not to sit in anyone's shadow. The bridal pair must not sit in any shadow, and as their shadows to the Sindi Muhammadan are ghoro, they must not allow their shadows to fall on others. The peculiar power possessed by a woman when enceinte, by a woman in her menses or by a girl on first attaining puberty, transmutes also their shadows, which are ghoro. The shadow of a menstruous woman falling on a Hindu woman observing a vrata, 'vow', vitiates the vow, and persons on whom it falls must bathe before performing any kind of worship. The shadow of a widow must not fall upon a bride; that of a woman who has lost several children must not touch a woman in confinement; the shadow of a barren woman made more deadly by her menses falling on a child, kills that child and transfers the vitality of the child to the woman giving her issue. The shadow of a pregnant woman renders a snake blind and causes harm to children, particularly if they are her own. The shadow of a woman in menses harms a pregnant woman; gives anaemia and dysentery to a child; reduces the power of an image of a yantra, or of a sacred book; it must not fall on a marriage mandap, on the bridal pair, on a child at its tonsure ceremony, or on a boy at his thread ceremony. It must also not fall upon a saint, on the bel and tulsi trees nor where any sacred fire, hom, is lighted. A woman even as a woman, quite apart from any moment when she has special power, has a mysterious potentiality; she is often avoided and, ergo, her shadow also. There are charms that a Muhammadan will not write if there be near the shadow
of a woman. When *Koʃs* make an offering to *Hiroba* all women must retire, for their shadow would pollute the offering. Similarly, when *Lamānis* offer *naivedya* annually to *Venkatramanana*, the shadow of a woman is avoided. A strict regulation of the *Śrāddha* rite requires that the cooking be all done by the *yajamān* himself, for should the shadow of a woman fall on the food the manes will not be satisfied and the dead will lose *punya*. The shadow of a woman must also not fall on food offered to *svāmīs* and *gurus*.

A scavenger’s shadow falling on one who has small-pox would aggravate the disease. The shadows of a *Teli*, ‘oilman’, a *Dhobī*, ‘washerman’ or of a barber whose professions all involve *himsā* are strictly avoided by anyone dealing with charms. The shadow of a sinner reduces the *sakti* of a person under vow of chastity, and like that of a pregnant woman will cause a tree to wither. The shadow of a mother-in-law is avoided. Even spirits are harmed by the shadows of men. A Brahui story is that a man wandered near Kelat and losing his way found a woman baking bread. She was in reality a spirit and fainted when his shadow fell upon her, so other spirits gathered and drove away the man by making a human figure and mutilating its hands.

One reason why the innermost shrine of a Hindu temple is without windows is the protection of the *sakti* of the image from inauspicious shadows. The Muhammadan likewise protects his Koran from all shadows. In performing many a magic rite a man must choose the hour before dawn, before the sun rises to give him a shadow. If he attempts to cure intermittent fever by tying a white thread to a bor tree he must do this before dawn, for his shadow would reduce the *sakti* of the tree and therefore the efficacy of the charm. A man who collects pieces of a rui tree (*Calotropis gigantea*) to assist the delivery of a woman, must not let his shadow fall on the tree, or the charm will be without effect.

Food is very susceptible to impure contacts. The shadow of a dog or of a person impure from the contagion of death or birth makes poisonous the food on which it falls. When, too, several persons dine together, if one person finishes eating before the others, he must not rise till all have finished their meal lest his shadow fall on their food.

Even the shadow of an object possessing beneficent power may have to be avoided. The *darāman* or sight of a sacred object confers *barkat*, yet the shadow of a temple or image should not fall on a dwelling-house or the inmates thereof will be in danger. To prevent certain shadows such as those of a temple, a single stone image, a tree, a well and a tall post falling on a house, the house should
be built so as to leave between it and these objects a distance equal to twice the height of the house.

A shadow is so intimately a portion of a man's being that to do something to the shadow is equivalent to doing the same thing to the man himself. Harm done to a man's shadow harms also the man, and benefit can accrue to the man from action taken respecting his shadow.

To harm a man a mantrik prepares images of earth and puts them on the shadow of the man and pricks them with nails or the thorns of jali (Acacia Arabica), bagni (Caryota urens) and ankli (Artocarpus hirsuta). Alternatively he drives nails into the man’s shadow or digs a hole where the shadow has passed and puts in it charmed lemons, bones, nails, and rice of different colours. It is bad for some one else to step on one’s shadow. Magicians recite charms and follow the shadows of their victims and strike them with their heels; then taking away the earth which has adhered to their heels burn it to harm the owner of the shadow.

The treatment of the sick through the medium of their shadows is a common practice. When a man has an abdominal tumour he is sent to a mantrik in the Belgaum district, who cuts the sick man's shadow with a knife. If a man has a headache his shadow is made to fall on a post or on a wall, and on this the juice of a marking nut is sprinkled. A man with a headache is cured if his shadow merely falls on certain trees. If a man is possessed by a spirit his shadow is beaten or pinned with a nail to a tree. To expel a spirit or cure a headache Pancáls drive a nail into a man's shadow. To cure a half-headache or spleen a cross is made on the shadow of the sufferer, on the head of the shadow, and on it is smeared butter and the juice of the marking nut. When a child suffers from mudaósā, an illness attributed to the touch of a woman in menses, its shadow is allowed to fall on a tree and then the shadow is pierced with one of the child’s earrings, following which the tree withers and the child is healed. Sindhi Muhammadans place a loaf on the shadow of a sick man and then cut it in four pieces and throw these to the cardinal points. Measuring shadows or branding them is a Sindi method of expelling disease. When a man is victim of evil-eye he is asked in Sind seven times, 'May I cut your nazár ?' (evil-eye), and then when he says yes, his shadow is cut seven times. If a man is victimized by evil-eye, four lemons are placed on his shadow; these have to be cut all at one blow and the pieces thrown in four directions, care being taken than no two halves of any one lemon are thrown in the same direction.
Sometimes to cure illness or evil-eye a fire is lighted on the shadow of the patient, and seven grains of pepper are thrown into the fire. A man suffering from stomach disease is placed in the sun on a Sunday, and his shadow is marked in lines with a piece of iron which is supposed to cut the disease in shreds.

The reflection of a man is as his shadow, a part of himself. In some vernaculars there is only one word to express reflection and shadow. Any evil that besets a man may be projected into his reflection, and then cast away or transferred to others. A sick man looks at himself in oil or ghee and burns the oil or ghee before an image, usually that of Maruti. Similarly, if afflicted by evil-eye or persecuted by ghosts he burns his own reflection. When a man is suffering from the evil influence of Saturn he looks at his reflection in oil, and sends this to a temple to be burnt in one of the temple lamps. As Sunday is to the Hindu an inauspicious day, anyone going on a journey on that day or going out with an object, prevents the frustration of his purpose by looking into a mirror before he sets out.

If a child suffers from mutados by contact with the impurity of a woman, it is made to urinate in a pot and gaze therein at its own reflection, which is then thrown on a jali bush (Acacia Arabica). Proof that a transfer of sickness has been made is given by the subsequent withering of the tree. At an eclipse evil is transferred by looking at one's reflection in oil, then lighting wicks in the oil and giving it away. To avert the evil of meeting a barber one should look into the barber's mirror, and then return it to him. The Sindi bridal pair look at their joint reflections in a mirror, which is then broken, assuring them of the dispersing of their evil. In some śānti ceremonies the yajamān looks at his own reflection in oil or ghee, and then gives this away to others to avert evil (nvād). When a child is born under the Mūlā constellation it is presage of the death of one of the parents. When a daughter is born after three sons, or a son after three daughters, the parents are again in danger. To avert evil the father makes gifts to priests and amongst the things he donates is a pot of ghee in which he has looked at his own reflection. In Sind if a man is possessed or sick he looks at his own reflection in oil or milk and then throws the oil or milk at the root of a tree, transferring his evil to the tree. The Brahmin father in the Karnāṭak is not allowed to see his first-born son until he has seen his own reflection in a dish of sweet-oil or in a mirror, and rendered harmless his own evil potentiality which might be roused to activity by his love and admiration of the child. A child suffering from anemia
is made to see its reflection in oil and then the oil is thrown on a
golgolki bush.

The whole potentiality for good or evil of a person may be
projected into his reflection, and through this his good and bad
qualities transferred to another. Among Sîmîs after a marriage
the bride’s mother comes to the bride’s house with milk, in which
the bridegroom looks at his reflection; this milk is then distributed
to all those present, especially the women guests, and confers on
the recipients barkat. A person seeing the reflection of the face
of a saint is believed to acquire some of the merit of the saint.
To improve the unchaste character of a woman her face is smeared
with ghee, oil and jaggery, and a harlot is asked to see her reflection
in a mirror. By this measure the unchastity of the first woman
is transferred to the woman of loose morals. A quaint illustration
of the possession of qualities by a reflection is the belief
that the reflection of a rainbow produces Gorocan in a cow, only
those cows having this which graze where the rainbow is reflected
or drink its reflection in water.

The same idea that something is projected into a reflection
underlies other customs. Sick and dying persons are not allowed
to look into a mirror as their sakti would be transferred to their
reflection, and this at a critical time, when they cannot endure a
reduction in power. At a death mirrors are covered up and the
chief mourner must not look into a mirror. A man who looks
into a mirror after sunset shortens his life, and it is a general practice
to cover up all mirrors before retiring to sleep. One who sees his
own shadow or reflection in a mirror at night becomes a spirit or
liable to the attacks of spirits, and in his next life is reborn as a
concubine. Fear of spirits also makes it dangerous to look at
one’s reflection in water.

Though, too, a man may, to avert evil, deliberately look at his
own reflection, doing this is always attended with some danger.
The Śāstrā prescribe three Arghyas to be offered daily, but in
practice Brahmans offer four, and one explanation given me of the
additional one is that it is offered to avert the evil acquired during
the day by unavoidably seeing one’s own reflection.

PERSONAL MEASUREMENTS

The measuring of a man’s shadow is one way of transferring any
illness to another. In the actual length of the shadow there is

1 Gorocan is a yellow pigment found in small quantities in the bodies of cows.
It is used in the worship of gods and is applied to the forehead in the same way
as sandal-paste. It is also administered to young children and mothers after
their delivery and is considered a valuable drug.
something that is part of the self of the man himself, and if this be so, still more is the measurement of the man's body or part thereof an intimate portion of the man's individuality. A man's power passes into a thing made according to his measurements.

In Hindu ritual the yajamān's anguli or the width across his four fingers is often a unit of measurement. The sacred thread of a Hindu is ninety-six angulis long; the raised seat of earth prepared for a hom or sacrificial fire in yajna is measured from the yajamān's anguli, being one anguli high and eighteen angulis square. In the Agnistoma hom the seat is thirty-six angulis high and five cubits of the yajamān square. Sometimes the sacred hom is placed in a pit one cubit square measured from the elbow of the yajamān to the tip of his little finger. The yajamān is called the yoni (Muliere pudendum) of the fire, and if his measurements are not taken, the offerings are taken away by spirits and destruction comes to the worshipper. An Agnihotri lays out his fire-room according to his own measurements; the raised seat or bahule used by the bridal pair at a wedding is measured according to the anguli of the bride; the measured angulis must be odd in number, not more than twelve and not less than six. In some castes the marriage mandap is square, its measurements being an odd multiple of the cubit of the bridegroom or of some male member of his family. At a wedding again a dikbandha of two white threads is tied round the mandap to keep away spirits by the bridal pair themselves or by priests on their behalf, and of these two threads one is measured by the bride's measurement and the other by that of the bridegroom. The threads are said to represent the soul, the thread-of-life passed on from parents to child.

Personal measurements figure prominently in practices adopted to cure sickness or transfer evil. To cure evil-eye, in Sind the victim is measured his whole length with a tape; this tape is then cut in pieces and tied to the sufferer. To avert the same evil, red, black and white thread the height of the supposed victim, is tied to a sirih tree (Albizia Lebbeck). At an eclipse three or five arms' lengths of thread by the measurement of a sick man are taken, tied in three knots and thrown into a well to cast away his sickness; the thread is tied to a tree if it be a case of fever and to a sirih tree if it be one of headache. If a man suffers from rheumatism, at a solar eclipse a thread as long as twenty-five, thirty-five or forty-five of his cubits is wound round a pipal, nim, or bar tree to transfer to the tree the man's rheumatism. At a Muhammadan marriage in Sind both the bride and bridegroom are measured by a thread ten or twelve times from head to foot, and
the thread is thrown into a well or running water that the calamities of the pair may be drowned. Besides the practices already described to avert evil-eye, there are other methods of averting this evil which involve the use of the measurements of the victim. A thread is taken the exact length of the victim's height and tied round a copper pot which is filled with milk and put on the fire. If there be actually evil-eye present, the thread will not burn, and then the thread, the pot and its contents are all buried. A simpler method is to measure a thread the height of the victim and hang it up, and as it is suspended cut it in pieces, thereby cutting up the evil-eye. A black thread, the height of the patient, is also cut with a knife, and the evil which besets the victim is finally transferred to the earth by striking the ground with the knife.

Corn, new cloth, and even timber is measured in Sind by the hand to obtain barkat. On the first night after a marriage the ground on which the married pair sleep is measured by the height of the taller of the two, and a thread in odd multiple of the same measurement is tied round on all four sides to form a hisar or barrier against evil. Before marriage the Muhammadan pair are measured from head to foot and from the measured thread pantaloons strings are made to keep the bridal pair together in love. If a child is slow in beginning to walk, big loaves are prepared and cut into pieces measured by the child's foot and then distributed to friends. Before the distribution of the bread the seven loaves are piled one on another and a cord is placed on the top of them; the child's foot is placed on the pile and the maternal uncle at one blow has to cut with a knife the cord and at least one cake. This practice is called per mānī. If a man recovers from a severe illness it is supposed he has special 'power', so as he lies down the length of his body is measured with loaves which are finally distributed to friends, transferring to them special kudrat. This is a Persian custom called nūn-posh but followed by other Muhammadans. At a Muhammadan marriage the bride measures the height of the bridegroom ten, twelve or twenty-one times and by this measurement makes for herself a pyjama belt.

SALIVA

The human saliva contains power the intensity of which varies with the power of the person in question. The saliva of a saint can transfer to another any quality the saint possesses such as oratorical ability. It is said that the great Muhammadan saint, Sharif Sahab Sisavinhal, in the Shigaon Taluka of the Dharwar District, got all his learning from his teacher Guru-Govind by
licking the spittle of the latter in his dying moments. Saints cure the sick by spitting into their mouths or on to their wounds. In Baluchistan, a holy man able to charm away locusts passes on his power to his successor by spitting in his mouth. No saint who is diffident of his power will spit in the mouths of pilgrims or in any such way waste his power. Sometimes a Muhammadan saint appoints from among his disciples a vicegerent or Khalifa, giving him barkat by wetting his own finger with his spit and applying it to the mouth of the disciple, who in turn acquires the power of bestowing barkat on others in the same way. A saint can confer barkat on food by his spittle and make a stock of food originally small inexhaustible. Saints have rewarded the piety and hospitality of poor devotees by applying their spittle to their scanty supplies. By spitting into his mouth a saint can make a schoolboy quicker in learning his lessons, or an apprentice more apt in learning his trade. In Sind on the birth of a child, a saint, or an old person sucks honey or a date and then puts the honey or date into the child's mouth, or sometimes merely transfers saliva to bring the child barkat, which in the case of this being done by an old person connotes longevity.

If a married woman or svāśinī spit on a pomegranate-tree it forthwith blossoms and bears fruit, for through the medium of her spittle her creative power has been transferred to the tree. In the Deccan amongst almost all classes of Hindus a mother spits on her child when she bathes it, or mixes her saliva with oil and with it smears its body, not merely to avert evil, but also to transfer to it her own longevity. Barren women swallow if they can the saliva of young infants, in order themselves to obtain issue.

Through spitting one continues to exercise power. To spit upon another man is supposed to bring him under control. A Kanaresesaying is to the effect that a man obeys implicitly a spitting man uqalu hākidare datuvaḍillā. To make his wife faithful a man applies his saliva to her breasts when she sleeps. To win over her mother-in-law a woman mixes her spittle in oil and rubs the mixture on the head of the mother-in-law when she is combing her hair. A Sindi Muhammadan going a journey spits into the hand of his child so that it will not worry about his absence from home. If a woman lends her comb to another she spits on it before parting with it; a woman also spits on her hair-combings before throwing them away and this is supposed to make her hair grow the better. The Sindi spits on his own penis to keep his wife

*Census of India, 1911*; vol. iv, Baluchistan, 1, 67 f.
in subordination. When women kill lice they spit on their own finger-nails to prevent the appearance of other lice.

Spitting is resorted to to avert evil. If A congratulates B on his good health, B at once asks A to spit to avert evil-eye. Sindis spit on drunkards, prostitutes and people with an evil eye as a protection against evil influences emanating from these persons. Spitting affords protection, too, when one is suddenly frightened or smells something unpleasant. When people return from a cemetery in Sind they spit outside their house before entering it. Mantriks when uttering charms spit to avert evil-eye and keep away spirits. To prevent quarrels a Sindi Muhammadan woman, should she borrow the comb of another, must spit upon it. If a Muhammadan has a nightmare he spits three times to the left and tells no one about the dream. A woman spits on a child to avert from it her own evil-eye. If a child falls accidentally, earth from where it fell is waved round it thrice, the child spits on the earth which is then thrown away. Another alternative practice is for some one who is with the child to spit on the ground and throw on it a copper coin. In lieu of spitting in the face of a crying child to avert evil-eye it is sufficient to say thu wayi, 'spit dog'. A father in Sind spits at his own child to keep from it the evil of his own glance.

A number of Hindu practices accept the same principle that spitting averts evil. As one passes articles of niedhi or utara left at cross-roads with the object of transferring disease or evil to others, one spits, as one does also at a place where an ass has wallowed, to avert contagion, or the stomach pain which comes if perchance one has stepped in the same spot. When a man is persecuted by a ghost of a very wicked person a number of persons spit upon him when he shows signs of being possessed, in order to scare the ghost. To render useless the tricks of mantriks who utilize earth where a man has urinated to do him harm, a man will spit where he urinates. While burning things to avert evil-eye both the victim of the evil eye and the person who waves things round him to cast out the evil, spit. If a child is precocious, the mother spits to avert from it evil-eye.

A mantrik uttering charms to cure a victim of evil-eye runs a grave risk of finding he has effected a transfer of the evil effects to himself; a warning of this having happened he receives in the form of a water-brash. To cast away the evil he spits freely. When things are waved round a person affected with evil-eye the victim spits on them before they are thrown away. A man who shows signs of casting evil-eye is made to spit in the hope that he will render his own glance innocuous.
Spitting effects the contact of two powers. It is therefore dangerous to spit on some things because the power of the thing spat upon is communicated to the person spitting. A person spitting on another who suffers from itch himself acquires itch. Spitting on one's own excreta, or in a cattle-shed, exposes one to the danger of acquiring throat disease. The power in objects possessing power reacts against spitting and there are many things on which a Muhammadan will not spit for fear of the resentment of their innate *kudrat*. A Sindi Muhammadan will not spit upon fire, a lamp, cooking-pots, flowers, fruit, water, bread, tea, sweets, milk, animals, on a green tree, on a bed, a carpet or mattress; on corn, on implements, salt; on a pen or ink or paper, a hat or a turban, in a well or river, on shoes, on milk, curds, butter, ghee or oil. He will not spit in a mosque, a graveyard or in the enclosure, *dargāh*, of a saint. He will not spit on a grinding-stone or on a winnowing-fan; on the pestle and mortar or the collyrium pot and needle; on a box or a water-pot; on bricks, lime, a stone or even mud. He will not spit on glass, a fireplace, tobacco or the ornaments of a woman. Typical of the reaction of power to spitting is the blistering of the tongue which follows spitting in fire. The reverse action of spitting is illustrated by the loss, in Hindu belief, of *punya* a saint experiences if he is spat upon.

By his spittle a man may convey his wishes to another, be they evil or good. At an eclipse charms are made to hurt others by spitting in water. Spitting adds to the efficacy of a curse. Merely to say 'I spit upon you' is a curse conveying an evil wish. Spitting adds likewise to the solemnity of a vow. If A makes a vow to B, the latter may ask A to spit in confirmation of his promise. On the other hand, just because spitting conveys the wishes of the spitter, spitting is resorted to to make an oath less serious. If a man is made to swear against his wish he spits as he swears to reduce the intensity of the oath, to make as if it were a mental reservation. If an oath is taken by another person, that person spits to render the oath inoperative so far as it affects himself. Children in particular, by whom oaths are frequently taken, spit when any one swears by them; a mother, too, to protect her child against the sequel to an oath taken by its head or blood will spit. Spitting, in fine, has the same effect in reducing the potency of an oath as has the giving of charity.

By spitting on rags and then throwing these on to stones one may transfer one's fatigue to the stones; this is done by pilgrims to Hampi.

If the spittle of saints and other persons possessing special
power confers *barkat*, that of ordinary persons is not without a similar efficacy. To cure itch, leaves of the bekkintaradu creeper are chewed into a paste and this is applied to the body. Leaves of the bitter pumpkin creeper are boiled with olive oil and spittle and applied to a carbuncle. The mother of a child which has sore eyes applies her spit to its eyes without first washing her mouth, in the morning, at which time spittle has the greatest curative power.

There is power in the spittle of animals. Honey is considered to be the spittle of bees and is widely used in Hindu ritual as a holy thing. The honey that brings *barkat* is that of the female bee; the honey of the male is supposed to destroy *barkat*. Honey is used for the *abhišeka* or ceremonial bathing of images, in the preparation of the *Śrāddha* meal; it is used in the offering of *madhupark* to the bridegroom, a king or a saint, it is used whenever the *pancāmrt* are used and in all these cases conveys *barkat*. Bees again suck honey from flowers which become therefore the leavings of bees, and holy because they have drawn power from their spittle. The milk of a cow used in many rites such as the offering of *madhupark* and of *pancāmrt* must have been in contact with the spittle of the calf, or is not holy. Before wringing the udder of the cow the calf must be allowed to suck for some time, and the udder must not be washed before the milk is drawn.

Spit dies quickly and in the belief that this characteristic will produce an effect more or less similar, spit is used to hasten the achievement of a desire. To allure a woman to come to him quickly a Sindi Muhammadan spits on a charmed pipal-leaf or on a stone, and believes that ere the spit dries the woman will come to him. Whenever he goes out with a definite object he spits that he may fulfil his object before the spit dries, and on returning with his object gained he spits before entering his house to show his purpose accomplished.

**THE BREATH**

By the breath of a man his power with all its qualities is transmitted. Breath which confers or conveys good is called *Daeviśvās*, and the breath which transmits evil is *Asuriśvās*. The Muhammadan likewise distinguishes between *pāk dam* and *nūpāk dam*, that is, pure and impure breath.

The breath of a saint purifies sinners. Water on which a saint has breathed is used to free a victim from spirit possession. The sick are taken to saints to be blown upon. A saint, besides putting some of his saliva into the mouth of a disciple to transfer to him
power, also blows upon him. One who can recite the whole of the Koran by heart, a Hafiz, has also special kudrat and can confer barkat by his breath; on the twenty-third, the twenty-seventh or the thirtieth of Ramadān at night a Hafiz is brought dates, sweetmeats and collyrium to blow upon. The dates and sweetmeats are preserved to obtain barkat and the collyrium is applied to the eyes of the recipients, men or women. Congregational worship again produces kudrat and on Fridays after the congregational prayers children stand at the gates of mosques with pots of water for the worshippers to breathe upon and transfer to the water a power which will make it a panacea for all forms of illness. On the fortieth day after a child is born it is taken to a mosque where after the day's prayers are finished the inām, or leader of the prayers, and any old man present of reputed sanctity, breathe into the child’s mouth. Sometimes on this day an old woman of unquestioned sanctity is brought to the house to breathe into the mouth of a child. A Hindu mother, after she has given a bath of oil to her infant and before she puts it to sleep, breathes on its head to transmit to it her own longevity. If a Muhammadan accidentally hurts an animal and wishes that it should feel no pain, he blows across his palm, thus transferring the power of his kindly wish to the animal.

In all these cases the innate power of the person breathing is transmitted by the breath. In a very large number of cases the breath is charged with the power of sacred passages, and it is this power that confers barkat on the person breathed upon. The recital of particular surahs of the Koran as a preliminary to breathing with the object of conveying the kudrat of those surahs is a common Muhammadan practice in Sind. Mere recital of surahs, however, in itself confers little barkat unless the reciter has mastered them and has amal over them, and to obtain this mastery the user of the surahs must have the permission of his pir to repeat the surahs, must be regular in prayer, chaste, truthful and clean. When these conditions are fulfilled, and then only, it is possible by breath to transmit at will the power of the surahs.

At the Jilgra or ceremony of presentation the Muhammadan bride and bridegroom recite the suratu'l-ikhlās three times, a recital which is equivalent to a reading of the whole of the Koran, and then breathe on each other to excite their mutual love. By reciting the surah Musammīl forty-one times over milk and then blowing on the milk and giving this to a woman one may assist her to obtain issue. To cure small-pox the suratu yā sin is recited over pulse; this is then breathed upon by the reciter, who mixes
it with butter and gives the patient to eat. In Sind madmen are considered either saints or possessed by spirits, the latter being called jinajfo asar, 'the result of spirits'. To tell which of the two a madman is, one should recite three times behind his back the Salwat sharif and then blow in his direction. If the madman be really a saint he will turn round in resentment.

The first chapter of the Koran is a cure for all diseases if recited forty-one times between the sunset and morning prayers and then blown over the sick. Qul aus birra-binnas recited until one is breathless and then blown over the part bitten by a scorpion three times, removes the pain of a scorpion-bite. When there is an epidemic a Mullah or Maulvi is brought to read verses of the Koran and then to blow into the mouth of a goat, which is killed and eaten to obtain barkat. This practice of Sindi Muhammadans is called dam, 'breath'. During epidemics recitations of sacred verses are made and blown over milk which is then distributed to as many people as possible. A pir confers barkat on his congregation by reciting Salwat sharif, to which the congregation replies 'Salwat sharifjo isharo kiyo', and blowing across his hand to the worshippers. If a Muhammadan hears bad news from an absent friend he recites the Koran and blows in the direction where he thinks his friend is at the moment. Before having an interview with a person of great importance a Muhammadan fortifies himself by blowing recited Koranic passages over his own person. Before retiring to rest at night recitals of the Koran are blown over a room or any object or person which needs protection; the same measure of protection is taken to cure the sick or protect a man setting out on a journey. To obtain a boon from another a suppliant will recite the sūratu‘l-ikhlās and blow in the direction of the person from whom he hopes to get his request. By blowing recitals of the Koran in the direction of another, without his knowledge one may subdue that other person to one's will. If this be done for a good object the other person can but comply, but if it be done with a bad object and he is cognizant of what has been done, he can free himself by blowing over himself the āyatul-kursī.

The blowing of recited verses of the Koran is resorted to to discover a thief. One measure is to place the suspected persons in a circle, and in front of them drive into the ground till buried an iron bar. This bar is four sided and on the sides are written the words Suyad val Koran, Kaf val Koran, Yasin val Koran ul hakim and Kaf, Ha, Ya, Ain suyad. Then two surahs of the Koran are recited and the practitioner blows over the suspected
persons and asks them to rise; the thief will be unable to get up. Another measure is to make sticks of wheat flour and put them in a pot of water. One after another, pieces of paper with a surah and the names of the suspected persons are dropped in the pot. The Salcat is recited ten times; the ‘ayatu’l kursi and the first part of the suratu yā sīm, once, Ho Allah a hundred times, and the names of Gabriel, Michael, Israel, and Israfil four times. Then the sticks are blown upon and all will sink save that one which belongs to the actual thief.

In a similar way Hindus think that breathing preceded by the recital of a mantra or Vedic verse transfers barkat. To cure children affected with evil-eye, mantras are breathed over their mouths three times, the while a charm with five threads is tied to their head or neck. Kān phunknēn is the breathing by a guru into the ears of a child after making recitation from a sacred book. A mantrik attempting a cure breathes on the part affected after each incantation, but he must breathe downwards or his charm will be without effect. In exorcising a spirit or in bewitching a medium the mantrik blows his recitals into the eyes and ears of the medium. Mantras are repeated and at each repetition a Hindu will blow upon water which is then sprinkled on the sick or drunk by them. Besides, moreover, the sakti of sacred words, the sakti of things possessing sakti may be transferred to others by blowing. On Thursdays and Sundays ashes are blown on the face of any one stricken by evil-eye; cotton-seeds and salt are used when blowing upon milch cattle that will not give milk; persons persecuted by ghosts are freed from their attentions by blowing ashes over them. By blowing the sakti inherent in certain barkat-giving things over persons or into some form of comestible that they can eat, there are few ills that cannot be cured. In the Karnāṭak on the twelfth day after a birth gram is placed under the anus of the child. Before naming the child the mother eats a little of the gram and then blows into both the ears of the child to secure it for ever against deafness.

So much for the transfer of barkat by the breath. There remains for illustration the breath that conveys evil. The breath of a widow who lost her husband very soon after their marriage is dangerous; the breath of a barren woman or of one who has lost all her issue brings death to all children it falls upon. In Sind one proof that a bad woman has breathed on a child is that the child grows more and more talkative. To the Hindu ungrateful persons, liars and backbiters, and those who constantly indulge in abuse, transmit nothing but evil by their breath. Orthodox
Hindus take a bath if they happen to come in contact with the breath of the wicked.

Breath therefore transmits both evil and good qualities. It affects, however, a contact between the breather and the thing breathed upon, in consequence of which there may arise a conflict of two powers. Certain persons and things accordingly which possess more power than usual must be protected from the power transmitted by the human breath and the restrictions which forbid the breathing on certain embodiments of power approach in detail those which prohibit their being stepped over.

A Sindi Muhammadan will not breathe on milk, water, curds, butter or ghee, bread or grain, cooked food; on a fire save to fan it, or on a lamp; on green verdure or on flowers. He should not breathe on the Koran, on the earth, on any animal, on fruit, salt, oil, fish or meat. He avoids breathing on all implements, on carpets and mattresses and beds; on his cooking-pots and on new cloth. Lingāyats will not breathe on food, on a lamp or on fire; on an āsan or seat which protects sakti from contact with the ground. They will not breathe on materials to be used in worship; on any image or on such persons as a child, guest, saint or on the bridal pair. To prevent the breath falling on images during worship, on the sacred conch, or on flowers (which last cannot be offered to gods if breathed upon), or on offerings, naivedya, a cloth is worn over the mouth by the worshipper. When performing Pṛāṇapratīṣṭā by which sakti is invoked into an image the Brahmin covers his mouth. In the temple of Venkoba at Tirupati such a covering is worn every day of worship, as it is thought that the deity comes to the temple without invocation. When offering food to a god; when performing jap or silent prayer; when teaching a sacred mantra to another mantropadesa the Brahmin covers his mouth. The teacher who teaches a pupil the Gāyatrī mantra shrouds his own face as well as that of his pupil. Saints and svāmīs when worshipping shroud their faces leaving uncovered only their eyes.

THE NAME

The name of a man is the very essence of his power. There are stories in the sacred books of Hinduism that give the name a power even greater than that of its possessor. Hanuman was building a bridge whereby he might cross to Lanka by throwing into the sea stones on which he had written the name of Rāma so that they would not sink. Rāma himself watched Hanuman with interest doing this and to test the power of a stone, threw one into the sea without writing his name on it, whereupon it sank at once. Then
he turned to Hanuman for an explanation of the failure of his stone
to float and Hanuman replied that Rāma’s name had more power
than Rāma himself.

Repetition of the name of a god puts pressure upon the god
and forces the grant of a request. *Punya* or merit is obtained by
the mere uttering of sacred names. There is a story of Rāmdēś
about a prostitute who taught her parrot to say Rām and so won
*puṇya* for herself. Ajamal acquired *puṇya* because he called his
son Nārāyān, and when addressing his son constantly used the
holy name. Valmiki was a *Koṇi*, a murderer and robber who kept
a record of the murders he had committed by placing in seven
earthen vessels a pebble for every murder committed. Even he
lost his sin when he called Rāma Rām and eventually became a
sage.

A saint’s *kudrat* can be coerced in a similar way through his
name. In Sind the Muhammadan, to obtain the protection of
saints, ties knots in his hair the while he utters their names; when
any difficulty arises he ties knots in his clothes and utters, if he be a Sunnī, the name of Piran Pir of julān, his chief Pir. A Shi‘āh
likewise ties a coin in a knot in his clothes as a safeguard against
all evil invoking the power of Imam Jamin, one of his twelve
*imāns* through his name.

A quarrelsome man is called *Narāda* and quarrels ensue if this
name be uttered. To mention the names of spirits after sunset
is to invoke their presence; to utter the word barber is to bring
at this time the ill luck that is associated with his profession.
An orthodox Hindu rinses his mouth with water to remove the
defilement of having mentioned by chance the name of a wicked
man.

The name a child is given may influence its future for good or
for evil. If a child is not named at all it is not taken as a member
of the family, and so if previously born children in any family
die soon after birth, a later-born child is not named at all at the
usual time but given a random name much later, in the hope
that having no name at the age when the other children died, it
may escape death. Theophoric names bring a child into the closest
relation to the deity whose name it bears. Astrological names
likewise give the child the protection of the house of its nativity;
it may be given a name from the month of its birth, from the
presiding deity of that month or from the zodiacal sign of nativity.
Hindus give their children the names of their family or village
gods. A Hindu child born at Dasarā is called after Arjun; one
born on Ramanavami is called Rāma; a child born in Āsvin is
called Kṛṣṇa, and one born on Nāgpancmi is called after the snake-god Śeṣa, whilst one born on Śivrātra is called Mahādev. By these names the infant wins the barkat of the day in question. Different families of Hindus call their children after particular deities; when their general practice is broken, calamity befalling is attributed to this negligence and the child's name is changed accordingly. A Hindu child is given also the names of deceased ancestors who died at a great age so that the child may acquire their longevity, and the custom, though dying out, is not yet quite dead of avoiding the names of living relatives in fear that either the child or the relative whose name it bears should die. To bestow on a child longevity, when many children have died in a household, the name of Maruti or Martapā, a god associated with longevity, is given to the child.

The Sindi Muhammadan equally believes that the name given to a child influences its future. In the hope that a child may become a pilgrim it is called Ḥajī; that it may become rich it is given the name of a rich man. In fulfilment of a vow a Muhammadan child is given the name of the kando tree, and that the child may live long the name of a deceased grandfather who died at a great age is bestowed. To secure the favourable influence of the planets their names are given to children; the name of Zahra from Zuhrah or Venus, Kamar the name of the moon; Shama that of the sun and Najm, meaning planet. Similarly, the names of days, Sumar, Junah, Achar, are given to bring the child the barkat of auspicious days, but the names of days such as Saturday, Tuesday and Wednesday, which are associated with evil, are strictly avoided. There are particular names to which special barkat is attributed. Of all names that of 'Abdullāh has the greatest barkat, for Allah is the only absolute name of God, all other names expressing only his attributes, like the name Karim sometimes given to a child. Other names in which there is special kudrat are Fāṭimah and Khadijah, the names respectively of the Prophet's daughter and first wife. There is barkat, too, in all names derived from Muhammad, such as Mhammed, Mahmud, Ahmad and their diminutives; in Sind the single name Muḥammad is not used, but compound names such as Ghulam Muḥammad, Yar Muḥammad, Dost Muḥammad are common. Like the Hindu the Muhammadan also calls children after the day on which they are born; children born on any 'Id are called Idan; those born on Friday Jumah, and those during Ramaḍān by that name.

When a Hindu has lost anything he utters the name of Kārtikeyārjuna, a mythical king who lost and regained his kingdom
several times. If cattle are lost, this same name is written on a board placed near the tethering-peg and the cattle return to their stall within three days. If a house be pestered with snakes, a Hindu writes on the walls the name of the sage Astika or the name of Śiva, Kalbhairav. The names of great mantriks such as Basappa of Betigeri and of gods such as Dattātreya have the power of driving away spirits.

By uttering the name of a person as one does something, one may transfer to him the intended sequel to the action taken. In the riddance of evil by transfer to a tree the name of the victim or patient is usually taken at the moment when the transfer is supposed to take place. In the Karnāṭak charms are recited over trees and plants on Sundays and Thursdays and then these are uprooted in the name of a person suffering from constant fever or from glands. To ensure success the action is repeated three or five times, numbers which are associated with finality. If a man has fever another man looks first at the patient and then goes into the forest and finds a pikjali (Acacia Farnesiana) which he pulls up as he utters the name of the sick man; then he ties to the patient a piece of the bark of the tree. In the same way when nails are driven into trees to transfer illness the name of the sick person is uttered, or the names of the patient and of his mother are uttered over a thread which is tied to a tree. If one utters not the name of the patient but of some other person, the evil transferred is conveyed to the person whose name is uttered and is not transferred to the tree.

Evil is averted by the uttering of certain words or names. When a man sneezes he says 'Nārāyan,' 'Krṣṇa' or 'Govind'; if he sneezes at mealtime others ask him the name of his birthplace and he mentions this; when bad news is received many holy names are uttered; when a man hears a lizard chirp he repeats four or five times the name of Krṣṇa.

If the uttering of a name sets in motion a power which leads to definite sequels, it is not difficult to understand why certain names must not be uttered. If a name be uttered with the deliberate intention of setting in motion a train of consequences, the avoidance of a name is equally logical when it is desired to avert those consequences.

The names of inauspicious animals are often avoided and in their place some other word or phrase is employed. A snake is seldom called by its usual name. When Thakurs meet a snake they must not speak in any way about it; other tribes and castes allude to it in many ways of varying deviousness. It is called
pan or pāṇḍharā, ‘white,’ though it really be of another colour; it is called ‘ox’ or ‘ghost’ or ‘the live thing,’ Jivānu. In Kanara it is called hula or insect or worm; Marāṭhīs call it the long thing, lāṃbda or merely janāvar, ‘animal’. Sindi Moslems call it rasi or rope. When a person is bitten by a snake one says ‘the insect has touched him’. The ordinary word for an owl is guji, but in the Karnāṭak it is usual to speak of this ill-omened bird as hakki or merely ‘bird’; the Sindi calls it the ‘night-bird’, the ‘bad animal’ or ‘that whose name one would not utter’. A donkey is called lāṃbkāne, ‘long-eared’, instead of gadar. In the Panch Mahals the Bhils speak of the panther as a dog.

Diseases are not alluded to by their names. Leprosy is spoken of as ‘the great disease’. The word for convulsions, sātabyāṁ, and that for the impurity caused by the touch of a woman in menses, muḍados, must not be uttered. In the first instance one speaks merely of the children’s disease and in the second of the ‘touch’. The word again for consumption, kṣaya, must be avoided. Periphrases are used when speaking of death; the direct word for ‘he died’, melā, is never used save in a curse, and in lieu of it one says vardala or devadnya jhali, ‘God’s command has come’, or gumvula, ‘is lost’.

Another set of periphrases are those which avoid on many an occasion an expression of finality. When a woman’s bangles break it is habitual to say they have ‘increased’, and similarly the mangalsūtra or necklace of the married woman is said to have increased when in reality it has broken. When the stock of saffron is running short it is said to have increased, and instead of sampīla, one says vadala. In just the same way, instead of saying that the mark put on the forehead has fallen off, the mark is said to have grown bigger. In the Karnāṭak one says bali hecyitu, ‘the bangle has become greater’, in lieu of bali vadiitu, ‘the bangle has broken’, and kunkuma bekitu, ‘the kunkuma has increased’, instead of kunkuma cellitu. Sindi Moslems have much the same method of avoiding saying that a thing is finished with or has ended. If a Koran falls to the ground they say it has become bigger, vadi payo; if it has been torn badly it has become a martyr, shahid thyo. When the threshing of grain has been completed on the threshing-floor the Muhammadan says it has increased; even when a tablecloth is removed from a table it is said to have increased. When food, too, is taken out of a vessel they say the food has increased. In the Karnāṭak almost identical phrases are used among Hindus to avoid saying that a thing has finished. When the heap of grain on the threshing-floor has come to an end the
heap is said to have increased, नूँसि बेलितु. *Marāṭhās* in the same way speak of winnowing grain as दनाव वद्धवाने, 'to increase the grain'. The word 'to increase', indeed, appears in all the vernaculars of the Presidency, used to express the very opposite of its real meaning, to conceal in other words or disguise the fact that a thing has diminished or come to an end altogether.

A very large number of phrases with an inverted meaning are connected with the sanctity of fire. The Kanarese word for fire, *bēnki*, must be avoided altogether on the threshing-floor as suggesting a disaster, and in its place one must speak of *hulgyā* or 'increase', or द्वृपा केंद्र or *Agni*. Euphemisms are habitual in all the different language areas of the Presidency when speaking of the extinguishing of a lamp. In Gujarāt, instead of saying 'Extinguish the lamp' one says 'Make the lamp king (Rāṇā)' ; in the Deccan the *Marāṭhā* says *Divā vadva*, 'Make the lamp big' or *Divā nirop dyā*, 'Say farewell to the lamp'. In the Karnāṭak one says *Doddadu mādu*, 'Make the lamp big' or *Sānta mādu*, 'Make cool'. In Sind the Muhammadan putting out a lamp is told to make it green, *bati sai karyo*, and when he extinguishes a fire he is said to have made it cool. Other phrases used to express the putting out of a lamp or fire are *bati vadi kar*, 'Make the lamp big'; *bah ujhān*, 'Cool the fire'; *bati gul karyo*, 'Make a rose of the lamp'. Persians say 'Kill the lamp' or 'fire', Arabs say 'Cool the fire'.

On the threshing-floor inauspicious words are carefully avoided. The ordinary word for a broom is avoided in the Karnāṭak and in lieu of *kaṣarīgī* the word *sālu* is used; instead of the phrase *kaṣahōdi* for sweeping the floor, *sāluḥōdi* or *kaṇatattīsu* must be used. If rubbish is to be burned the phrase used is 'apply increase', *hulgyānna hachewa*, and if the wind required for winnowing fails, *hulgyā bisavallā*, 'increase is not blowing', is said.

It is inauspicious to speak of closing a shop. Gujarātīs and Marwaris say दुकान मांगल करो, 'Make the shop lucky', whilst *Marāṭhās* say *dūkān vadva*, 'Make the shop big'. Throughout the Presidency the departing guest when he means to say he is going away, actually says 'I am coming'. People whose name is *Devbhāṅkar* are unfortunate in that scarcity of livelihood would follow their using their own name in the morning, at which time they have therefore to speak of themselves as *Motya Gharaace*, 'of a big house'. In the afternoon it is unlucky to speak of shaving as, save when a relative dies, shaving is prohibited in the afternoon. Euphemisms are used to avoid actually using inauspicious words. Illnesses are spoken of by words of disguise. Small-pox is
Matā, 'mother', motā makārāj, 'great king' or 'uncle' or 'grains'; measles are the 'good sickness'. Somewhat akin to this is the Sindi habit of calling ugly men and women Yusuf and Zuleikha because Joseph and his wife were famous for good looks. A curious sequel follows the practice of avoiding the word dahana. The correct word for charity is dāna, but peasants generally pronounce it carelessly as dahana. This latter word, however, means also a burning, and so on auspicious occasions has to be avoided, with the result that on occasions of importance the peasant is driven to pronounce the word for charity correctly, and at other times mispronounces it. To say that a person eats excrement is a form of curse; in actual practice, though a person speaking ill of another means to imply this, he says the other is eating sugar.

Numbers have power and the mere mention of a number brings definite consequences. Numbers are therefore often not mentioned, particularly on the threshing-floor where the mention of anything auspicious will reduce the yield of grain. Instead of one labh, or profit is said throughout the Presidency by Hindu and Muhammadan alike; the number five is an auspicious number, but the Muhammadan alludes to it as ganj or wealth. The word barkat is substituted for one by the Sindi Muhammadan and for two in Khandesh. Bālāji is a substitute for labh, to mean one in Khandesh. The Sindi speaks of vaṭha nave, 'big nine', when he means ninety-nine; in the Karnāṭak the ordinary word for seven, yelu, is avoided, because it is also an exclamation, 'rubbish', or can mean 'go to the dogs', and aru huli, 'six and more', or mattondu, 'one more', is used in its stead. Instead of eleven, hechchu, meaning increase, is used, and in lieu of seventeen, hadi naru huli, 'sixteen and more'. In ordinary conversation many a substitute is used for numbers. One is spoken of as 'earth', two as 'solstice', three as 'eyes', four as the Vedas or Yugas, five as 'arrow', six as 'enemies', seven as 'days' or rishis, eight as 'directions', nine as 'planets', ten as incarnations, fourteen as 'jewels', fifteen as 'fortnight' and eighteen as 'Purāṇas'.

Sometimes a temple is so sacred that its name may not be uttered. That of Dharamsthal is alluded to as the place beyond the river, Pelatadi.

Names are also avoided to prevent a failure of purpose. Not infrequently when creepers and plants are used as magic cures the person who makes from them a charm must not utter their names, but describes them merely by their characteristics. In the sphere of religious ritual the names of gods must not be revealed when a Brahmin performs jap, for the silent prayer loses its efficacy
at once if this be done. When a śvāmī prays during a car procession as he is seated in the sacred car, he must keep secret the names of the gods he prays to.

Proper names are often concealed. A wife is forbidden to utter her husband's name; that of her parents-in-law, her husband's elder brothers, uncles and aunts; her mother-in-law's sisters and their husbands. Husbands avoid the names of their wives. The wife of one named Kallappa will not use the word kallu, 'a stone', nor the wife of one Dhondi the word dhondā, 'a stone'. A son avoids repeating the name of his father and a disciple that of his guru or preceptor. Every Hindu has names which he keeps concealed either permanently or until he has passed a certain crisis in his life. Kāṭkarīs do not permit a mother to use her husband's name till after the birth of a child. If either the husband or wife uses the name of the other, in this tribe, before others, there is a cry of païj ali, 'A penalty has been incurred', and the offender has to distribute the kernel of a coconut to all present. The mother-in-law among Kāṭkarīs is called by a nickname phui; the father does not call his eldest son by his name; elderly persons are not called by their names, and among the Dhōr Kāṭkarīs the names of the dead are often avoided. A Kāṭkarī must address his younger sister as sāli, cannot use the name of his younger brother's wife, and calls his father bābā or 'master'.

The Janmanām or Nāvarāsnām, 'the birth-name', of a Hindu is a secret one based on the stars under which he was born. Nāvarāsnām is possibly a corruption of Navraśīnām, the name of the constellation in which the sun was at the time of the man's birth. There are twenty-seven stars each with four quadrants called pād. All these one hundred and eight sections have initial letters, to be found in any Hindu almanac, and the birth-name is decided by the initial letter of the particular section. For example, the first nakṣatra, namely Aśvinī, has four pād with the letters cu, ce, co, and lā; corresponding to these initial sounds the secret names of persons born under these respective quadrants would be Cudāmani, Cedē, Coleś, Lakṣman, each beginning with the letter or sound of the quadrant. This name is kept secret permanently, though it is muttered by Brahmins during their daily sandhyā prayers. By the possession of this name the whole horoscope of the person bearing the name would be known, but another reason given for the care with which it is guarded is that it forms part of the sandhyā worship to which taboo restrictions apply. At his thread ceremony the father communicates this name to his son in a whisper, the father and son at the time both being
enveloped in a single cloth. At the later marriage of the boy the
name is used to tally the horoscopes of the boy and of his bride.

A second secret name is the Abhirudaniyanam, a name the son
utters whenever he bows to his parents. This name is given to
the son by his father and is known to none save the father and
mother till the thread ceremony of the boy is over.

In addition to these two names, a Hindu may have other names
called laukik or 'public' as contrasted with those he guards from
public knowledge. There is the Vyavaharikanam, his proper name
that he uses in addresses and writing; this may be taken from
a temple, elephant, horse, tree, well, market, a poetical work, a
poet, an animal, a palace and many other things. Another name
is the Kuldevatanaṃ given to the child by the father and based
on the name of the family god. Then every Hindu has one or
other of the twelve names Kṛṣṇa, Anant, Achyut, Vaikunth, Janār-
dan, Vasudev, Hari and others corresponding to the twelve months
during one of which he was born. This is the Māsnām or month
name. Finally, there are the Guptanām and the Sāṅketiknām;
the former a compound name such as Chandragupta, Samudra-
gupta, Devaśarma and the latter a conventional name known only
to a few intimate relatives.

The change of a name may change the fortune of a child, and on
the principle of allopapy opprobrious names are given to a child
to preserve it from evil, and in particular from death. When a
child is born to parents very late in their married life, or after
previous issues have died, such names are given that it may survive.
Similarly, to avert evil, second wives are given opprobrious names
such as Huchchi, 'mad woman'; Mudiki, 'old woman'. The
Sindi Muhammadan protects a son by calling him Ghudbi, 'dung-
hill' and a daughter Ghudasab, or by giving them the name of a
slave. Throughout Sind and the rest of the Presidency there is
a striking similarity in the names of contempt given to children
as a safeguard against expected evil. They are called Gundappu,
Dundappa, Dayadha, Daghia, Dhondia or 'stone'; Tirkappa,
Fakkira, Bhikari, 'beggar'; Tippanna, Tippa, 'inhabitant of
the dunghill'; Giriyappa, Guddappa, Dongaria, 'mountain or hill';
Sedappa, Arlappa, Dhalappa, Mannapa, 'dirt', 'mud', 'dust';
Hadakia, 'a bone'; Heggappa, Dodo, 'rope'; Kanthapa, Kan-
thewa, 'thorn'; Kenchappa, 'simpleton' and Huchappa, 'mad-
man'; Adivappa, Kadappa, 'jungle'; Sudugadappa, 'cemetery';
Bhutia, 'ghost'; Cindappa, 'rags'; Norjappa or Norjawa,
'fly'; Heggappa, Undria, 'rat'; Munjri, 'cat'; Kutria, 'dog';
Tukdia, 'a piece of bread'; Menasava, 'pepper'; Musya,
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"black monkey"; Muyappa, 'nostril' and Mukarapa, 'nose-ring'. As also Nathia; Kariyapa, Kalia, 'black'; Budapa, 'ash', and Hulisyapa, 'fire'; Ambia, 'mango'. The names of despised castes are also given and the names of lowly occupations; Maharia; Dhelia; Bhilia; Cambbaria; Dhangar; Bhangi—the names of castes; Jekayapu, 'a carrier'; Totappu, 'a gardener'; Gopal or Dhorkia, 'a cowherd'. Other names are Naktia, 'deep-nosed'; Ranjania, 'an earthen water-pot'; Rumalia, 'turban'; Bandepa, 'rock'; Katagpa, 'the raised platform in front of a house'; Kotega, 'fort'; Gadigepa, 'platform'; Supli, 'winnowing-fan'; Annasayappa, 'as black as a night of no moon'; Singapa, 'lion'.

There is a stock answer given by parents to those who inquire why their child bears such an opprobrious name; this answer is, 'Let it live as an insect in the dunghill'. The change of name is accompanied by other measures of protection. Boys are dressed as girls and girls as boys for three years; the child is placed in a winnowing-fan before it is called Supli; it is handed to a beggar and from him received back before it is called Fakir; it is clad in clothes given by others and then called Bhikari; it is weighed against grain and the grain is given to a sweeper before it receives the name of Bhangi; it is passed through a hole in the door to a guru before it is called Bhikasappa, 'given as a gift'. A boy's nose may also be bored, his hair cut like that of a girl, and he may be given earrings.

Customs and taboos are often decided by a play on the meaning of a word or name. In the Atharva Veda charms are decided by puns. The similarity between the names of Marath families and their 'devaks', there is evidence to suggest, is possibly to a larger extent than has been surmised, due to punning. The enlargement of the meaning of a particular symbol such as dhār is certainly due to punning on a verbal meaning. Dhār means edge and as a 'devak' the edge of a blade; some Powars with a sword to represent their dhār avoid using clothes with a coloured border, 'dhār'. To certain trees a dangerous power is attributed, and those who plant them are supposed to die and this merely because their names suggest other words that mean destruction.

SMELL.

The smell of a man contains his properties; it contains power. Man in this respect is in no wise different from other things. When flowers have been offered to a god, from contact with the sanctity of the deity they acquire a transmitted power. This power is radiated by their smell, and the smell of flowers that have been so
offered to an image, *nirmālya*, confers *barkat*. Sindi Moslems believe the smell of a rose brings *barkat* because it was created from the sweat of the Prophet. The idea of contagion associated with a smell makes it advisable not to smell flowers that have been brought from a cemetery.

A transmission of power is made by the smell just as it is by the breath, by the shadow or other parts of a man’s being through which a contact is effected. Parents smell the heads of their infants just as they breathe upon them to transfer to them their own longevity. On the other hand, to smell the person of another shortens one’s own life, and if a stranger smells the unshaved head of a child the child falls ill.

The same idea of a transmitted power appears in the prohibition, common to Hindu and Muhammadan, of smelling flowers which are to be offered to power. A Hindu cannot smell flowers which he intends to offer to a god; a Muhammadan cannot smell flowers before offering them to a tomb or mosque, and in contrast to the Hindu will not smell them even after the offering. The power of the worshipper must not be brought in contact with the power of the god or mosque. Another example of transmitted power is the supposed effect of smells upon a woman who is *enceinte*. If a pregnant woman smells the urine of a horse she will have the prolonged period of pregnancy of a mare and in consequence will die.

**THE NAVAL-CORD**

The primitive thought which still underlies Indian practices and customs, visualizing the power of man as personality, assumes that a transmission of this power can be effected by portions of his organism, and also that anything which has once formed part of the man retains its connexion even after actual severance.

In Hindu sacred works the navel is connected with the breath of life, and India has many illustrations of the world-wide custom of disposing with care of the navel-string and placenta, under the belief that if any harm happens to these parts of the child, the child itself suffers loss of vitality.

The severed umbilical cord and the placenta contain power. When disposed of they must not be allowed to come in contact with the ground, for they would by such contact lose *śakti* and the child would suffer in a corresponding degree. When Deśastha Brahmins dispose of these parts they bury them in an earthen pot, the midwife doing this secretly. Kātkaris bury them in a corner of the house or putting them in a pot with oil throw them into a perennial river; in the Karnāṭak they are placed in a new
earthen pot along with turmeric, betel nut and aksat and buried in the back yard covered with a lid. Marathas bury them in a pot close to the mother's cot. When several children of the child's mother have died before the last birth, the parts of the last child are enclosed in a dry gourd shell and buried. Mahars bury the severed navel-cord in the dung-heap. On the analogy of the throwing of other things on to dung-heaps to acquire from the dung-heap which is always increasing in size the power of increase, the navel-cord is thus thrown to add to the sakti of the child. The placenta of a cow or the cord of her calf are similarly thrown or buried in an anthill because an anthill is always growing in size.

Different castes attribute different evils as a sequel to any carelessness in allowing the contents of the pot to touch the ground. Marathas say that should the severed cord touch the ground the child will suffer from prolonged nausea, but whatever it may be, some harm or other will befall the child if the power inherent in the buried parts is lost by their contact with the ground. If the cord is enclosed in a vessel to secure it from contact with the ground, the actual burying protects the child from the malign magic of mantriks who, by repeating charms over the navel-cord, can effect the ruin of the infant. The protection of the cord from animals also secures the life of the next-born issue.

How closely the preservation of the power within the severed parts is bound up with the conservation of the power of the child itself, is further evidenced by the practice of planting a tree over the buried parts. In Kanara a plantain or an alu plant (Mar-sanigi) is planted over the buried pot; in the Karnataka Deśastha Brahmins plant a banyan, a sami or a bel tree. These trees are planted with the object of increasing through the medium of the buried parts the sakti of the child, and it is significant that the planted trees are not tended at all after the short period of six or seven days during which the buried parts retain sakti. This practice of planting a tree over the buried parts is purely a Hindu custom, for the Muhammadan must see that there is no tree near the spot of burial, as the proximity of a tree would make the mother of the child suffer. The enclosing of the cord and placenta in a dry gourd is somewhat akin in meaning to this practice of planting a tree, for the object of using a gourd, a fruit associated with prolificness, is to prevent the death of the infant and of succeeding births.

Similar care is taken with the last piece of the umbilical cord which remains for some time after the severance of the cord. This piece also may be buried, but more commonly is wrapped
in cloth and tied to the cradle of the infant, or to the legs of the mother's bed. After five or six days, if the infant be a first-born, the piece of cord is enclosed in a casket, tāyut, of gold or silver, and tied to the neck of the child to wear throughout its life. Its sovereign power protects the child from illness and from thunderbolts, to the adverse influence of which first-born children are peculiarly subject. Not infrequently, however, the child never gets this protection, for a barren woman to obtain issue will attempt to secure this cord of a first-born son, either to eat it or to wear it herself in a tāyut.

One further custom affords protection to the child. On the seventh day after the burial of the severed cord, milk and ghee are sprinkled over the site of burial as a sānti. This brief ceremony is called kuṭī kuni, 'navel-cord hole' and its purpose is to cool the hot sakti within the buried parts before they are abandoned. The power of the navel-cord conveys power to the instrument with which it is cut. This instrument in the Karnāṭak is insulated from the ground and placed on a plank, receiving worship with aksat and turmeric for twelve days. It is this instrument which is placed so generally under the pillow of the mother or that of the child, or is carried for some days by the mother as a protection against spirits. Another aspect of the power of the severed cord is its dangerous potentiality. If it be cut with a blunt knife and during the cutting any fluid therefrom spurts into the eye of the child, the child henceforth will have an evil eye. There is an element of impurity in the cord, for save for the presence of the cord the child is pure at birth. The nurse or relative who buries the cord is impure from its contact and must bathe immediately; before, too, she can re-enter the house she must wash her feet, and water must be sprinkled over her. Though not a universal practice, it is quite common to find the person who buries the cord forbidden to look backwards after doing this. A site, too, for burying the cord is chosen where it will be difficult for any one to step over it, for not only will the child be harmed if any one step over the buried parts, but the person stepping over them will be harmed by the resentment of the sakti therein. To lessen the possibility of any such disaster, thorns are scattered over the place of burial, and with this and the additional object of keeping away spirits, Kāñkaris stick an arrow in the ground.

**THE HAIR**

There is more than the ordinary sympathetic connexion between a man and his hair. Hair grows of its own volition; its cutting
is a destructive act of himsā, it destroys power. A man's sakti is peculiarly bound up with his hair. To reduce the power of a witch her hair is cut short, and one repeatedly comes across stories in India of some ghost, such as that of Hedali, whose visitations were stopped by her victim cutting her hair and putting the clippings in a cleft of a tree or pillar of wood. In the Karnātak is a saying that when the hair of birth is cut away the child grows weaker and weaker, huttu kudlu tegdu bitta hudga vanagi kota hoda. When therefore at the age of three the hair of boys is cut, the hair between the temples and ears and on the forehead is left, this is called tālū, as a retreat into which the power of the child's hair may retire, and similarly, when at the munja or thread ceremony the whole head of the child is shaved, a tuft, śendli, in the centre at the back of the head is left to retain the boy's sakti, and this tuft is kept until death by all save sannyāsīs.

On the other hand, when evil sakti causes the illness of a child its health can be restored by shaving off its hair.

The cutting of hair, particularly in the early years of a child's life, is a ceremony surrounded with many restrictions. In Sind when the Muhammadan child, girl or boy, has its hair cut for the first time, this is done at the gate of a mosque, at the dargāh of a saint or sometimes in the shade of a kandi tree (Prosopis spicigera). The clippings of hair are buried at the gate of a mosque with sweets and coins in multiples of five, and henna; when the hair of a Hindu boy is cut at the age of three, the severed hair is buried so that it will not be stepped over, that the wind may not bear it to a dirty spot, and to prevent the child getting anæmia. Burying the hair does not, however, mean the contact of the hair with the ground, for as the hair is cut the Muhammadan gathers it in a cloth, and the Hindu collects it in a plantain-leaf. In lieu of burying the clippings they are sometimes thrown into running water, a practice common in parts of the Konkan; in the Karnātak I found the custom of tying the first cut hair of a child to the roof of the house. The clippings of the hair of a sannyāśi are placed in a cloth or a leaf and then buried at the root of a tree. In primis, protecting the hair from contact with the ground protects the child; there is danger, however, even to others in fallen hair, for if any one sleeps near hair that has fallen to the ground he has bad dreams. After the tonsure of a child, alms must be given at a definite interval of eight or forty days or three months; the alms must be equal in weight to the cut hair. The object of the almsgiving is to avert calamity; for all charity averts calamity according to Muhammadan belief. Offerings to saints
at their tombs are called niyāj or haraki (Kan.); these include the first-cut hair of a child, which in fulfilment of a vow is placed near a saint’s tomb, or tied to a tree growing near.

If hair is found in any food, the food is abandoned. Sometimes a mere change of dishes follows, but the more orthodox Hindus will fast the whole day, and not leave the house for any purpose or make a journey. In a śrāddha ceremony should any hair be found in the food which is to be offered to the priests the whole ceremony must be performed again. It is never easy to say what are the precise borrowings made from Hinduism by tribes that are slowly assuming the ritual of Hinduism. The Kātkari has no calendar of his own and so borrows the feast days of the Hindu as dates easily memorized for the celebration of his own rites. Sarvapitrī Amāvasyā, which he celebrates once or thrice a year on Hindu holidays, he claims is entirely his own. In this communion with the dead he insists that no hair should fall into the food which through the medium of crows is offered to the departed. The woman who prepares the food is not allowed to comb her hair for some time before she begins preparing the offering; with the same object no faggot that protrudes out of the fire can be burnt to the end as this might cause ashes to fall into the food. The Kātkari offers the same explanation for the one prohibition as for the other; namely, the preservation of the food from contamination. Another illustration of the contamination of food by hair is that if food in which hair has fallen is eaten by cattle they fall ill.

The fact that a man’s power suffuses his hair and that this retains a sympathetic connexion with the man even after its physical severance, explains two species of practice; the practice that secures control of another through the possession of part of his hair, and the practice that secures control of that other by putting him in intimate contact with one’s own hair. Amvari, a poet of the time of the emperor Akbar, was given two hairs by a friendly jinn; whenever these were heated the jinn appeared to carry out any behest, and on one occasion, story relates, assisted a servant of the emperor to find a drinking-glass encrusted with diamonds which had been lost. If two persons have a quarrel or dispute, that one of the two will be the winner who obtains a piece of the hair of the other. The idea, too, that control of a person may be obtained through possession of his hair accounts for the care with which hair clippings are disposed of, so that they will not fall into the hands of others; the same care, in fine, with which the severed navel-cord is protected. Love charms afford
many an illustration of the converse practice. A typical illustration is the Sindi practice of attempting to make a woman eat the ashes of one's own hair to secure her love, or an enemy to do the same to reduce him to subjection. On the first Monday of any month, a day called 'green Monday', a man who has either of these objects must declare his object early in the morning; then in the evening of the same day he goes to the fields, plucks a small plant, returns home and cuts his hair and nails and burns the clippings with the plant. It remains afterwards merely to watch for an opportunity when he can administer the ashes of the burnt clippings to his enemy or the woman whose love he covets. Eyelashes are used in much the same way to effect harm or capture love.

Apart, however, from the supposed retention by the severed hair of a sympathetic connexion with the original possessor of the hair, hair has naturally a power which partakes of the characteristics of the person from whom it has been cut. The hair of a woman who for many years has enjoyed a married life of happiness, a śvāsānī who has had many children is eagerly sought by younger women who wish to share the same bliss to braid in their hair. To secure issue, again, barren women will eat with butter the hair of young boys, just as they will eat a fragment of the navel-cord of the first-born son of another if they can secure it. Merely retaining the lock of a child which has healthy brothers and sisters brings a woman issue. A woman's hair is credited with the power of averting evil-eye; it is placed in gardens to protect creepers, it is tied to milch cattle or burnt before them, and it is tied to a house, when it is entered for the first time, to render innocuous the potentiality of the unknown for evil. As a barren woman from unsatisfied longings is supposed to inflict evil-eye, on the principle of inoculation, that is affording protection by assimilation to the object which causes injury, the hair of a woman without issue is particularly powerful to avert evil-eye. When children suffer from convulsions, to reduce the evil sakti which has attacked the children, they are made to inhale the smoke from the burnt hair of a woman. In Sind if a barren woman burns her hair and mixes it with honey, she can increase her husband's love for her by giving the mixture to him to eat. The ashes of burnt human hair cure burns; human hair is burnt before a woman in confinement to assist her easy delivery; hair-combings are burnt before a possessed person to exorcize the spirit.

The transfer of evil may be effected by disposing of hair to others, or by bringing it in contact with some object with inherent
power to which it can be conveyed. In Sind, tying the hair or the cut nails of a sick person in a cloth to a tree, in order to transfer the illness to the tree, is a practice of both Hindu and Muhammadan. When the Muhammadan bridegroom in Sind goes in procession on a horse, a lock of his hair is buried under a tree to transfer all his evils to the tree. When a Hindu is approaching death a new black blanket is taken and on it are placed a pumpkin, a piece of iron and the hair and nail-clippings of the sick man. These things are then made into a bundle, adorned with red flowers and worshipped, uncoloured and unbroken rice and black-seamum are thrown on them before they are given to a priest who waves the bundle three times round the sick person and throws it away. By this means it is hoped that the sick man will get rid of the contagion of death which passes to the priest who, should the steps taken prove effective, must not see the invalid for three months later. In the practice of utāra, the riddance of evil, the commonest form of which is the waving of articles around or over the person whose cure or release is attempted, and then throwing the waved articles with their supposed burden of ill at cross-roads in the hope that passers-by will stumble on them and take to themselves the transmitted evil, the use of the hair or the nails of the stricken person is extremely common.

Whatever, though, the manifold uses to which the severed hair of a man may be put, its potentiality for evil is always there. The place where hair cuttings or combings are blown should be purified with cowdung. If the hair be cut by a Muhammadan on 'green Monday' and burned with salt and the leaves of the nim-tree (Melia azadirachta) and its ashes put in water and thrown at the root of a fruit-tree, the tree will never bear fruit. If a man tie clippings of his hair around a lemon and throw where others will see it, he works them evil. A guest must not cut his nails or hair in the house of his host, for he thereby endangers his host. When her husband is sowing, reaping, measuring grain, ploughing; when he has gone on a journey of business or pilgrimage, when too he is ill, a wife must not comb or braid her hair. Pulling out the hair adds to the dangerous power of a curse. This, however, brings us to the broad question of himsā, which will be treated in another chapter.

The clippings of nails and the combings of hair if left about bring evil spirits into a house; they are also among the things given when the intention of a donor is to make an ugra, gift.
THE NAILS

The nails of a man are as much a part of his self as is his hair. To a Muhammadan the nails are munbūs, bearers of bad fortune; they are the surviving relic of the dress that Adam wore in Paradise. They must never be cut in a holy place such as a mosque, and even when cut in a house the clippings must be carried out of the house. The ashes of his burnt nails are used by a Muhammadan to secure the love of a woman or subject an enemy, just as those of his hair-clippings are used; by his nail-clippings he may transfer his evil to others or to a tree. In short, nail-clippings may be substituted for hair-clippings in all or nearly all of the practices described in the previous paragraphs on the use of hair-clippings. To cure jaundice the hair- or nail-clippings of the sufferer are bottled up in a hole in a marking-nut tree or a babul tree (Acacia arabica) with the object of transferring the illness to the tree; a Sunday is chosen for doing this. When a Muhammadan takes an oath, an enemy to make the consequences of the oath more serious for the swearer, burns the hair-combings and nail-cuttings of the taker of the oath.

THE TEETH

A loosened or extracted tooth likewise retains its connexion with its possessor. In the Karnāṭak an old tooth is thrown to the sun in order that the owner may have a new white one. Chapparbands and others throw the first tooth of a child to fall out on the roof of the house of a pregnant woman, that through the contact of that tooth with the power of the woman, a new tooth may grow quickly. In Gujarāt the east tooth is thrown on an ant-hill or dung-heap. An ant-hill and a dung-heap grow in size and, ergo, it is hoped that a new tooth will grow. Clippings of the nails and hair are also thrown on a rubbish-heap, not as refuse, but that the original hair and nails may grow as the rubbish-heap grows. In Sind the Muhammadan, like some castes in the Karnāṭak, throws the cast tooth on to the roof of the house of a pregnant woman, if the child loses its tooth before the age of twelve, and as he does so says, 'Am I going to get a new tooth first, or this woman a child?' If a tooth is lost after the age of twelve it is thrown in a graveyard. The burial of lost teeth is also common among Hindus and Muhammadans alike, whilst Muhammadans sometimes

1 Cp. The Golden Bough. The Magic Art, vol. i, p. 181 (1926), for the custom of the Arab and of the peasants of Lebanon of throwing a tooth towards the sun. Ritual and Belief in Morocco, E. Westermarck, vol. i, p. 120, for a similar practice in Morocco, Algiers, and British East Africa.
preserve them and bury them with the owner when he dies. Brahmins, when children lose their teeth, or the teeth of an elderly person are extracted, cover the teeth with cow-dung and throw them on a roof. Like the severed navel-cord extracted or fallen teeth are sometimes thrown into running water.

EXCRETIONS

On the same principle of transmission of power various other parts of a man are used in the control of power. To make his wife faithful to him a man applies his semen to her left foot when she is asleep. In Sind if a woman can make some one eat anything dipped in her seminal discharge that person falls under her control, and the same result follows if a man uses his semen in this way. Prostitutes use betelnut soaked in their menstrual discharge, giving this as a *vidā* to their lovers to secure their undying devotion. A man similarly mixes ground betelnut with his semen and gives to a woman to eat, that she may have love for none but himself. Childless women mix their menstrual fluid with food and give to the child of another woman, to cause the death of the child and the transfer of its vitality to issue of their own. A barren woman will also fling the *saḏi* which she wore during her menses on the face of a lady with many children to effect a transfer of creative power. In Sind the cloth soiled by a girl's first menses is cut in pieces and mixed with food, and this, if given to another woman to eat, gives her irregular periods or creates love.

Defeated wrestlers make water over the shorts used by a successful wrestler with the object of rendering him powerless and transferring his skill to themselves. The urine and even the excreta of sick children are thrown on the roofs of houses to cure the children, and transfer their illness to the occupants of the houses. Low-class Muhammadan women in Sind make their husbands drink their urine to retain their love. To make a bride fertile in Khandesh a child is allowed to urinate on the bride's clothes. The urine of some holy men when applied to the body of a sinner has the power of washing away the sinner's sins. To obtain the urine of another or earth on which he has urinated is to obtain a means whereby one can effect his harm. To protect butter from a *cetakin* or witch, Hindus remove the pelt of a squirrel, cut off the mouth and remove the flesh, making a pouch which they stuff with earth from where the victim has urinated. The pouch is then sewn up, beaten and placed near the rod to which the ropes of the churn are attached. It is supposed that this causes the body of the witch to swell, restricting her activity. Almost similar is the test that
is made of a woman suspected of witchcraft. Earth on which she has urinated is stuffed into the pelt of a squirrel, whilst with the right hand the operator holding a shoe upwards beats the lintel of a door. Whichever side of the lintel he beats, should the woman be a witch, will be reflected in the swelling of the witch's body on the same side. Mantriks on Amāvāsyā take earth on which a man has urinated and at a cremation ground make a human image therefrom, and worship with a thousand Kangal flowers, after which by the consequent subjection of one of the spirits of the ground they can work the man any harm they wish. By burning the urine of a man or sewing up earth on which he has urinated in a squirrel's pelt, charmers can prevent a man urinating and cause his death.

On the principle of inoculation, if one boy has bitten another boy the former is made to urinate on the bitten part to cure the wound. Other practices are explained in the same way. The tail of the snake that has bitten a man is bitten; the excreta of rats or of cats are applied to wounds caused by a rat or cat. To cure a bruise caused by the pinch of a shoe the ashes of a burnt piece of leather are applied to the sore; the fat of a tiger is applied to a wound caused by a tiger; a piece of the bone of a dog is ground in water and the paste formed applied to a wound caused by a dog; honey is applied to cure the sting of bees; a scorpion is fried in hot oil and when powdered is applied to a scorpion-bite. To cure cholera the Kātkari applies externally scrapings of the skins of tigers and panthers, as he thinks these animals immune from cholera.

A mother's milk is used for many purposes. Made into an ointment it restores to consciousness a person who has fainted; it is poured on the head of a child to give it health; grain ground in it is used to cure a headache, and in a variety of medicines it cures eye diseases and other complaints.

BONES

The bones of a woman who dies pregnant have the special sakti associated with the state of pregnancy. It is common to find conjurers pretending to make, on demand, one rupee into many by using the skeleton of a hand which is said to be the hand of a woman who died pregnant which they have compelled to leave the grave. If a woman dies in childbirth the tusks of wild pig are fixed at the four corners of her grave to defeat magicians. On a Sunday coinciding with an Amāvāsyā mantriks go to a burial ground naked, repeat mantras near the grave of such a woman
and make offerings they would offer to a spirit. The buried woman rises from her grave naked, eats the rice which is offered her and then stretches forth her forearm for the mantrik to sever, after which she returns to her grave on her dismissal by mantras. In Sind Amils try to obtain control of the spirit of a Teli woman who dies in childbirth on a Saturday.

Powdered human bones are applied to the sores of leprosy.

Man may differ from man, as one atom from another, in the degree to which he possesses power; he may direct his constant endeavour towards the acquiring of greater and still greater power, but there are moments when, without any volition on his part, he enjoys the possession of abnormal power, and shares in the characteristics of royalty or divinity. As a child he begins his life in an atmosphere of divinity; heaven lies around his infancy. If he live long his closing days again invest him with special sanctity. And finally there are occasions during life when for the moment he ceases to be an ordinary man; as bridegroom, guest or pilgrim, at his thread ceremony or his circumcision he is above the ordinary rules that govern the relation of men, and is himself a potentiality of mysterious power, a blessing and yet also a possible danger to others.

THE CHILD

An Indian child is given many names. Many of these emphasize its innocence. Sindi Moslems call it maasum or innocent and the Kanarese hasi-kusa has the same meaning. In the Deccan the child is grhratna, 'the jewel of the house'. To the Muhammadan it is an angel or like an angel, God-sent Firishta; it is Rajul Baraka; it is Bädshäh or king. The Marathi calls the child Dev or Devasārakhā, 'like unto a god'. Amongst Bhils one finds the word Devji applied to a child, but as this is not general it is probably a borrowed term.

In the Deccan a common saying is that everything that exists for the welfare of a child, je ahe te sarve balakancarhita karita ahe. To a child a Muhammadan attributes a knowledge of the secret of immortality which unfortunately it cannot convey to man before with growing age it itself loses it. To a Hindu its babbling is its conversation with God; its tears a sign of its pain at finding itself enmeshed in the illusion, miyā, of life. In the pure and absolute light of the womb the child exclaims Soham, 'I am He, the deity and I are one'; on birth into this world with its nescience, illusion and dark acquired notions of personality and individuality, the child exclaims Koham, 'Who am I?'. 
By reason of its innate power a child is above ordinary pollutions of contact. It can eat with impunity in the presence of a corpse; it requires no bath after being touched by a woman not ritually pure; it can be suckled by an outcaste nurse. According to Muhammadan belief, every child is born in the fold of Islam and it is its parents who decide whether it should remain a Muhammadan or take another creed. A Hindu child is therefore not unclean, mushrik, and a Muhammadan child can be suckled by a Hindu woman. A child, too, can take asses' milk without defilement, though this is forbidden to a Muhammadan adult. A child, however, is not immune from the evil effects of contact with a woman in menses, though it requires no bath thereafter, for mudados is a disease of children contracted by contact with such a woman. An unmarried girl, before she attains puberty, and a boy, before his thread ceremony, are not impure even if a birth or a death occur in their family. A child may even confer this freedom from pollution on others, for the ordinary Muhammadan rule that no marriage can be celebrated in a home within a year of a death in that family, is broken if within that period a child is born to the same household.

A child is itself pure. It need not bathe before touching images of gods. It can touch things that have been put aside to avoid pollution. Its shoes do not pollute and can be taken even into the inner kitchen. The urine of children is given in Sind to horses to drink and contact with it does not necessitate an ablation before prayer. When the Muhammadan child dies no prayers are said that its sins may be washed away; it is not compelled to pray and before prayer needs no ablation.

The innate power of a child gives it, further, an immunity from harm and enables it to do with impunity things an adult would fear to do. It can eat first-fruits ¹ before they are offered to the kul devātā, 'family gods' or other gods, and by this offering robbed of their danger; it can sit without harm on the threshold and it can eat the fruit which has been placed in the lap of the Hindu bride. Muhammadans say a child can touch fire and a snake without being burnt or bitten.

¹ Guṇumakkals offer these first to their gods and to the Savastra. Children accompany the owner to the fields with music; then five handfuls of grain are cut and placed on a decorated pīṭ, 'board' or in an earthen pan (gadiq) or on tender plantain leaves which must have their points intact (halakas) and then carried by children. Sometimes the first-fruits are given to children. The danger of eating first-fruits is illustrated by the custom in some communities in Kanara of giving them, when not given to children, to untouchables, to women of the Mukri, Hulsar and Koting communities, or to Jogis.
A child’s kudrat or sakti confers barkat. The Muhammadan gives the Koran to a number of children to read aloud for the benefit of the sick, as their prayers are heard by God. On the third morning after a death ziārat is performed; the Koran is recited by children, and such children as are too young to do this peel off the husk of gram seeds or dates and when the recital is over these are distributed to all present to confer barkat. When a child is smitten with small-pox other children are fed on milk and rice, after which their hands are washed with water which is then sprinkled over the sick child with the repetition of the word chuto, 'released', signifying the expulsion of the disease. When a Persian wheel is erected in Sind; when the construction of a new well is begun; when a house is built or entered upon for the first time; when an epidemic rages; when sowing or reaping is commenced; when the river Indus is low and a poor inundation is expected; when a man sets out on a journey; when a man is sick, and at all important ceremonies of life such as a marriage, circumcision or a birth, children are fed to acquire barkat. There are some Sindis, indeed, who confine all their charity to gifts to children. The first sheaf of a new crop is often given to a child so that the crop may be a good one. Young children are brought to the funeral of a Muhammadan to give barkat to the dead, and fruit and food given to them transmits barkat to the dead. At a marriage coins are thrown among children, and charity to children on Fridays is common.

The use of children in Hindu ritual is very common. On the sixth night after a birth children are fed to give long life to the new-born child; when one loses many children in succession young children are feasted in the hope of averting the contagion of death; on the death of a child after the third day but within a month, children of the same age as the dead child are fed to bring barkat to the dead and the surviving children. Every Monday after a birth for a month children are fed to give barkat to the infant. On the twelfth day after a birth and before the naming of a child it is the custom in the Karnāṭak to put the child to sleep in a cradle. Grain of gram cooked without destroying the grains is placed under the anus of the child. After the naming is over the mother eats some of the grain and then blows, as I have said before, into the ear of the child as a specific against deafness. The remaining grain is distributed among the guests present to confer barkat. The preparation of gram is called helguguri (helu is excreta; guguri is preparation); it is often stolen by childless women who desire issue.
Barren women, to obtain issue, feast young children with curds and rice, or offer to give its name to a new-born infant. When a man is dying a child is brought near him in the hope that it will gaze at him fixedly. Its fixed gaze is called Deva dṛṣṭi, 'the look of God,' and averts the evil of death; the sick man, however, dies if the child is indifferent. When small-pox comes to a household, seven children of tender years and one unmarried girl are feasted. Kātkarīs have a variant of this custom and on the ninth day after the appearance of the disease call seven girls and a boy; the boy is given a bamboo stick and each girl a winnowing-fan, coconuts and rice. The children feast and then garlands which have been hung over the patient previously are thrown into a river. At the naming of a child on the twelfth day Marāṭhūs give boiled rice and sugar to a number of children. At their obsequies of the dead, Kātkarīs bathe five young boys over the 'stone-of-life' in which is enshrined for the time being the ājīva of the dead, and when the obsequies are performed of a Kātkarī who died away from home, five children are employed to call out the name of the dead. Naikdas on the ninth day after a funeral feast five children.

Acts performed by kumārikās or young unmarried girls or the feasting of such girls have a special significance. During the Navrātrī festival unmarried girls between the ages of two and ten are worshipped kumāripūjā; their feet are washed, aksat and saffron are thrown on them, and they are feasted. The number of girls feasted must increase from day to day during the nine days. When preparing charms the feasting of a kumārikā is often one of the necessary preliminaries. Kātkarīs employ a girl who has not attained puberty when they try to stop rain, and in general in rites intended to produce or to stop rain young children play a prominent part. Kumārikās are used to wave ārtī round the images of goddesses, round the bridāl pair or round elders at Divāli. Among Naidus and Pancāls at Divāli at dawn elders throw rupees into the plates of kumārikās to obtain barkat from them. At the same festival Pancāls worship their instruments, keeping a lamp for ten days and nights near the instruments; on the last of the ten days girls complete the worship of the deity and implements by mangalārti. On the seventh sud. Māgh young girls not above five years of age go from house to house and give plantains and brinjal to suvidāsins. For an abhiṣek of images to bring rain, two boys unmarried and below twelve years of age are used to bring the water from a river in a jar which they carry first round the village on their heads. At Nāgpaneni girls worship the thresholds of their relatives. When the marriage of the tulśī
plant is performed a kumārikā is given a present and is bathed in oil.

A child independently cannot perform any religious rite, but if the yajamān be a suvasini with child, or a parent with a child, the rite cannot be performed without the child's presence. When the husband offers oblations to a hom the wife has to touch him and also hold her child in her lap; every time parents bow to a god or to an elder they must have their child, if any, with them.

In getting control of spirits Hādrāt Jinn Muhammadans employ children who have not attained puberty. A very small child fills with water the pot that is often placed on the Holi fire. Both Muhammadan and Hindu use children in the taking of omens or the drawing of lots. To find out whether a woman will have issue or not, women take a washed plate of bell-metal, smear it with soot and oil and place it vertically on a board with the back resting against a wall. The plate is worshipped with aşat and kunkuma and a lamp fed with ghee is placed near it. Then a child is told to look into the plate without blinking. If there is to be a birth the child, it is believed, will see in the oily surface the figure of a baby, a fruit-bearing tree, or a bunch of fruit or flowers. This divination, called Harpūṭal, must be done at night. At a birth the infant is placed by Hindus in a winnowing-fan containing grain with the object inter alia that the child's power may bring an increment of grain to the household.

Scares that children are being kidnapped for sacrifice 1; that they are being buried in the foundations of some construction, arise in India from time to time. In the Karnāṭak there is a festival that is a memory of the sacrifice of a child to bring rain to fill a tank. In almanacs it is usually called Śīrāl Pūjā; traditionally it is known as Śīrāl Setti Pūjā and Makkaḥ Habbū, 'the festival of children'. A small pond is made of earth and in it are placed a cradle and an image of a child. Another image representing a

---

1 In the Ratanagiri of March, 1929, p. 29, a Kanarese periodical, there is an article about the trial of one Nāgabhusan and one Kṛṣṇamūrti in the Kumtur district for the murder of a boy of eight. Mahālakṣmi, the wife of Tatyā, was a snake-worshipper and used to worship daily an anthill in the garden of Kṛṣṇamūrti. One day she saw a snake in the house of the latter, and thought it had appeared to test her devotion; saying that she would take the snake to the anthill and mentioning to her friend the site where she wished to be buried if she died in doing this and expressing a hope that her tomb should be worshipped, she wrapped the snake in cloth and carried it away. Whilst she was carrying the snake to the anthill it bit her and she died. After some days another woman declared with great fervour publicly that barren women would obtain issue and wealth would increase if a human life were sacrificed at the tomb of Mahālakṣmi. Kṛṣṇamūrti was without issue, so for her sake Tatyā and Tatyā's son, Nāgabhusan, took a boy named Mangaya and murdered him at the tomb.
mother who sacrificed her child at the request of her father, called Cangal, is seated in an adorned mandap for twenty days and on the last Monday of the month of Śrāvaṇ is taken in procession. This ceremony is begun on the sixth day of the bright half of the month of Śrāvaṇ; among Brahmins the pājā is done by married girls. Its object is to bring rain. Siriyāl was a king who dug a new tank into which no water would come, so his daughter sacrificed one of her many children and abundant rain followed. Non-Brahmins call the festival Cangalhabba and seat the image of Cangal on the sixth day till the last Monday of the month when it is taken in procession and thrown into a well; during the interval of time they indulge in masques.

The transference of evil is no ordinary operation, but predicates the presence of power. The use of children for the transference of evil by Hindu and Muhammadan is yet another illustration of the power of the child. In Sind copper coins are touched by the sick and then given to children, transferring to them the sickness. Hindus take the scales of a small-pox victim, this in the Karmāṭak, mix with rice and curds and surreptitiously give the mixture to a child of another family. Another example of utāra is the luring of the child of another to the presence of a sick person, the waving of the child round the sick person and the sending of the child away with its supposed burden of ill.

Every child has power beyond that of ordinary man, but certain children have even more power than others. In Sind children born on Thursday night or Friday morning are called Jumān, Jumani, or Juman rāti sayad, and these have special kudrat. A Hindu child born feet foremost, pāyālū, can see spirits and hidden treasure if ointment be rubbed on its eyes; by the touch of its foot it can cure rheumatism, but it is always in danger from water and lightning and brings evil to the midwife, so that care is called for to prevent infanticide. Koravas tie round its neck the guts of a fowl and throw these away on a dung-heap in an effort to render its power innocuous.

There remains always, however, the reverse aspect of power. The child's power is no exception to the general rule that there is an element of danger in power otherwise beneficent, that the same power which confers barakat may also confer evil, and that the correlation of good and evil is so close that a real separation of the two cannot be made. In the rivetting looks of a child there is evil-eye, though inconsistently with this belief the Hindu welcomes the fixed gaze of a child on a dying man as devadyāsti. A man who steps over a child falls ill within a month. The
Hindu will not blow or breathe on a child save when such breathing is calculated to transfer *barkat* to the child; a Hindu mother cannot touch a child the while it eats for six months after birth nor kiss it after a meal. If accidentally one touches a child with one’s foot one must touch the child with one’s hands and bow to it.

With the attainment of puberty the boy and girl are merged in the mass of ordinary human beings; the sanctity which once was theirs is lost. The thread ceremony of the boy must be completed before he attains puberty, and after this he must work out his own salvation by obeying the laws of power, studying the keys of power; he has been born again, he is *deva*, ‘twice-born’. *Munji*, as the thread ceremony is called, is performed when the boy is from six to ten years of age.

An oath of a serious form is taken by a child. *Mausumjo kasm*, as it is called in Sind. When the oath is taken the child may be touched. The Hindu takes an oath by stepping over a child; by holding the child; by placing his right hand on the child’s head. As he takes his oath he says, ‘If I do this I will be drinking the blood of my child’, ‘A child is near me’, ‘I hold a child with my hand’, ‘If I do this I will eat my child’. The child is sometimes taken to a temple and laid before the image of the god. The Muhammedan employs a child to enforce the grant of a request. A young girl is left with the person from whom a boon is expected until the boon is granted. A son is placed in his father’s arms with the words, ‘Here is his *mair*’. The power that a virgin girl possesses when used in the practice of *mair* is equal to that of seven Korans.

Omens are drawn from the involuntary action of a child. If of its own volition it sweeps the house a guest is expected, as also if it washes its own face. If a child sits in a winnowing-fan and sneezes, its maternal grandparents must fill that winnowing-fan with cakes and give them to other children to eat to avert impending evil.

**OLD AGE**

One of the most pleasing features of Indian family life which some lament as passing away, is respect for old age. It is not the prerogative of any caste or tribe but a feature of family life among the most primitive and backward as in more advanced communities. Sindi proverbs say of an old man that his beard has not been whitened in the sun, nor whitened with curds. ‘If an elderly person says something and a young man does not heed
it, then even his settled things are unsettled by God.' 'An old camel is worth two young ones.' 'What the old man can see through bricks young men cannot see through mirrors.' A very common saying of Hindus is 'We are happy in the punya of our parents.'

Muhammadans call an old man Rajul Baraka or Buzrug. If a Hindu priest is old he is given the suffix dev, 'god', as an honorific.

As man begins his days with more than the ordinary measure of power, so he receives again in his old age a power that surpasses the ordinary. In Sind an old man's blessing and also that of an old woman, is taken before any new undertaking. At a marriage the bridegroom's turban is tied on his head by an old man, and it is an old man who cuts out the cloth from which the gala clothes of the marriage are made. At a circumcision an old man ties the turban or clothing of the boy. When a new animal is purchased the owner finds an old man to be the first to tie up the animal or ride it. Old people are brought to the funeral of a Muhammadan to confer barkat on the dead, and contrariwise as many people as can gather at the funeral of an old man or woman to receive barkat therefrom. When a parent has lost several children in succession the next infant born is placed in the clothes of an old man or woman. When grain is measured an old man is preferred as measurer. When an old man or woman dies his worn-out clothes are sought by others to obtain barkat. A Koran once possessed by an old man is one of the most valuable presents one can give away. The mere possession, apart from their use, of implements and instruments once the property of the old, confers barkat, and a bride's dowry often includes the weaving implements of some old person deceased. 'Receiving barkat' is the object of all these practices which seek to draw advantage from the power, the kudrat of an old person.

The same governing idea rules the practices of the Hindu. The blessing of an old man is taken before the first ploughing; before a new employment is taken up; before going out with a particular object; when a gift is made; when work is begun; when the foundations of a house are laid. At the birth of a child the oldest person present, man or woman, dips something of gold into honey and gives to the child to suck. After their marriage and their worship of the kul devatā, the bridal pair take the blessing of the oldest person present among the priests or visitors. When lamps are lighted in the evening the elders of the house are bowed to by those who kindle the lamps. Lingāyats, if several children die soon after birth, take a piece of string from the bier of a very old
person and tie to the waist of the next-born if it be a boy, or to its arm if it be a girl, to avoid the contagion of death. *Langāyat Kumbhrās* cut up the clothes of old people on their death and use them to clothe their own children.

Because of their innate power old people are used to plant fruit-trees such as the mango and the coconut. In the Karnāṭak when an old person dies there is a rush to secure some of his ragged clothes, the mere possession of which confers *barkat* on the possessor. Clothes that have been worn by aged and saintly persons are actually worshipped with ārō, *naivedya*, aksāt and flowers, as things possessed of special *sakti*. At a birth such clothes ought to be the first clothes worn by the infant when it is placed in a winnowing-fan.

The value of a gift is enhanced if it be made at the hands of an old person; the farewell to a departing guest or family member is given by the aged members of the household. If a guest is leaving his host’s house, an old man presents him with a betelnut; if a member of a house is leaving and does not expect to return quickly, an old lady, preferably one with a husband living, puts curds in his right hand as he leaves. One incidental restriction on the departing person that he must not wash his hands after receiving the curds, emphasizes the transfer of *barkat*, for washing is an act of destruction, and prohibited whenever indulgence in it would entail the loss of *barkat*. At the beginning of *Navrātri* aksāt is given to the aged, who touch it and return it to bestow *barkat* on the donors.

In ritual that is more definitely religious old people are chosen for important initiatory functions. When mantras are uttered, though younger priests may recite the greater part of the mantras, the first part which includes the invocation of divine power must be recited by an old priest. In *Srāddha* ceremonies old Brahmans are chosen to officiate when possible to add to the *barkat* of the dead. The worship of an image is a means whereby its *sakti* may be enhanced, but the increment of power attained by the worship of an old man is considerably greater than the increase which follows the worship of the young. Even among the backward primitive *Bhil* some tribes will not allow any one to worship the family god save the old men of the tribe.

The *sakti* or *kudrat* of the old is illustrated by several other classes of practices. There is a popular belief that they are seldom attacked by evil spirits; in any case there are evils enough which their power automatically averts. Throughout the Presidency, including Sind, there are trees the planting of which by the young is limited by many restrictions, and avoided when possible, as
an act fraught with the danger of death. None but the old in the Karnâtk will dare to plant the alli tree (Memecylon edule), the banyan (Ficus bengalensis), the atti (Ficus glomerata), the niral (Eugenia jambolana), the bâli (Musa sapientum), or the nuggi (Moringa pterygosperma). The betelnut is never planted by the young. In Sind only the old would plant the lai (Tamarix Indica), the sirih (Albizzia Lebbek), and a small variety of nim (Melia azadirachta). Bûls also will allow none but old men or men without issue to plant a plantain tree.

A similar line of reasoning leads to the employment of the aged in the practice of utâra (nivâli, sadqâ, ghorâ (Sin.)) by which evils are lifted from the afflicted and transferred to others. Typical of this practice is the waving by an old man or woman, round the head of a patient suffering from an abscess, of a yellow-stained rag containing three kinds of grain, uḍîd, bâjri and karad, and its final throwing at the meeting of three roads. There are dangers in this practice which it is safe for the aged only to risk. Old men, too, are employed to wave a bâli round the sick. A bâli consists of an open basket with leaves at the bottom, in which one or more balls of boiled rice are placed with turmeric, red flowers, and lighted wicks. The bâli should not touch the ground, and the man who carries it to a river should not look back, and as he goes water is sprinkled behind him until he reaches a road.

The Muhammadan consults the old and asks for their prayers when he wishes to interpret dreams that worry him; the Hindu, when one who claims to be a swâmi proposes to visit him, takes advice from an old person whether the claims of his visitor are genuine or spurious. In the absence of a learned man or one who knows the Koran by heart, any old man can be the Imâm who leads a congregation of Moslems in prayer. In Sind, at the birth of a child, a saint or aged person sucks honey or a date and then transfers it to the mouth of the child, or may even transfer only his saliva. When ill a Hindu receives his medicine from the hands of the old; it is old men who tie yantras and charms to the person of the sick, and on the sixth day after a birth it is an old lady with a husband who ties round the neck of the child its neck ornament. In war the Muhammadan is supposed to do no harm to the old even if they be amongst those he counts as mushrik.

Because of their power, old persons are used in the Muhammadan practice of mair, to impose a conditional curse upon those who refuse a request. Oaths are taken by the aged, and in Sind particularly by grey-beards, and even as the power of the old gives force to an oath, so the curse of the aged is amongst the worst of curses.
THE KEYS OF POWER

The reaction of power to any form of affront is evidenced by some of the restrictions governing the relations of others with the aged. To step over the bedding of an old man or woman is to shorten one's life. The temper of an old man must never be met with temper. It is forbidden to have sexual congress in a room adjoining that of an elder. One must not smoke in the presence of the old, a rule still practised strictly among the Kātkarīs, though with little significance among more advanced classes.

THE GUEST

The hospitality of India is proverbial. It is probably one of the factors which disseminate news with a rapidity that outruns the ordinary means of communication, and so frequently baffles explanation. When wandering in the wilds of Baluchistan I have found the stranger received with a whole series of questions asked in a regular order, the last of which was a demand for the latest news. Every man again has innate power which operates involuntarily, his pāγgun, and anything new that befalls after the departure or coming of a guest is attributed to the power of his pāγgun. Every guest, therefore, may effect a change in the fortunes of his host, but the possibility of change is the greater if the guest be an uninvited one. If a holy man be invited expressly to the bed of a dying man he may be unable to save him from death, but if without knowing that any one in the house is ill a holy man suddenly inflicts himself on the household as a guest, the dying man will be saved and even one who has died may be restored to life. To the unexpected, uninvited guest the Hindu gives the name of Aтивidev, 'the god guest'. To the Sindi Muhammadan the guest is ghorū, 'heavy with kudrat', as is also his kadam or step.

A halo of mysterious possibility encircles the stranger guest in many countries. The folk-lore of Europe down to modern times identifies the unknown visitor as Jesus Christ or as his mother. In the north of England in the border counties there still lingers the habit of placing at the Christmas feast a vacant chair in the hope that Christ may come in the form of an unknown guest. According to Homer, the gods in the likeness of strangers from far countries wander through the cities, and in the Epistle to the Hebrews advice is given to entertain strangers, for thereby some have entertained angels unaware. The Sindi says, 'Feed a pigeon, a partridge and a dove in hope that one day a phoenix may turn up', the phoenix being a bird whose shadow turns a pauper into a king. In the Deccan the householder every day mutters Aтивidev bhav, 'May a
god guest come'. If a sādhu should come uninvited the day is as auspicious as the festival of Dasarā or Divālī. Sādhu sant yeti ghara too Divālī Dasarā. Stories of the coming of gods in disguise as beggars are very common. The Kātkarīs have the story of Hedarbai. Mahādev and Pārvatī disguised themselves as beggars and first went to the house of a Brahmin and asked for prepared food. The Brahmin said they should wait outside and then could eat what he left himself. They waited a little and then Pārvatī said they could not eat leavings, so they went to a poor woman, Hedarbai, who gave them the best gruel without even retaining any for her children. To test her Mahādev asked for more and more until they had finished all the poor woman possessed. The next day the Brahmin invited the beggars to dinner, but they went late, found he had dined without awaiting them and refused again to eat his leavings, and went once more to Hedarbai. When they left Hedarbai the second time they asked for some rice which they returned to her, telling her to put it in a pot, which to her surprise she found filled at once. The Brahmin became a pauper and the poor Hedarbai enriched.

The duty of hospitality is enjoined by the sacred books of Islam and Hinduism. Traditions of the Prophet make the same emphasis and popular adage repeats the same message. 'He whose tablecloth is open will never be bankrupt,' is a Sindi saying, Janhinjo dastarkhan khulial hundo se kudahin na khutindo.

The host should make no inquiries about his guest and should receive even an enemy. 'On even an enemy arrived at the house becoming hospitality should be bestowed' (Hitopadesa). In Sind tablecloths are inscribed with these verses

Adine zamin sufrai am ost
Bare khani yaghma chi dushman chi dost.
'The whole world is the common table of God; the friend and the foe are alike.'

Sindis have, too, a story of Abraham turning away a guest of whom he did not approve, for Abraham never took his meals in the morning without a guest, and hearing a voice from heaven rebuking him for not tolerating one who had been the guest of God for seventy-five years, Abraham fell at the feet of the guest and apologized.

A guest is a God-sent blessing; his arrival to a Muhammadan is rahmat. Printed on tablecloths in Sind are these words in Persian

"Thank God that your guest takes his own food at your table."
There is a story of the Prophet being visited suddenly by an unexpectedly large number of guests, and of his friend Abu Bakr complaining that there was not enough food in the house. Whereupon the Prophet asked him to arrange the guests in groups of three and set before them what food there was. The food so distributed was ample, proving that the food of the guests came from God.

A guest confers immediate blessing and *barkat* on his host. As a Hindu guest leaves his host’s house he says *annadātā nukhi bhav*, ‘He who gave me food remain at peace’. The Muhammadan guest as he departs should say, ‘May God give you recompense in both worlds’. The guest confers *barkat*. In the Karnāṭak when a revered guest comes, water is poured on his feet, and this is then sprinkled over the heads of the inmates of the house, and even over the house itself, for such guests are *bhūsura*, ‘gods on earth’. *Lingāyats* offer a guest dates, plantains and coconuts for him to touch and return. Though by no means a general custom among Hindus, there are non-Brahmins who eat the food left by a guest, considering it *prasad* which transfers to the eater the *sakti* of the guest. Even among Brahmins women and children will eat food left by *svāmīs* who come as guests. ‘The remnants of food left by a Muhammadan are always full of cure’, and this is still more so in the case of a Muhammadan guest, who is expected to leave uneaten some of the food served him by his host, so that his host may acquire *barkat* by eating it himself.

This idea that a guest confers *barkat* comes out clearly in one or two quaint agricultural customs of wide prevalence. The ordinary sugar-cane press makes a not unmusical sound when turned, which is heard from quite a long distance. At its sound it is the habit of neighbouring agriculturists to flock to the field in which sugar-cane is being pressed and partake of the pressed-out juice. *Sakti* is increased by a common will, and the gratitude and thanks of the self-invited guests are sought as a means of increasing the yield of sugar. A Government Department which essays to popularize a new form of sugar-cane press more economical and effective in its working than the usual pattern, but unfortunately more silent, meets at once an opposition based on the belief that its silent working deprives the agriculturist indirectly of *barkat*, as no far-reaching sound summons the guests. In much the same way a guest is welcomed at the threshing of grain. There is no moment in the gathering in of a crop when man’s care may not materially add more to its outturn than the moment when it is brought to the threshing-floor to be threshed. On the threshing-
floor the moderate yield in the field may, with proper precautions, be increased by even fifty per cent., and the estimate or annacārī made by Government officers in the field, may prove, in the eyes of the peasant, eventually no true measure of the crop's return. If one takes backward communities, such as Bhils and Macchis in Khandesh, one finds them prohibiting any guest who arrives unexpectedly whilst the grain is being gathered to the threshing-floor, from departing before the grain is stored in the granary, and entertaining him right regally. In the Karnātak the stranger who passes by a threshing-floor, when grain is being threshed or measured is not allowed to depart, or if depart he must, is required to leave behind him a thread from his clothes, or to throw a leaf on to the floor, which is supposed to represent him in his absence, and continue to shower barkat on the grain. On no account must a guest or stranger visiting a threshing-floor wash his feet before the threshing is complete, for the washing would wash away the barkat he has brought.

The departure of a guest when some member of the host's family has just died, is not allowed by the Kātkari until the funeral is over, for fear that such departure would do harm to the dead. On the other hand, the Muhammadan would welcome the departure of a guest on an inauspicious day, such as Tuesday, in the belief that the guest will take away with him the evil of the day. Persian Muhammadans will not allow a guest to depart on Friday lest he take away the barkat of the day, and will not allow him to come to them on a Tuesday lest he bring with him evil.

The reception of a guest is a religious act. In Sind the feast to a guest is called siyāfat, which is interpreted as meaning an inclination towards or an approach to God. To the Hindu the reception of a guest is a sacrifice. He is received as 'lord of the householder'. He is worshipped by the Hindu with madhupark and flowers, and given food such as he chooses, icchābhogana, and none may eat before him save a bride, an unmarried damsel, the sick or the expectant mother. Muhammadans say, 'If a guest is come and finds the master of the house, the master tells him 'You are the master of the house and I am your guest'. The fruit of welcoming a guest is barkat and this is so comprehensive a word

1 'The reception of guests is an everlasting sacrifice offered by the householder to Prajapati' (Apastamba, ii, 3, 7, 1).

2 According to Manu, the hospitable reception of guests is Manusya Yajna, one of the five great sacrifices (Manu, iii, 68–74).

3 'A guest rules over the world of Indra' (Manu, iv, 182).

4 'A guest is the lord of a householder' (Institutes of Viṣṇu, lxvii, 31).

5 A drink of honey, water, curds, ghee and sugar used in the reception of kings, saints, pilgrims, bridegrooms and Brahmacāris.
that it connotes every form of blessing or weal. In the sacred books of the Hindu the results of hospitality are immunity from misfortune, the averting of evil, wealth, fame and long life in this world and heavenly bliss in the world to come. In Sind the sayings of Shaikh Atar are well known. ‘The guest brings his own food but takes away the sins of his host.’ ‘Any one who receives a guest well befits himself for the dargâh of the Almighty.’ ‘God will regard that man as an enemy who turns away a guest.’ ‘Brother, keep your guest with respect that you may have respect from God.’

To the power of a guest from which so many blessings flow there is the usual reverse side. His power makes his curse the worse. A curse destroys punya, the merit or accumulated power of the person cursed, and the fear of the guest’s curse accounts largely for the courtesy shown him; just as fear of the curse of the bridegroom explains the royal treatment he receives. The curse of a guest, if unhappily he curses, is a thing the host is powerless to avert. If a host avoids a quarrel with his guest he secures for himself abolution of his sins, but if he turns away a guest disappointed he loses all his merit or punya, gained in the past, and acquires the guilt of the guest. According to the Aphorisms of Apastamba, an offended guest might burn the house of his host with the flames of his anger; he comes to the house indeed resembling a burning fire. In Sind the Muhammadan says, ‘If a beggar asks for food and you do not give it, at least do not anger him’, na de na ranjat. There are many Hindu stories to illustrate the danger of angering a guest. There was once a devotee of Śiva called Śirala to whom the god appeared to test him, and as a beggar demanded a meal from the flesh of his son. Śirala and his wife Canguna in fear of the beggar’s anger killed their son and served up his flesh, from which they even partook at the beggar’s request. The beggar then refused to eat of the dish as being one

1. The hospitable reception of guests procures wealth, fame, long life and heavenly bliss’ (Manu, iii, 106).
2. The hospitable reception of a guest is a ceremony averting evil’ (Vasiṣṭha, xi, 13).
3. The reward for honouring such a guest is immunity from misfortunes, and heavenly bliss’ (Apastamba, ii, 3, 6, 6).
4. He who entertains guests for one night obtains earthly happiness, a second night gains the middle air, a third heavenly bliss, a fourth the world of incomparable bliss, many nights procures endless worlds’ (Apastamba, ii, 3, 7, 16).
5. By honouring a guest he obtains heaven. He obtains better abode after death than even by daily recitation of the Veda, by the Agnihotra, by austerity or sacrificing’ (Institutes of Viṣṇu, lxvii, lxviii).
6. He who prepares food for himself alone eats nothing but sin’ (Manu, iii, 118; Institutes of Viṣṇu, lxvii, 43).
prepared by a pair without issue; they thereupon invoked Śiva, who appeared along with the murdered child and gave them absolute bliss. Another story is that of Anasuya. Once upon a time the sage Nārada, to annoy the wives of Brahma, Viṣṇu, and Śiva, who were always boasting that they were models of fidelity, praised the virtue of Anasuya the wife of one Atri. The three wives thereupon persuaded their husbands to attempt to deprive Anasuya of her chastity. With this object the gods went as mendicants to the hermitage of Atri and demanded a dinner, adding a condition that Anasuya should serve them nude. Anasuya took a cupful of water, washed her husband's feet with the water and then sprinkled the divine guests who at once became babies. She was then able to discard her sādī and lifting up each baby proceeded to suckle them, placed them in a cradle and lulled them to sleep. The gods were powerless to resume their ordinary form. Their wives, distracted by their prolonged absence, went in search of them, and at the meeting-place of three roads that led to the three heavens, met Narada, who said he had seen their consorts going to the hermitage. The goddesses went then to the hermitage where they found the infants, but were unable to identify which infant was which god, and provoked laughter by their efforts to find their respective husbands. Finally, Anasuya was persuaded again to wash her husband's feet in water and sprinkle this over the infants, who regained their original shape, blessed Anasuya and left with their crestfallen wives.

The host's fear of offending the guest enables the latter to coerce the former into granting a request by refusing to drink water offered by the host, until the request is granted.

Various taboos on the conduct of a guest also demonstrate his potentiality for evil. He must not leave the cuttings of his nails in his host's house. He must never count the rafters in the roof, khallya ghurce vace moju naye. He should neither praise nor criticize the food that is offered him. He should not sit save where he is asked to sit, nor get up without the permission of the host.

Besides these taboos on his conduct, various measures are taken to nullify the evil potentiality of a guest. His possession of great power is no assurance that he does not also possess an evil eye. As a protection against this, therefore, the Muhammadan host reads the Ayat ta in yakit. In the Karnāṭak a gardener will require a guest to wash his eyes and mouth before entering his fruit garden. The guest may also have evil pāyyun, in other words, without any volition on his part may bring with him a
train of evil sequel. To avert this the Sindi takes earth from beneath the heel of the guest, or the hoofs of the animal he rides and, mixing with salt, throws it into fire. He also reads an āyat beginning Hasbun Allah. In the Dharwar district the guest must wash his feet before he enters a house. Even after a guest has departed one does not cease to protect oneself against his possibly evil potentiality; grains of black rākā (Panicum Italicum) are thrown behind the departing guest, as they are thrown after a corpse, or a black sooty earthen pot is dashed to the ground and broken behind him. And when he is quite gone the steps of the house are well brushed with water, and in Sind the chairs and tables he may have used are turned.

Another category of protective measures is that of practices adopted to render innocuous the potentiality of the guest by imposing on him a conditional curse. Brahmans and Rajputs offer him salt, as do Sindis. Still more commonly milk is presented to the guest when he arrives. Should he, after accepting this offer of salt or milk, still conceal an evil intent, the power innate in the salt and milk will harm him. In the Karnāṭak he may even be asked to sit awhile in a temple before he is admitted to a house. The sanctity of the temple is supposed to render harmless the potentiality for evil of the guest. Even so the pilgrim on return from his pilgrimage has to spend some time in a mosque or temple before he is admitted to a house. The Sindi Muhammadan bridegroom is taken before the marriage ceremony really begins, to a mosque to reduce the potentiality of his curse, which is the more potent because he goes into vanāha. And a Muhammadan who has visited a graveyard is required to make himself fit for association with his fellow-men by spending some time in a mosque before he enters a house.

With all his potentiality for good and for evil, however, familiarity with a guest soon robs him of the mystery arising from his being an unknown factor. Traditions relate that the Prophet said special hospitality should be for one night and a day only, the mudat-i-takalluf; the full period of hospitality should be three days, after which keeping the guest would be but charity. A Brahma, according to the Institutes of Viṣṇu and according to Manu, is an Aṭithi, when he stays for one night only. Popular sayings vary somewhat in detail, but in general make one day

1 Aṭithi, vid. Institutes of Viṣṇu, lxvii, 34, and Manu, iii, 102. Aṭithi is one who does not stay for a whole tīṭhi or lunar day. A Brahma who stays for one night only as a guest is called aṭiti because he does not stay for a long time; because he stays (aṭhita) not long (anilīyam).
the really important day of entertainment, and three days the limit. In the Deccan the Marathis say: ‘Pahile divasi pahuna, dusare divasi poi, tisare divasi rahil tyala akkal nahi.’ ‘On the first day a guest is a guest; on the second he is unimportant, and he who stays until the third day has no sense.’ Even the wandering sannyasi is not expected to stay more than three days in any one village save during the rainy months, caturmās. A Muhammadan says a guest is dear but only for three days, miham an azis ast magar ta si roz. In Kanarese-speaking districts one finds the vulgar saying vandu divasa nentā; erdu divasa nentā; mura divasa nentā; nalkane divasa santā. ‘On the first day a relative; on the second day a relative; on the third day a relative; on the fourth day shameless’ (lit. pubic hairs).

THE BRIDAL PAIR

Honories of royalty or divinity given to the bridegroom and less frequently to the bride, proclaim the special power of the bridal pair. In Gujarāt the bridegroom is generally called Var Rāja, ‘the king bridegroom’; Bhāts give the bridal pair the names of ornaments used at a royal coronation. Bene Israel and Muhammadans call the bridegroom Navshah or ‘the new king’; and his garland is called by the latter Sultāni Sehra, ‘the royal garland’. Lamānis call the bridegroom Vētadu, ‘king’, and the bride, Navaleri, ‘queen’. The Kan Divar and the Madival regard the bridal pair as possessing for six days the sakti of a goddess.

1 The Hebrew name for the bride is Kallah, which etymologically implies the idea of a crown. The bridegroom is, on the day of his wedding, deemed a spotless man. The Canticles describe the Israelitish bridegroom as wearing a crown on the day of his espousals—an honour which in later times was extended to the bride. Mishnah records that during the war of Vespasian the use of crowns was forbidden to bridegrooms, and that during the war of Titus brides were included in the prohibition, in token of the intense grief of the Jews at the ruin of the nation and of its Temple (Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. iii, New Series, p. 181.—Professor Ezekiel Moses Ezekiel).

There are some interesting customs which show both the taboo character of bride and bridegroom, and also an attempt at disguising them by fictitious change of identity. The Malay wedding ceremony, even as carried out by the poorer classes, shows that the contracting parties are treated as royalty, that is to say, as sacred human beings, and if any further proof is required in addition to the evidence which may be drawn from the general character of the ceremony, I may mention first the fact that the bride and bridegroom are actually called Raja Sari (i.e. ‘the sovereigns of a day’) and secondly that it is a polite fiction that no command of theirs, during their one day of sovereignty, may be disobeyed. During the first week of marriage the Syrian pair play at being king and queen; they sit on a throne and the villagers sing songs (The Mystic Rose, E. Crawley, vol. ii, p. 50).

There is nothing in Indian thought to suggest any disguise of the bridal pair; the ascription of royalty or divinity to them is parallel to the general ascription of these qualities to things or persons with special power.
Divinity is indeed ascribed to the bridegroom and bride in many parts of the Presidency. In Kanara the father-in-law continues to call the bridegroom Devuru or 'god' even after the marriage. In the Karnāṭak the bride and bridegroom are Bhūsur, 'incarnations of divinity', and the ansā or essence of Lakṣmi Nārāyana. In the Deccan the Marāṭhā calls the bridegroom Navardēv, 'the god bridegroom'. There are, it is true, many primitive castes such as Ghantichors, Bestars, Dang Dasaris, Ghatti Vaddars, Māng Garudis, Huvansākāris, which do not give any special title to either of the bridal pair, but somewhere or other in their marriage customs is reflected the idea that a bridegroom or a bride is not an ordinary personage.

The exceptional power which the bridegroom possesses for a limited time confers barkat by contact and radiation. In Sind on the third day after a marriage Muhammadans send the bridal pair dates, sweetmeats and coconuts which the bridal pair merely touch and then return, having by their touch infused them with some portion of their own barkat-giving power. This gift is called muru. In the same way the family of the pair on the third day feed the pair with butter, honey and dates and then consume the remnants of their repast. During the marriage itself the Muhammadan bride and bridegroom sip milk from a common dish, and then pass this to the assembled guests for them to sip from it, touched as it has been by the lips of the bridal pair. The lap of the bride is filled with sweets and coconuts, and these are then distributed among the visitors to confer barkat; after, too, the bride has been brought to her husband's house sweets are put in her mouth and then eaten by married women. Yet another example of the radiation of power by the bridegroom is his transmission of power to the water in which his feet have been washed. To obtain a son, Muhammadan women who have no issue drink the water in which the feet of the bridegroom have been washed by a sister or other female relative. In Bombay Persian Shi'ahs make the bridegroom wash the feet of his bride with milk, and then sprinkle this all over the house.

A Muhammadan bridegroom, and sometimes the bride, is taken to a spot where a work of construction such as the building of a well or bridge, has begun in order to bless its inception; he is taken to a garden the trees of which are barren and asked to water them and make them fertile; his touch will make a buffalo that has failed in giving milk yield a good supply of milk; his prayers will cure a sick man and when the Sindi bride sits in vanūha she is usually asked to pray for others, as her prayers are always heard.
If the bridegroom but lights the lamps of others, offers or touches food before it is distributed, he confers *barkat*. If he allows another to wave money round him before throwing it away he makes that man eventually opulent.

The underlying principles of Hindu customs are similar to those of the Sindi Muhammadan. *Kanyādān* is the gift by her father of his daughter as a bride; this mere gifting confers *barkat* on the father. Mere attendance at a wedding secures *barkat*; the sight of a bridal procession or that of the bridegroom himself confers *barkat*, for the *darśan* of a bridegroom is as that of a god. The water in which the feet of the bridegroom have been washed is to the Hindu holy; it is *tīrth, pādōdaka* or *caran-tīrth*, though only on the one occasion of *varūpūjā*, ‘worship of the bridegroom’, and then only to the parents-in-law. When this water is thrown away it must be thrown where it will not be trodden upon. This water with its acquired power scares away spirits. *Kuravers* and *Vaddars* sprinkle this water and that in which the feet of the bride have been washed, all over the house. Parents of the *Beldar* bride wash the feet of the bridal pair and drink the water so used. In the Karnāṭak many non-Brahmin castes sprinkle this water over the heads of the bride’s parents. Among *Lamānis* the mother-in-law drinks a handful of the water which drips from the hair of the bridegroom, when with the bride he takes his ceremonial *suryi* bath.

This auspicious bathing, *mangalaśnān*,¹ of the bridal pair affords another way in which *barkat* can be obtained through indirect contact with the bridal pair. Relatives of the bride and bridegroom sit near the pair, so as to be sprinkled by the water that is poured over the pair, and at one *Beldar* wedding that I attended this bath was postponed for several hours, because several relatives had not appeared, and would have resented the loss of a special opportunity of acquiring *barkat* which would have been entailed by holding the *mangalaśnān* in their absence.

To the Muhammadan idea of acquiring *barkat* through food touched or left by the bridal pair, one may find a few Hindu parallels. The *Korava* bridal pair eat from one large dish with five married women, and whatever these leave uneaten is consumed by the relatives. *Kurubas* place rice and coconut in the

¹The *Kan Divar* and Madras have a curious *Mangalaśnān*; this is a merely nominal bathing of the bridal pair and no relatives attend to share in it. A few drops of water are allowed to drop on the heads of the bridal pair who are dressed in their best clothes, and are wearing their headdress ornaments. This water is to fall on them through a plantain-leaf. The rest of the water must not come in contact with them and is thrown on the ground.
lap of the bride and then dividing these in two equal portions distribute to the two families of the pair to eat. Śimpis have a practice called suva mukh. During the actual marriage the mother of a Śimpī bride is not allowed to see the bridegroom, but after the ceremony is over she comes to the house of the bride with milk and plantains. She then holds the milk for the bridegroom to look at his reflection therein, after which both the milk and the fruit are distributed to confer barkat, particularly among any women present. The Naik-Maklu bridal pair on the first two days of the marriage are invited out by many householders, and served with food which they merely touch, and leave others to eat, or presented with fruit and sweetmeats to distribute to others. Kall or Adivi Koravas place five measures of rice, five lemons, five dates, five betelnuts, five pieces of coconut and five pieces of turmeric in the lap of the bride. On the sixth day of the marriage when the bride returns to her house, the dates are given to children, the pieces of coconut mixed with ghee and rice are given to five young married women, and any one may share the lemons. These Hindu customs, however, showing barkat acquired through food touched or left by the bridal pair are few in comparison with the customs which are based on the assumption that there is great danger in eating such food. In these latter practices we reach the second axiom, as we might call it, related to the power of the bridal pair. Power is at all times, and even when beneficent, a dangerous entity; the greater the power, the greater its inherent elements of danger, and even so is the great power of the bridal pair. It may be beneficent, it may confer barkat, but it remains none the less a dangerous force against which precautions must be taken. This emphasis of the dangerous element in the power of the bridal pair appears in varying degree in the customs of the Muhammadan and the Brahmin, but is most marked in the practices of the non-Brahmin.

The power of the bridal pair in the Konkan and the Karnataka must not come in contact with that of another bridal pair. Brahmins will perform several marriages at the same time: Lingāyat Kumbhars will celebrate several marriages in the same house, and one Sindi bridegroom may meet another without disaster, but among non-Brahmins in general if two bridal processions meet, the respective bridegrooms must cover their faces. Gollars, Lamānis and Kabbars think that if one pair see the bāking or crown of another pair it will die. Bhāts forbid marriages in opposite houses and should two brides or bridegrooms accidentally meet during a wedding, or when on their way to a temple, a
naivedya has to be offered at once in a temple to avert the evil consequences. In Kanara there is the same idea that their lives are endangered if two brides or bridegrooms meet, and a general belief that if a man or woman marries a second time, the children by the former marriage die if they see the bāking.

In Sind the shadows of the bridal pair are ghoro and no one should sit in their shadows. The curse of the bridal pair is very bad because of their innate power, and in order to prevent the bridegroom cursing any one he is taken before the marriage to a mosque. Whilst the Muhammadan bridegroom sits in vanvāha his speech is feared; he is therefore taken to those from whom some boon is desired and used as mair to force the granting of the request. As, too, the efficacy of an oath is correlated to power the Muhammadan, as does the Hindu, swears by a bridegroom. A famine of wide extent follows any breach by the Muhammadan bridal pair of the restriction imposing silence at certain stages of the marriage ceremony. In the Deccan the Muhammadan shares with the Hindu the belief that if whilst they wear their wristlets the bride and bridegroom touch a pot of water with their foot, it will break almost immediately, a belief to be contrasted with the custom prevalent in the Deccan of making the bridegroom deliberately touch an empty pot of water, a full measure of grain and a broom to bring barkat. At the stage when the clothes of the bridal pair are tied together, Mahārs rush away all small children, for if a child of two and a half years of age or less be carried by or pass by at this moment it would die.

The leavings of food left by persons possessing power are often eaten by others to obtain barkat. Food left by great saints, gurus and svāmis, is eaten by others to get barkat; food left by a husband is eaten by his wife; the leavings of a child are eaten by others; childless women eat the leavings of women with issue, but the leavings of a pregnant woman and of the bridal pair are not eaten in general by the Hindu. In many ways his attitude towards such leavings is the same as his attitude towards first-fruits, the eating of which is fraught with danger. Marāhās, for instance, think that only a child with its special power can eat with impunity the rice and coconut placed in the lap of the bride. Lamānīs wave these things round the bridal pair and then throw them away, thinking it too dangerous for any one to eat of them. Pānacāls offer the rice and coconut first to their family gods, before which they remain for five weeks ere they are eaten by the families of the bridal pair. Lingāyats place the unbroken rice and coconut in the lap of the bride on the first day of the marriage; they are
then placed before the kul devatā, and after the marriage is over the rice is given to the jangam priests and the coconut remains in the god-room. If the coconut is lost or if either the rice or coconut be eaten during the marriage, disease or death will come to the bridal pair. In Kanara the Kan Divars and Madivals tie a coconut and rice in a new cloth to the waist of the bride; on the third day the coconut is broken before the halgamba and then the offering with jaggery is boiled and eaten by all the relatives, saving the parents of the bride. Raddis, Koravas, Calvadis, Macchigars and others like the Lingāyats, offer the rice and coconut first to the family gods. Vaddars restrict the eating of these things to the household of the bridegroom or to the bridal pair themselves. Even the Bhil will not allow any one to eat the balls of cooked rice which, after the marriage is complete, are placed in the hands of the bridal pair.

The consumption of these comestibles is not, however, fraught with danger merely to those who eat them without precautions, for the belief is widespread that disaster befalls the bridal pair also. Gollars and Kabbars believe that if the bridal pair should eat of these things they will consume their own issue, or in other words, have no issue. Pancāls think that harm befalls the bridal pair if the offerings are eaten before being offered to the kul devatā, and Lingāyats prophesy the same harm if any one eat them during the marriage ceremony. The prosperity and even the life of the bridal pair are connected with the coconut. Lingāyats preserve this in the god-room and its loss brings disease or death to the bridal pair. Among Brahmins, when after the marriage the bride leaves her mother’s house to go to that of her husband, she is given a coconut which must have its cover intact, asoli nārāl. This same nut is used at all subsequent presentations and the bride must take it with her wherever she goes for a year, at the end of which year is a ceremony called varāsan in which she is given again the coconut, which then may be broken. Some Brahmins throw this coconut into a well and when it sprouts plant it in a garden; non-Brahmins do not use a coconut in this way but present rice, dates, fruit and copra which on no account must the bride eat.

Another illustration of the dangerous element in the power of the bridal pair is the restriction which forbids the Lingāyat mother to see the face of her son or daughter when akṣat is thrown on them at a wedding. The mother must not see the hani akki or the grains of rice mixed with curds which are applied to the foreheads of the bridal pair before the guests throw the unbroken rice.
Hududā ki hāni akki nodabaradu. Should she see these, she or her husband will die within three years. As, however, the mother cannot refrain from joining in the benedictory throwing of akṣat on the pair, she does this from such a distance as prevents her seeing their foreheads.

Actual contact, sampark, sansarg, transmits to things brought near to persons possessing sakti or kudrat something of their innate power. This transmission entails the diffusion of that power with all its potentiality for good or for evil, and Indian customs often appear inconsistent because attention is for the moment concentrated on one only of the two aspects in which such diffusion can be regarded. Whilst the Muhammadan respects the leavings of food left by the bridal pair as sharing in their beneficent power, the Hindu generally sees only the possibility of a transference of evil. Even the Hindu, however, visualizes the transference of barkat. There is barkat transferred by the water in which the feet of the bridal pair are washed; contact can be established by sight and the darśan of the bridegroom confers barkat; the water that falls from the hair of the bridegroom as he takes his surγi bath or splashes from the heads of the bride and bridegroom as they make their mangalsnāṇ, also confers barkat. These illustrate among non-Brahmins the transfer of good and not of evil. When, too, measures are taken to nullify the possible evil pāγγun of a bride as she enters for the first time the house of her husband (ghar bharāṇī), she is required to kick over at the threshold a measure of rice, and this rice is added to the family’s stock of grain to bring it increase.

A multitude of customs of another category illustrate the same transference of power by contact. Sindi Muhammadans preserve carefully the pillows and beds used by the bridal pair on their first night of married life, and significantly secure these from touching the ground. The gala dress worn by bride and bridegroom is also preserved and kept away from the ground, and given to younger members of the family when in turn their marriage takes place. Even ornaments worn during the marriage are treated with the same care, and the mirror used by the bride must never be broken, or the death of some one of the family will follow.

There can be no surer test whether an object is believed to possess power than its protection from contact with the ground, and this test is particularly applicable to the wristlets and coronets which the bridal pair have worn during the marriage ceremony. A Muhammadan bride and bridegroom wear a wristlet of red thread, ghāna, dastīyūn, which cannot be placed on the ground, and after
use is finally thrown in a river or well to prevent its touching the ground or being stepped over. The Hindu bridal pair wear wristlets, kankan, made out of the surgi thread which has averted evil from the bridal pair whilst they took their mangalsnān, forming an enclosure around them. At all moments a power of great potentiality, the sakti of the Hindu bridal pair is never more powerful than it is when they wear their wristlets or kankan, and with this power the kankan are naturally suffused. After a Hindu marriage, therefore, the wristlets must be carefully preserved. Talwārs and Vaddars tie them to a beam in the roof and leave them there until they perish of their own accord. Vaisnava Brahmins bury them entire in the god-room; Lingāyuts place them before the kul devatā for five weeks and then throw into running water. Desastha Brahmins present them to the family gods and then throw them in a clean place or in water. Sarasvat Brahmins dismiss their sakti and then tie them to the roof. In Kanara Kan Divars and Madivals tie the kankan on the third day of the marriage to their hālgamba, leave them so tied for a fortnight and then throw both the hālgamba and the kankan under a tree that has milky juice. Konchi Koravus throw their kankan into a running stream. Marāthas tie the wristlets to a post of the marriage mandap for a week or two, and then take them into the jungle where they throw them in a bush so that they will not be stepped over, or send them to a holy place to be preserved for a year. Calvadis have a more elaborate custom. They first remove the piece of turmeric 1 which was tied in the wristlets and with it mark the faces of the bridal pair and of the svāsīnīs present among the guests, transferring to these last barkat, and then tie the wristlets to the linga of the bridegroom and the mangalsūtra or marriage necklace of the bride. When either the bride or bridegroom dies, the kankan is buried along with the deceased. Vaddars have several customs alternative to the one of tying the wristlets to a beam; they tie them to the hanging rack used for the storage of their milkpots, or the day after the marriage the bridal pair

1 Before tying the kankan Vaddars go to water and soak the wristlets invoking Gangā; the sakti of Agni (fire) is also invoked into the wristlets. The kankan represents a vow to abstain from anything impure or destructive of sakti. Kankan are tied to the wrist of the yajamān at Yajnas and at car festivals; they tie up the sakti of the person wearing them. Whilst they wear the kankan the bridal pair must not bow to any one, not even to an elder when āriś is waved. The kankan must not be lost and whilst wearing it the bride or bridegroom must not work, or death or disease will follow. The marriage kankan has a knot in it which is a piece of turmeric. This turmeric has one or more branches and is accordingly called ‘the root bearing children’, makkālberu. By the kānak the bridal pair are made partners with the fertility of the turmeric.
go to the temple of Hanuman, and there untwisting the wristlets themselves throw them in running water or a well. Dekauha Brahmins sometimes give the kankan to a priest, who places them in a pot with coloured akṣat and throws them away, or after removing the turmeric which is usually tied in the kankan, throw the kankan into the tulsi plant which every Hindu household keeps. Another Brahmin custom is to worship the removed kankans with akṣat and give them to a priest, who returns them for preservation to the bridal pair with a betelnut. Bhils, whose kankan are made of thread and boiled wheaten flour, hang them after the marriage to the roof.

The kankan are made from the surgi thread; any portion of the thread remaining after the kankans have been prepared receives the same protection as the wristlets. It is not allowed to touch the ground, is tied to a post of the marriage mandap until the mandap is dismantled, and generally is later put with the kankan and bāśing.

The bridal coronet or bāśing is of many types. Brahmins make it of plantain-leaves with hanging flowers; the Sarasvat bāśing is of cork and tinsel. Bendi (Kydia calycina) is used for it in Kanara; Ḥaranyaṅguṛis stitch together seven leaves of alli (Memecylon edule) in three lines with a ball of cotton-wool in the centre. Coloured paper in many cases is the chief material used. In some backward castes no bāśing is used. Where a coronet is used, its disposal is on lines similar to those followed in preserving the kankan. Sindhi Moselems tie garlands to the foreheads of the bridal pair called mora or sehra. These, after use, are hung on a peg until dry and then thrown into water or are preserved in a box; both methods of disposal preventing their contact with the ground. Koravas and Naidus also use a garland of flowers which are renewed every day of the marriage and after use are thrown into water. Raddis, Macchiquars, Calvadis, Vaddars and also Koravas tie the bāśing to a vertical pillar until it perishes. Vaisnavas Brahmins keep the bāśing in a box for a year and then throw it into the compound of a temple. Lingayats keep the crown in an upper story of the house or in a basket fastened to a beam for three years or longer, and then throw into water. Pancāls place their bāśing in a basket suspended from the roof, place it whenever removed from the basket near the family gods on an āsan, and eventually throw into water. Lamānis of Ron tie the bāśing to the roof until some member of the Tambore family visits them, when they give him the bāśing in alms. In Kanara the Kan Divar and the Madival tie their bāśing of bendi on the sixth day of the marriage.
permanently to a beam; Calvadis, whenever the bridegroom sleeps, remove the bāsing and place it in a basket before the family gods. Kurubas tie it to a beam in the roof for three or five years, and then throw into water. Deśastha Brahmins tie the coronet to the roof and leave it there, or offering it to the kul devatā throw into water or on some pure spot. Even amongst Tamil Christians this idea survives of the transmission of power from the bridal pair into the coronets or garlands they have worn. The bride’s mother ties gold leaves round the foreheads of the bridal pair; these leaves must finally be thrown in a well or running water. In church the bride and bridegroom also wear garlands of flowers; in the evening when the pair sit in the marriage mandap these garlands must be hung on a peg and on the third day of the marriage are thrown into water.

Muhammadan, Brahmin, and non-Brahmin alike, therefore, recognize the transfer by contact of power from the bridal pair to the coronets and wristlets they have worn, and the Christian convert has retained the same idea. A variety of ways adopted in disposing finally of these ornaments emphasizes that these ornaments with their acquired power must not be brought into contact with the ground save where that ground has special sanctity, and that they must not be stepped over. Should any one other than the bridegroom step over these ornaments he loses in sequel his own sakti. The commonest method of securing the protection of power is to throw things that possess or once possessed power after use into water, and this is the most usual way of disposing of bāsing, ghana, kankan, and sehra. In one other respect also Muhammadan and Hindu customs demonstrate the power in these ornaments. The power of one bāsing cannot, suffused as it is with the power of one bridegroom, be brought in conflict with the power of another bridegroom. No bāsing can be used in two marriages; no sehra can be used for one bridegroom after it has been worn by another. Sindi Muhammadans apply these same axioms of conduct to the henna with which the feet and hands of the bridal pair are covered. This henna can be touched by the bridegroom’s sister and by her alone, and any henna left over must be carefully protected until it is finally thrown into water.

There is yet another significant meaning in the practice of throwing wristlet and bāsing into water after use. These ornaments which have been in the closest contact with the person of the bride and bridegroom are hot with power. After their removal, therefore, the Hindu dips them in milk, because as they are, they are a potential factor of evil; they are a possible source of danger.
and must be cooled. The Sindi Muhammadan does not use milk in this way but considers that the water in which his sehra and ghana are thrown cools the hot kudrat they possess; he throws them into water not merely to prevent their being stepped over or their touching the ground, but also tanda karna, thade karan (Sin.), 'to make them cool'. There could be no more lucid illustration of the dangerous power which has been transmitted from the bride and bridegroom.

To return to the bridal pair. If inanimate things with power acquired from them by contact require protection, still more logically must the source of this power be preserved from harmful contacts. The bridal pair, in the first place, must as far as possible be preserved from contact with the ground. In practice this means that they cannot during the marriage ceremony, or at critical moments thereof, such as that when the aksat is thrown on them, sit on the ground. Hindu marriage rites all show in some way or other variants of this common restriction; the pair must sit or stand on something that insulates them from the ground. They may sit on pāṭ or flat boards of wood and always square in shape; on low stools sometimes made of wood specially chosen such as mango; on baskets of bamboo, or they may stand in baskets. Their insulation from the ground is further made the more secure by sprinkling on these āsan some form of grain; on the pāṭ or the black blanket used rice, jvārī or wheat is scattered, the baskets are filled with grain or the husk of grain. Marūhāś construct in the marriage mandap a series of five steps of earth which are covered with cowdung, red earth and chunam and crowned with a twig of the auspicious mango. In front of this pyramid or bahul a square is formed, at each corner of which stands a pile of earthen pots, five in number and of diminishing size from the bottom to the top; these pots are also adorned with mango twigs, and stalks of sugar-cane or jvārī rest against them. In the middle of this square the bridal pair sit when aksat is thrown, on an āsan of red rice.

In general, too, the bridal pair must wear shoes. A wedding is the only occasion among Brahmins, exclusive of Vaiśpava Brahmins, when the yajamān must wear shoes; the boy at his thread ceremony, in spite of his power, need not wear shoes. Talwārs require the bridal pair to wear shoes for nine days; Vaddars for five days, as also Calvasis and Koravas. Lamānis, a wandering tribe, once the carriers of India, always show many modifications of any general practice; the period their bridal pair must observe in retaining their shoes varies considerably even within the limits of
one district (Dharwar). In some places the period is three days, in others it is as long as a month. The wearing of shoes is so strictly enforced that they can be removed only when the wearers go to bed; even then the shoes must be placed in the bedding whilst some Lamānis insist on shoes being worn by the bridal pair even when they sleep. Amongst Lamānis the bridegroom is met at the gate or boundary of the bride’s village, where he leaves his old shoes and puts on new ones; in alternative he goes to the bride’s house wearing his old shoes but carrying two new pairs for himself and his bride. At the marriage of Lamānis, Marāthās and Muhammedans in the Deccan the brothers of the bride try steadily to steal the shoes of the bridegroom, and exact a penalty for their restoration.

Another measure taken to protect the power of the bride and bridegroom from contacts which would destroy it, is to forbid their going into the sun, or if this be unavoidable to protect them, when in the sun, by a covering such as a black blanket. In the adoption of this measure the non-Brahmin, as he does on many other occasions, meets the Sindi Muhammedan and actually parts from the Brahmin. The Brahmin does not prohibit his bride and bridegroom from going into the sun, nor does he require them, should they do so, to wear a black blanket. When, however, the Brahmin bridegroom goes to the house of the bride he is enveloped in a coloured šelā, a woman’s garment which covers him entirely save for his face. He is further protected by abdāqir or truncated parasols. The Brahmin is, in fact, strictly speaking, less logical or thorough in working out his theory of the special power of the bridal pair; he does not emphasize with the emphasis of the non-Brahmin the dangerous element in that power, and is not so comprehensive in the measures he takes to protect it. One reads so much, one might almost say ad nauseam, of the imitation of Brahmin customs and ideas by the non-Brahmin that no excuse is needed for stressing that an examination of many Hindu customs often shows a parallel to non-Brahmin thought and practice not in any Brahmin rite but in the customs of the Muhammadan. If the assumption be natural that the more primitive will usually show the greater consistency and that inconsistency of practice often follows a borrowing of ideas, then there are many occasions on which one might conjecture the taking of a custom by the Brahmin from the non-Brahmin, and not the reverse.

Be this as it may, the Muhammadan and the non-Brahmin protect the bridal pair from the inimical power of the sun; the Brahmin who recognizes in other practices the destruction of
sakti that follows its exposure to the sun, does not approach either Muhammadan or non-Brahmin in consistency. In Sind the bride and bridegroom withdraw for some days into confinement, or to use the local phrase they ‘sit in vanvāha’. This means that the bride for seven or nine days sits in a room apart, from which she can go out only if protected by a covering; the bridegroom should observe the same confinement for one day, but in practice walks about covered. The usual covering of the non-Brahmin bridal pair when they unavoidably have to go out in the sun is a thick black blanket worn over the head, and though one may occasionally find the blanket carelessly thrown over the shoulder in these days of discredited customs, the strictness of the restriction is usually observed. Gollars, Raddis and Kabbars will not allow their bridal pair to part from their black woolen blanket even in the mandap. A Jain bridegroom when he goes out of doors wears a handkerchief on his head in which he puts a lemon. The Kan Divar and Madival impose their restriction on going into the sun for three days as do some Lamānis; Vaddars; Koravas and Panculs for five days; Tatwars for nine days and some Lamānis for a month. The beginning of the period is often counted from the taking of their surji bath or mangalsnān by the bridal pair. Bhils restrict the period to the time the pair are covered with turmeric. Muhammadans extend the restriction to the bridegroom’s best man, the anar, who is not allowed to go into the sun whilst the bridal pair are in vanvāha. Marathās prolong the period for ten days subsequent to the marriage. Among Hulakki Gaudās the bridegroom goes in procession to the bride’s house and the marriage mandap by night, but as he proceeds an umbrella is held over him. The use of an umbrella by many castes is a minor illustration of the same restriction, and of the ascription of royalty to the bridegroom. Just as common, too, as a single umbrella are ornamental fans or parasols which serve no useful purpose now, but are witness as relics to the same underlying idea of protection of power. To avoid unnecessary exposure to the sun, it is a common practice for the bridegroom to take temporarily a house close to that of the bride. Occasionally, too, one finds families which will not take the bridegroom in procession at all.

THE PILGRIM

A pilgrim returns home after his pilgrimage, in an atmosphere of power. He has visited sacred places and by contact has acquired power therefrom. He has, further, by a strict ordering of his life acquired righteousness; the Hindu has acquired punya or merit,
and the possession of puṣya means the possession of power. This
power is a means whereby he confers barksat on others. Water
in which the feet of a Muhammadan pilgrim have been washed is
drunk by others; his hands are kissed, for they have touched
the sacred walls of the Ka'bah. A Haji is used to force a request;
it is the essence of the practice of mair in Sind that the agent of
coercion should possess power.

In a similar way the Hindu attempts to obtain barksat from the
returned pilgrim. His feet are washed and the water is sprinkled
over people near; it is taken home and sprinkled over the house
and over children. Dust is collected from under his feet and with
this his friends anoint their bodies. He is invited to feasts, and
food he has touched or left uneaten is consumed by others.

And yet just as it is true of other manifestations of power, the
power of a pilgrim is a potential source of danger to others. The
Muhammadan calls him ghoro or 'heavy'; the Hindu considers
him Bhūsur or an incarnation of divinity. His power is above
normal and in corresponding degree his potentiality for evil is
the greater.

A Muhammadan pilgrim is feared for forty days; to avoid his
curses he must be humoured in every way, not excited nor allowed
to work. Before he enters a house on his return from pilgrimage
he must first go to a mosque and must wash his hands and face.
He must on no account sleep with his wife for a week. The
Hindu guards against the potentiality of the pilgrim in much the
same way. He is received with respect at the village boundary
and given milk, but he must pass a night or two in a temple before
he will be received in a private house, or if he arrives by day at
least some hours in a temple outside the village bounds. When,
too, he first enters a private dwelling his feet are washed and grain
is thrown over him. His evil eye is feared by gardeners, who will
not allow him to enter their gardens until he has washed his eyes
and mouth. The water in which his feet were washed must not
be thrown over the elders of the family of the pilgrim himself.

CIRCUMCISION

A sanskār is a Hindu ceremony which qualifies the Hindu to
discharge properly the duties of the next status into which he
passes through that ceremony; a sanskār makes complete or
perfect by the addition of something that was wanting. Now
just as during some of his sanskār the Hindu boy is credited with
special inordinate power, so the Muhammadan attributes unusual
power to a boy at his circumcision. The Muhammadan boy at his circumcision is *ghoro,* 'heavy with *kudrat*'.

Remnants of the boy’s food are eaten by others to obtain *barkat.* After his wound has healed he is taken round newly cultivated fields or to a newly constructed well to promote good crops or a good supply of water. He is asked to pray for others and to bless. His curse is very dangerous and care must be taken not to irritate him.

The similarity between the Muhammadan boy at his circumcision and the Muhammadan or Hindu boy at his marriage is very close. A garland of flowers, *mora,* is given to the Muhammadan boy at his circumcision; this must eventually be thrown into running water. So also when his hands are dyed with henna mixed with water, any henna that falls to the ground must be buried or thrown in running water, and no one save a near relative is allowed to carry it. The *mora* and henna are treated after use with the same care as are the *bāsing* and the *kankan,* the *sehra* and the *ghana.* Even the earthen pot of water with which the wound of circumcision is bathed, must be broken or at least chipped after use, a practice in which I surmise the same assumption as that which appears so often in Hindu ritual, that a broken thing loses its power.

**THE THREAD CEREMONY**

(*Munjī, Upanayan*)

The Hindu boy at his thread ceremony, the *vatu* or *munjā,* has special *sakti.* He is considered to be like Viṣṇu in the avatar of Vāman. The water in which his feet have been washed is *ūrth.* From the virus of a woman not ritually pure or a mother within ten days of the birth of her infant he must be protected, and like the bridegroom he sits on a *pūṭ* during the ceremony. Several boys may perform their thread ceremony or *Munjī* on the same day, but they cannot do this at the same *muhūrta.*

After his thread ceremony the Hindu boy is in strict rule supposed to undergo a course of training for twelve years in the house of a preceptor. The *Samāvartan* (*Soḍamunjā,* Mar.) ceremony, the due return of the boy to his father’s house for marriage, marks the close of this period of studentship, after which the boy becomes a householder. From the thread ceremony until his marriage he is a *Brahmacāri* and has special *sakti* which renders him immune from the contagion of death or of birth. His *sakti,* too, is not adversely affected by the taking of *dāna,* 'gifts', and if he be devout his *sakti* makes him immune from the attacks of spirits.
Some families give a feast to a Brahmacārī every Saturday to propitiate Maruti; others to win barkut feast him throughout the year or at least during Caturmās on dvādaśī days. He is invariably worshipped and feasted in honour of Viṣṇu on Bhādrapad sud. 12. During the thread ceremony of a boy many Brahmacārīs are called and feasted at the Māṭybhojan which is the last meal the boy can take along with his mother. Water in which the feet of these Brahmacārīs have been washed is sprinkled over the heads of the vaṭu and of his father.

THE ASCETIC

Marriage is regarded as a duty by all the creeds of India. 'When a servant of God marries,' said the Prophet, 'verily he perfects half his religion.' According to the Laws of Manu, marriage is the twelfth Sanskār and as a religious duty incumbent upon all. The happiness of a Hindu in the next world depends on his having a continuous line of male descendants whose duty it is to make the periodical offerings for the soul of the dead. If a man dies unmarried he wanders about as a ghost troubling the living; he haunts the bamboo, he dwells in the pipal (Ficus religiosa). Many castes differentiate in their funeral ceremonies between the body of one who dies unmarried and that of a married man. When a man dies unmarried he is buried; when he dies married his body is burned, for this method of disposing of the body alone brings mokṣa. Among Lamānis at the beginning of a marriage ceremony or a month previous to a marriage a ceremony called Vadhya is performed. A priest with a hot needle makes a horizontal mark on the arm of the bridegroom and bores his ears, and this is a sign the boy will for ever afterwards bear as proof that he is married and is not to be buried. To prevent the spirit of an unmarried Brahmacārī in unsatisfied desire troubling the living, Brahmins marry one who dies unmarried to a rui tree or branch, and Lingāyats perform the same rite in the case of any youth or maiden who dies unmarried.

Even gods are married. The marriage of a god, as does that of a man, increases the sakti of the married. A marriage of a god is conducted in the same way precisely as is that of a human being. There is the same installation of the devak, Nāndi; the same throwing of akṣat, the same Lājāhom. The families of the bride and bridegroom are represented by priests. The procession of the sacred car corresponds to the ordinary marriage procession. Unless a god be svayambhū, his marriage jatrā is necessary periodically to maintain the sakti of his image.
There is divided opinion, however, as to whether celibate gods such as Maruti, Gaṇpati and Virbhadra can be married. The possibility of their marrying is denied by some, but on the other hand others admit the marriage of Maruti to Bharati Śakti and of Gaṇpati and Virbhadra to Śiva Śakti. Śiva, Virbhadra and Kumārasvāmi are married to Pārvatī; Maruti to Bharati; Śeṣa to Nāgakanyā; Kanyākumāri and Durgā, Banśankhari and Tuljabhavānī to Śiva; Lakṣmī to Viśṇu and Dyamavva or Durgavva to a buffalo. Brahmins worship images of Lakṣmī and Viṣṇu placed side by side on a small cot of gold, silver, copper, or brass, covered by a silk cushion. This worship is done on vad. 2 of Āśāḍha, Śrāvaṇ, Bhāḍrapad and Āśvin, and after the worship is over the images are made to sleep together after the rising of the moon. Ultimately the images are given to a priest with the object that as a wife has been gifted to the god, so the worshipper may always possess a wife and not become a widower. The marriage of trees, the marriage of standing crops again engenders an increase of śakti.

This idea that marriage completes and leads to an increase of śakti is never quite lost even in the reverence paid to celibacy. Chastity is accompanied by śakti. When the delivery of a woman is delayed the loin-cloth of a celibate guru is soaked in water by Lāngāyats and this water is wrung out of the cloth and given to the expectant mother to drink. Another practice known in Marāṭhi as niśi utarane, 'unfolding the fold of the garment', is to wave thrice over the woman the dhotar of any chaste person. The leavings of food left by celibates are eaten as karuṇa prasād, karuṇa meaning 'grace', and water in which their feet have been bathed is thrown over the heads of others to transfer borrh. When śakti is invoked into an image by the ceremony of Prānpratīṣṭā the śakti actually suffusing the image is in proportion to the piety of the worshipper. An image, therefore, installed by a celibate Sannyāsī draws more śakti than one installed by an ordinary worshipper, because of the special śakti of the Sannyāsī. In the Puranas are many gods described as having been installed by great siddhas and these called purānaprasiddh have abnormal śakti, and like svayambhū gods are above certain forms of pollution. A Sannyāsī again is a suitable person to give mantropades or instruction in sacred texts, because of his special śakti. His śakti is so great as to make him immune from the contagion of birth or death.

In spite, however, of his special power a celibate is at times a person to be avoided. A sanskār is a ceremony the object of which is to give the celebrant something which he lacks, something
which will make him perfect. In such ceremonies the sannyāsi would not be welcomed. He would not be asked to a wedding; he would not attend funeral obsequies; he cannot be present at Lakṣmipūjā or the worship of the goddess Lakṣmi; he would not be selected as a member of a pane or committee to settle a dispute. An agriculturist would not allow a sannyāsi on his threshing-floor, although an injunction of continence is common whilst grain is being measured; a man constructing a house would not allow a sannyāsi to lay the foundations, or be present when they are laid. A sannyāsi is also not allowed to pass between two women.

**KASHAF-UL-KUBUR**

In Sind a small number of people are credited with the power of seeing the dead within their graves, and are sought by relatives of the dead to ascertain whether the dead have obtained peace or are suffering in the grave. I have known members of the Legislative Assembly to whom such power was attributed.

**SAINTS AND SINNERS**

Svāmī; Muni; Sādhu; Kittadi; Yati; Satpurūsa; Sant; Mahāpurūsa; Mahātmā; Siddhapurūsa; Jogī; Arudha; Arif; Fīr; Olyau; Barakatwā; Pukāl Šahs; Aminatwāro; Buzrug; Rajal Allah (Saint).

The miracles that saints can perform are legion, but miracles are much the same all the world over, and I propose therefore merely to indicate the general manner in which a saint’s miraculous power is evinced. A saint can move from one place to another in defiance of time; he can be in different places at one and the same time; he can assume any form he pleases; can transport his devotees great distances in a twinkling of the eye and can equally bring distant places into the vision of a suppliant. A saint can make inanimate things animate; can show the sun on a night of no moon; can divert rivers; can fly and disappear into the earth; can sit on the face of the waters without sinking; and can rest in mid-air. The length of a saint’s life rests with himself, for he can prolong it as he wills. There is little indeed he cannot do against the ordinary laws of Nature; he can see the past and the future and his vision is prophetic.

One form of miracle commonly attributed to saints is an unnatural curing of some disease. Every district almost has some family credited with a special power of curing some particular illness which it has acquired from some saint in the past. At Dharwar is a family called Rege, the members of which can cure
a bite of a dog, rat or other animal merely by giving the patient water to drink; at Karkikatti is a mantrik who beats with a whip the informant who comes to tell him that another person has been bitten by a snake, and thereby cures the person bitten, though he be miles away. At Kanjgeri another mantrik, when he learns of some one having been bitten by a snake, beats his own palm on the back of the informant or on the ground, a stone, a tree or wall, and this effects a cure. At Hirehal is a schoolmaster who learnt from a saint the art of curing a snake-bite, and this by making the person who brings news of any person being bitten, drink water.

Tying stones to nim trees is one way of curing snake-bites. Near Miraj is the shrine of a Pir who has the same power of healing. When a man is bitten by a snake he picks up a stone, utters the name of the Pir and ties the stone to a tree. When the cure has been effected, some one, not necessarily the cured man, carries the stone without allowing it to touch the ground, to the shrine of the Pir and there ties the stone to a nim tree, and gives the custodian of the shrine the weight of the stone in sugar.

A saint transfers his power to others in many ways. By a gift of the remnants of his food; by wetting his finger with his spit and applying it to the mouth of another; by laying his hand on the head or heart of another; by blowing on water and giving another to drink. Persons who receive food distributed by a saint are called prasādika. By washing the hands of a saint one acquires barakat; those who do this in Sind are called hath dhorya ahir. A caretaker of a saint's shrine, the mujāvar, acquires barakat and can transmit it by inheritance. The shadow of a saint falling on another person transfers to the latter barakat. Kissing the hand, foot, shoulder and even the garments of a saint confers barakat. If a schoolboy drinks the water in which a saint has washed after eating, he will the more easily learn the Koran, for he will have acquired power. The water in which a saint has washed his hands is drunk by others and the vessel he uses for washing is used by others. When a saint visits the house of another he is expected to bring some dried fruit for his host, and if he be offered food, to leave a little for his host to eat and thereby acquire barakat.

The feet of a Hindu saint are washed and the water is sprinkled over the heads of his host's family. If a man is seriously ill a saint is sent for; his feet are washed and the water used is sprinkled over the patient and given to him to drink. This same water drives away spirits and for this purpose is sprinkled over a house.
When a saint dies, superfluous or additional clothes are placed on his dead body, and then distributed, conferring *barkat* on all who touch or wear them. His old shoes and his old clothes are preserved and worn by others. His sleeping-cot is preserved; his teeth and hair may be preserved.

There is the same element of danger in the power of a saint as in all power. If one refuses an invitation given by him one loses wealth; if one sits on his bed one must expect to die soon; if one sits in his palanquin one's children will die; to touch him intentionally with one's foot means death, or some disease such as leprosy. If, too, the blessing of a saint brings *barkat* his power makes his curse the more dangerous and only God can remove the ill effects of this *usūp*. There is danger, too, in the tomb of a saint. In strict theory Muhammedan women should not visit the tombs of saints as the saint can see their nakedness; in practice they visit tombs, but though a pregnant woman will visit a mosque a pregnant woman will not visit the tomb of a saint for fear harm should befall her child.

The tomb of a Hindu saint is his *vrūdāvan, samadhi, gudāgi*; the sacred precincts of the tomb of a Muhammedan saint are the *dargāh*. Contact with the tomb of a saint effects a transfer of *barkat*. At *Miran Datar*, a shrine in Gujarāt, sick people with illnesses attributed to spirits, and lunatics are tied to trees in the vicinity; they remain tied for days and even months until cured, being fed in the meanwhile by the custodian of the shrine. Until quite recently the *Mihr Shahjo Kubo*, at Shikarpur in Sind, was used in the same way to cure lunacy, and lunatics in Sind are still often called *Mihr Shahi Charyo*. The covering of a saint's tomb, or the knockers on the doors of the *dargāh*, are sprinkled with water, and the water is drunk or applied to wounds. Grain is given to the tame pigeons kept at tombs, and the remnants of the grain are brought home and added to the household store of grain to bring increase. Money is in the same way placed on the tomb and then, with the permission of the caretaker, brought home and added to the stock of cash. Water is taken to a tomb and then brought away and used for watering fruit-trees; earth is taken and placed on a tomb and afterwards distributed. In Sind once a year a big cauldron is placed near a tomb of a saint, a mixture of grain and meat is prepared in it and carried away for distribution. Earth from a saint’s tomb is strewn on fields to remove pests. Visitors to a tomb place such earth in their turbans or pockets and carry away for many purposes. Given to the sick it effects a cure; tied round an animal it produces fertility;
it is an amulet against the evil of the eye; eaten or drunk with water it confers *barkat*. It is a sovereign talisman to keep away spirits. In Sind this earth is *udi* or *khāk shafā*, ‘the earth of salvation’; the Hindu calls it *myśikā* and even *prasād*. The keepers of the shrine keep a stock of earth near the foot of a tomb to supply to visitors.

The milk of animals giving little milk is poured over the tomb of a saint to increase the future yield of milk. Water is poured over a tomb and then becoming *tirth* to a Hindu, is drunk by or poured over the sick. When visiting a tomb earth is taken from it, is mixed with water and drunk as part of the ritual followed to derive *barkat*.

The Hindu and the Muhammadan encircles his saintly tombs. Going round the tomb of Lal Shabaz at Sehwan a fixed number of times is considered as effective as a pilgrimage to Mecca. The tomb is ordinarily encircled clockwise. Animals that are not fertile are taken round a tomb a certain number of times for several days. In Sind the woman who desires issue makes a miniature cradle and when her hopes are fulfilled hangs the cradle up at the shrine. An extracted tooth is buried or deposited at a saint’s tomb to bring strength to the other teeth. If sheep or goats fail in giving milk they are driven round a tomb three or seven times. If a horse be addicted to running away, its halter is left at a shrine and the habits of the horse are changed. Sickly children are left at a shrine for several days to achieve a cure. Cradles of children are also placed on a tomb for several days, and then used in the ordinary way to give *barkat* to the children that sleep in them.

The coverings of a saint’s tomb are in Sind called *pur* or *qhilāf*; they are embroidered with words from the Koran. Suppliants tear away pieces of these coverings and preserve them. Knots are tied in these coverings as a means of coercing the saint to grant a request. Kissing the coverings transfers power from the tomb to the suppliant, and with the same object of transferring *barkat* the suppliant puts his hands on the tomb and then on his face.

Trees that grow near a saint’s tomb derive power from the presence of the saint. At Kalkalesvār is a nim tree, the leaves of which, instead of being bitter as nim leaves usually are, are sweet owing to contact with a saint. Knots are tied in the branches of these trees; green glass bangles and red rags are tied to them in order to compel the saint to listen to a prayer. ‘My affairs are knotted; unless my affairs are unknotted your affairs will not be unknotted’ is said by the visitor to a shrine in Sind who, thus
coerces the power of the saint, or imposes on him mair. The
objad alphabet is written on paper, and then the paper is stuck
on a tree and into each letter a nail is driven until the suppliant
believes he has secured his object. Stones are placed on the
tomb of a saint with the words, 'I will not remove these until my
request is granted'. Portions of the Koran are recited at the
foot of the tomb instead of in reverence at the head of the tomb,
or Koranic verses are read at the tomb from the end to the beginning.
Nails are driven into the doors of the dargâh. Paper is tied round
the neck of the sick, and then thrown on a tomb with the words,
'The cure has begun; you must finish it'. Other methods of
compelling the saint to hearken to a prayer are to tie a knot in
one's hair as one repeats the name of the saint, or when making
an offering to the saint to tie a knot in one's clothes, opening this
only when the boon is obtained, ghund batdan. The ringing of
a bell at a shrine; the beating of a drum, dhamaal, as at the dargâh
of Lal Shahbaz at Sehwan, and technical recitations by devotees
of the saint compel the kudrat of the saint to come at the call of
the suppliant (zarb, hukâro, naro). When this is done the Sâdhi
regards the atmosphere of the tomb as ghoro. Merely writing a
request on a piece of paper and leaving this tied to a tomb is a
form of coercion.

A saint never dies, though he leaves the human body. The
Muhammadan says that when saints die they do but change their
veil, burka matain tha. A Hindu always avoids any expression
suggesting that a saint has died; he says deh bittaru, 'the saint
has discarded his body' or samadhist adaru, 'has become merged
in spiritual calm'. The saint lives in his tomb; his movements
and his worship of God can be heard though he be invisible. Once
a year or more often on certain anniversaries light is supposed to
flash over a saint's tomb revealing his return to the tomb that
day as light. To a suppliant the saint appears in dreams; to a
Hindu he gives mantrâkshât and coconuts and informs him that his
wishes will be fulfilled, or on the other hand tells him that his
request cannot be granted and he should return home.

A Muhammadan will go to a shrine to obtain answers to his
questions in a dream, and to find out whether a work, if commenced,
will be successful. This practice is called istikhâra.1 After mom-

1 Apart from having recourse to a saint's tomb, istikhâra is performed on the
night preceding Friday. One practice is to read six râkât and six surâhâ of the
Koran and then write out a petition to God, fumigate this with incense and
wrapping with a piece of white thread, place in an earthen pot full of water. One
end of the thread is tied to the ear of the suppliant, who sleeps with his face towards
Mecca, and gets an answer in his dreams. Another practice is to read two râkât,
ing prayers on a Friday he goes to a saint's tomb, recites the sūratu yā sin, the thirty-sixth chapter of the Koran, and the sūratu'l-ikhlās, the hundred and twelfth chapter eleven times each; pays reverence to the soul of the dead saint, reads two re'kāt, the first chapter and the hundred and thirteenth chapters of the Koran forty-one times, and the latter chapter again forty-one times, and then covering his face with a sheet awaits an answer from the saint. An alternative practice is to call the adān first at the foot of the tomb, then at its head, and then at the right and left sides. The āyatul-kursī, the two hundred and fifty-sixth verse of the second chapter of the Koran, is then recited ten times at the foot of the tomb, ten times at its head, eleven times at the right side and ten times from the left side. Seven steps are then taken from the head of the tomb with the recital of another passage from the Koran, and a prayer for the solution of the suppliant's perplexity at each step. The visitor then covers himself with a sheet and sleeps at the tomb or goes home and sleeps.

Conditional offerings of many kinds are made to saints at their tombs; a promise of the offering is made conditional on receiving a boon. Such conditional offerings are called niyāj or harakī (Kan.). If a visitor desires issue he promises on obtaining issue to offer a sheep or goat, to hang a cradle on the tomb, to tie to it the hair of the child born when this is cut for the first time. To cure illness the model of a horse associated with strength is promised. Promises of a fixed number of rupees are made which are later placed on the tomb, or nailed to trees near by; promises of flags, or garlands, of a bridegroom's bāṣing, of bangles are made should the saint bring about a marriage. The nature of the offering has usually some relation to the boon desired. In some cases the appropriate offering is made before the boon is obtained.

In many details the worship of saints approximates to that of gods. The gods of the Hindu pantheon have their special days on which they should be worshipped, and such timely worship adds to the sakti of their images. Tuesdays and Fridays are days for the worship of Durgā and other goddesses; Monday for that of Śiva; Thursday for that of Dattātreya, as is also Saturday which last is the best day for worshipping Maruti. In the same way there are days fixed for paying reverence to the shrine of a saint. The shrine of Rajabagsavar of Yamanur should be visited on recite the sūratu'l-fath and certain isolated words a hundred or two hundred times, when the reciter's head will rock, and if it turns to the right success in his contemplated work is assured. A third method is to read two re'kāt, recite Ya-Khābir a hundred times and then lie down covered with a sheet.
Thursday or on the fifth day of the bright fortnight of Phālgun; the tomb of Rahimansab at Naregal should be visited on an Ḍvārā or on a Thursday.

Fairs, jatā, are also held in honour of deceased saints. At Sirsi, in the dark half of Phālgun, a fair is held in honour of Svāmī Svadimatha; the installation of the standard dhvajāropana, is performed on the tenth of the bright half of the month, and after its installation rice balls are thrown in the air which women desiring issue catch and eat.

A saint need not necessarily have only one tomb. There are saints with several tombs and shrines; sometimes one part of the saint’s body is buried separately from the rest of the body. In the Sholapur district there is a low range of hills the crossing of which is avoided at certain times, lest the head of a deceased saint should be encountered as it travels to join the headless body of the saint buried elsewhere. The shrine or dargāh may not even contain the body of the saint at all. Shrines are erected where saints did penance or even rested awhile. Certain saints, too, have a very wide celebrity spreading far beyond the country in which they are buried; these, too, have local shrines. Trees such as the nim tree are planted and around them a low platform of stone and rubble, katta, is erected; these trees and their platforms are considered to share in the power of the saint, and daily readings of the Koran are made at the katta. Wherever there is a large Vaiṣṇava community there is a tomb of Raghavendra Svāmī of Mancali who is supposed to have been the second incarnation of Pralhad, son of Hiranyakaśapu. There are hundreds of graves in all, constructed with a little earth taken from the original tomb.

A tomb does not cease to possess power if it be rifled. It derives its power not from the presence of the saint’s body; it has been in contact or supposed contact with the saint and from this derives its miracle-working powers.

Beside his tomb, other places associated with a saint radiate power. Near Shikarpur on the bank of a canal is a khabar tree to which the saint, Pir Saleh Shah of Ranipur, gave kudrat by resting under it; the tree is called Khabar Pir, and people pluck its leaves to win barkat. Places where Muhammadan saints have offered prayers, or performed chillo or retired from the world, are marked with poles to which white cloth is attached; these places are called chillo, there are many in the vicinity of Sehwan and people resort to them to get barkat in some desired form. At Rohri there is a stone which is supposed to bear the marks made by the feet of Ḥadrat ‘Ali called Kadam Mubārak, and this is
kissed by pilgrims. Caves are often associated with some moment in the life of a saint; near Clifton on the shore is a cave where Pir Abdullah Shah prayed and near it a spring of water with miraculous powers. The title Sharif applied to a place, in Sind it is not applied to a person, indicates its association with some saintly person. Rohri is called Sharif, for a hair of the Prophet is there preserved.

Besides saints there are other classes of persons who possess special power. Tâleb is a student who acquires power by reciting the Koran, which is equivalent to conversing with God; even a schoolboy studying the Koran acquires barkat. A Shahid is a man murdered for no fault of his own; he, too, is a person of power and one of the names of God is Habib-ul-Shahid, 'the friend of Shahids'. In Sind there are many tombs of Shahids around Bukkur, Rohri and Makli which are nameless.

A madman may actually be a saint; if not a saint he is possessed by spirits, Jinatjo asar. In the world at any one time there are supposed to be forty madmen full of barkat, forty Abdal, or as they are more commonly called in Sind, Masta. There was one saintly madman at Shikarpur called Vatu whose body was frequently found in the jungle in fragments, yet the madman invariably turned up again whole and sound. An Abdal has so much kudrat that he can alter the destiny of a man as it is written on the tablet of destiny, Loh-i-mahfur; he is supposed to have licked the ink of this roll of fate and thereby altered it. There is a story of a woman going to the Prophet and asking for a son; the Prophet regretted he could do nothing as it was her destined lot to be without a son, so she went to a madman, paid him his fee and got a son. She then returned to the Prophet who was surprised, but the angel Gabriel came down and told him not to be surprised as the madman had given her one of the twin sons of another woman.

A Saiyid is a descendant of the Prophet and in respect the suffix shah is usually added to his name. Some, but not all, saiyids have barkat-giving power.

The reading of the Purâna gives sakti to a Purânik, and at the close of a reading the feet of the Purânik are washed and the water is sprinkled over the audience of listeners. The Lingâyat priest again has special sakti. Dhubpadodak is water in which the ayya who visits the house of a Lingâyat for alms dips the big toe of his right foot; this water is used for purification after a birth or a death; it is given to a mother on the first day of her confinement and also on the fifth and thirteenth days after her delivery; it
is applied to the tongue of a new-born infant, making it fit to wear a linga. Each Lingāyat householder must keep some in his house placed on a stand and it is used when the house is infected with insects. Even holier than this water is gurupādodak in which the feet of a guru who has taken the holy order are washed, whilst holiest of all is that in which the feet of the Ayya are washed after he has put his right foot on a linga, jangampādodak. The sanctity of these waters is so great that none of them can be placed on the ground. Similarly, on the anniversary of a death, the feet of the Brahmins who are invited to a Śrāddha are washed and the water is sprinkled over the heads of the household members.

If sanctity and piety, however, be accompanied by sakti and kudrat, wickedness and wrong-doing also connote power. Even God fears a bad man, badmash se khuda bi darta. In Sind a Persian proverb is well known: 'A rotten brinjal suffers from nothing.' Durjanam prathamam vande, 'First bow to a bad man', is another familiar adage.

Any change is supposed to result in loss of power. The conversion of a stingy man to generosity results in his illness; the irreligious man suffers some form of ill when he becomes religious. A department of Government will find interest in the fact that many a criminal tribe associates an outbreak of plague or other calamity with its abandoning of a criminal life, and its taking to agriculture or other respectable means of livelihood. Until they gave up thieving the Berad community was immune from plague,
CHAPTER III
THE POWER OF WOMAN

THE mystery of woman, never greater than it is in the case of the Indian woman, finds some solution if she be regarded as a manifestation of creative sakti. At various stages in her life she is regarded as almost divine, as the repository of abnormal sakti; as a maiden attaining puberty and as a suvasini with children she fulfils the law and manifests power. As a woman without issue she is credited with baneful power, and though the position of the widow in India permits of no simple explanation, into the treatment of the widow there enters something of the same idea as underlies the treatment of the childless woman; neither the widow nor the woman without issue is complete, and where there is something missing there must be loss of sakti.

Even, however, when woman approaches divinity, when she illustrates the working of sakti in the functioning of sex, she remains none the less a potentiality for evil. To the Muhammadan, though Paradise lies beneath the heel of a mother, a woman is the friend of the devil; to a Hindu, though she be given the honorific of dev or 'god', she is rakṣasi, 'associated with spirits'. Old age may give her the sakti of longevity, but it also brings the greater power for evil. The power of a woman, however beneficent, is a power that may work evil. Every form of evil sakti is attributed to woman; her pāygun may be evil; her glance may be evil; she is associated with spirits and with the contagion of uncleanness. Rakṣasi, dṛṣṭi, pāygun, suher, are all terms used in reference to her which stand in violent contrast to dev, pativrata, and to ghori in one of its attributes. Differentiation of sex may have created the mystery of woman, but sexual activity is only a form of the working of sakti. Woman with her power for good and for evil is but an illustration of the antagonism latent in the complex attributes of sakti.

PUBERTY

A Brahmin girl on attaining puberty is first taken on a visit to the houses of others, where she is feasted in the company of young
girls. After the sun has set or night has fallen she is brought home in procession, bedecked and adorned, and seated in a *mandap* specially constructed where she must remain for three days. In some castes the period of her stay in the *mandap* is five days (*Lingāyats, Nekars, Devangs, Jains*). Within the booth she is to sit on a *pūt* or low stool, or on a plank, and this restriction that she must not sit on the ground is observed even by those who do not erect a *mandap*, but seat the girl in some verandah or secluded room, away from the kitchen or the shrine of the family gods. A Brahmin custom in the Karnāṭak is for five old women to make her sit on a prepared seat called *nai*, exclaiming 'Nai yera nai yera' as she mounts the seat, and pronouncing the names of the girl’s father, grandfather, and if she be married those of her father-in-law and his father, and their respective *gotras*. An iron rod or piece of iron wrapped in a leaf or the sheath of a plantain is placed by her side, and thrice every morning is waved over her with the words again of *Nai yera nai yera*. On the fourth day the women ask the girl to descend from the seat, saying, 'Nai hali nali'. *Yera* means ‘ascend’ and *hali* ‘descend’, but the precise meaning of this rite seems to have been lost. As on auspicious occasions, *ārti* or a light is waved round the girl; she is given sweets and is garlanded with flowers.

She is forbidden to go in the sun for several days; in most Hindu castes for a period of nine days; among Muhammadans in Sind for thirteen days. Should she be compelled to leave her room or *mandap* the Hindu girl must cover herself with a blanket, the Muhammadan girl with a sheet. She cannot prepare food for herself, and this is given her by others. She cannot touch fire or light a lamp; she cannot draw water; sow seed or even pass in front of those that sow; she cannot grind grain; she cannot worship or pray. She must remove from her person any *yantra* or talisman she is wearing. Muhammadans observe practically the same restrictions and do not allow her to touch anything of importance. *Māṅg Garudīs* will not allow her to touch any of their implements.

On the third day in the evening women come and fill her lap (*ōṭi bhavāṇi*) with rice-pulse, wheat-flour and jaggery. On the fourth day as a rule, but in some castes on the sixth day, she is bathed and a feast is given. In the Karnāṭak on the fourth day in the evening her relatives leave the girl at home, and go to a temple where cooked rice and salt are offered as *naivedya*, and then distributed among those present; and in particular to girls whose puberty is delayed. This is called *uppakki*. If the girl be married,
sesamum and jaggery are mixed by married women, yallacigati, and then given to all married women present, but unmarried grown-up girls are forbidden to eat of this preparation lest they should attain puberty before their marriage.

If the girl attains puberty whilst wearing an old sāḍī, a red sāḍī or one of many colours, it is ominous of ill. It is also a portent of evil if she attains puberty on a Sunday, Tuesday or Saturday, or on the first, sixth, eighth or twelfth day of each fortnight of the months of Chaitra, Jyeṣṭha, Āṣāḍha, Bhādrapad, Kārttik and Paśa. To attain puberty under certain stars, Kṛttikā, Viśakhā, Bharani, Āśleṣa, Jyeṣṭha and Ārdrā, is equally calamitous. If a Brahmin girl attains puberty under an inauspicious star, or at inauspicious times, a śāntī has to be performed and, as in all śānti ceremonies, kalaśas have to be installed. In the north-east corner of his room the yajamān places three heaps of rice and on these three pots round which a cloth is wound, and to each of which a thread is tied. Then to the accompaniment of mantras he fills the three pots with pure water, and puts in each akṣat and sandal-paste. In the middle pot he puts a variety of grain: barley, rice, sesamum, black and green gram, wheat, rālā; a large number of different leaves of the umbar, vat, bel pipal, and other trees, kuśa and durva grass, red and white lotus, vekhand, nirgudi and agahāḍā. He adds milk, curds and ghee, and six kinds of earth; earth taken from a cow-shed, from the confluence of two rivers, from the bottom of a deep well, from under the feet of elephants, from a highway and from an anthill. Finally, he puts in panchpallav, the leaves of five sacred trees. Then on each kalaśa he puts a plate of earth or bamboo, and on the middle pot installs Bhuvanesvari, on the southern pot Indrani, and on the third pot Indra through the symbol of golden images. The yajamān and priests, after worshipping these symbols, touch in turn the three pots, and perform a śānti hom to which they offer wheat, ghee, and durva grass as the Gāyatri mantra is repeated. The water of the pots is then sprinkled on the yajamān and his wife by the priests, and some is drunk as tirthā. The ceremony closes with the gift to the priests of a cow, a bull and ofcash.

The period of the girl's impurity during which she cannot be touched varies from caste to caste. Marathas will not touch her for three days; Vaddars and Jains for five days; whilst Kurubas will not do so for twelve days. Even after this period is over, Brahmins consider her, for some purposes, impure until the consummation of her marriage has been accomplished. Until this is effected the orthodox will not eat food prepared by her, nor offer
such food to a god as *naivedya*, nor invite her to feasts on special occasions.

If on attaining puberty a girl be married, the husband shares in her impurity. He cannot leave his village; cannot go on a pilgrimage; cannot make or receive gifts; cannot shave; cannot celebrate any *sanskār* such as a marriage or thread ceremony; cannot initiate or complete a vow; cannot take part in any sacrifice; he is forbidden to worship or even take *darshan* of gods in certain temples such as that of Tirupati Venkatesh, to perform certain *Śrāddhas* in honour of the dead—the *Tirthārūḍha* or *Mahālaya Śrāddha*—and cannot touch or worship any image he has not already touched or worshipped. He is also not a fit person to be invited to special feasts before the consummation of the marriage is effected.

No simple emphasis, however, of the impurity of a girl on attaining puberty will co-ordinate all the rites associated with her seclusion. The Muhammadan regards her shadow as *ghoro*, as charged with power, whilst Hindu practices include many which lay stress not on her impurity but on her *sakti*. Her power is treated as beneficent. As on other auspicious occasions, *ārīti* is waved round her; in this she is given the respect that a bride and bridegroom receive. Yet even in waving *ārīti* round her the belief that she is impure intrudes. *Ārīti* is not to be waved round a single person, and so no one will sit beside her because of her uncleanness she takes as a companion a doll, or in Kanara a coconut. Then again the *sakti* of grain has to be protected from the virus of her contact; she cannot grind corn, she cannot pass before those that are sowing grain. And yet if her husband, who shares in her impurity, measures grain on the threshing-floor, the grain will show an increase in measure beyond all anticipation. When her attainment of puberty is suspected, as a test she is asked to touch a tree which withers if she has really attained puberty, but on the other hand, though normally she cannot touch a tree, she may touch on the first day a fruit-tree, and if this should give fruit she will herself have issue. *Gollars* fix a lakki tree (*Vitex negundo*) in the floor and require her to sit under it for three days. *Masalars* make her touch a rui or a babul tree on the fifth day; whilst *Holayas* require her to touch with her right hand a babul (*Acacia arabica*) on the fourth day. From time to time, in fact, one or other idea predominates; at one moment the idea that she possesses a mysterious power, at another moment that she is unclean. An eclipse must be protected from all uncleanness, and a pregnant woman may not look at an eclipse; a girl on attaining
puberty may, however, go unprotected out of doors if the sun be eclipsed.

There is thus a significant difference in the precautions taken to isolate a woman at menstruation, and those adopted to seclude a girl on her first menstruation. In the former there is a uniformity unbroken by any exception; there is a consistent effort to neutralize the dangerous influences supposed to emanate from woman at this crisis. The latter, however, are linked with rites in which there is no idea of contagion, in which, in fact, there is the underlying concept of power neither inauspicious nor maleficent. The difference is not a small one, for it permits one to explain the rules that a girl attaining puberty should not touch the ground nor see the sun, not as additional evidence of her deadly contagion, but as proof of her power.

PREGNANCY

A woman when enceinte has special ‘power’. She is, to use the Muhammadan term, ghori. She has, according to the Hindu, the combined sakti of herself, her husband and of her child.

Her power may confer barkat. When sowing is going on, and again when the crops are two or three months advanced in maturity, or just before the crops are reaped, a feast is given to a pregnant woman in the hope that her power will be conveyed to the crops. On the ninth of the bright half of the month Bhādrapad, a pregnant woman in the Karnāṭak is asked to grind at home flour from the grain of the particular crop which is growing in the field; from this flour a boiled concoction is made with water and sprinkled by a man over the field. It is auspicious for a pregnant woman to sow seed or to eat the first-fruits of the harvest. In order that a new tooth may grow, a lost or extracted tooth is thrown on the roof of the house of a woman who is pregnant.

A pregnant woman was in olden times frequently a sacrificial victim. At Hampi is a wall still worshipped by women pilgrims in memory of the time when one Mahāpuruṣa Bhistapaya buried beneath the wall his own daughter who was enceinte to prevent it falling down as it had previously done several times. At Ron in the Dharwar district is a well called Ajjava. About two hundred years ago there was a family called Jakaraddi of which an elder member built a well which remained dry. In a dream he was told that he would obtain water if he sacrificed his eldest daughter-in-law who was then enceinte. He thereupon induced the people to assist him to carry food to the bottom of the well to offer it to the water deity; they descended the well by a ladder and held a feast
at the bottom of the well. On some excuse when they had re-
ascended from the well, Ajjava was left at the bottom and the
ladder was drawn up. Water flowed into the well and she was
drowned. For long after this cradle songs and the sound of a
rocking cradle could be heard from the interior of the well, and
for many years the Jakaraddi family offered regularly new saris
and bodices to the well. Originally it was a step-well and on one
of its sides was an image of Ajjava which was worshipped whenever
children were sick or in trouble. About a hundred years ago
this image fell into the water and was lost, but another image was
made and placed at the foot of the steps, and when the well was
made into a draw-well, about A.D. 1890, transferred to the side
of the well. The original image is said to have had round it smaller
images of children; the present one has images of two children.
This is an account given by an old man and woman of the village
aged about ninety years. Quite recently I came across a case in
which a wall belonging to a railway company fell down more
than once, and a local fakir solemnly advised the burying of a
pregnant woman beneath the foundations to prevent a recurrence
of the accident.

The bones of a pregnant woman deceased are used by conjurers
and her skull fastened on a pole is used to protect gardens.

Her šakti can be transferred to others. To obtain issue, barren
women take her to a garden or to the bank of a river and feast
her; cut off stealthily the ends of her robes, causing her a mis-
carriage and bringing themselves issue, or eat the ashes that are
made from burning her robes.

The šakti of a woman in pregnancy adds force to certain acts
usually dangerous and makes them still more dangerous. It is
always dangerous to scratch lines on the ground with ashes,
charcoal or nails; it is always hazardous to sit on charcoal and
ashes, and such acts are forbidden to a woman in her pregnancy.
Spinning and weaving have their dangers and are forbidden to
such a woman after the sixth and third month of her pregnancy.
Acts of himśā are particularly dangerous. From the moment her
pregnancy is known she should not grind corn, cut or break wood
or sweep; after her sixth month she should not wash clothes,
roast grain or make bread. Her šakti again adds force to her
oath or to her curse. During her pregnancy she cannot give away
a winnowing-fan; she should not go near a tree or through stand-
ing crops; go into a dilapidated house, sit on an ant-hill or on
bones and hides or step over water in which a corpse has been
bathed, or she harms her child.
Her power has an element of impurity. If she looks at an eclipse, which must be protected from all uncleanness, she causes the period of the eclipse to be prolonged. Food that she cooks after six months of pregnancy is impure and cannot be offered to a god; if she sees a snake the snake becomes blind until she delivers. To meet a pregnant woman brings misfortune.

The husband of a pregnant woman is also under many restrictions of conduct. To protect the embryo he must not kill a snake, go shooting, take a sea bath, go a long journey, or after her seventh month cut his nails or hair. Her impurity attaches to him. He cannot cook naivedya to be offered to gods; he cannot participate in religious ceremonies and his worship is confined to that of the śāligrām. When she is advanced in six months of pregnancy he cannot perform pinda-pradāṇ, or the offering of pinda to the manes, and must perform Śrāddha without this rite. A fortnight before her delivery he cannot partake of the feast held at another's Śrāddha, and after her sixth month he cannot attend a funeral.

THE WOMAN WITHOUT ISSUE

The married woman without issue has defeated the purpose of Nature. She is without sakti and is associated with the evil sakti of spirits which cause infertility. In her supposed envy of other women fortunate in having issue she is credited with the power of inflicting evil-eye.

Being without sakti she is naturally destructive of barkat. She is a force consistently operating to render fruitless man's endeavours to obtain barkat through the working of sakti. She can do things with the object of acquiring barkat for herself, but she can do nothing intended to bring barkat to others. Her breath brings death to the children of other women; even a woman in her menses will not approach her; from all auspicious ceremonies she is rigorously excluded.

The Muhammadan is as severe as the Hindu in isolating her. She cannot prepare food for her mother and father, for naivedya to be offered to gods, or food to be offered to the priests officiating at a Śrāddha. The Muhammadan, similarly, will not allow her to prepare food for a saint. Food is a sensitive medium for the transfer of qualities, and the qualities of a barren woman destroy sakti. A Muhammadan will not allow her to visit a woman in confinement; to attend a marriage or a ceremony of circumcision; to be present at a birth or at the first hair-cutting of a child. She cannot approach a girl who has just attained puberty until the fourth day; she cannot visit a field whilst seed is being sown, or
enter a cattle-shed. To meet a barren woman early in the morning destroys the *barkat* of the day.

The husband, as usual, shares in the restrictions placed upon his wife. He too is destructive of *sakti*. It is a bad omen to meet him when one is setting out on an important task. He cannot tie the wristlets of a bridal pair, he cannot hold the screen or *antarpāl* between them; he cannot with his wife install the marriage *devak*; he cannot, in fine, do anything for the bridal pair. To a *Srāddha* he is not invited nor can he officiate thereat as priest; he cannot instal a deity for permanent worship; he cannot perform *Ankurāropan*, cannot be used as *guru* for *upadeś* or imparting sacred instruction, he cannot maintain *Agniḥom* or a sacrificial fire, cannot be employed as a proxy for another in any form of worship or rite. He is not allowed to measure grain on the threshing-floor, plant fruit-trees or sow seed; he is disqualified from receiving certain gifts such as those of a cow, bull or of land; he cannot lay the foundations or erect the first pillar of a house. His lack of *sakti* would destroy the *barkat* of the dead for whom the *Srāddha* is performed; would destroy that of the bridal pair. His installation of a deity would be without effect, for the invocation of *sakti* is proportionate in result to the *sakti* of the celebrant. His measuring of grain would lead to no increase; the seed he sowed would not germinate nor the trees he planted give fruit. Ceremonial celebrations undertaken by him would lead to no *barkat*, for this can be acquired only through *sakti*. A sacred thread made by him would not be worn by another person. If he be a priest he cannot throw the *mantrākṣat* or *akṣat* of blessing.

The hair of a barren woman is used to protect cattle from evil-eye; in Sind, when burnt and mixed with honey it increases the love of a married pair who eat of it.

**THE MARRIED WOMAN**

*Muttāddi* (Kan.); *Suvāsīni* (Mar.); *sohaq* (Guj.); *suhāgin*—*bhāgin* (Sin.).

There is special *sakti* or *kudrat* in a chaste married woman. To the Hindu she is *pativrata*; to a Muhammadan, *sachi bibi* or *pāk dāman*.

Her mere presence brings *barkat* to her husband’s family or that of her parents. *Barkat* is obtained by appeasing or by pleasing her, and on the other hand her curse is dangerous. To avert the ghost of a deceased wife a black *sūḍī* is given to a married woman; at a wedding the bride to obtain issue gives a coconut
to a married woman. At Śimūntanayan a coconut is given to a suvāsinī to prolong the life of the child; when a woman loses a child she gives coconuts and fruit to the children of suvāsinīs to prolong the life of her future issue. Every Tuesday and Friday in Śrāvan a young unmarried girl washes the feet of five or ten suvāsinīs to obtain barkat. If a woman has no issue she invites a suvāsinī who has issue with her husband to a feast, Dampatya pūjā, in order to obtain issue. Barren women wash the feet of suvāsinīs, and wave lights round them to get issue. In Sind the clothes of a suvāsinī with issue are given to a barren woman or to a woman who repeatedly loses her children.

In ritual the married woman plays a great part. In Sind she pours water over the head of a woman in travail or gives her water to drink. When rain fails, Hindus take a married woman to a stream and ask her to scoop up water in a winnowing-fan and throw away. If a suvāsinī spits on a fruit-tree it bears fruit. Suvaśinīs worship the pile of grain before it is threshed in the Karmātak, and help to sow seed. At a Hindu marriage suvāsinīs worship the pestle and mortar; wave ārti round the bridal pair; give the pair their surgi bath; pour milk over the hands of the bridal pair and tie their clothes together. In Sind married women with husbands and children alive, sada suhāgin, tie the wristslets on the bride and bridegroom, bring their heads together, lāvan, wave salt round them and give them milk.

The fire of a hom, the Hindu sacrificial fire, is carried by a suvāsinī, and ārti is usually waved by her.

The acceptance of gifts involves a loss of sakti, but the suvāsinī does not lose sakti by accepting gifts made to bring her saubhāgya or married happiness.

THE UNMARRIED WOMAN

Nyami (Sin.)

A Muhammadan woman before marriage is full of kudrat. If chaste she is called sati, 'full of truth'. She has greater power than that conferred by old age. To offend her is a sin; an oath in her name is a very solemn oath. Her prayers are sought to heal the sick; she is feasted to bring rain by her blessing; she is the best recipient of alms. To force another to grant a request, maiden girls are taken to him; this method of coercion is mair and the mair of a virgin is equal to that of seven Korans. Women who always remain maiden are said to be married to the Koran; they are invited to all ceremonies to confer barkat; their blessings are asked for and other girls eat the leavings of their food.
A prostitute is never without a husband; ironically she is called *akhanda suvasini*, she brings unbroken married prosperity, *akhanda saubhagya vati*. It is auspicious to meet a prostitute. In Khandesh the prayers of a prostitute are supposed to bring rain; in the Karnatak a prostitute is taken in procession when a cessation of rain is wanted. The first *mangalsutra* or auspicious necklace worn by the bride in many families in the Deccan and the Karnatik is prepared by a prostitute. When the image of the goddess of cholera is taken in a cart to the village boundary, prostitutes, but no other women, accompany the procession; on the full moon day of Magha Vaidars, Mocis and others make offering to the goddess Yellamma and give cash to prostitutes. During the performance of Gondhal a prostitute is invited to dinner; before dinner is served she wraps herself in grass and dances; before leaving the house she says that jewels lie scattered behind her for others to gather.

**WOMAN AND BARKAT**

The power of woman is destructive of *barkat*. It is inimical to the power of grain. In Sind no woman is allowed to enter the *dera* which comprises several threshing-floors; in the Konkan she cannot enter a threshing-floor when paddy is being threshed; in the Deccan she cannot approach when the best stalks are being threshed for seed. No woman is allowed near, in Khandesh, when rice and nagli are threshed. It is quite a general practice to exclude women when grain is being measured. In the Karnatik grain not measured on the threshing-floor is put into baskets, and these are emptied into bags and carts; no woman is allowed where the men are filling the baskets from the pile of grain on the threshing-floor. In Sind after the seed has left the house a woman can have nothing to do with its sowing. In the Deccan, though a woman can put seed into the sieve, she may not touch the sieve. Amongst *Radhis* the men must sow all round the field, and women may sow only in the centre protected by the seed sown around by the men. *Haranwikaris* allow their women to sow gram only.

Woman is excluded from many a ceremony and sacrifice. *Delhiwala Bauriaks*, a tribe with criminal propensities, when they obtain booty realize one-fifth and spend the proceeds on a feast from which all women are excluded. Out of the remaining four-fifths a small fraction of one and a quarter per cent. is reserved for their *Ladha Pir*, and for the goddess *Mata*, and this when realized is spent on a feast at which their women-folk alone are present. *Bhils* have a fair in honour of their mountain god
Dongaria, and of their goddess Devmogri. Men only go to the mountains which open for those who are ritually clean, allowing them to pass to a river where they bathe and from which they take sand and pebbles, and returning home through the same opening in the mountains add these to their store of grain so that it will never fall short. No woman is allowed to share in the feasts at this fair. When, too, the Bhil visits the shrine of his goddess in the Sagbão State, he keeps away from his wife, and will not take food prepared by her for fifteen days previously. A woman cannot be present when the davrú sacrifice is made to secure the co-operation of spirits in assisting the gathered grain to increase; at the close, too, of many an agricultural operation a feast is held in the fields, and from this she is excluded. In the Konkan the Kātkari and others make sacrifices to the deities that guard the fields, but in these no woman can share. Before the transplanting of the rice seedlings, Kātkaris choose a field, usually one in which water lingers only a short time, and erect in it a hut some four and a half feet high on the east, and three feet high on the west with a sloping roof. Seven stones are placed in the hut to represent a field deity and on these coconut pieces and cooked rice are placed. The worshippers must approach the hut from the east, and no woman may enter the hut.

Women are excluded from many rites to bring rain, though they are a marked feature of many others. The Mavchi Bhil of Khandesh worships his god of rain, Panabara, Kalya, Megh, Jugadeo, outside the village bounds with food, slaughtered hens, goats and liquor, but no woman participates in this worship. In the Karnāṭak women are not allowed to participate in the funeral of Ḫokumār.

In the Satāra district women cannot share in the worship of pitārs through whom the service of spirits is obtained; no woman can worship Vetāḷ, prince of spirits; when Koḷis make an offering to Hiroba, even the shadow of a woman would pollute the offering. Lamānis offer naivedya annually to Venkritramana; the food must be prepared by men only, the water used in its preparation must be carried by men, and the very shadow of a woman must be avoided. Vaddars will not allow their women-folk to join in the worship of their tools which they perform on Amāvāsya. In the Belgaum district when there is a large holding on the border of a village a live pig is buried under a tree to propitiate a spirit, and at the time no woman or child must be present. A common non-Brahmin custom of the Karnāṭak on an epidemic of cholera is to take a miniature cart to the village boundary. A sheep also
is taken, and a new winnowing-fan, in which are placed lemons, coconuts, bangles, a comb, groundnuts, pāṇsūpāri and untwisted thread. At the boundary the god Bandevas is worshipped; the sheep is left to wander away and the other things are abandoned on the boundary. This rite, called hāda par karne, 'to drive beyond the boundary', is performed at midnight, and any one who chances to pass in front of the procession as it goes to or returns from the boundary, dies within a year. In this rite, performed in strict silence, no woman can take part. Karmāṭak Brahmins have two ceremonies; the Caturmās yajna or Pitrāyajna performed once in a lifetime, and the Agniśūtana which can be celebrated annually. In the former the Pitrādevatā are invoked, and in the latter Indra. In both cases the food eaten after the hom must not be prepared by a woman; the shadow of a woman would make it impure, nor can a woman serve the food.

A person performing the abhiṣek of an image should avoid food prepared by a woman; mantriks preparing yantras avoid equally such food and even the sound of a woman's bangles. In special Mahāyajnas for the good of a community the yajamān avoids food a woman has prepared. A woman may not prepare food offered to svāmīs and gurus, or the food used at a Śrāddha for the dead. At a Śrāddha the sound of a woman's bangles is avoided, whilst if a woman's shadow falls on the food used at a Śrāddha the dead will lose punya.

Criminal tribes almost invariably hide their implements of crime from their women-folk, and to make sure of this keep their implements in the jungle, and even bury them in the ground or in the tangled roots of trees. Kall Koravas, after returning from a dacoity, will not show their booty to their women, and keep it buried until they succeed in securing its disposal. After returning, too, from a criminal expedition they cook for themselves for a week, and for the same period will not enter their houses or see the face of their women-folk. The Konchi Korava will not allow a woman to touch a snare or net, or to cut up any animal he catches in the chase. A Haranākārī will not allow a woman to step over a plough, or be present when the plough is worshipped. Dhanger women may prostrate themselves before images, but disaster follows should they attempt to worship them or make them offerings.

In Kanara, jire (Cuminum cyminum) crop must not be touched by a woman, nor can she be present when this crop is sown or reaped. In the Deccan if a woman enter a field of san (Crotolaria juncea) the heat of the crop becomes so great that her menses ceases, and if she be enceinte she has an abortion. Gam Vakkuls
make children carry to their gods the first-fruits of the fields on a wooden pát, and forbid women to touch them. Many medicinal herbs if touched by a woman lose their curative power. A woman must not bathe in wells used for the irrigation of a betel plantation, nor wash in water used for irrigating sweet potatoes and chillies.

Women are not allowed to read the Veda; they cannot cut a plantain from a tree; cannot pluck tulsi or bel leaves; cannot cut a whole pumpkin or break a coconut. They cannot worship any deity with Vedic mantras. In the Purana are many gods described as installed by great Siddhas; these are called Purān-prasiddh and have abnormal sakti not reduced by the touch of a woman; besides these there are svayambhū, ‘self-existing’, deities the symbols of which can be touched by women. With these exceptions a woman cannot touch images of deities installed in temples; she can, however, worship and touch images brought temporarily for worship, though she must not touch the Sāligrām stone.

Sindi Muhammadans exclude a woman when attempting to obtain prophetic dreams at the shrine of a dead saint or elsewhere; when reading a charm to cure the sick; when attempting to get a spirit under control; when throwing portions of a sacrificed animal at cross-roads; when reciting charms at an eclipse. In practising magic even food prepared by a woman is avoided and there are charms which cannot be written if there be near the shadow of a woman, or her bangles be heard. Women are excluded at sowing; at measuring grain; from joining a congregational prayer at 'Ids in a mosque, or from a party discussing an important issue. They cannot be present at the erection of a Persian wheel; when a well is dug; when the important beam of a house is fixed; when the foundations of a building are laid; when a tree is cut, or when an animal is slaughtered. A woman is never allowed to descend a well; to be present when oil is pressed or sugar extracted from the cane. She cannot witness the first equipment of a boat or efforts made to bring rain; she cannot touch tools or magical herbs nor the first-fruits which are given to a Mulla or Sayad. Until her husband has first touched them she cannot touch her husband's clothes, and she may not touch a newly purchased animal until her husband has touched it. A woman cannot join in the prayer for the dead; cannot be present at the nikah when the bridegroom and the bride's agent meet in the presence of two witnesses and the bridegroom accepts the bride. She cannot enter a garden of plantain or betel or bathe in water used for irrigating plantains, beans, or flowering trees such as the champha and moghrn, and she would not be allowed to shear a sheep.
CHAPTER IV

THE POWER OF EVIL-EYE

Nazar, Taka (Sin.); Drṣṭi (Mar.); Kūkāḍṛṣṭi, 'Eye of the crow' (Kan.); Ketṭa-Kaṇṇu, 'Bad-eye'; Drṣṭi-Dosu, 'Pollution by the eye' (Kan.)

EVIL-EYE is a form of evil śakti which is transmitted by the contact effected by sight. Sight transmits qualities; the sense of sight, moreover, is both active and passive, and it is as dangerous to be seen as it is to see.

By sight barker may be conveyed. Besides evil-eye there is Kṛpādṛṣṭi, the glance that confers barker. In a dialogue between Arjuna and Śiva in Śebarśankarvillas Arjuna says to the god: 'Lord protect me by giving me śakti by only a favourable look from your eyes. I do not want more.' It is good to be looked upon by a person possessing śakti. On the other hand, it is equally good to look on persons with śakti; the darśan of a bridegroom, of a saint, of a punyaavant who has won much punya confers barker; the darśan of a sacred image, as also that of a corpse unattended by weeping, confers blessing.

Evil śakti may be conveyed by sight. It is dangerous to look back at the place where one has deposited a balī, or has placed the articles used in utāra to avert or transfer evil. Whilst bringing medicinal herbs or charmed water to be used magically to effect a cure, it is forbidden to look backwards. When a mantrik has made an evil spirit leave a possessed person, the latter begins to run and fall down; one of his friends then pours water on the spot where he falls, but after doing this neither the man nor his friend must cast a glance behind him. When returning from a funeral mourners must not look back; when the bier-bearers leave the house of the deceased bearing the corpse they must not look back.

Congregational worship and prayer is not a feature of Hinduism, for the Hindu fears the śakti of his fellow-men; he fears lest their sight should destroy the barker of his own worship. Other illu-
trations of the transfer of śakti by sight are provided by the restrictions which caution a pregnant woman against seeing certain things, and by the prohibitions which forbid unclean persons to gaze at the heavenly bodies.

The evil potentiality of dṛṣṭi is associated with the eye, as pāṣyaṅu is with the foot or kālguṇ with the leg, but with a precision no greater. Evil-eye may be cast by the planets; it may be inflicted by the coconut, the markings of which suggest eyes the power of which destroys the barkat of a journey if seen when the journey is commenced. In Kanara there are again trees called kanninamargalu with eyes that must be avoided. The evil śakti of dṛṣṭi, moreover, may be transmitted through speech; it is then called dānt kāṣāl or battisi (Mar.) or karibāyi (Kan.) or kāl jībh. More accurately evil speech adds to the virulence of evil-eye because the effects of both are identical. An evil-mouthed person is supposed to speak evil through his thirty-two teeth, which explains the Mārāṭhi term battisi. The ominous words of a person with evil mouth destroy the purpose of one who meets him on a journey. When such a person is met it is customary to exclaim 'Would some earth were put in your mouth', bayah mahu hakali, corresponding to kannah mahu hakali, 'Would some earth were put into your eyes', said when meeting a person with an evil eye. A person with an evil mouth is said to speak like a lizard. When a gardener refuses entry into his garden to guests or pilgrims, from fear of their possible evil eye, he requires them to wash not only their eyes but their mouth. Death again is called the evil eye of time; a man on the point of death is under kālṛṣṭi.

Evil-eye is cast by animals as well as by human beings. The daman, a species of harmless snake, an owl, a crow, a cat and a dog possess the same power. After their Vaiśravana or offering made to all gods through fire, Brahmins offer a portion of their meal to crows, kākbalī, to avert their evil eye. But the association of this evil power with the eye becomes a mere figure of speech in varying degree, when it is extended to ghosts, spirits, planets and trees.

Not only is the association of dṛṣṭi with the eye a loose one, but it is not possible to segregate the evil śakti of the eye from other forms of evil power. In the Dharwar district it is very common to find evil-eye spoken of as kālṛḥuḷi, but this specifically refers to evil pāṣyaṅu, and again is used with reference to the evil śakti of spirits. Renuka in the Deccan is a disease caused by the evil pāṣyaṅu of an intruder, but it is also caused by evil-eye. The washing of the feet is a common precaution both against evil-eye
and against evil pâygun. The Muhammadan speaks of both evil-eye and evil-foot as manhûs, 'influenced by an inauspicious star'.

In the same way it is impossible to place the evil sakti of the eye in its own separate category, and say that it is separate from the evil potentiality of spirits. Spirits themselves inflict evil-eye. The Muhammadan of Sind speaks of jinn bhûtfi nazar, 'the evil sight of spirits and jinn', and the Hindu mother when she waves salt round her child says, 'May the evil-eye of strangers, ghosts, spirits and also of parents and relatives be averted'. In the Konkan the victim of evil-eye is spoken of as cêtakyâ, cêtakin or as bhûtalî, bhûtalîya, 'possessed by spirits'. The same precautions, too, are taken to avert evil-eye as to scare away evil spirits; when things are thrown into fire to avert evil-eye the names of spirits and of ghosts are uttered. Horse-shoes, needles, lemons are as effective in averting the one form of evil sakti as in averting the other. A cock with a reversed comb averts evil-eye, but it is also an offering which appeases Jhoting, the ghost of a man who died of violence. Even contagion and evil-eye call for the same measures of defence. The skull of a cow or buffalo, or the horns of a cow or buffalo protect a garden against evil-eye and also against the virus of a woman in menses; a garland of jewels woven in hair from a horse's tail is a charm against evil-eye, but also against the suker of a woman in menses. The evil eye of a woman again is the worse on the fourth day of her menses.

It is easy to multiply examples of things that are used both to avert evil-eye and other forms of evil sakti. The soot of a lamp and ashes are used to avert evil-eye and scare away spirits; fear both of spirits and of evil-eye is given as an explanation of the avoidance of the sun on many occasions. A broom is used to avert evil-eye and spirits. Old shoes are hung on new buildings and in cultivated fields to avert the evil of drsî, and pieces of shoes are hung round the necks of milch cattle. Shoes guard the threshing-floor from evil-eye and the waving of shoes round the victim of evil-eye is a common practice. A shoe also keeps away spirits. The shoes that protect the threshing-floor from evil-eye also protect it from spirits; a shoe placed beneath a pillow keeps spirits from causing bad dreams; water poured in a shoe is given to a man possessed by a spirit; a child whose illness is attributed to spirits is weighed against shoes, or a garland of shoes is thrown round its neck and then thrown away.

Although the word evil-eye suggests something very clearly demarcated, it is really capable of an analysis in general terms only. In some cases it may be the whole maleficent potentiality
of a man concentrated in a glance, justifying its terminology, but it includes far more than this and is hardly separable from other forms of evil sakti.

In yet another aspect it is a vague power. In all power, even when beneficent, there is an element of evil, and beneficent power seems at times accompanied by the evil potentiality called evil-eye. A child's look confers barkat; its gaze is deva dṛṣṭi, the gaze of a god, and yet the same rivetting look of a child inflicts evil-eye. A Muhammadan saint to acquire spiritual elevation performs penance for forty days' Chilla in retirement. At the close of his penance his enhanced power first manifests itself in the power of his eye which inflicts evil. It is therefore imperative to place in front of him an earthen pot filled with water, before his period of penance ends, so that when his penance is complete his first glance will fall on that pot, and shatter it to pieces. Purāṇik stories relate incidents connected with the penance of Hindu ascetics which show that the Hindu has the same conception of the association of good and evil as has the Muhammadan. One Durvasamuni, an ascetic, performed penance for twelve years, at the end of which time his glance had acquired such destructive power that there was a danger of the whole world being destroyed. To avert this possibility Śrī Kṛṣṇa sent his wife Rukmini with a supply of rice to place in front of the saint before he completed his penance. Another story is of a prince who wished to converse with an ascetic performing penance, but was afraid to risk harm from his evil eye. The prince therefore placed in front of the ascetic before the end of his penance, a pile of fuel and himself stood behind the ascetic and woke him from his trance. When the ascetic woke his first glance fell on the fuel, which was consumed to ashes, and then the prince was able with immunity to come forward and speak to the ascetic, whose glance was now innocuous.

Even divine images may inflict evil-eye. In the Bijapur district at Chalchagudd there is an image of the goddess Bana Śankari, which is avoided by pregnant women for fear of being harmed by her evil eye. At Kundgol the image of a god Bharmappa is worshipped annually and the pujārī rubs ghee on the image; at Karajgi a special preparation of gram pulse and jaggery called hurana is rubbed on the image of the god. The god, it is believed, consumes the ghee and the hurana, and the pujārī has to be blindfolded during his worship, as a protection against the evil eye of the god.

There are persons who more frequently than others possess the baneful power of dṛṣṭi. It is usually associated with a man who
possesses only one eye, for mutilation destroys beneficent sakti; a man with deep-set eyes or with eyebrows that unite over the bridge of the nose, a man with red lines in his eyes, kurundyā, inflicts evil-eye. The Kātkari who seldom meets a person with blue eyes attributes the same evil potentiality to blue eyes. Women, in general, are more dangerous than men, though it is sometimes said that a woman cannot acquire this evil power until after her marriage. A Telī, a Dhobi, a Sonār woman, that is the oil vendor, the washerwoman and the goldsmith’s wife, is dreaded by many; the epithet bala or calamity is applied by the Muhammadan to the Telī and to the Dhobi woman. Here we have again a fusion of ideas; the profession of these castes is one of himsā, to use the Hindu term, and himsā destroys bārkat.

Misers proverbially inflict evil-eye. When I was a district officer in Khandesh there were in the district several notorious misers whose glance brought evil to others. One who met them had to go without food the whole day, and there was a saying that if a man could not find time to take a meal, he must have seen one of these misers. At Nasik there was another miser of equal notoriety. To the Muhammadan misers possess nubosat and this is destructive of bārkat. Gluttons, again, are another class which possess the evil power of dṛṣṭi. Envy and unfulfilled desire engender evil-eye in the barren woman, and sometimes in the pregnant woman, and in childless old couples. The hungry man again inflicts evil-eye. In Sind there is a saying that evil-eye comes from the richest and from the very poor. Taka lagandi ahe sukeji ya sai ji.

Though, however, certain individuals possess this evil potentiality and never lose it, radiating evil against their own volition, or independent of volition, any person may at times possess the same power. Love and admiration, for instance, are strong factors engendering dṛṣṭi. In the ordinary Hindu marriage ceremony up to a certain point in the ritual, the bride and bridegroom are shielded from each other by a curtain or antarpat, lest in their love they should injure each other. When a Lingayat father is allowed for the first time to see his first-born son, he is required to put on the child an ornament of gold to protect it against the evil-eye fostered by parental pride. In Sind when a rāyat measures his grain on the threshing-floor he must measure with bent head, and on no account gaze at the pile of grain before him, lest in satisfaction at its size he destroys its bārkat. The Sindi and the Gujarāti have a special name for the evil-eye occasioned by love or admiration and call it mithi nazar, ‘sweet sight’. A man may even inflict evil-eye on himself. There is in Sind pahanji nazar,
one's own evil-eye', and this one may obtain by too frequently gazing at oneself in a mirror.

Traditionally the Prophet said: 'Evil-eye carries a man to the grave and a camel to the kettle-pot.' To evil-eye a multitude of evils are attributed. *Paava* is the return of a disease caused by going out too early and exposing oneself to evil-eye; *Renca* is a nausea caused by an evil-eyed person intruding during a meal. An evil glance makes cattle give blood instead of milk; shatters beams and blocks of stones; makes fruit-trees wither; poisons food; breaks a plough, causes illness and even death. The glance of the evil-eyed met on a journey foils the purpose of the journey.

The power of the evil eye is powerless to harm in the absence of fear. Among the *Katkaris* contempt for evil-eye is so common that one may find many *Katkaris* who do not even know the word *Drṣṭi*, and have the vaguest idea of what evil-eye means. It is possible, too, because fear on the part of the victim of evil-eye is necessary if the evil *sakti* of the eye is to be transmitted, that laughter is considered to destroy the potentiality of the evil eye.

Though, however, fearlessness and laughter may defeat the activity of evil-eye, and though many forms of beneficent power are protection against the evil eye, power itself, however beneficent, however intense, must be protected from the evil eye. The power of trees, water, metals, numbers, colours, bread and grain may be a protection against evil-eye; even the power of days affords protection and one may frustrate the activity of a man with an evil eye by saying 'Born on Saturday' or 'Born on Amāvāsyā'. The greatest power remains, nevertheless, susceptible to the evil influence of the eye. A child, though a god or almost so; a bride and a bridegroom regarded as the essence of deities, the *anīa* of Lakṣmī and Nārāyaṇa; the girl on attaining puberty; the mother on her delivery, must be protected from evil-eye. Trees, again, must be protected, and last of all images and symbols into which divine *sakti* has been invoked. When *naivedyā* is offered to a god the worshipper must cover his eyes with his right hand to protect the image from the possibility of an evil glance; the *devak* is protected by an axe, bread and leaves, and the protection afforded to the *hālgamba* is very similar in detail.

When a man is ailing and suspects that he is a victim of evil-eye, it is possible to find out the source of its evil effects. Alum is waved round the sick man and thrown in fire; in the fire it is supposed to assume the shape of the person or animal that inflicted evil-eye. With this knowledge of the source it is then possible to mitigate the effects of evil-eye, but strictly speaking, there is
no cure whereby a person who radiates evil-eye can be rendered permanently harmless. Measures taken, when based on a knowledge of the identity of the person with an evil eye, are measures to cure the effects of the evil glance, and not to destroy the cause. A piece of the skirt of the sādi or dhotor of the evil-eyed person is stolen, and burnt. Earth from beneath his feet is shown to children and then burnt in his name, with the words ‘Fie upon his eye’; parings of his nails or clippings of his hair are secured and burnt and their smoke is inhaled with the words, ‘May he die’. Another measure of protection is to wear something with the approval taken of the person with the evil glance. If the person inflicting evil-eye is one with united eyebrows, the Muhammadan takes hairs from his eyebrows or beard and burns them. The nail of a horse-shoe is burnt in fire in the name of the evil-eyed, and in Sind, as a temporary cure, if occasion permits, the heels of the person with an evil eye are branded or his eyes are washed. Some of these measures emphasize the similarity of dṛṣṭi and pā yog, for the Muhammadan takes earth from beneath the feet of a man with evil foot and throws it into fire, and in the Karnāṭak if a man with unwashed feet intrudes on persons eating, his feet are washed and a red-hot trowel is first shown to the sun and then applied lightly to their soles.

All these measures, however, only mitigate the effects of an evil glance. A person with an evil eye continues to radiate evil, and this particularly in the early morning. His evil power, however, is fortunately something like the power of a snake to poison. It can for the moment spend itself; the first glance of the evil-eyed bears the full strength of his evil sakti, and after this for some time any glance that follows is harmless. An evil-eyed person entering a festive gathering can but injure one victim.

To catch the first glance of the evil-eyed in some such way as to divert the harm it causes, is therefore the object of many precautionary measures. If a man credited with an evil eye suddenly enters one’s presence one should divert his glance at once by saying, ‘See what has stuck to the sole of your foot’. It is advisable also to say, ‘Would some oil were put in your eye’ or ‘Would some earth were put in your eyes’. In a marriage mundap knives are left about haphazard to catch the first glance of any dangerous visitor; the bride with her saffron and the bridgroom with his gandha or sandal-paste make lines and markings on their faces of unusual design to attract attention. Disfigurement always attracts attention and so the cheeks, forehead and nose of a handsome child are disfigured by its parents with earth taken from
beneath their own feet. During Nāgpanomi Lingāyat women make a clay model of a temple, adding a story each week until it has five stories; this temple is called Gulkavē or Gullavē, the temple of the god Basavana. By the side of this temple to divert the evil glance of any beholder a rough image of monstrous design called Gogavē is placed. In the Gokak taluka of the Belgaum district there is a large single stone, carved into three pillars, and a chain which the glance of some evil eye caused to crack some fifty years ago. To protect this from future harm of the same kind an image of a man with huge head and thighs has been placed in front of the maṭh. Images so placed as a protection against evil-eye are called drṣṭimūrtti, ‘evil-eye images’. In front of some temples are found stones bearing the imprint of a man’s foot; pādāgatti, ‘foot of the god’; these are to draw to themselves and away from the temple or its image, the glance of visitors.

On the Indian stage there is a buffoon or jester whose duty it is to protect by his sallies the actor of a part which, attracting the admiration of the audience, will expose the actor to evil-eye. This jester is supposed to come on the stage, before the principal actor enters, and as the actor leaves the stage, his part performed, to provoke laughter which is a sound defence against evil-eye.

Avoiding exposure is naturally the surest defence against evil-eye. When naivedya is offered to an image the door of the inner shrine is kept closed. When processions are held and images are carried in pomp, the principal image is left in the temple, and a duplicate utsava mūrtti, ‘processional image’, is carried in the procession. In the Karnāṭak, when the Muhammadan bridegroom during the marriage ceremony goes to a mosque, he wears a garland of flowers over his face, and his face remains covered till his return home. Food when carried out of doors is covered. Doors are shut when meals are prepared. When milk is carried, the putting into it of a piece of charcoal or a blade of green grass, is considered as effective as a complete covering. A father is not allowed to see his new-born child for many days, varying in different castes from five to twelve. The bridegroom draws his bāting or crown down over his face; when the Brahmīn bridegroom goes to the house of his bride he is enveloped in a woman’s sēlā; the boy to be circumcised is covered with a cloak. A curtain (antarpat) between the bride and bridegroom shields the one from the evil eye of the other. Before tying the kankas of the bridal pair Raddīs cover their faces with a blanket, which is not removed till the wedding is over. When a mare foals, a Muhammadan keeps the mare and the foal in the stable for seven days; a Hindu will not expose the udders
of a cow at calving for seven days, and for ten or fifteen days will not take out of doors the first butter made for fear of evil-eye affecting the cow. A barren woman, because of her supposed evil potentiality, is excluded from a naming ceremony, from the ceremony (ōtī bharani) in which the lap of a pregnant woman is filled with fruit, and from other auspicious ceremonies. To avoid evil-eye the object of a journey is concealed and an object that excites admiration is given away. The various restrictions which, described elsewhere, are placed on certain persons, forbidding their exposure to the sun, protect these persons also from the evil-eye.

There are various ways of testing whether a person has been stricken with evil-eye. Seven chillies, seven small stones picked up from a road; one to seven marking nuts and the hair-combings of a woman are waved three times round the suspected victim, and thrown into fire. If the chillies make a crackling sound this is proof of the presence of evil. Chillies with salt are also thrown into fire, and the crackling of the salt betrays the existence of evil-eye. If it is suspected that a child has been victimized, five chillies, salt, fruit, earth from cross-roads, and small sticks taken from the eaves of a house, are waved over the child and thrown in the fire, in the names of those who saw the child ailing. If the articles thrown thus into the fire give off a bad smell, the Muhammadan thinks that there is evil-eye. In Sind a stone is taken and round it thread is wrapped; verses of the Koran are recited over it and it is thrown into fire by some one other than the suspected victim. If there be evil-eye present the thread will not burn so long as it is attached to the stone, but burns when separated from the stone, cut in three pieces and burnt apart. A Hindu practice very similar to this Muhammadan custom is to wave a circular pounding stone, to which black cotton threads have been tied, round the sick person’s head and throw into fire. If the sick man be really suffering from the effects of evil-eye the threads will not burn.

Three pieces of salt may also be waved round the sick person and thrown into a pot of water. If there be evil-eye the salt will not dissolve. Another test is to fill a saucer with water and add earth taken from cross-roads. A pot is taken and in it are placed the fibres of a broom, chillies and salt; this pot is then waved round the sick man and inverted in the saucer. If there be evil-eye the pot will stick to the saucer for an hour. Leaves of nāgīlavana (Centipeda orbicularis) and isbanda (Peganum Harmala) are smeared with ghee or oil and black powder, waved round the affected person and thrown in fire; if eruptions appear on the leaves the person has been victimized by an evil eye.
There is a symbolic burning of the evil eye. If there is suspicion that a person has been injured by an evil glance, alum is burned, and the smoke is inhaled by the patient; burnt powdered alum is also smeared in lines across the patient's temples and applied to his legs. As the alum is burnt the Marāṭhā says 'Iḍū pida jalo', 'Burn the evil'. When alum is heated bubbles are formed and one current belief is that the evil sakti goes into the bubbles; another belief is that the alum assumes the shape of the person casting evil-eye. Besides alum, olibanum is burnt and inhaled; chillies, old brooms, leaves which have been used as dinner plates are burnt. An image of the patient is made of cotton or flour, waved thrice round him and then burnt; cloth taken from the patient's house is dipped in oil and burnt for three successive days in the morning and evening. Fibres of a broom, chillies and wet earth are waved thrice round the sick man; then the ground is spat upon thrice and the articles waved are thrown into fire. When a child is ailing a hump of cowdung is placed on its stomach in the shape of a dish; then another vessel with a lighted wick is waved over the child and inverted in the first. The effects of dṛṣṭi vanish if the dish of cowdung breaks. Another remedy is to take cowdung and water in a dish and invert this in another dish containing cinders, on which chillies, salt, broom fibres, nim leaves and mustard have been thrown after being waved round the patient. When the one vessel is inverted in the other, bubbles are formed, through which the effects of the evil-eye are supposed to escape away. In Sind fire is placed on the shadow of a victim and seven grains of pepper are thrown in the fire. Sometimes harrmel is burned with alum and the smoke is inhaled; a pair of new slippers in Sind is protected by this smoke. Gum ammoniac is also burned and inhaled.

Fire itself destroys the evil of dṛṣṭi. At a birth or at a thread ceremony a knotted thread is tied to the child or the boy by Brahmans, and the sakti of Agni is invoked by the throwing of aksat, before the knot is tied in the thread; this invoked sakti averts evil-eye. Lamps of many kinds are also a feature in measures taken to avert evil-eye.

There is also a symbolic blinding of the evil eye. Lemons by their shape suggest an eye and are accordingly used to blind the evil-eye. In Sind four lemons are placed on the shadow of a victim, and then struck with one blow so as to cut the lemons in halves, which are then thrown in four directions, care being taken that the two halves of one lemon are not thrown in the same direction. Sometimes in lieu of doing this the ailing man is asked
'Shall I cut your evil eye?' and when he replies 'Yes', his shadow is cut seven times. In the marriage ceremonies of many communities lemons are stuck on swords as a protection against the evil eye. The panjā of the Muhammadan carried during Muḥarram in the Karnāṭak are protected from the evil of the eye by a lemon stuck on their longest finger. Lemons are taken as representing the eye of the person inflicting dṛṣṭi, pierced with needles or thorns, waved thrice over the victim and thrown away; if it be known who is the causative source the lemons are thrown over him, or on to the roof of his house. Iron nails; marking nuts pierced with needles and thorny branches are used to protect fodder, or the grain on the threshing-floor; nails are driven at the base of the central pole on the threshing-floor, and marking nuts pierced with needles are placed beneath the pole. Both in Sind and in the Karnāṭak lemons pierced with needles are kept or buried in a house as a protection. In Sind earth is thrown at a person suspected of possessing an evil eye in order to blind him. In Kanara a pregnant woman finds protection by wearing the sharp quill of a porcupine in her hair whenever she goes out of doors.

The designs of embroidery are full of illustration of measures taken to avert the evil of dṛṣṭi. In these the same idea of blinding the evil eye appears. The kevāḍa plant has prickly spikes (Pandanus fascicularis); a single spike is worn as a protection against evil-eye by women in their hair. This same plant is found represented on the saris of women where groups of five spikes are reproduced. A single spike is also represented by a simple triangle, and two triangles joined together produce a parallelogram, the origin of which is betrayed by the retention of the name kevāḍa, which is applied to these designs. Besides the spikes of the kevāḍa, the spikey points of the backbone of a fish are also drawn in needlework as charms against the evil of the eye (Figs. 1–2).
THE POWER OF EVIL-EYE

The evil śakti which is transmitted by an evil eye may like other forms of evil power be transferred. Mantriks when uttering charms over a victim of evil-eye, frequently themselves suffer from water-brash which transfers the effects of drṣṭi from the original victim to the mantrik. A mantrik, therefore, frees himself from drṣṭi by spitting. By burying lemons, chillies, pieces of brooms, and baked rice, which have been waved round a victim of evil-eye, the evil śakti may be transferred to the earth.

Because a child possesses special śakti, drawings of children are made on doors to preserve a house from evil-eye; earth from beneath the foot of a person casting evil-eye is first shown to children before it is burnt. Though, however, a child’s inordinate power may be a protection against evil-eye, with an inconsistency not uncommon in Indian ritual, the power of the child requires special protection against the evil power of the eye.

In the belt of a child a few hairs from a bear are tied, and when travelling performers await a train it is no uncommon sight to see other passengers on the station platform covertly pluck out hairs from the bears accompanying the performers. A nail from the left shoe of a man picked up from a road is also attached to the belt of a child. The child is also given an armlet made from the dried intestines of a sheep; one of wool or of five metals is tied with black thread to the child’s arm on a Sunday or a Thursday. Blue glass beads are another potent talisman; ornaments made from the hair of an elephant, hastakansa, or the claw of a tiger; the last is frequently tattooed on the face and arms. The anklets of the child are no less varied; anklets of gold or iron; of black and white wool; of red, green and yellow silk tied with five knots; rings of copper to which garlic or turmeric is tied. The child’s necklace, ḍṛṃmanī, may be of black glass beads with white spots, a combination of colours that gives power to many a talisman; may include a pendant of iron, gold or ivory, a pentacle of silver, coins of silver, the teeth of a tiger, amber, cornelian and mother-of-pearl. A thread made from the wool of a black sheep is placed crosswise round the child’s neck; pieces of broken earthenware found in a cemetery or at a burning ghat on a Sunday or Thursday are perforated and strung on the child’s necklace; seeds of ajvān (Carum copticum) are tied in a piece of cloth to the child’s neck or a worm, hulis, dug out of the ground. White, black and red threads or strings of five colours in themselves are potent charms. More than this, the child’s body is smeared with the ash of cowdung cakes; betel-leaves burnt in oil with ashes are applied to its forehead, and periodically at sunset salt, chillies and mustard are
waved round the child and thrown in fire. Mantras are written in a reverse direction, and enclosed in a covering of crescent design or half-moon design are tied to the child's hand. These are all precautionary measures; other measures are called for when the child appears to be suffering from the effects of ḏṛṣṭi.

Three images of human shape are made from cotton and shown to the child after spitting on them; they are then attached to a wall and burnt from the bottom upwards. Bread smeared with sweet-oil is shown to the child and then placed on a public road. A marking nut pierced with a needle is held in the left hand, moved upwards and downwards thrice before the child and then burnt in the flame of a lamp. The mother of the child takes her sūḍī in her left hand, waves it round the child's face and then shakes it well outside the house, or with the same hand takes the left end of that part of her sūḍī which covers the head, waves this thrice below the face of the child and spits on it three times.

A handful of ashes from the hearth and again two handfuls of ashes are shown to the child and thrown at cross-roads; the person doing this must not speak until he has returned and washed his feet. Three twigs of the nim tree (Melia azadirachta), three chillies and earth from below the hinges of a door are shown to the child and burnt. This is done by women who, whilst they do this, must snap their fingers and utter the name of the person with the evil eye, saying 'Fie upon his eye' and at the same time show their left leg to the fire. Red and black water, boiled rice, and two or three pieces of lemon are waved thrice down the child's face; the four fingers of the left hand and the four smaller toes of the left foot are dipped in the water and then the whole concoction is thrown at sunset on to meeting roads. The mother may also take three wicks of black thread steeped in sweet-oil, and lighting each wick in turn visit all the corners of the room; others present ask her what she is doing and she replies, 'Driving away the crying of the child', and throws down each wick in turn. Other measures are to make three holes in an earthen pot, apply oil to the surface of the pot and burn it, apply the soot formed to the forehead, cheek and chin of the child, and then throw the perforated pot at sunset on a road. A lemon may be cut in two and with a piece of bread blackened with the soot from a tavā or plate for baking bread, waved thrice round the child and at lamp-time thrown on cross-roads. A shoe of the left foot is waved vertically over the child and then dashed to the ground. Ashes of burnt cotton are applied to the child's cheeks; turmeric and lime mixed in water are poured on rice and this is waved three times over the child. A protection,
not necessarily confined to children, is a garland made from the bones of bats which have been killed and buried in a dung-hill.

Charmed ashes of cowdung are placed in one hand and picked up in pinches by the fingers of the other hand. A lemon is cut in three pieces and each piece is daubed with soot and turmeric, the pieces are waved the length of the child's body and then placed where three roads meet, one piece on each road. A custom of Mahār women is to bring two flat bones of some animal, and on them place fire, chillies, mustard and earth from cross-roads, and after waving these things over the child throw them where roads meet. In the Karnāṭak a doll is taken; seven kinds of thorns are stuck in it, red dust is thrown on it and after being waved over the child the doll is thrown into a well. A doll may also be made from rags collected from a rubbish-heap; the eye and nose of the doll are marked with black oil; various names are written on paper and tied to the doll, which is then waved over the child, placed in a pit, nailed down and covered with earth. Kāṭkaris take cooked rice on a leaf with burning wood; as antimony is used for the eyes, they add antimony, wave the whole round the child and throw at cross-roads.

Whilst eating in the presence of others who are not eating, protection against evil-eye is necessary. Two onions are placed before the dishes. Muhammadans are enjoined to serve their servants with the same quality of food as they take themselves to avoid the evil-eye engendered by envy. If food should be spoilt by the glance of an evil eye, the same kind of food is given to the person with the evil eye. When the Lamānī bridal pair, on the second day of their marriage, are served with food they are covered with a quilt that no one may see them eat. Renca is a nausea or abdominal distention caused by the evil eye of some person who intrudes during the meal of others, and it emphasizes the correlation of evil-eye with other forms of evil power that the same disease is occasioned by the intrusion of some one with unwashed feet or with a watery mouth. When a meal has been finished something is left in the dish; to this the fibres of a broom, grass from the roof of a house, earth from below the hinges of a door, dust from three meeting roads, water, chillies and salt are added and placed in a pot with a lighted wick. This pot is waved thrice round the eater, thrice towards the sun, and thrice round the dish, and is then inverted. This practice is called rancu.

Fear of the evil-eye, the evil wishes of the guest, makes it incumbent on the host to give his guest food before he eats anything himself. Even animals are supposed to look on at the meals
of men with hungry jealousy and to inflict evil-eye. When one eats, one should throw bits to passing dogs to avert their evil-eye, and the kākbalī or portion of his meal offered daily by the Brahmin to crows averts their evil-eye.

Animals are protected from evil-eye in many ways. To protect milch cattle worn-out brooms and coconut husks, the horns of a ram, the tusks of a wild boar, small conches, ropes and threads picked up from a cemetery, the horns of a he-goat, the flesh of a tiger, are tied to their neck. Kārkari tie a piece of old leather to the neck of their animals. Kiru seed is tied to cattle and a rope made from the bark of asina (Briedelia retusa). Animals taken in procession at Dasarā are always fumigated before leaving their stalls. Horses are protected by a bajarbatti of multicoloured glass beads. Charmed salt is put in the food and fodder of animals and marking nuts pierced with needles are hidden in their fodder. Persons buying cattle in the bazaar tie at once to their legs cowries and black thread; a Muhammadan when buying a horse, cow or mule in the market gives sweets away to spectators to avert all forms of evil, and when his mare foals distributes sweets to every family in the village to avert evil-eye. Bivalve shells are tied to the necks of prized animals; ropes made of jute and cotton with a peacock’s feather or a doll of red sandalwood; white, black and red threads; the wool of a black sheep; the hair of a woman, especially that of a woman without issue; dolls made of bitī (Dalbergia latifolia) or of sandalwood.

Many things are burnt and with their smoke the animals are fumigated. Madarangi seeds and leaves which have been thrown away after a meal; leaves of the nim tree and of wild onions; the hair of a woman with the wood of tamarind; loban or the resin of Styrax bengoin; mhendi (Lawsonia alba) and bitī. On a Saturday or a Sunday wood taken from the roof of three houses is burnt with five or seven chillies after sunset, waved round the animals and thrown on cross-roads. The milk of a cow of one day, the curds of a second day, and the ghee of a third day are offered with a lamp of ghee to the village god, and ashes consecrated in the name of the god are applied to the forehead of the animal, dipat. Another precautionary measure is to take a stone which has been found stuck in the branches of a tree, or picked up from a hill which does not adjoin another hill, and bring it home with the left hand and in a state of nakedness; then a bucket of water is placed beneath the udders of a cow and the stone first heated is dropped in the water, causing steam which fumigates the cow.
Buildings are protected from evil-eye by obscene drawings and figures; figures of children are drawn on their doors. Lolasar (Aloe vera) is uprooted and with the roots tied to the entrance of a house. Coins are nailed to thresholds. Lemons and needles are buried in a house. Perforated tiles are kept at the four corners of a house outside. Coconuts tied in a cloth are hung from beams, or marking nuts with baji (Acorus calamus) or pieces of bagni (Caryota urens) or merely old rags.

Fruit-trees and standing crops are protected by garlands of marking nuts and turmeric; the skull of a cow is stuck on a post to protect plantains; Kātkāris hang sandals in their houses and in vegetable gardens; black old cloth or a black and ragged blanket also protect gardens. Isbandari (Plantago ovata) is tied to trees and concealed. Bedars tie the hair of women and many castes tie the tusk of a boar, the skull of a monkey, a human skull, old brooms and bones. Creepers are protected by ashes taken from a potter, and the horn of a sheep is burnt amid growing crops.

The bride and bridegroom are protected from evil-eye in many ways besides those I have already alluded to. As a protection against the sun they wear blankets, and that this may be also a protection against evil-eye the blanket must be black. Ashes of burnt betel-leaf are applied to their foreheads. At the beginning and at the end of the marriage ceremony Haranēikāris apply water to the eyes of the bridal pair with two betel-leaves. As the marriage procession proceeds, at any cross-roads passed a coconut is dashed against a building or wall; similarly, when the bridal pair go to the house of the bridegroom a coconut is broken in front of them and red and black water with boiled rice on which an oily wick has been placed, is thrown on their path. As a protection to a pregnant woman an egg and red and black water are waved over her and thrown on a road.

The hand and its fingers, and any representation of a hand averts evil, including the evil of dṛṣṭi. On an epidemic of cholera Kātkāris make an impression of a hand with soot on a leaf of plantain, and a second impression with red powder; they place on the leaf so marked a ball of rice, wave it from head to foot of any sick person and then, in silence, throw it into a river or into the sea, or abandon it at the boundary of the village that adjoins their own.

An impression of a hand is made on the walls of the mother's room when an infant is born. When a Hindu girl attains puberty a similar impression is made by her on the wall behind her where she sits in her bower. On entering a new house for the first time
four rows of such impressions are made; one row contains five hands, one three, one two, and the fourth row a single hand. *Laluyats* make an impression of the hand on the pile of grain gathered on the threshing-floor, whilst not infrequently the same mark is made on the floor itself. During *Dvāli* Hindus make the mark of a hand on the back of their cattle. After a marriage feast women with their soiled hands make the impression of a hand on the walls. On *Baindur Divas*, in the month of Āsādha, when the implements of agriculture are worshipped along with bullocks in the Deccan, the imprint of a hand is made with red powder on the bullocks, lemons are hung round their horns and around their left legs biba nuts and cowries are tied with black thread, as amulets against the evil-eye. In Sind small models of a hand, *panjā*, are worn as charms. The stretching out of the hand in the face of one possessing the evil power of *ḍṛṣṭi* is called *baju* or *bhundo*. To the Muhammadan a drawing of a hand has great protective power because this same figure is produced by writing *Ya Allah*.

![Fig. 3. Fig. 4.](image_url)

The hand, when used on the threshing-floor, brings *barkat* in the increase of the grain. It is particularly, however, a protection against the evil-eye. The Sindi custom of stretching out the hand in the face of the evil-eyed is also found in the Karnāṭaka, where women do this, saying, 'Let fingers be thrust in your eye', *Ninna kannaga batu tivili*, and in the Deccan where the Mārāṭha says, *Tujhyā dolyant phod pada*, 'May there be a sore in thy eye'.

Crude representations of a hand are drawn to avert evil-eye. In the Malnad parts of the Karnāṭaka *karibantu* are drawn on the bamboo enclosure in which paddy grain is stored, or with black-coloured grain on the heap of grain on the threshing-floor. On

---

4 Op. *Ritual and Belief in Morocco*, E. Westermarck, 1926, vol. 1, p. 471: 'The gesture with the five outstretched fingers is used against the evil eye in Algeria, Tunisia, Syria, and Palestine, among the Semnaeese and the Kabilet in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, and in modern Greece; and in the four first-mentioned countries it is accompanied with the phrase "Five in your eye", or "Five on your eye", or "Five on you", or "Five in the face of the enemies". The ancient Romans seem to have used a similar gesture, accompanied with the words, "Ecce tibi dono quinque".
either side of the door of the room in which a child has been born, on the fifth day after birth Brahmins and non-Brahmins draw the following figures which are called in Kanarese jivati gombi. At the junction of the arms of these figures a little cowdung is applied and a small wick is placed in the dung and lighted. These figures are worshipped, but suvāsinis and women who are enceinte must not see these figures, and they are obliterated before visitors come next morning.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Jivati gombi.

Fig. 8. Drśṭi gombi.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Figures with extended arms (Figs. 8–10), dimly suggesting human figures, are found on the pots of potters, and tattoo-marks provide many representations of hands (Figs. 11–17).

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.
The following figure is *ugurina patti*, a representation of fingernails taken from a piece of embroidery.

On *Karkunāci*, the full-moon day of *Jyeṣṭha* sud. 15, to avert evil-eye impressions of hands are made all over the bodies of cattle with wet chalk and red earth, before they go out to graze. Sick cattle are branded with brands called *dṛṣṭibari*, 'evil-eye brands', which contain five fingers (Figs. 19-21).

The number five is very common in designs drawn to avert the evil-eye. Five dots in a line (Fig. 22) are drawn with lime, turmeric or red earth by *Lingāyat* ladies on the threshold and on the top and side pieces of the door-frame. One can find these same marks also on the wheels of carts, on the head of a yoke, on the iron safe
of shopkeepers, on iron weights and scales, on the backs of account books, on public motor-cars, on a Marwari's cupboard for storing cloth. When an image is worshipped the same design is drawn on the floor with grains of fried rice, or rice mixed with turmeric powder; when the Pāṇḍava are worshipped or the banni tree is worshipped during the harvest of the kharif jeväri the same design is drawn.

The manganamalaku (Fig. 23) is another figure allied to the jīvati gombi drawn on the newly constructed floor of a house after it has been covered with cowdung, so that the cowdung may not be cracked by the evil-eye of some chance visitor.

To protect a threshing-floor Bhils and Koūs sprinkle the milk of a goat with five kinds of grains on the floor. To protect a crop of wheat the field is sown diagonally in five rows at the end of the sowing, a sowing that is called investing the field with the sacred thread, janivārā hākoḍu. To protect the walls of a new building from cracking caused by an evil glance, five lines are drawn all around the building with water and cowdung; these lines are called udadār or 'girdle string'. In scaring away spirits one is also averting the possibility of evil-eye, as spirits cause evil-eye, and the number five in design is used as commonly to avert spirits as to avert evil-eye.

Siteysaseragu or the loose end of Śitā's sāḍī (Fig. 24) is a favourite tattoo-mark of women intended to scare away spirits.

To scare away spirits on Jyeṣṭha sud. 15 a circle with five radii (Fig. 25) is drawn on the walls of houses near the main entrance. The next figure is a common design drawn on copper plates
intended to be used as yantras, but it is also drawn in front of the woman in confinement to scare away spirits.

A pentacle (Fig. 27) or five-pointed star drawn and finished without lifting the pen from the paper, is a charm against the evil eye. A common ornament which is also a charm is the kud (Fig. 28); this to-day contains seven pearls, but the older patterns contain five only arranged in a cross design.

The simple cross (Fig. 29) is drawn on walls, baskets and winnowing fans, on the front page of account books and on cloth used at marriages, to avert evil-eye. On account books variations of the cross are found (Figs. 30-31).

The Kāṭkāri tattoos his girls after they have attained the age of four or five years, usually between the eyes, with scattered dots on the forehead, hands, cheeks and chin. Tattooing is done on the hands only after the girl has reached puberty. The tattooers come down to the Konkan from the Deccan and strange to say the least advanced section of the Kāṭkarīs, the Dōr, does not tattoo. Though the designs used are not, therefore, the choice of the Kāṭkarī, they do in the Konkan provide some interesting examples of conventional charms in which the number five is very common. The following figures were copied from the faces of Kāṭkarī girls and are charms against the evil-eye.
In the Kānakāṭak appear the following examples of the use of the number five: the first figure (Fig. 40) represents the crown of a bridegroom in a manner suggestive of a five-fingered hand; the second figure (Fig. 41) represents a scorpion, the feelers and sting of which make the number five on each side, and the third figure is called 'the hand of Śiva' (Fig. 42).

Representations of the eye avert the baneful power of the evil-eye. These representations may be realistic or conventional. To protect crops, fruit-trees and flower gardens an earthen pot is fixed amid them on a post; on this pot is drawn with lime a hideous face with prominent eyes. Similar figures are drawn on
stacks of fodder or of cowdung cakes. A sacred car is protected by hideous faces with huge eyes carved amid the carving of the car; faces of dragons with protruding eyes invariably appear in the prabhāval or background against which a sacred image is seated. Similar figures of dragons (Fig. 43) are common on the
temples of the Karnāṭak to protect them from the evil-eye of visitors. Mahārs, to cure a victim of evil-eye, draw a hideous figure with two eyes on an earthen dish in lime, and putting in it articles usually waved round a victim deposit it at cross-roads.

Many Hindu housewives have a sampler containing designs to be worked on saris and other garments as charms against evil-eye. From one of these samplers the following figures were taken.

**Fig. 44.**

**Fig. 45.**

**Fig. 46.**

**Fig. 47.**—Kannina patti: eye design.

**Fig. 48.**—Yettina Kannina patti: "eye of a bull".
A small circle is one of the conventional ways of representing an eye, as in the brands branded on cattle (Figs. 19-21 and 52); in talismans cut out of copper and tied to the neck of a child (Figs. 53, 56) and in the tattoo-marks of Kāṭkāris (Figs. 57-69). Among
these figures the kor or 'edge of the moon' design obviously represents an eye with its pupil.

Circular holes (Figs. 70-73) are also cut or bored in the doors of temples for visitors to look through to get a glimpse of the god's image, but to do so without harming the image with their evil glance.

If a circle be used to represent an eye, and one representation

1Cp. Ritual and Belief in Morocco, E. Westermarek, 1926, vol. 1, pp. 472-3: 'Sir William Ridgeway has tried to show that the crescent, which has long been and still is a widespread amulet against the evil eye in Mediterranean countries and south-eastern Europe, has evolved from boars' tusks, which have likewise since ancient times been used for the same purpose in those countries; ... I believe, however, that the crescent may also have an independent origin—quite apart from its traditional connexion with the moon, to which I attach no more importance than does Sir William. It may be an eye-design, a representation of the eyelid; and as I have indicated above, the efficacy attributed to wild-boars' tusks—whether single or two joined together forming a crescent—seems in the main to have a similar origin.'
of an eye is like the crescent of the moon, there are occasions when the circle does in reality represent the sun, and the crescent the moon, regarded as these are, as the eyes of day. In the latter part of the bright half of Māgha until the full-moon day arrives (Bhārat Huṇṇi), suvāsinīs in the Karnāṭak draw on the floor of the house yard, and on the posts of their main door, figures of the sun and moon (Figs. 74–75) with lime. Then on the day following they make other marks below the first representing the footprints of the sun and moon. On the third day two cobras are drawn with expanded hoods (Fig. 76); on the fourth day a figure of a deer and one of a horse as vehicles of the luminaries; whilst on the fifth day two chariots (Fig. 77) are drawn in which the number
five is prominent. The object of these designs is to scare away spirits, but the major part of them also averts evil-eye. The crescent of the moon appears in a hair ornament (Fig. 78) worn to keep away evil-eye, and the cobra with two eyes and a hood of five folds also appears in an ornament (Fig. 79).

![Figure 78: Candra kor, Eye design](image)

![Figure 80: Kannina pattu](image)

To avert evil-eye, drawings of the sun and moon are drawn on the pile of grain on the threshing-floor. Women even of the higher Hindu castes tattoo marks representing the sun and moon on their forearm; that of the moon is also tattooed on the forehead and at the outer corner of the eyes so as to enclose the two eyes. These tattoo-marks prevent the wearers becoming evil spirits after death. A dot in the centre of the crescent and dots in the circle of the sun make the former design represent an eye and the latter a face.

![Figure 81](image)

![Figure 82](image)

![Figure 83: Navalina Kannu, 'eye of the peacock'](image)

In embroidery the eye is represented by a lower eyelid and a dot to represent the pupil (Fig. 80).

In the tattoo-marks (Figs. 81, 82) of the Kākari the eye is frequently represented by a baseless triangle with a pupil in the centre, and this conventional design appears in some patterns of needlework (Fig. 83). Two such triangular representations of the eye joined together produce a diamond with a square in the centre, and this is used to represent the eyes of coconuts or cobras (Figs. 84, 85).
A square is used in other ways to represent the eyes of a cobra (Fig. 86). The triangle and the circle are also combined and produce the following design which is named *yettina uchi*, 'the urine of a cow' (Figs. 87, 88).

The evil power of an evil-eye is frustrated by a representation of a foot, and again the same charm is effective in scaring away spirits. A powerful yantra intended to cure spirit possession is rendered the more potent by drawings of feet on the copper plate (Fig. 89).
Representations of a foot are common in needlework. *Hulikalina* (Fig. 90) is the leg of a tiger; *hakkikalu*, the foot of a bird, is a very frequent design (Fig. 91).

![Fig. 90 - Hulikalina](image)

![Fig. 91](image)

Among the tattoo-marks of the *Kâtkaris* is the *Vâghnakh* or tiger’s claw (Figs. 92, 93).

![Fig. 92](image)

![Fig. 93](image)

The next figure (94) is the footprint of a dog, and is of particular interest because it is often repeated to form a naturalistic representation of a creeper (Fig. 95). Naturalistic objects are often represented in embroidery and tattooing designs. Trees are often represented in embroidery and tattooing by cross-like figures.

![Fig. 94](image)

![Fig. 95](image)
(Figs. 96, 97), and the leg of a bird is also the basis of a conventional tree pattern (Figs. 98, 99).

There is one design common to many Oriental carpets called godambi because of a superficial resemblance to a fruit of the same name. This, however, is really an impression of a foot. In the Karnāṭak it is drawn on the sides of doors by agriculturists; when so drawn it is called Gaurīpādā, 'the footprint of Gaurī' (Fig. 100) or Candappappādā, 'the footprint of the moon'. During Dīwāli the same figure is drawn in the house yard in numbers by the Hindu and the figures are called Pāṇḍavar ājye, 'footprints of the Pāṇḍavas'. Even Muhammadans draw the same figure on their walls with the back of their closed fist which they have dipped in lime. This godambi design receives many transformations and is the basis of many patterns (Figs. 101-104).
Representations of seeds and fruit avert evil-eye, and many a design representing a foot, hand or eye also has protective power because it is supposed to resemble also a seed.

The simple cross represents sesamum (Fig. 105).

A design made up of a bird's feet also represents a grass (Fig. 106).

Apart altogether from a naturalistic representation in tattoo-marks and in the embroidery of saris, of trees, seeds and fruit, the conventional marks which represent eyes, hands, feet or the number five are used to represent these natural objects (Figs. 107-117).
In the unusual there is a śakti which averts evil-eye. Butter, milk and grain can be protected by a measure inverted; a cock with a comb reversed is not liable to evil-eye; dolls hung upside-down afford protection to a house, and to butter and other comestibles. In a wrestling match to baffle the activities of a witch the shoe of the left foot is worn on the right foot. Herein again we have an illustration of the inconsistencies that arise from finding in a negative the śakti of a positive, for if the unusual provides a defence against evil-eye, the evil śakti of dṛṣṭi is attributed to many forms of the unusual.
CHAPTER V

THE POWER OF THE GROUND

To the Kātkari the ground is the source and reservoir of all jīva or life. When any living thing, a tree, animal or man, dies its life force returns to the ground, and from that again issues in another form. To the Hindu the earth is bhū mātā, 'the mother of all things'; it is dhantari mātā, 'mother of the crops'; it is rasa, 'full of essence'; sarvasaha, 'bearing all things'; vasumati, vasundharā, 'bearing wealth'. It is one of the five primary elements of creation. According to the Koran, man was made from earth and so earth is the mother of man; it is with water, air and fire one of the four elements of creation recognized by the Muhammadan.

Hindus believe that the earth rests on the head of a large cobra, Śeṣa, and that an earthquake is caused by the snake nodding its head when it contemplates the sins of the world. Another belief is that Varāha, the boar incarnation of Viṣṇu, holds up the earth, and causes an earthquake when he changes his burden from one task to another. In popular Muhammadan belief the earth rests on the head of a cow whose head is in the East and tail in the West. The length of the cow from head to tail is as long as the distance a man would travel in thirty thousand years. Another Muhammadan belief is that the earth rests on the horns of a bull which itself stands on a fish; the fish is in water which rests on wind; an empty space supports the wind and the space rests on something known to God alone. An earthquake is caused by the bearer of the earth shifting its burden as it wearsies, or is caused by an angel, Kar-ta-il, who sits on the Caucasus and holds the veins of the earth; when the angel draws tight the veins there is a famine, when he loosens the veins there is abundance, and when he shakes them there is an earthquake.

To the Muhammadan the earth is a sentient being. To the sky and to the earth as sentient beings God first offered the duty of service, amānat, but they declined it, whereupon man accepted it. The earth must not be beaten. Hindus believe that if the earth
be beaten, particularly in the evening when it sleeps, crops will be scanty and cattle will not return home from their pasture. The earth should not be beaten for another reason also in that it supports the burden of the world’s sins. A wicked man is called bhūmibhār (Mar.), ‘a burden on earth’. In the Karnāṭak if any one beats the earth some child in his family will get gripes. A Sindi Muhammadan will not beat the earth because some day it will shelter his body, and if beaten will press upon him in the grave and make his grave a hell. No one can escape the punishment of the grave, Azābu’l-qabr, and the pressure of the grave mitigates small sins. When a body is placed in the grave it is visited by two black angels with blue eyes, Munkar and Nakir, who interrogate the dead concerning the Prophet of God. A true Muhammadan will bear witness to the Unity of God and to the mission of the Prophet; a light is then given him in the grave, and the grave itself will expand seventy times seventy yards in length, and seventy times seven in breadth, and the angel will bid the dead sleep until the Resurrection. If, however, the dead be an unbeliever and deny the Prophet, the ground will close upon him, break his sides and cause him great agony until God raises him.

The earth must not be stamped upon. Muhammadans interpret Surah xvii, ‘The Night Journey’, of the Koran as forbidding a Muhammadan to walk pompously on the earth. Mahārs think that if one stamp on the ground whilst holding the framework of a door some one in the house will die immediately. Scratching the ground is forbidden in the sacred books of Hinduism. In the Karnāṭak it is thought that poverty comes to any one who scratches the ground. In the Deccan children and pregnant women are not allowed to scratch the ground, or draw lines on it with water, charcoal or flour, and children are not allowed in their excitement to rub their feet to and fro on the ground.

Hindus will not pour hot water on the ground, and Muhammadans observe the same prohibition in the belief that no one should cause death by fire save He who created fire.

A Konchi Korava will not dig the ground with an iron tool save when extracting roots from which weavers’ brushes are made. In all parts of the Presidency there is a reluctance to use iron pegs to tether cattle, and the aversion to using iron ploughshares is by no means yet a memory.

The earth must be protected from the sakti or kudrāt of fire.

1 ‘Let him not scratch the ground’ (Masn, iv, 55).
2 ‘He must not scratch the ground with a piece of wood or the like’ (Institutes of Viṣṇu, lxxi, 41).
When a Hindu lights a fire he prepares for it a special hearth, or places leaves on the ground; a Muhammadan similarly puts leaves beneath the fire or sprinkles the ground first with salt. Potters are proverbially unfortunate, and in the Deccan their poverty is attributed to their profession which entails the constant burning of earth. A Muhammadan, save where he has copied the Hindu, will not eat chunam because it is burnt earth. On the other hand, in the Konkan and in the valleys of the Western Ghats that lead down to the coast, there are forms of cultivation, ṛāb ¹ and kumri, which involve the preparation of the fields by burning leaves and branches.

The earth must be preserved from impure contacts. Sexual congress on the ground is forbidden. When relieving nature ² the Hindu should place leaves on the ground. The Hindu dead are placed on durva grass; the Muhammadan dead on a mattress or on a plank.

Earth is to the Hindu one of the eight means of purification. In times of scarcity when water has to be taken from any place whatsoever where it can be found, higher castes of Hindus purify the water by pouring it in a hollow on the ground. Falling rain is not considered pure until it has been in contact with the ground. When again vessels have been polluted by an impure touch such as that of a dog, a woman in menses or of an untouchable, they are buried in the ground for three, five or seven days. The Muhammadan also uses earth and sand for purification when water is not available. On the other hand, the conception of the earth's sakti as something polluting is not absent from Hindu mythology. One word for the earth is Medini. The Harivanssa says that the earth

---

¹ ṛāb cultivation consists in spreading the loppings of trees, dry grass and cow-dung on ground selected for seed-beds and firing the whole. The origin of this practice is attributed to a divine curse. The Chitpavan Brahmins insolently claimed immortality and so Śri Paraśaram deprived them of this privilege, and after so doing went to meet his brother Laksman, who was at the time standing on red laterite soil. Laksman accused his brother of deceit and ingratitude, whereupon Paraśaram called him up to a large rock, to discuss the matter. Once on the rock Laksman lost his petulance and prostrated himself at the feet of his brother. Paraśaram asked his brother to descend again to the red soil, which the latter did and again became abusive. A second time he ascended to the rock and became penitent. This time Paraśaram sprinkled some red soil on the rock and asked his brother to stop on it, which he did and again becoming bad-tempered realized the cause and cursed the red soil, saying 'May it burn'. This curse Paraśaram modified by saying 'May it burn and be fruitful', and so the red soil of the Konkan is burnt to make it fruitful.

² 'He may even himself, having covered the ground with sticks, clods, leaves, grass and the like' (Maws, iv, 49).

³ 'He must not void... on earth which has not been previously covered with grass and the like' (Institutes of Vīyāk, lx, 3).
acquired this name from the *meda* or fat of two demons, Kaitabha and Madhu, who about to kill Brahma were killed by Viṣṇu. In one passage it is said that the bodies of the demons were thrown into the sea, and produced an immense amount of fat, from which the earth was formed by Nārāyaṇa, whilst yet another passage describes their *meda* as covering the earth. This conception of the earth's *sakti* as something unclean is important in considering the belief that contact with the earth is destructive of *sakti*. Nothing is more destructive of *sakti* than uncleanness, and when the *sakti* of the sun or moon is diminished by an eclipse, the same presence of uncleanness is predicated.

Divine *sakti* must not come in contact with the earth. After *prānpratistā* an image becomes a tabernacle of *sakti* which it loses if not insulated from the ground by an *āsan*. The Marāṭhā *devak* and the ḍālgamba of the Karnāṭak, which incorporate the *sakti* of the family god, are also placed on *āsan*, and in the marriage booth are tied to a post. The sacred thread of the Brahmin which in its nine strings embodies the *sakti* of nine gods, and in its knot, the *Brahmagnāth*, that of a triad of gods, must not touch the ground, and is hung by the wearer on the ear whenever it is removed from the neck. The first sheaf intended to be consumed as first-fruits must not touch the ground as it contains the *sakti* of Prajapati; even among unadvanced communities in Kanara the first-fruits offered to deities and on certain *Amāvāsyās* to the departed dead, are placed on a wooden *pāṭ*, or on tender leaves of plantain (*Gam Vakkul, Ghadiq, Halakai*). It would be anticipation of another chapter to enumerate more than a few other examples of the insulation of symbols. Karnāṭakaru Brahmins tie to a pillar in the marriage *mandap* the *kodati* or wooden hammer which enshrines the *sakti* of Soma; *Lingāyat Kumbhārs* place in the marriage *mandap* an empty pot decorated with a picture of Sarasvati and keep it on a blanket; *Talsāres* at a wedding worship one large and five small pots, four of these being arranged in a square with the others in the centre. The whole figure is called *taṇḍaṭi*, 'mother-pot'; the thread which encircles the outside pots of the square is preserved with the *bāṣing* and the *kankān* of the bridal pair, and cannot touch the ground. *Kall Koravas* place in the marriage *mandap* a spotted pot of water in which, in the name of Dyamava and Hanuman, a twig of basari has been placed; this pot is insulated from the ground by an *āsan* of jouari grain. To promote the well-being of cattle, *Lingāyat* worship a coconut as an emblem of *Hakkilakāṇi*, guardian of the cattle-shed, and this is replaced by a new one every *Amāvāsyā*. Until the old coconut
is broken it cannot be placed on the ground. Whenever, in fine, the śakti of a deity suffuses a symbol, that symbol must be insulated from the ground.

Things which have been in contact with divine power cannot be placed on the ground. The ārati or lamp waved round an image is in its plate or tānhan placed on an āsan of aksat with red powder; garlands that have been hung round an image; the water in which images have been bathed; the samādhās used in a sacrificial fire or hom. Sacred things brought from Benares by the Hindu or from Mecca and Medina by the Muhammadan; the cakes of dust, Khāk Shafa or earth of salvation brought by returning Hajis; water from the well of Zemzem which can touch the ground only when thrown on a grave. A piece of cloth, ghalaf, that has touched the Ka’bah at Mecca or the tomb of the Prophet must also not touch the ground. A Muhammadan will not place on the ground the Koran or any sacred writing, nor even a book which is consulted before writing a charm.

Contact with the ground destroys the efficacy of religious rites. When the Agnihoṭri makes fire by friction he and his wife sit on antelope skins or kuśa grass, and all his implements are kept on an āsan. The Lāṅgāyat places the articles he uses in worship on a cloth known as guḍḍaṇ jōḍi spread on a mat, pangācāpi; the water-pots, the brass or copper ladle used for arghya, the plate for burning incense; the brass stand on which lights are placed before a deity; the stone on which sandalwood is rubbed; his rosary and the flowers and leaves used in worship. When the ornamental pitchers to be fixed on the roofs of temples or on sacred cars are worshipped they are placed on jvāri grain. Copper coins when offered to trees in worship are placed on nāgrel. Naivedya offered to a tree is placed on a board; the pinda offered to the dead at a Śrūddha are placed on darbha grass; lemons, coconuts and flowers offered in worship must not touch the ground. Instruments when worshipped are placed on pāt; the knife with which the child’s navel-cord is severed when worshipped in the Karnāṭak rests for twelve days on a plank. Among Konchi Koravas at a marriage, five suvasinis bring water from a well in a new earthen pot; this has to be kept on an āsan of sand. The efficacy of prayer is destroyed by contact with the earth. When a Hindu is performing jap, prānāyām or the daily sandhyā he must not sit on the ground; in all vratas, śantis and sanskārs the yajamāna must be insulated from the ground. The Muhammadan will not pray on the bare ground save where the sun has shone on it, but uses a prayer carpet or cloak; the Hindu’s āsan may be a sacred grass,
the skin of a deer, or if he be an ascetic, the skin of a panther or tiger.

Meals are taken sitting on āsan. Lingāyuts put their plate on an āsan; svāmīs put theirs on a leaf. All dishes used at meals by a Lingāyat are placed on a wooden or metal stand called addanagi, and the person eating sits on a pangticāpi or mat with a cloth over it (gaddogijādi, dhābalī). Gondalīs, when they worship their gourd, pronged fork and drum, place them on an āsan purified with cowdung. The descendant of Ramdas worships a kubdi, a silver stick with two carved parrots as a head, Ramdas having been called Rāghupati and Rāghū, meaning parrot. This stick is used as a rest when ājap is performed; it is worshipped every day on a pāṭ and aksat is thrown on it. It recalls the sword-stick of Ramdas.

Things with innate or acquired power cannot be placed on the ground. A mantra must not touch the ground; sacrificial food; ashes from a temple; a sweet-oil lamp; salt; turmeric. A special altar of leaves protects fire from contact with the ground. The severed navel-cord of the infant is kept from contact with the ground. A Hindu will allow no kind of food to touch the ground, and if food is offered to a dog it must be placed on a prepared mound or given in pieces that the dog will not drop. The wristlets and garlands of the bridal pair, and the crown of the bridegroom are carefully preserved from contact with the ground, nor can the bridegroom's dagger be placed on the ground. Coconuts given to the married pair or to a married woman must not touch the ground; the stone-of-life, the asma stone; a woman's mangalsūtra or necklace of married life must not touch the ground. Water used for washing the feet of a Lingāyat guru or ayya must be protected from the same contact.

Vibhūti (adhar) or sacred ashes; holy water from sacred rivers; water over which sacred words have been recited; yantras or charms into which power has been invoked; water in which such charms have been soaked; the light of one wick in an earthen plate lighted at a death, prati, require the same protection from the ground. If Arabic writing be found on the ground a Muhammadan picks it up and places it in a hole in a wall, or breathing on it the words 'Sala Allahu Salum', takes it to a Pir or a mosque for preservation. If bread be found on a road it is placed in safety away from the ground, and in the Deccan is powdered and thrown to fish to eat. Except in the god-room of a Hindu sacred scriptures cannot be placed on the ground, but require a wooden stand. Coriander and karber (Nerium odorum) are not placed on the
ground in the belief that such contact would take away their scented fragrance. A Muhammadan will not place on the ground flowers, perfumes, milk or curds; the dress worn during a marriage by either of the bridal pair or the garlands worn by the boy at his circumcision; a rosary, turmeric or a lamp.

Rain-water enchanted by a Pir to cure rabies or snake-bite loses its power if it touches the ground. On the last Friday of Ramadān Muhammadans pluck leaves of trees, and on these Maulvis write verses of the Koran, and the leaves are then washed in water which is drunk to obtain barkat. Before the leaves are washed they must not touch the ground and so no leaf can be plucked from a branch that itself touches the ground. A stone tied to a tree to cure snake-bite when carried later to the shrine of a Pir must not touch the ground, and to prevent such contact is tied round the neck of the person who carries it. Magic practices no less than religious rites depend for their efficacy upon power, and the contact of the earth may render inoperative such practices by destroying power. In the practice of utūra, things are waved round a sick person and then deposited at cross-roads. By the waving a contact is assumed to have been made with the sick person, and the article deposited at the meeting of roads has acquired a contagious potentiality. Now it is an invariable custom to insulate these deposited articles from the ground; when the Muhammadan waves curds round a child stricken with evil-eye, he places the curds on a leaf or in a pot (sānak) on a public road (bhānda). Even more common as an insulator is a winnowing-fan, a tile or a bed of grass. Insulated thus from the ground the deposited articles are a source of danger to any passer-by who accidentally touches them, but they are innocuous if the insulation be destroyed. A passer-by may eat the curds (bhānda) which bear the contagion of evil-eye, if he first kick them so as to scatter them on the ground.

In many a magic rite leaves are used which as in the Muhammadan practice during Ramadān described before, must not have been collected from the ground nor from any branch touching the ground. Coconuts preserved in a niche and worshipped to secure the protection of cattle must be plucked from trees above the ground. The Koḷi, when he invokes the sakti of Ind into five or ten twigs of kalamb (Stephegyne parvifolia), ensures that these twigs have not touched the ground by catching them as they are cut and fall from the tree. In Sind charms that are to be placed in the three elements of fire, water and air (abi, atshi, badi), that is which are thrown in fire, placed in water, or hung to a tree, must
on no account touch the ground. Salt brought from a mantrik to be given to a child which has lost its appetite; cotton-seed to be administered to milch cattle that fail in giving milk, and ashes to be sprinkled around fields to free them from insect pests must be brought from the mantrik without their touching the ground. Rags and threads that have been in contact with the sick, must not touch the ground before they are tied to trees or taken to a shrine. From the moment the resolve has been taken to drive a nail into a tree for any magic purpose, the nail must be kept from touching the ground, and the same precaution is applicable to a stone which is tied to a tree to effect a cure.

Many communities, when one of their members dies, make an attempt to find out whether the soul of the dead has acquired peace or not. Pancaulis make an āsan of ashes, put on this an earthen lamp and hide it with a basket. This is done as soon as the corpse has been lifted preliminary to bearing it to the pyre; the next day before dawn the basket is lifted and the ashes are examined. Irregular marks on the ashes indicate that the soul of the dead is in trouble; regular markings which can be identified as flowers, horns of bullocks or other well-known things mean that the soul has found a happy reincarnation. Kall Koravas prepare an āsan of sand about the size of an octavo book, and on it place a new earthen pot filled with water. This pot is hidden by a basket till it is examined on the following day; if the pot is still full of water the omen is a good one, if the water has diminished it means that the deceased has drunk of it because he is in trouble. In all such practices an āsan is imperative.

The soma herb is a creeper without leaves which grows on the milk-bush; it has no root in the ground and the fact that it does not touch the ground is one of the factors giving it special sakti. The juice of the soma is used in great sacrifices only occasionally performed; in these libations of its juice are offered to the sacrificial fire, hom, and the juice is drunk by the yajaman and assistant priests. Precise ritual determines the manner in which the herb is to be collected. It is brought by a Brahmin in a cart made from tere wood, a species of cedar, and sold to the yajaman, who is then forbidden to see the face of this Brahmin until after the completion of the sacrifice. A large number of priests extract the juice with stones and store in vessels of tere wood, which is the same wood from which many of the implements used by the Agnihotri are fashioned. Konchi Koravas after killing an animal of the chase will not cut it up on the ground, lest contact with the ground should destroy all future prospects of sport. The animal
is placed in the jungle or field on a bed of tarvad-leaves (Cassia auriculata), or if these be not available the animal is taken home and placed on a bed of dāgaḍī creeper (Cocculus villosus).

Persons with special power must not sit on the ground. At no stage of a Hindu marriage can the bride or bridegroom sit on the ground. Pāṭ of wood and āsan of grain are used as seats, and the Brahmin bride is carried to her pāṭ from the shrine of the kul devatā by her father. Even when a mock marriage is performed, an āsan is imperative. When kumārikās or children are fed and worshipped they are not to sit on the ground. At his thread ceremony the vatu sits on an āsan; in the Garbhādhān ceremony the bride is placed on an āsan and pāṭ are used in the ceremony of Pumsavat and Simāntanayan. When a married woman receives a coconut she is required to sit on a stool. Whenever to prolong the lives of their husbands suvāsinis make presents of two winnowing-fans with rice, betelnuts and other things, the recipients must sit on a plank. Before a temple prostitute (devadasi, suli, basvi) takes a paramour she is seated on a blanket over which rice is sprinkled, and an unsheathed sword representing a bridegroom is placed to the right of this āsan. Five prostitutes make ovālani of the girl and her sword; place rice on her thighs and shoulders; tie her talī or mangalsūtra round her neck and two small rings to her toes. A leaf which must not be a green one is tied with thread to her right wrist; one to a copper jar, gundi, placed in front of her, and one to a stick placed on her left. At the four corners of the blanket on which she sits insulated from the ground, are placed dried coconuts and for each coconut a piece of turmeric and five pice. The rite includes her branding on the arms above the joints, and on her right side above the breast with stamps, śankh. The coconuts are then broken in the name of the god to whom she is dedicated and alms are given to the poor.

Mythology would seem to explain this fear of the earth's contact as a fear of pollution. There would also seem to be other explanations of the care with which contact with the ground is avoided. The Hindu to-day offers two explanations. His first explanation is that mere matter, jad, such as the earth, should not come in contact with something that derives its sakti from mental power. In illustration and support of this interpretation is the undoubted fact that the period of insulating an article from the ground in many a rite, commences from the moment a mental resolve is formed. Stones to be tied to trees to effect cures are picked up from the ground; nails to be driven into trees are taken from any source, but from the moment the actual rite commences neither
stone nor nail may touch the ground. The same idea seems to
underlie the practice of tying in a cloth to a post money or orna-
ments which a man promises to give to a god if something particular
happens. From the beginning of his vow these pledged things
may not touch the ground.
A second explanation offered is that *sakti* is a form of electricity
which follows contact and runs into the earth when it can. This,
of course, is an explanation which are this Western writers have
suggested (vide *The Golden Bough*, vol. x, pp. 1–18). It is an
explanation not only offered by the Hindu himself but one which
seems to accord with many an actual practice. I have already
described how the things which in *Udāra* are deposited with their
burden of evil on highways, are rendered innocuous if they are
scattered on the ground and their insulation is destroyed. Their
baneful power is drawn away by the earth. An illustration even
better than this, however, of the drawing away of power by the
ground, is afforded by a practice common in the Karnāṭak. When
sowers have finished their task of sowing they are hot with power
derived from their contact with the power of the seed; they have
to be cooled and with this object have to bathe in cold water,
but more than this, they are compelled to sit some time on the
ground. Their hot *sakti* is to be drawn away from them by the
ground. The shallow brass plate used to receive the water poured
on the *linga* held in the hand during worship by Lingāyats is
placed on the ground. As the water is supposed to cool the heat
of the *linga*, the placing of the plate on the ground seems to be
another example of drawing away hot *sakti*. Possibly, too, in
this category of illustration fall practices in which something
charged with injurious power is struck on the ground, that the
evil power may go into the ground. In Sind, if a child or other
person wields a piece of iron in a menacing manner he is asked
to strike the ground with the iron to avert evil. To cure indigestion
a broom is waved vertically over a patient, and the ground is then
beaten with the broom. If a broom by chance come in contact
with any one's person it is beaten on the ground. Shoes and
brooms are waved over the sick and then struck on the ground.
In Sind, if a man has an evil eye a black thread is measured by
the height of the man; this is cut in three pieces with a knife
and then the earth is struck with the knife.
In whatever way, however, contact with the ground destroys
power, there are practices based on a belief that the ground can
impart power which manifests itself it may be in increase. When
medicine is taken, some portion is left in the vessel and this is
upset on the ground, in order that the ground shall impart increased efficacy to the medicine. In the Karnāṭak a jar of sugar-cane juice, ras, is buried in the ground for ten or fifteen days. If the juice be required as medicine it is buried for a year or for two years. The ras is deemed to derive increase from contact with the ground. When a cow or buffalo is bought in Sind or in the Deccan, the first milk that it gives is poured on the ground, in order that the future supply of milk may be the greater. Many medicines are kept underground for some time to add to their potency. Though, too, contact with the earth depletes an image of the sakti invoked into it by prāṇapratīṣṭā, before the installation ceremony it is kept underground for one day by Lingāyats that the earth may remove from its dead material its lifelessness, and with the same object kept one day in water, and one day in a heap of grain.

When a child is bathed the water for its bath must not be used without first setting it aside on the ground. At Divājī when oil is applied to the body the Hindu first sets it on the ground.

Earth is used in the making of images; in many a rite pitchers or dishes are used which must be of earth. Earth is used to augment the power of a curse. The Muhammadan scatters earth when he curses; the Hindu throws earth at a person or on to his roof with a wish that he should die, mānu turoṇa. At a funeral in Sind the mourners pick up earth, recite verses of the Koran and then blow on the earth, which is thrown on the grave to give barkat to the dead; such earth is also placed in the lāḥd or recess in the grave in which the body lies. Earth from beneath the pole of the threshing-floor is, in the Karnāṭak, thrown on the road so that wayfarers may tread it, and confer barkat on the gathered grain.

Many kinds of earth have more than ordinary power. Earth from a saint’s tomb is preserved as prasād; it is tied to cattle that are barren or fail to give milk. The Muhammadan ties earth from a Pir’s tomb in a copper casket round the neck of a sick child. Small cakes, about the size of a match-box, of dust from the mosque at Mecca, and the tomb of the Prophet at Medina, mixed with water from the well Zemzem, or the holy spring Aīn Zubīda at Medina are used as medicine and carefully preserved. Pilgrims returning from Mecca and Medina keep their travel-stained shirts because they contain the sacred dust of the holy places.

When a child is suffering from sandubyane or fits, earth from the junction of three roads is made into a female image. This image is worshipped with turmeric kangal flowers and five kinds of cooked
grain, *suggari*, are offered to it; this grain is then waved round the child and thrown on the roof of a house, whilst the image is thrown into a well. When a child suffers from *bālgraḥ* an image is made from earth taken from three converging streams; the image is female or male not according to the sex of the child but according to its age. The child must not see the image to the neck of which an inscribed plate is attached, and which a man carries in the direction of *Rāhu*, which varies according to the day of the week, and abandons in the open. Earth from the *tulsiyāndāvan* or the tulsi plant kept in every Hindu house, is applied to the body when bathing. Earth from a tank is used as an altar for all sacrificial fires, and in the ceremony of *Ankurāropan*. Earth from an ant-hill is used to make an image of the snake-god on *Nāgpanemi* day and is used in *Ankurāropan*. In the installation of *kalāśa* earth of seven kinds is used; earth from a highway, from an ant-hill, from a confluence of rivers, from a cow-pen, from a tank, and earth trodden by elephants, and these seven earths are applied to the body when on *Nāralī Pūrṇīma* the sacred thread is renewed. Earth from beneath the feet of Brahmins is considered pure, and when Brahmin guests cross the threshold on their leaving their host's house, a cloth is spread on the ground for them to walk over, and any dust that then collects on the cloth is preserved or sprinkled on the heads of the other guests. If a person be bitten by a scorpion, earth from beneath his feet is waved three times over the bitten part and thrown away. If a child fall accidentally, earth is waved round it, is spat upon and then thrown away. Earth from beneath the feet of persons is used by mantrikṣ to work them evil. A Muhammadan mixes earth from a graveyard with water and gives to a man possessed by spirits. A Muhammadan mother blows earth in alternate directions to avert evil if her child falls. Brahmins blow earth taken from cross-roads across their palm over a sick child.
CHAPTER VI

THE POWER OF WATER

In the Hindu conception of creation water is one of the five primary elements, the *Pancbhūt, Pancmahābhūta*. In the evolution of the world, water was the fourth element to appear, preceding only *Prīthvī* or the earth; at its dissolution the world is supposed to assume first the form of water. After the dismissal of *sakti* from things which have been the residence of power, the things are thrown into water, that they may return to the element antecedent to earth from which they evolved. According to the Muhammadan, God has called water *mubārak*; it represents immortality. In the Koran it is the source of life: 'We have made of water every thing living'; the Divine Revelation is compared to water.

Water and milk, the Hindu believes, have a mutual affection. When milk and water are boiled together there is evaporation of water. The milk, not bearing separation, tries to fall into the fire, but is pacified when its friend water is restored to it. In the Kanara district there is the *hālkumbha* ceremony (*hālū* is milk and *kumbha* is pot). At a marriage two earthen pots, one small and one large, are brought from a potter and kept in the marriage *mandap*, one on the other. Water is poured into the larger pot and milk into the smaller one, and from these the bride's parents pour alternately milk and water over the hands of the bridegroom. This is symbolic of the union of the bridal pair. One explanation of the *hālgamba* rite in the Karnāṭak, the erection of a milk-post, is that originally two posts were erected, the one a barren dry post, *hālū*, and the other a living post, *hasuryamba*. On the barren post milk was poured and on the living post water, and eventually the former became known as the milk-post because milk was poured on it.

The power of water must be protected from impure contacts. A *Haranṣikāri* will not use water to purify himself after evacuation for fear of disease following the resentment of the goddess of water, *Gangamma*. In the *Institutes of Viṣṇu* (lxiii, 44) it is forbidden to
cross a river without need. To-day when a train crosses a bridge over a river passengers throw copper coins into the river. A Sirdar of the Deccan only recently deceased never went out in his car without carrying coconuts and bodice cloths (*khan*), to throw in any river he might have to cross. A Hindu cannot cross a river without removing his shoes; he cannot bathe in it naked; he cannot spit into it, but if he spits first spits on his palm and then washes his palm; when he bathes in a river he turns his head to its source and bows, and before he enters the water sips a little and applies water to his forehead and head. In Sind a Muhammadan will not cross water or dip a vessel into it if unclean. A *Muhāna* or fisherman if ritually unclean will not row or tow a boat; a woman when *enceinte* should not cross a river; for forty days after her delivery a woman may not cross a river, and a woman in her menses cannot wash clothes in a well or river.

The Hindu bride, if she crosses a river, is required to offer it a coconut; a pregnant woman offers it *halad* and *kunku* and a coconut. A woman awaiting her delivery cannot wash clothes in a river; after her delivery for forty days or other period, which varies according to caste, she cannot cross a river or wash clothes therein, and before she does so later must take a bath of purification. In her menses the Hindu woman must bathe first in river water obtained from others before she can wash clothes in a river, and when she crosses a river must throw in it betel-leaves and a pice. The *yajamān*, after beginning the obsequies of the dead, cannot cross a river or stream. If food be prepared with water a Brahmin will not touch food touched by a non-Brahmin, nor will a *Lingāyat* eat food prepared by a Brahmin or other non-*Lingāyat* if prepared with water. If a guest who is not a Brahmin comes to a Brahmin’s house the host may eat only sweetmeats and fruit left by the guest, for sweetmeats are prepared with milk.

The weighing of water is avoided by both the Hindu and the Muhammadan. In Gujarāt to stop a fall of excessive rain a man with no social ties and no children deliberately weighs water, as a kind of personal sacrifice, for after doing this he can never expect issue.

Water keeps away spirits. When easing himself, if a man is in fear of spirits, he keeps his hand in a pot of water and finally empties the pot, and washes his feet, taking care to wash the entire foot, as spirits attach themselves to any portion left unwashed. If a person sleeps under a pipal tree (*Ficus religiosa*) he keeps near him a pot of water as a protection against *Munjā*, the spirit of a
boy who has gone through his thread ceremony but has died before marriage, which haunts such a tree. The water used in the morning offering of arghya is supposed to assist the sun to rise, by becoming arrows which assail the demon of darkness, Mandeh, who prevents the rising of the sun, and there are those who think that every arghya gives the sun protection against spirits.

A ring of water, a barrier or dikbândha, is used to scare away spirits. At a marriage of Haranśikâris four pots are placed in a square formation and untwisted thread is wound round them five times; the water of the pots at each corner is upset so as to form a ring of water, within which the bridal pair take their surgi bath. At meal-times after the food has been served a Brahmin sprinkles water round the dishes clockwise, pradaksinâ,¹ to keep away spirits, parisincana. In various other Brahmin rites water is sprinkled in a similar way; it is sprinkled round the offerings of baliharana and round the sacred fire in vaisvadeva. At a Śrâddha water is sprinkled round the offerings made to the pîrs and to the gods, being sprinkled in the reverse way in the case of the offerings made to the dead.

On entering a new house a pitcher of water is placed on a heap of rice and worshipped with saffron and broken coconut, and the water is then sprinkled over the house, udak śânti. To keep away Yakṣa, a spirit which troubles the bridal pair, the Lingāyat invokes Varuna, the god of water, into his hasargamba twig; the Brahmin in many a ceremony invokes Varuṇa into a kalaśa. Bhâts wave a pot of water seven times round the head of the bridegroom, place it in front of his right knee and then throw the water on the ground. Many castes sprinkle in different parts of the house the water in which the feet of the bridegroom or of the bridal pair have been washed. Water in which the feet of a śûrâ have been washed is sprinkled over a person haunted

¹ A circuit pradaksinâ is made in the worship of all deities save that to avoid crossing the water-channel of an image of Śiva the circuit of his image is reversed at the channel. The same circuit is made of the pole on the threshing-floor or the central pole of a marriage mandap. A homa is encircled in the same way. The bricks of an altar in sequence are laid in this way and whenever five articles are placed in a cross formation the same order is observed. Water sprinkled to the cardinal points is sprinkled pradaksinâ; dancing on a delayed monsoon follows the same circuit. The Muhammadan makes a pradaksinâ circuit of his Alâwâ pit at Muharram. Things that contain śâtti are encircled in the same direction and the sacred books of Hinduism (vide Institutes of Vîṣṇu, Ixix, 26-33 and Manus iv, 39) give a long list of objects which must be passed with the object on the right.

The opposite circuit, pranâya, is followed in the practice of utkâra; in the waving of things to avert evil; in witchcraft and sorcery this reversed circuit is a method of coercion of evil śâtti. Stones representing Vêśāj are placed in this reversed way. A Hindû woman goes round an aâvâth tree, pradaksinâ in worship, but pranâya if her object be to obtain issue.
by a spirit. Water is sprinkled by means of two tulsi-leaves (Ocimum sanctum) in the cardinal directions, before any religious rite such as the installation of an image, a marriage or a thread ceremony, or the performance of japa or sandhya. To avert spirits water is thrown out of doors as a corpse is carried by; a haunted person, to free himself from the spirit that haunts him, jumps into a river; water is poured in a shoe and given to a haunted person to drink. As water contains fire, it can be used in lieu of fire and be waved round a person as ārti, to avert evil. If a man sneeze when standing on the threshold, water is sprinkled on the threshold and the framework of the door to keep away spirits. Washing of the feet is the commonest of practices, for spirits attach themselves to the feet of men and also of cattle, in their efforts to penetrate the abodes of men.

It is not, however, only the evil sakti of spirits that water averts. Water, a Muhammadan believes, washes away the sins of a Muhammadan but is powerless to wash away those of a mushrik, and as proof of this a horse will drink water in which a Hindu has bathed, but not water in which a Muhammadan has bathed. It is hardly necessary for me to say that a Hindu would not accept this limitation of the beneficent power of water to wash away sin. The abhiṣek of a king is supposed to keep away any evil tendencies he would otherwise acquire. The water sprinkled over the yajamān by the priests at a Srāddha destroys the evil tendencies of the yajamān. Water again is used to deprive pāyyun of its evil potentiality, and it is used to avert evil-eye. Orthodox Hindus take a bath if they happen to come in contact with the breath of the wicked; they rinse their mouth with water if they happen to mention the name of a wicked person. Water is sprinkled on clothes that return from the washerman before they are used; on articles brought from the market; on flowers before they are used in worship; on the fire which is brought for a hom, and on the emptied plate in which it is brought. If a Śūdra has touched the rope of a well it is sprinkled with water before other castes will draw water from the well. Utensils given to Śūdras for cooking and other purposes are sprinkled with water before they are received back. Some people on their way to a temple carry a cloth soaked in water, which they wring out or sprinkle as they wend their way.

Water is used in many ways in the strict ritual of bestowing a gift. There is, first of all, the declaration of object, sankulpa, by the yajamān or karta, accompanied by the throwing of water on the ground in confirmation of his vow to make a gift. Then the
The Power of Water

Gift is purified by water; this ceremony, samprekṣaṇ, is a purification with water applied to objects and to images only and not to persons. If, for instance, a Brahmin temple be defiled or an image be defiled by the touch of an impure person, samprekṣaṇ is imperative. After the purification of the gift the recipient of the gift is worshipped, and his hands and feet are washed (arghya, pādya). Finally, the transfer of the gift is made, water being poured in confirmation on the hand of the recipient over the article itself. A person uttering a mantra sprinkles water on the person for whose good or ill the mantra is recited, to confirm the effect of the recitation. At a marriage the gift of the bride, kanyādān, is still made according to this ritual, and dhāre¹ or dhāre ere is the pouring of water by the bride’s father over the right hand of the bride placed in that of the bridegroom. When a child is adopted, putradān, the child’s natural father pours water into the hand of the adoptive father. Water is invariably sprinkled on gifts made to an image, as without this the sakti of the image would be reduced. In strict theory, too, any gift made without this ritual does not confer punya on the donor. Konki Korava have a modified form of the dhāre ceremony. After the bridal pair have been covered with turmeric powder, ariṣṭa, and bathed, the bridegroom entwines his fingers in those of the bride, and their clothes are tied together. They proceed to the bridegroom’s house where cold water is poured over their entwined fingers, and the knots in their clothes are undone.

The accepting of a gift has its dangers,² and the recipient should purify himself with water. This purification, prayascitto, is performed whenever persons have been in contact with impurity. It is absolutely essential when ugra gifts with their burden of ill are accepted; when a Brahmin officiates at a Śrāddha ceremony,

¹ In Kannarese Dhāra means a string, and Dhāre is applied to an unbroken flow of dripping water. Cp. Castes and Tribes of Southern India, E. Thurston, vol. 1, p. 166. The author writing of the dhāre ceremony among the Bantu says: ‘This form of gift by pouring water was formerly common, and was not confined to the gift of a bride. It still survives in the marriage ceremony of various castes, and the name of the Bantu ceremony shows that it must once have been universal among them’.

² Vide The Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas, E. Westermarck, 1924, vol. 1, p. 363: ‘The acceptance of gifts is frequently considered to be connected with some danger. According to rules laid down in the sacred books of India, he who is about to accept gifts, or he who has accepted gifts, must repeatedly recite four Vedic verses called Tarasamandis; or all gifts are to be preceded by pouring out water into the extended palm of the recipient’s right hand, evidently because the water is supposed to cleanse the gift from the baneful energy with which it may be saturated.’ This seems to me slightly confusing. The purification of the gift is made independently of the final pouring of water into the hand of the recipient.
and in theory every guest accepting hospitality should purify himself in this way.

The purifying power of water is in some degree due to its cooling power. There are many practices of both the Hindu and of the Muhammadan based on the idea that power is heat, and that water cooling this heat renders the power innocuous. To the examples I have given in an earlier chapter (Chap. I) I may add a few more. On the thirteenth day after a death relatives of the dead are sprinkled by Hindus with water, udatśānt, to remove the contagion of death. Tāzias are wooden structures representing the funeral biers of the martyrs of Kerbela, carried in Sind by Muhammadans during Muḥarram; panjā are the hands of ‘Ali the fourth caliph carried during the same period by Muhammadans in the Karnāṭak. Water is used to cool the hot kudrat of both the tāzias and the panjā. Pilgrims visiting the dargāh of a saint sprinkle water round the tomb, thado karau, to make it cool; pots in which Persian Muhammadans in the month of Rajab have invoked the power of Ḥaḍrat ‘Ali are thrown into water to make them cool.

Water is associated with fertility, one manifestation of the activity of sakti. In Sind at the beginning of the flood season of the Indus, the Abkatāns, Hindu women sit in the mouths of the canals to catch the incoming river water. Illegitimate children born during the prolonged absence of the mother’s husband are called children of the King River, though sometimes claimed by the husband as his own because in his absence he sent his dhotar to his wife to wear. In the Karnāṭak a woman desiring issue goes to a river, fills a pot with water, worships it and bringing it home, adds it to the water of her daily bath. Another practice is for her to go wearing wet clothes to a deep pool in a river-bed and saying, ‘Let there be a lamp in my family, and I will light a lamp in your waters’, to make a vow to offer a parāṭi of seven or five compartments of curds, milk and fruit. In the Sirsi, taluka women, with the object of getting issue, bathe in a river at Svādī and with wet clothes go to the shrine of Vaidrāj Svāmī which they go round seven times on the day of the saint’s car festival, and then standing near the car eat the cooked rice, dhaṇḍbutti, which is thrown in all directions as the car is drawn. In many other places bathing with this object is combined with the worship of a locally installed deity; in several cases this is repeated on eleven Amācāṣyas. In the Kalghatgi taluka there is a nullah near Ningankop where childless women take a bath, and

1 Lamp means a child.
worship an image of Śiva which they make from the sand in the stream-bed, offering it a naivedya of dates which with their seeds they eat later. In the Sirsi taluka women bathe in the Gudnapur tank near Banavasi and worship the goddess Kerevva installed on the bank of the tank. Another tank is that of Basavankeri in the Ron taluka where women bathe and worship Basavanna.

A custom of Mahārs in Satāra is for a barren woman to go to a river and place five stones in a line on the bank; on each stone she then places a piece of bread, red sendūr and turmeric, and says, "May the river water come and be my child!". On five successive Anāvasyās a childless woman with her husband will sit in a river, and get another married pair with issue to pour water over themselves so as to fall on the couple without issue. Early in the morning a man without issue will bring water from seven wells and boil it; with this the wife takes a bath, followed by a visit to a temple in strict silence. Before sunrise, too, women bathe in a river and make five balls from the river sand, which they place in a line and worship with coconuts and plantains, promising to give charity if they have issue. In Sind the first water drawn from a new well is supposed to bring issue to a childless woman, as does the water of the Indus taken from near the shrine of Jind Pir, 'the living Pir', at Sukkur.

In Sind, water is associated with Khwaja Khizr. Muhammadan women go to the river at Sukkur where is the island shrine of the saint, drink water from the river and pray for children. In the seventh month of a woman's pregnancy, offerings of miniature boats about two feet long, and resembling ancient galleys, are offered to Khwaja Khizr, and this is done also on the fortieth day after a mother's delivery. Among Rajputs on the fortieth day after her delivery a woman carrying her child goes to a well and offers sandal-paste and vermilion and flowers to the spirits of the water. Within a month from the birth of a child, the Gollar or Kabbar mother goes with five married women to a well, offers coconuts and plantains to the well and bathes the child therein. Among Roddis, Koravas, Vaddars and Calvadis, after three months have elapsed, the mother without her child goes with five married women to a well, draws water in a pot which she worships and takes home to drink. Another custom of these communities is to make an image from sand to represent Gango, and leave it in the bed of a river after worship. The period of a woman's retirement after her delivery varies considerably from caste to caste, but it is a general practice at the end of her seclusion for the mother to go to a temple worshipping a well on her way
with an offering of milk, flowers and the usual naivedya, half of which is thrown into the well, and the other half of which is given to a childless woman to procure her issue.

Water is one of the commonest mediums through which a transfer of power can be effected. Many examples of such transfer I have already given. Tirth is water which has been poured over an image; this, when drunk by worshippers, transfers to them power; it is the prasād of the god. Sick people pour water over the tomb of a saint, and sprinkle themselves with this water; water in which the coverings of such tombs have been soaked is also drunk or applied to wounds; water in which the knockers and hasps of the doors of a saintly tomb, gadagi, have been washed is used in the same way, for it has acquired power from the saint. The feet of persons with special power are washed and this water is sprinkled over others, over the house and it may be drunk. Such water is pādōḍuka or caran tirtha. The caran tirth of a sannyāsi is sprinkled over the crowd present; that of the Brahmins invited to a Śrāddha over the heads of the household members; that of a Purānik at the close of a reading of sacred texts over the audience of listeners; that of Brahmacāris invited to a thread ceremony over the heads of the vātu and his father. The water in which the feet of the bridegroom have been washed is tirth only to his parents-in-law. A boy at his thread ceremony, the vātu, has also special sakti and his caran tirth is sprinkled on the invited guests; that of a pilgrim transfers power to those who come to receive him. Water in which the feet of a husband have been washed is tirth only to his wife, though some castes sprinkle it over the house and over the children. Water sprinkled from kalaśas in which sakti has been invoked, or which have served as āsan for gods, is another form of tirth.

Water poured over a twig of the tulsi (Ocimum sanctum) or umbar (Ficus glomerata) transfers sakti. The sword of the great Marāthā Śivāji preserved at Satāra has power, and water in which it has been washed is a cure for an obstructed delivery; water in which a gold coin of the emperor Akbar has been washed is given to a woman in her travail. Barren women drink water in which the loin-cloth of a Brahmacāri has been washed; water falling from the bodies of a married pair with issue on to a pair without issue transfers power; water from the surgi bath of the bridal pair is allowed to splash on to relatives seated near in order to transfer to them power. In the Deccan a woman in travail is given water which has been drawn from a well and passed down a long line of persons, the hope being that in going through
the hands of so many it has acquired the sakti of one pious person.

On the other hand, water may be inimical to sakti. A yantra of the Hindu and a tawiz or charm of the Muhammadan loses its power if it becomes damp. A bath in fresh water destroys the sakti acquired by a bath in the sea; a bath destroys the sakti of fire which an Agnihotri has invoked into himself. Many castes will not throw water on a fire to extinguish it, or even on the hearth. There is also in many parts a reluctance to bring water on to the threshing-floor in the belief that it would reduce the quantity of the grain. Strangers can certainly not bring water on the floor, and when measuring, all pots of water save one on the floor must remain empty. In many Kātkari villages water cannot be brought to the threshing-floor; Mahārs, however, sprinkle water on and around the pile of grain rās to avert spirits. In the Karnāṭak Brahmins will not place a wet cloth on the ground. In another chapter I have explained how washing, although it is necessary in purification, may be an act of destruction to be avoided. Delhiwal Bhauriāhs, a criminal tribe hailing from the Central Provinces, have a special implement called gian made of iron; this is pointed at one end and at the other shaped like a spoon. It bears the mark of the triśul and contains the sakti of Devī. This gian remains buried in the ground or in the root of a tree and must never be allowed to get wet.

RAIN

To a Muhammadan rain is barami rahmat; the angel Gabriel is in charge of every drop of rain. Rain falling at a funeral means salvation, bakshishji nishani; rain-water is sprinkled on the dead or on a bier to give barkat to the dead. If within three days of a funeral rain falls it is a sign that the deceased was a person of virtue.

Rain falling as one starts on a journey is auspicious. Rain at a wedding brings barkat to the whole community. Arabs and Persians believe that rain falling in Nisan is full of barkat, cures leprosy and is good to drink when beginning a journey. Charms are soaked in rain-water to cure rabies, and rain-water in which a charm has been dissolved is given a boy to make him learn his lessons.

1 An empty water-pot connotes failure of purpose. A woman bearing an empty pot must not pass the threshing-floor; a man meeting such a woman must return home and begin his errand again. At a wedding all water-pots must be filled; a full pot of water is kept in a house when first entered upon; at a birth women are asked to bring pots of water and place at the door.
On the other hand, rain should not fall on the Koran nor can a Muhammadan recite the Koran when rain is falling on him. The tombs of saints must be protected from rain, and rain should not be allowed to fall on the bridal pair.

When the Hindu bridegroom at Sodamunja leaves behind him his bachelorhood, he takes a vow in Sanskrit not to run in rain, a vow to which probably little or no attention is paid to-day. The Konchi Korava will not hunt deer when the fields are wet with rain. A Muhammadan, however, told me that it is less disrespectful to God to run quickly in rain, than merely to tread on it.

The quality of rain to a Hindu varies according to the nakṣatra. In Hasta it is poisonous for children; in Śrāvaṇe it produces pearls; in Mṛga rain-water, if drunk, keeps away disease for four months. In Višākha it begets poisonous creatures, heats the stalks of grain so that animals eating them die. In Hasta and Mṛga it aggravates a disease; falling in Cittā it cures small-pox and chicken-pox.

Rain falling at a wedding remains inauspicious in the months of Māgh and Mārgaśīrṣa, but is auspicious even in other months usually inauspicious. Rain is lucky if it fall as one begins a journey; it is of happy omen if it falls after Holī, and very much so if it falls when the bridal pair are on their way to the bridegroom's house.

Unless rain has touched the ground it is not to the Hindu pure for the purposes of worship, cooking or bathing. If rain fall on the body of a saṅhī after he has bathed he must bathe again; if it fall on a man just before he begins any worship he must change his clothes before he can worship; if it fall on the bridal pair the marriage will be without barkat and garjitsānti is necessary. Rain should not fall on a child, a pregnant woman, a woman after her delivery, a girl attaining puberty or a woman in her menses. It must not fall on things offered to a god; falling on an image it makes it unholy and samprokṣan is imperative. Rain-water and hail cannot be offered to a god and saints may not eat hail; it must not fall on a hom, and if a sacred fire be extinguished by rain a special praṇāṇa called punaradan is performed. Rain decreases the sakti of prasād, that is of things which have in them the transferred sakti of divinity. Rain-water cannot be used for sandhyā, tarpan, arghya or abhisēk.

A stormy day accompanied by thunder and rain becomes a day of anadhyāya.¹ On such a day students may not study the

¹ Anadhyāya, 'not studying'. Such days are the first, the eighth, the fourteenth of each month, and Pārhna and Amavasya.
Veda. If it thunders and rains on the day of a thread ceremony before the principal hom is over, the ceremony is vitiated altogether. The boy is introduced to Vedic study at the time of this hom and since the day becomes a day of anadhyaayaa, ‘not studying’, on account of the thunder and rain, the study of the Veda cannot be begun at the appointed muhurta. In popular Muhammadan belief a thunderstorm is a time of barkat, and the Koran is recited to induce the angels to pray God to send rain. The thunder is caused by the angels calling aloud ‘Subhān-Allah’, ‘Pure is God’.

THE SEA

The sea is destructive of sakti. Though in modern times the rule is not strictly enforced, every Hindu who voyages for three days by sea should go through all his sanskār again before he is readmitted to his family. Except on days of prawakil, when the sakti of water is enhanced, a sea bath should not be taken. Persons with special sakti, such as the boy at his thread ceremony, the vata, the bridal pair and a woman in menses, should not touch the sea. Great sacrifices are performed on the banks of rivers, but not on the sea-shore. The Veda should not be studied on the sea-shore. A man with a wife enceinte must not take a bath in the sea or he harms the child to come. An Agnihotri who has taken the sakti of his sacred fire to himself by atmāropan loses that sakti if he swims in a river or in the sea.

At a prawakil, bathing in the sea removes sin. Three sips of sea-water purify the soul. The recital of a sandhyā on the bank of a river gives tenfold punya, on the shore of the sea a hundredfold punya. The sea removes the sins of seven lives. The seas are invoked during the gurbhādhan hom and the mantra then used alludes to them as destroyers of evil.
CHAPTER VII

THE POWER OF FIRE

CERTAIN features of Hindu ritual; its frequent sacrificial fires or hom lighted with manifold objects; its fire-festivals of Divālī and Holi, and finally the strict code of rules that guides the conduct of the Agnihottṛī in his worship of fire, emphasize the Hindu’s reverence for fire. The Muhammadan’s respect for fire is not so obvious, but he has many practices which entail a following of injunctions similar to those of the sacred books of Hinduism.

Neither Hindu nor Muhammadan will blow on fire or on a lamp to extinguish it. The Muhammadan will blow on fire to fan it into greater flame, but the Hindu will not do even this. A sacrificial fire or hom can only be fanned, and should the worshipper blow on it he would harm both himself and the officiating priest. In the case of domestic fires these can be blown upon with a bamboo pipe or across the extended palm, for the use of the pipe and the palm is supposed to rob the human breath of its evil potentiality. A fire which Marāṭhās use to boil water for washing a corpse is always fanned with a winnowing-fan, and professional potters, Kumbhārs, use the same fan to fan their fire when making pots and bricks. Though Jains have no sacrificial hom, they will not blow on a fire or lamp. Should a woman enceinte blow on a fire, as a result of the resentment of the kudrat of the fire she would have an abortion, in the opinion of the Muhammadan.

Extinguishing a fire is no simple matter. In another chapter we have seen the general avoidance by Hindu and Muhammadan of even speaking directly of putting out a fire or a lamp. A fire cannot be extinguished by throwing in it uṣṭe water, or water which is left over after a meal; neither can kharkatī water which contains remnants of food be thrown into fire. The Sindi Muhammadan will not throw into fire dirty water nor even hot or boiling water. Quite general, too, is the prohibition of throwing any kind of water whatsoever on to the hearth. Hūrānśkārīs will not put out a fire with any kind of water lest in consequence their dead
should suffer from lack of food, though on a death throughout the village of the deceased all domestic fires are extinguished by this caste by throwing water on the hearth. A death not uncommonly breaks the uniform application of rule, and among Kātkaris after a funeral the mourners return to the house of the deceased and each of them deliberately throws water into a fire of cowdung fuel. Ghantichors, Bestars, Dong-Dasaris and Koravas draw the embers of a fire quite away from a hearth before they extinguish them with water. Extinguishing a lamp is usually done by fanning it, or by drawing the wicks aside.

Fire must be preserved from all impure contacts. As sleep is an impure state neither Hindu nor Muhammadan will sleep near fire; a Brahmin will not have a fire in the sleeping-room, and the common practice of extinguishing a fire before going to sleep is a protection of the fire rather than the protection of the sleepers.

One who has just slept must purify himself by a bath before he can approach a fire. If a menstruous woman touches a fire it must be extinguished, all the half-consumed wood must be thrown away, and the hearth must be cleaned with cowdung to make it pure. The Hindu cleans his hearth every day with cowdung; the Muhammadan, who does not think cowdung pure, cleans his whole house with it, saving his place for prayers and his hearth. A pregnant woman must not sit on charcoal or ashes or approach a fire. It is forbidden to spit in fire; the penalty for doing this is a blistered tongue. One cannot relieve nature near fire or approach it after doing this. A fire cannot be stepped over, nor can any one touch it with his feet; the feet cannot even be warmed at a fire, unless so turned that the soles do not face the fire. If a woman throws into fire her hair-combings she loses her hair. The Muhammadan equally strictly avoids throwing in fire cut hair, nail-clippings or any form of ordure.

The power of fire, like other power, must not be destroyed by contact with the ground. A domestic fire usually has its hearth specially prepared, and on this tulsi (Ocimum sanctum) leaves are placed and on these the material of the fire. If a fire has to be lighted hurriedly when travelling, a Hindu will cover the ground with leaves before lighting a fire. A Sindi Muhammadan sprinkles salt on the ground before he lights a fire. In parts of Kanara, leaves of the coconut palm are placed on the ground before lighting the Holi fire. Fire must be preserved from the sun. For all hom the fire is brought covered with a leaf in a plate of copper or brass. The Holi fire, though often to-day lighted in the daytime, should strictly be lighted only after sunset, and its kindling during
the day should cause the burning of the whole village within a year.

A lamp is not placed on the ground either by the Hindu or the Muhammadan. A lamp should not be lighted in the sun, and if an ārī is carried out of doors during the day it must be protected. Elsewhere I have described how fire has to be protected from the impure and dangerous contact of iron.

Fire is associated with fertility. To the presence therein of fire is due the fertility of trees. So also there is fire in water and in the sea. The element of fire in the sea is represented by the mythical creation, Vaśvāgni, which is a devak in one Marāṭhā family. Because there is fire in water, agne ra pah, water can be used in ārī, when a lamp is likely to be blown out. It is so used in the daily worship of gods and when the central figure of a ceremony, such as a bridegroom, makes his first return from a procession or journey, to remove the evil effects of contacts effected by sight. Water can also be used in a hom, av bhārat snān. In the worship of all gods, but in particular Maruti and Venkoba, a pit is dug in front of the temple and filled with water coloured with saffron and a kind of camphor. A bathing abhiśek of the god is then made with the water which is finally sprinkled over those present. Then the image is taken to a well, put in a plate and sprinkled with the water of the well, pāṇi hom, 'water fire'. Any water which remains in the plate is sprinkled over those attending the ceremony. Women without issue have the image held over them as the water is poured over them. The water, as it contains fire, is supposed to foster fertility. The character again of a gift is determined by the return the donor wishes to obtain. In order to obtain issue a light fed with ghee in a gold or silver stand, nilānjana, is given to a priest.

A number of homs are associated with fertility. One hom rarely performed nowadays is the Kuryerīṣi hom in the offering to which rice or barley is added. This hom should be performed before the sowing of a crop and its object is to produce good crops. Another hom, the putrakamēṣṭi, one celebration of which was performed at Sholapur in 1908, betrays its purpose in its name as that of fostering childbirth; this is seldom performed nowadays because of its great expense, and in its stead are substituted the Nāgabālī and Nārāyanbālī. During the marriage ceremony of Hindus, after the lājāhom the bride is taken thrice round the fire and she prays Agni to bless her with children; during the consummation ceremony again two homs, the Suryopasthān and Agnupasthān, are lighted, and these are supposed to make her
enceinte. During the marriage ceremony, Lingāyats carry lighted torches of ingal (Barringtonia acutangula) to the temple of Vir-bhadra, son of Śiva; these torches are worshipped by the bridal pair and then thrown on the roof of the temple with the object of bringing the married pair issue and happiness. On the Hindu New Year’s Day in Belgaum, pits are dug in the open and fire is brought by Mahārs from the patil’s house, and thrown into the pits; women then with a prayer to Agni to give them children throw into the fire halad, kunku and aksat. Childless Vaddar women vow if they get issue to walk through the fire-pit before the temple of their goddess Hulīgevā, on the day of the goddess’s annual car festival. When a Hindu girl reaches puberty, before she is sent to her husband’s house she is made to sit with her husband near a hom; this is supposed to give her issue, gurbhādhān vidhi. Fire is so closely connected with the idea of fertility that it can never be carried by an unmarried girl, but is always carried by a svāśini or married woman, and preferably by one who has borne children.

The Muhammadan also has some practices which are based on a belief that fire fosters fertility. In Sind, if a woman is long without issue she calls many small children and places them all around a fire, feeds them, and asks them to pray that she may have issue. The ashes from the fires maintained at shrines are also brought away, and eaten by women who desire offspring. In the southern parts of the Presidency Muharram is observed by Muhammadans, in many ways not followed by the Muhammadan in Sind, and perhaps in part copied from Hindu practice. One of the principal features of Muharram celebrations in the Deccan and in the Karnāṭak is the digging of a large pit called Alāvā which is filled with fire. After the fall of night Muhammadan women, as also Hindu women, come to the pit with a child in their arms, and holding the child crouch under a cloth spread on their heads, whilst a man shovels on to their head the burning ashes of the fire three times and an assistant brushes away the ashes that cling to the covering before they have time to burn through. The children held by the women in their arms may be children of their own born after the taking of a vow, or borrowed from other women for the occasion. In either case the shovelling on to their heads of the fire, and the other practice of walking through the burning wood ashes, distinctly evidence the belief that fertility is a transferrable attribute of fire.

Fire is the semen of the god Śiva. Tej is a common word for fire as it is for the human seed. The human seed is produced by
the fire latent in the human body. Sacred story relates that Agni, weary of his task of transferring the offerings of men, made in fire, to the gods, sheltered in a pipal-tree (Ficus religiosa). The gods found him and churned him out, on which account Agnihotris produce fire by means of a fire-drill, and women wanting issue go round a pipal-tree both by the right-hand circuit, pradakṣinā, and by the left-hand circuit, apradakṣinā. The sakti of Agni is invoked into the wristlets or kanikan of the bridal pair, and at one Lingāyat marriage I found Agni invoked into the hilgamba. The production of fire by the Agnihotri is spoken of as the birth of a son, and the fire spark is fondled as if it were a baby, but the simile of sexual creation is not applied merely to the fire created by one under a vow of Agnihotra, for the pit or altar constructed for every hom should be measured by the measurements of the yajamān who is called the yoni (Muliere pudendum) of the fire.

The practice of extinguishing a fire in a house when one of its inmates has died, found in many parts of the world, appears in its literal form among some of the more primitive races only of the Presidency. On a death, Vaddars take the fire from the domestic hearth and kindling it outside the house prepare on it a pot of āṇārī gruel. The gruel is taken with the corpse to the burying-ground, and upset on the ground before the body is buried. After preparing the gruel the fire is extinguished, and no fire can be lighted in the house until the mourners return from the funeral, having washed their hands and feet in a tank. Kākarīs on a death, extinguish all fires in the house of the deceased and in the houses of all tribesmen in the village, and allow no fire to be kindled or food taken until the corpse has been buried or burnt. The fire which is taken to the pyre must be freshly prepared as is the custom of many castes. Harauśikārīs also extinguish all fire in their houses throughout the village on the death of a tribesman. Brahmins, Lingāyats, Marāthās, and in the southern parts of the Presidency Muhammadans, do not follow this practice. In Sind when a man dies his household cannot light a fire for three days.

At his marriage the Brahmin bridegroom takes an oath in the presence of fire to maintain Śrotas and Śmārta fires, the former the fire of Agnihotra, and the latter the fire kindled in the Lājāhom at his marriage, which should be maintained as long as the husband and wife are alive, and on the death of either should be put on the pyre. This oath is kept by few to-day, so when an elderly Brahmin dies, who has not maintained a perpetual fire since his marriage, a hom is prepared from the ordinary household fire and from it fire is taken to the pyre, the object of this being to purify
the deceased from his sins. In the Kannätak, Brahmins do not forbid mourners seeing fire, but the persons who actually perform the obsequies are not to see fire; in their absence from the house the necessary cooking is done by others, and the house fire is extinguished daily before these particular mourners return and cannot be relighted before they have taken a bath. If a widower, in the absence of grown-up sons, performs the obsequies of his deceased wife himself, he must not see the household fire on his return from the burning ghat. In general, fire is not polluted by the touch of mourners, nor are they forbidden to see it among the more advanced Hindus. Certain fires, on the other hand, destroy the sutak or contagion, which usually attaches to mourners. Even though the corpse of an Agnihotri remains in the house, the inmates of the house and other relatives of the deceased are not considered impure. Similarly, sutak does not attach, even if they be mourners, to those performing a yajna or other sacrifice; they are not considered mourners so long as they are in the yajnasata. The maintenance of a sacred fire is as the performance of any karma such as a Śrāddha or a marriage; those engaged in such a task are pure until the ceremony is over, when they must bathe and observe mourning. In the case of the death of an Agnihotri, sutak does not arise until his body has been kindled on the pyre.

Fire must not be touched by a girl on her attaining puberty. She cannot also light a lamp, Hindu and Muhammadan enforcing the same prohibition. The room in which she is set apart must not be near the kitchen. The Muhammadan protects many embodiments of kurrat from contact with a woman in her menses, but he allows her to touch fire; the Hindu, on the other hand, will not allow her even to throw water on fire, protecting fire from the virus of her power, viṭāl. For a limited number of days a Hindu woman after the birth of her child is forbidden to touch fire; from the suher or suver, the contagion of birth, fire must be shielded. In some Hindu families the bride for a year after her marriage cannot approach a fire.

It is inauspicious for a Brahmin who has his father alive to touch the ordinary domestic fire, as a Brahmin carries fire for the first time in his life, when he carries it to the pyre on the death of a parent. He should not kindle the ordinary fire for cooking purposes or for heating water. He may, however, kindle and tend the fire of a hom or sacrifice, and during many a sacrament is required to worship fire; he may also carry embers from one hom to another. The carrying of fire to a hom accordingly may be the work of a suśāni, a married woman or of a man. If fire
be taken from a domestic hearth a man cannot touch it and it is brought by a married woman; if the fire be brought from another hom a man may carry it in the absence of a suvāsini. If it be brought from the fire of an Agnihotri it is generally taken from its pit by the Agnihotri himself or by his wife, and then carried by a suvāsini, but it may be carried by a man if there be no married woman available.

The power of fire should not be brought in conflict with certain other manifestations of power. From a utilitarian point of view it may be advisable to run no risks by having fire or a lamp on the threshing-floor near inflammable grain, but the rule that fire or a lamp should not be brought on the floor is based on the idea of a conflict of two saktis. In Gujarāt there seems to be no such idea, and lamps are placed on the pile of grain after threshing, as a protection against spirits. In other parts even to speak of fire is forbidden, and fire when alluded to is spoken of as 'increase' or as 'wind'. Salt must not be thrown in fire save deliberately to scare away spirits. Wool must not be thrown in fire. A Muhammadan will not throw in fire flowers, green leaves, curds or milk, nor will he take the Koran near a fire. A written charm cannot be dried near fire. If milk boils over into fire the evil consequences of a loss of milk and the illness of the cow can be avoided by throwing rice-grain into the fire. Fire should not be carried near fruit-trees in blossom, among sheep or into a cattle-shed. The antipathy of fire to rain means that taking fire out of doors uncovered must be avoided when welcome rain-clouds are gathering, but that rain can be brought to an end when desired by throwing out of doors burning embers or torches. When a Hindu is burnt to death his relatives are advised to erect some water-work, by which the spirit of the dead is, as it were, married to the sakti of water. Should children throw fire carelessly out of doors they urinate in their beds.

It is bad to turn one's back to fire. If fire be taken behind one's back one must look straight at the fire at once or harm will befall one's brother. If fire be carried from one house to another after sunset the house parting with the fire becomes extinct. Fire carried between two persons promotes quarrels. If fire be taken from under a pot of boiling water a child in the house gets a disease of the scalp, and loses its hair. A lamp that burns ground-nut oil must never be placed on the threshold. A lamp must not be bought on a Saturday or an Amāvāsyā; it cannot be lent or given away after sunset. If a lamp goes out while one is eating one must place one's hand on the lamp, remember the sun, rekindle
the lamp and eat what was left of one's food in the dish but no more. A lamp with a wick towards the south brings bad fortune, and a disgraceful person is called in Marathi a 'lamp of the south,' dākṣineśeśa divā. There are Hindus who will never allow others to light their lamps for them.

In Hindu temples sannādīp are kept burning night and day; these must not be of iron, nor must they touch the ground; they are suspended or are placed on stands of wood or brass. They must never go out. Their wicks must be single ones or a lamp may have two or four wicks, no one of which must be turned towards the south. Lamps are lighted when Purāṇa are recited or when jap, 'silent prayer,' is performed, and are not extinguished until the recitation or prayer is finished. At some Muhammadan shrines such as that of Kalandar Shahbaz at Sehwan, of Uderolal in Nawabshah district, and of Shah Abdul Latif Bhitai in the Shahdadpur district, perpetual fires are maintained. These fires represent the kudrat, the hot power of the saint. Wherever the disciples of these saints settle they maintain a fire; this fire can be brought from anywhere, but it must not be kindled in situ with matches. There are shrines, too, such as that of Bachal Shahji Miani near Sukkur, where a lamp is kept and pilgrims give oil for its upkeep for definite periods.

ASHES

Prasād is a term applied to certain things that by contact with divinity or great power have acquired sakti. In the glossary of this book I have mentioned some of the things that fall under this definition. Though the ordinary light kept burning perpetually in a temple, and the sweepings of a temple might reasonably be expected to have acquired sakti, they are not, however, prasād. Now, ashes may be the remains of offerings; they also represent to a Hindu what finally is left after the destruction of the cosmos. They are accordingly prasād, 'the favour of God,' and to them great power is attributed. They remove accumulated sin; they cure disease; they promote wealth; they bring a man's labours to success; they dispel the evils wrought by spirits; they bring moksa or release from reincarnation.

Particular ashes have more than ordinary power. The ashes of the Holi fire avert the pūjā or the evil influence of the planets; afford protection from epidemics; promote the well-being of children; avert evil from crops and from the threshing-floor. Ashes from a potter's kiln are used in many ways. On Sundays they are sprinkled in silence on brinjal and chilly crops to keep
away pests. If a Vaddar is bedstricken, his father or an elderly relative first goes to a temple before sunrise, and then brings home ashes from a blacksmith or from a potter or from both, without speaking to any one. Some of the ashes are then applied to the body of the sick man, and the rest are tied in a cloth to a beam above his bed and from them every day till the following Sunday, some are taken and rubbed on the invalid’s body. Ashes from a potter’s kiln also avert the effects of the evil eye. Potters are reluctant to give their ashes away as they fear a loss of barkat, and so potters’ ashes are usually stolen. Ashes from a potter are mixed with water and given to a pregnant woman to drink should there be any fear of her premature delivery. Before burying a corpse Lingayats take a potter’s ashes and sprinkle round the grave.

Ashes from a pyre are applied to victims of spirit possession; they are administered to the sick to produce sleep; they are mixed with cotton-seed before sowing to ensure a good crop and one free from blight; they are put in a coconut-shell and buried in a cattle-shed to make the cattle healthy; they are rubbed on the bodies of cattle to cure certain diseases or avert the consequences of evil-eye. Contact with ashes from a pyre, it is believed in the Deccan, promotes child-bearing. Some Sūdras who have not the right to use vibhūti store ashes from a pyre, and apply them during worship to their images but not to their own persons.

Ashes from their furnace are applied by goldsmiths every morning before they begin work, to all their instruments and to their own forehead.

The ashes of particular hom, such as Durvahom, are particularly efficacious, but the ashes of all hom are applied to the body as these ashes possess the power of the Vedic mantras recited when the hom were celebrated. Every one who visits a temple of Maruti takes ashes from a vessel kept in the temple, and applies them to his forehead or puts a little in his mouth. Bhairagis apply them to their whole body. Persons who do this secure a lasting protection against spirits and disease. When setting out on a journey, to ensure success in his undertaking, a Hindu will go to a temple of his favourite deity, and taking ashes therefrom will tie them in a corner of his garments. Ashes from a shrine are given to all who visit the shrine and oaths are taken by these ashes, angār.

Some castes use ashes in lieu of cowdung to purify the place where food is taken. To scare away a cobra ashes are strewn all round a house, leaving the circle broken for the cobra to escape;
around a cattle-pen they are strewn to keep away pests. Charmed ashes are used to cure the bite of a scorpion and are blown over a person possessed by spirits; they are given to a child to eat or applied to its body when as a result of evil-eye it cannot eat, or when it cries aimlessly from the persecution of spirits.

For ten days after the birth of a Hindu child a priest repeats mantras over ashes, which are applied to the body of the child to avert evil-eye. When a man is on his death-bed ashes are applied to his feet and hands to create heat. Mantriks use ashes to obtain communion with the dead.

As ashes are applied to images during their worship. Berads, Tulwârs and others use ashes from a pyre for this purpose. Ashes used as vibhûti are applied to the forehead and other parts of the body by Brahmins, exclusive of Vaisnavas, and by Lingâyats. Brahmin saûrinis cannot use ashes, but tonsured widows may do so. Lingâyats believe that vibhûti applied to the forehead effaces the ominous writing of Brahma on the forehead, Brahmalikhit. Smârtas use ashes daily, bhasma, and when their sacred thread is renewed use ashes for a bath, bhasma snân.

The use of ashes to scare away spirits is not confined to the Hindu. In Sind ashes soaked in water are drunk by a Muhammadan when possessed by spirits.

The hearth and its ashes are to the Sindi Muhammadan intimately associated with the concept of kudrat. When a hearth is broken he throws it into water. There are three points to a hearth called mûrang. If one of these be broken it is repaired at once or preserved carefully, for if it should fall into the hands of an enemy, he could destroy the peace of the household by writing on it the names of the family members, and then breaking the mûrang into pieces. A Muhammadan is reluctant to give ashes or embers from his fire to kindle another, from fear of losing bârkat thereby. Through ashes strewn on her way he can bring a woman under his control; he can by throwing ashes into the house of another for a period of forty days bring the other all the effects of a curse; contrariwise, if the ashes of his fire be stolen by an enemy he will suffer from the latter's evil magic. A Muhammadan woman when enceinte is not allowed to sit on ashes, because of the evil that may be done to her in malice through the ashes.

**LAMPS**

There are several terms used to describe the waving of things in front of a person to avert evil. Nicchâear is the waving of coconuts, money and other things in front of a person in order
to avert evil, especially the evil of the eye; these things so waved are usually given to a corpus vile. Paracchan is the driving away of spirits; in this rite rice-cakes and other things are waved round the victim with small lighted wicks; chillies, too, are put on burning embers and after being waved are thrown far away. Nivāli is a waving of cooked rice, salt, pepper, and other things in front of a person or in front of the goddess Kali to ward off evil; among the articles waved are sometimes small lighted wicks.

Besides these, there is the waving of a lamp or ārti (ovālāni). This can be performed with water as well as with fire as there is fire in water. The object of waving ārti is ariṣṭa nivāran, to ward off evil, and īṣṭa prāpti, ‘to obtain bārkat’, for bārkat comes when evil has been averted. Among Lingāyats when a man dies, his wife waves ārti round his dead body whilst it still lies in the house, so that the deceased may not become an evil spirit.

Ārti is usually waved by suvāsinīs, that is by married women. Suvāsinīs wave it round the bridegroom when he reaches the confines of the bride’s village; round the bridal pair at the moment akṣat is thrown upon them; at the end of the lājāhom, suvāsinīs of the bridegroom’s relations wave it round the bridal pair, and after the Mangalsnān, suvāsinīs from among the relatives of the bride wave it round the bride and bridegroom. The Brahmin does not wave it round his devak, but those castes that have the hālgamba wave ārti round it in the temple where it is first worshipped, and place it near the hālgamba in the marriage mandaḷap. At a birth married women wave ārti round the child and the mother; around the child only immediately it is born and round both the child and mother after the child’s navel-cord has been cut. At the tonsure ceremony and again at the thread ceremony ārti is waved round the child.

Ārti is used daily in the worship of the kul devatā. It is waved round standing crops and round the pile of grain on the threshing-floor; it is waved round a newly purchased animal. It is waved over a river when it is worshipped. Amongst Lingāyats and non-Brahmins a month after the birth of her child a mother goes to a river and waves ārti. Before a Lingāyat marriage water is brought from a river for the mangalsnān of the bridal pair, and at this time suvāsinīs worship the river and wave ārti. On Karka Sankramaṇa, Brahmins go to a river and suvāsinīs wave ārti.

Ārti is waved over the site to be executed for a new well. It is waved in front of trees. When an Agniḥotṛi cuts his twigs of aśvath to produce fire he waves ārti round the tree and asks its forgiveness. It is waved round an aśvath tree whenever it is
worshipped on an Anuvāsyā coinciding with a Monday. During the whole month of Kārttik it is waved round the tulsi daily before sunrise because Viṣṇu then manifests himself in the plant in a greater degree than usual. It is waved on the twelfth of the same month when the tulsi is married to Kṛṣṇa. On the twelfth of the bright half of Aṣāḍha it is waved round the tulsi in the evening because Viṣṇu that evening retires to rest. On the full-moon day of Kārttik it is waved round the dhatri (Phyllanthus emblica) because Viṣṇu then manifests himself in that tree. Śiva manifests himself in the bilva tree (Aegle marmelos) on the fourteenth of the dark half of Māgh, so Lingāyats wave ārtī round the tree at this time, whilst those who have vowed to do so do this every Monday. Śmārt Brahmins wave ārtī round the atti tree (Ficus glomerata) on the full-moon day of Mārgaśīra because Dattātreyā manifests himself in the tree on that day. In this waving of ārtī both men and women join, an exception to the usual practice which confines the waving of ārtī to married women.

On Narakaśāturmā during Divālī, ārtī is waved round the whole family and friends. It is waved round a sannyāsi who comes as a guest; round a child when it is named and on every annual birthday of the child until it attains the age of ten or twelve, and again when it is first given solid food.

An ārtī can never be lighted by a widow, though she could light an ordinary lamp. In all auspicious ceremonies, mangalkārya, it consists of two small pots, not unlike egg-cups, called nilānjan placed on a dish or tāmhan. Each nilānjan has two wicks placed across the top of the pot so as to point towards the four cardinal points. One nilānjan only is used when a lamp is waved over the dead. An ārtī is supposed to contain all śakti, but if a nilānjan is shaken out of its plate and the light goes out, the śakti of the ārtī is lost, and death comes to some member of the family using it. When an ārtī has been waved before a sacred image it acquires śakti from the image, and is considered prasād, whereas touching a lamp, nandātip, kept burning constantly in a temple would not give the worshipper the prasād of the deity.

Ārtī is waved before a single image. On the thirteenth day of the obsequies it is waved round the chief mourner and round him alone. With these exceptions ārtī cannot be waved round anything that is single. When a girl attains puberty and ārtī is waved before her, she is required to hold a doll, or in Kanara a coconut to represent a second person. When a bridegroom, a returned traveller or a pilgrim is honoured with ārtī, a girl or a boy is required to sit with him or stand by his side.
As the Muhammadan considers it inauspicious to wave a lamp round the head he has no practice parallel to this waving of ārī by the Hindu. A Muhammadan will not even wave a lighted stick lest he suffer from an excess of urine.

Soot formed on a finger when this is put in the flame of an ārī is used to avert evil-eye and spirits. Lingāyats apply such soot to the forehead of a child on each of its first eight birthdays; it is applied to the bridal pair, to the boy at his thread ceremony; it is daubed on the central pillar or on a wall of a house entered upon for the first time; it is also rubbed on the bodies of cattle.

Besides the special form of lamp, the ārī, which is so prominent a feature of Hindu ritual, lamps are used on many an occasion to avert evil. In sānti ceremonies when a bāli is offered to gods or spirits to avert anticipated evil it contains in its usual form, cooked rice, black gram and a lamp. This lamp is waved round the yaṣjamīn and his wife and perhaps round his children also, and is then taken to a river without its touching the ground, by a man who must not look back as he goes, and behind whom others sprinkle water. During Divālī young boys take a lamp in a basket of leaves and wave it before the bullocks saying, 'Idā pidā jodīga yeṭṭina pidā holī dūti hogali', 'May evil with that of the oxen go beyond the river'. In Kanara among the Hālakki, Vakkals, the Devurs, Ambīgers, Madiswals and others there is a rite called Taḷiḷe bāṭṭalu, to which corresponds a rite among Haviks called Bittakkī. The Taḷiḷe bāṭṭalu is a copper plate containing rice, a pot of water with a mango-twig inside it and a coconut as a cover, and a light fed with oil. This plate has to be carried by the sisters of the bride and groom wherever the bridal pair go, from the beginning to the end of the marriage ceremony, and its object is to avert evil in general, and in particular evil-eye. In the Karnāṭak and in Kanara is another rite called Airani. Five squares one within another are drawn with aḷṣat of five colours; at the four corners of the outside square and at the centre of all the squares are placed five kalaṣas, each with a covering plate on which is a light. The Airani is walked round five times by five persons, namely the bridal pair and the parents and the uncle of the bride. At a marriage among Ruddis, after aḷṣat has been thrown on the bridal pair, a common feast is held (bhūm). At this twenty to twenty-five plates of cakes (holīga) are served, and on many of these lights are lighted. A more general custom on the last day of the marriage, is for the parents of the bride to make a gift to the bridegroom's father of sixteen winnowing-fans, containing cakes of flour on which small lights are lighted.
In the Panch Mahals a lamp is placed on the pile of grain on the threshing-floor as a protection against spirits; in the Konkan with the same object a small lamp of flour is lighted on the grain, vās, after sunset. Around the lamp used in the Panch Mahals four other small lamps are arranged according to the cardinal points. A betelnut wrapped in cloth and burning ground-nut oil is used as a lamp, and tied to the post in the marriage mandap to which the Marāthā devak is attached. Kātkaris place a lamp near the buried navel-cord of a child. A lamp made of wheaten flour with a wick of cotton burning in ghee is one of the ingredients of a pardi offering before or after the grain on the threshing-floor is measured. A lamp burns night and day in the innermost part of a temple, and the room in which a woman has just given birth to a child is protected for several days by a lamp. In all these cases protection is provided against evil spirits.

In the conception of power, and the correlation of good and evil, as Indian thought pictures it, it is not difficult to find some inconsistency, as manifestations of power are used to avert an evil from which they are not themselves immune. Water is used to avert spirits, yet water is haunted by spirits; trees are susceptible to evil-eye, yet trees and their parts are used to avert the evil of the eye. There is the same contradiction in the use of fire to avert spirits, for fire is haunted by spirits. The Muhammadan believes that jinn were created from fire, and that ashes are the food of spirits, and that burning the homes of men is at times the sport of spirits. The Hindu finds the presence of spirits betrayed by sudden fires appearing in the jungle, near water or on the seashore; he forbids children playing with fire after sunset lest spirits, kolli deel, 'torch spirits', play with it. A Muhammadan again takes great care at a funeral to leave no light or fire near the grave lest a spirit should enter the grave. Sleeping near fire is regarded as dangerous by both the Hindu and the Muhammadan because of the presence of spirits. On the other hand, fire in many ways scares away spirits.

After the ḍājahom at a marriage a lemon is put at the end of a sword or knife and held in the flame of a lamp placed on the head of the bride’s mother. The soot formed on the lemon is applied to the cheeks of the bridal pair to avert spirits and is called Sindopa. The waving of ārī prevents a dead person becoming a spirit, and as we have already seen, lamps and ashes are used in many ways to avert spirits. In the Karnataka on a birth, a cup of wheat flour if the infant be a girl, and of copra nut if the child be a boy, is placed in front of the mother and baby. The cup has
four wicks fed with ghee; the knife with which the navel-cord of
the child was severed is held over the wicks, and the soot forming
on the blade and on the lemon stuck at the end of it, is applied
to the eyes of the mother and child to scare away spirits. Kali
or Adive Koravas bury their dead; one mourner carries a pot of
water round the grave and another following makes holes in it
with a scythe; then a large stone is placed near the head of the
dead and on this the pot is smashed. Fire is also taken in a new
earthen pot to the grave and after the burial is thrown near the
big stone, with the object of keeping away spirits, and to further
this object the more fragrant things are burnt in the fire.

Hulusorog or 'milk-disease' in jvāri and sugar-cane is attributed
to the activity of spirits. On a Thursday or Sunday, therefore, at
midnight an exorcist or a strong-minded person carries through
and round the fields a torch of cotton and hemp, and the disease
is supposed in the Karnaṭak to vanish within a week.

When a lamp is lighted for the first time every evening some
Hindus repeat a Sanscrit verse, 'Let good come; good health and
wealth; let there be no enmity in us. We salute the lighted wick.'
This is said with covered head and hands joined in benediction;
the young children in the house then bow to the family gods, and
then to their elders. In the Karnaṭak Muhammadans also salaam
the lamp at lighting-time.

THE AGNIHOTRĪ

In strict theory every Brahmin should take the vow of Agnihotra,
to maintain a perpetual fire, but the actual number of those who
do so is comparatively small, as in the ordinary occupations of
life it is impossible to observe the many restrictions that are placed
on the conduct of those who take the vow.

Before a man can take this vow he and his wife must be ritually
pure, and to ensure this they perform a Prayascita called Sarva-
prayascita, and perform also three hom ceremonies called respecti-
lively Kūśmand hom, Gān hom, and Varjā hom, all of which are an
atonement for any omission of observances in the past. This
purification ritual lasts a whole day. On the next day the first
rites of Agnihotra really begin. First of all the man and his wife
celebrate Punyāhanācana. This ceremony is performed by Brahm-
mins at the beginning of every auspicious ceremony (mangalkārya)
and is an invocation of divine blessing. First of all the god Gânpaṭi is invoked into a coconut or betelnut. Then a site is
embellished with stone powder (rāŋgoli) and on it is placed a plan-
tain leaf; on this in turn rice is spread and on this again two
water-pots or kalaśas containing water, leaves of five trees, pancepallava, seven kinds of earth, five kinds of gems and gold. On top of the kalaśas are placed two gold, silver or copper dishes containing rice (pūruṣapātra). In each dish is put a coconut and these nuts are worshipped by the man and his wife, after invoking the sakti of the god Varuṇa into each coconut. This is followed by the yajaman and his wife offering libations of water to all gods and demi-gods, and invoking their blessing on the ceremony contemplated; finally, one of the priests present pronounces a blessing on the yajaman, and after dismissing the kalaśas takes water from them and sprinkles over the yajaman and his wife.

The next step taken by the Agnihotrī, and this with the aid of his wife, is the installation of Nāndi, Nāndisthāpan, that is the worship of Nandini, Nalini, Umā, Maitrī, Paśvardhini and Sastragarbha. He next makes a hom, Śmaṭī Sudhi hom, from the fire of the Lājāhom which he has tended since his marriage. This fire ought to be maintained by all Brahmins from the day of their marriage; it is not produced by attrition but taken from the family hearth by the yajaman’s wife. Actually few Brahmins maintain this Śmaṭīagni from their marriage, and when later they maintain it have to produce it by attrition. After the celebration of this hom the Agnihotrī shaves completely and bathes. He then himself cooks rice on the fire of the hom, and feeds four priests with the rice and with milk which is called Brahmodan; then he heats the arani pieces of wood over the same fire and puts them aside. Taking half of the fire he puts it in a pit dug in the south-eastern corner of his room and extinguishes the rest of the fire with water (Śrotiyāgar). This is followed by a meal with his wife in which spices and salt are avoided, the meal consisting of cooked rice and cow’s milk only. The next day he rises about three in the morning; he bathes, as does his wife, and priests are invited and allotted parts to perform.

Assisted by the priests, the man and his wife proceed to produce fire by means of a fire-drill. The upper drill of this instrument, the uttarārani and the block in which it works, the adharami, must be from a pipal (Ficus religiosa) tree that has grown with a śamī tree (Prospis spicigera). Such a tree is called Śamīgarbha, ‘born from the womb of the śamī’, the śamī being considered female and the pipal male. The adharami is called yompātra, emblematic of the female principle, and in length is one cubit of the yajaman, and four to five inches in diameter; the śamī wood is used for the adharami and the wood of the pipal for the drill. This idea of sexual union is not confined to the process of making
fire by friction. The pestle of an oil-press is made of sagli (Schleichera trijuga), the lac tree, and the mortar of undi (Calophyllum inophyllum), the Alexandrian laurel, and of these the former is considered male and the latter female. In Sind the component parts of a sugar-cane press are similarly regarded as male and female.

The wood that holds the drill is called mantha, and the horizontal beam above it upamantha, and both these are made from tere wood, a species of cedar. The upper end of the mantha, where it fits into the beam, should be tipped with copper, but in practice it has an iron tip in violation of the strict rule forbidding the use of iron.

It is essential that the attrition should be begun by the man and his wife. A coir string is used to make the drill revolve and this is held by the Agnihotri's wife. Shavings of pipal-wood are kept near to feed the fire. If fire is not soon made, the failure is attributed to the immorality of the Agnihotri and his wife, who must memorize their immoral acts and make a loud recital of them before all who are present. The production of the fire is the birth of a son to the Agnihotri; the fire spark is at once captured in a copper dish, fondled as a child and fed with pipal-shavings, and dry cowdung cakes. Sandal-wood or the wood of the jack tree may also be used at first, but later any wood may be used except mango and Strychnos nux vomica. When the fire has caught the shavings it is put in a pit, and a hom is prepared with nine kinds of grain and ghee, and from this hom a second hom is prepared in a second pit called daksinā or 'southern'. All the ceremony up to this point must be completed before sunrise, for
if longer time be taken, all the rites are vitiated and must be commenced again from the beginning. A third homa is made in the āhavaniya pit with fire taken from the second pit, and in this offerings of ghee are made just at the moment when the sun is half-above the horizon.

The first fire is the store of Agni; the Gārhapatya, 'the government of a house', is in the western part of the fire-room; the eastern pit is square, the Āhavaniya, 'that which is used for invoking'; that on the south is semicircular, the Dakṣānaagni. The southern pit is for offerings to the pīra, the square one for
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*Fig. 119.*
The dotted line from the Acamanathan to the Yajamanathan is the path taken by the Agnihotri, who alone can cross the Vedika.

worship of the gods, and the principal pit for that of their consorts. The first and third fires are called the son and grandson of the second fire.

During the whole of these rites the Agnihotri and his wife are preserved from contact with the ground, for they sit on kuśa grass or the skin of an antelope; they are forbidden to use wooden pāṭ, so familiar a means of insulation. The araṇi and adharaṇi are placed on the same kind of āasan; these are kept by the Agnihotri and his wife for life; if they be lost a purificatory prayascitta is necessary and the process of creating fire has to be
begun again. When either the Agnihotri or his wife dies the pieces are buried with the deceased.

It is imperative that the Agnihotri should have a wife. His wife not only assists in the turning of the fire-drill when the fire is created, but she prepares the rice of the meals, and it is she who finishes the worship of each day, as the last water used therein is put in her hand and she lets it fall to the ground. When the Agnihotri performs special sacrifices on full-moon and new-moon days a girdle of manja grass is tied round the waist of his wife (mekhalabandh). The Agnihotri cannot eat any food prepared by a woman other than his wife and, according to some, his daughter-in-law. If his wife die an Agnihotri can marry again, but until he does so cannot tend his sacred fire.

There are many occasions when Hindu ritual demands that the yajaman should have living a wife; without a wife he is, as it were, mutilated and therefore loses sakti. In all the sixteen sanskār excluding the obsequial ones, in eratas or vows, and in sānis the declaration of the yajaman's object in performing the ceremony, the sankalpa, requires that the yajaman should have a wife. In Punyākhaścana, or the invocation of divine blessing at the beginning of all auspicious ceremonies, a wife is necessary. The sacrificial hom in many a rite must be celebrated by husband and wife; while the man offers oblations to the fire the wife must touch his hand and when the fire is dismissed it must be dismissed by both of them. Many of the ceremonies following a birth must be performed by the father and his wife together; in the Jātakarma the husband puts drops of honey and ghee into the mouth of his new-born child resting on the mother's lap. In the Niśkrāmana ceremony the woman who has just become a mother must be accompanied to a temple by her husband; in Annāprāśan both the husband and wife should give the child its first food. At the tonsure of a child, Caul, the father cuts the hair of the child whilst the mother gathers the hair cuttings and mixes them in cowdung before throwing them away. At a thread ceremony or at a marriage a pot of water is taken and in it is placed a smaller pot with a small hole in it. The time the small pot takes to fill and sink is called a ghatikā, a period of twenty-four minutes, and a number of ghatikā are counted from sunrise, a finger impression being made with wet buku on the wall to memorize each count. This method of measuring time decides the auspicious moments for celebrating the important rites of these ceremonies. The installation of the two pots, the Ghatikāpātra-sthāpan, must be done by a man and his wife together. Kanyādān, or the gift of the bride
to the bridegroom, must be formally made by a relative of the bride with his wife. In the worship again of implements both husband and wife should join, though some tribes will not allow their wives to join in the worship of their implements on Amāvāsyā. The Marāṭhā devak is brought back from the temple to the marriage mandap by the yajamān and his wife with their clothes tied together.

In all these ceremonies the essential requirement is that the yajamān should actually be a married man with a wife living. Though when present the wife is allotted certain specific duties, the absence of the wife from participation in the rites can be condoned, but the husband must take a proxy, āvarana, to represent his absent wife. In Gujarāt, if the wife be absent, the husband takes a doll dressed in a woman's clothes to represent her; in the Deccan he places a supāri-nut in his waist-cloth, or puts somewhere near him an ornament of his wife. If a widower wishes to perform his daughter's marriage and has no married relative available to instal Nāndi, he does the installation himself, taking an areca-nut to represent his wife.

The conduct of an Agnihotri after taking his vow is regulated by a whole code of minute restrictions. He is not allowed to go on pilgrimage. He can leave his sacred fire to the care of any member of his family, but must return home every Pūrṇimā and Amāvāsyā. These are the last days of the two fortnights of the month; they are days for the purification of Agni polluted during the intervening days, and on these days the Agnihotri must shave, and without calling any guests offer rice and milk to the fire. The opening days of the succeeding fortnights which follow these days are called Pratipada, and are days on which the Agnihotri is to make special offerings of rice flour and ghee, Īṣṭi, 'desire', to the fire in the presence of guests and invited priests. Besides this he must cut his kuśa grass himself on two varying Amāvāsyā in the year (kuśagrahānam, 'taking kuśa'); the knife with which he does this must be kept by him alone and sharpened by himself. With this knife sanctified when he took his vow he cut the notch in the adharaṇī. The Agnihotri uses kuśa grass (Poa cynosuroides) for many purposes. He spreads it round his fire-pits; places his vessels and other things on this grass; the broom with which he sweeps his fire-room or śrotāryāgār must be made from this same grass; he uses it as a cover to his various vessels, as an āṣaṇ for himself and his wife, and with it sprinkles his offerings on the fire. He must cut this grass in a north-eastern direction from his village. The utensils of an Agnihotri include a ladle to serve ghee; a second vessel of the shape of a bird's head with a beak
used to hold ghee; a dish out of which Brahma represented by a
priest takes his share of food, and a small cart in which the
Agnihotri and his wife are supposed to go to and return from the
abode of the dead, Indraloka. These utensils (svaś, svaśa, prasit-
raharaś, ākata) are all made of tere wood.

His sacred fire an Agnihotri cannot give away, but when offerings
to it are complete he can lend fire from it for use in a thread
ceremony, or in the Upakarma ceremony that follows this after an
interval of a year. He cannot accept gifts nor can he eat parāmn
or food offered by others. He is not to wear leather shoes, though
he may wear wooden ones; he cannot sleep on a bed but on a
mattress of straw, cane or bamboo or on the skins of deer. The
selling of things he has made is forbidden him; he must avoid
meat and salt and cannot share in a Śrāddha meal. Before ever
making fire he must maintain chastity for three days, shave and
take pancaśeṣa, that is the five gifts of a cow, milk, curds, ghee,
urine and dung. His own measurements must decide the lay-out
of the fire-pits in his fire-room. He may have a knot in his sacred
thread, but cannot wear torn garments repaired by stitching or
knotting together. These restrictions in general enforce the
avoidance of acts which reduce sakti.

There is no sutak or impurity attaching to the corpse of an
Agnihotri, and others can touch it without pollution until it has
been placed on the pyre, and this has been kindled with fire taken
from his sacred fire. On the death of an inmate of his house the
other inmates and their relatives are not impure, even though the
corpse be still in the house; the Agnihotri, however, cannot tend
his fire, and as it is forbidden to extinguish his sacred fire deliberately,
allows it to die out, rekindling it by means of his fire-drill after
the period of mourning is over. The three fires of the Agnihotri,
his sacred fire as distinct from his household fire, must be protected
from certain impure contacts. They must not be touched by a
dog, monkey, crow, jackal, by a Śādāra, a sinner, a woman in menses,
or even by a woman within ten days of the birth of her child.
The touch of these animals and persons would also destroy the
sakti in the arāṇi sticks and render them useless.

At the beginning of all hom celebrations aksat is kept on a leaf
near the fire, and some of this is applied by the yajaman to his
forehead to get sakti by a transfer of the sakti of the fire. An
Agnihotri can transfer the sakti of his fire; when he leaves home
for some days he sometimes takes the sakti of the fire to himself
and believes it accompanies him on his journey. He heats both
his palms in the fire as he repeats certain mantras and then rests
them on his chest, making a transfer of *sakti*; this is called *Atmāropana*.

Afterwards, when rekindling fire, he takes some *samidhas* or sacred sticks and brings them in contact with his chest; he recites mantras and kindles the twigs with fire which is supposed to be the fire the *sakti* of which he had transferred to himself. If during the period that he bears the *sakti* of the fire, he swims in a river, a tank or the sea, touches a woman in menses or one within ten days of her delivery, or a Śūdra, he loses his *sakti*. Like every other worshipper he may also preserve the fire of a particular *hom* by transferring its *sakti* to sticks of pipal which he heaps on the fire, and then preserves, extinguishing the *hom* itself. When these sticks are kindled later they are supposed to have the *sakti* of the original *hom*. The transfer of the *sakti* of the *hom* to the sticks is called *Samitsamāropana*, and the process by which this power is again conjured from the wood is called *Pratyavrhana*.

On Āśvin sud Pūrṇimā the *Agnihotri* pounds fresh ears of the new crops, usually rice, and making preparations from them, offers them to his fire and feeds Brahmins. This is called *Agrāyaṇi* or *Navānbhojan*, 'eating the new food'.

**FIRE AND POWER**

Fire in many cases is unable to harm power. In describing measures taken to test whether a man is stricken with evil-eye, I have given two examples of the inability of fire to destroy other power. The Sindi Muhammadan, to make this test, ties thread round a stone, recites over it Koranic verses and throws into fire. If there be actually present the power of evil-eye the thread will not burn so long as it remains tied to the stone, in contrast to the way articles waved round a person stricken with evil-eye are usually burnt. The Hindu takes a pounding stone some six inches long and ties black cotton threads round it and after waving over the sick man, throws it into fire. In this case also the thread whilst attached to the stone will not burn, if the sick man be really affected by *drṣṭi*.

Fiction which pursues the exotic and unusual has made familiar some of the practices of India, in which the celebrant demonstrates his immunity from being harmed by fire. Such demonstration

---

1. *Aropanama* is applied to the transfer of *sakti* in the throwing of *akṣat* on the bridal pair, *akṣatropas*; to the installation of the *guḍā* pole in which the *sakti* of Garuda is invoked, and the poles installed at car festivals, *sambhūropas*; to the first pillar of a house into which the *sakti* of Vastupati is invoked, *sambhūropas*; the repetition of mantras in the ear of another is *maṇḍūropas*; the invocation of the *sakti* of Kāma into damanaka grass is called *damanakāropas*; throwing the burden of a sin on to another is *dusāropas*. 
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that the celebrant possesses a power transferred from a deity, which renders fire innocuous to hurt him, is more common than is usually supposed. In the Karnātak is a ceremony called guṇḍaḷa, performed by some Lingāyat families, by devotees of Śiva called puravanta, and by some Brahmins and others who have Virbhadrā as their family god. It is usually performed during or after a marriage ceremony. The elders of a family take a large and shallow earthen pot filled with earth, and on the earth kindle large pieces of camphor. This pot is then given to the principal member of the family who carries it on his head to the temple of Virbhadrā, accompanied in procession by the women-folk of the family bearing small kalāsas of water and burning camphor. The celebrant then enters the temple and worships the god and on his exit walks through a pit of burning camphor dug outside the temple. As he walks through the fire he holds in his arms an image of the god. He accomplishes this walk through fire without harm, thanks to his possessing the sakti of Śiva. His immunity from harm is supposed to demonstrate that without the power of Śiva, fire itself has no power, as Śiva proved one time when in anger he destroyed a sacrifice on its way to the gods through fire. A vivid emphasis of the celebrant’s possession of power is given by the practice of sprinkling over his head, milk and ghee when he removes the pot of burning camphor, and of extinguishing the fire within the pot in the same way, for the milk and ghee are used to cool the hot sakti of the celebrant.

At Benhal in the Ron taluka of the Dharwar district a jatra or fair is held occasionally at the temple of Huldewar. A feature of the fair is that a large Agnikunda or fire-pit is prepared and pāyas, or rice boiled with water, jaggery and coconut juice is offered as naivedya to the goddess. Before this offering is actually made one of the pujāris puts both his hands into the vessel of boiling khīr, and takes out some of its contents in his joined palms and puts in a plate. The khīr taken out in this way forms the naivedya. Having done this the pujāri then throws ghee into the fire-pit, goes round the pit three times, jumps into it and crosses it. His example is followed by others who have taken vows, but these wear clothes which have been made wet. Protected by the sakti he has received from the goddess the pujāri escapes harm. The wearing of wet clothes is quite a common feature in Hindu ritual; still wet from a bath these clothes ensure ritual cleanliness, and in the case now described, are not intended to prevent the fire burning the celebrants, save in so far as ritual cleanliness ensures immunity.

At Gadag the pujāri of the goddess Udaçāva walks through
burning embers. On the final day of the Navrāṭri festival called Kaudi one of the pujārīs at the temple of Aryadurgā at Ankola, that of Kalyayini at Avuresa, of Mahāmai at Sadaśīvagad and of Śanterikamaksi at Kunta, takes out cakes from boiling oil with his bare hands and this without harm.

An annual fair is connected with the Malkarjun temple at Kanakon in the Goa State. Rice is offered as caru to the deity and is prepared in this unusual way. Three of the pujārīs lie or sleep on the ground with their heads almost touching, but leaving a triangular space between. Their heads are then used as a hearth; fire is kindled between them and on their heads is placed a pot in which the rice is boiled. The pujārīs escape all harm unless there be some impurity of man or thing in the vicinity, in which case the heat becomes intolerable, and the cooking has to be stopped.

At Mavinok in the Dharwar district is a temple of Maruti. On the day following Gudhipādeśa, the New-Year day of the Śālvāhāna era, early in the morning the palanquin of the god is taken out preceded by the pujārī bearing a lighted lamp. When the palanquin returns the bearers and some of those who have accompanied it walk some few yards over the levelled and burning embers of a fire.

Muhammadans have the same belief that fire is unable to harm kudrat. In Sind stories are common of the burning of houses in which nothing escaped save a Koran, or of that of shrines in which only the tomb escaped. The power of some shrines is an insurance against hell-fire, whilst many Sayads claim that fire cannot harm them, and step over fire or dip their hands into boiling water. In the southern parts of the Presidency the men who bear during Muharram the panjā, models representing the hands of 'Ali the fourth caliph, are credited with sacred kudrat which enables them to walk over fire, or hold red-hot balls of iron between their teeth without harm. Muhammadans believe that if the fat of a frog be applied to a twig of the fig-tree which is a tree of Paradise and full of kudrat, and this be buried in the hearth, no fire will burn on the hearth and nothing can be cooked over it.

In contrast to the belief of Muhammadans that fire does not harm great kudrat, the Hindu thinks that if one of his temples be burnt, the image therein loses its sakti and a fresh invocation of power and a new installation is called for.

**HOLI**

_Holi_ is the great fire-festival of Western India observed by Hindus at the full moon of the month of Phālgun, or as it is sometimes
called in the Deccan, Śimqā. Like other Pūrnimā or full-moon
days Holī is a day of sakti, a pārvekāl and, as at other such times,
al acts which destroy sakti must be avoided during Holī. All
forms of himsā must be avoided. There must be no grinding;
no sweeping; no washing; oil must not be pressed; crops must
not be reaped nor fruit cut and shaving is forbidden. Like other
pārvekāl, Holī is followed by a period of danger which is called kari.

Another feature of the celebration of Holī is that it cannot be
held if it coincides in time with certain auspicious ceremonies, or
falls within a certain interval from these. The fair of a deity is a
celebration of a divine marriage; a jatra is a kalyānostana, a
ceremony the object of which is kalyān or welfare, and no Holī
fire can be lighted on a day which is the date for such a jatra.
For a year after a marriage, again, inauspicious acts which might
imperil the barks of the marriage are avoided. During this period
the bridegroom cannot attend a funeral; the thread ceremony as
one of importance less than that of a marriage cannot be performed;
even the Śraiddha rite which celebrates the anniversary of the
death of a kinsman is modified, if it falls within this year, and in
lieu of the ordinary food prepared for this ceremony the food of
a joyous feast is prepared. The celebration of Holī is among the
acts tabooed for a period after a marriage, as also after a thread
ceremony and even after a death. If either a marriage, a thread
ceremony or a death has occurred within the year in any house-
hold, that household cannot burn its private Holī.

There are two accounts of the meaning of the Holī festival, and
the practices of to-day, particularly in the Karnāṭak, where the
variation of custom is greater than in the Deccan or the Konkan,
seem to be based in confusion on these two accounts. According
to one story, Tārakāsura the son of Tripurāsura became too power-
ful and lorded it like a tyrant over the gods and celestial beings,
who realized that his power could be checked only by Śudanana
the unborn son of the god Śiva. They therefore requested Kāma,
the god of love and his consort Rati, to go to Śiva and rouse in
him and his consort Pārvatī the fire of love. Kāma, with his
wife, accordingly went to Śiva and found him performing penance
in the company of Pārvatī. Rati was able to inflame Pārvatī,
but when Kāma stood before Śiva, before he could inflame the
god he opened his eyes, and angry at the disturbance of his penance
burnt Kāma to ashes with a glance of fire from his third eye.
Then the followers of Śiva clamoured loudly and shouted abuse,
whereupon Śiva restored Kāma, but ordered that his punishment
of the god of love should be commemorated annually by the burning
of Kāma’s image, and that all who did this should secure escape from the evils that beset them. The second story explains the festival as the scaring away by abuse of a demoness Dhundhi, whose habit it is to bring various diseases to children and the young.

In the Kānṭhak there are two distinct forms of celebration connected with Kāma. There is one called Mejin Kāma, ‘playing Kāma’. This consists in installing two big images of the god of love and his consort in a mandap; before these for five days after their installation there is dancing and the singing of obscene songs, until the night of Holi Hunsrī when the images are worshipped and deposited, sometimes after a processional march, in the house of the hakdar, or person with the inherited right to their custody, till the next year. The second form of celebration which presents great confusion of ideas, is the Sudo-Kāma, the burning of Kāma.

Three months before Holi a site is chosen for the burning of Kāma’s image, and is cleansed and sprinkled with water. Then every Sunday till Holi a party of men go out for shikar; the first expedition with this object being made on the day following the Sankramana called Kari. On their way to the jungle the men worship an ari tree (Bauhinia racemosa) and place near it their guns, their instruments and even their sticks and scythes, and worship them. When the first animal is shot this victim and the successful hunter are worshipped in the jungle; a procession is formed, women wave ārī round the victim of the chase and the hunters, and the slain animals are all placed on the site where Kāma’s image is to be burned later. The blood of the slain animals is collected in a tin, and a small spot of blood is daubed on the doors of all the leading men in the village, and a communal feast is made from the flesh of the victims. These formalities are observed only on the first Sunday when the expeditions begin, and are not followed on the succeeding Sundays.

The night before Holi people gather and to the accompaniment of music visit every house in the village, and demand old clothes which are taken to the house of a hakdar, whose inherited right it is to burn the image of Kāma. The hakdar presents the people with a bamboo which they take to the village carpenter who from the bamboo and from straw fashions an image of a man without a head. The old clothes are then washed and dressed round the headless image, and this is left in the house of the hakdar. Next morning, that is actually on Holi, a man is sent with a coconut to a painter who makes a head of earth and paints it and gives to the carpenter to attach to the image. Once again a procession
is formed; a coronet or bāsing is taken to the site of the pyre, and coconuts and food are offered to the site. Wood, cowdung cakes and old baskets are stolen from all and sundry and at night thrown near the image. On the next day, called Pratipada, and also known as Kari, the image is burnt about noon in general, though there is much local variation in the time and the day when this is done.

There is boisterousness enough at Hoḷi. Donkeys are ridden till they are exhausted and broken tins are tied to their tails; stamps bearing lewd words are freely used to mark the clothes of onlookers. The stealing, however, of fuel for the pyre is not another example of wantonness. In rites which have as their object the barking of the community at large, stealing is a common feature. Not only the fuel used at Hoḷi but the fire itself is stolen; Mahār boys steal the fire with which the first pyre is lighted and from this pyre all the other pyres must be lighted. At the festival of the demon Kolloppa at Humpī the materials of the pyre are stolen. In rites intended to control rain, stealing is again a recurring feature. The barking which accrues from stealing I will deal with later; a thing given bestows barking not on the recipient of the gift but on the donor, and in communal rites it is essential that the benefit of the rites should fall not to any private individual but to the community at large. In communal rites, accordingly, theft is quite a common feature.

After the head of Kūna’s image falls, coconuts are thrown into the fire and then extracted; the first coconut rescued from the fire is given to the hakdār, who breaks it in pieces and mixing with fried gram distributes among the crowd. A big basket is filled with the ashes of the pyre and freely scattered about the village to protect it from evil. Coloured red water, vokāli, is sprinkled by the crowd on each other, and in procession the crowd makes its way to a large temple where a coconut is offered to the resident god. The same night there is wild singing in front of the house of the hakdār in which prostitutes join until the break of dawn. The last incidents in the celebration are the distribution of the ashes of the fire to those present, excluding women, and the making of a final expedition into the jungle, after which any animal killed is taken five times round the spot where the image has been burnt.

1 The throwing of vokāli always involves among the orthodox a purificatory bath, mangalanā. Celebrants of Hoḷi must take such a bath before re-entering their homes; in our festivals vokāli is thrown on the image of the god, and the image must be bathed in a river or tank before it can be replaced in its temple the bridal pair throw vokāli on each other, necessitating their mangalanā.
Throughout the festival in the Karnatak are practices which associate the burning of the image of Kāma with the demoness Dhundhi. In many households at night an image of Kāma is drawn on paper and burnt, Kāmadahan, to avert the influence of the demoness. That demoness is associated with the diseases of children and it is significant that the fire should be taken from the house of a candāl in which a woman has within the last ten days given birth to a child, and that the ashes of the pyre are applied to the bodies of children to avert evil, and preserved as a specific against convulsions and other illnesses of children. Children, too, obtain strong teeth by eating the grain of gram fried on the pyre (Hoṭibuddā).

The death of Kāma is the subject of mock representation. In some few places in the Karnatak the obsequies of Kāma are still performed on the eleventh day after Holi, in a place far removed from human residence, and a grand feast follows the obsequies called postu, but this custom along with others is fast dying out. Another custom sometimes found is that of circumambulating the pyre, in which old and young join, carrying persons in their arms and abusing them as if dead. This abuse is supposed to free the abused persons from the pūḍā, or evil influence of the planets. At Hubli, in the Dharwar district, four bearers carry a man on a bier of bamboo as if a corpse; the man carried has his forehead plainly marked with red powder. In front of the bier walks a man carrying a pot of fire, and in the wake follow others dressed as women who wail and moan as the mock funeral passes through a crowd of jeering onlookers. The semblance of a funeral is maintained also in small details connected with the communal pyre. Water is sprinkled round the pyre, and the mock mourners produce a dull sound by striking their mouths with the back of their palms. One explanation of the weird sound thus produced, which has been given the onomatopoeic name of ‘bomb’, is that it imitates the howling of jackals.

A few other customs are singular and confined to certain of the less advanced tribes. Among the Vanjāris of Khandesh the women-folk tie down their men in the cattle-sheds and hold them to ransom; they surround the Holi fire and forbid any man to touch it or remove its ashes and pursue and beat any man who is bold enough to attempt to break the prohibition. On Dhulıaadh, the day after the full-moon, Kātkarīs play a game called Cendū phali. The phali is a conical pyramid of circular stones about six inches in width at the bottom, and tapering to an inch and a half at the summit. The Cendū or ‘moon’ is a ball which is
thrown at the cone of stones in a game something like rounders. The captains elect their sides of five players and as each man is added to a side he is asked whether he chooses to be sun or moon, pipal or umbar. Pairs of cognate things are taken, but the first question is whether the sun or the moon is preferred. Haranśikūrīs at Holi propitiate Maileva, the goddess of epidemic. Early in the morning before sunrise the headman of the tribe bathes and fries wheat-cakes in a cauldron of oil. He must take out the cakes with his hands, and offering them as naivedya to the goddess, distribute later to all his tribesmen. If the headman does not suffer from burns all will be well with the tribe, but if he be burnt an epidemic will break out.

An erected pole is a common characteristic of the day's celebration in all parts of the Karnāṭak, Deccan and the Konkan. In the Deccan a pole of the castor-oil tree is taken and to it a stalk of sugar-cane is tied. Around this pole is heaped the fuel of the fire. In the northern parts of the Konkan the same pole is used and to it is attached a stalk of sugar-cane and a live hen which last falls into the fire when the cord which ties it to the pole is burned. A betel-tree is used for the pole in parts of Kanara, whilst in the Karnāṭak a thick bamboo or a branch of the Palmyra palm mad (Borassus flabelliformis) forms the pole which is called Hoḷigūṇī. In the Deccan and in the Konkan the pole is erected in the centre of the pyre; the general practice in the Karnāṭak is to erect it fifty cubits away from the fire. A branch some twenty or thirty cubits long is chosen and it must have other branches and be covered with leaves. Mango-leaves are tied to it for its whole length and a bāting is fastened at the summit; five kinds of grain, saffron and food are offered to it. On Ugadi day, the Hindu New Year's Day, the pole is again worshipped and cut down, leaving two cubits of it still standing; the portion cut is thrown away, but the stump is preserved till a new pole is substituted the next year, when the stump may be used for any communal purpose, but on no account for any private purpose. One custom is to tie ropes to the pole when cut from the tree and have a tug-of-war; the power of Mahādev is invoked into the erected pole. When the pole is finally destroyed the village patil takes the upper part, and the lower portion falls to the metti, or the first inhabitant of the village; no one from another village would dare to touch it because of its divine sakti.

When kindling a private Hoḷi the ground in front of the house is swept and covered with cowdung; designs are drawn on it with rangoji powder and halad and kunku are sprinkled on it. Then a
branch of erandi is planted in the centre by the head of the household, and around it are piled cakes of cowdung and sandal-paste; flowers and a lamp of ghee are placed near or on the pile of fuel. All male members of the family attend the worship of the twig after which live charcoal is brought from the hearth to light the pyre. To the Holī naivedya is then offered, and a coconut is broken before it, pieces of which are later distributed as prasād. Around the fire the head of the house, followed by the other male members, goes beating his mouth with his palm. The twig of erandi must be cut from the top of the tree and in the Deccan must possess a fork of two branches.

Barkat is attributed to the fire and to its ashes. In the Deccan a pot is placed on the fire and filled with water by a small child; when the water has boiled it is taken away and used for bathing and is supposed to prolong the life of those who bathe in it. Live embers from the fire are also put in a pot, and water heated by pouring over them is used for bathing. Torches are lighted from the fire in the Karnātak and used for freeing a house from pests; domestic fires lighted from the fire of Holī secure the household permanently from epidemic and other evils. In Kanara, ashes from the pyre are applied to the forehead and afford protection against all evil including the pūdā of planets. The ashes are mixed with the seed of the coming season, are sprinkled in the granary to protect it and also on the threshing-floor. And lastly the divination that is made in all districts as to the future season and its crops, seems but a survival of a belief that the fire itself has an influence on the incidence of rain in the cultivating season. In the Deccan, balls of wet earth are placed beneath the fire, one for each month of the rainy season, and according as one or another ball dries the hardest a forecast is made as to the month which will have the best rainfall. An earthen pot is also placed under the pyre, filled with water and covered tight, and from the evaporation of the water a surmise is made as to the coming rains. The readiness with which the pyre kindled, and the direction in which the head of Kāma’s image falls when burned are in the Karnātak signs by which the season’s prospects can be prophesied. If the head of the image falls forward the khariṣ or earlier cultivating season will be a good one; if the head falls backwards the robi or later season will be the best. Until quite recently another method of divination was common in the Karnātak. Grain of each of the principal grain crops was mixed with ashes from the pyre of Kāma, and tied in a cloth to the top of the Holūgarī in front of the mandap in which the images of Kāma and his consort
were installed, or in front of Kāma’s pyre. The ashes were supposed to attract moisture which caused one or more of the different grains to germinate, and the agriculturist then chose for sowing those whose germination was the most advanced. Perhaps the peasant has lost faith in the accuracy of this mode of divination, for the custom is among those that have died out.

There is considerable disagreement as to the hour when the pyre should be lighted. I have witnessed the lighting of communal pyres between dawn and noon; in some parts noon seems the favourite hour. The burning by individual households who have the practice of doing this, of an image of Kāma drawn on paper seems to be done invariably after dark, and the consensus of written authority is that the Holi fire should always be kindled after dark. The Dharamsindhu, the Vrataratna, and the Nirman-yasindhu agree on this point, whilst the Jyotirnibandh says that if the pyre be lighted during the daytime, the whole village will be wiped out by fire within the year. If one accept the weight of written authority the celebration of Holi affords apparently no support to the ‘solar theory’ which would explain, on analogies collected from fire festivals in many parts of the world, the kindling of fire as a sun-charm.

It is not difficult, I think, to assume that the more elaborate customs of Holi prevalent in the Karnatuk evidence a confusion of two celebrations. There is a marked absence of any burning of images in the Deccan and in most parts of Kanara; even in the Karnatuk the burning of an image is not an invariable feature of the festival. In the songs, too, sung at Holi in the Karnatuk there is a recurring refrain, dhundume basantāj habba, which unites the destruction of the demoness Dhundhi on the full-moon day of Phalgun, with the worship of the god of love and his consort on the first of the dark half of the same month, at the advent of spring, vasant. The images burned indeed are those of Kāma, but the fact that they are admittedly burned to secure freedom from the attentions of the demoness, suggests that in reality it is the image of evil Dhundhi and not that of Kāma which has its funeral in the celebrations of Holi. In the Karnatuk in the evening of Holi all the members of a household sit on a seat covered with a white cloth. The women-folk wave lights before the men and apply sandal-paste to their foreheads. Mango-blossoms are ground in water by means of a pestle of red sandalwood and the water is drunk by the men. This is to bring bharat throughout the coming year, and as the words uttered when drinking show, is to inaugurate the coming of spring.
Whether this conjecture be accurate or not, the principal details of the celebration of Holi seem to fall into two categories. There are features which seem to permit of no explanation other than that they stress the creative force of generation. It is a married man who has not married a widow who must apply the first fire to the pyre; married couples are prominent among those who dance around the kindled pyre. The fire is supposed to have a direct influence upon the cultivating season, upon its crops and its rains; perhaps, too, it is associated with a plentiful supply of game. Wherever, too, a pole is erected in or near the pyre it must bear the insignia of fertility, forking branches and leaves, whilst Brahmins stick their paper drawing of Kāma into a piece of jwarī (Sorghum vulgare). And on the other hand, other features seem just as clearly associated with the belief that with her funeral the evil influence of the demoness Dhundhi is crippled; children play a prominent part in the ritual of Holi; the fuel for the fire is taken from a house in which there has been a recent birth and the ashes of the fire are used to protect children from disease.

At Hampi a festival very much like that of Holi is celebrated in the month of October, on the full-moon day of Gaurī humnīvi. The festival is called Kollappanahābō; on this day a man hired for the occasion impersonates the demon of illness and evil; he is first made to stand in a central place in the village, is then beaten and badly mauled and driven out of the village by a crowd of hundreds. As the man is being driven away persons meeting him must on no account see his face; villagers of adjoining villages should not see the crowd of pursuers enter their confines, and any one who happens to meet the noisy rabble should turn round and join in the pursuit of the demon. After being driven out of the village far away the expelled man is not allowed to return to his village that same day, but has to pass a night in the jungle.

Just as at Holi a large pyre is lighted, the fuel being stolen generally for the purpose. As soon as the impersonator of the demon has been driven away a huge image of the demon Kollappā is made out of old clothes collected from house to house, and solemnly burned. Any one who has by chance seen the face of the fugitive must go to the pyre and witness the burning of the image to escape imminent evil.

TRIPURI PŪRNIMĀ

Tripuri Pūrṇimā, also called Devi Devī, is Kārttik sud. Pūrṇimā, on which day the god Śankara is supposed to have killed a demon called Tripurā. People take a vow on Āśvin sud. Pūrṇimā and
end it on this day of Kārttik. The vow is called Kārttik snān, and on Tripuri Pūrṇimā they bathe and make a gift of a light to priests to acquire puṇya; they must also take their food under the dhatri tree after worshipping the tree and Viṣṇu (āvāli bhajan). On this day lights are to be lit in temples and at night lights are placed in miniature boats and set adrift on rivers; lights are also placed at the root of trees such as the tulsi (Ocimum sanctum), ashvath (Ficus religiosa), the banyan and the dhatri (Phyllanthus emblica). The lights on the water bring mukti to nocturnal birds, to insects, fish and other animals that see the lights; the lights at the root of trees similarly bring mukti to the birds.

On this day himsā of all kinds is forbidden. Sexual congress, the cutting of trees, reaping, threshing, the plucking of flowers and fruit; shaving or hair-cutting. To obtain the barkat of the day, moreover, one should keep awake all night.

DIVĀLI

The lighting of lamps at this festival is supposed to avert premature or unnatural death. Yamadharma, the god of death, once inquired of his messengers whether they ever felt pity for the dying, and they related a story of rāja Haima, who died prematurely from the bite of a snake which issued from the nostril of his own father, when the latter sneezed on the fourth day of his wedding. The god, impressed by the sadness of this story, told his messengers to assure those who lighted lamps for five days from Āśvin vad, 13 that they would escape premature and unnatural death. Lighted torches are carried through the streets to the cry ‘dīp dīpālīyo’, and villagers hand torches to Government officers for them to give to their boys to carry; cowherds make an image of a large hooded cobra out of kanchi-grass, and folding the hood so as to form a niche, place in it a light and carry this from house to house and wave round the cattle. Torches, too, are held high to the sky to provide light to reach heaven to those unfortunate souls that have fallen into hell. On the Amāvāsyā of Dīvāli in the evening when the cattle return from pasture, agriculturists put across the entrances of their cattle-sheds large bundles of dry sticks and, setting fire to them, make their cattle cross the fires to enter their stalls as a protection from disease for the next twelve months.

The protection of cattle is the object of other rites performed at Dīvāli. I have already described the custom of boys waving a lamp in a basket of jvāri-stalks before the cattle in every house to scatter evil ‘beyond the river’. In the Malnad tracts of the Karnātak both at Holi and at Dīvāli to protect cattle from wild
beasts, lights are waved round a stone placed under certain trees to represent Ḫulīdev the tiger-god. Some castes during Dvāḷi make a large heap of cowdung in their cow-pen and stick in it branches of āghāḍā (Achyranthes aspera). To secure protection of their cattle Lingāyats worship a coconut as an emblem of Ḥakki-lakṣmī, guardian of the cattle-shed, and renew the coconut every Amāvāsyā, the coconut being placed in a niche which must face west. During Dvāḷi some families offer this symbol special worship; a small mandap of sugar-cane stalks is erected before the niche and a black blanket and black sāḍī are offered to the goddess. Five suvāsinīs wave a light known as tubid ārtī, and consisting of a kalāśa of water with a coconut and betel-leaves as a cover, and five other small pots with betel-leaves, all placed in a shallow dish along with a lamp, nilānjana. Coconuts and rice are offered to the goddess and then distributed. Neither the coconut nor the ārtī is allowed to touch the ground.

Early in the morning of Narakacaturdaśī, which falls during Dvāḷi, Brahmins place a light in their privies to celebrate the destruction of the demon Narakāsur.
CHAPTER VIII

THE POWER OF METALS

Metals have the power of particular planets; all of them derive potentiality from the sun but secondarily from one or more planets, gold drawing power from Mercury and Jupiter, silver from the moon, copper from Mars, and iron from Sani or Saturn. Another Hindu belief, however, is that metals do not possess sakti themselves, but that to each planet some one metal is pleasing, and that the use of the metal secures the co-operation of the particular planet. Gifts of pure metals are therefore made to planets to avert their evil influence; gold is offered to all planets, copper to the sun and to Mars, silver to the moon and to Venus, lead to Rāhu, and iron to Saturn.

Life is a permanent possibility of contacts. Contact with the unknown is contact with a potentiality that cannot be estimated or valued; a power that may lead to a sequel of good but may also induce evil. Everything, inanimate or animate, that enters for the first time into contact with man, brings with it an atmosphere of the mysterious and problematic; its innate power, its pāyγun, is an object of apprehension, and measures are taken to ensure, as far as possible, that its new contact brings a train of weal and not of woe. In these measures gold is often used to nullify the possibility of an evil working of pāyγun.

When an animal is purchased a piece of gold is placed on its forehead; in Sind the Muhammadan sprinkles its forehead and feet with water in which gold has been dipped. When a new house is constructed, as soon as the great beam of the roof is placed in position a nail of gold is driven into it. When, too, a Hindu occupies a house for the first time, he takes a piece of turmeric, red-coloured rice and a piece of gold, and knots these in a cloth, which he colours with turmeric and carries with him when first he leaves the house. A bride again comes to her husband’s house with all the potentiality of the unknown, enhanced in her case by the fact that she is a woman, and that during her marriage she possesses special power. It is at least an act of caution when
she leaves her home for the first time, bearing to her new home all the unknown consequences of her contact, to tie to her arm, that of the bridegroom and even to the arms of their sisters and the guests a coin of silver, copper or gold, an *Imām Jamin* as the Sindi Muhammadan would call it, because the Muhammadan ties knots in it in the name of Imām Jamin, one of the twelve imāms of the Shi'ahs. The Sindi bride is also stopped at the threshold of her husband’s house, where a gold coin is placed in her palm covered by a small lamp of earth (*diya*) which she carries lighted into the house.

At a birth gold is used in many ways. There is danger in a *Līnqājat* father seeing his first-born son, a danger to the father as well as to the child, for the child may bring illness to his father and the father may inflict evil-eye on his son. Among Brahmins this double danger is averted by the father, before he sees his son, looking at his own reflection in a mirror or a dish of sweet-oil. The *Līnqājat* father is allowed to see his son only after the child’s first hair-cutting ceremony has been performed, and even then he must protect the child by putting on it an ornament of gold. To secure *barkat* for a new-born child an elderly person dips an article of gold into honey, and gives the honey to the child, transferring to it not only the power of the honey, but also the longevity of the giver. In the Karnāṭak when the first food is given to an infant a gold ring is dipped in sweetened milk and with this the child’s tongue is moistened before it begins to eat. In Sind on the sixth day after a birth, a day of fateful possibilities, a gold ring or ornament is dipped in milk in the light of the moon or stars, and the milk is sprinkled on the child, and mother, and also drunk by the mother.

To go on a journey is to expose oneself to myriad contacts of unknown character. Whenever a Sindi Muhammadan begins a journey he fastens to his arm an *Imām Jamin* to secure a safe return; this accomplished, he adds more coins to the knot and distributes sweetmeat. The Hindu goes on his journey protected by his knot of turmeric and gold.

To secure fruition of one’s object in agricultural tasks, gold is rubbed on the blade of the plough at the first ploughing in the Karnāṭak; when *jāvāri* again is sown the sowers are required to wear rings of gold. In these customs there enters also the assumption that there is a transfer of the colour of the gold to the grain of the future crop.

Gold to a Hindu is a life-giver and form of the gods. In the mouth of the dead it gives absolution from sin. The placing of
gold in the mouth of the dead, sometimes along with pearls, is a very widespread practice among Hindus. Castes as far apart in development as the Brahmin and the Tilagar or Korava have this same custom, and in the Barat community gold is always fixed in life to one tooth so as to ensure that on death there is gold in the mouth. A Hindu lady, when married, has a mangal sutra or necklace containing two pierced beads of gold given to her by her father and her husband’s father; on the death before her of her husband she places these beads in his mouth to secure his absolution from sin.

In the Karnatak when a child is still-born its ear or nose is pierced with a ring of gold, to prevent the contagion of death passing to the next birth. The dead child is supposed then to pass again into the mother’s womb and be reborn. Sali kusnu hotte yolage, ‘the dead child enters the womb’. Marathi say ‘Ahevaca mela khesvala gela’, ‘The dead child of a woman with a husband has but gone to play’. Kalkari mark the thigh, the face or body of a dead child with collyrium and expect to identify the next birth by a corresponding physical mark. Gold is washed in water and this is given to a person with a cold or fever to drink; gold is used to touch the eyes when they palpitate. A sick man in delirium is branded on the forehead with a red-hot piece of gold; when a child is born, water in which gold has been put is given to the mother to drink; gold dipped in water is also given to a woman to assist delivery. The tongue of a sick man is cleansed with gold and the sick wear rings of gold.

Creative power is but one manifestation of sakti. Gold may be used to obtain issue. Gifts are determined again by the return desired, and to obtain issue, gold is gifted to priests; thin threads made from gold wire (yajnopavita); images of a cow or calf in gold; a cradle with an image of a child also made of gold, or a ghee-fed light in a stand of gold (Nilavjan).

Gold should be worn always on the body so that when a bath is taken the body is washed with water which has flown over gold. At a Hindu marriage I have frequently seen an ornament of gold held in a vase or saucer above the heads of the bridal pair during their surya bath, so that the water of the bath pours over the gold on to the bodies of the pair and their relatives seated near. On every day of one’s naksatra a little gold is shredded and preserved until it becomes a tola in weight, when a finger-ring is made from it and worn as an amulet. At a circumcision Muhammadan women tie to the boy’s wrist with five threads, a black glass bead and one of gold to avert the attentions of spirits.
Because of its inherent power, gold is used by the Muhammadan in Sind to effect a transfer of evil. Gold and copper coins used with this object are significantly called bala-en. At a marriage women who must not have married twice collect such coins in a plate and give to the minstrels to transfer to them, as to a corpus vile, the calamities that threaten the bridal pair. Before the coins are actually given to the minstrels they are first waved round the bridal pair to effect with them a contact. Similarly, at a rite of circumcision the guests wave silver, copper and gold coins round the boy and then present them to the musicians. By the Hindu gold is used for the invocation of the sakti of all gods. When a Brahmin dies gold is put in his mouth; the son of the deceased then throws sesamum on to the gold and invokes the sakti of Sarasvati, the goddess of knowledge, into it, so that the deceased will be able intelligently to answer the questions put to him by Yama, the ruler of the world of the dead. When a child is born under the nakṣatra of Mūlā, which means that he will bring disaster to his parents, the parents perform a sānti or rite of appeasing, and taking a piece of gold place it on an āsan of sesamum, and throwing on this aksat invoke the sakti of Lakṣmi. On the naming of a child and equally when after a marriage the bride enters the house of her husband, a piece of gold is placed on rice and through the medium of aksat the sakti of Lakṣmi, goddess of good fortune, is invoked. At Vāstu-sānti, performed when a new house is entered upon for the first time, a gold image is prepared of Vāstupuruṣa, and into this his sakti is invoked with aksat. Gold is also among the devak of the Marāṭhā into which the sakti of the family god is invoked.

Gold is pure. The Agnihoṭri to win punya wears ornaments of gold (karnakundal). Among Lingāyats at a Śrāddha ceremony the yajamān wears a ring with a knot of gold, so that he may be pure, for in all ceremonies connected with the dead purity is an absolute necessity. The purity of gold must be preserved and in no wise

1 The image should really be buried when the foundations are dug; in practice it is done when the completed house is entered upon for the first time. An image about an inch long of earth, silver or gold, is put in a box of earth (peṭikā), and buried in the south-eastern corner of the central room in a pit one and a half feet deep. The pit is filled with water and it is inauspicious if the water merely sinks into the earth without filling the pit. In the box are placed nine kinds of precious stones, five small pieces of different metals, flowers, darva-grass, moss, curds and cooked rice. The pit is then filled with the original earth. The site is worshipped and the clothes of a man or woman are offered to it. Brahmins call the image Vāstu-puruṣa; non-Brahmins give it the name of a demon, Karṇakundal. This would seem to be the relic of an ancient custom of burying a living person beneath the foundations. The image used by non-Brahmins is made of wheat-flour and is of hideous form.
sullied. A Hindu, therefore, should not sleep wearing anything of gold, for sleep is an impure state and destructive of lākṣī; no Hindu, again, will wear an anklet of gold. Muhammadans will not wear gold on any part of the body below the waist; they will not bring gold into contact with the dead, and a strict Muhammadan objects to gold being placed on a mosque or shrine, and considers that his prayers are of no avail if said whilst he is wearing gold.

SILVER

In Sind if a boy is born in sequence to three girls or a girl following three boys, and these earlier-born children have died, disaster to the fourth is expected, so the fourth child called Trikkhar, 'born after three', is protected against the contagion of death by a silver anklet.

A silver anklet is put on a leg that is diseased in any way to arrest the spread of the disease. Silver is a common charm against the evil-eye, and a silver crescent not unnaturally averts any evil anticipated from the influence of the moon. To obtain issue after taking a vow, rings of silver are worn on the hands and feet (bedī). Silver eyes (kaṁbattu) and moustaches (miśī) are presented to certain goddesses in fulfilment of a vow, with the object of securing release from some illness, or to get issue. The coming of a bride is considered to be the coming of the goddess Lākṣī, but this goddess of fortune is proverbially fickle and never rests long in one place, so to tie the goddess down and enforce her prolonged stay in the house silver chains are tied to the feet of the bride (sarpolī). A bride must always wear ornaments of silver (kaḍāgā, pīṭhā; sutapālugur). Silver is used for invoking the śaktī of Rudra. When a child is born under the inauspicious constellations of Mūlā, Jyeṣṭhā, Asleśa or Māgha, as a protection against their evil influence the father of the child places a silver image of Rudra before a kalaśa and throws aksat on it.

COPPER

To both Hindu and Muhammadan copper is a pure metal; to the Hindu it is pavīt. It is a substitute for gold, and in the mantra that accompanies the making of gifts to priests, though copper coins may be used they are spoken of as 'flowers of gold'.

The use of copper at a funeral forms a bond of similarity between the rites of many castes and tribes, for though its manner of use may vary considerably, in some way or other, copper is generally used at a funeral to secure the absolution of the dead. It hardly
matters what community one takes, some such use of copper will be found. The Kātkari places a copper coin in each hand of the dead, in the shroud behind the neck of the dead, and also on the banks of any rivulet or stream encountered by the mourners. After the funeral is over a copper coin is placed on both banks of the first stream met on the return of the funeral party, and before bathing in a river, to remove the contagion of death, the mourners throw into the river a copper coin. Reminiscent of Roman story is the Kātkari's explanation that he places copper coins near water to furnish the dead with the means to pay the charges of the ferrymen he will meet on the ahole or streams that separate the world of the living from that of the dead. The Kātkari also places a copper coin under the jīkhaṇḍā, 'stone-of-life', which for some time enshrines the life of the dead. Gollars and Kabbars place five copper pieces on a stone at a burial in the name of the dead and ask for his absolution. Lāmnīs tie a copper coin in a knot in the shroud and on their way to the pyre cut off the knot of cloth and throw it away, or alternatively place it at the head of the corpse. Līṅgāyat Kumbhārs write sacred words on pieces of copper numbering fifteen or nine, and place these pieces on the shoulders, knees, chest, head and other parts of the dead. Brahmins at a funeral throw about coins of silver and copper. Among castes which employ Brahmin priests, twelve days after a death the son of the deceased offers to the priests pethōdān, giving them the gold, silver or copper plate on which the priests have dined, in order to transfer to him the sins of the dead. Bhāts place a copper coin in the mouth of the dead and also in his hand at the burning ghat. Castes, again, that perform a mock marriage to a tree place a copper coin on an āsana of nāgvel, and offer it to the tree to free the bridegroom from sin. Should a Hindu unhappily kill a cobra he is absolved from the sin of killing it, if he burns it with a copper coin in its mouth, and if he does this on a Saturday the burnt copper becomes a ring of potent charm to avert spirits.

Sindi Muhammadans have practices illustrating the idea that through the power of copper, sin and other evil may be transferred. At a Muhammadan funeral copper coins are distributed; these are called isqūt or 'unburdening', and many knowing the burden of sin that they bear will refuse to accept them. To avert sickness and evil-eye copper coins are placed at the foot of trees, with the amiable object that others may come along and in their cupidity taking the coins may also effect a transfer to themselves of evil. When children suffer from small-pox they touch copper coins, and these
are then given to the poor with the object of transferring to them the illness. With this same object of transferring evil, copper coins are thrown on the graves of saints for others to pick up. Copper coins are placed on graves to make a transfer of sin, and when a man dies, copper utensils are presented to fakirs to secure the abolution of the dead. At a marriage and at a rite of circumcision evil is transferred by copper coins waved round the bridal pair or boy and given to the hired minstrels, and these coins are called, as I said before, *bala-en* or 'calamities'.

At an eclipse a Hindu makes offerings of copper to beggars to make a transfer of evil; this gift of copper, *tāmrādān*, acquires the quality of fierceness, *ugraṭa*, from the *sakti* of the hour of the eclipse. To the Sindi Muhammadan copper is called *kari bala* or 'black calamity', a reference to its use in transferring evil which makes the term a close parallel to the Hindu word, *ugra*.

Copper is offered by the Hindu to all gods and is a common ingredient of ritual. At Śrāddha ceremonies all pots used must be of copper, as also those used at the annual thread ceremony. When water is offered to Viṣṇu in the daily *sundhya* the pot and spoon used must be of copper. Copper coins are offered to trees; on the fifteenth of Jyeṣṭha copper coins are placed on leaves of nāgvel in front of a banyan-tree; when the tulsi plant is married copper coins are offered. At sacred bathing-places bathers throw copper coins into the river; passers-by throw copper coins into wells, and travellers into rivers.

Copper to a Muhammadan is the best metal from which to construct a *tawiz* or charm; in the southern parts of the Presidency he constructs from copper the sacred *panjū* or hands which are borne in procession at *Muharram*. To a Hindu copper is, similarly, the best metal from which to construct a *yantra*, as this can be taken into shrines where *sakti* is invoked into the *yantra*.

Because of its purity, water is always placed at the bedside in a pot of copper, and the word for water-pot is literally copper. In the Konkan childless women wear a tiny box of copper to keep away the spirit that causes barrenness. A copper bracelet is tied at an eclipse to the arm of an expectant mother to secure her an easy delivery. *Lamānis* bury a copper coin with the severed navel-cord to protect this portion of the child's self. In all the practices of *utāra*, the riddance or transfer of evil, copper coins are waved round the sufferer, and used as the medium for transferring the evil to others. The Sindi equivalent for *utāra* is *ghorā*, and in this copper coins are waved round the sick and then given to the poor.
IRON

Iron to a Hindu is Hinloh, a ‘despicable’ metal; it is amangal, ‘unlucky’. To sneeze whilst holding a piece of iron is prophetic of failure of purpose. After a purificatory ablation a Hindu must not touch iron, for it is unclean. In Sind the Muhammadan speaks of the ‘deceit of iron’; loh droh or lohani droh. Even thieves hesitate to steal iron, and those who do so never prosper. To use stolen iron for a ploughshare would mean in Sind the drying up of the later crop. To pick up iron found on the road is to court disaster; the Muhammadan in Sind avoids this as rigorously as the Hindu in the Deccan, whilst in the Karnātak any one who finds a piece of iron gives it away at once. A child’s play may cause disaster if it should menace any one with a piece of iron, and it is imperative to avert coming evil by striking the iron on the ground. The vernaculars of the Presidency have many a pithy proverb illustrating the baneful power of iron. In Marāṭhā they say that the friendship between a bill-hook and a pumpkin is no friendship; that any calamity is the falling of the axe of heaven, and that the handle of an axe by association with iron brings disaster to its own family, to wit to trees.

Iron is inimical to barkat, for it militates against the working of power from which comes all barkat. It must therefore be strictly avoided on all occasions when action is taken, in the hope of obtaining an increase of power, with its concomitant barkat. In all rites of religion, in every form of worship or prayer it is absolutely tabooed. An image of a deity after the invocation of sakti becomes an abiding place of power; whenever, in fact, power is invoked it is given a temporary and localized residence. As iron drives away sakti it follows naturally that no invocation of power can be made into any entity of iron. No image of a god is made of iron save the image of Śani or Saturn with whom iron is associated, and this image cannot be taken into the shrine of the family gods, kul devatā. No yantra or charm into which divine power is invoked can be made of iron, and this not the less because a yantra is taken into a shrine or temple. Among the symbols into which the Marāṭhā invokes the sakti of his family god, among his devak appear several metals, but iron is not one of these. A svastika which embodies the sakti of the deities that guard the cardinal points cannot be made of iron; the Lingāyat makes his linga which he carries with him, of silver.

A Hindu temple consists of two parts, the inner part, garbhārā, garbhagudi, garbhagruha, and the outer part or sabhāmandap.
Iron can be taken into the outer part, but never into the inner shrine, the only exception to this being the iron trishul of Śiva which is kept near his image. In any religious ceremony all iron must by the orthodox be removed from the person of the worshipper, as, for instance, the key of his treasure-box usually worn attached to his sacred thread, and particularly any ring on the hand, as the hand plays such an important part in ritual, No instrument of iron can be taken into the fire-room of an Agnīhotri; the hole in his fire-drill cannot be made with iron, and though nowadays there is not so strict an observance of rule, his arani and adharani were formerly fashioned with darbha-grass. In the case of an ordinary hom celebration the samādha or sacred twigs with which the fire is fed must be broken by hand, and without the use of any instrument; the fire itself must be brought in a vessel which is not of iron, and as the Agnīhotri so also the participant in a hom ceremony must wear clothes which have not been sewn, as sewing implies the use of a needle. When a coconut is broken before the family gods, it is either broken with a knife outside the shrine, Devāci Kholi, or is broken within the shrine with a piece of sandal-wood, or as by the Langāyat Kumbhār with a washed stone taken into the shrine for this purpose. Iron lamps cannot be used in temples or in the room of a god; during the recitation of Purāna or when jap or abhisek is performed, the lamps used must be of silver, copper or bronze; these lamps are called nandādip and are placed on stands of wood or brass when not suspended to keep them away from the ground. Iron spoons and pots cannot be used in religious ceremonies, and the sacred conch in every temple rests on a seat, āsan, of brass, Śankhāsan. Strict orthodoxy, too, requires that all stools used in worship should have nails of brass, and though this rule is now often honoured in the breach, it is still followed by Brahmans in the Śrāddha ceremony in which the pāṭ used have nails and rings of brass.

Pancāls make a distinction between iron and steel. At noon and sunrise when worshipping Kālāmū they worship something of steel within their shrine, placing it in insulation from the ground on a pāṭ of wood, but when they worship their anvil, as this is of iron they do not take it within their shrine.

Śakti cannot, I have said, be invoked into iron. Every month on the fourth day of the dark half a Hindu takes a kālaśa of water with some fruit, usually a coconut, over it, and invokes into the pot the sakti of Ganpati. The water in the pot becomes by contact with the invoked sakti itself full of power, and is sprinkled over the head of the yajamān and the heads of his family members to
bring them barkat. The pot used may be of earth and of any metal save iron. On a few occasions when iron or steel is worshipped, it is worshipped without any invocation of power. To avert the evil influence of Saturn an iron image of Saturn is placed in a pot of earth or iron filled with oil; the pot is covered with two black blankets and worshipped with blue flowers, akṣat, an offering of cooked rice and sesameum, and finally given to a Brahmin priest of dark complexion on a Saturday. There is no invocation of saktī into this image. The image, again, which is usually made from a horse-shoe, is worshipped outside the shrine of the family gods, and is never taken into a temple. Another example of the worship of iron that suggests an exception to the rule that power cannot be invoked into iron is the worship of Sastragarbhā.

In a marriage ceremony one of the auxiliary ceremonies is the creation of an atmosphere of saktī within the marriage booth or mandap itself. Amongst Brahmins this is effected by the Manḍap-devatā pratisthāpan, the installation of a number of devāk. At the top of the four posts of the manḍap are installed four devāk, Nandini, Nalini, Maitrī and Umā, through the medium of two mango-leaves tied together on which aksat is thrown. In the middle of the canopy a twig of the sacred aśvath tree (Ficus religiosa) to which a pair of mango-leaves is tied, is placed, and represents Paśwardhinī whose power is invoked by mantras. Last of all, the devak is Bhagvatī Sastragarbha, a personification of the saktī within a weapon; near the middle of the booth a winnowing-fan is placed, surrounded by four jars connected by three threads passing all around, and in their centre is placed a knife or sword. This instrument is worshipped with aksat, saffron and flowers, but it is significant that the word āvahayāni, 'I invoke', which is used in installing the other devak, is not employed in the installation of Sastragarbha. Similarly, on the sixth day after a birth an instrument, usually the knife with which the navel-cord of the child was severed, is placed on a board, but the saktī of Sastragarbha is not invoked therein, a contrast to the simultaneous invocation of the saktī of Ganpatī into a betel-nut, and of Jamnadā or Saṣṭhī into a small image of gold. Lastly, on the fourth day of a marriage in the Karnāṭak a sword is worshipped, and the bridal

1 Every planet for a period dominates all the other planets. This domination is called ādāt; the sub-rule is bhukti or asvatsatā. Saturn rules some seventeen or nineteen years; his period of mischief is seven and a half years. He has twelve houses. When a man's birth-house comes in the first, second and twelfth of these houses, he is said to suffer from the influence of svājñātī, 'seven and a half'. Saturn is also dreaded in the fifth and eighth houses.
pair, as part of the Airani worship, go round it three times; it represents the weapon with which Gauri released the bride from the clutches of Soma, Gandharva and Agni, but there is no invocation of the sakti of Gauri. A woman is supposed never to be without a husband; until she attains four she is the wife of Candra, then she becomes in turn the wife of the Gandharvas and of Agni, after whom she becomes the wife of man.

The avoidance of iron in religious ceremony is further illustrated by the manner of making certain sacrifices.\(^1\) At the fair of Dyamava in the Karnaṭak a Mahār called Potrija tears to pieces a small lamb with his teeth, and then mixing the pieces with boiled rice throws them to all the cardinal points to make a bhūtabali and keep away spirits. On occasions, again, of a great national calamity such as a famine or drought, sacrifices on a huge scale, mahāyajna, are made by a large number of Brahmins. A set of rigid rules controls the choice of the yajamān; he must be a man of marked piety and perfect without physical blemish, and possessing both a wife and a son; in other words, he must be possessed of considerable sakti and this sakti he must not reduce by indulgence in sleep, which is allowed him only at prescribed hours. When the sacrifice is made, two animals, a goat and a pig, are killed, the latter over the body of the former, and it is essential that no iron instrument be used in killing the animals. The animals are done to death by all the Brahmins headed by the yajamān pommelling them to death with their fists.

The use of iron in fashioning an image or in chiselling ornamental work would seem inevitable, but scattered all over the Dharwar district in the Karnaṭak are temples constructed, traditionally by Jakanačarya, a prince who in penance for accidentally killing a Brahmin, built temples throughout India from Benares to Cape Comorin. These temples are supposed to have been built without the use of any iron instrument, the architect having the art of making stone soft and effecting his ornamental work by moulding. Even to-day one hears of individual sculptors accredited with the same skill. Tradition is that this King of Architects suspected his wife's fidelity and did penance for five years in a forest. The god Śiva bade him erect temples, but he complained he had no such art, whereupon Śiva placed his hand on his head, promised him divine assistance and said he should become famous as the Master Architect. He was also directed by Śiva to employ masons in

\(^1\) Census of India, 1901, xvii, 214. When to secure offspring a child was killed a bronze knife was used.

\(^2\) Cp. Exodus xx. 25, and 1 Kings vi. 7.
relays night and day as the divine architects would work for him at night, whilst if he worked only by day people would attribute his energy in building to the co-operation of evil spirits.

In the everyday construction of images the use of iron instruments is common, but the ill effects of using iron are removed after the image is complete by a ceremony called Angyuttarana Sanskār, in which the finished image is placed in a copper basin and bathed with milk and water poured over it together. At the time, too, of using an iron chisel, it is worshipped with flowers, a naivedya is offered to it, aksat is thrown on it and ārti is waved around it to nullify its inimical power.

Iron, again, should not be brought into contact with things possessed of sakti, such as fire, butter, milk, grain and even the earth. The only thing that can be placed in fire without harm is the tapani which is heated to melt the ghee used in a hom, and this has to be purified by mantras before use. When the Īśā fire is kindled, the person who kindles it must remove all iron from his person. An Agnihotri takes the fullest precautions to exclude iron from his fire-room, though there is in the modern fire-drill a piece of iron; his pourer and spoon are of the same wood as his drill, and his pot for hot milk is of brass. When fire is blown, an iron pipe or bellows containing iron must be avoided. Against this general rule the blacksmith is, of course, by profession a habitual offender, for he brings iron into contact with the sakti of fire; it follows, therefore, that he is always an unlucky wight.

Butter cannot be touched with an iron spoon nor milk be placed in iron pots. In general, no cooking is done by Hindu or Muhammadan in iron vessels. The complexities of modern life make it difficult to avoid bringing iron into contact with the ground, but there lingers an aversion to using iron ploughshares and to iron pegs for tethering cattle. In all parts of the Presidency, exclusive perhaps of Gujurāt, there is some grain crop or other which cannot be reaped with an iron instrument. The Sindi Muhammadan applies this prohibition to his matar crop (Pisum sativum), the Marāṭhā to his major grains. Iron measures, again, are tabooed in many parts; in Kanara the ordinary measure is of wood; in the Karnāṭak baskets are used on the threshing-floor though an iron measure may be used at home; in Khandesh important grains such as nagli (Eleusina Aegyptiaca) are measured in baskets and the older generation avoids iron measures in all cases. In the Deccan there is much local variation in practice. In some tracts the grain is put into bags on the threshing-floor and then measured at home; in other places it is measured at home or
outside the floor. In general, a basket is used for measuring, but when the crop is held in partnership more accurate measurement is insisted upon and this leads to the use of metal measures. The use of a basket, apparently, has followed the disappearance of the old wooden measure. In Sind one is forbidden to take iron into the threshing dera, and here and elsewhere it is forbidden to store grain in iron vessels, or cut bread with a knife.

Though certainly not now a universal rule, the avoidance of an iron or steel instrument in severing the navel-cord of an infant is quite common. In Sind the cord is usually severed with a stalk of grain or thick grass; in Gujarāt the older generation uses a stalk of jvāri. Many tribes, such as the Kātkurīs, merely snap the cord. When scissors are used there is often a pretence maintained that something else actually performs the cutting. Jains of the Dharwar district first go through the pretence of cutting the cord with a pair of betel-leaves before they use scissors; Brahmins in the Karnātak first touch the navel-cord with the sacred thread of the child's father, and it is this which is supposed to do the actual cutting. On other occasions, too, iron and steel instruments are avoided or their use disguised. At a birth the caul is cut with the bangles of the mother. At a thread ceremony when the boy's head is shaved save for a tuft of hair left at the back of his head, the razor is dipped in milk, and two mango-leaves are tied to the blade, the assumption being made that the hair is really cut by the mango-leaves. In one Marāṭhā family I found the custom of cutting, at the time of marriage, the tuft of hair that had been left on the boy's head at the first tonsure, with a razor of gold. When the first hair of a Muhammadan child is cut in Sind, a red or green thread is tied to the razor to protect the child's head from harm.

There are four Hindu ceremonies of hair-cutting. Jāval, generally performed before the child completes a year of age and done in any month that is even in number counted from the birth of the child, is an additional ceremony and not counted among the sanskār. The sanskār in which a child's hair is cut are three; Caul performed at any time after the child has attained three years of age, and before the thread ceremony in its eighth year; the thread ceremony performed in the child's eighth year or failing this before it attains twelve; and the Samāvartan which in strict rule should be celebrated after a lapse of twelve years. In all these sanskār the same ritual is prescribed and a copper razor is used. Priests bring a copper razor, twenty-one blades of kusa-grass, butter, curds, a pot of hot water and one of cold water, a
shallow dish and materials for a hom. The child is made to sit on the right knee of its mother who in her turn sits to the right of her husband, the child and its parents alike facing east. Then the priests with mantras pour hot and cold water separately from the pots into the shallow dish, add to this butter and curds, and mark out the portion of the child’s head that is to be shaved, by drawing a line with the butter three times round the head. Then one priest takes three blades of the kuśa-grass, holding the ends pointing towards the west, and holds them near the right ear of the child on the line of butter; a second priest cuts the grass and some of the hair with the copper razor. In this way the priests cut along the butter line, using four bundles of grass on the right of the child’s head, and three on the left, exhausting all the twenty-one blades. When the priests have finished this preliminary cutting the barber does the rest, but must use the same water as that used by the priests. He too ought to use the copper razor, but in practice uses his own steel razor.

Iron must be carefully avoided in the gathering of herbs and plants with magical curative power. The thigh-bone of a black sheep killed on a Saturday averts evil-eye, but no such bone has power if the butcher has bored a hole in it before casting it away. In Kanara there are herbs called ‘fever-killer’ which lose their power if touched by iron; the root of turmeric, halad (Curcuma longa), must never be uprooted with iron. Muhammadans will not use iron in pounding antimony. The Hindu pounds his soma-leaves with a stone; leaves of bel and tulasi offered to a god must not have been cut with iron. Charmed lemons are broken with a stone by Brahmans or pierced with a silver needle to extract juice for the sick, but an iron instrument cannot be used for this purpose. To cure diarrhoea or anaemia in a child, attributed to the shadow of a woman not ritually clean, the bark of a tree is removed with a stone at daybreak and in silence; this is then made into paste on a stone with water or the urine of a cow and applied to the child’s body. This prescription again loses its efficacy altogether if the bark is touched with iron.

The wearing of unsewn garments is dictated by the same idea that the contact of iron destroys power. This restriction is observed by the Muhammadan pilgrim; by the sadhu; by the Hindu bride and bridegroom; by the guru; by the Vātu at his thread ceremony and the woman at the ceremonies of Simāntan-nayan and Phāksoban.

In Sind among Muhammadans from the moment the bridal pair sit in vančāha until the marriage is complete, neither of them may
eat anything cut with a knife. A Sindi Muhammadan will not
beat any animal or threaten it with a piece of iron. *Konchi
Koravas* fear the loss of all future sport if they use anything of
iron in catching animals for food, and when they kill their captures,
beat them to death with sticks. In the Karnāṭak a shopkeeper,
to destroy the luck of a rival and prevent his attracting customers,
will surreptitiously drive nails into the threshold of the rival's
door.

There are Muhammadans who say iron cannot be taken deliber-
ately into a mosque, though iron lamps are hung in mosques; there
are in Sind mosques reputed to have no door nails or hinges
of iron, and the Sindi Muhammadan will not take anything of
iron with him when to win *barkat* he goes to the *dargāh* of a saint.
In the Karnāṭak where Muhammadans carry in procession at
*Muharram panjā* or hands, these cannot be of iron. A Muhammadan
will no more bore a hole with iron in a *tawiz* or charm than a Hindu
in a *yantra*, nor will he ever enclose a charm in a cover of iron.
In Sind if one touches the top of a palm-tree with iron it forthwith
withers; in Kanara it is dangerous to eat without soaking in
water for hours tufts of bamboo which have been cut with iron.

The similarity between Hindu and Muhammadan ideas about
iron is still more marked when we pass to the customs which
illustrate how iron is destructive of evil power.

There is, first of all, the evil power inherent in man; his *pāygūn*
which in spite of himself may work for evil. As a protection
against the evil *pāygūn* of a guest or visitor a horse-shoe is fastened
to the house door; as, too, the stranger enters the house, nails
are driven into the threshold or a nail is driven into the spot where
first on entering the house he placed his right foot. A more
stringent measure, which one can hardly imagine any one submit-
ting to voluntarily, is the Karnāṭak custom of showing a red-
hot trowel to the sun and applying it lightly to the soles of the
intruder whose *pāygūn* is suspect. Or it may be that a man
radiates evil by his glance; once again iron horse-shoes, nails,
needles and anklets of iron protect others from his evil power.

To protect a man against the evil influence of planets, against
their *pīḍā*, a ring is made from a horse-shoe nail picked up on
Saturday and inscribed with numbers representing the planets.
In the Deccan an iron nail is taken secretly from a ferry-boat and made into rings on a Saturday, and these serve the same purpose as well as avert spirits. When Sani or Saturn is inauspicious, Brahmins make gifts of iron nails and of a tavā or iron plate on which bread is cooked. The lamp used in propitiation of Sani is invariably of iron, and a man under the pūdā of Saturn wears an iron toe-ring. If a man die under a bad star, an egg and a small piece of iron are thrown into the pyre at his cremation.

Disease is a manifestation of hot and evil power, and iron is a preventive. In Sind if an insect causes inflammation of the eye the bite is touched with iron and the patient mutters, 'Let the iron swell and not the innocent eye'. In cases of intermittent fever women dip seven chains and bolts of doors in water, and drink the water. Red-hot iron is put in water and this is used as a cure for cholera and plague. Iron bangles protect children against illness; cattle are similarly protected by garlands round their necks made up of iron rings, or by iron chains. Epilepsy is cured by water in which iron scrapings have been washed. In the Mallad tracts of the Karnāṭak during an epidemic of cholera, people carry with them axes when they leave their homes; in the case of sore eyes an iron plate is passed over the eyes or the iron filings of a saw mixed with lemon juice are applied. Another practice is to rub a piece of iron with vekhand (Iris pseudacorus) in water on a stone till a paste is formed and then apply the paste to the eyes. Iron toe and finger rings avert rheumatism and piles, and an iron chain attached to a swollen leg arrests the swelling. To cure jaundice iron is heated and dipped in a mixture of curds and turmeric, and this mixture is applied to the soles of the feet and the palms of the hands. The ashes from a blacksmith's shop are valuable in curing disease as they contain iron. They must be collected before dawn by a relative of the sick man, and this on a Sunday. Vaddars then tie them in a cloth to a beam above the sick and make daily applications of them to the body of the patient.

Death is visualized in Indian thought as a kind of contagion and against this contagion iron is a powerful antidote. In Sind if several children of one mother die in succession the mother wears an iron anklet or ring made from the nails of a boat that has

These gifts, because of the burden of evil they transfer to the recipient, are ugra, or fierce. A gift of iron is not necessarily always ugra; its ugra is or fierceness is determined by the object of the gift and the occasion of its giving. Iron is used to make an ugra gift at an eclipse; during obsequies and in Nārāyana, a form of belated obsequies, and when it is intended to remove the pūdā or evil influence of Saturn. An ordinary gift of iron without any object of transferring evil is called lohadanţ; when the gift is ugra it is spoken of as lohakhanda.
sunk, and any child born subsequently is given a nose-ring of iron. After a funeral when the mourners return home, before entering their homes they must walk over a bar of iron. If a Muhammadan dies on the third, the eighth, the thirteenth, the eighteenth, twenty-third, or twenty-eighth of the lunar month, days which are full of kudrat, which are ghor or nahas, a piece of iron is placed in his mouth to prevent the immediate and successive deaths of his relatives. In Gujarât a woman who has many abortions, or whose children die young, wears an iron anklet preferably made from a butcher's knife. When a person is dying, to avert death a new black blanket is spread out and on it are placed a pumpkin, the nail-parings and cut hair of the dying man, and a piece of iron. This is all made into a bundle, adorned with flowers, and aksat and black sesamum are thrown on it; the bundle is then given to a priest who waves it thrice over the dying man and throws away. If the dying man recovers, the priest who took to himself the gift must not see the man for three months. In Sind among Muhammadans, if several children have died in succession and yet another dies when born, an iron nail is driven into the ground below the waist of the mother as she lies confined.

It is not, however, always easy to distinguish in customs associated with a death, between those which aim at preventing the spread of the contagion of death, and those which are a protection against the ghost of the deceased. On the death of a Kåtkari an arrow is placed at the head of the corpse, and one at its feet, to prevent the return of the ghost. Kansaras place a knife near by when the corpse is tied to its bier. In the Karnâtak Brahmins put a piece of iron on the chest of a woman who dies in childbirth to prevent the return of her ghost, which is amongst the most dreaded in India. In the Konkan when a death occurs in a household a horse-shoe is nailed to a pillar or to the threshold of the house. In Sind if a man dies during panjak days, that is between the first and the fifth, or between the twenty-fifth and thirtieth of a month, iron is buried or driven into the ground at the head of the grave; similarly, if a man dies during the three days after the tenth of Muharram, a piece of iron is buried near the head of the dead. On the death of his wife a Mârithâ carries a knife about with him for five days, keeping it near by whenever he removes it, and in the hair of the deceased he puts five pins; if the woman dies within twelve days of confinement a horse-shoe is attached to the threshold, whilst if she dies in childbirth nails are driven into the ground where she breathes her last, and into the ground around her grave. Nails are also driven into the
threshold to keep away the ghost of a deceased wife. In Sind iron is placed near a dead body so long as it remains in the house, and carried by any one who visits the graveyard. On the death of a Lingayat, after the burial the guru is made to stand on an iron pick-axe and spade placed on the grave, and his feet are washed with water; this water, it is thought, sinks into the grave, and prevents the deceased becoming an evil spirit. For ten days after a death Brahmins take an iron instrument to the place where the obsequies are performed; this is dipped in water and the water is poured over the last pinda offered to the dead, and on the last day the instrument is given to a priest. This affords protection to the soul of the dead on its way to the abode of the dead, Pitṛlok, and the gift to the priest increases the barks of the dead. Non-Brahmins do likewise on the days of their obsequies, which differ from those observed by the Brahmin. It is only, however, at the obsequies immediately following a death that iron is used in this way, for at the later Śrāddha ceremonies the yajamān cannot wear anything of iron for fear of harming the dead.

There are occasions on which evil power hovers around beneficent power, as moths gather around a light; occasions on which man or woman is by reason of innate power temporarily more liable than at other times, to the attack of spirits. At a birth special precautions are taken to protect both child and mother. In the Deccan nails are driven into the ground at each corner of the mother’s bed; in Sind the same protection is afforded by four arrows placed at the corners of the bed. Muhammadans in Sind keep both a sword and a clasp-knife near and a pair of iron tongs, whilst in the child’s cradle is placed an iron tripod covered with a cloth. The instrument with which the navel-cord of the infant was severed frequently serves the later purpose of averting spirits when placed under the mother’s pillow. In Sind it is kept under her pillow for forty days; Kumbhāres keep it under the pillow for eleven days, Pancals for five, and Koravas for three days. Throughout the ten days following the birth of her child the Sarasvat Brahmin mother keeps with her this same instrument, and takes it with her whenever she leaves her room. To protect the mother and her child on the sixth day after a birth, Vaiśyas patrol round the house throughout the night with iron instruments in their hands, and beating kettledrums. Iron nails driven into the threshold keep spirits away from a woman’s confinement room, and a Lingayat woman from the first moment she becomes enceinte wears an iron needle in her hair. The Vaddur woman during her confinement keeps a knife in her armpit.
Muhammadans of the Karnāṭak observe the following custom. In front of the mother and child is placed a small lamp with four wicks fed with ghee, the bowl of the lamp being a cup of wheaten flour or a copra shell according as the child is a girl or a boy. The knife with which the child’s cord was cut is then taken, a lemon is stuck on its point and it is inserted in the flame of the lamp. The soot with which the lemon is soon covered is used to mark the eyes of the child and mother. With a needle heated in the flame the nurse makes two lines on the head of the child, a sign like a plus on its stomach, and below the chest. Then the mother with the child is taken near the door and asked to look at a star which, when she finds, the nurse chants ‘Pīk pāṇi ābād haye’, and sprinkles water over them. As a protection against spirits the mother is covered with a blanket, the knife is held before her as she walks slowly towards the door, and the lemon cut in two pieces is thrown on either side of her path.

When a child is born to Mahār parents an iron vessel is placed near its ear and struck with a nail, and water is sprinkled on the child. In the fifth month of pregnancy Rājputs put a diadem on a woman’s head, and this contains an iron needle.

Precisely because the bridal pair, and in particular the bridegroom, is charged with power; because the whole atmosphere of a marriage is one of power, evil spirits throng around and measures to avert them are a familiar feature of the marriage ceremony in all communities. In Sind iron rings are given to the bride. Before the actual marriage begins the Muhammadan bride and bridegroom ‘sit in vanādhā’, which means that the bride sits for seven or nine days in a room apart and sees no male person. The bridegroom is supposed to remain apart for one day, but in reality walks about with his head covered with a cloth. Whilst the bride and bridegroom are in vanādhā they have each a knife; the bridegroom retains his knife until Sataware, when after completion of the marriage ceremony he accompanies his bride to her father’s house. The best man helps the bridegroom to guard his knife, and when the heads of the bridal pair are brought together during the marriage ceremony the knife is held between the pair and over their heads. In Gujarāt madanphūl (Vangueria spinosa), the use of which is supposed to foster love, is tied to the hands of the bridal pair with an iron ring. Among the Kan Divar and Madisal communities the bridegroom must carry a knife in his hand, whenever during the five days of the marriage ceremony he wears his bāsing. Kunbis, Kolhatis, Marūtāhs and Muhammadans in the Deccan require the bridegroom to carry a dagger with a lemon on
its point; the Konsara bridegroom carries a dagger when he goes from his own house to that of the bride. Calvadis worship a sword before a marriage, and after the marriage the bridegroom takes the sword to a temple, and this sword he must wear the first day he puts on his crown, though not after the first day. In this very common practice of carrying a sword or dagger at a marriage to avert spirits, there would seem to enter the idea of a successful struggle with the mysterious powers, for until quite recently the Marâthâ bridegroom carried a shield as well as his dagger.

Lingiyats, to protect the bride and bridegroom, place beneath their seat a knife, fork, and a piece of iron. Among Vaiśyas an iron instrument is tied to the waist of the bridegroom in the Samâvaran ceremony performed before his marriage. Among Lamânis two earthen saucers filled with parched rice, dates, lemons and iron nails or needles are waved before the bridal pair and thrown away to avert spirits. There are many castes in Gujarât who offer to or wave round the bridegroom a wooden pestle, a churning stick and also an arrow and a plough. The Koḷë bride is brought to the marriage mandap holding an arrow in her hand. At a Mâng marriage the maternal uncles of the bridal pair stand near them with a knife on the point of which is a lemon.

One feature of a Hindu marriage is the bath, mangalsânan, which the bridal pair take in the mandap; they do this in a small space enclosed by earthen pots around which thread is wound, forming a barrier against evil. One accepted surmise is that the word surgi applied to the thread and to the bath is a corruption of churikā, 'knives', which of old protected the pair against spirits. When five married women or the mothers of the bridal pair at a marriage of Gollars, Raddis and Kabbars, go to a well to fetch water for this auspicious bath, a man accompanies them bearing a sickle with a lemon on its point to prevent a spirit entering the water. In Sind among Muhammadans the best man, anar, holds a knife over the water-pipe as the mothers of the bridal pair draw water.

Among Devastha Brahmins after the Lâjâhom and the marriage feast, the party of the bridegroom comes with music to fetch the bride, bringing a jewelled ornament which the bride worships as Laksmi, goddess of good fortune. The bride and bridegroom are given new clothes, and a carpet is spread on which the bridegroom's father sits with the bride on his knees. He is called upon to protect the bride and agrees to do so; then water is poured on his head and he puts sugar in the bride's mouth. His example is followed by all the elders of the bridegroom's family, including his mother. The bride is then handed to the bridegroom and both proceed to
the family shrine; as they proceed the bride’s mother carries a lighted lamp and the maternal uncle holds a sword in the flame of the lamp. After the worship of the _kul devatā_ the soot formed on the blade of the sword is applied to the faces of the bridal pair, and then the bridegroom is allowed to take away his bride. This is the _Sade_ ceremony.

At his circumcision the Muhammadan boy holds a piece of wood tipped with iron, and a sword is held over him as he sits on an earthen pot. He also wears a ring of iron in a wristlet of thread, and until his wound is healed has a knife which must not touch the ground and which he puts under his pillow when he sleeps.

When a Brahmin girl attains puberty she is protected from spirits by an iron instrument or rod enclosed in a plantain-leaf or sheath, which is kept near her and waved over her every morning and evening for three days. As a protection against spirits during their keeping of penance Hindu saints eat iron filings every day, and have an iron ring fastened to the stick they keep with them. Persons supposed to be possessed by spirits wear iron anklets; mantriks who essay to dispossess spirits wave an iron rod over the victim of possession and beat it on the ground; they also drive nails into the ground in each of the cardinal directions to form a _dikkāndha_ ¹ or barrier against the intrusion of spirits. A child who is born feet foremost is peculiarly liable to be struck by lightning, so it is protected by an anklet of iron, or a piece of iron tied in its loin-cloth.

In a thunderstorm _Kātkaris_ and others in the Konkan throw iron ploughshares out of doors. Iron is carried on the person as a protection against lightning. So far then from rendering lightning innocuous to man by using iron to determine its path, as is the object of Western science, Indian superstition visualizes lightning as a spirit which iron will scare away. As the Indian practice is supposed to drive away the spirit of lightning, the _Mahār_ believes that it protects not only the inmates of the house who are at home, but also those who happen to be away from home. Sindi Muhammadans to avert lightning keep an iron pot in their field or near their house.

Erotic dreams are attributed to spirits, so to avert these brooms

¹ _Dikkāndha_ is the fortification of the cardinal regions: east; south-east; south; south-west; west; north-west; north; north-east; _ardham_ (above) and _aḍhas_ (below). In religious ceremonies it is essential first to defend these points against the intrusion of evil. Water is sprinkled in these directions by means of tulsi leaves; _ākbar_ or white mustard seeds are scattered in the same directions. In car festivals the sacred car is protected in this way; in the Mallad tracts of the Karnāṭak houses and other property are protected from thieves by a _dikkāndha_, and crops are similarly protected.
or iron instruments are kept near the pillow of the sleeper. The agency of spirits is suspected if milch cattle do not give milk, and an iron chain is fastened to one of their horns, and a copper yantra filled with filings of a saw round their necks. Fear is caused by spirits, and so when a child shows fear it is given to drink water in which red-hot iron has been dipped, and to wear round its neck an iron knife or ring.

To protect fruit-trees from spirits worn-out shoes with their iron nails are hung on them. First-born children, if boys, are peculiarly liable to the attentions of spirits and accordingly wear a piece of iron in their loin-cloth. Iron horse-shoes fixed on a threshold debar entry to spirits; non-Brahmins fix the anvil of a blacksmith to their threshold. Horse-shoes are used by mantriks to cure spirit-possession; iron nails are driven into spots haunted by spirits; when treasure is buried, care is taken to place it in an iron vessel or to bind the receptacle with an iron chain, that spirits may not interfere with it.

The assumption that iron is imical to power results in many inconsistencies of practice. These inconsistencies are very marked in the ritual of the threshing-floor, for side by side with practices that enforce the avoidance of iron as detrimental to the innate power of the grain, one finds practices which adopt iron as a protection against the evil power of spirits. In the Deccan if the activity of a witch is feared, and she works with the co-operation of spirits, two to seven nails are driven until invisible into the ground near the central pole of the threshing-floor. Iron is also placed on the ground if any one approaches the floor to avert his evil eye. In Khandesh beneath the central pole of the floor is placed, when the pole is erected, a biba or marking nut pierced with needles, and when the collected grain is placed on the threshing-floor a nail or a piece of iron is placed in the pile, rūs. Even the more primitive tribes such as those of the Bhil and the Mavdi put iron in the rūs, under the belief not only that it scares away spirits, but also that it leads to the increase of the gathered grain. Marking nuts pierced with needles or sickles are often placed surreptitiously in the rūs. In the Panch Mahals, though no one would enter the threshing-floor carrying a sickle after the grain had been brought in, before the work of gathering the grain begins a sickle is placed on the floor, in the belief that it prevents the scattering of the grain. In Sind again no one may enter the threshing dera carrying iron, but a ring of iron is tied to the nih or central pole of the threshing-floor, and over the pile of grain a piece of iron is suspended to avert spirits.
In a very large number of customs there is this same inconsistency. If the Sindi bridal pair cannot for several days eat anything that has been cut with a knife, it is because their kudrat must not be impaired by contact with iron, yet the protection of the pair from spirits involves their being brought into a very literal closeness to iron. If iron or steel is avoided in the cutting of the child’s navel-cord it is because iron must not be brought near to the sakti or kudrat of the child, yet the ritual connected with a birth brings iron near the child with the object of protecting it against evil power. The use of iron at the obsequies of the dead to bring the deceased protection and even barkat is in contrast with the avoidance of iron at Srāddha ceremonies. It is in contrast, too, to another custom. On a death the son, wife, or other relative of a Hindu deceased lights a lamp at the place where the dead actually expired. The soul of the dead is supposed to take up its abode in this lamp for ten days. On the tenth day the lamp is carefully taken to the burning ghat, and with it is lighted a fire used during the offering of pinda to the dead, and the light is then extinguished. This light consists of an earthen plate, pani, with a single wick turned towards the south, and can never be of iron. The cord with which a Hindu corpse is tied to a bier cannot be cut by any implement of iron, but only by a stone for fear of harming the barkat of the dead, and the coins that are placed under the jīvkhāda which embodies the power of the deceased are of copper, yet myriad are the examples of the use of iron at a funeral or death to keep away the ghost of the dead, or the contagion of death. In many ceremonies, lastly, the participants must not imperil their sakti or kudrat by wearing garments which have been sewn, yet iron and steel avert from them evil power.

These apparent inconsistencies arise from the fact that iron is inimical to all forms of power, be it good or evil.

In Hindu thought himsā is the destruction of life, and iron is the chief instrument of himsā. An act of himsā destroys sakti, and hence follow rules that forbid grinding, sweeping, washing, shaving and hair-cutting and enforce chastity. The instrument of himsā, iron, equally destroys sakti. Its presence would prevent sakti taking up its abode in a symbol, would render ineffective any act of invocation; its presence would render fruitless any rite, religious or magical, the intended results of which depend for their fruition on sakti. On the other hand, iron is equally destructive of evil sakti; it averts the evil sakti of pāyγuγ, of drṣṭi, of the pida of the planets, it averts spirits.

The modern Hindu labours hard at times to make primitive
ideas harmonize with the changed circumstances and necessities of the twentieth century. An ingenious explanation in this way was given me of the use of an iron ankusa to drive an elephant and of an iron bit to drive a horse, and again of an iron tanū to roast bread. In each case, I was told, the iron was used to reduce sakti; to reduce the sakti of the elephant and horse so as to make them manageable and to reduce that of the bread so as to make it edible by man without danger. The explanation at least calls attention to the belief that iron is inimical to sakti, and along with it I would give one more.

The practice of driving nails into trees varies considerably in detail in different areas of the Presidency. In Gujarāt the nail is first waved round a sick person and when driven into the tree effects a transfer of evil to the tree, evidenced in many cases by the withering of the tree. This bringing of the nail, however, into contact with a sufferer is not a universal practice; in many cases the nail has never been in any implied contact with the sufferer, it is withdrawn, too, from the tree after a cure has been effected. In these latter cases the driving of the nail into the tree is nothing but a coercion of the power of the tree, mair as the Sindi Muhammadan would term it, and paralleled by the practice followed both by the Hindu and the Muhammadan of coercing the power of a saint by driving a nail into the door of his tomb or dargāh. A belief I found in the Deccan puts this idea of coercion in a novel form. The tree, it is said, possesses the sakti of the sun, iron possesses the sakti of Saturn, and the sun and Saturn are inveterate enemies. When, then, a nail is driven into a tree, the sakti of the sun, eager to free itself from such an incubus, listens to entreaty and grants a demanded request.

Whether or not the 'innovation' theory which explains the superstitious aversion to iron as a dislike of a new metal is justified, whether or not spirits are essentially creatures of the Stone Age, the apparent inconsistencies of Indian practice seem to find a rational explanation in the doctrine of himsā. In a matter-of-fact world with its pressing necessities man has to make a choice, and so sometimes he avoids iron in order to preserve beneficent sakti and at other times he employs iron to remove evil sakti; in some cases he is compelled by necessity to commit an act of destruction he would prefer to avoid, the navel-cord has

to be severed and the hair has to be cut, so making the best of things he adopts a camouflage.

IMPLEMENTS

Upakaraṇ

An implement or instrument is something used by man, the potentiality of which is inseparable from his own power. It is bad to use the implements of another whose fortune is usually bad, and contrariwise it is lucky to use his instruments if he be a man of good fortune. When a man dies his weapons may be destroyed in the belief that it is unlucky for another to use them, or that in the hands of another they will be without power, but they may also be preserved as objects which will transfer to others the power of their first owner. Both these ideas govern practice in India. The Kāṭakari breaks the weapons of the dead, not only to send them without life to the world of the dead, but also to prevent others using them; the Muhammadan preserves the implements of the old, particularly their weaving instruments, and at a Muhammadan wedding the bridal pair is protected by a dagger of the family handed down from one generation to another.

There is no example, as I have said, of sakti being invoked into an instrument of iron, partly because no such invocation into iron can be made, but also in part because there is already sakti in an implement and two saktis cannot occupy the same symbol. Instruments are associated often with special deities. Quite apart from the association of the goddess Lakṣyā with almost everything a man uses in his daily life to his profit, other deities are connected with implements. The Brahmin calls the devak he installs Bhagratī Sastragarbhā; criminal tribes such as the Bouriah associate their instrument of crime, gian, with the goddess Kāli, and a familiar example of such deification was that by the Thugs of their pick-axe. Durris have a three-pronged fork, a gourd and a dry pumpkin; Gondhalis have a torch, a tambourine and a musical instrument called cawanke, and in these instruments they believe their respective goddesses Jotiba and Ambabai reside.

 Implements of every kind are worshipped to add to their sakti just as images of deities are worshipped with the same object, and this especially at moments full of sakti. Amāvāsya is a day taken by many Hindu castes for this worship; holidays such as Ganeśa Caturthi and Divāli and Pūrṇima are also days of such worship. Lingāyat Kumbhārs worship their implements after an eclipse. During this worship of implements, as during the worship
of divine symbols, there can be no act of himsā. Pancāls and Tiglars, to give one example, will not during the worship of their implements, allow grinding, the threshing of grain, washing, sweeping or even the cleaning of the house with cowdung, whilst there can be no shaving or cutting of the hair.

In other respects, too, the śakti of implements receives the same protection as that of a divine symbol. Instruments must not be stepped over; they must not come in contact with any kind of impurity. From the worship of implements women are on occasions often excluded, as on Amāvāsyā, and criminal tribes usually shield their implements not only from the contact of woman but even from being seen by woman. There are, moreover, other restrictions which suggest that further precautions to protect the śakti of implements were formerly universal. When the instrument with which the navel-cord of a child was cut is worshipped some days subsequent to the child’s birth, it is placed on an āsan, on a plank. At a marriage when the services of Gondhalis are taken, an āsan of red and white flowers or a cross of wheat and pieces of coconut is made on a piece of cloth, and on this their instruments are placed; on the same occasion the trisul or three-pronged fork is brought to the marriage mandap under a canopy. Gondhalis have also an aversion to placing their instruments at any time in the sun, though they only voice a vague fear that the sun will spoil the instruments. Another example of protection given to an implement, after the manner in which śakti in general is protected, is the care with which the gian of the Bauriah is preserved from becoming wet, to ensure which the weapon is kept buried.

The śakti of an implement varies according to that of the person using it, in the same way that the śakti of an image varies according to the śakti of the person who worships it. Man’s śakti controls, in fine, the amount of śakti radiated from an image and no less that radiated from an implement.
CHAPTER IX

THE POWER OF SALT

SALT has sakti or kudrat. In Kanarese they say, 'There is no better relative than a mother, and no better taste than that of salt.' It is supposed that everything in the universe contains salt. Uppe uppu, 'Salt, salt and nothing else', is a Kanarese phrase. In Gujarát a handsome person is said to have a 'saltish face'; 'on his face is plenty of salt'. An Arabic word, malik, is used in Sind to mean both 'saltish' and 'handsome'.

Salt confers barakat; when it does not do this, it is said 'In your salt there is no salinity', whilst the Sindi Muhammadan would say, 'Asanje nimaiko doh ahe', 'It is the guilt of our salt', or 'Asanje nimak men barakat ahe'. 'The salt of a disliked person has no salinity', Nāvādīcī mīth ālānī (Mar.). Salt has the essence, anśa, of Lakṣmi, the goddess of good fortune; Lingāyats will not put grains of salt on their plates as they have the form of a linga, and must not be powdered. According to Muhammadan tradition, 'Salt is the Sardar of foods'. Other Muhammadan sayings are: 'Commence your meals with salt and end them with salt'; 'He who begins his food with salt and ends with it, his sins will be forgiven and God will forgive those who take food in his house in this manner'. In the Karnātak salt should be served first on all auspicious occasions and last on inauspicious occasions. In Gujarát salt must be the first thing among the purchases made for a marriage, but in the Deccan with sweet-oil it must be the last of such purchases. Salt is among the dasadāna or the ten things which are given away to obtain mokṣa, and in the mantra accompanying the gift of salt by a Hindu it is spoken of as the best of savoury articles promoting strength.

Spirits are scared away by salt. The Lamāni bridal pair at one moment in the marriage ceremony walk in silence to a heap of cowdung placed towards the south, and bow to it; at that time the priest puts salt on their heads to avert spirits. Among Lingāyats salt is put all round a corpse at its burial to protect it from spirits, and salt is carried along with the body in a winnowing-
fan to the burial ground. Lingaṭats also keep four bundles of salt on the four legs of the mother's cot, after the birth of her child, to keep away spirits. To prevent cattle disease, again the work of spirits, salt is tied to the roof of a cattle-shed, and salty water is sprinkled around the shed. As a protection against spirits salt is buried near a newly-dug well or the spring of water which feeds it as soon as it appears. If a Hindu goes to a cremation ground at night he carries with him salt. On a journey when it sleeps at night, a child is protected by salt placed under its pillow, and travellers beginning a journey at night put salt in the tassel of their turbans. A person attacked by small-pox is after his recovery taken to a temple of Durga to show his gratitude; at that time he is very weak from illness, and so a bundle of salt is placed on his head as a protection against spirits, and he keeps this till he reaches the temple; he does not require it, however, on his return, as he is then protected by the prasād of the goddess. Pilgrims on their return from the temple of the goddess Yallavā, take a small bundle of salt and throw it on a stone image near the temple called Hurakin Yallavā, to keep away itch. Salt with herbs is put in a bag and hung round the necks of children suffering from bāygrahta, a disease brought by spirits.

If a child starts suddenly to show fear the mother takes salt, and eating it, blows her breath upon the child to convey to it the sakti of the salt. A baby requires special protection, and when carried in a public conveyance is protected by a knot of cloth containing salt tied under its arm. If a Sindi Muhammadan falls under the evil influence of a star he is weighed against salt and the salt is thrown into a river. Lingaṭats place salt on the spot where the bride puts her right foot on entering her husband's house for the first time after her marriage. When the Tamil Christian bride first enters her husband's house, just before she actually enters it the bridegroom's party give her salt to eat, to render her pāygu harmless. Similarly, when Tamil Christians move from one house to another, salt and a pot of water are placed on the threshold of the new house. Hindus, in general, mix salt with the cowdung with which the floor of a new building is first smeared; salt and mustard are also put in a doll of black cloth and hung, the doll upside-down, in front of a new house. In the Dharwar district if whilst a man is eating, another man intrudes, the former attributes to the pāygu of the latter any subsequent pain he feels, and to cure this eats salt with betel-leaves. If the calves of a cow die successively at birth, salt mixed with asafotida is put in the mouth of the next-born to avert
death. Salt is buried at the corners of a haunted house to keep away ghosts (Kāvakattodu), whilst water in which salt has been dissolved is sprinkled in a cattle-shed on the outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease.

Salt averts evil-eye. It is therefore very commonly used at marriages to protect the power of the bridal pair. In Gujarāt the young sister of the bridegroom sits behind him in his carriage, or even on the same saddle, as he goes to the bride's house, and continually waves over his head a bowl containing a rupee and salt. In the Deccan at a Muhammadan marriage the women attendant on the bride tie salt in their own head-dress; five women hold a sheet over the bridal pair and the bride's mother then waves her salt five times over the head of the bride and throws it into water to remove evil-eye (nazar utarne). Mantriks mutter charmed words over salt and put this on the tongue of a victim of evil-eye. An everyday precaution against evil-eye is to wave salt with chillies three times at sunset and throw into fire. If a man cannot digest his food, which clearly shows that he is afflicted with evil-eye or victimized by evil pāygun, charmed salt is given him to eat. A Sindi Muhammadan attempts to cure one afflicted with evil-eye by mixing earth taken from under his heel with salt and throwing this with chillies into fire, or waves salt, turmeric and an egg over the victim and throws these things at cross-roads or into a graveyard. When a man's sickness is attributed to evil-eye, earth from four roads, pieces of a broom and salt are waved from head to foot of the patient by an old woman, and by her from her palm thrown into fire, and this is repeated again and again until a warning crackling indicates the burning of the evil power.

The power of salt is made use of for many a purpose. If a Sindi goes to his shop, in order to get many customers, before leaving home he takes an egg and a pinch of salt, and waves them round himself, then breaks the egg and throws its interior on to cross-roads, and the shell and the salt into fire. Sindi Muhammadans bury in the bedroom of the bridal pair salt, leaves of the sirih tree and an egg, to increase their love for each other. On the last Sankramana called Mina Sankramāna or Lavana, the Hindu makes a point of giving away salt in the name of the sun to acquire punya. Hindus and Muhammadans alike add salt to sweet dishes to get barkat. On the Hindu New Year's Day as early as three or four o'clock in the morning vendors of salt go from door to door in Gujarāt calling out 'Sabras, sabras', 'salt', and every one tries to begin the new year with the purchase of salt.
In Sind the Muhammadan bride and bridegroom pour salt into each other's hands in order to have issue in proportion. This is called *phul main*, 'to measure flower'. This measuring of salt is, indeed, done twice; once during the marriage after the heads of the bridal pair have been brought together, and again when the bride enters her husband's house after the marriage. In the Karnāṭak a custom among Desastha Brahmins and others is for the bridal pair to step upon piles of wheat and salt on the fourth day of the marriage; behind each of these piles is drawn an image of an elephant. The elephant is supposed to be the vāhan or vehicle of Indra, the god of wealth; aśvat is thrown on the elephants and mantras invoke therein the sakti of the god. The maternal uncle of the bride holds the bridegroom and his wife the bride as they step on the piles. The bridegroom's elephant is called Bhadramātang and the bride's elephant Mattamātang. The images are worshipped with the words 'Celestial elephant, give benediction to the bridal pair that they may win happiness'. This stepping on the elephants and the piles is called Gajārohan, and is done before the bridal pair leave the bride's house for the temple.

Because of its innate power, salt is used in the transference of evil. It is put in an iron pan and given to a priest to transfer the evil accruing from the adverse influence of Saturn in Śūdesāti. It is used in making ugra gifts, particularly when an hour such as that of an eclipse favours such gifting. At an eclipse salt is given to the depressed Māngs to transfer to them all evil besetting the household of the giver. At an eclipse the Sindi Muhammadans uses salt in a variety of ways. He takes salt to a burning ghāt where he collects ashes from a funeral pyre equal in weight to the salt, and brings home the salt and ashes, after the eclipse has passed, as a panacea against all illness. He mixes salt with an equal weight of earth from a cemetery and with powdered pulse makes a figure of his enemy, and writing on it the name of his enemy and of his enemy's mother buries the image, encompassing in this way the illness of his enemy. At an eclipse he throws away his old stock of salt, throwing it in a well, and buys a fresh stock to get barkat; he throws salt in a well or at the root of a tree to free himself from illness; he stands neck-deep in water holding a piece of rock-salt till the eclipse is over, then breaks the salt in seven pieces and throwing one piece daily into fire, calls upon his love to come, which she does, of course, before the seventh piece is thrown away. At a funeral Muhammadans give salt to a fakir to remove the sins of the dead, and with the same object
Brahmins give salt to a priest on the first and twelfth days of the obsequies. In Sind the Muhammadan takes to the grave a bag of salt, and after the funeral this is distributed among the poor to get rid of the sins of the dead.

It is typical of everything that possesses power that its power, even though usually beneficent, contains an element of danger. Salt is no exception to this general rule, and many precautions have to be taken to guard against the danger inherent in salt. It is very inauspicious to go out carrying salt or even to meet a person carrying salt; a Hindu when carrying salt cannot salute another. Salt again cannot be received in the hand. When he offers salt to another a Muhammadan puts it in a cloth or on a plate and allows the other to take it up; a Hindu puts it in a cloth or in a pot which he places on the ground. Accepted in the hand the receiver loses his wealth and shortens his life, and enmity and quarrels follow. If unavoidably or accidentally any one places salt in the hands of another, it is imperative to say at once 'vaśitu', 'good wishes', to avert impending evil. Salt cannot be given away at night; it should never be put in milk and save to cure the effects of evil-eye may not be thrown in fire.

Neither a Hindu nor a Muhammadan will step over salt. After a meal, if any salt remain on a plate it must be wetted with water before it is thrown away; to throw away salt without this precaution is to run the risk of falling heavily into debt. Salt cannot be thrown on the ground. Throughout the Presidency, exclusive of Sind, the vernaculars all have the same saying that one who throws salt on the ground will have to pick it up at the Judgment 1 with his eye-lashes, a saying that, strange to say, is also found in Syria and in Morocco. Salt cannot be carried at the same time as ghee, nor along with oil. It cannot be sold at sunset, nor can it be purchased on a Saturday or on an Amāvāṣyā. At a wedding the salt used must on no account be brought from another village, but obtained in the village where the wedding is celebrated. Salt is included in the articles alluded to in the phrase ras vikrāya; strictly speaking, it should never be sold and those who sell it are still despised. Though on a night journey as a protection against spirits a Hindu would take the minor risk and protect himself with salt, he would not otherwise begin a journey carrying salt but would make a purchase of salt after starting. Sometimes when one inmate of a household sets out on a journey the rest of the inmates will avoid salt, for salt easily absorbs water and perishes, and its dissolving would entail the failure of the journey's

object. Practice varies and there are those who will eat salted
food on such an occasion and fear no consequences, but would
not add salt to their food. When a man cannot begin his journey
at an auspicious moment he hangs his provisions for the journey
to a peg outside his door as an indication that he has begun his
journey, and then sets out later at his convenience, the journey
being held to have commenced auspiciously. His provision for
the journey includes rice, turmeric, a coconut and pice, but must
never include salt.

Hindus think that a person who eats the salt of another begins
to think as the other thinks. A Hindu creditor who has just lent
money to a debtor goes home at once and touches salt with the
same hand as that with which he handed over the money; this
ensures the perpetuity of the loan which the debtor is never able
to repay in full.

Oaths are taken by salt. An oath by salt is taken by a pur-
chaser when a vendor disputes his payment of the purchase price.
It is also common among more primitive communities such as
Korwas, Bhils, Ghattivaddars, Dong Dasaris and Bestars. The
power of salt is also useful in imposing a conditional curse. A
treacherous man will not eat the salted food of another lest the
power of the salt destroy him. One instance of this I came across
was that of a gang of thieves who broke into the shop of a jeweller.
The leader of the gang, picking up what he imagined was a very
fine jewel, tested it between his teeth, but found it to be rock-salt,
whereupon he took away his men without touching anything else
in the shop. Brahmins and Rajputs alike offer salt to an unknown
guest, who refuses it if his intentions be bad. Nimak halal means
'true to one's salt'; nimak-khaver is a loyal man, an eater of salt;
nimak haram is one who is false to his salt, and these terms still
have a meaning in India to-day. Among Sindi Muhammandans a
very bad form of cursing is to say 'Luni lagai', 'May salt affect
you'.

One explanation for the avoidance of salt at a Sraddha meal
is that the use of salt would mean demanding gratitude from the
dead. To discover a thief a Sindi Muhammandan gives cakes of
flour and salt to a number of people, including the suspect; the
actual thief on eating the salt betrays himself by bleeding at the
mouth.

The use of salt is supposed to hasten maturity and foster passion.
At the approach of fruit, salt is put at the stem of fruit-trees and
then well watered to increase the yield of fruit; it is put at the
root of coconut-trees to make them fertile and a mixture of ghee
and salt is supposed to increase the human creative power. Ascetics avoid salt. Agnihotris avoid salt that is not obtained from a mine. It is avoided on the inception of a vow until the vow has been completed; persons who have vowed to perform a fixed number of jap avoid it, as also women who take a vow on Bhādrapad, sud. 5. From the beginning of the marriage ceremony until the Gharbharanī, or entry of the bridegroom's house after the marriage, the Hindu bridal pair must abstain from salt.
CHAPTER X

THE POWER OF STONES

According to Muhammadan belief, a stone is pure; it prays to God. Stones are placed on a grave to confer barkat on the dead, and a grave, as far as possible, is made of stones. Those who cannot afford to construct a grave of stone place pebbles on the grave. Contact with a stone at the time of prayer increases the efficacy of the prayer; the prophet Muhammad used to recite his prayers holding pebbles in his hand, and a learned man's prayers are rendered more effective by his sitting on a stone. To bring rain several men meet and, taking pebbles, recite over them collectively the name of God.

To cure illness verses of the Koran are written on a stone along with the name of the sick person, to each letter of which a numerical value is given, and then the stone is thrown in a well. By taking forty-one stones and reciting over them verses from the Koran one can bring even the fairies to earth to do one's bidding. When evil-eye is suspected a stone is taken; thread is wrapped round it and Koranic verses recited over it by some one other than the afflicted person. Then the stone is thrown into fire; if there be evil-eye the thread will not burn so long as it is round the stone; the thread has to be removed, cut in three pieces and thrown independently into fire. Women bring from Arabia stones called Kudam Mubarak on which Hadrat 'Ali is supposed to have trod; these are dipped in water and the water is drunk to cure illness.

A stone resents any form of uncleanness. It is forbidden to kick a stone. One may not remove any form of impurity with a stone, and when masons saw stones they refrain from sexual congress until their work is finished or the stones will break irregularly and the cuts will not be straight.

Stones are used to coerce power to act according to man's desire. Trees are warned that if a request is not granted within a certain time, stones will be placed on them; if the request is not granted stones are placed on the tree at the stated time to force the tree to accede to the request. Similarly, a Sindi Muhammadan places
stones on the tombs of saints as a coercion of their special power. In this practice there enters also the idea that the stone prays to God, and the saint is gratified by the blessing that follows its prayer. A stone is placed on the top of a tree and a promise made to the tree that a flag will be substituted for the stone if the tree listens to a request.

A stone is placed in a cradle to prevent the child crying. If a man goes on a journey with a baby, he waves three stones over the baby and then facing the direction of the place he is leaving, throws away the stones. To cure a scorpion-bite a stone is placed on the bite and three times the bitten man says, ‘Let not the poison ascend’ and then removes the stone. With the object of injuring an enemy a Muhammadan writes the enemy’s name and that of his mother on a stone, recites over it Ism Azam and then breaks the stone. If a man loves a girl he writes his own name and the names of the girl, her mother and his own mother on a stone, and buries it quietly in her hearth; when the fire is kindled and the stone becomes warm the fire of love is kindled in the girl. If a man wants a girl to come to him he writes these same names on a stone, recites Ism Azam and ties the stone to a tree; when the wind blows the tree, the girl is smitten with love and comes to the man. One may also produce heat and cold at will in the body of an enemy; the first by writing the names of the enemy and of his mother on a stone and placing it in the sun; the second by hanging such a stone on a tree or high place in cold surroundings.

Somewhat inconsistent with the recitation of the Koran over stones is the belief that when the Koran is so recited with a good object the stone may break because extremely sensitive to the presence of kudrat.

To a Hindu a stone is a thing possessing life and a soul, possessing sakti. The cutting of a stone for a building involves the destruction of this life, so, on completion of a house, well or wall or any construction of stone a santi is imperative. Three stones are placed together and on them a pot, kulasa, of water; a prayastutta hom is performed and after this the water in the pot is sprinkled all over the house to protect the stone-dressers from the resentment of outraged power.

A stone adds force to an oath or to a curse. The force of an oath is greater when the taker of the oath holds a stone or stands upon a stone. To augment the power of a curse two stones are placed, the one on the other, and then cut. A Muhammadan to make more serious the oath taken by his enemy will grind stones when the oath is taken. In both cases a destructive act is com-
mitted. Boundary stones may embody curses upon those that violate the boundaries, the penalty of transgression being inscribed on the stones. In the Deccan, if two persons agree to meet at a certain place, and only one of them keeps his word, he sets up a stone at the meeting-place and this compels the other to regale him and his friends with sweetmeats. Thakurs have a form of betrothal by means of a stone; a man wishing to marry a widow throws a stone at her which she picks up and produces before an assembly of elders who enforce the betrothal.

Stones are used by many castes to add strength to the marriage vow. Raddis at the time aksat is thrown on the bridal pair make the bridegroom stand in front of the bride, a curtain between them, on a stone used for kneading bread. At a wedding Simpis make the bride and bridegroom alternately stand on a stone and a rope, or place the stone and rope under the respective chairs of the bride and bridegroom. The Brahmin parallel to these practices is the rite of Āśamārohan, standing on a stone. A stone, usually the one used for grinding sandal-paste (śāṅkallu, sahān), is placed near the marriage hom. The bride’s brother brings lāhyā in a winnowing-fan, that is fried grain of paddy or jvārī, which is offered to the fire by the bridal pair. At each offering the brother puts a handful into the hands of the bride; on this the bridegroom pours ghee and then both the bride and the bridegroom throw the lāhyā into the fire to the accompaniment of mantras repeated by the priest. After the first offering the bridal pair make a round of the fire and then the bride stands on the stone, and the priest utters a mantra on behalf of the bridegroom. Three offerings are made in this way and three times the bride stands on the stone. The mantra is as follows: ‘I am unfailing, you who stand on the stone are unfailing. I am heaven and you are the earth; I am Sāmveda and you are Rgyveda. Let us two be married; may be beget children and live one hundred years dear to each other with our bodily splendour and above all ourselves the pride of the Divine Being.’

1 There is a curious error in Primitie Paternity; E. S. Hartland, vol. i, p. 208: A stone called the Ashma or spirit stone, that which is used at the funeral rites of the tribe, and into which the spirit of the dead man is supposed to enter, is kept near the fire and at each circuit, as the bride followed by the bridegroom approaches this stone, she stands on it till the priest finishes reciting a hymn. Here it seems clear that the idea underlying the rite is that the spirit of one of the tribal or family ancestors occupying the stone becomes reincarnated in her. Āśamā, though applied to the Jivadhā, merely means stone. The Jivadhā, too, could not be put on the ground and is not preserved. The stone used in Āśamārohan has no connexion at all with the dead. This error seems to have been made through quotation.
This stepping on a grindstone is a form of oath by the goddess Lakṣmi, for household implements are identified with her. In a similar way the Marāthā bridegroom goes to the shrine of the kul devatā after his marriage bearing on his left shoulder the top part of a sieve used for sowing seed, and the bride carries a rāvi or butter churn. The Māṇḍ bridgroom holds a sieve on his shoulder at the entrance to his house when, on the night following his marriage, the bride is brought to him in procession. On the last day of the marriage the bridal pair of the Arers go in procession to a temple, the bridegroom bearing a seed drill and the bride the handle of a churn, and bow to the god. On their return home before they enter the house, each of them still holding the same implement pronounces the name of the other. Vaddars at a marriage take a vaniki or wooden rod used for cleaning rice, apply turmeric and in the evening erect in a hole before the house of the bride. To the top of the rod leaves of atti are tied. This rod the bridal pair circumambulate five times. In all these practices, though other ideas may enter into the rite, the essential feature is the taking of an oath.

On the birth of a child in the Karnāṭak a stone-roller (varavanti (Mar.), gundakallu (Kan.)) or pestle with which spices are ground, is dressed in a woman’s clothes and the head-dress of a child (kunci). This stone is called Gundappa and is treated as a new-born infant, and a girl in the family pretends to be its mother, Gundappantāyī, and receives gifts on the twelfth day after the birth. On the twelfth day the stone is placed in the living child’s cradle where aksat is thrown on it. A stone is long-lived and it is therefore supposed that by this ceremony the child’s life will be prolonged into old age.

In the Bījāpūr district women who have no issue go to the hill of Sitimani and thereon build a miniature house or temple. By the side of a hilly track leading from Badami in the same district they place one stone to the right and one to the left and a third stone across the two stones. These stones represent a house and as the women construct it they say, ‘I have built a house for you; so you should continue my house’, ‘Ninage nāṇu mani katteni, nannamanī ninu nilisui’. After a child is born the women return to the site, remove the stones and give a feast.

A stone brought from an isolated hill that does not connect with another rise, or a stone found stuck in the branches of a tree is used to avert evil-eye from milch cattle. It must be brought back with the left hand, the carrier being naked, heated red-hot and placed in water with which the udders of the cattle are steamed.
Priests when they go to villages not their own to conduct funeral rites are said, when they find few deaths with consequent work, to place stones on their books with the object of causing more deaths.

When a man is bitten by a snake a stone is placed on his head to prevent the poison circulating; the stone is stationary and *ergo* the poison will be stationary. Stones are tied to nim-trees to cure a snake-bite, and large stones are piled on jack-trees to make them yield good fruit. When a man is bitten by a scorpion he will be cured if he upsets, without speaking to any one, the first stone he finds. From personal experience I can say that this supposed cure does not work. Near Nāgasamudra is a stone which if inverted by a woman who is awaiting her delivery or by any one on her behalf, gives her an easy delivery. To assist her it is even sufficient to find a stone near the village gate, to worship it as *Hulīgevā* and then invert it, again putting it straight after the child is born. In many places are stones called *usargallu*, ‘breathing stones’, which, if the affected part is rubbed against them, cure sprains. Between Ron and Savadī in the Karnātak is a worn stone near a tank; students before going up for an examination, debtors contemplating taking a loan or parents in pursuit of a companion in marriage for their children, attempt to lift the stone; if it be found light they will have success in their object, but will fail if the stone appear heavy. To cure fever a piece of flint is made hot and put in juice obtained from the leaves of gajargotī (Bignonia suaveolens), and the juice is drunk by the sick person. To cure a snake-bite five pebbles are waved over the bitten part in the name of *Ādīgudī Imānsāb* of the Bijāpur district and finally deposited at the saint’s resting-place without their being allowed to touch the ground.

There are several ways of transferring fatigue to a stone. In the Konkan on the summit of passes there is often a pile of stones and sticks called *Tahālde*, ‘the branch-god’. *Kātkarīs* as they ascend the passes carry with them from the bottom of the pass a branch which they throw away on reaching the summit, after which they descend the further side of the pass free from fatigue. In lieu of branches *Thakurs* throw stones on the pile. In Sind also on the ascent of a hill and even on a long journey on the level, a stone or stick is carried and thrown away when the traveller is tired. Pilgrims to Hampi spit on rags and throw these on a stone at the entrance of the village to transfer to it the fatigue of their journey. In the village of *Julkatti* in the State of Hyderabad there are rough-hewn stones called *Kanṭi Basappā* on which wayfarers throw rags with the same object.
Stones are charmed and carried on one’s person on a journey to keep away spirits, and those who dabble in the magician’s art use four stones to form a dikhānda against spirits.

Primitive tribes such as Bhils, Mavchis and Konkanis on the remarriage of a man who has lost his first wife require him to carry a large stone engraved with the image of a woman, which stone after the marriage is buried in the cemetery still showing the image above the ground. The object of this rite is to fix the ghost of the deceased wife and prevent its wandering (vad dakhana). If a man dies by accident his family members carve a picture of a man on a stone and bury it to half its depth in the ground, with the similar object of rooting the ghost of the dead (vir) to one spot.

A stone can be made the tabernacle of šakti. Images of gods are fashioned out of stone, and even into unfinished stones the šakti of gods is invoked. On the sixth or seventh day of Bhadrapad five small stones are taken from a well or river to represent Gauri; a hill-god whose shrine it is difficult to reach is represented by five stones. In Marathā villages Khandoba is represented by a pile of stones from which each worshipper removes five stones, adding five other stones.

Stones are invested with the šakti of gods and placed in cattle-sheds to keep away the spirits that reduce the milk yield of milch cattle. Such stones represent Pūsan or the sun-god under whose protection cattle go to and return from their pasture; the stones are also called Karevā. One of the most familiar examples of investing stones with šakti is the invocation of šakti into stones which are buried in fields, gardens or houses as a protection against evil. These stones are Kṣetrapal, ‘guardians of the fields’ or Dikpālakā, ‘guardians of the directions’. After their burial the stones are placed above ground and are frequently called Pāṇḍavā, five in number, representing the five protecting deities of the fields, but also known as Dharma, Air, Fire and the Asvin-Kumārś or the sun and moon. The ordinary agriculturist invokes šakti into his stones not by the uttering of mantras and the throwing of aksat, but by pouring water on the stone, applying lime and red earth, and sandalwood paste, covering them with flowers and

\1 Stone possesses the šakti of solemnity and is therefore used for images. The goddess Durga is one of the šaktis known as ugra, ‘fierce’, and her images are usually of wood which is called dāru, ‘fierce’. Images used in a house, e.g. images of the kal devatā; images used when performing Grahyajni or invoking the šakti of the moon, are made of baisa metal. Gaṇpati’s image is always of earth; the image of Śesā used on Nāgpančāli is of earth, as also that of Śiva in Pārthivapāla, black soil from the bed of the tuls, being preferred.
leaves, throwing incense into fire and finally by making an offering, naivedya, to the stones, an offering which must eventually be buried in the field.

A stone may also have special sakti which no neglect on the part of worshippers can impair. It is then swayambhū or 'self-existing'. There are many things that possess inherent sakti such as trees, water, fire, earth, implements, grain or a cow, but these have not the characteristics of immovability nor have they the conventional marks of divinity. There are again stones such as the Sūryakūnti, a round vitreous stone which represents the sun; the Bān, an elliptical stone representing Śankar; the Sāligrām, a round black stone representing Nārāyaṇ, which are worshipped without any previous installation, without any previous invocation of power, but these again are not swayambhū. Besides these there are other stones worshipped without any invocation of sakti; the red stone representing Gaṇpati, called Nārāyana Gaṇpati, and a white metallic stone, Suvarnākṣa, representing Devi, found in the beds of rivers such as the Narmada and Gaṅgā. To be swayambhū a stone must be immovable and possess the signs of divinity; such stones may be but occasionally worshipped, as many of the stones visited by pilgrims are, but their sakti will never diminish. A swayambhū deity requires no marriage jatrā to keep his sakti unimpaired; the sakti of the symbol is independent of the piety of the worshipper, and the symbol can be touched by females and by Śūdras without reduction of its power.

In funeral rites a stone with various names figures very commonly and this among castes strictly Hindu as well as among those that are barely within the pale of Hinduism. This stone is called in mantras Ścetṣil, svec meaning white, for it embodies the sakti of the ashes and the bones of the dead. It is also called Pretśil, 'the stone of the dead'; Pretrājā, 'the king spirit', and in the Konkān very generally Ṣinkhatā, 'the stone-of-life'. The general practice is for the file of mourners to kick up a stone on their way to the pyre, and for the bearers of the body then to change places, and among tribes wherein women carry the corpse from the house

1 There are swayambhū lingas at the following places: Saurasena (Somanāth); Śrī Sāila (Malikārkūpa); Avanti (Mahākāli); Mandhatapur (Onkāreśvar); Parali (Vaijānāth); Rāmeśvar (Rāmaśinga); Dwarka (Nāgasa); Kāśi (Vieśvar); Nasik (Trayambakeshvar); Badari (Kedāreśvar); Surādri (Ghunuswār). The following lingas are known as Atmaleś; that of Mahābaleshvar at Gokarna and the lingas of Chāyāling and Vāyuling. The following stones are also swayambhū: the pāšāli of Dattātreya at Andumbar and the Vīruṇkā at Hampi. There are swayambhū gods at Pandharpur (Pāndurang); at Tirupati (Venkataraman); at Venkatapur (Venkaṭēś) at Uḍapi in south Kanara (Krṣṇa) and at Kolhapur (Mahālakṣmi).
for the women bearers to return home, leaving the men to bear
the corpse. With this stone the cords that fasten the corpse to
the bier are cut, and the jar which the chief mourner carries round
the pyre is broken at each circumambulation. The subsequent
ways of dealing with the stone are many, but agree in keeping
the stone away from contact with the ground, on the assumption
that such contact would destroy the *barkat* of the dead, and his
*punya*. *Thakurs* who bury their dead on the twelfth day throw
the *Jivkhadā* with the *pinda* into water, as do *Bhois* and *Lonaris.
*Pancāls* when cutting the cords of the bier place one stone under
the cords and strike this with another to sever the cords; they
then keep both stones apart on grass or in a bush until the third
day of the obsequies when they are placed in a pot and hung on
a tree till the twelfth day and then thrown with the ashes and bones
of the deceased into a river.

In the Deccan, in particular, the stone is called *Aśmā*, but it
is not difficult to find communities that have no name for the
stone, and use it at a funeral without any formulated idea of the
stone enshrining the *sakti* or the life of the dead. Among Brahmins
in the Deccan the nearest heir to the deceased breaks with the
stone the earthen pot he carries three times round the pyre, and
then ties the stone in a cloth and hangs on a tree. On the seventh
to the tenth days inclusive the stone is tied round the neck of the
*yajamān*; on the tenth day it receives the offerings meant for the
dead after which it is thrown, to the accompaniment of mantras,
into water. In the Rono taluka of the Dharwar district *Deśastha
Brahmins* have the following practice. The lower of the two
stones used in cutting the cords of the bier is thrown into water
immediately after use; the upper stone is taken home and placed
on a matla-leaf. Where the deceased actually expired a pit is
dug and in it is placed an earthen saucer of oil with a lighted wick
facing south. This light is not allowed to go out for ten days.
In another saucer is placed rice mixed with earth near which is
put a pot of water. A nail is driven into the wall some three feet
from the ground and from it thread is hung with its end in the
pot of water. Each day that the obsequies are performed the
stone is taken to the *ghāt*, and when brought back is placed on the
leaf near the pot and saucers. When the *yajamān* dines he sprinkles
a little water on the stone and into the pot, and throws a morsel
of rice on to the roof of the house. On the eleventh day of the
obsequies the stone is thrown into water. The stone loses its
*pretatas* when thrown into the water, and to sever their connexion
with the dead it is customary for the mourners and relatives of
the dead to bathe in the water in which the stone was thrown. During the obsequial rites it is the Lingākarī that is invoked into the Pretāsīlā, a subtle invisible body with sakti.

Māśis tie the stone in a white cloth which they attach to a beam over the spot where the deceased expired and finally throw into a river. Kāṭkarīs have a ceremony distinctly their own; on the fifth day after the death the stone is placed outside the door of the deceased and five boys who have maintained a fast are bathed over the stone. The children call upon the dead by name individually; the dead spirit responds and enters an image made of ashes and water, whereupon the eldest leader of the clan present solemnly pronounces that the dead is dismissed, mokilā, from the tribe. By means of the inherent power of the stone a Kāṭkari mantrik can discover the human being, if any, who is responsible for the successive deaths of all the male members of a household.

The grinding-stone, the pestle and the mortar in the words of Manu are 'slaughter-houses', they are instruments of himśā; their use is circumscribed with rigorous rules intended to preserve sakti. On the other hand, they are necessary implements of work; they are associated with the goddess Lakṣmi and like all implements must be worshipped to enhance their sakti. When the new millet crop is ripe on Pūrṇīnā, on sud. six of the month or on Pauṣa sud. fifteen, the grinding-stone is decorated and worshipped. Women who must have their husbands alive take and grind new millet and out of the flour make preparations which are offered as naivedya to the family god. The day this is done is a great festival and is called Kuldharma. When the date of a Hindu marriage has been settled a good muhūrta is found for beginning to prepare the food for the marriage. This found, the grinding-stone is first worshipped; Ganpati is worshipped and wheat which has been first put in a winnowing-fan is ground, after which the food is prepared. At a Hindu and a Muhammadan marriage alike the grinding-stone is used at particular moments, though grinding is strictly prohibited at other moments during the ceremony. During a Hindu marriage as during a thread ceremony there is a grinding of black gram by suvāsinīs on the grindstone and the preparation from its flour of naivedya for Nāndi. This follows a worship of the stone which is called Uddinamuhūrta. Sindi Muhammadans perform a rite called Buki. Seven dates are tied with red thread to the grindstone and seven women who are the only wives of their husbands, turn each the stone and take the dates which are distributed. The same is done separately for both the bride and the bridegroom. Then an old man ties the thread and with it wheat
and an iron ring to the wrist of the bridegroom, and the bridegroom's sister does the same for the bride. On the seventh day of the marriage different grains are brought and placed under the grindstone, and the bridal pair are required to touch the handle of the stone so that their love may mingle even as the several kinds of grain are mingled by the grinding, and may always abide as some grain always remains on the stone.

There are several occasions on which the mortar and pestle are worshipped in much the same way by married women. At a thread ceremony the boy begs rice from his mother, a begging which is called Bhikṣāl, using a copper plate as his begging bowl. The pestle and mortar are then worshipped by svacūsinis before the boy himself pounds the rice therein. The boy then winnows the pounded rice in a winnowing-fan and spreads it on a deer-skin and finally cooks it on the fire of a special hom; offers oblations therefrom to the fire and the remainder to priests. In wedding rites the pestle is used as frequently as is the grinding-stone. Konchi Koravas on three occasions bathe the bridal pair over a pestle; once on the first day of the marriage when the pair are anointed with turmeric and oil; then again the next day before the kankan of the pair are tied, and on the last day before the bridegroom takes home his bride. In some Hindu families during a marriage til and jaggery are pounded in a mortar by married women; after first worshipping the stones the resultant mixture, yāllacakūli, is presented to married women. In Kanara among Brahmins, and usually on the fifth day of the marriage called nāgavallī, the pestle and mortar are decorated and worshipped. Rice-flour with water is pounded in the mortar and from the dough five serpents are made and worshipped by the bridal pair. The wristlets of the bridal pair are removed after the formal dismissal, vīśvajin, of their sakti and thrown on the serpents, which in their turn are dismissed and with the kankan taken away and left in a group of Nāga stones (nāgar bale), or like so many things which once have possessed invoked power are thrown into water. This is an important marriage rite the object of which is the propitiation of the snake-god so that the married pair may have issue. The appeal to the god is in this wise: 'Oh Mahābhūgī, protect me from snake-bite and give me long-lived progeny. I have approached you out of devotion. Oh deity most benign, protect me. Knowledge or unknowingly in this life or in any past life, if I myself have or any ancestor of mine has killed a snake, graciously protect me from sin and pardon me the transgression.'

Kākaris in the Konkan have a ceremony on the fifth day after
a birth to remove the impurity of birth, surer. Though several castes worship a grindstone at a birth or during the next few subsequent days, the ceremony called Pûâ is claimed by the Kâtkâri as entirely his own. On the fifth night after a birth no Kâtkâri adult can sleep. During the day coconut pieces are sent to all the women in the village to wash their hair and bodies, as the whole village is impure. Five mango-leaves are placed after the arrival of the visitors, on five ways leading to the house and smeared with red, black and yellow powders. Five similar leaves are also placed on the pûâ or stone used for grinding spices, which has previously been placed over the buried navel-cord of the child. In the morning of this fifth day the stone is cleaned; at noon it is covered with rice, red and yellow powder and flowers, and camphor is waved over it; throughout the day it remains concealed by a basket which is removed in the evening, when a burning lamp is placed near it and remains near all the night, which is passed in merry-making.

Stones are frequently used when iron is tabooed. The cords of a bier are cut with a stone; charmed lemons are broken with stones; the soma plant is crushed with a stone and Lingâyâts break with a stone the coconuts they offer to their gods. To cure the dysentery of a child the bark of a tree is administered, but the bark must be removed with a stone. Precious stones have naturally their individual power. A common test of a precious stone or of the Sâligrâm is to take rice grain carefully measured and after placing the stone in it remeasure it; if the grain shows an increase in measure the stone is a good one but worthless if there has been no increase. Different stones are offered to different planets to avert their pûâ; the ruby to the sun, the coral to Mars, the emerald to Mercury, the diamond to Jupiter and Venus, and the bluestone to Saturn. Stones taken from a burning ghât have a power which is made use of by mantriks.

When cholera breaks out some Hindus fix two small stones, one on either side of their front door and cover them with saffron and flowers. These are to deceive the goddess Mari to whose wrath the epidemic is attributed, for when she sees the stones she is supposed to go away imagining she has already visited that house. Mourners on their return from a funeral throw five pebbles towards the site of burial or of cremation to keep away the ghost of the dead. Cairns of stones are very common in the hilly tracts of Sind and on the Baluch frontier, generally on the top of passes or where some death has occurred. In the plains stones are thrown at the shrines of saints and in some cases at temples; at the temple
of Kavanath Dev at Halher two or three stones are thrown by every pilgrim who on approaching the temple is not allowed to follow the straight and direct route, though he may take this on his return. The only explanation I have received of this practice is that the throwing of stones is an act of reverence.
CHAPTER XI

THE POWER OF TIME

IME in Indian thought is no abstract measure but something very real and concrete suffused like other entities with power. There are moments of sakti when the movements of the stars and planets produce a parvakāl; there are other moments when a combination of elements of time produces a muhūrtta, the auspiciousness of which is correlated to the horoscope of the person who chooses those moments for action. On the other hand, there are dies nefasti, and in all moments of great power there lurks the element of danger which characterizes all power.

The Hindu day, for the purposes of ritual, is divided into five kāl, each of which is made up of six ghatakā of twenty-four minutes, calculated from the time taken by a measured pot with a hole in it to sink in a larger pot of water. The installation of these pots is a recurring feature of religious ceremony.

Of the five kāl of the day two, sangavākāl and aparānihakāl, are comparatively of ordinary potentiality; the other three kāl, namely prantakhāl, madhyanahakāl and sanyākāl, are times of great sakti and particularly the first forty-eight minutes of each kāl. These hours of dawn, noon and sunset are turning-points and are therefore considered parvakāl, though not by all. Whether parvakāl or not, however, they are hours of sakti. The term parvakāl is applied without dispute to all Amāvāsyā and Pūrṇimā, to new and full-moon days, the eighth and fourteenth days of each fortnight; to all the twelve sankramana when the sun passes from one zodiac to another; to the eighty-four sankrānt when the seven planets similarly change their zodiacs, and to hours of eclipse. In all these cases the power of the hour comes from the stars and planets, and as the hour is a time of transition from one sakti to another, one sakti as it were incoming and one outgoing, it is characterized by both good and evil potentiality. Besides these there are fourteen Manvādi days which are also parvakāl, the

¹ Manvādi (mana and adi) is the accession day of Manu. There are fourteen Manus in all, the rule of each being four yugas, and this period is called Manvantar.
power of which is not based on planetary influence though a few of them are Pūrṇimā and Amāvāsyā. These days are Chaitra, sud. 3; Chaitra Pūrṇimā; Jyeṣṭha Pūrṇimā; Āśāṭha, sud. 10; Āśāṭha Pūrṇimā; Śrāvaṇ Vat. 8; Bhādrapad, sud. 3; Āśvin, sud. 9; Kārttik, sud. 12; Kārttik Pūrṇimā; Pauṣa, sud. II; Māgha, sud. 7. Phālgun Pūrṇimā and Amāvāsyā. Certain days and months of another category are also parvākāl. Rāmaṇavami the ninth of Chaitra; Akṣayatīśīyā the third of the first half of Vaisākha; Narsinh Jayanti the fourteenth of the bright half of Vaisākha; Hanuman Jayanti the full-moon day of Chaitra; Gangotpatti in the month of Jyeṣṭha; Vatsavitri the full-moon day of Jyeṣṭha; Gokulaṭśamī the birthday of Kṛṣṇa in the second half of Śrāvaṇ; Anantacaturdaśī the first ten days of Āśvin and known as Navratī; Dhanatrayodaśi the thirteenth day of Āśvin; Narakacaturdaśi the fourteenth of Kārttik; the Amāvāsyā, the Balipratipada the Yamadwitiyā which fall during the festival of Divāli; Kārttik Ekādaśī the eleventh day of Kārttik; Vaikuṇṭha Caturdaśi the fourteenth of Kārttik; Makar Sankramana in the month of Pauṣa; Rathasaptami the seventh of Māgh; Holika and Śivrātra. Of the months Śrāvaṇ, Kārttik, Māgha, Chaitra, and Vaisākha are parvākāl.

There are certain characteristics in common of parvākāl. The powerful influence of the planets at these times adds to the power of all things. Because water gains enhanced power at a parvākāl bathing in rivers is common at this time; mantras are learnt and used for magic purposes; libations of water are made to the pītras who are associated with all parvākāl; ugra gifts to avert evil can be made. On the other hand there is evil in the power of a parvākāl due to the excess of sakti therein and to the fading of one form of sakti as it gives way to another. All parvākāl are followed by a kari period or period of danger; marriages and other sanskār cannot be performed on days of parvākāl; agricultural operations are tabooed; fairs and festivals cannot be held; images of gods and other media through which sakti is invoked cannot be installed; ceremonies of sakti such as a śānti and of pūnya such as a vrāta cannot be carried out. For all these rites dependent on sakti a good muhūrṭa must be found, and this, though it may coincide with a parvākāl, is not based on a parvākāl.

The first Manus was Svayambhuva Manus, from whom came the Manus Smṛti. At present is the rule of Vaisnavat Manus, who has passed three yuga (Kṛta, Tretā and Dwāpara) and is now in his Kaliyuga.

1 Each month has two halves: the bright half called sudha, 'pure' or 'clear'; or kula, 'white'; the dark half called madhya, 'blameless'; or kṣopa, 'black'; or bāhū, 'dark'.
A muhūrtta is a period of two ghaṭikā during which the tīthi, vār, nakṣatra, yog and kāraṇ are all auspicious with reference to the horoscope. A vār is a day called after one of the seven planets. Its coincidence with a nakṣatra may make the day favourable or unfavourable. Sunday, for instance, coinciding with the star Hasta produces an auspicious moment, coinciding with Anurādhā it makes a bad moment. There are fifteen tīthī in a fortnight, some of them good, some bad. If a good tīthī, for example Daśāmi or Pancamī, falls on a Tuesday it produces a very bad combination called mṛtyu-yog. Of nakṣatra there are twenty-seven, some good and some bad; if a favourable one fall on a Sunday it is a bad union.

There is a cycle of twenty-seven yog each of which is like a tīthi, a period of about twenty-four hours, or sixty ghaṭikā. The duration of each is determined by the position of the stars; some of them are favourable, some entirely bad. The yog are Viṣṇumā, Prīti, Āyuṣmān, Saṃbhāgya, Sōbhana, Atigandha, Sukarma, Diśṭi, Śūla, Gandhā, Vṛddhi, Dhrva, Vyāghāta, Harṣana, Vajra, Siddhi, Vyātīpāta, Vāryāna, Paridha, Siva, Siddhi, Śālīya, Subha, Śūkla, Brahma, Aināra, Vaidhvī. Those of Vyātīpāta and Vaidhvī are wholly bad and no good work is attempted during their duration; the first half of Paridhā is bad as are also the first three hours and thirty-six minutes of Vajra, the first seventy-two minutes of Viṣṇumā, the first two hours of Vyāghātā, and the first two hours and twelve minutes of Atigandha and Ganda. The remaining yog are auspicious.

There are eleven kāraṇ: Bava, Bālava, Kaulava, Taitala, Garajā, Vanija, Viṣṭi or Bhadra, Śakuni, Catuspād, Nāga, Kim-stugha, each with a presiding deity (adhisdevatā), respectively Indra, Brahma, Mitra, Aryānā, Prthvi, Lakṣmi, Yama, Kali, Śanika, Sarpa and Vāyu. These all depend upon tīthis; the first seven are called cara, 'moving' and the other four sthīra, 'fixed'. The seven follow in a series beginning from sud. Pratipadā of each month until vad. 14; the four have certain fixed tīthi from vad.14 to sud. pratipadā of the next month. The duration of each is thirty ghaṭikā, that is twelve hours. During the continuance of each kāraṇ some specific work can best be performed. Bava is a good kāraṇ for every auspicious work such as the taking of medicine or beginning the construction of a building; Bālava is a good kāraṇ for discharging duties towards others or making presents to win punya; during Kaulava one should attempt to win love and friendship; during Garajā agricultural operations should succeed and during Vanija all sorts of contracts are best
executed. None of these works assigned to these karana will succeed in Viṣṭi which is an appropriate karana for exorcising spirits or working evil or learning charms. Śakuni is the time for taking omens, for gambling or astrology. Immovable property and cattle are best dealt with during Caturvāpaṛi and at this karana war is best conducted and treaties are best made. Nāga is the karana during which sacrifices should be made and acts which involve cruelty, Kimstughna is a propitious time for all good work. The Viṣṭi karana is peculiar. It occurs four times during the bright fortnight when it is called sarpani, ‘snake’, and four times during the dark fortnight when it is called Vṛścika, ‘scorpion’. A snake has poison in its head and a scorpion its sting in its tail and these names indicate that the first half of this karana in the one fortnight is a time of danger, and the second half in the other fortnight, whilst the second half in the bright fortnight and the first half in the dark fortnight are harmless.

SANDHYĀ

Derived from the word sandhi, ‘union’, the term sandhyā is applied to the morning and evening twilight, to a period of forty-eight minutes between night and day, and also to midday, the time of union between forenoon and afternoon. These hours of dawn, noon and sunset are parvakāl or hours of sakti. To the Muhammādān these hours are ghoro or vazandār, ‘heavy’. The same idea of a transition as appears in the word Sandhyā underlies the Muhammādān’s description of noon as ‘the day is between two needles’, dinkan bini suyunje vich men ahe.

Precisely because these hours are hours of power, there is a close similarity in the restrictions imposed on man’s actions at noon or in either of the twilights. Sleep is forbidden to both Hindu and Muhammādān. A Muhammādān who sleeps in the morning twilight loses all the bārkat of the whole day; to be awake at this time confers the same blessing as prayer. At sunset it is equally imperative to be awake; one cannot even lie on a cot at this time and the sick are made to keep awake and sit up. A Hindu who sleeps at these hours falls ill or endures poverty; worse than this, spirits enter the sleeper, make his ears ring with their jabber and finally cause his death, so all who sleep are awakened by others.

When the sun sets, rises or stands in the middle of the sky he

1 Vide Grihya-sūtra of Hiranyakeśa, i, 5, 16; 15-16; Aapasmāra, ii, 5, 12, 13-14; Laws of Munu, ii, 219-21; iv, 55; iv, 37; iv, 69; Institutes of Vijnā, lxx, 17.
must not be gazed at. The Hindu will not look at the sun when it is at the height of its power, nor at twilight when it is struggling with the demon of darkness. In Sind a popular belief is that a Muhammadan who faces the sun at dawn gets a headache, which grows worse and worse till it reaches its climax at noon, and can be cured only by a Mulla taking the sufferer to a well another day before sunrise, reciting over him the Koran and sprinkling him with water. This process of cure and the headache itself are called sajavati.

The Prophet forbade his followers to commence their prayers exactly at sunrise, sunset or noon, because infidels worshipped the sun at such times. Namaz and Sijdah are not performed at the three hours the Hindu calls Sandhya. The noon prayer should begin after zuul, a period of prohibition determined by the shadow of a stick held straight in the sun. At dawn, sunset and at noon the Koran should not be read and recital of the book should cease. Hindu practice has much that is similar. The Veda must not be recited in the twilight and their recitation cannot be begun at noon. At noon the important details of the Sruddha ceremony cannot be carried out. Before dawn and before sunset the Agnihotri takes out his fire, but he performs his hom after sunrise and after sunset.

Drinking and eating are forbidden in the twilight and at noon. If one drinks or eats, the Hindu thinks, the spirits join in the meal. The Muhammadan believes that if a man gets into the habit of taking water at sunset, he will when the darkness of death approaches imagine it is sunset and ask for water, whereupon Satan will give him unclean water and rob him of all his imam or faith. It is bad for even a sick man to take water or medicine; children in the evening must wait till the lamps are lighted before they can drink, and neither at noon nor at sunset is water drawn or carried. One reason given by the Hindu for avoiding food and drink in the twilight is that Yama, the god of death, chooses this time for practising penance.

Chastity is imperative. A Hindu fears that a child begotten at noon will be deformed, and one begotten at sunset will be a demon. Children born with teeth are usually considered demons. Women who are enceinte at these hours are in great danger. In Sind such women are never left alone. A Hindu woman who is

\[1\] Vide Manu, iv, 113.

\[2\] Vide Manu, iv, 62 and iv, 55; Institutes of Vijn., lxviii, 11, 12.

\[3\] 'He must avoid connubial intercourse, and in a temple and at the root of a tree or shrub, and in the daytime and in the twilight.'—Institutes of Vijn., lxix, 7-10.
with child must not stand in the doorway at sunset or she will harm the unborn child; she must avoid also seeing the cattle returning from pasture in the twilight as spirits attach themselves to their feet, attempting in this way to gain entry to the residences of man. Children also are to avoid the returning cattle, but as cattle are more often than not shepherded by children, practice does not follow theory.

Other acts which the Hindu would call acts of himsā are also forbidden. A Muhammadan will avoid washing clothes or bathing at noon, sunset or dawn; he will not even give clothes to a washerman in the twilight. He avoids also shaving or cutting his nails; sweeping and grinding; he will not cut a tree and will not allow children to climb trees or pluck flowers. Hindu practices are on the same lines. The Hindu ceremony of Caud or tonsure cannot be performed at noon. If a Hindu woman or child cuts the hair at Goraj the youngest son of the mother dies.

It is very dangerous to take an oath or utter a curse at any of these hours. The Muhammadan considers an oath taken either in the twilight or at noon very dangerous; the Hindu thinks an oath taken at sunset is more dangerous than at any other time, and the worst curse is one uttered at noon. Bad intentions entertained at dawn, noon or sunset draw power from the hour, and lead to ill. At these critical hours, all forms of abuse or quarrelling and untruth must be avoided; even to play at quarrelling brings its sequel of evil.

The complex character of power; its potentiality for good and at the same time its inherent element of danger, is manifested by the confusing medley of practices at the hour of sunset. Godhuli or goraj is a period of twelve minutes before and twelve minutes after actual sunset. It takes these names from the dust kicked up by cattle as they return to their stalls from the fields. It is, on the one hand, an auspicious hour, an hour of Lakṣmi, the goddess of good fortune, an hour of creative activity, a time which some consider most propitious for the celebration of a marriage, independently of whether or not it coincides with a good muhūrtta related to the horoscopes of the bridal pair. A man who dies at

---

1 Even if a marriage be performed at sunset, and this is far from being a rule, the akṣat thrown on the bridal pair must be thrown at the correct muhūrtta, and the rites of Lājāhoma and Saptaapadi must be performed after sunset, as the bridal pair must see certain stars, Dhrūva and Arumadhāti.

Oc. The Mystic Rose, E. Crawley, 1927, vol. ii, p. 41: ‘Weddings very commonly take place in the evening or at night, a custom natural enough for its convenience and its obviation of dangers, such as that of the evil-eye and those connected with human, and especially female, shyness and timidity.’
this hour is said in Gujarāt to go to heaven. At this time the homeward wending cattle bring fortune, says the Mahār, in their trail if they pass the open door of a house and the inmates wisely remain silent and at peace. A woman desiring issue chooses this time to throw rice on the roof of a neighbour and draw an omen from the chance conversation she overhears. Women obtain an easy delivery at sunset; if a pregnant woman enters at this hour a temple of Mahādev she delivers prematurely, so women whose delivery is overdue go to such a temple at sunset. To avert evil-eye from a woman after her delivery water is poured over the rear fold of the dhotar of a pure person at sunset and given her to drink, whilst if she awaits delivery the front part, niryaś, of a woman’s skirt is waved up and down in front of her, a skirt being taken from a woman who usually has easy deliveries. Another practice is for the husband when his wife is in travail to place his turban on her body at the time the cattle return home, and unwind its folds in the reverse way. Svāmīs and sannyāsīs enter villages at sunset in search of hospitality. When an epidemic is imminent, several kinds of grain are boiled together and sprinkled on the village confines before the sun sets.

At sunset the Hindu performs a double rite which itself demonstrates the dual nature of the power of the time. To scare away Alakṣāmi or bad fortune, a lighted wick is carried round all the nooks and corners of the house, beginning at the back door, and ending at the front door, and whilst this is done a winnowing-fan is beaten with a stick. After this an attempt is made to encourage Lakṣāmi, the goddess of good fortune, to enter the house by lighting another wick and carrying this through the house beginning from the front door.

The inherent danger in the hour of evening twilight leads to a very large number of taboos. One must be careful not to give many things away. The Sindi Muhammadan will not give away anything white such as lime, eggs, white cotton, milk, salt or curds; he will not give away fire or fruit. In the Karnātak the Hindu will not give away a winnowing-fan, a sieve, a pestle or mortar, a broom, curds or milk, lime or salt, garlic, grain, fire, or a lamp, butter or money. A man who gives away lime finds himself saddled with a daughter. Money transactions at this time mean loss of wealth and are avoided; money cannot be changed. A guest will not want to depart nor will he be allowed to do so; a journey cannot be begun. As no bad act is to be done because it draws power from the hour, and as in general no good act can be done, sunset becomes an hour of rest. Weeping of any kind would
bring a sequel of ill. It is dangerous to be called at sunset or to make anxious inquiries about the health of another. It is rash to attempt a good action lest it should fail; it is equally rash to entertain an evil purpose, for evil thoughts materialize at this time.

The Sindi Muhammadan calls sunset naḥas, ‘inauspicious’. He also says sanjho danjho, ‘Evening is calamity’. Many acts are avoided at this time from a fancied association with death, which may, however, not be primitive in thought. Sleep is an impure state destroying bārkat, and all impure acts are forbidden at noon and in the twilights, but sleep also resembles death; bathing washes away bārkat, but it also suggests the purification that is imperative after a funeral; cowdung cannot be brought home, because cakes of this are used at a cremation; fire cannot be extinguished nor water be thrown away, because these things are done on a death and also at an eclipse. The Muhammadan is enjoined at sunset to remember the darkness of the tomb; to eschew all evil acts and to pray for forgiveness of sins.

A man who dies at sunrise, gopāl, is said in Gujarāt to go to heaven and a birth at dawn is auspicious. Unless the day be an Āmāvāsyā one may set out on a journey any day at dawn without considering the muhārtta; dawn itself is called Gargacūrya muhārtta. As dawn approaches the Muhammadan believes that Khwāja Khizr visits the market-places and assists to success those he meets; this is, too, the time when holy men pray and called on this account pīro fakirji mahal, ‘the hour of Pirs and fakirs’, a holy hour when it is good to grind grain. Noon is associated with spirits as well as with the sakti of a parvakāl. All hinsā, such as sweeping, grinding, the cutting of the hair and nails, cutting trees or plucking flowers, is tabooed to a Muhammadan as to a Hindu. It is forbidden a Muhammadan to sell or buy; to fetch water or go on a journey; continence is imperative. The Hindu will not give alms at noon and should a beggar come to him will give him food but not alms. Milk cannot be carried or the person carrying it loses bārkat; water must not be drawn, and there must be no manner of abuse or crying. Like the Muhammadan the Hindu must avoid washing clothes or bathing at noon, and I have found Hindus who say that no offering can be made in a temple at noon.

**AMĀVĀSYĀ**

Umās (Sīn.); Amāsī (Kan.)

The new-moon day is ghoro to the Muhammadan and a parvakāl to the Hindu. The moon on this day surrenders its power to the
THE POWER OF TIME

sun, and there results a combination of great power. The word Amāvāsyā is derived from ama, 'together' and vas, 'to dwell'.

As a time of great power Amāvāsyā is associated with the same prohibitions as the sandhyā and other hours of power. Strict chastity is imperative for both Hindu and Muhammadan. There can be no grinding and no washing of clothes. The Sindi Muhammadan will not bring grain to the threshing-floor, will not reap his crops, will not cut the hooves of his horses or cattle, will not shave or cut his own hair or nails. There is some difference of opinion as to whether sweeping also is forbidden, but with this exception Hindu and Muhammadan practice is the same. The Jain will not cut cloth on Amāvāsyā. Another act which always has its dangers is that of spinning or that of weaving, and Kuruvinara weavers will neither weave nor spin on Amāvāsyā.

All Umās days to a Muhammadan in Sind are 'bankrupt days', khutal tarikhun. Nothing done for love or livelihood on these days will succeed; no new work can be commenced, and if a journey is attempted the wanderer loses his way. To a Hindu an Amāvāsyā is an anadhyā day. This term literally meaning 'not studying' implies a time when anything learnt is not remembered; it refers, in particular, to days when the Veda are not to be studied, days that include the first, eighth and fourteenth of each month, Pūrva and Amāvāsyā and stormy days accompanied by thunder and rain. It is also used with a more comprehensive meaning referring to any work that is fruitless. According to Manu, the new-moon day destroys the teacher, the fourteenth the pupil, the eighth and the full-moon days destroy all remembrance of the Veda. The destruction of memory on an Amāvāsyā is called pāthanaśa. Private schools close on the day of no-moon, Sanscrit Šāstās keep holiday and Puraniks do not recite the Purāṇa.

New clothes and ornaments cannot be purchased on an Amāvāsyā; a lamp cannot be bought; the first entry of a new house cannot be made, and the agriculturist not only cannot perform those operations of agriculture such as reaping and threshing which are destructive, but he cannot sow. No sanskr or sānti can be performed and no kamyā karma or rite with a specific and declared object as distinguished from nitya karma such as the Sandhyā, the Baliharana and the Vaiśvadeva which have no sankalpa or declaration of purpose. Amāvāsyā is the one day that makes inauspicious the time just before dawn, the Gargacārya mūḥārtta. It is bad to be born on Amāvāsyā and one so born develops into an irascible adult. A calf born brings evil to its owner and is

1 Manu, iv, 113-14.
therefore given away. The day is a fateful one for the sick and certain diseases such as typhoid and plague are at their worst during the four days ending with Amāvāsyā.

Amāvāsyā is a bhūtak, a time when spirits are active. Strange fires by the sea or in lonely places denote the presence of spirits on this day, and one way to prevent being accosted by spirits is to pass or walk between cattle. The prince of spirits, Vetāl, permits his followers to wander when there is no moon. On an Amāvāsyā which coincides with a Sunday a charm is made to protect cattle from ticks. A shallow dish is taken; on the inside of this is drawn with lime a pentacle and on the other side of the dish the hideous face of a spirit Rev. The plate is held in the smoke of burnt alum and then hung inside the cattle-shed near the entrance so that the cattle will have to pass under it. As a propitiation of spirits a coconut is sometimes kept in a niche and renewed every Amāvāsyā; in the Karnātak this is called kerran madda, ‘niche of the black-faced spirit’. On Amāvāsyā a man wishing to control spirits invokes the sakti of Yaksini the wife of Vetāl into a plant called raktabutili, and then severs a branch which he ties to a beam in a temple or in a saint’s math that it may be free from all suher and sutak impurity, that is from the contagion of a woman’s impurity or that of death. Whenever he wants to achieve anything he then obtains a paste, gandh, by rubbing the branch, and with this paste writes charms on buri-leaves. If Amāvāsyā falls on a Sunday mantriks practise jap or silent prayer to add efficacy to their charms; on any Amāvāsyā mantriks prepare yantras. On an Amāvāsyā a mantrik will take earth on which a man has urinated and making from it an image and worshipping this with a thousand Kangal flowers, subdue a spirit through whom he can work evil.

Besides the magic of mantriks, many other magic rites are performed on an Amāvāsyā. Rags are tied to trees and nails are driven into trees to avert evil-eye; charms are written on paper and, inserted in bored copper coins, are worn as talismans against evil-eye. Salt is placed before a god’s image on Amāvāsyā to free afflicted cattle from pests; charmed salt is given to the sick. Medicinal herbs or herbs credited with curative power are uprooted in silence on Amāvāsyā. As at an eclipse trees that remain barren are coerced to become fruitful; deep cuts are made in jack-fruit trees by a naked person, and tamarind-trees are thrashed with sticks. On Amāvāsyā Kumbhārs, Lingāyats, Kurubas and others bathe a married woman who has many children in a river or pond, and issueless women sit near so that they may be wetted with
water splashed from her body. When Amāvāsyā falls on a Monday, Somvati Umās, to acquire punya Hindus rise before dawn and without speaking take a bath in a canal, river or tank and return home; this is called in Sind gongi tubi, ‘dumb bath’, and in the Karnātak mukaniru.

Some Amāvāsyā are of particular importance. The Amāvāsyā of Bhādrapad is associated with the worship of all the pīts; Sarvapitri Amāvāsyā. This is celebrated throughout the dark fortnight which in Kanara is called Mahālaya and in the Karnātak Pakṣa or ‘fortnight’. It should be performed on the day the yajamān’s father died; in calculating this fifteen numbers are counted and then again the numbers one to fifteen, so that if a man died on the sixteenth his Darśa Śrāddha is celebrated on the first. At an ordinary Śrāddha three pinda only are offered to the dead, but at Mahālaya one is offered for every departed soul, and as the names of the dead are not remembered pinda are offered in the names of gods for each deceased ancestor up to three generations back. Another slight difference of ritual distinguishes the Śrāddha on this day from the ordinary Śrāddha, for at the latter the pinda only are offered to the crows whilst on Amāvāsyā all food prepared for the dead is so offered. Mahālaya is performed by the eldest son of the last deceased ancestor; if the younger brothers are living in the same house they join the elder son in the worship, but if separate they offer tarpan only, an oblation of water to the pīts on Amāvāsyā. On Amāvāsyā also Śrāddha must be performed by all who have omitted to perform it on the correct day.

Parvakāl are associated with the light and heat of the heavenly bodies. The pīts are supposed to be fond of light and heat and are called ‘drinkers of heat’. Offerings to them, therefore, are made when there is heat and light more than usual, and this happens at conjunctions (parva). Even on Amāvāsyā, though no moon is apparent, the sun and moon rise together and set together producing enhanced heat.

The Kātkari has no calendar of his own and takes the Hindu feast days for his own ceremonies of which he claims his Sarvapitri-Amāvāsyā is one. Many Kātkaris celebrate this but once a year; others celebrate it on Phālguṇ Amāvāsyā as well, whilst some of the Dhor Kātkaris celebrate it three times a year. Food such as the dead are supposed to relish, particularly the flesh of the iguana, is brought, as also samples of the new crops. On the ground is placed a basket containing the images of the ancestors, yir and supli, to which coconut red-powder, liquor and a fowl are offered. Amongst Dhor Kātkaris the clan consumes these articles and
nothing is offered to crows; grain from the different crops is placed in the basket before the first-fruits are given to children to eat. *Son Kātkarīs* in the Kolaba district have a ritual slightly different. The cooked food is offered to crows by the eldest male member of the family who is not allowed to shave for a whole month previously. The spirits come through the doors which are left open all the night and leave next day when the crows have gone to sleep. Dancing at night is indulged in vigorously in order to keep the dead awake; a smell of burnt rice announces the presence of the spirits, one of whom enters a medium and reveals his identity. Amongst Dhors the clan meets for this celebration in the house where the symbols of the deceased ancestors of the tribe are kept, and only failing such place in their own houses. As a rule, *yir* and *supī*, representing respectively male and female ancestors, are kept only as long as the son is alive, and considerable secrecy, I find, is maintained as to the precise house wherein they are kept.

On *Amāvāsyā* things that represent the goddess of fortune, *Lakṣmī*, such as rice and money, are not given away. The day before the dark night of *Āśvin Amāvāsyā* is considered a day of the goddess who is worshipped through her symbols to dispel her enemies who come with the night. All professional castes worship then the implements of their profession, whilst some castes do this every *Amāvāsyā*; *Ṣikāris* their guns, snares and axes; *Kumbhārs* their kiln, wooden patter and stirring-rods; merchants their stores and account books. *Koravas* worship their implements of crime. When implements are worshipped the usual rule is that the wife of the worshipper should join in the worship, but on *Amāvāsyā* *Koravas* exclude altogether women from such worship, and *Vaddars* who allow their womenfolk to assist in the worship of their tools on *Dasara* forbid them to do so on *Amāvāsyā*. The worship of implements is by some castes also celebrated on *Kārttik Amāvāsyā*, whilst in the *Kārnāṭak* on the *Amāvāsyā* of *Jyeṣṭha* earthen models of bullocks are worshipped and a plough bullock is brought home in the evening and also worshipped. This use of earthen models gives to this *Amāvāsyā* the name *Mannettin Amāvāsyā* (*mannu* is clay; *ettu* is bull).

The threshing-floor central pole is often cut as by *Talwārs* on an *Amāvāsyā* that it may acquire the *sakti* of the day. On the *Amāvāsyā* of *Āśvin Jains* cut a pole of kaki (*Cassia fistula*), worship it with *aksat*, food and sandal-paste and keep it in the house until used a month later on the threshing-floor.

*Amāvāsyā*, like other *parvakāl*, is a good day for bathing in river or in sea. On the *Amāvāsyā* of *Māgh* called *Mahāśivrātri*, *Samud-
varam or bathing in the sea is very meritorious; children and even the sick bathe and in Kanara there are pilgrimages to the sea.

On Pausa vad. 30, when the *vadi* crops have matured, the white millet, *satu*, is ready to be reaped and the cotton buds begin to open, a feast is held in the fields called in the Karnatka *hatti holada charago*. The *charago* is a preparation of the white *jwar* in the form of cakes, *soragajabu*, and is prepared in honour of the cotton crop. The farmer gets up before sunrise and goes to his fields taking the *charago*; he ties together chosen plants in the fields, and robes them in the clothes of a woman, worships them with *aksat*, flowers, *halad* and *kunku* and offers them a portion of the *charago*. This done he throws *charago* from a large basket in all directions along the boundaries of the fields. This must be completed before sunrise. He then remains in the field until his guests arrive when a feast is held; the cattle and bullocks are fed also with the same preparation and in the evening the merry party returns home bearing with them selected plants which they tie in an arch, *toran*, to their doors and over the place where they keep their gods. This ceremony and feast is intended to avert evil and to bring *barkat* to the crops. For the *kharif* crops a similar ceremony is performed on the full-moon day of *Asvin*. *Bhils* and *Kolis* also choose an *Amavasya*, *Srawan* 30, for a ceremony called *Pithora* in honour of all ripe crops. A bamboo canopy is erected under which, before various goddesses, garlands of all kinds of grain, grass and vegetables are hung.

*Gudi Padwa* or New-Year's Day is the worst *Amavasya* in the Hindu year. On this day parents press their children to eat lest they should be short of food throughout the ensuing year. New clothes are given to children; schoolboys worship their slates; women put turmeric on the handle of the churn and churn butter. Dishes are prepared from the tender leaves of the nim and eaten to bring health and happiness throughout the year, and villagers even meet in bodies at their temple and eat such leaves together. On the last day of the departing year no *himsu* can be done; no ploughing; no grinding; no shaving or hair-cutting; no new work can be begun.

Criminal tribes, on the whole, look upon the night of *Amavasya* as an auspicious time for crime. The facile explanation that appears in some books of this choice as determined by the darkness of the night concealing movement, is hardly correct. There is an element of evil in moonlight recognized in many ways, whilst there is a *sakti* conducive to success in an *Amavasya*.
AN ECLIPSE

Current accounts of the customs associated with an eclipse of the sun or moon accept in their literalness the mythological and other stories that explain an eclipse, and so doing offer a very narrow interpretation which isolates an eclipse from other hours of power. According to story, the daitya or demon Rāhu drank of the nectar produced at the churning of the ocean and became immortal. He was detected by the sun and moon who informed Viṣṇu, and the latter cut off the demon’s head and arms. The head and tail of the demon were thereupon transferred to the heavens where he wreaks vengeance on the sun and moon by swallowing them. Urdu almanacs picture a snake swallowing the celestial orbs. Other stories make the orbs overshadowed by the shadow of Mount Meru, or by that of a Bhangi creditor as Rāhu and Ketu collect their debts. Demons are tamorūpi, ‘dark in form’, and the original character of Rāhu as a demon is retained in the name of the two planets Rāhu and Ketu which are called ‘shadow planets’, chāyāgrahā.

In Religion and Folklore of Northern India, W. Crooke, 1926, p. 40, an eclipse is described as a ‘crisis, a time of danger’, because demons are abroad. In India in the Dark Wood, Dr. Nicol Macnicol, 1930, p. 53, is another description assuming that an eclipse is an hour of demons: ‘For example, when there is an eclipse of the moon, that is when, according to the popular notion, a great demon is threatening to devour the moon, the members of one of those outcaste groups go from house to house crying “Give us a gift and we shall have the moon set free”. The high-caste Hindus accordingly propitiate them with gifts, evidently because they are supposed to have relations with the demon world.’

Now such an assumption that an eclipse is a time when spirits are abroad must explain first of all why this time is not recognized by the Hindu as a bhūteei, ‘a time of spirits’, unless it happens to synchronize with one. The second assumption that the gifts made at an eclipse show a connexion between the depressed castes and the world of demons, if logical, would charge other classes also with being in league with this world of demons, for the type of gift made at an eclipse is also made to other classes, and on occasions also other than at an eclipse.

Gifts made at an eclipse are called ugra or ‘fierce’. The fierceness, ‘ugraţa’, of a gift is determined by the occasion, for the same things may be given on two different occasions; on one of these the gifts will remain ordinary gifts and at the other they will
transfer to the recipient a burden of ill or sin. When the planets are propitiated, for instance, and worshipped during a sanskār or a śānti, or in performance of a vrata, with the object of attaining success or winning barkat, gifts are made to priests and are not ugra. When the same gifts are made to avert evil resulting from the evil influence of the planets, their pūdā, the gifts are ugra; the priest by accepting them loses some of his sakti and has to perform a prayascitta to regain his lost power. At a marriage, again, gold can be given to a bridegroom, but when this is given to a priest during obsequies it becomes an ugra gift. Gifts of a cow, land, vessels, and clothes at a marriage bring happiness and fertility; when given during obsequies they bring evil. On the day of the consummation ceremony bedding is given to the bridegroom, but when this is given to a priest at obsequies it is the worst of gifts to accept.

All gifts to priests during obsequies are ugra; gifts made at the Karka Sankramaṇa are also ugra, as are those made when the bad yogas, kṣuyoga, of Vaidhytis and Vyātipūт fall on a Puṇṇimā, Amāvāsyā or Sankramaṇa. At a funeral therefore the chief priest chooses a particular priest to accept such presents with their burden of evil. In the second half of Bṛhadrapad on the anniversary of all the pitṛs, black sesame is offered to priests, and fodder is thrown on the road for passing cattle to eat, so that the sins of the dead may be transferred. This is another example of an ugra gift.

The gifts made at an eclipse are of this character. When an eclipse of the moon occurs in a man’s star zodiac he gives to a priest a small image, bimba, of the moon and one of a snake, or if the eclipse be solar occurring in one’s janaṁrāṣṇi or janaṁnakṣatra a gold image of the sun and of a snake. These images are placed in a copper plate filled with ghee and given to the priest. At an eclipse all forms of alms draw power from the power of the time. The Hindu says they are ten times more efficacious than at ordinary moments; they avert calamity and they convey or transfer sins. In Sind charity is advised at this time to lessen the punishment of the planets who are being punished for their sins. A corpus vile is not unnaturally the best medium for transferring sin or evil.

The various cries uttered at an eclipse by those who receive gifts are instructive. In the Deccan the Māng says goes about calling ‘Idā pūdā dyā’, ‘Give away your evils’, a phrase commonly used when a lamp is waved round a person’s head to avert evil. In the Karnāṭak Māngs call ‘Kari dana kodri’ or merely ‘Kari kari’, ‘Evil time; give charity’. In Gujarāṭ Ravalias cry out ‘Sonadān, rupadān, tāmradān vastradān’, ‘Give gifts of gold, silver, copper
and clothes'. In Sind sweepers call out 'Kar kalyan sada kalyan'; 'Do good and you will always have good' or 'Jati satika dan'. One cry of Mangs is 'Chute grahan de dan'; 'Free the eclipse, give alms', but I am unaware of this ever being interpreted as implying that the freeing of the eclipse is achieved by the Mangs, and the gifts are actually made when the eclipse is clearing. Vedh is the nine hours before a partial lunar eclipse and the twelve hours before a full lunar eclipse or a solar eclipse whether full or partial. It does not include the period of eclipse, but ends when the eclipse begins. To ascertain when an eclipse has actually begun, a wooden pestle is placed erect in a shallow dish containing water and cowdung, an iron article being placed near. If the eclipse has begun the pestle will stand erect. The beginning of the eclipse is called sparshakal, the middle time madhyakal and the time of clearance mokshakal. In the first period the Hindu has to bathe and recites jap or mutters silent prayers; the second period is for worship and during the third santi is performed and gifts are made to avert evil. The final clearance of the luminary is followed by a period of twelve hours, a kari or evil time, such as follows all parvakal, called grahandakari and during this many auspicious ceremonies cannot be performed. A thread ceremony or a marriage cannot be celebrated for four days before and for three days after an eclipse.

Gifts made when the eclipse is clearing away are many. A figure of the eclipse is drawn in a basket or winnowing-fan with grain, and the whole is then given to a Mangs. A pot of oil in which the donor has looked at his own reflection, and to which he adds a copper coin, is given away. Hindus in the Deccan give away shoes; rings of five metals or of copper inscribed with the letter K; the Muhammadan in the Deccan gives away salt and udid (Phaseolus Mungo), a marking nut pierced with needles, oil, fibres of a broom and the hair of a woman; in Sind the Hindu also gives away iron nails. In the Karnatak nine grains of different kinds representing nine planets, navarakh, are given to Mangs, as are also pieces of coal. Because gifts at an eclipse bear with them a transferred evil, Brahmins will accept nothing but cash. At Sangam Mahuli near Satara, a Raja of Satara wished to make a gift of land as an endowment to Brahmins, but they would not accept it when made as it was the time of an eclipse, so the Chief Minister of the Peshwa, the Pratinidhi, accepted the land himself and bestowed it on the Brahmins after the eclipse had passed.

It is only by visualizing the hour of an eclipse as an hour of great power, as a parvakal and as ghoro or vazandar, that the ritual
associated with it can be given an accurate perspective. It is not a mere hour of demon activity, it is not a bhūtvel. On the other hand, a portion of the period of an eclipse is a punyakāl, a time when punya or 'merit' can be won, and the Institutes of Viṣṇu (xc, 29) speak of the manifold advantages attending an eclipse which can be obtained. At an eclipse all water has the sakti of the Ganges; every gift has the value of a gift of land, and every Brahmin has the sakti of Viṣṇu, the composer of the Purāṇa. At an eclipse the sakti of man is the greater and therefore his worship of images adds the more to their sakti.

Of these advantages one is the absolution of sin which can be secured by bathing in river or sea. The bathing which is so common a feature at an eclipse, is done with the intention of sharing in the enhanced sakti of water at this time, and through it of winning absolution. Another illustration of the power of water during an eclipse is the repetition of mantras whilst standing in water so as to add to their sakti.

The eclipse which has no existence apart from the luminaries eclipsed is itself dev, and must be protected from every manner of uncleanness. Sleep as a state of impurity is forbidden and even children are kept awake. Relieving nature is forbidden and any sexual indulgence. An unclean person may not look at the eclipse, for not only will he himself suffer from the resentment of its sakti but the period of the eclipse will be prolonged. A pregnant woman must not see the eclipse, and in Sind a proclamation is made warning all such women. Even pregnant cattle must not be allowed to wander and are tied up in their stalls. Sindī Muhammadans think God punishes the luminaries as an example to men to pray and repent, and as repentance and prayer require complete purity, remain aloof from all unclean acts, fearing a prolongation of the eclipse if they do not do this. The penalties of a breach of these injunctions are many. A child conceived at an eclipse is born blind or with hands and feet reversed. If a pregnant woman sees the eclipse her child is born blind; if pregnant cattle are not kept at home they have a miscarriage.

All forms of himsā are forbidden at an eclipse. The reaping of crops, for a crop reaped at this time will eventually be consumed by fire. Sweeping is tabooed, and as everything must be clean

1 Cp. Religion and Folklore of Northern India, W. Crooke, 1926, p. 41: "Bathing in a sacred place is the most effectual way of relieving sun and moon from the attack of the demon, because bathing removes a man's pollution and renders him pure enough to recite the mantras or holy texts which scare the demon." I am afraid that an obsession that everything done at an eclipse is to be explained by fear of demons, rob most of the ritual followed of its real meaning.
when the eclipse begins the house is swept and cleaned before it begins. Clothes and vessels are washed and a bath is also taken before the eclipse appears. The cutting of hair and nails; shaving; grinding and threshing are equally prohibited. When such destructive acts are done by a pregnant woman her sakti makes the act the more dangerous and her child suffers in consequence; if she sews or cuts anything the child will bear the marks of the cutting and the sewing on its body. These restrictions, however, on the conduct of a pregnant woman at an eclipse are not peculiar to this time. In the dark half of the month she is never allowed to look at the moon for fear of harm to the fetus; acts of himśa are always prohibited to her from the beginning of her pregnancy or shortly afterwards, and the restrictions applied to her on Nāg-panomi are much the same as those she must observe at an eclipse. During an eclipse a Haranśikārī woman, if pregnant, cannot make bread or break a stick; a Māngarudi woman cannot cook or grind; and a Ghattivuddar woman is required to sit perfectly still.

In other respects, too, a time of eclipse is similar to other parvakāl. Food taken at an eclipse is poisonous and brings illness if eaten, and from the beginning of vedh food 1 and water cannot be taken. Work must cease or one suffers bodily pain and the labour is fruitless. Trees, for example, planted at an eclipse would never bear fruit. The recitation of the Veda must cease and even the daily sandhyās are interrupted.

At an eclipse the sakti of the sun or moon is in trouble; it is polluted. To say that the eclipse is unclean and to say that the sakti of the eclipsed body is reduced is one and the same thing. The myth of Medini makes unclean the ground, contact with which destroys sakti. The term suher which refers to the impurity associated with birth, is also applied to the period of an eclipse. In precise proportion, however, to the reduction in the sakti of the luminary the sakti of a mantra or yantra may be increased. Mantras already learnt are repeated at an eclipse to add to their power; a yantra prepared at an eclipse is very powerful and when an eclipse begins goldsmiths melt metals for use as caskets for charms. Metal sheets for the preparation of yantras are obtainable in every bazaar.

1. 'He must not eat during an eclipse of the moon or of the sun.'—Institutes of Viṣṇu, ixviii, 1.
2. The Vedas are not to be recited when Rākh by an eclipse makes the moon impure.'—Mau, iv, 110.
3. 'In the case of an eclipse of sun or of the moon . . . the recitation of all the sacred sciences must be interrupted from that hour until the same time next day.'—Apaṣṭambha, Aṣṭā-hooks, 1, 3, 11, 30.
4. 'On an eclipse of the sun or of the moon the study is interrupted until the same time next day.'—Grihya-sūtras of Gobhiṣa, III, 3K, 18.
and mantriks keep a stock of them. When one is required, mantriks inscribe a charm on a piece and worship it in a saktisthān, such as a temple, throwing over it ākṣat, making ārṭī and performing jāp or silent prayer. Deccani Muhammadans put on their arms at an eclipse a new tawīz which they renew at the next eclipse. The time of an eclipse is the only time when a magician will give away to others the secrets of his charms. The power of an eclipse adds power to many an act dependent on power for its efficacy. At an eclipse nails are driven into barren trees, or they are stabbed with a sickle to coerce them to become fruitful. As this is done the tree is threatened with complete destruction if it does not heed the prickings and give fruit.

The impurity which is supposed to affect the eclipsed bodies pollutes other śakti. Fire must be extinguished; all water in the house must be thrown away; food remaining uneaten is thrown or given away; costly things, such as milk, butter, clothes and books, are protected by leaves of the tulsi (Ocimum sanctum). Pickles are protected by a circle of wool or silk. Darbha grass is also used to protect valuable articles and nothing really in the house can be touched. After the eclipse is over the old sacred thread is thrown into running water or at the root of the tulsi and a new thread is substituted. One explanation, too, of the immersion of the kul devatā at an eclipse is that it protects them from the suher of the eclipse.

The religion of the Prophet has not prevented popular Muhammadan practice approximating to that of the Hindu. On the day of the death of his son Abraham, which synchronized with a complete solar eclipse, the Prophet ascended the pulpit and addressed the people saying: 'Surely the sun and moon are the signs of Allah; they do not become eclipsed in consequence of the death of any one nor on account of any one's life, so when you see this call on Allah and magnify Him and pray to Him and give alms.' The belief of the masses, however, is that charity at an eclipse lessens the punishment of the sun and moon, and assumes that the period of the eclipse will be prolonged if good Muhammadans do not repent and pray. Hindu practice, too, is inspired by a belief that man's action may control the duration of the eclipse. Ākṣat is thrown towards the eclipse to free the luminary and after the eclipse is over is thrown again in gratitude for its release. More than this, the family gods are immersed in a pot of water and kept so immersed till the eclipse is over, whilst the yajaman performs jāp. This is a coercion of the śakti of these gods to free the eclipsed planet from the eclipse. When the eclipse is a lunar
one Muhammadans recite the namaz khusuf and when it is solar the namaz kusuf; in Sind either prayer is said by individuals or in congregation, but Deccani Muhammadans pray in congregation only at a solar eclipse.

The Hindu recognizes an eclipse as a parvakāl, the Muhammadan as ghoro or vazandār, and both consider that the power of the hour adds to the danger inherent in taking an oath. Both again forbid all destructive acts which destroy power; eating and drinking which militate against the winning of būrkat in an hour of power, and both enjoin strict continence.

HOURS OF DANGER

In every Hindu day there is a period of three and three-quarters, ghatakā called kālvel, 'black time'. This is a time when death comes and any one who dies on a particular day dies within its kālvel, which occurs once in every twenty-four hours. Following every parvakāl also is a kari or time of evil.

There are, moreover, days full of danger, ghātvār. On these no good work can be done; no journey undertaken; no auspicious ceremony celebrated, and on which a Hindu may not shave. Determined, too, by the zodiac of his birth there are also dangerous titki, naksatra, months and prahār, the last a period of three hours, the day being divided into eight prahār.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zodiac of birth</th>
<th>Day of danger</th>
<th>Titki of danger</th>
<th>Naksatra of danger</th>
<th>Month of danger</th>
<th>Prahār of danger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aries</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>3.6.11</td>
<td>Magha</td>
<td>Kārtik</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>5.10.15</td>
<td>Hasta</td>
<td>Mārgaśīra</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>2.7.12</td>
<td>Svātī</td>
<td>Āṣādha</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>2.7.12</td>
<td>Anurādhā</td>
<td>Pauṣa</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>3.8.13</td>
<td>Mālā</td>
<td>Jyeṣṭha</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>5.10.15</td>
<td>Śrāvanēṣa</td>
<td>Bhadrayad</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>4.9.14</td>
<td>Pūrvāśādhā</td>
<td>Māgha</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>1.6.11</td>
<td>Revati</td>
<td>Āsvin</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>3.8.13</td>
<td>Bṛhaṇī</td>
<td>Śrāvanē</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>4.9.14</td>
<td>Rohini</td>
<td>Vaiśākha</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquarius</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>3.8.13</td>
<td>Ārdrā</td>
<td>Chaiṭra</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisces</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>5.10.15</td>
<td>Āṣeṣā</td>
<td>Pālgyun</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The birthday of a man, Vadhadivas, is also a time of danger and this not only for the man himself but for his father. On that day neither he nor his father can commit any form of kimsā; they may not cut their hair or nails; they must remain strictly continent;
must avoid eating flesh and bathing with hot water. All kinds of quarrelling must be avoided; they cannot go on a journey; celebrate any auspicious ceremony; begin any new work such as digging a well, laying the foundations of a house or entering a new house for the first time. Religious instructions, māntropadesa, cannot be taken from a teacher; no debt can be incurred, and if he be a king his coronation cannot take place. The nakṣatra, vār and the tithi of birth are equally dangerous.

The Hindu calendar has other days which, though not exactly dangerous, are in some degree devoid of sakti, so that acts done thereon are not as efficacious as at other times, and this especially when the winning of punya is the object. Such days are the kṣayatiṇi when one tithi merges into another; the kṣayamās, which occurs once in a hundred and forty-one years, when the year has only eleven months and the two fortnights of the last month called kṣayamās are counted as two months. Besides these, there is the adhikamās; once in thirty months the year has thirteen months; the ordinary last month is then called nīja and the name of this month with the suffix adhik, 'more', is given to the additional month.

The days of the week have each their own power. On different days it is dangerous for a Hindu to go a journey in a particular direction. On Saturdays and Mondays he should not travel towards the east; on Sundays and Fridays towards the west; and on Wednesdays and Tuesdays towards the north. If unavoidably he has to travel in a direction which has its dangers he attempts to avert evil by eating certain foods which vary according to the direction in which he is to travel. Should he be going east he is to eat curds; he is to take oil if he goes south, jaggery if going west, and certain preparations of milk if he travel north. Apart again from the direction in which a man starts out on a journey the mere setting out on a journey demands certain precautions which vary according to the day. A man setting out on a journey on a Sunday should first look into a mirror; on Monday he should use sandalwood oil; on Tuesday should eat coriander seed; and on Wednesday raw sugar. If he sets out on Thursday he should take two or four grains of mustard; on Friday should take curds; and on a Saturday vāsīning (Embelia Rives).

SUNDAY

Sunday is not a good day for a Hindu. Nothing new should be commenced; buttermilk should not be prepared and gourds should not be cut. The day is a negative day, save that it is a
good day for deeds of magic. It is a good day to take the first
draught of a new medicine; to collect medicinal herbs; to begin
to wear a new charm. Above all, it is a good day for the prepara-
tion of yantras for the cure of evil-eye, spirit possession or diseases
of children caused by impure contacts. On Sundays salt is usually
charmed, the rui-tree is worshipped by women who crave issue,
and astrologers predict the future.

An ordinary Sunday is of little importance to a Muhammadan,
but the first Sunday of each month is one of the best days for
writing charms before sunrise, for taking measures to avert evil-
eye, and for rendering services such as sweeping or filling water-
pots at shrines from which comes barkat.

MONDAY

A Hindu woman will not sew on Monday because this is a day
sacred to the god Śiva and the vernacular word for 'to sew' is
similar to the name of the god. To clean cotton on Monday brings
a man to ruin, ḥatti kaladre ḥulaguttade. Women who have sons
will not eat in the evening or they will have no more male issue.
If a woman combs her hair she brings danger to her brother; if
she takes an overhead bath her husband will die if he chooses the
same day to shave. If the husband shaves on this day he brings
danger to his son. Agriculturists will not plough on Monday;
butter and ghee cannot be made; a bullock cannot be yoked to
a cart; wheat cannot be ground. The eating of sesame and of
butter must be avoided and a man with a son must not take a
meal in the evening. It is a good day for the first wearing of
new clothes and for measuring grain.

The first Monday of a month is a good day for a Muhammadan;
it is for him good to be born on that day; to travel; to begin
new work; to write a charm or to be circumcised.

TUESDAY

It is calamitous for a Hindu to start a journey on this day;
to settle any agreement; to wash the floor; to plough or reap.
No consultation should be held on Tuesday, and a dumb man is
said to consider every day a Tuesday. It is bad to change money
or prepare a bodice. Anything said or done on this day leads to
nothing, though it is considered an auspicious day for planting
sugar-cane.

A Muhammadan considers it an inauspicious day, as nahas. The
construction of a house cannot be begun. A child born on Tuesday
brings barkat to none nor to himself. Spirits are very active and
unmanageable and cannot be exorcized. Charms are written on Tuesdays for evil objects, and blood-letting is done to get rid of evil blood. Guests are not welcomed, but their departure is welcomed as they take away with them on departure the evil of the day. There can be no shaving on a Tuesday.

WEDNESDAY

Hindu women will not leave their homes on Wednesday for fear they should not return, Jasil budhi yeşil kadhi. It is a bad day for reap ing or measuring grain; a journey made on this day is fruitless; it is bad to lend or borrow money; it is bad for a woman to bathe; it is bad to eat gram; and a father will not on Wednesday send his daughter to her husband’s house. It is a good day for shaving and for cutting wood for a building.

A Muhammadan considers Wednesday a lucky day; it is ‘the father of profit’, Alarba Abularabih. It is good to be born on this day; good to wash clothes; to begin ploughing; and it is a good day for a circumcision. The last Wednesday of Safar is a very auspicious day when sweets are prepared and given in the name of the dead. Grain, however, cannot be measured; and if blood-letting is performed, leprosy ensues.

THURSDAY

This is an auspicious day. It is good for a journey or for any agricultural operation. For both Hindu and Muhammadan it is an excellent day for witchcraft and magic. A Muhammadan child born on Thursday night has special kudrat, and such children are called Juman rati sayad.

FRIDAY

Friday to a Muhammadan is a day of great barkat. It is good to be born on Friday, as it is to die on this day. According to Muhammadan calculation, the night of any day is the night that precedes the day and therefore Thursday night, according to the English idea, would be for the Muhammadan the night of Friday. This is the holiest day in the week; alms given on Friday acquire for the giver great merit. Charms written before sunrise are very potent. It is the best of times to bring home a bride. It has, however, a dangerous element which leads to restrictions on action. It is bad to go out for shikar on Friday; bad to start a journey before the noon prayers; it is bad to receive condolences and one must avoid quarrels.

Hindu mantriks choose Friday for their magic because they are
under the influence of a Šakti; precisely for this same reason on this day, as on Tuesday, grinding of grain and pounding are forbidden as these cannot be done when any form of worship of power is performed. A bride cannot be taken from her husband's house to that of her parents. It is dangerous to make a decision or form any project on a Friday, as such programmes are never realized. It is, however, a day of Laksñmi, and so milk must not be drunk or gram eaten; cash and ornaments must not be loaned to others as they will not be returned. In the evening a pot of milk and gram must be placed before the kul devatā.

**SATURDAY**

This day is associated with Saturn and is accordingly one of evil power. It is a bad day for ploughing, or the commencement of a journey; for shaving or wearing a new garment. As oil, salt and sesamum are among the offerings usually made to Śani, to buy them on a Saturday is bad; to buy fuel or oil in the evening portends death to the chief member of the family. A Hindu must not break an earthen pot on a Saturday; must not cut certain varieties of gourd, eat gram, or drink milk. He chooses Saturdays for measures to dispossess spirits or avert evil; trees with power to avert spirits are cut on Saturdays, on which days spirits are active. Merely to say 'Born on Saturday' is a remedy against the effects of evil-eye; shoes are waved over the victims of evil-eye and other precautions taken to avert this evil śakti.

For a Muhammadan it is a bad day for a wedding or a circumcision; it is also dangerous to quarrel on a Saturday. On the other hand, he will write charms intended to work evil on this day.

The Hindu regards this day as a good day for shikar in the belief that Śani demands a victim on Saturday.

**MONTHS**

The same meticulous taboos apply to many of the months. The months of Vaisākh and Chaitra are called vasaniptu, 'the season of spring', and bathing in rivers at early dawn is enjoined. During Vaisākh there is no restriction on celebrating any auspicious or inauspicious ceremony but Chaitra is not a month in which to lay a hearth, grind or store turmeric, retouch the grindstone, commence a vow of Brahmacārya or perform a marriage or thread ceremony. During Jyestha a thread ceremony, or the marriage of an eldest child is not performed. Kārtik and Mārgaṣīrṣa are auspicious months for all purposes; on the twelfth of Kārtik Kṛṣṇa awakes
from his long sleep of four months. *Pauṣa* is a month of bad portent; it is known as *Śūnya māsa* and *śūnya* is used to describe something void of *sakti*; no auspicious ceremony can be performed, no consultation about a marriage or comparison of horoscopes can be made. In this month in the first year after her marriage the bride cannot live with her husband. If a cow gives calves in this month they are given away to a saint or *guru*. When plague or other epidemic breaks out in India and people abandon their homes and take up their residence in hastily-constructed shelters in the fields, the inauspiciousness of this month is often their salvation. As every district officer at times laments as soon as deaths cease in a village, the people who have evacuated it haste to return to their homes, with the result only too often that there is a recrudescence of the epidemic. When, however, the month of *Pauṣa* intervenes no movement of any kind can be made until the month is over, and a longer evacuation of the village results. *Māgha* is a good month for all purposes and bathing in the early morning is a duty. If, however, buffaloes have calves in this month they are given away to a holy person. *Phālgun* is an inauspicious month. *Caturmāsa* is a period of four months during which the gods are supposed to be asleep and so no auspicious ceremony can be performed; in some respects this is a sort of Lent for the orthodox, abstinence from many luxuries being practised.

The taboos and the duties associated with individual days and months are manifold in detail. There are probably, however, few Hindus or Muhammadans acquainted with them all, and the list I have given has been prepared from information given by many informants.
CHAPTER XII

THE POWER OF COLOURS

OMENS of pending evil are drawn from objects of black colour. Dreams of black things, excepting a black cow, foretell illness or even death. It is bad to meet a black animal in the morning, such as a black cat or dog, if one has set out with a purpose, and if such an animal enters the mandap where a marriage is being celebrated the marriage will bring disaster. If one meets a person carrying something black, as oil or tar, one should return home and set out afresh. A Teli woman still warns those she meets of the ominous burden of oil she carries, so that they may return home and wash their feet before setting out again. It is equally bad to meet a person carrying a sooty pot or pan. A horse with a black roof to its mouth brings disaster to its owner. The ominousness of a crow is obviously due to its black colour. Should a crow touch a man’s head he will soon become poor, involved in a serious quarrel or may be he will die; if the crow touch his shoulder or waist he will be stricken with morbid fear; should the crow touch a woman her husband or son dies shortly afterwards. The touch of a crow, however, is powerless to harm a man if he be sitting under a tree, carrying curds, or eating cooked food. The assembling of many crows betokens an impending epidemic. If a crow enters a house it is usually vacated for three months, and on one occasion I found a whole college perturbed, and its daily routine all upset, because in the morning a crow had entered the kitchen. If a Hindu sees two crows mating or quarrelling he should at once write to a relative informing him of his decease, and the relative’s tears at his bereavement will avert the impending evil. Crows to the Hindu are messengers of Yama, god of death. On the thirteenth day of their Śrāddha ceremony Hindus give a quarter of the feast to crows saying: ‘Be you Yama, messenger or crow, I worship you, oh crow; let the sacrifice be eaten that I offer for my sins of seven lives.’

It is bad to meet a person dressed in black in the morning. In Sind if a man meets a Sidi, an Abyssinian, he calls upon him to show his white teeth at once. No black vessel can be used by a
Hindu in an auspicious ceremony, and baked earthen vessels are on such occasions splashed with white lime. A black sādi cannot be given at a joyous gathering; the bridegroom should not wear a black coat and a black winding-sheet must not be used for the dead. If a Hindu woman wearing a black sādi approaches a man who has been bitten by a snake there is no hope of the man's recovery. It is ominous also if a girl attains puberty just when she is wearing a black garment, and the mischance necessitates a special sāntī.

On the tenth day of Muharram, Muhammadans eat cakes of wheat in memory of the martyrdom of Imam Husain. In the preparation of these cakes the greatest care is necessary. No impure woman may enter the house, the strictest continence is enjoined until all the cakes have been consumed, and no woman wearing a black sādi may enter the room in which the cakes are prepared or baked.

There is a general reluctance to use black tiles in roofing a house, and though a black blanket serves the Baluch as a tent, tent-cloth of black colour is usually avoided. In the Karnātak is a saying, 'If a jet-black bullock is brought; if the daughter-in-law with black eyes comes home, the evil effects cannot be averted.' In Sind if a man has been cursed he is said to have stepped on black, 'hunjo kari te per payo ahe', and the tongue of a man whose curse is effective is said to be black, kar zibanyo or tunhji ziban kari ahe. The Sindi believes that the gift of a black animal to secure a bride will lead to an unhappy marriage. A married woman or a maiden in Gujarāt will not wear a black sādi. Presents of black animals must be given away, and the offer of anything black is the more dangerous if made in the morning. If the heart of a slaughtered animal is black evil befalls the man who killed it. There are some families that will avoid black clothes of any kind. A black hen in Sind is used to promote quarrels between friends, and if a Sindi can but get another to tie a knot in a black thread, he can himself wear the thread and by so doing keep the person who tied the knot in subjection.

Though, however, black is so ominous a colour in some cases it works good, and it is often used to avert evil. The milk of a black goat or cow is supposed to have more sakti than that of other milch cattle, and is given to a woman in her confinement. The milk of a black cow is also used for the abhisek of an image. The commonest of animal sacrifices is that of a black goat and this animal appears among the devak of the Marathā Śeṣārs. A Muhammadan uses the milk of a black goat to cure whooping cough. A
Vaddar gives the milk of a black goat or black cow to sick children. A black horse is a possession to be treasured. To a Sindi Muhammadan a black ant; a black cat or a black horse brings barkat. A black cock reared in a house will protect any woman of the household when enceinte. A black blanket because of its approximation in colour to a rain-cloud is used by Dhangars in rites practised to bring rain. Sindi Moslems believe that congress with a negroes cures venereal disease, and that harmony can be restored between a husband and wife by means of the bile of a black cat.

Objects of black colour are used in many ways to avert evil. As a protection against evil-eye armlets of black thread are worn; the combings of black hair and marking nuts are tied to the necks of cattle; the faces of young children are marked with black pigment and the use of soot and antimony to keep away evil-eye is very general. A black cloth with uncooked bread is waved across the face of one victimized by evil-eye and then thrown away. Until recently ornaments worn in the ear to avert evil-eye, and now made of pearls and gold, were made of black beads.

Fig. 120.

The thigh-bone of a black sheep killed on a Saturday also averts evil-eye. The drṣṭimani worn by children and the mangalaśutra worn by a married Hindu woman contain black beads (tāla).

Black things are a protection against spirits. In Sind sacrifices to spirits are usually black and are called kāli bala, 'black calamity'. Figures in black are drawn on the doors of the room of a woman in confinement, and on the front door of a house to avert spirits, and with the same object paddy grain is coloured black and scattered on the rūs or heap of grain gathered to the threshing-floor. Black thread is freely used in the preparation of yantras or charms against spirits, and black clothes are given away to stay the persecution of a ghost. To prevent the ghost of the dead returning to haunt the living, black grain rāḷa (Panicum Italicum) is thrown behind the departing bier. A black cord, bhāldori, is tied round the neck or foot of a milch animal to prevent spirits drinking from its udders. Inhaling the smoke of a black cloth burnt on cinders with chillies, is a cure for spirit-possession. As a preventive of the attentions of spirits some castes blacken their teeth.

In transferring evil to others black things are used to ensure
success. A black goat in Sind is waved round a sick man, then killed and given to fakirs to eat, and thereby accept to themselves the illness of the patient. In the Deccan a black goat or hen is waved round a person supposed to be possessed and then allowed to wander away. If a man has indigestion some of his food is given to a black dog, and his illness goes if the dog eats the food.

The evil influence of Saturn or Śani, the pīḍā, is defeated by the use of certain black objects. A horseshoe from the foot of a black horse, picked from the road on a Saturday and nailed to the threshold averts this pīḍā. When silent prayer or jāp is resorted to, to avert the influence of Saturn, a black animal or black grain is used in offerings. The efficacy of iron in dispelling the influence of Saturn is in part due to its black colour. Besides iron, other black things are used; a black rag is worn in the pocket, a black coat, a black turban, black shoes and even a dhotar with a black border afford protection against Saturn’s pīḍā. Black gram is an offering to Saturn. On Saturday an iron image of Saturn is made; this is put in a pot of oil, it is covered with black blankets and after worship is given to a black priest, Kṛṣṇa Brāhmaṇ. Black cloth is also an offering to the inauspicious Rāhu and Ketu.

When a house is built a doll or image made of rags and wood is hung up in the house covered with a black cloth, to avert the evil associated with the pāyγuṇ of the new. When a visitor arrives and is suspect, to prevent his renewing his visit a black earthen pan covered with soot is thrown to the ground behind him as he departs, and to remove the apprehended results of his visit black rāḍi grain is thrown behind him. When an owl hoots a black thread is taken and at each hoot of the owl, a knot is tied in the thread to forestall evil.

### WHITE

White is often a synonym for ‘auspicious’. When a new cow or bullock is bought a Hindu pours milk on its hooves, that its innate pāyγuṇ may be white. Trees with milky sap and trees that drop white powder, Śīr khīṅt, are credited with miraculous powers. White is the colour of Śiva’s laughter and white things are welcomed by him, and therefore bring good fortune. White thread, camphor, white flowers, milk and silver all bring barkat. White fowls are given by Marāṭhās to the chief relative of the bridegroom and at his betrothal a silver coin is given to the bridegroom.

The tying of a knot in a thread in the process of invoking power is a marked feature of Hindu ceremonial. White threads alone are used when the beneficent power of gods is invoked and black
when the power of spirits is invoked. In all auspicious ceremonies, *mangalkārya*, white threads must be used.

White clothes are pure to a Hindu and even if they be touched by an 'untouchable' can be used without being washed. Because, however, of the association of white with a funeral, for in severe mourning white is used and the winding-sheet of the dead is white, pure white is usually avoided by a Hindu. White sandalwood-paste is used in *Śrāddha* ceremonies, but white *dhotars* without a coloured border are seldom worn; if the walls of a house are white-washed they are usually splashed with colour or designs and lines in colour are drawn on them. A bridegroom must never wear pure white clothes and his clothes if white are splashed with colours. Different families of *Marāthās* dress their bridegrooms in different colours; the *Bhoites* and *Chavans* in yellow, the *Pisals* in green, and the association of a *Marāthā* family with a particular colour was a very close one a few decades ago.

Certain white markings make a goat very auspicious to a Muhammadan; on an inquiry of Moses which colour was the best of colours God is supposed to have chosen white. A white umbrella is a sign of royalty. Lime-water wards off evil-eye from gardens, and power is invoked into stones merely by smearing them with lime. A mixture of white with another colour, particularly with black, is very auspicious. The horse sacrificed in the old horse-sacrifice, *Āśvamedha*, was a black one with white ears, and oxen with white spots on their heads and knees were chosen for ploughing the site of the old Aryan village. Animals that are purely white are not used in sacrifices. The *pance kalyān* horse with white marks on the feet and forehead is *sadoro* or 'lucky' in Sind and to both Hindu and Muhammadan is a valuable possession. According to Abū Qatādah the Prophet said, 'The best horses are black with white foreheads and having a white upper lip'; according to Abū Wahhāb the Prophet considered a bay horse with white forehead and white fore- and hind-legs, the best of horses.

**GREEN**

Green is an auspicious colour. Muhammadans think that green clothes are worn in Paradise and that the soul saw green before entering the human body. When a Sindi purchases an animal he takes with him a bunch of green grass, so that the results of his purchase may be green or lucky. Thirty days after *Muharram* Moguls, men and women, discard their mourning garb and picking up a bunch of green grass, attempt a transfer of its *kudrat* to themselves saying, 'Let greenness come to us'.
When a Hindu woman becomes enceinte for the first time she must use green plantain-leaves as a plate; in the fifth month of her pregnancy the Lingäyat and the Namraddi parents give her a green sādi, green bodice-cloth, and green bangles (kumudiswadu). The first sādi a Hindu woman wears after the settlement of her marriage should also be green. At the first and second tonsure of a boy a green bodice is given to his mother. Green bangles are offered to goddesses and the bangles of a bride should be green. The devak is often placed in a winnowing-fan along with a green bodice-cloth (khaṇ).

Green, however, is to be avoided by a Hindu woman who has a first-born son still unmarried; she cannot take her meals from green leaves; she cannot go under a green bower, or wear a green sādi or green bangles.

Of all colours red and yellow have the most power and of these the power of red is the greater.

RED

Red is associated very directly with sakti by the Hindu. A worshipper of sakti must wear red clothes. Goddesses are worshipped with red cloth and the image of Ganpati is painted red Kunku and halad, the former red and the latter yellow, are both necessary in the worship of sakti and an invariable feature of ceremony.

In magic rites red clothes are often prescribed. The Muhammadan practising Hadrat Jinn, or the control of spirits, clothes his medium in red clothes, whilst the Hindu wears red clothes himself when preparing many a yantra.

Aksat is coloured red; the aksat thrown on the bride and bridegroom; the aksat placed on the asan on which images are placed when installed or on which ārti lamps are placed. The mantrākṣat given by svāmis to their devotees as a blessing is always coloured red. When giving a verbal invitation to an auspicious ceremony red aksat is given by the host or a priest to the guests invited. Invitation cards for a marriage or other important ceremony are coloured the same colour.

Red is an ever-recurring colour in a marriage ceremony. The posts of the marriage mandap are coloured red and white. A red design is drawn on the wall near which the bridal pair has to sit (bhurajpati). Red figures of a svastika are drawn on gifts made to the bridal pair. The bridegroom, his father and the father of the bride should wear red turbans. A nivātis of red water is waved round the bridal pair, as it is round the vatu at his thread ceremony, or round a bull or horse which has been taken in procession.
the surgi bath taken by the bridal pair red water is sprinkled on the pair; the bride and bridegroom also throw red water, vokli, on each other. When a man marries a widow as his first wife, in castes permitting the re-marriage of widows, the dagger to which he is married is tied with red cloth (alvan).

In car festivals after the car has been drawn the deity is taken into the jungle. On return from the jungle a ceremony called Okali is performed, and red water is sprinkled on the deity and all the assembled persons to ward off the effects of evil encountered in the jungle.

Married women put red marks on their foreheads, and red sandalwood-paste on their nails and palms and even on their feet in the month of Chaitra. A married woman, however, will not wear a red sādī, the garb of a tonsured widow, unless it be wholly of silk, nor wear red bangles without other bangles of another colour. The clothes of gurus, svāmis and sanyāsīs are red; those of the boy at his thread ceremony in some Brahmin sects must be coloured red. The whitewashed niches in which the image of Gajanana is placed, and the Tulsī Vrndāvana are coloured red. The Hindu every day and in particular on holy days marks his forehead with red sandalwood-paste; his threshold he washes with red earth, and his whitewashed walls he splashes with red colouring. Vokli or red water is thrown on each other by those who join in the celebration of Holi; red water is applied to the foreheads of friends when lights are waved at Divāli, and when a wife attains puberty red colour is thrown on the husband. Balī offered to spirits in the evening should be red.

The Muhammadan boy wears a red lingota at his circumcision; the bridal pair wear red clothes as does a girl on attaining puberty. Red sheets are placed on the tombs of saints, and red flags at the top of trees to obtain barkat.

YELLOW

Saffron is used in writing mantras and the clothes of the Hindu bridal pair are sprinkled with saffron. Turmeric is a substitute for saffron. Any cloth put with the devak is usually coloured yellow as is the antarpāt or curtain which shields at one stage of the marriage ceremony the bride and bridegroom from each other’s evil-eye.

Hindu brides are given yellow sādis at a wedding; the kankan worn by the bridal pair are yellow and have a piece of turmeric tied to them. Married women use turmeric every day as a sign of saubhāgya or married felicity.
Turmeric powder (Curcuma longa) must not be trodden nor touched by an unclean person. The Haldi ceremony consists in covering the bodies of the bridal pair with turmeric (ariśin), and this is practised by Muhammadans also in the south of the Presidency, though not in Sind. Halad and kunku are applied to all new things, even to a dhotar or saḍī. Continuous application of kunku prolongs a husband's life. Svastikas of turmeric and saffron are drawn on the feet of the bridal pair and of their parents. A yellow dhotar (pitambara) is worn when making pūjā of images. The skin of a tiger is a common āsan for a worshipper, though a Brahmin is forbidden to use it. Any cloth placed on the image of Viṣṇu must be yellow.

Yellow things are chosen to avert evil. Yellow slippers protect a Sindi from evil-eye. In the Sholapur district a man suffering from boils places on a public road a knotted yellow cloth in the hope of transferring his ills to others. When sheep are attacked by a disease called arisin shepherds take turmeric dates, dry coconut and tie these in a yellow cloth in the semblance of a doll and bury the bundle beyond their village boundary. To cure abscess three kinds of grain are tied in a yellow rag, waved round the affected person and thrown at cross-roads. When a man enters a new house or begins a journey he makes a knot of cloth which he carries with him, and this knot must be yellow and contain turmeric and gold.
CHAPTER XIII
THE POWER OF NUMBERS

ONE is an ominous number. It is bad, when on a journey, to meet a single Brahmin, or a person carrying a single pot of water. A person blind in one eye is a destroyer of the world; a person lame in one leg is the bane of all men. According to a Kanarese saying, an only son is not a son at all.

In auspicious ceremonies presents made must not be of single things, for such presents mark only inauspicious ceremonies such as obsequial rites and Srāddhas. One must not use a single leaf of tulsi (Ocimum sanctum) in the worship of a god; one must not take a single fruit, flower or other thing as offering when going to perform darśan of a god or of a saint; that is when seeking barkat by the sight of power. With the exception of the moon all planets bring evil in the first zodiac; the first month in the Hindu calendar, Chaitra, is not one in which auspicious ceremonies can be performed. There are twenty-seven rains related to the naksatra; if the first of these, Aśvinī, be abundant it brings famine and a dearth of milk. One is avoided in counting on the threshing-floor, and it is inauspicious for one person to wave ārtī, or for ārtī to be waved round one person only.

TWO

A union of two forces is always necessary to produce fertility, and to make active a dormant potentiality. The number two is therefore associated with barkat.

The second of the twenty-seven rainy naksatra brings abundance of grain; it rains ‘golden bricks’. In all auspicious ceremonies, mangalkārya, the ārtī used must have two wicks to each of its two lights. To meet two Brahmins or a person carrying two pots of water is a presage of success.

There is, however, evil in the sakti of the number two. A Hindu should not marry in the second year after the death of his former wife. Charity in gifts of even number is avoided. Though, too, invitations may be issued to two persons, it is dangerous for a
sick man if two friends simultaneously go out to bring him a doctor.

THREE

The Hindu and the Muhammadan both associate finality with
the number three. When finality is desirable three is deliberately
chosen as a limit, but when finality means disaster three becomes
a number to be avoided. Murinda muktāya (Kan.), 'With three
it is ended'. Ijā bijā āni tijā (Mar.), 'A thing which has happened
twice must occur a third time also'. Murakhe mukti (Kan.), 'To
the third is completion'.

Anything said or done by a Muhammadan three times acquires
a legal sanction, tre daftah shari. He pronounces his tilak or declara-
tion of divorce three times; the bride acknowledges three times
her acceptance of the bridegroom, ijāb kabul. To invoke the blessing
of God the hands are raised three times after prayer; three recita-
tions of the Koranic verse, Kul Huваllah, are equal to one recitation
of the whole Koran. The purificatory ablution of the Muhammadan
involves washing the hands thrice; gargling thrice, taking water
in the nostrils three times, and thrice washing the face and feet.
When three Muhammadans sit down to dine together the angels
of God come and pour barkut upon them. To avert or transfer
evil, articles are waved thrice round a stricken person; three marks
of black on the face keep away evil-eye; and a lamp placed where
three roads meet cures fever.

In making a yantra a Hindu repeats three times the mantra
that invokes power. A Hindu's word repeated thrice must be
accepted as truth, for by this repetition he speaks for the present,
the past, and for the future. An extract from the Veda must be
recited with three specific accents, udātta, anudātta and svarita, for
void of accent a mantra would kill a person using it as if it were
a thunderbolt. On the completion of a sale the sale price is men-
tioned three times. The water of the mangalsmīn taken by the
bridal pair and on occasions other than marriage by others, is
sprinkled thrice to bring barkut. The arghya is offered three times;
when ācamaṇ is made in an auspicious ceremony it is done thrice.

To cure a snake-bite a banyan-tree is encircled three times. In
the removal of evil, utāra; in measures taken to avert evil-eye
or evil pāyγun three is a determining number. The articles waved
over the stricken or suspected person are frequently chosen in
threes, or in some way distinguished by the number three. Three
pieces of salt or bread; three pieces of wood taken from the roof
of a house or pieces of straw and wood taken from three roofs;
a lemon cut in three pieces or a lemon marked with three lines; grain of three kinds; thread of three colours; three burning wicks; earth collected from three roads. These are typical of the things waved to avert evil. Besides this, the articles are waved three times and finally thrown where three roads meet. Among the tattoo-marks used by the Kāhkari in the Konkān are three dots representing the triangular hearth and three lines, titha, representing cross-roads.

To appease the ghost of a deceased wife a custom of the Deccan is for castemen and a bhagat or magician to eat three kinds of grain in company. To cure an abscess three kinds of grain are tied in a yellow rag and waved round the patient by an elderly person and thrown at the meeting of three roads. The mangalsūtra of a married woman and the Brahmin's sacred thread consist of three strands. At a Brahmin marriage two copper pots are placed on an āsan of rice; they are filled with water, sandal-powder, flowers and saffron, and are covered with mango-leaves. To avert evil from the bridal pair they are brought in contact with the foreheads of the pair three times. Tilagars wave bread thrice round animals newly purchased; in a dangerous illness they take rice three times on the back of their hand, three times on the palm, wave round the sick and throw away.

Coming to an end, however, may mean loss or disaster. Muru andre muravatti (Kan.), 'Three; that is spoiling'. Three is always 'destructive', mukkabaddi (Kan.). Should a Hindu when engaged on some work chance to hear another utter the word 'three', the success of his work is forthwith ruined.

Charity cannot be given to three persons at one time nor can it take the form of offering three things; if three pieces of bread are offered to a child in Sind one piece is broken so as to make four pieces, Three and only three things must not be made at one time; three persons cannot set out together on any good work; three animals cannot be bought together; an agriculturist cannot store his grain in three places; three men must not hold an animal when it is slaughtered; three bearers must not carry the dead; the agents to a marriage must not be three; three bullocks must not be yoked to a plough. It is of evil omen to meet accidentally three persons; to travel on any day which by any computation can be regarded as a third day is dangerous. As the number five is associated with finality just as the number three, a number that is the sum of three and any multiple of five is a number to be avoided. The third, eighth, thirteenth, twenty-third, and twenty-eighth days of a lunar month to a Muhammadan are nahas, are
inauspicious, are ghóró or bhóro, 'heavy'; if a Muhammadan dies on one of these days unless a piece of iron is placed in his mouth his relatives in turn will all die in a short time. In gambling three means the loss of everything. If a son be born after three daughters, an elder male of the family will die; if a girl follows three boys the girl brings calamity to the family of her husband and that of her parents. The Hindu in such an eventuality performs a śánti, Trikaprasav Śánti.

Na gacchet brahmaṇa trayam, 'Three Brahmins will not go out together'. A Hindu considers it disastrous for three persons simultaneously to summon a doctor; to answer to a call that is repeated thrice is dangerous, for evil spirits call thrice. To carry three offerings to a temple or make three offerings to a god; to join two others in worship; to issue an invitation to three persons; to plough with three bullocks; or use a nandādip with three wicks entails a sequel of evil. Three Hindus will not leave a house at the same time, or save at a Śrāddha sit down to a meal together. In one marriage mandap there must not be just three svāsini; when ārā is waved round children, as on the birthday of a son, if there be only three children in the house a neighbour's child must be brought in for the occasion to avoid the number three. If a man loses his first wife and does not remarry in the year of her death, he must wait till after the expiry of the third year. Pāṇsupāri, the commonest of courtesies offered to guests, cannot be offered to three persons. Three is avoided in measuring grain on the threshing-floor, and the Hindu considers three, with thirteen, nine and eighteen so fateful that they are used together as an expression connoting disaster or failure.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the finality attributed to the number three is the explanation it affords of certain forms of mock marriages. Arka vivāha is the marriage of a bridegroom to a rui-tree (ruí, ruǐti, ark, anklo, ekki), Calatropis gigantea. There is no reference to this form of marriage in Vedic literature nor is it included among the eight forms of marriage mentioned in the Śmrītis. Later authorities, however, prescribe its ritual and emphasize the dangers associated with a third marriage. According to Garga rṣi, 'no one should marry a third wife for the attainment of love; if through infatuation or ignorance one takes a third wife one will no doubt perish'; 'The third human girl should not be married for she will die or become a widow. Therefore in the third place one should marry an arka-tree'.

1 The gift of pan-leaves and supari nuts; the leaves are folded round the nut, held together by a slove and often covered with gold leaf.
A man marrying a third wife selects an arka-tree bearing fruit and blossom, and this on a Saturday, a Sunday, a day having the nakṣatra of Hasta or any other auspicious day. A priest is selected to give away Kanyādātā, the tree-bride, the Arkakanyā, 'daughter of the sun'. The bridegroom anoints himself with sandal-paste and puts on flowers, and makes his sankalpa or declaration of object saying, 'I perform this Arkavivaha to avert the guilt arising from my marriage with a third human being? The priest worships the tree with red aksat, sandal-paste and offerings; ties yellow cotton thread round the tree, places a woman's sādhī near it and sprinkling water three times round the tree says, 'I give this daughter of the sun to the bridegroom'. Then the bridegroom sits on a pāṭ or wooden stool, and the priest offers him the usual madhupark of honey, sugar, water, milk and ghee and washes his feet. A screen, antarpāṭ, is held between the tree-bride and the bridegroom, and aksat is thrown on both. Cotton thread is wound five times round the tree and round the bridegroom, and out of this thread kankan or wristlets are made for the tree and the bridegroom. The bridegroom prays, 'Oh lustrous sun; the seven-horsed resident of the three worlds, ward off from me the evil arising from my third marriage and make me happy'. Meditating on the sun dwelling in the tree he mutters a hymn, Abhinga, encircles the tree with white cloth and thread and walks round it; then he offers the tree rice and molasses and again circumambulates it saying, 'This venerable woman whom I have now touched and who bestows love upon me, and who is created by Brahma from the sun, may she now protect me'. This action he again repeats with the words, 'I bow to thee, auspicious deity, to thee, the daughter of the sun. Oh goddess, protect me. You have come here as my wife. Oh sun, you have been created by Brahma for the good of all living beings; you are the presiding deity of the trees and the promoter of love among gods, please destroy forthwith the sin of my third marriage and also death'.

The priest gives away the bride with these words: 'I give this daughter of Arka, the granddaughter of Savitū and the great-granddaughter of Aditya to you who belong to the family of — and bear the name of —. May you resort to her.' As the priest encircles the tree and the bridegroom with thread, he utters the Gāyatrī mantra and as he ties the wristlets repeats a hymn called Brhatṣama. The bridegroom ties a mangalśūtra to the tree and then standing to the north of the tree, proceeds to name the five gods for whom the bridal hom is prepared. The priest makes a fire, yojik, and offers oblations to Agni, Indra, Vayu, Surya
and Prajapati and prays to the tree to bless the bridegroom with issue.

This is the detailed ritual of the Brahmin; non-Brahmins merely seat the bridegroom near the tree on a pāṭ, and throw saffron and aṅsūt on the tree and the bridegroom, after which the bridegroom ties to the tree a mangalsūtra containing a piece of gold and black beads. A copper coin placed on nāgvel is offered to the tree to free the bridegroom from sin and avert spirits.

In the Kanara district the term Ārkavivāha is usually applied to the marriage of a Brahmācārī when he dies unmarried, to a rūi, with a view to preventing his becoming a rākṣasa or ghost. When a man takes a third wife, a marriage is performed with a plantain, and this is called Kardalī or Rambhāvivāha. In this marriage a plantain-tree is chosen some four to five feet high and one that has never flowered but is virgin. After the marriage the tree is cut some three feet from the ground and the severed piece representing the head of the bride, is thrown at the stump. Both pieces should then be burned with dārba grass (Poa cynosuroides), and the obsequies of the tree should be performed, but as the tree is green the cremation in practice is a nominal one. In this marriage also the ritual of an ordinary marriage is followed. There is the same vāgdān, the same kanyadān or gift of the bride; the encircling of the pair with thread; the tying of a mangalsūtra to the tree bride, the offer to the tree of a coconut, plantain and bodice-cloth in a sāḍī wrapped round the tree, uditumbodu; the same cancellation of the wife’s gotra and the substitution of her husband’s gotra. Kan Divars and Madīvals choose a plantain far from the house of the bridegroom who, after the marriage, strips the tree of its ornaments and chops it down. In some of the States bordering on Gujarāt a man who makes a third marriage is married to a Śāmī-tree (Prospis spicigera).

In the case of the marriage to a rūi there is some variation in the manner in which the final disposal of the tree is made. In the Deccan it is abandoned, but the bridegroom and bride and their relatives may never look at it and it is supposed to wither and die. In the Karnāṭak the same practice is followed by some castes; Raddis Sonārs and Lingāyats cut it down, whilst another practice is to uproot it, but, as it is a sin to kill a tree, to transplant it elsewhere. In the Konkan a Kāṭkari who has been married to a rūi-tree will never in his life cut down a rūi-tree. Because the rūi-tree is so often used in mock marriages it is usually, though not invariably, avoided in the panchpālī used in a marriage ceremony, whether this be used or not as a substitute for a devak. In such
cases of its use at an ordinary marriage, as have come to my notice, the rūṭ-tree used is a male one.

Among Komarpātkas in Kanara if a woman marries for the third time, she is married to a cock and the throat of the cock is cut after the performance of the mock marriage. This non-Brahmin custom which assumes the same ominous sequel to a third marriage performed by a woman, as a Brahmin attributes to a third marriage made by a man, is valuable evidence as to the potentiality of the number three. In all these mock marriages substituted for a third marriage death is the evil feared, and the mock bride or bridgroom dies instead of the real partner.

Another series of mock marriages is also based on the fear of death. When the horoscope of a girl shows the influence of the stars to be adverse, it is presumed that after her marriage she will lose her husband and become a widow. To avert her widowhood she may be married to a rūṭ-tree, but more commonly other mock marriages are found for her. Vaidhavyahār kumbha vivāha is the marriage of a girl at an early age to an empty pot. This is a practice consequent upon the custom of marrying girls before they attain puberty. In this marriage, which is performed at the girl’s house, the usual ornaments and mangalsūtra are tied to the empty pot, but the saptapadī, which in the real marriage is a rite to obtain issue, is omitted. The pot after the marriage is sometimes kept and even used for domestic purposes, for it is assumed that the evil feared has passed not into the pot, but into the air; in the Karnāṭak more generally the pot is broken and thrown into a river, implying the death of the girl’s first husband. At Indi in the Bijāpūr district I learnt of the marriage of a girl whose horoscope showed the evil influence of Mars, to a he-buffalo calf which died shortly after the marriage. In Madrial a girl was married to a ram. Among the less-advanced communities these marriages are performed with a cock, a sheep, a dagger, a doll or even with a woman’s sūrd. When the mock partner is an animal it is killed after the marriage but cannot be eaten by members of the bride’s family, and is usually given away to outsiders; when inanimate objects are used these are buried after the marriage. In the Kanara district, to remove the fear of widowhood a mock marriage is celebrated below an aśvath-tree (Ficus religiosa) with the hālkumbha. The bark of five trees possessing milky sap is put in a pot, and this is placed near the sacred fig-tree by a svedāsini who has a husband living. The pot is then brought home covered with a cloth as a protection against the evil eye of the sky; a garland of branches from the same five trees is placed on the pot and children go round
it five times. The pot is then placed in front of the bridegroom, and water from it is sprinkled over the bridal pair by five married women (Havakkii Vakkals; Nadors; Gam Vakkals; Madaris). Among Rajputs when the star of a girl is bad in its influence she is given in marriage to a pipal-tree, with a prayer to the tree to remove any sin she may have committed in a past life, which would cause her in this birth to become a widow before attaining puberty.

When a bachelor marries a widow many communities celebrate a mock marriage. This form of marriage is naturally not found among Brahmins who do not allow the re-marriage of widows. When, however, a girl has been married, but in consequence of some defect in the bridegroom, such as lunacy or consanguinity, the marriage ceremony was interrupted before the *saptapadi* was performed, on her re-marriage, the second bridegroom, whether a bachelor or a widower, has to marry first a rui-tree. Calvadis and Korjas marry the bachelor to a doll which is buried after the marriage. Kurubas, Talwars, Songars, Raddis, Lamânis and Gollars marry him to a tree to which they tie a *hunumul* of white cotton, which remains so attached for five days and on which they throw aksat. Vaddars marry the bachelor to a rui-tree, or failing this to a dagger on which is stuck a lemon; the tree is adorned with red coral beads and a bridal garment, whilst the dagger is covered with red cloth (alvan). After the mock marriage the bridegroom cannot touch the particular tree used, nor any other rui-tree on a Purnima or an Amavasyâ; when a dagger is used he may never touch the dagger. One particular feature distinguishes this form of marriage from other mock marriages. There is no idea that the tree-bride withers or dies. Vaddars even say that the tree becomes more fertile after the marriage. The marriage is not a device to protect the one or the other of the bridal pair from death. A bachelor's first wife must be a virgin or otherwise the issue is not legalized.

One more form of mock marriage is the marriage of a dead person to a rui-tree or branch. Brahmins do this when a Brahmacâri dies before marriage; Lingâyats perform this marriage both when a girl dies a virgin and when a man dies unmarried. When the deceased is a girl a male rui is used, and a female tree when the deceased is a man. Sometimes the body is taken to a standing rui-tree in the cremation ground; sometimes a twig of the tree is brought to the house where the dead body lies. The twig and the corpse are smeared with turmeric powder and covered with yellow clothes; the two are tied together with thread, aksat is thrown
on them and sacrificial hom are performed. The tree after being uprooted or the twig is burnt and the obsequies for thirteen days are performed in the usual way. The basis of this form of mock marriage is the belief that any one dying with unsatisfied desires returns to this world as a ghost in a vain attempt to realize his desires. This fear has created in India quite a number of dreaded ghosts. Khavis is the spirit of a strong man who dies with his wishes unfulfilled; Jhoting that of one who dies of violence. There is the ghost of the man who dies childless; the Munjä or ghost of the boy who has taken his thread ceremony but has not taken a wife; the ghosts of those who have left estates without an heir or competent manager, and the fearsome Hēdāli, the ghost of a woman who dies in childbirth. This marriage is performed to satisfy the supposed desire of the deceased for a partner; to prevent the deceased returning restlessly to earth to haunt the living.

This mock marriage of a dead person is the only form of mock marriage in which the fear of ghostly persecution is at all admitted, and even in this there is no question of persecution by the ghost of a deceased partner. Western authorities have advanced many theories to explain these mock marriages; there is the theory of an initiation into the totemic clan which has now been abandoned; there is the theory that the mock marriage is a fertility rite, which I need not dwell upon in the absence of evidence to suggest its truth; there is also the explanation that the mock bride is a scapegoat to which some evil is transferred.

It is with this last theory only that I would deal, confining myself, of course, to the evidence I have been able to collect in Western India. In Religion and Folklore of Northern India, W. Crooke, 1926, p. 415, it is suggested that when a widow or a widower is married to a tree, the wrath of a deceased partner is diverted to the tree. In Ritual and Belief, 1914, pp. 230-1, in a chapter on 'The Haunted Widow', Mr. Hartland suggests that the mock marriage on the death of a second wife is consequent on the failure of other devices to keep quiet the ghost of the first wife, and that 'after the death of the third wife the evil influence of the first is deemed to be exhausted'.

Now measures are certainly taken in India to secure a living wife or husband from the jealousy of a deceased partner. In Khandesh among Marathōs, Mālis and Kojis, when a man who has lost two wives remarries he keeps near him during the ceremony a hen, and a woman who has lost two previous husbands keeps near her a cock. In the Konkan the bridegroom who marries a widow carries a cock under his arm. There is a definite admission
in these cases that the ghost of the deceased partner enters the	hen or cock and kills it, thus freeing the living partner from further
persecution; to make sure, too, that the wrath of the ghost is
diverted to the hen or cock the animal is usually killed or crushed
to death. A Bhil bridegroom marrying a widow who has lost one
or more husbands holds a bamboo stick during the marriage cere-
mony and eventually throws this away. A widower among Bhils,
Mavchis and Konkanis on marrying again, carves a picture of a
woman on a large stone, and burying this so that the figure remains
visible above the ground, offers it periodic worship (Vad Dakhanī).
To avert the jealousy of a deceased wife, a woman marrying a
widower wears a round piece of gold or silver carved with the
impression of a pair of feet, called *sister-in-law*; ascribes her
own issue to the deceased wife, and in her honour wears a second
mark of saffron on her forehead. A Lingāya bride or bridegroom
who has lost a partner has to make pradakṣinā of a patri-tree to
calm the spirit of the deceased. Offerings of clothes are again
made with the same object, to married women in the name of a
dead wife. Jakhanī, the name of such a gift, comes from the
word Yaksinī, a female spirit. The present appeases the spirit of
the deceased wife. Jakhanī is also the name given to the worship
with red flowers of a twig of red Kangal-tree into which the ghost
has been invoked.

Though, however, many measures in these ways of protection
are taken against the ghost of a deceased partner, I can find no
evidence at all to support an assumption that a mock marriage
has a similar object. When the ghost of the dead is feared there
is no reluctance to admit this fear, but in all the many cases of
mock marriages that I have examined, all idea of ghostly persecu-
tion is unequivocally denied, save in the case of the marriage of
a deceased person to a rūi-tree, and in this case also there is no
question of a deceased partner. In the Konkan the ghost of a
deceased husband is called Purusvāra, but this ghost is never
associated with a mock marriage. The measures, indeed, which
are taken against a ghostly persecution are independent of the
mock marriage; they are a feature of ordinary marriages which
are not preceded by mock marriages, and they may mark the
marriage which follows a mock marriage. When a bachelor marries
a widow there is not even any idea of evil diverted to the mock
bride, and the tree-bride does not suffer but actually becomes more
fertile. To ensure the object of this mock marriage, namely, that
the first wife of a bachelor be a virgin, it is not imperative that
the mock bride should die.
Each form of mock marriage has its specific object. The one is to prevent the deceased becoming a ghost because his earthly desires were unsatisfied; another is to prevent widowhood or widowerhood, and a third is to escape the restrictions on marrying a widow. In no one of these is there any belief in persecution by a deceased partner. Still less is there any such idea in the mock marriage of the bride or bridegroom who contemplates a third partner. The evil to be avoided here is that of death, the finality associated with the number three. There is again absolutely nothing in the ritual of the Arka vivaha and cognate marriages to restrict it to cases where a bridegroom has lost two previous wives; the determining factor is the number three; if with one wife or two wives living he takes a third wife the mock marriage is imperative. In the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, lxx, part iii (1901), p. 28, as quoted by Sir James Frazer in The Magic Art, vol. ii, p. 57, Captain Wolseley Haig, speaking of third marriages among the Velamas of Berar, stresses the same point, that the evil of the third marriage is independent of whether the bridegroom’s former wives be alive or dead. As further corroboration, too, of my conclusion that it is merely the finality of the number three that determines the mock marriage that precedes a third marriage, I would add that localities can be found in which the same mock marriage is insisted upon before a fifth marriage. As fifth marriages are not numerous it is not surprising that the belief in the evil sequel to a fifth marriage is held somewhat differently, but both in the Karnatak and in the Konkan and the Deccan I have found families who hold this belief. Here again the mock marriage bears the same meaning. Five is as final as is three. Aydu saidu (Kan.), ‘Five it ends’; the finality of five makes the fifth marriage as dangerous as is the third marriage.

Among non-Brahmins in some parts no danger is attributed to the third marriage of a widow, but in the coastal tracts her third marriage is as dangerous as that of a man who marries for the third time. The ritual of the Brahmin, restricted only to the marriage of a bridegroom, refers to the sin of a third marriage, yet even this ritual defines the sequel of death. It does not therefore seem rash to surmise that Brahminism has given the sanction of religion to a prohibition originally based on a belief in the evil sakti of the number three.

FOUR

Four is an auspicious number. To the Muhammadan it is a substitute for a whole. ‘One should not go against the will of
four persons.' To say that four good men came is the same as saying that many came.

To the Hindu the fourth day of the week is an auspicious day, as is the fourth day of the lunar or solar fortnight associated with Gauḍa. Whenever three is avoided one more is added frequently to make a fourth. When three persons dine together a fourth plate is added; when three pieces of bread are baked or given, one piece is broken in two, so that there are actually four pieces or an extra piece of bread is baked; when there are three children only in a house at the time of waving ārī a fourth child is brought in from outside. A vandādīp may have four wicks.

**FIVE**

Five is a most auspicious number. To the Muhammadan it is wealth or ganj, and on the threshing-floor when measuring grain he says 'ganj' when counting five. The Hindu uses the number to win success. *Pancmukhi Parmēṣvar*, 'There is God in the mouth of five persons'. *Panc tethe Parmēṣvar*, 'Where there are five there is God'. *Pancamam karya siddhisa*, 'The fifth is the fruition of the act'. *Aidu suidu*, 'Five it ends'.

Five is an ever-recurring number in the practices of non-Brahmins and of primitive tribes. *Kall Koravas* as a bali kill a cock where a man has expired and then bury it near the body, bringing it back later and eating it. Five plates of cooked rice, wheat bread, jvārī bread, milk, curds, and liquor are also taken to the funeral site; there one plate is placed near the stone which is put near the head of the dead, two plates are put near the feet of the dead, and one plate on the right and another on the left of the grave, and these are all abandoned. In the practices of the Kātkari five is a number constantly recurring. On the fifth day celebration after a birth the whole village is represented by five elders; when the body of a deceased Kātkari cannot be obtained for disposal, at the obsequies five children call out the name of the dead; the marriage of a Sūn Kātkari may be made binding merely by waving in turn five heaps of rice in a pan with a lamp round the bridal pair.

There are five practical duties of Islam, 'pillars of religion': the recital of the creed or kalimah; compulsory prayer five times a day; fasting between dawn and sunset during the month of Ramadān; charity or zakāt at the rate of two and a half per cent. of one's income, and the pilgrimage to Mecca. With three and seven, five is a number generally used in measures to avert evil. A Muhammadan uses thread of five colours to form a hisār or
barrier against spirits; when a Muhammadan has fever five pieces of bread are given to a Mulla at a mosque or are placed beneath the sick man’s pillow and given to beggars the next morning. Another cure for fever is to place five utensils of clay under an isolated tree. A child at birth is protected from spirits by four arrows and a sword. At a wedding five or seven lemons or flowers are put in water, and waved round the heads of the bridal pair, and finally thrown at the feet of the horse ridden by the bride in procession. If a child or an adult is attacked by evil-eye or by spirits, five leaves, panipati, or five flowers of different kinds are dipped in water taken from seven wells; turmeric, lime and pepper are added and the water is then waved at sunset round the patient and thrown at cross-roads. To cure snake-bite five pebbles are waved over the bitten part in the name of Ādiqūdī Īmānsūb of Bijāpur by Muhammadans of the Karnāṭak.

Any comprehensive dictionary of one of the chief vernaculars of the Presidency would give a tedious list of words beginning with ‘five’. Many of these, such as the fivefold division of the science of medicine or the art of Government, are of little practical interest, and it would be meticulous to repeat them in detail. There are, however, many groupings of five which are strictly maintained in actual ritual.

There are groupings of gods in fives, Panoāyatan, which when worshipped are placed in cross formation, the principal symbol in the centre and the other four symbols at the corners of a square around. In all Śānti ceremonies the Pancratna or five gems are necessary, sapphire, diamond, ruby, pearl, and coral; in the worship and the bathing of sacred images Pancāmrty are used, milk, sugar, ghee, curds, and honey; the materials of worship are kept in a vessel of five compartments, Pancaṭātra. An amalgam of five metals is credited with special sakti. Five varieties of fruit are offered in worship and also in Oṭi bharaṇi when the lap of a woman is filled in the hope that she may have issue. There are five daily sacrifices, Pancamahāyajna, a calendar treats of five things, the vār, karan, tihi, yug, and nakṣatra, and the muhūrtta is a combination of these; five products of the cow, milk, curds, ghee, urine, and dung, are used for purification and form the Pancagavya.

One of the commonest groupings of five is that of five leaves, Pancpallav or Pancpālvi. In Brahmin ritual pancpālvi are used in all the Sanskār save the sixteenth, that of the obsequies, and on all other occasions when kaḷasaś are installed. Text-books of ritual prescribe particular trees to be used by the Brahmin for his pancpallav; the aśvath (Ficus religiosa), the bilva (Aegle
marmelos); the banyan (Ficus bengalensis); the dhatri (Phyllanthus emblica) and the asok (Saraca Indica), but in actual practice there seems much local variation in the choice of five trees.

Five leaves are used in many ways by non-Brahmin castes. The Kätkari uses five leaves to sprinkle water on the feet of those who visit a woman in confinement; on the remarriage of a Kätkari widow by the pat ceremony which is a less respectable form of marriage than the ordinary one, five fig-leaves are placed near the door of the house for guests to use in washing their feet; on the fifth day after a birth the Kätkari performs his pātā ceremony and at this time places five mango-leaves on five paths leading to his house. In the event of illness a Bhil offers five leaves from five different trees to his gods. Marāthās and others place five different leaves beneath the central pole on the threshing-floor, whilst it is a very common practice to place panepālvi in the drain leading from the room in which a woman is confined, or on the roof of a new house when first entered upon.

Lingāyats in their Punyāhavācan ceremony install two kalaśas on an āsan of rice and place in them the leaves of the mango, umbar, pipal, dhatri, and jambul. Some sub-castes of Lingāyats, before the marriage ceremony begins, install a flag-post with an image of Nandi the bull at its base, Nandiḥvaj; on the site where the post is erected five leaves are placed. Lingāyats also put five leaves into the water in which they wash the feet of their guru. Brahmin women worship Mangalgauri, Hartalika and Durgā with five leaves; Konchikoravas use for their hālgamba a branch with five leaves. Panepālvi are tied to the same post as the devak of Marāthās and other castes in the Deccan and Konkan. In parts of the Karnātak five bundles of twigs are used in the hālgamba ceremony and after the marriage thrown on the roof of the house. On the sixth day after the birth of a Muhammadan child five leaves of the pipal (Ficus religiosa), the sirih (Albizzia Lebbek), the jamun (Eugenia jambolana), the babul (Acacia arabica) and the ber are dipped in broth; the little finger of the child is dipped in this broth, which is then given to other children to drink.

Several explanations are offered of the śakti of the number five. The body is made up of five elements and to avert the evils attaching to the body five things are necessarily offered in worship, and an image is circumambulated five times with five prostrations. The number five is also closely associated with the cross; the pour points of an equal-limbed cross and the centre make five and these determine the number of articles used in ritual. A Kanarese figure for five, an auspicious sign written by boys on
their slates when they worship them, follows exactly the formation of a cross. At a Līngāyat marriage near the bahu or platform on which the bridal pair sit, a figure of two squares is drawn in rice on a white cloth. Within these squares five copper pots are placed in a cross formation and on each five leaves of mango.
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**Fig. 121.**

After a Marāṭhā marriage two or four singers, Gondhalis, sing a prayer in obscure Marāṭhi which has to be interpreted to the listeners; at this time a cross is marked on the ground and in the centre is placed a small copper cup of water. In front of the cup or at each corner of the cross and in the centre are placed five pairs of betel-leaves and on the cup itself five such leaves.

At every Ankurāropān celebrated by the Brahmin five gods are invoked into five betel-nuts placed on the earth in which the seeds are sown; these nuts are arranged in a cross formation and the invocation of sakti into them produces a dik bànḍha or fortification of the quarters. In the Karnāṭak during a marriage a piece of ground is purified with cowdung and on it with rice of different colours (white, red, green, blue, and yellow) a svastika is drawn. First a square is drawn with white aksat and around it squares with the other colours. Five kalaśas are placed on this design; one at each corner and one in the centre; each kalaśa has a plate as a cover and on this a burning light. Five persons comprising the bridal pair and relatives go round the square five times. This is the Aivasī ceremony.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 123.**

During the obsequial rites of a Brahmin five pina or balls of cooked rice and sesamum are offered to the dead on the tenth day after the death. Blades of darbha grass are put on the ground to form a cross and on this five leaf cups, dren, are placed, each of
which holds one pinda. The five cups are joined together by cotton thread passed round them five times before the pinda are offered. This is called Pancodan pinda.

An āsan frequently is a design of a cross or two intersecting squares.

When the marriage of the tulsi plant is celebrated in the month of Kūrṭīk, lamps of ghee are placed at the four corners of a square and an image of Kṛṣṇa is placed in the centre. The offerings made are all in fives; five stalks of sugar-cane and five garlands of flowers are placed in the centre and at the corner, whilst in front of the image are placed five almonds and five dates and supari-nuts.

Examples of the use of the number five can easily be multiplied. The Marāṭhā bahul or seat for the bridal pair is an earthen construction of five steps surmounted by a mango-twig, and painted with lime and red earth. In front of this are placed in a square four sets of five earthen pots of diminishing size; against or around each pile of pots are placed five stalks of sugar-cane or jvāri. Within the centre of the square the bridal pair sit when aksat is thrown. In the Karnāṭak at the back of the bridal pair where they sit when aksat is thrown, a design called bhoraṛgali is drawn, or a special erection in the same design is made on a dais; this is very similar to the Marāṭhā bahul.
When the seeds of pumpkin or cucumber are sown, five seeds only are sown in each bed and these in a cross formation. Before applying oil to their body women first drop five drops on to the earth in the same cross formation. Five is used in a representative sense by the Hindu. When aksat is thrown on the bridal pair the priest says, 'Let five grains be sprinkled'; when a host speaks of his guests having come he says, 'Panc panas'. A feast to Brahmans or to suvasinis should be to not less than five or to multiples of five. At a tonsure ceremony five measures of rice are pounded by five suvasinis; the first fruits offered to the kula devata consist of five stalks or ears; the things put in the lap of the bride are in fives. Five stones are used to represent a deity, particularly if it be inconvenient to visit his shrine. Five suvasinis bathe the bride; wave arū round the bridal pair; fetch water for the mangalsnān; throw aksat; and in other ways play a prominent part in a marriage ceremony. When kumārikas or children are used in ritual their number is usually five. The same representative use of five is common even among non-Brahmins and in primitive communities. The Marāṭhā feeds five children on the fifth day after a birth; the Naikda feeds five children nine days after a funeral; the Kōtkari bathes five children over the stone of life.

The finality of five, its power to avert evil, and equally to collect or gather sakti from the directions makes it an almost indispensable number. The bride and bridegroom pledge their loyalty by tying five betel-nuts in each other's garments; the fathers of the bridal pair on effecting a betrothal offer each other the same token of agreement. When the bridal pair go round the central pole of the marriage mandap or round the marriage hom they do so five times. Trees are encircled with thread five times to effect cures or exorcize spirits; the thread that is wound round the four sides of a dikbāndha is wound five times. A yantra is tied to the neck or the wrist with five threads; charity is given in multiples of five.

In spite, however, of its auspiciousness in general there remains an element of danger in the number five. Pancamim na tu pancamim. The fifth girl in relationship is not to be taken in marriage. There are families which make a mock marriage when a man takes a wife for the fifth time. Five posts are avoided in erecting a marriage mandap. Sāni is feared in the fifth house of a man. The area covered by the dwelling-house of a Hindu should always be square or at least a triangular or five-sided area must be avoided. In town-planning schemes the survey often leaves such irregular
areas the disposal of which the district officer finds very difficult. Because three and five alike are associated with finality their combination is inauspicious; a combination of three and a multiple of five makes the eighth, thirteenth, eighteenth, twenty-third and twenty-eighth days of the lunar month nahas to the Muhammadan, whilst the Hindu regards three, thirteen, nine and eighteen as an expression of disaster.

SEVEN

Number seven figures prominently in the theology and in the ritual of the Hindu. There are seven sages, seven sacred rivers, seven sacred islands, seven principal centres of pilgrimage, and the creative energy of the principal gods is personified as seven divinities, Saptamātrika.

Saptak or a period of seven days is a common period fixed for following a course of medicinal treatment; multiples of seven days, such as twenty-one and forty-nine, are also auspicious periods. Illnesses are supposed to show a change every seven days. Yantras are worshipped for seven days; jap or silent prayer is maintained for the same period and sacred texts are read for seven days.

In the orthodox marriage ceremony the marriage becomes irrevocable when the bride and bridegroom have taken seven steps together, Saptapadi. Water drawn from seven wells is a cure for barrenness; the husband collects the water in the morning in silence and the wife bathes with it also in silence. Seven kinds of earth are used in the installation of kalaśas, and a pardi when not of five compartments has seven compartments.

Seven is a number of constant occurrence in measures taken to avert evil. In the transfer of evil to others, in practices adopted to cure or avert evil-eye, it is as common a number as three or five. To avert evil the Jain carries round the marriage māndap a thread containing five or seven knots. The Bhūt to avert spirits waves a pot of water seven times round the head of the bridegroom before throwing the water to the ground. In Kanara, to scare away field pests the rayat sticks branches of the bagni-tree (Caryota urens) in seven places in the field. The tiers of water-pots which are placed in a square as a dīkhāndha to protect the bridal pair contain each seven pots of different sizes. Olandā is a rag with seven knots and containing seven marking-nuts thrown on a public road by a person afflicted with boils; it is also the name for the disease contracted by stepping over such a rag. The Muhammadan uses thread with three, seven or nine knots as amulets against evil.
Seven is a number dear to Maruti, to whom offerings are made of seven cakes or seven kinds of grain. The seventh lunar day in Māgh is an auspicious day for on this day the sun ascends his chariot. On the other hand, a child begotten on a seventh day proves to be a daughter destined to have no issue.

In a Lamāni marriage ceremony seven is a determinant of ritual. Two poles, four to five feet long, are erected six feet apart, and adorned with mango-leaves and garlands of marking-nuts. Near these posts a square is formed of piled-up pots painted red, in each of which twigs of seven trees are tied. The bridal pair, during the ceremony, go to a small heap of dried cowdung and each strikes it seven times with an axe. After their bath the bride and bridegroom walk round the two wooden posts seven times carrying a rupee, a betel-nut and a cowrie in their hands.

The Muhammadan has his seven heavens, seven earths and seven seas. Surahs are recited seven times to obtain control of their innate power. If a goat does not give milk it is taken seven times round the shrine of a saint. The Muhammadan bride goes into Vanvāha three, five or seven days before the first day of the marriage. When a child is just beginning to walk, to give it strength, its foot is placed on seven leaves of bread, per mani. After the nikāh the Muhammadan bridegroom is taken into the bride's house; his mother and six married women lightly place on his head the corner of a sheet, and his best man covers him with the corner of his scarf (palao vijhan), and they escort him to a basket. Under the basket are placed an earthen lamp cover and an earthen lighted lamp. The bridegroom is made to sit on the basket seven times; each time he rises he is given water and molasses. The basket is removed and the bridegroom then kicks the articles underneath the basket into fragments. This same ceremony is performed for the bride, but the best man of the bridegroom kicks the lamp and cover. This Sindi custom is dying out, but in Gujarāt there is a practice somewhat similar. When the bridegroom in Gujarāt arrives at the bride's house the priest shows him a churning-rod, a pestle, a cart-yoke and the needle, trāk, of a spinning-wheel as symbols of the new life he will live. The priest then throws jvārī grain in four directions to remind the bridegroom that it is still not too late for him to go where he will and decline to accept the responsibilities of marriage. An earthen bowl of curds is covered by another inverted bowl and placed on the ground; the two bowls are tied together with thread. Over these bowls the bridegroom who accepts his new responsibilities walks breaking them to pieces (sampul).
Groups of seven saints associated with one site are not uncommon. The seventh month of a Hindu woman's pregnancy introduces for herself and her husband increased disabilities; in this same month the Muhammadan offers miniature boats to Khwāja Khizr. In a Muhammadan marriage ritual the number seven frequently occurs. Seven married women perform a ceremony called *Buki*; seven dates are tied to a grindstone in a piece of red thread. Each woman takes one date and gives the grindstone a turn. The red thread is then tied to the wrists of the bridal pair, for each of whom this ceremony is performed separately. An old man ties the thread to the wrist of the bridegroom with some wheat and a small iron ring; the bridegroom's sister ties the thread to the bride's wrist. When the heads of the bridal pair have been brought together and this is done three times, an elderly woman holds a bit of cotton over the head of the bride and asks the bridegroom to pluck cotton from it, which he does seven times. Then the bride and bridegroom dip their fingers in milk, throw this to the four directions and apply to each other's forehead; then they each take seven morsels of powdered sweet cakes, *kutti*, and seven sips of milk.

**EIGHT**

To a Hindu eight is a lucky number. There are eight things of good omen, the *Aṣṭamangal*; a lion, a bull, an elephant, a water-jar, a winnowing-fan, a flag, a trumpet, and a lamp. A girl should be married in her eighth year and a boy should perform his thread ceremony in his eighth year. The eighth lunar day in *Āśvin* and the eighth in *Śrāvan* are auspicious days. Obeisance to a god is done with eight parts of the body. When blessing women a form of good wish is to say, 'Aṣṭapurāṇa saubhāgyavatā bhav'; 'May you have eight sons and live a *suvāsini* until death'. The verses repeated to bring blessing when the *akṣat* is thrown on the bridal pair should not be less than eight in number.

*Siddhi* or abnormal *śakti* acquired by penance is eightfold, comprising *anima* or the power to become as small as an atom; *laghima*, the power to become ethereally light; *prāpti*, the power to obtain anything at will; *prākāmyam*, irresistible will-power; *mahima*, the power of increase; *iśīvam*, superiority; *vasīvam*, the power to conquer; and *kāmānasāyitā*, the power to suppress desire.

The number eight is very common in the details followed in preparing *yantras*. The *yantra* is written with eight kinds of powder mixed with water; the eighth day of the second fortnight
of the month is chosen for writing the yantra, and a lotus figure of eight or sixteen leaves is a common design. As examples of the use of this number the Jayavaha yantra consists of a lotus of eight leaves drawn on a round surface with the object desired written in the centre; this is folded twice and immersed in water for twenty-one days to subject the wicked to one's desires and for forty days to dispel all delusions. The Lalita yantra is a lotus of eight leaves with a trikona in the centre drawn on a stone with turmeric; worshipped with flowers it brings rain; worshipped for seven days it brings all desires. The sakti invoked into the yantra is that of the earth and another name for the charm is Saubhagya yantra. A Jvarahara yantra consists of two squares drawn with datura on cloth which has been worn at a funeral, and on the eighth day of the second fortnight of the month. The intersecting squares produce eight kon or compartments; in the middle sixteen lines are drawn and all the names of the cardinal directions are written in the middle figure. This yantra must be worshipped in a cemetery and is a powerful charm to cure fever. Sixteen leaves of a lotus are drawn on metal with halad and saffron to form the bandhamok-sakrit yantra; sixteen vowels are written on the leaves and two consonants on each leaf. A square is drawn round the whole figure and it is worshipped for seven days with lotus flowers to free the worshipper from anything that restricts him. A square is drawn on a leaf with halad and saffron to form the Saptaka yantra; eight lines are drawn horizontally and eight lines vertical, crossing the former. It is worshipped for three days and three nights and then worn on the neck to remove evil. If the same figure be drawn on a lotus of eight leaves this charm removes ghosts from a house.

A lotus of eight leaves is used as an āsana for fire taken from a cemetery which is shown to the cardinal directions day after day until after twenty days of worship it prevents an enemy from going to heaven, whilst if the Agnihayahara yantra is worshipped when wearing red clothes and accompanied by the feasting of a kumārikā the enemy is removed altogether.

The accompanying designs show how frequently the number eight or its multiple is a feature of yantras; eight, in fact, represents the cardinal points and its use is to draw sakti from the directions. In the tattoo-marks of the Kātkari the cross is called lotus, another illustration of the symbolic use of the lotus design.
Certain numbers possess a magic power and are used as a key number in making a charm. A square containing sixteen small squares is drawn and in each small square a number is placed, so that the four numbers in each horizontal, vertical, or diagonal row total to the same number. Thus the number one hundred scares away ghosts if embodied in a charm in this way.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
8 & 1 & 43 & 48 \\
\hline
44 & 47 & 4 & 5 \\
\hline
2 & 7 & 42 & 49 \\
\hline
46 & 45 & 6 & 3 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The number twenty-four produces a charm which when buried in a field scares away pests.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
4 & 11 & 2 \\
\hline
6 & 3 & 8 \\
\hline
10 & 5 & 1 \\
\hline
4 & 5 & 6 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Numbers thirty-four, sixty-four, and fifteen will assist a woman in travail; fifteen cures fever; forty is another number that will free a field from pests.

The key number of a charm may be arrived at by taking certain names and giving to each letter thereof its numerical value. Thus to seduce a woman the names of the woman and her would-be seducer are taken; if a married pair desire issue their names are necessary; if a man desire to make the friendship of another his own name and the name of the friend he seeks are required. When a key number has been taken thirty is subtracted from it and the remainder is divided by four; or twelve is subtracted and the division is by three. The resulting number is the number which is first placed in one of the squares of a larger square which in the first case consists of sixteen and in the second case of nine squares. The figure of sixteen squares is used in general to secure a good object and that of nine squares to accomplish an evil desire. The name of the mother of the person using the charm is added when the figure has sixteen squares but not when the figure of nine squares is employed.
When the design of the charm contains sixteen squares the first small square filled with a number is the top right-hand square. When the design is a square of nine small squares the centre squares on each side are the important ones. The centre square on the top line is called Fire, that to the left Wind, the bottom centre square Water, and the centre square on the right Earth. To cure a cold the yantra would be written beginning with the fire square; to cure fever it would begin with the water square; to cure wind with the earth square; to bring a person from a distance the yantra would commence in the wind square and would be tied to a tree so as to be shaken by the wind. To bring rain the letter values of mekā’il, ‘rain’, are added together, the yantra is begun from the water square, whilst the letter V has to be repeated forty times and the words ‘Va Ya Mekā’il’. To stop rain K is repeated forty times and the words ‘Ka Ya ‘Azrā’il’; ‘Azrā’il, enigmatically meaning fire; the yantra is begun from the fire square. The yantra to bring rain is actually based on the number fifteen.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
8 & 3 & 4 \\
1 & 5 & 9 \\
6 & 7 & 2
\end{array}
\]

Whilst the writer writes these charms he is required to keep sugar-candy in his mouth; when he writes the Fire yantra must have cotton in his ears and nostrils and when he writes on paper must use paper without holes. Sometimes he is required to eat bread and salt only for forty days before writing the yantra. When possible, a pen of bamboo should be used; both the writer and he who uses the charm must be ritually clean, and the place where the writer sits must be purified with cow’s urine. Special days and times, too, are fixed for the preparation of the yantra; the hour of sunset or that of an eclipse; Saturdays and Sundays and the fifteenth and thirtieth of the month.

Besides these yantras which have a key number there are yantras whose number is legion which combine several numbers, in the choice of which caprice apparently has been the only guide. There are combinations which cure pain; remove the effects of snake-bite; which scare thieves; remove fear of lightning; bring customers to a shop; keep snakes from a house; keep one of a married pair in subjection to the other; promote unity among relations; secure a magician’s tricks from discovery by his audience; concealed in his turban, keep the audience of a public
speaker enthralled; which increase the supply of milk; bring rich fruit to crops; which buried at a shop door bring quick profits; enable a sleeper on waking to interpret his dreams; which bring wealth and prevent abortion. There is no ill of human kind, in fact, which a yantra in the belief of the masses will not cure, and no desire, good or evil, it cannot satisfy. Such, too, is popular credulity that if a yantra fails to produce the desired and expected effect, disappointment blames the person using the yantra for lack of care and not the yantra itself.

Muhammadan charms do not differ materially from those prepared by Hindus, and the classes who resort to such charms are quite ready to test the charms of another, no matter of what religion he may be. Besides the ordinary charms based on numbers the Muhammadan gives a numerical value to verses of his Koran and from this acquires a key number which often runs into many thousands.

The numerical value, for instance, of the āyatu'l kursi gives him the following charm which secures immunity from illness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10545</th>
<th>10548</th>
<th>10543</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10540</td>
<td>10542</td>
<td>10544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10551</td>
<td>10548</td>
<td>10539</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A pregnant woman is protected by a chart containing the numerical value of the surah Luqman.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>39739</th>
<th>39753</th>
<th>39756</th>
<th>39732</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39757</td>
<td>39743</td>
<td>39748</td>
<td>39754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39744</td>
<td>39758</td>
<td>39751</td>
<td>39747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39752</td>
<td>39746</td>
<td>39725</td>
<td>39758</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To cure illness or overcome calamity the numerical value of the Sūratul-fath and the surah Muzammil produce these charts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2349</th>
<th>2343</th>
<th>2346</th>
<th>2334</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2345</td>
<td>2333</td>
<td>2329</td>
<td>2344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2334</td>
<td>2348</td>
<td>2341</td>
<td>2338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2342</td>
<td>2337</td>
<td>2335</td>
<td>2347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>32566</th>
<th>32559</th>
<th>32564</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32561</td>
<td>32563</td>
<td>32565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32562</td>
<td>32567</td>
<td>32500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and the combined value of the *sūrah ʿikhlās* with other *sūrahs* forms the following chart:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3540</td>
<td>3542</td>
<td>3546</td>
<td>3532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3545</td>
<td>3534</td>
<td>3539</td>
<td>3544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3535</td>
<td>3548</td>
<td>3541</td>
<td>3538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3522</td>
<td>3547</td>
<td>3546</td>
<td>3547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ODD AND EVEN NUMBERS**

Although there is no auspicious number which is not at times inauspicious and no general rule to which there are not many exceptions, odd numbers in general are credited with beneficent power.

*Pradaksīṇā* or the circumambulation of sacred objects is done an odd number of times up to a hundred after which the number is immaterial; after the birth of a child Hindu women visit a temple in a month that is odd when counted from the birth; *Anāprāśan* or the first giving of food to a child should be done in an odd month of an odd year calculated from the day of birth. In practices to avert evil and, in particular, evil-eye, the numbers three, five and seven almost rule out other numbers. Vedic magic is full of reference to three, seven and twenty-one, and these numbers still determine the days *yantras* are worshipped or repeated. Vigils of prayer to bring rain are for seven or twenty-one days. Knots tied in threads as amulets against evil are usually odd in number. The new-born infant is bathed on the first, fifth, seventh and eleventh day after birth, and thereafter every day for eight months to keep away spirits. The cutting of a child’s hair should be performed in the first, third, fifth and seventh years. *Lingāyats* make presents to their priests (*uttarakriya*) on any odd day after a death.

A Muhammadan says, ‘God is odd; He loves the odd’. After the last compulsory prayer at night and after the prayer before dawn the Muhammadan offers ordinary prayers, *rekʿūt*, in an odd number of three, five or seven.
CHAPTER XIV

THE POWER OF SWEET THINGS

SWEET things confer barkat.

When a Muhammadan leaves home on a pilgrimage all those who remain at home attempt to secure for him the fruition of his object by eating sweets. At a marriage the distribution of sweets is common. Sweets and coconuts are given to the families of the bridal pair; at a betrothal the parents of the Muhammadan bride give the bridegroom a scarf, bochhan, in which sugar-candy, almonds, pieces of coconut and small balls of sugar, all called mura, are tied, and the bridegroom's people in turn give the bride a red sheet called khumunbo in the four corners of which the same mura is tied with lip-salve, henna, a gold ring and a rupee. On the sixth day after the birth of a son friends take coconuts and sweets to the house and in return the father distributes molasses to all his visitors. At a circumcision sweets are distributed among all the guests present. On the third day after a death Muhammadans perform Jñātā in which sweets are freely distributed to bring the dead barkat. After Muharram on the third day subsequent sweetmeats are distributed to friends in honour of the panjā installed in the Kārnāṭak. When a Persian wheel is erected in Sind rice and molasses are placed beneath the pole of the wheel; sweets are distributed among all the workers and at home the women dole out sweetened rice. Before the measurers of the threshed grain enter the charmed circle drawn round the pile of grain sweets are distributed in measure or in value multiples of five, and sweets are placed on the stack of grain to increase its barkat. During Ṛamāḍān on the twenty-third, twenty-seventh and thirtieth a Hafiz blows upon sweets which are preserved by those who receive them; after completion of the recital of the Koran in every mosque sweet dates are given away, these are subscribed for by the worshippers and given to the crowds that gather. On the eleventh of each month sweets are distributed in the name of Pir Dustagir of Baghdad and whenever a boon has been obtained from a Pir or a shrine, sweets are given away in
the name of the person from whom the blessing came. When writing charms the Muhammadan must often hold sweet things in his mouth.

The fruit of the umbar (Ficus glomerata) is supposed to be always sweet, and to promote sweet relations between the bride and the bridegroom the Muhammadan in the Deccan, at a marriage, fixes a piece of umbar in the marriage booth. He pours milk on to this post when it is fixed and also when it is removed. A piece of cloth dyed yellow with turmeric, rice coloured in the same way and a betel-nut are tied to the post with a red thread which the bridegroom unties on the fifth day after the marriage. Perhaps the same idea underlies the use of umbar by other communities. The Jain bridegroom sits on a seat of umbar; the Kabbaligar throws a log of umbar into a well, and unwidowed women bring it home after sunset, and from this two posts are made for the marriage booth. Dhongars place blocks of umbar at the corners of bamboo baskets on which grindstones are laid for the bridal pair to stand upon.

At a Hindu marriage the fathers of the bride and bridegroom touch the mouth of the bridegroom with sugar and then the mouth of the bride, and all the relations follow suit, with the object of making the married life of the pair a sweet one. The Hindu pilgrim, like the Muhammadan pilgrim, is helped on his way by those who stay at home eating sweets at the moment of his leaving home. At a birth honey is given on the fifth day to young girls when the child is named and dried coconut is given to all visitors. Sugar and sugar-candy are given to a boy when he is adopted; at a thread ceremony all those present are given sweets. At Mahi Sankrânti sesamum coated with sugar is exchanged between friends and the exchange should be accompanied by the words, 'Tîl gul ghyâ ānî goḍ bolâ', 'Take sweet sesamum and speak sweet throughout the year'. On the day following Makar Sankramana in the Karnâṭak a ceremony called Kariyariyona is performed to avert from young babies evil-eye and evil arising from the conjunction of the sun and Capricorn. Infants are bathed in the morning; in the evening they are dressed in new clothes and placed in the laps of their mothers or on carpets. Then sweets, bits of sugar-cane and seeds of green gram are put in a pot and this is emptied over the infants. Ovâlanî is also performed, that is, an auspicious lamp is waved round the infants. On Makar Sankramana and on Rath Saptami sugar-cane and sweets are poured over the heads of children to secure them a long life. On the latter date, Mûgh sud. 7, young married girls go from house
to house with earthen vessels containing sugar-cane, ghee and carrots which they distribute to suvāsinīs. In agricultural rites the distribution of sweets is common. They are distributed during ploughing and when grain is collected on the threshing-floor, a distribution which averts evil-eye from the grain. If the central pole of the threshing-floor in Sind becomes loose both the Hindu and the Muhammadan avert evil by free distribution of sweets. Every Friday sugar and fried gram is distributed in honour of the goddess Lākṣmī. At a betrothal (vīlāya), Lingāyats and Namraddis distribute sweets and the latter give sugar to the betrothed girl. After a birth, unless the child be still-born; at a cradle ceremony; at Vastusānti on entering a new house; after aksat has been thrown on the bridal pair sweets are distributed. Marwaris and Gujarātis distribute milk and sweets in large quantities on the death of young children. In the Karnātak Hindus make a distribution of sweets whenever any good news is received, or any success has been achieved; when any danger has been surmounted and whenever a man returns home after a long journey. On a Hindu attaining the age of sixty he is weighed against silver coins and sweets are distributed. When a thirsty person calls for water he is first given something sweet. Lāmānis give sweets to children on the third day after a birth. Whenever Hindus leave home to attend an auspicious ceremony sweets are first prepared at home and eaten. On the thirteenth day after a death sweets are eaten, as also when a bride first comes to her husband's house. Muhammadans place sweets in the palanquin of the bride when she goes to the house of her husband, and when they purchase a cow make a purchase at the same time of grain and of sweets that the purchased cow may bring bārkat, and also distribute sweets to onlookers.

Sweet things accompany the bride to make her pāyqun sweet; the Muhammadan, besides the purchase of sweets when he buys cattle in the bazaar, gives away sweets when his mare foals to render the pāyqun sweet of the newly-born animal. Sweets are used on the threshing-floor to avert evil-eye.

Where there is honey, the Muhammadan believes, there gather angels of bārkat. Honey is riqūnabi, 'the spittle of the Prophet'. 'In honey there is healing for men' (Koran, cap. xvi, 69). Angels always come to a house where there is honey unless disturbed by a black dog, by musicians or other untoward presence. To eat honey is a virtue. The Prophet passed much of his time with Ayesha, the youngest of his wives, and when his other wives complained of neglect he said he did this because Ayesha gave him
much honey. If any one sees another carrying honey he should dip his fingers in it and the person carrying it should offer him honey; an offer of honey must never be refused. The Muhammadan gives honey to the dying to confer *barkat*; he offers it to a guest; after a betrothal it is sent to the betrothed girl; on the third day after a marriage it is served to the bride and bridegroom.

To the Hindu honey is one of the *pancāmṛt*. It is taken to a shrine and then to the field or the threshing-floor to confer *barkat* on the grain; it is a common ingredient in the *naivedya* offered to standing crops. On New Year's Day it is offered to all. It is used in the preparation of the meal taken at a *Śrāddha*; it is used in *abhishek* or the bathing of images; it is used in *madhupark*, offered to guests, the bridegroom, pilgrim, a king and to saints. Because of the power honey possesses it may be a source of danger. A Hindu cannot decline an offer of honey without incurring disaster; if bees make a hive in the uppermost part of a house some inmate of the house will die; the collection of honey necessitating as it does *himsā* is considered dangerous to the prosperity of a family. To spill honey or touch it with the foot brings a sequel of ill, whilst mixing milk and honey in equal parts brings illness. Honey must be preserved from all impure contacts, and absolute cleanliness is imperative when collecting it.

If sweet things confer *barkat* and avert evil it is natural to assume that there is evil in sour things. *Mahārs* say that in a thunderstorm one may rest in safety under a sweet tree such as a banyan or a sweet mango, but it is dangerous to rest under a tamarind, a bitter mango or a wood-apple-tree. If the first eating of a dish which is good tastes bitter it is ominous to the *Mahār* of the early death of some near relative. In Sind the offer of a lemon embitters friendship, though in the Karnāṭak the district officer is constantly receiving small lemons offered to promote friendship. In Sind if a schoolboy eats sour things his intelligence is supposed to be impaired.

Things or mixtures that are purely sour cannot be offered by a Hindu as *naivedya*; a mantrik may use lemons and other sour things in charms but may not eat sour things, for eating is a kind of sacrifice. If a Hindu has a sour taste in his mouth he must stop the recitation of the *Veda* and sip water, *ācman*, for if he persist otherwise in the recitation it has no effect. Flowers that smell sour cannot be offered to an image and a person practising penance or *jap* avoids sour things.

There are, however, bitter things which are used to obtain *barkat*. The leaves of the nim (Melia azadirachta) are bitter, but
they are used by many castes to avert the contagion of death. **Boris** sprinkle nim-leaves round the lamp which they place at the spot where the deceased expired; **Bhils** light a fire outside the house of the deceased and, throwing nim-leaves into it, purify themselves after a funeral by rubbing their faces and hands in the smoke; **Dhors** use a nim-leaf to sprinkle *gumūtra* on themselves after a funeral. On the Hindu New Year's Day a tall bamboo is tied to a pillar in every Hindu's house. This *gudhī* is erected in the name of Kṛṣṇa; to the top of it are tied the *sādi* and bodice of a woman and a twig of nim-leaves. At the temple, too, nim-leaves brought by a priest are crushed and eaten with raw sugar to bring *barkat* for the coming year.

A decoction from nim-leaves is given to a woman in her confinement; branches of nim-leaves hung over her door keep away spirits and the feet of visitors are washed with water by means of nim-leaves. Branches of nim are used in the exorcism of spirits and leaves of this tree are used medicinally and in bathing. On one occasion during an epidemic the dying were brought nightly to a nim-tree at my garden gate in the hope that through the power of the tree they would recover. The Muhammadan also thinks the nim brings *barkat*; he plants it in graveyards so that its shadow may bring *barkat* to the dead. At *Holi* the Lamānī wears nim-leaves in his turban. In the worship of the tūlā twigs of the tamarind and dhatri are used, although these are bitter.
CHAPTER XV

THE POWER OF TREES

There is no manifestation of power which illustrates better than does the power of trees all the complex and often contradictory ideas associated with power. Trees contain the sakti of the planets and of all the five primary elements of creation; to their possessing fire is due their fertility.

It is this innate power of trees that is recognized in Indian practices rather than the divinity which popular belief has attributed to certain particular trees. Certain trees are the abode of gods and some are the abodes of spirits, and it may be that the same tree shelters a god in the morning and a spirit in the evening. From constant contact with the divinity of a god there are trees that acquire special sakti, just as there are trees which after the death of a saint may be worshipped as saints because they acquired power from the saints who observed penance beneath them. In general, however, the term dcr is not applied to trees, and like the ritual of the threshing-floor, the cult of trees illustrates concepts earlier than those of animism.

Trees are often the abode of spirits. When a Muhammadan passes beneath a tree he utters bismillâh and the Muhammadan woman covers her head. Sleeping near a tree is always dangerous because of the possible visitation from spirits. The Muhammadan calls trees which are haunted by spirits ghoro and gives them names which end in lain or 'accursed'. Iblis lain, Shaitan lain, which trees include the sirih, her, lao, bar and babur. To harm another person a Muhammadan will sit on the top of a tree and recite after midnight the sâratul-jinn, the seventy-second chapter of the Koran. When a man is haunted by a spirit a mantrik lashes a tree; the effects of the lashing are repeated on the possessed man himself and the spirit then leaves its victim. Another cure for spirit possession is to make an image of a spirit and nail it to a tree, or inducing a spirit to leave its victim drive a nail into a tree saying as one does this, 'Be you for ever fixed in this tree.'. When, too, a haunted tree is cut down special precautions are taken to provide
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the spirit with another home. A cock is sacrificed to the tree and as a notice to the spirit to quit, a copper plate on which a svastika has been drawn is attached to the tree. Then another tree is chosen for the spirit to move into; around this is built a small platform and a stone is placed at its base and, with the tree, sprinkled with saffron and oil. Copper coins are placed near this second tree; incense is burnt and a piece of cloth to provide the spirit with clothes (āvaran) is thrown upon the tree. When the spirit changes from the one tree to the other a branch of the tree it abandons usually breaks and falls; should there be no sign of the spirit willingly leaving its tree, it is bottled up in the shell of a coconut, or in a bottle, and tied to the second tree.

Particular diseases have, according to the Hindu, their governing deities. When a man is sick a relative takes an earthen pot half-filled with water, covers it with an earthen lid and places it on an āsan of rice sprinkled on the ground. Blades of darbha grass are then placed on the lid and on these an image of the deity associated with the man's illness, this in gold, silver or clay. With the grass the water from the pot is sprinkled on the sick man, and then the image is fixed to a tree with nails.

Spirits again cause barrenness in trees as they do to animals and human beings. Spirits that haunt trees are called Māstī or Caurī. When a tree is haunted stones are placed at its roots, whilst in Kanara wooden posts are fixed around in which are many wooden pegs.

Particular spirits and ghosts haunt particular trees. The pipal, banyan and umbar trees, all varieties of the fig-tree, are haunted by the spirit of a pandit who died without imparting his knowledge to others (Brahmarākṣasa); the bamboo is haunted by the spirit of a Brahmacāri; the ghost of a woman who dies in childbirth (kāmini bhūt) haunts a tamarind, the nux vomica, the tumri (Trewia nudiflora) the casuarina and the jali (Acacia arabica). The worst type of sinners occupies the marking-nut tree and the nuggi, whilst other haunted trees are the kari (Maba nigrescens), and the basari (Ficus infectoria). If a bel tree (Aegle marmelos), a pipal (Ficus religiosa), and an audumbar (Ficus glomerata) or a samī (Prosopis spicigera) grow spontaneously on a grave it is a sign that the dead has returned.

Although, however, trees may be the temporary abode of spirits; though spirits may by man's art be driven into and confined in trees, yet the power of trees is a protection against spirits. In the Deccan if a man possessed by a spirit hugs and climbs a tree he will fall off the tree senseless, but relieved. To free a man from
the persecution of a spirit the banyan and the pipal tree are embraced; stones tied in a cloth are hung to a nim or to a tamarind, or the dry leaves of a pipal and a nim which have been married, torn off the trees on Sunday and Thursday, and preferably when there is a new moon, are used in fumigation. Roots of the bhūtakēś (Musaenda frondosa) buried at the four corners of her cot, protect a woman in confinement from spirits, and nim-leaves tied to her bed serve the same purpose.

Many trees are called by names incorporating the word bhūt, 'spirit', such as bhūtya, bhūtkeš, yet even the branches or leaves of these are used to keep away spirits. The stealing of milk and butter is a pastime of spirits, and with their assistance witches play the same game. A witch imitates the action she wishes to profit by; if she wishes to steal flour she imitates grinding, if she wishes to steal butter she pretends to churn with water in a pot. To defeat her wiles a peg is prepared from bhūtya and used to tether the cow. Then a seer of milk from another cow is poured over the peg. The firmer the peg is fixed in the ground, the firmer it nails down the power of the witch. The cow whose milk the witch is stealing is then milked, and the first few drops of milk yielded by her are thrown on her back and she is patted.

The combined śakti of a pipal and a nim cures from spirit possession women who make a pradaksīna. A branch of pandhari (Croton reticulatus) cut on Saturday or Sunday averts spirits if held in the hand or tied to some part of a house. Branches of ankola (Alangium Lamarckii) collected on a Wednesday in the month of Pausa are hung in a house. The threshing-floor in Khandesh is protected from spirits by a pole of bhūtkeš placed near the entrance of the floor; cattle-pens are protected by Muhammadans with black wood and branches of kanda. Merely carrying a nāg betha (Calamus tigrinus) or a branch of ulpi (Grewia salvifolia) is a protection against spirits. The encircling of a patri-tree (Aegle marmelos) by a Lingāyat averts the attentions of the ghost of a deceased partner. In Kanara when the first sowing is made early in the morning a twig of kyadgi (Pandanus odoratissimus) or of mundki (Pandanus fascicularis) is buried in the fields, and again when the crops are mature, soon after nightfall twigs of the same trees are buried in different parts of the fields to scare away spirits. The pestle of a churn is usually made of ari (Bauhinia racemosa) because this tree keeps away spirits; the pole of the threshing-floor is for the same reason in the Deccan often of saundad (Prosopis spicigera) and leaves of this tree are used in pancepālī which the Marūṭha ties as a protection to his devak. The tulsi (ocimum
sanctum) keeps a house free of spirits, and the Muhammadan attributes the same power to a stick of olive.

The power of a tree is sensitive to impure contacts. A woman in menses may use plantain-leaves as plates, but she is not to use the leaves of the palas (butea frondosa); a tree withers if the shadow of such a woman fall on it. If a barren woman bathes in the shade of a tree the tree dies or becomes barren; it also withers if a girl attaining puberty does but touch it. An unclean person fails to climb a tree, for attempting this he falls down. Nothing unclean can be done near a tree and as sleep is an unclean state, one should not sleep near a tree. Cattle are not allowed to rest under a tree in blossom lest they should pollute the vicinity of the tree. In Sind if a man with a black mole on his tongue praises the fruit of a tree it forthwith withers; if one speaks of the dead under a tree it dies. A tree is destroyed by evil-eye, as a protection against which garlands of marking-nuts, turmeric and sandals are tied to its branches. Plantain-trees are protected by the skull of a cow stuck on a post of bamboo. As an ordinary precaution, too, visitors to a garden may be required by the gardener before entering the garden to wash their faces.

Though sensitive, however, to evil-eye trees and their leaves or fruit are the commonest protection against evil-eye. In fumigation the Hindu uses the leaves of the betel, the seeds of madarangi (Lawsonia alba); pieces of black-wood (Dalbergia latifolia); coconuts; nuts of the marking-nut tree; leaves of the nim; pieces of bagni (Caryota urens); leaves of vișapanjar (Erythraea Roxburghii), of isbandari (Plantago ovata), tamarind-wood and sandalwood. Beads of rui are worn on the wrist as amulets and in Kanara cow-pens are protected by branches of kenjigangidā. A rope made from the bark of asuna (Briedelia retusa) protects cattle from evil-eye. The Muhammadan burns in Sind ak (Calotropis procera) to avert evil-eye. To prevent the return in convalescence of a disease through inadvertent exposure to evil-eye branches or leaves of pancuntra (Diandria monogynia) and paeca (Grewia microcos) are used, whilst beads of the fan-palm, bajar battu (Corypha umbraculifera), protect children and handsome men.

A garland of pundi (Hibiscus cannabinus) tied to the neck of a milk animal with black thread secures it against the evil-eye of a witch, and if a witch can be found, a beating with a branch of rui (Calotropis gigantea) destroys her power.

The effects of evil-eye can be transferred from a victim to a tree, causing the withering of the tree. To cure a child affected by evil-eye its clothes are thrown on a green tree. On Sundays,
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Thursday's and Amavasya rags are tied to trees and nails are driven into trees to avert the effects of dyshi. A Muhammadan waves the liver of a sheep round a victim of evil-eye and throws this at the root of a tree, or places a glass of milk in front of the victim and, taking him to a tree, throws the milk at the base of the tree and drives a nail into the trunk. Needles are also brought in contact with the afflicted and then stuck in a tree to effect a transfer of the evil, or oil in which an afflicted child has seen its own reflection is thrown on thorny bushes or on the golgolki.

Transfer of evil predicates the aid of power and the power of trees enables many evils besides that of the evil eye to be transferred to them in the distress of man. To cure fever Sindhi Muhammadans throw their clothes on a pipal or a sirih tree. When a child suffers from anaemia (mudados) caused by the touch of an impure woman the worn-out clothes of the child are thrown on a thorny tree on a Sunday or Thursday. The person who throws the clothes is required to say 'Let the evil of the child remain in this thorny bush'. In the Karnatak clothes of the child are thrown in this way on successive Sundays and Thursdays for several weeks until the child has no clothes left that it has worn, and then the cure by transfer becomes complete. When the Sindi bridegroom is taken in procession on horseback a tuft of his hair is buried at the foot of a tree to transfer all his evils to the tree. In Kanara the nail and hair clippings of the sick are wrapped in an old rag and tied to a tree; the bark of the tapasi tree is tied first to the neck of a sick child for a fortnight and then to a tree; when a boy suffers from rickets thread is tied round his neck for one, three, or seven days and then thrown on a tree, which withers at once. To remove jaundice threads are tied to a tree on Sundays and Thursdays after being brought in contact with the sick; to cure glands and recurring fever mantras are recited over trees three or five times in the Karnatak and then the trees are uprooted in the name of the sick. If a man suffers from fever another man gazes at him intently, and then seeks a pikjali-tree (Acacia Farnesiana) in the forest without talking to the sick man; muttering the name of the sick man he then uproots the tree and ties to the man's neck a piece of the tree's bark. Nine kinds of grain are tied in a cloth and with a copper coin waved round the sick and tied to a tree that has a milky sap; the same remedy is used to cure cattle in an epidemic, but the tree chosen must then be one outside the village and on a public road. To cure fever or the bite of a scorpion the Muhammadan recites the name of the sufferer and that of his mother over a thread and ties this with a knot to
a tree. To cure whooping-cough a thread is tied round the neck of
the patient and then to a green tree; to cure anaemia the thread
is thrown on a kāki-tree (Cassia fistula) on a Sunday.

The shadows of the sick are allowed to fall on a tree and then
a nail is driven into the shadow; this is done when a man suffers
from megrim or a child from anaemia. Vaddars choose Thursday
or Sunday for this practice and drive nails into a nim-tree before
sunrise and in silence. Another cure for megrim is for the sick
man to rest against a tree, and for some friend to draw lines on
the tree in a line with the man’s temples, cheeks and neck, choosing
three successive days for doing this.

Contact with the tree in many cases is even more direct than
through the shadow. The sick man may actually embrace, bite,
climb or in other ways touch the tree. Sick people climb a mango
on Tuesdays or a banyan on Wednesday for seven weeks in sucsein.
A person suffering from epilepsy is tied to a nim-tree the
moment he has an attack and the leaves and branches of the tree
are wrapped round him. When suffering from fever Bhils and
Kofis go on alternate days and either at dawn or at sunset and
without speaking embrace a toddy palm (Borassus flabelliformis)
or a bari-tree (Periploca aphylla); as they embrace the tree they
say, ‘To-day to me, to-morrow to you’. To cure a cold a pipal
is embraced; to cure ague a plantain. Touching a vedi babul
(Acacia arabica) with the right arm followed by the left on a Satur-
day or a Sunday is also a cure for ague. In Sind the Muhammadan
to cure fever embraces at the top any ghoro tree or any tree of
particularly fine appearance. If several children in a family die
a surviving child is made to embrace a tree that stands by itself,
to avert the contagion of death. A man bitten by a snake recovers
if he bites a gattmalligi-tree, a tamarind or a nim; one suffering
from malaria bites the bark of a tapasi-tree (Holoptelea integrifolia).
Sindi Moslems bite a pipal (Ficus religiosa) to cure fever. In Sind,
too, a sirih-tree (Albizia Lebbeck) is embraced before sunrise to
cure fever and as he embraces the tree the sick man says, ‘I transfer
my fever to you’.

When the products of trees are applied to the bodies of the sick
or are used to form potions, it is often difficult to say whether any
other power is attributed to the trees than a Western science might
concede. There are, however, myriad illustrations of the use of
these products based on the belief in the magic power of trees.
In the Konkan to cure spleen the bark of the moho-tree (Bassia
latifolia) is taken and from it a figure, half human, half toad-like
in shape, is made and applied externally to the spleen. The figure
is then hung over a stove for a year or so to dry and as it dries the spleen also is supposed to dry. In Kanara the bark of the sami and of the kosarigonde trees are removed with a stone in silence and before dawn and tied to the neck or arm of a man suffering from fever. Then prayers are offered to the tree to bestow sakti on the bark; these prayers are repeated seven times and at each recital a knot is tied in the bark to tie up the power of the tree.

The power of trees ensures women an easy delivery. Charms to assist a woman are written in the shadow of a kangal-tree (Pongamia glabra) that they may acquire sakti from the tree. The bangle of a woman in travails is with copper coins, rice and jvar placed at the root of a rui (Calotropis gigantea); a piece of the root of the tree is put in her hair, and after the birth of her child, to prevent prolapse, this root is taken back to the tree and camphor is offered to the tree. The woman’s marriage necklace is also buried under a rui with a prayer to the tree to grant her an easy delivery. In lieu of the rui sometimes a rasabali or a plantain tree is used in the same way. To stop premature delivery pains nine threads are tied round a banni-tree (Acacia ferrorigae). The root of a nim-tree is tied around the waist of the expectant mother, or a piece of utrani (Achyranthes aspera). In parts of Gujarât a stem of punnadi is placed on her abdomen and its roots are tied in her hair. In Sind charms are written by Moslems on mango or jamun leaves and placed on her stomach. A piece of erand (Rhus cotinus) is another substitute tied to her hair, or a piece of veekhand (Iris pseudacorus) to her waist, whilst the worship of a sami-tree also facilitates delivery.

By the transfer of the sakti of a tree a woman may be made fruitful. In Khandesh Bhils make their marriage booths from branches of savar (Eriodendron anfractuosum) and sayphal (Nyctanthes arbor tristis), or from kakad (Flacourtia Ramontchii). Nine branches of the kakad-trees are fixed in the ground; to these rafters of teak are fastened and on these again are placed branches of jambhul. When savar and sayphal are used two poles only are fixed in the ground. These branches or poles are left after the marriage to take root and blossom, and by so doing confer issue on the bridal pair in proportion to their own fruit. Sometimes the Bhil spreads branches of umbar (Ficus glomerata) bearing blossom on the marriage mandap roof and shakes the fruit of the umbar branches on to the bridal pair as they sit below. In the Karnatak the hulgamba is associated with the fertility of the married pair. It is allowed by many castes to remain after the marriage and
take root, bringing issue to the bride and bridegroom. _Mahârs_
make two miniature āsan from their gular (Sterculia urens) represent-
ing a boy and a girl infant, and married women preserve these in a bag of rice during the marriage ceremony. Another practice is to make two small dolls from the same wood as the milk-post and for the bride to hold these when she takes her _mangalsûn_ with the bridegroom. _Kall Koravas_ have a custom according to which at a marriage five married women take five earthen pots to a well and fill them with water. One pot is distinguished by spots of white lime and sandal-paste; a branch of basari (Ficus infectoria) is placed on this pot, brought to the _mandap_ and placed in front of the married pair on an āsan of jvâri grain, and kept for ten days after which it is thrown into a well, the water of which is later used for cooking purposes. This basari-twig is supposed to bring the bridal pair issue and is only used in this way at a marriage. Brahmin priests give the bridal pair coconuts to ensure that they have issue and in some cases the bridal pair embrace a coconut-tree after they have been sprinkled with _aksat_. In Sind the Muhammadan bride embraces a kandi-tree (Prosopis spici gera) and vows if she gets issue to tie to it a green thread. The marriage _mandap_ of the Muhammadan in Sind is constructed of date palms which bring issue and peace to the bridal pair. Another Muhammadan custom is after the marriage to write _charma_, mix them with manure, and in this plant a flowering tree which must, however, not be a sirih-tree; when the tree flowers the bride eats of the blossom, but after congress with her husband must not touch the tree or it withers. It is the parents of the bride who plant the tree.

The audumbar and the banyan are generally planted before the temples of goddesses and are called _Devarmara_, 'the tree of the deity'. Issueless women worship them to get issue. A barren woman to obtain issue goes barefooted round an āsvath-tree a hundred times a day, and after obtaining issue hangs a cradle on the tree; she may also go round the tree five times carrying two pots of water and pouring this round the tree on her final circuit. On the first _Jyeśṭha-Pûrṇimā_ that follows a marriage the newly-married pair go round the same tree. To obtain issue women bathe in a tank and then go to a temple holding a branch of lakki (Vitex negundo); at Hegade in the Kanara district they make a round of a temple wearing round their loins twigs of nim or of lakki. In the same district there is a grove of trees where annually at a fair married couples sleep in the hope of getting issue.

In Sind a woman desiring issue takes water and goes a little
beyond a pipal or a nim tree; then eases herself, uses half the water she has brought to purify herself and then throws the remainder at the root of the tree, returning home without looking back. This is done every day for forty days, after which period the tree in a dream asks the woman what she desires and, learning this, grants her her longing. Hindu women in Sind rub themselves against a pipal-tree to get issue.

The planting of a tree is supposed to bring issue to the planter, and the worship of a mango-tree during the rains has the same result. Sind Muhammadans pour water at the root of a tree so that a barren woman may get issue. As gifts made by a Hindu are decided by the nature of the boon desired by the donor, the giving of fruit is a means whereby fertility may be obtained in return. Fruit is offered to a god and the worshipper, the pujārī of the temple, gives some portion of the offering back to the suppliant as prasād of the deity. A woman without issue in the same way offers a coconut to a god and the priest gives it back to her without breaking it (pūrna phula). A bridal pair is also given coconuts by one of the priests at their marriage. Eating fruit; riding a fruit-tree at night and then eating its fruit; rolling under a fruit-tree and then eating its fruit; stepping on fruit, followed by congress, are some of the ways in which issue can be obtained by the transfer of fertility from trees and their products.

At a marriage Marāthās sow bhopāli (Curcubita maxima) seed in the house-yard to encourage the fertility of the married pair; it is tended until ten or more pumpkins have appeared and is then destroyed. A woman without issue in the Deccan goes to a mango or a tamarind tree, choosing a tree which is in blossom, places five stones in a line radiating from the trunk and on each places a piece of bread and turmeric. Then she prays, saying, 'May all the fruit of this tree be destroyed and may a child enter my womb'. The tree is supposed forthwith to wither and the woman has a child. If a married woman fail to have issue a palm-leaf is tied with a string of jute round her neck and she becomes enceinte within three months. In Sind issueless women make a vow if they have a child to place on particular trees a preparation of ghee and powdered wheat called kutti.

The sakti of the cosmos being one and every manifestation of fertility a single form of active potentiality, the power of trees fosters the increase of grain and other crops. In Kanara on Karka Sankramana a branch of ketgi (Pandanus odoratissimus) is stuck in a field early in the morning with as much noise as possible of tom-toms and other music and this branch is treated as the husband
of the crops. At sowing, pieces of sugar-cane are stuck in the ground to bring increase to the grain sown. When the picking of cotton is begun a garland of marking-nuts, vekhand (Iris pseudacorus), turmeric, coconuts and garlic is tied to five plants of cotton in the field to increase the yield of cotton (Bajantri Korava). The threshing-floor pole is chosen with care in all districts in the belief that its wood adds to the increase of the grain. In Kanara it is usually cut from a tree with milky sap, the umbar (Ficus glomerata), the banyan, the dhatri (Phyllanthus emblica), the shalmali (Bombax malabarica), the kalli (Euphorbia tirucalli), the saptapurna (Alstonia scholaris), or the gambari (Gmelina arborea). In Sind a tree that is considered ghoro is chosen for the pole. When the grain has been gathered on the floor the Marathu scatters on it flowers of the rui (Calotropis gigantea); in the Karnata before the measuring of the gathered grain begins a little of it is placed at the foot of a tree, usually the rui or the tarvad (Cassia auriculata) or flowers of these trees are placed on the vau. To increase the grain on the threshing-floor a custom of the Karnata is to place leaves of the banni (Acacia ferruginea) and arli (Bauhinia racemosa) beneath the floor, and a very common practice in the Konkan, the Deccan and the Karnata is to place five leaves of different trees in the pit in which the central pole of the threshing-floor is erected.

A branch of mundaki (Pandanus fascicularis) is also stuck in the standing crops; branches of the thorny lavangi kante are in the Karnata fixed amid the crops. Crops are supposed to show a great yield if the creeper Lepidagathis cristata be planted in the fields, whilst rice crops grow best in the vicinity of a karanja tree (Pongamia glabra).

At every new agricultural operation some prominent tree, if any, in the field is worshipped, non-Brahmins in particular worshipping the nim-tree at both the rabi and kharif harvests. In the Karnata a garland of marking-nuts and turmeric is tied to a billa-tree (Chloroxylon Swietenia) if there be one near the field. When the kharif crops are harvested a banni-tree (Acacia ferruginea) is worshipped in a small pandal made of sugar-cane stalks. A brass or copper pot of water with five leaves of pani in it and a coconut over it, is placed in front of the tree. Five marks in saffron and turmeric are made in a horizontal line on the coconut and it is decorated with a bodice, a sudi and the gold ornaments of a woman. Five married women wave aarti and navedya is offered to the tree.

Muhammadans in Sind throw leaves of sirih into a garden to make it fruitful; if these are thrown into a granary the store of
grain never grows less, however much grain be removed. When a cow bears a calf the placenta is placed on the top of a tree to increase the supply of milk given by the cow. In the Deccan boys throw stones into a milkbush (Euphorbia tirucalli), the ər; these stones are then collected and waved three times round the udders of a cow or goat to augment its milk. The stones are also heated and placed beneath the animal as it is milked. Waved round the breasts of a woman they produce the same effect.

Increase, however, is only one form of bārkat and trees may be used to obtain bārkat of other kinds.

Through the medium of a tree a Sindi Muhammadan can subdue the spirits of water. By throwing a leaf into a river the water spirits are brought into the service of man. To force a woman, for instance, to come to him he writes her name every day for forty days on leaves of sirih and throws these into a river. After the object desired has been obtained a goat is sacrificed to the tree or flags and rags are tied to it. It is to be noted that in these practices the name of Khwāja Khizr is never taken. To obtain wealth a Hindu rises two ghatikā before dawn on Ugadi or Yugpratipadā (Chaitra sud. I) and embraces a nim-tree, and continues to do this hopefully every day throughout the year. Trees are planted in the names of others and carefully tended so that they may grow, and with their growth the persons on whose behalf this is done may also live. Trees are planted by the Hindu over the buried navel-cord of a child to bring the child sakti, and the cord is enclosed in a gourd to prevent the death of the child or of later-born children of the same mother.

In Kanara if a traveller meets a wild dog he takes a twig of a tree and, without looking back, points it in any direction he wishes and says to the dog, 'Go in that direction and seek your prey'. Pieces of kāre (Nux vomica) are thrown on the bier of a man who was notorious for evil living in order to prevent his returning as a ghost. Though the rule is barely observed nowadays, strict orthodoxy requires that all torn garments should annually be thrown on or near a tree on Ekādaśi of Āśādha. In the Dharwar district to prevent a dead man troubling the living as a ghost a piece of his garment is tied to a tree, and the ghost remains with the piece. On Chaitra sud. I, in every Hindu house a very tall bamboo is tied to a pillar. At the top of this gudhā is put a brass utensil inverted and below this are tied the new garments of a woman, and a twig of nim. The pole is worshipped to secure peace and happiness during the coming year. At the entrance to the marriage mandap Sarasvat Brahmmins tie to a post a twig of
pāngārā (Erythrina Indica); the post with the red rice, turmeric and a yellow-coloured rag tied to it, is called Señāpati and averts evil.

TREES AND RAIN

When rain fails in the months of Jyeṣṭha, Āśādha Śrāvaṇ and Bhādrapad trees like the pipal are worshipped with mahā mahā abhiṣek. The water used in bathing the trees must be allowed to reach the sea, for on the day it reaches the sea heavy rain will fall; the water is therefore thrown into a river or nullah. A śāmi and a nim tree growing side by side are called Maṇi, ‘rain’, and Appyṣya, ‘father’, and are worshipped to obtain rain.

In Sīnd there is a practice which will soon have died out, of filling a jar with water from a well and tying it to the top of a tree with a prayer that water should come from above in the form of rain, or from below in the flood of the canals. The Muhummadan ties many of his written charms to trees, and among these is one based on the key number fifteen which he ties to bring rain.

THE TYING OF RAGS AND THREADS

The tying of rags and threads to trees is a practice which admits of several interpretations. When a thread is first tied round the neck of a sick person and after it has thus been in contact with him for a fixed number of days, is tied to a tree and the tree withers and dies, it may be assumed that a transfer of evil has been made, which in essence does not differ from the transfer effected by throwing on trees clothes worn by the sick or the hair and nail clippings of the sick. When the Kāṭkari ties grass to a tree to cure fever and chooses a tree near a public path he contemplates the transfer of his illness to others.

There are, however, many other cases in which a thread or rag is tied to a tree, in which no harm ensues to the tree and the rag or thread has not been in contact with any form of evil contagion. There are, too, trees which are always covered with pendent rags and threads, which in Gujarāt are called Chinthari, in the Deccan and the Karnāṭak Cindiyā Dev, ‘rag god’, and in Sīnd Chindhi Pir, ‘rag pir’. These trees receive fresh adornments from passers-by, for they are usually on the edge of public highways.

Threads, nine in all, are tied round a banni-tree (Acacia ferruginea) to stop the pains of premature delivery. To obtain issue Raddīs tie thread to a nim-tree, Kabbars to a banni, Brahmīns to a śāmi, a bel (Aegle marmelos) or to a pipal which has grown united to a nim or to a single pipal of which the thread ceremony
has been performed. Rags are tied with the same objects. In West Khandesh many castes tie thread round an umbar; the Gujar ties it to the joint trunk of a pipal, nim and banyan (tirpindi); the Kathari ties black thread to a rui (Calotropis gigantea).

Several reasons are given by those who resort to these practices. It may be that in the presence of the sick a thread is taken and by the recital of charms the evil sakti which causes the illness is brought into the thread, which is then tied to the tree merely to prevent its touching the ground. A more common interpretation is that the thread annoys the sakti of the tree and coerces it to grant the relief or boon asked for. When white thread is tied round a sami or bel tree to obtain issue the person who tied the thread says, 'I have tied you round until you grant me my desire'. After the desire has been granted the thread is removed from the tree; a pit is dug near the tree in which the thread is placed. Milk and ghee are then sprinkled on the thread, perhaps with the object of cooling its hot sakti, leaves are scattered and on these a stone is placed and finally with earth the pit is filled in burying the thread. Precisely the same ritual is followed in tying white thread round a bor (Zizyphus jujuba) before the sun rises far enough to cast shadows with the object of curing a fever, or in tying thread round a pipal before noon-time at which time Agni, who resides in the tree, leaves it.

Between the invitation of sakti to come to a particular place and its coercion the difference is negligible. To both Brahmin and to primitive tribes like the Bhil, Naikda, and Kofi the tying of a thread round a tree is an invitation to the tree. The Bhil ties a thread round his kadamb-tree before he cuts a branch to bring to his marriage mandap. Brahmans tie a thread round a tumbi (Diospyros ebenum), invoke the sakti of the tree, and as they tie the thread, ask the tree to accept the thread as an invitation to come to the celebrant's house. The next day the plant is uprooted, taken home with the thread, and tied to a beam root upwards. The plant must not be touched by any tool of iron, and after the patient has been cured the root is always thrown on something green. In a similar way a thread is tied to a castor-oil plant as an invitation to come to the house of the sick, and the root of the plant is tied to the arm or neck of the patient in a cloth, the thread still attached to the root.

Muhammadan practice is similar. Rags are tied to trees to transfer evil, but also to force a tree to grant a request. The Muhammadan significantly calls the tying of rags and threads to trees mair, which connotes coercion. He ties thread to a kanda-
tree to secure the fruition of any object. Sometimes he ties rags and flags to a tree not antecedent to obtaining a boon, but after his wishes have been granted. To cure fever or the bite of a scorpion or snake the Sindhi recites the name of the sufferer and that of his mother over a thread and ties to a tree. If he wishes to transfer the illness to the tree he must tie a knot in the thread; if he wishes unkindly to transfer the illness to another person he must not tie a knot, but must attach to the thread the written name of that other person and of his mother, and remove the thread from the tree.

There is yet another type of practice in which a thread is tied to a tree. When issue is desired a thread is tied to certain trees, but always in some castes by a sunāsinī. The Raddi who follows this custom says the thread tied is merely a hunghul or sign of married life, the tree being treated as a married woman. The Kābbīr gives the same explanation of the tying of a thread five times round a banni to cure a person possessed by a spirit.

The practice of driving nails into trees also admits of more than one interpretation. The Marāṭhā drives nails into a rūi to cure a cold orague; Vaddars drive nails into any kind of tree to cure megrim. In the Konkan, where the practice is very common, the Kātkari drives nails into the hivar (Acacia leucophloea) or the saitan (Alstonia scholaris) to cure fever; into mango-trees and mad (Cocos nucifera) to cureague and fever; into the bori or the banyan to cure toothache; and to cure fever into a babul at the spot where three branches meet. On Sundays nails are driven into pipal-trees to cure any disease, and on Sundays, Thursdays and Amāvāsyā into trees to cure evil-eye.

In Kanara the practice of driving nails into trees as a cure for disease is the profession of a special class of men called Ghadig. The usual procedure is to place the nail in the hand of the sick man and then place it with its supposed burden of ill on a plank where it is charmed with mantras. The nail is then driven into a tree outside the village bounds and woe betide any person who sees or touches the nail after it has been driven into the tree. At the same time an unhusked coconut which has been waved round the patient is tied to the tree, and fowls which have been similarly waved are let loose near the tree or sacrificed at its base. In Sind the alphabet is written in numbers on a paper and this is tied to a tree; a nail is driven into letter after letter until a desired cure is effected. When the Kātkari drives a nail into a tree he bows to the tree and requests it to take away the illness of the sick patient. If one may roughly define geographical areas in which
the idea of a transfer of evil or that of coercing the *sakti* of the tree predominates, I would say that in Gujarât and in the Karnàṭak the driving of nails into a tree seems to be a mere transfer of evil by contact, whereas in the Deccan and in Sind the idea of coercion of power is more manifest.

The tying of a thread or the driving of a nail is not the only way of coercing the power of a tree. In Kanara if a tree remain barren it is threatened by a man who goes round the tree saying, 'I will cut you'. If a tree be barren when an eclipse occurs the owner, without washing his face, takes a log of wood with an iron ring at the end of it and early in the morning strikes the tree thrice. This treatment, if it does not make the beaten tree fruitful, at least terrifies the other trees into bearing fruit to avoid a beating. In Sind if a tree does not give fruit one man threatens the tree with an axe, and another man intervenes and offers himself as surety for the tree's behaviour.

The Kadkuri, when ill, bends down the branch of a tree with his left foot and places on the bent branch a heavy stone, saying to the tree, 'So long will you remain thus until my illness is cured'. When the patient recovers, some one, not the patient himself, removes the stone. In Sind if a Muhammadan wants a woman to come to him he writes her name and that of her mother on a piece of paper and ties this to a tree and then presses down a branch and covers it with a heavy stone. The tree so roughly treated is supposed to pass on to the girl the pressure of the stone.

In the Konkaṇ there is a practice of coercing creepers such as that of the pumpkin to bear fruit. As this must be done in complete silence the practice is called *Mutṭas* (*mutṭ* means 'silently'). The creeper is slit open and powdered asafoetida is put in the slit, which is then bandaged.

Stones are piled round the stems of jack-fruit trees at the joints of branches to make the trees give fruit in proportion to the weight of the stones. Stones are also tied to trees to cure illness. They are tied to babul and nim trees to cure malaria and to nim-trees to cure snake-bite. On a śakuni-tree stones are placed to remove any kind of calamity.

Although the planting of trees is represented in the sacred books of Hinduism as an act of merit; although wealth, power, longevity, issue and other forms of bakraf follow from the planting of trees, yet there are trees the planting of which is so dangerous that the young cannot plant them. There are trees that are therefore left to old men to plant. Sindi Muhammadans leave the planting of the lai (Tamarix Indica), of the sirih (Albizzia Lebbek) and of a
small species of nim to the old. A rúi tree is not planted by a Hindu near a house, nor is a bel (Aegle marmelos) save in the compound of a temple; a pipal is not planted near a house. The attú (Ficus glomerata), the allí (Memecylon edule) the a’l (Ficus Bengalensis) and the betel-tree are not planted by the young. Beyond these the habit of punning on words which itself moulds much Hindu ritual, is probably responsible for other restrictions on planting. The jamun-tree (Eugenia jambolana) is also called miralu, which is a compound of minu, ‘you’ and iralu, ‘living’; the tree therefore is supposed to say ‘Na iralyo ni iratiyo’, ‘I should live or you should live’, threatening the planter of the tree with death if the tree survive. In much the same way the plantain-tree called báli, which means ‘having survived’, is supposed to say ‘Na bálalyo ni bálatiyo’, ‘I should survive or you should survive’, linking the life of the tree with the death of the man who plants it. The sevga-tree is alternatively called mugi, and nugga means ‘having crushed’. The person who plants a nugga-tree is crushed and calamity comes to his family; even one who passes in its shadow has to perform his thread ceremony, if already performed, a second time. When these trees, báli, nugga, miralu, are planted, the planter does not return home the day he plants the tree, but goes to another village. This is done to save himself and the tree, for by going away to another village he replies, as it were, to the tree by saying, ‘I go away’, i.e. I do not survive and you had therefore better survive. The tree thereupon is consoled and attempts to grow and, having once resolved to grow, does not change even if the planter returns the next day.

Banana-trees when putting forth fruit are supposed to make a slight sound which when heard is a presage of death; a banana-tree should therefore never be planted near a house. When any of these trees of ill omen are planted, old men are chosen to plant them, as they have presumably less years than the young to live, and by reason of their innate power have greater immunity from evil.

If the planting of certain trees is a hazardous task, the cutting of trees is accompanied by still greater danger. Cutting a tree is a form of himsá and all himsá destroys barkat. Cutting a tree before beginning a journey dooms to failure the object of the journey; the cutting of trees when crops stand mature in the fields destroys the barkat of the crops. Forest contractors may prosper for some time, but in popular belief end their days in poverty. Muhammadans share with the Hindu the belief that cutting a tree means non-fruitation of purpose. Mythology makes
Yakṣīni, a demi-goddess in the service of Kuber, king of wealth, guardian of forests, attacking all who cut or fell a tree without authorization.

In all parts of the Presidency, varying from district to district, there are trees preserved from destruction by a reverence in many cases based on the fear of consequences. There are tracts where reckless destruction has made the landscape a treeless waste save for one or two varieties of trees. The Marātha will not cut down the rūi and in some places he protects the nim. Fear of death, if it be cut, often preserves the blackwood-tree. The pipal and the śāmi are cut only if they wither; the Brahmin will not cut the sandal-wood tree nor the dhātri (Phyllanthus emblica) and fears leprosy if he cut the āsvath, the audumbar or the banyan. Non-Brahmins will protect the toddy-palm and the surangi (Calopodium inophyllum). In 1930 political agitation was accompanied by widespread destruction of trees, but even politics had to recognize the forces that protect the coconut-tree.1

When trees of necessity have to be felled or cut, it is not uncommon to find the task of destruction committed to some one other than the owner. It is a Muhammadan belief in Sind that a young man must not cut a nim, sirih or lao, but must leave the work to the old. A Hindu who plants a plantain-tree will not himself cut it down; the owner of a nim (Melia azadirachta), of a banni (Acacia ferruginea), of a patri (Aegle marmelos) or arli (Ficus religiosa) always employs some one else to cut down his tree. Throughout the greater part of the Presidency at a marriage a branch of a tree is installed in the marriage mandap. When

---

1 The coconut, so long as it contains milk, is to a Hindu full of ākāti. The milk of an unbroken coconut which has not touched the ground represents the holy Ganges. Coconuts are offered to gods; in constructing a marriage mandap the milk of a coconut is sprinkled on all sides to avert evil; a coconut is placed over the foundations of a house under construction; it protects the walls when they rise and is placed on the threshold or on a beam when the roof is about to be put in its place. At a marriage the bridegroom keeps a coconut with him until he reaches his own home and must not lose it; the lap of the bride is filled with unbroken coconuts and she must not lose the coconut which she takes to her husband’s house, where it is broken and distributed. At a Hindu marriage several hundred coconuts are given to all women guests; women when excused are given a coconut from which they must not part till their child is born; when a married woman leaves a house to go to her husband’s house, she is given a coconut with its fibre intact. Coconuts are thrown into a river or the sea when tides or floods are high to prevent their rising further. A coconut must not come in contact with impurity; it must not be thrown into fire nor stepped over.

Before the Muhammadan bridal pair put on their wedding garments a coconut is tied above their waist; on the fifth day after a wedding a broken coconut is distributed. In the Deccan the Muhammadan sprinkles the milk of a coconut in the four corners of his marriage mandap. A coconut has the form of a human head and to see it in a dream is a sign of fertility.
in Gujarât the ruby pillar Manekstambha is erected the tree used for it is cut by Kolis and Sutaras and not by the father of the bride or bridegroom; in the Deccan when a tree is cut to provide a twig for the devak Kolis, Bhils and Guravs in some districts are employed to cut the branch. In Kanara before going to a marriage, Jains cut a plantain-tree bearing green fruit which the party of the bridegroom bears to the house of the bride, after worship of the tree with turmeric and coconut. The actual cutters of the tree are considered murderers and so a generous reward is offered to others to cut the tree. The tree has, further, to be cut with the left hand and the axe must be worshipped before use; after the tree has been felled a new tree is planted in its place and an offering of curds in propitiation of the tree felled is made. A tree cut should always be cut or felled in silence.

At Sodamunj, when the Brahmin bridegroom ceases to be a bachelor he still takes an oath in Sanscrit not to cut or climb a tree. The offer of an apology to a tree when cut is a common practice. In the Dharwar district when the jungle is cleared for cultivation or withered trees are felled, the owner worships one representative tree with burning camphor, a broken coconut and turmeric before he hands over the work of destruction to his workmen. When an Agnihotri cuts a tree he apologizes to it; when a Brahmin cuts one of his five sacred trees he implores the axe not to hurt the tree, and as soon as the tree has been felled, pours ghee over the stump and prays it to grow in a thousand shoots. The Jain, the day before he cuts his khijda-tree to use as his ruby pillar, goes to the tree and invites it formally to the marriage, and the next day cuts the tree, saying, 'Do not be angry as we want you for a good purpose'.

When timber has been used in the construction of a house, a sacred car, or a temple, a sacrificial hom is performed by the Brahmin before he enters the building or uses the car, to appease the trees that supplied the timber, and the spirits that may have taken up their abode therein. Before the leaves of betel-trees in a garden are plucked one tree is worshipped with aksat and saffron; when the tapping of toddy-palms begins for the first time in a season one tree is worshipped and a coconut is broken on the tree. The milk of the coconut is sprinkled on the tree and pieces of the kernel with parched rice are distributed among those present as prasad. Even when the bark of trees is removed, generally on Sundays and Wednesdays, to be tied as a cure to the arm or neck of a fever-stricken patient, an apology is offered to the tree, and its name must not be uttered.
Power is attributed to trees according to their more obvious characteristics. The banyan-tree's habit of throwing down tendrils which take root, and become massive trunks before the parent tree has even withered, not unnaturally suggests longevity; planting a banyan-tree is one way of attaining long life. The pipal-tree, another variety of fig, is also associated with fertility, but the pipal has a habit of growing in walls and crevices and eventually destroying the wall in which it grows. There is no tree that in this way causes more ruin in India than the pipal. It is therefore worshipped when the suppliant wishes to accomplish the destruction of his enemies; it is never planted near a house, for if its roots get under the house the householder will have no progeny. In the case, then, of a pipal-tree a Hindu woman will do pradaksinā of the tree a hundred and eight times or a number of times which is a multiple of this number, in order to obtain issue, yet the planting of the same tree near a house destroys the hope of issue to the occupant.

In the Konkan when the ploughman has finished his task he erects a branch of the silk-cotton tree in one field, as its straight shoots will ensure a regular spacing in the seedlings of the rice crops. Trees with many thorns are avoided in selecting timber for building; to build a house with wood from a thorny tree means that the future of the household will be thorny. On the other hand, thorns are a protection, and thorny trees, therefore, very useful in averting evil. Thorns are used to avert evil-eye, to protect the grain on the threshing-floor from theft by spirits; a thorny tree is usually selected when the clothes of the sick are thrown on a tree. If a Kathārī thinks a ghost is following him he cuts some thorny twigs and puts them under a stone by the side of a road, and believes he has pinned down the ghost. Thorns are planted or strewn secretly at the door of a tenant who will not leave a house when asked to do so, and then he has to choose between complying with the notice to quit or meeting an early death. In collecting the names of trees used for the Marāṭhā devak and for the Holgamba of the Karnāṭak I was struck by the number of thorny trees used, and was given the explanation that these are chosen to symbolize the thorns of a married life, and by this representation to make the course of married life smoother for the bridal pair.

In Mallad tracts of the Karnāṭak when the central beam of a tiled roof is laid in its place it is worshipped with saffron and aksat and to it is tied a clump of lavalasar (Aloe vera). This is supposed to grow for years without needing water and suggests,
therefore, the growth of the family occupying the house. Durva grass is very hardy and continues to grow when cut freely; it is therefore placed on the head of a child on its birthday to procure it a long life. In some Brahmin families the child's birthday is celebrated every month for a year. The mother with her baby sits near the Kadagol Khamba, a post some four and a half feet high to which the string of the churn is tied, and holding the child near the pillar says, 'Be tall like this pillar'. Then she places cotton on the child's head and says, 'Live long till your hair grows white like this cotton', and then, placing durva grass with its roots on the child's head, says, 'May your lineage grow like this durva grass'.

The presence of sap also determines the choice of many trees. In parts of Gujarat the principal post of the marriage mandap must be one with much sap, and so the gugal (Boswellia serata) is usually chosen. The central pole of the threshing-floor must be cut from a tree with a milky sap. The majority, again, of trees used to supply the Hälgamba have milky sap. Trees with milky juice are chosen for the transfer of illness by tying to them threads or other objects. Things with inherent or invoked sakti after use are thrown away under trees with milky juice instead of into water; examples of these are the kankan of the bridal pair and the hälgambatwigs.

The banyan, pipal, umbar and allied trees apparently produce fruit without blossom. They are the Vanarpati or lords of the forest, though this word has lost its precise meaning and is now generally applied to trees in general. Trees, again, that drop white powder, sir khist, are credited with miraculous power.

**TREES AND THE DEAD**

Trees in Muhammadan belief have tongues and always praise God. During Muharram shrubs are placed on tombs and leaves of mango and jamun trees to confer barkat on the dead. Trees are planted on graves with the same object; the pomegranate, the mendi and the bor being commonly used for this purpose. When visitors to a Muhammadan grave find trees on the grave they assume that funeral prayers have not been said, and so offer prayers for the dead. If the grave of a Muhammadan be shaded by a tree he will not be punished after death. The leaves of date-palms are sprinkled on graves whenever visited to bring the dead barkat.

Non-Brahmin Hindus also place trees on graves, usually the basari, the bel or the šami. When a revered old person dies Lingāyats bury him in his own yard or field or in the compound.
of a mah and plant a bel-tree on his grave. This bel is worshipped regularly and even daily in the belief that the dead will watch the interests of the living.

Muhammadans think that the souls of the virtuous become parrots and other birds and sit on trees; it is an act of merit to pour water at the root of a tree. The Hindu thinks that on Sarvapitri Amavasya the spirits of the dead swing on the tendrils of a banyan; at Prayag pilgrims perform a Sraddha for the dead under a banyan and the annual Sraddha that all Hindus perform was, it is supposed, originally always performed under a banyan. An aśvath (Ficus religiosa) is planted near a tank so that leaves may fall from it into the water; these fallen leaves are regarded as pinda offered to his ancestors by the man who planted the tree. During the rainy season the pitṛ reside in trees, obtaining nourishment from nectar in the rain itself; in the rains, therefore, trees are not to be cut. During the dry months of Chaitra and Vaisākh a vessel of water is hung to a pipal-tree for the pitṛ to drink, and water sprinkled at the root of a tree reaches the pitṛ.

If a bel, pipal, umbar or śami grow spontaneously on a grave, it is supposed to be the dead returned. At Siddapur in the compound of a temple of Śankardev is a coconut tree which is supposed to have been fertilized by the spirit of a Brahmacārī buried there some ten years ago.

Jāngiyats make pradaksinā of a patri-tree (Aegle marmelos) to avert the attentions of a deceased partner’s ghost; the marriage ceremony of a nim and of an aśvath after the thread ceremony of the latter is performed by Brahmans to avert the attentions of the ghost of a deceased wife.

MARRIAGES OF TREES

When a date-tree flowers Kolīs and Bhils in the eastern parts of Gujarāt put up the tree a branch of a toddy-palm without which the blossom of the date-tree withers without giving fruit. When a mango-grove gives fruit for the first time, one of the mango-trees is married to an avali (Phyllanthus emblica) or other tree before the fruit is plucked or eaten. The marriage of a nim to a banyan or to an umbar is performed, but more common still is the marriage by Brahmin and non-Brahmin of the nim to an aśvath; the trees are planted and reared together and if one dies it is replaced. The thread ceremony of the aśvath is first performed and after this the marriage to the nim. The marriage of the nim, which is regarded as feminine, is performed with the main object of averting persecution by the ghost of a deceased wife. When the married trees
are worshipped they prevent the death of future issues born to the worshipper.

In Sind Muhammadan children play at marrying tree to tree. Another tree that every year is married by the Hindu is the tulsi (Ocymum sanctum). In every Hindu house there is a pot containing a tulsi-bush, the Tulśīvyṇḍāvan; this pot is always square with the tulsi in the centre and is aligned to the cardinal points. This tulśīdev guards the Hindu house from spirits. Every day women sprinkle water over it to obtain issue, and even a widow is allowed to worship it. All the sacred tīrtha are supposed to lie at its root, all the gods to live in its middle and all the Veda are at its summit. Even Yama, the god of the world of the dead, dare not look at a person on whose head there is a tilak-mark made with mud from the foot of the tulsi. Oaths are taken by the tulsi and if the oath be broken the tulsi dries up. At an eclipse tulsi-leaves are placed as a protection on milk, butter, food, books and clothes; mantras are written on tulsi-leaves; wreaths of its leaves are tied round the neck of the dying; its leaves are dropped on the dead or placed in the mouth of the dying. Tulsi worn in the ears or on the head not only averts evil, but prevents the telling of a lie. The darśan of the tulsi brings sakti and punya.

The Tulśīvivāha is performed on the twelfth bright day of the first half of Kārttik. In the centre of the Tulśīvyṇḍāvan near the plant is placed an image of Kṛṣṇa about three inches high. At the four corners are placed lamps fed with ghee; at each corner and in the centre are placed stalks of sugar-cane, and five garlands of flowers are placed at the corners and centre respectively, whilst five almonds, five dates and five supāri-nuts are placed in front of the image. Twigs of avali, dhatrī, tamarind and bor are placed with the image. The tulsi may also be married to the sāligrām; this stone embodies the sakti of Viṣṇu and its marriage is really the same thing as a marriage with Kṛṣṇa.

Mythology does not give much assistance in interpreting this marriage of the tulsi-plant. The day of its celebration, the twelfth of Kārttik, follows immediately the close of the Caturmās, during which the gods are supposed to sleep, awaking on the twelfth of Kārttik. The Tulśīvivāha is thus a celebration of the awakening of the gods. On this same day the sun enters the constellation of Tula; the sun is known as Kṛṣṇa or black, and one interpretation of the tulsi marriage is that it is a symbolic representation of the union of the sun and of Tulārāsi which opens the day for the gods. During Caturmās Hindus do not perform marriages (Āṣadhā sud. II to Kārttik sud. II) but await the annual marriage
of the tulsi. Another explanation of the tulsi marriage is that the tulsi represents the green and living and Kṛṣṇa the dry. The marriage of the dry with the green would then be paralleled by the use of a dry and a wet twig to produce fire, and by the use of a kalh, 'barren', or dead twig and a hasar or living twig at a marriage. On the other hand, there are Brahmans who deny that any marriage of the tulsi is made; they say that the god merely is worshipped below the tulsi and that this worship is only Tulsīpūjā and not Tulsīsvāhā.

TREES AND OATHS

The Hindu takes an oath touching or holding certain trees such as audumbar, tulsi, banni or patri. The Mahār swears by grass; the Kuruba by the shadow of a tree. In Sind the Muhammadan takes an oath by the leaves of trees or standing on the top of a tree, in which case if a false oath is taken, the taker of the oath falls from the tree. The cutting of a tree adds to the danger in an oath taken by a Muhammadan.

In Chota Udaipur after a betrothal has been accomplished, the party of the boy, after leaving the house of the prospective bride, plant a twig of beri (Zizyphus jujuba) on the outskirts of the village to keep the girl's father to his word. When any contract has been settled Bihā stick in the ground branches which are thrown away if the contract be broken by either party.

THE WORSHIP OF TREES

Particular trees are the residence of gods who take up their abode therein for different periods. The tulsi, bhatri and atasi are the abode of Viṣṇu; the bel of Mahādev. The śāmī and the nim are the abode of Lakṣmī and the latter also of Sarasvatī and of Pārvatī. Dakṣaprajapati resides in the mango during the rainy season; the jambu-tree is frequented by Manmatha, the son of Śri Kṛṣṇa. Independently the aśvath, the vat and the audumbar are not the abode of a god, but when their thread and marriage ceremonies have been performed they are visited by gods; the aśvath and nim by Viṣṇu, the audumbar by Brahma, Viṣṇu and Maheśvar. The rui-tree is associated with the sun.

Though popular credence goes further and identifies the tree with the god, strictly speaking, all worship of trees is worship of the gods that frequent them or propitiation of the spirits that haunt them. Trees worshipped during the daytime are worshipped with a sixteen-fold worship, Sodassopacāra Pūjā, which includes invocation of sakti, āvāhan, and the use of an āsan; when wor-
shipped at night a shorter worship of five elements, *Pancopacāra pūjō*, is performed.

The vicinity of a tree is often chosen for the worship of deities. In Malnad tracts in the Karnāṭak to protect cattle from the ravages of wild beasts the tiger-god, Hulidev, is worshipped through the symbol of a stone placed near certain trees. On *Amāvāsyā Sarvapitṛi* stones called *pitr* are also placed below trees and worshipped.
CHAPTER XVI

THE WEATHER.

ALTHOUGH Indian practice recognizes the unity of Nature, it does not predicate a cosmos following a fixed law; the source of all causation is man's own sakti, and his control of the sakti of other entities. This is very apparent in the ritual followed to control the weather.

In the Kolaba district in the precincts of the temple of Rāmeśvar at Cheul are supposed to be three kund or pits; these pits enclose fire, wind and rain. The position of the three pits is in front of the gong of Rāmeśvar, Gaupati and Viṣṇu respectively, but the actual sites of the fire and wind pits have been lost to knowledge. In A.D. 1857 the rain-pit was discovered, but before this the pit had been opened in 1653 of the Hindu Śalivāhan era or A.D. 1731 by Srimant Sarkār Sahkojine Angre. In A.D. 1857 it was opened by Pingalnama Sanvāscarā on the seventh day of the bright half of Śrāvan. It was also opened in A.D. 1877 and in 1899.

The pit is four cubits in measurement all round. The person who digs the first sod or spadeful of earth in opening the pit is supposed to die within a year. The actual ceremony of bringing rain consists in the installation of the nine planets, with a sacrifice to propitiate them which requires a thousand oblations. Ghee is poured continuously into the sacrificial fire with sesamum; the hom entails a lac of offerings of sesamum and ghee and in A.D. 1731 cost five thousand rupees. Water is poured through a pierced pot on to the image of Rāmeśvar and then a silken garment dipped in ghee is thrown into the fire with coconuts and fruits. Finally an oblation of boiled rice is put in an open cart and with tom-toms taken in procession through the village, and thrown outside the village bounds. The opening of the pit is resorted to only when dire famine occurs, which along the coast of the Konkan is a rare event.

A very large number of rites performed to bring rain are marked by the sprinkling of water in one way or another. In Gujarāt women and girls of low caste parade from door to door carrying
on their heads a wooden plank on which are mounds of earth decorated with vegetation. As they proceed they call to the god of rain, Meghrājā, and other women drench them with water. In the Jambughoda State a procession is formed in which a wooden camel or a wooden frog is carried to the accompaniment of tom-toms. All the women of the village gather to drench with water the wooden images, and the members of the procession. Among Mārvāris in Gujarāt girls carry a pot of water on their heads and are drenched as they pass through the town.

In the Satāra district five heaps of cowdung are placed on a board covered with turmeric and vermillion and this board is carried by a naked child through the village and beyond its bounds. As the child passes from door to door a woman of each house comes forth and pours water on the boy as he spins round. The Cikoba, as the board with its burden is called, is finally brought back to the village by a number of boys who go the round of the village collecting gifts of grain. Another Satāra custom is for naked boys to carry round a board bearing an image of Mahādev or a live frog; these also are drenched by the villagers. Girls in the Sholapur district collect together in the evening and prepare a ball of earth and put this in a small pot, erecting in it a stalk of grass. This Cendkoba they carry from house to house singing 'Bhunde bhunde paus de', 'Bhunde, give us rain'.

The carrying of some symbol suggestive of rain or the fertility that comes with rain and the drenching of the bearers, again suggesting a fall of rain, are features of similar rites in Khandesh, the Deccan and the Karnāṭak. Bhils of the Navapur Peta make an image of earth adorned with green plantain-leaves and flowers and place on a board, which an unmarried girl carries through the village, accompanied by other women singing rain songs and praying for rain. At each house she passes she receives grain and is drenched. Pavra, Naira and Nahal Bhils perform Varhatya. Boys and girls below nine years of age go from house to house on four successive nights, accompanied by men bearing torches which simulate lightning. The girls who are drenched at each house sing:

'Dondya Dondya pañī de
Sāl dāl pilne de
Jusār bājri pilne de.'

'Dondhya, Dondhya, give rain.
Make rice and pulse grow.
Make jvāri and bājri grow.'
Tadvi Bhils send a boy round the village bearing a pot of water with leaves of the nim-tree tied round his head; a band of dancers accompanies him. Dublas in West Khandesh dance from house to house with green branches when rain withholds and are drenched by the householders.

The Karnatik has many customs of similar nature. Pigeons are drenched with water and set free. Ambigers and Kurubas send out children of both sexes carrying pots to which a live frog is tied (guraci). Talvar and Korava girls carry from house to house a brass plate on which a ball of cowdung is placed with durva grass stuck in it; sometimes this cowdung, called Gorji, is made conical and ornamented with the hair of a bullock as is the Budha on the threshing-floor. Water is poured over the girls as they go about singing:

'Gorji Gorji yalyadi bande
hollu hollu uyanu bande.'

Gorji is also the name given to the girl and the song runs:

'Gipsy, whence after playing have you come?
After rolling through brooks and dales you come?'

Another variant of this rite is for the girl to carry a large frog on the heap of cowdung, covered with the shell of a nut. The girl’s hair is left dishevelled. An alternative practice is for a man to go in silence from house to house with a water-pot to collect water; whenever any one gives him water he waits till the donor has turned his back and then dashes the water against the threshold of his house. In the months of Jyestha, Asadha, Sravan and Bhadrapad, trees like the pipal are given a bath, mahi mahi abhi sek; it is essential that the water should reach the sea, so it is made to flow into a river or ditch and heavy rain is supposed to fall when it reaches the sea.

In the Deccan Mang boys carry a plank on their heads and call out:

'Paus paani pahu dyu. Abadi ni hou dyu.
Ambur umbar piku dyu. Sola khandyu viku dyu.'

'May we have ample rain and prosperity;
May the sky and umbar-tree yield good harvest;
May corn be sold at sixteen khandis.'

Other rain songs are as follows. The first song is sung by Bhils in Khandesh and also by Katakris in the Konkan, who to bring rain ascend a hill and dance with branches of trees.
In the Panch Mahāls Bhil boys and girls parade the streets with branches of khukra or palas and dash the branches against the doors of houses. Koravas imitate thunder by beating drums. Dhangars wave black blankets in the breeze to imitate the dark rain-clouds. In parts of the Dharwar district when there is a long break in the rain, Hanabars carry their deities to a hill in a palanquin. Shepherds accompany them. The villagers stand in a row holding their black blankets in their hands and the shepherds passing along the line jerk up the blankets and call up the rain with cries of 'Mali ba mali ba', 'Come, rain'. Hills so associated with the bringing of rain are called 'water-hills', Nirogudda, one example of which is at Kasba Artal in the Bankapur taluka. Dhor Kojis to bring rain make a long-drawn sound like a bird, doho, associated with rain and pray to the sun and moon. In the Sakri taluka a common practice is to tie a live frog by its legs to a tree; the cries of the frog are supposed to bring rain. In Gujarāt and in the Konkān Muhammadans parade the streets with flags and banners praying loudly; the fluttering of the flags, like that of the dishevelled hair of the girls who carry the Guraci, the Gorji or the Cendkoba, raises the wind which is the necessary prelude to rain.

In many of these rites some one is liberally drenched with water. The person drenched not infrequently spins round as the water is thrown upon him, and this in the direction that it is hoped the rain will follow. This drenching, besides imitating the fall of rain, has in some cases the object of eliciting abuse or curses. In the Panch Mahāls a person of some importance is followed quietly
and, when possible, is drenched with water; in another district filthy water or even ordure is thrown, to make sure of obtaining a curse in return. Curses and abuse bring barkat.

Persons who are credited with an evil eye deliberately enter a stall of others where cattle are being milked or a house where the occupants are dining, knowing that because evil-eye is most dangerous to milk and particularly baneful during the taking of a meal, they are sure to be cursed. From the curses they receive they hope to derive a cure for their own evil-eye, and with the same hope the hapless possessor of an evil eye picks quarrels with persons of choleric temper. Similarly, a curse may mollify the effects of an evil-eye. By teasing or enraging a man who inflicts evil-eye the power of his eye is rendered less potent.

In Kanara the man who is the last to finish reaping is pricked with thorns and other sharp things to make him angry, for the more he curses, the greater will be the yield of the crops. There are saints in Sind called majzub who are teased to elicit their curses. In Ahmednager there is a saint whose good words actually bring evil but who confers barkat when he curses or beats a suppliant. The priest who officiates at a Hindu marriage is often maltreated to make him angry. Gondaligirs throw aksat into his eyes or prick him; Lamânis prick their priest with needles; Arers insert twigs of mango stealthily in his turban, or tie stones to his hair while he is occupied in uttering mantras. Among Deśastha Brahmans the bridegroom's mother is taken in procession at the close of her son's marriage. She is seated in a chair or on a wooden stool called cauk; she is adorned with a garland of onions and treated as a mock queen. She is given abusive epithets; she is called Caukrāni or the queen who halts and sits on a cauk at important cross-roads only to vomit and evacuate. To imitate her evacuations leavings of food mixed in coloured water are thrown before and behind her whenever she halts in procession. A similar treatment is given by the bridegroom's party to the bride's mother and by this both families are supposed to derive barkat and immunity from illness.

When the sun enters the Kanyarāśi the influence of the moon is baneful and particularly so during the first four days after the sun's entry into this rāśi. On Bhādrapad sud. 4, Ganesa Caturthi, it is dangerous to see the moon; even the wild boars hide their heads so as not to see the moon. On this day many things are done by the Hindu to provoke his neighbours to curse; manure and other filthy things are thrown at the doors of others and fruit-trees are pillaged. A very close parallel to this practice is that
followed in Kanara on Narak Caturdaśī which falls on the fourteenth of the second half of Āśvin. On the night previous to this day petty thefts are committed from neighbours and ordure is thrown into their verandahs so that when the day breaks they may curse and confer barkat by their curses.

To cure a sick child its excrement is thrown on the roofs of others to force a curse which will cure the child. At Holi indecent marks are made on the clothes of passers-by and ekli or red-coloured water is freely thrown about with the object of annoying and winning barkat through a curse.

In the Sakri taluka of West Khandesh among Bhils, Mavchis and Konkanis, five unmarried girls go by night naked to the house of a Mahār and steal a water-pot, ghagar. This pot is then buried in a dungheap and rain is sure to come if the Mahār remain ignorant of the place where it is buried, or of the identity of the person who stole it. If rain does not fall the pot remains buried, but if rain falls the Mahār is told where he can find the pot and it is returned to him filled with grain. Tadvi Bhils in the Satpura range steal combustible material from others and burn it to bring rain. A common Hindu practice is to steal an image of Ganpati from another and break open its stomach in a field.

This theiving naturally elicits a curse which brings barkat, but another idea underlies a practice which is adopted on many an occasion other than those on which attempts are made to control the weather. When a gift is made it is the donor and not the recipient who acquires barkat. A stolen article, on the other hand, does not deprive the taker of the barkat that it may bring. In the celebration of Holi the fuel for the fire is stolen; at the festival of Kollappu held at Hampi the fuel for the pyre is also stolen. On Ganasu Caturthi and in Kanara on Narak Caturdaśī petty thefts are committed from the gardens of others. To obtain issue childless women on Ganasu Caturthi steal images of Ganpati; images of Basavanna are stolen from temples or clothing from the images. During a marriage thefts are often committed by one party to the marriage and his family, from the family of the other party. Flowers voluntarily given cannot be used in worship and these are stolen to ensure that the full benefit of the worship performed goes to the worshipper. This association of barkat with a stolen article is confined to the Hindu; the Muhammadan has no parallel concept.

The friendship which is supposed to exist between milk and water suggests the sprinkling of milk as a bait to bring rain. In Khandesh milk is sprinkled at the entrance to a well. Another
custom is to carry a pot of milk along the village boundary, allowing the milk to fall through a hole in the pot.

Ceremonial weeping or lamentation acts as a rain-charm. In Khandesh a sleeping man is carried by night through the village to the accompaniment of loud lamentations and shouts of 'Rām bolo bhai Rām'. In the Karnāṭak plays full of pathos are acted to bring rain through the tears of the audience. One such play is the story of a king who went to look for a bride for his son Kumār Rām but himself fell in love with the girl he had selected. Whilst the king was hunting the son happened to go near the palace to search for a ball encrusted with pearls that he had lost, and the queen, seeing him and smitten with love, attempted to seduce him but in vain. When the king returned the disappointed queen told him that his son had attempted to molest her, and unless executed would encompass the death of the king. The king thereupon ordered the boy to be beheaded and his head to be hung in front of the queen’s chamber. A minister, however, approached the executioner and substituted another boy with similar features and sent the prince to a distant kingdom. After some time the queen was stricken with remorse and the king who had loved his son went mad. The minister then brings back the prince, the king recovers and the queen becomes an ascetic. The pathos of the story which is supposed to bring rain reaches its climax when the prince is saying good-bye to his young wife whom he is leaving on the point of having a child.

In the up-Ghāṭ districts of the Karnāṭak there is a funeral of Jokumār which is supposed to bring barkat to the standing crops and also to bring rain. Jokumār, ‘Hail young boy’, is the image of a boy with a face painted black, the crown of his head white and his forehead red. It is seated in a basket and covered with nim-leaves breast high, leaving its face and hands exposed. This boy is supposed to have been born on the eighth night of Bhdārapad in the house of a Barker between 8 and 10 p.m. On the next day a feast is held in honour of the birth and for the next six days Kabbaligar women take the image round the village from house to house. In these rounds boys and girls dance round the carried image and a woman from each house pours water over the image. Jokumār alā pāus alā, ‘Jokumār has come; rain has come’, is the burden of the cries. Rain is expected when a hundred pots of water have been poured on the image. As the image is borne along the villagers give to the bearers millet for the image and the women bearers in return give black paint, nim-leaves and boiled flour of millet. This black paint, made from burnt plantain-leaves
and sweet-oil, is smeared on the face of the image, and any paint
that remains over is, with the millet preparation and the nim leaves,
buried in the fields among the standing crops to bring barkat.

On the full-moon day the parading of the image ceases; Barkers
worship the image outside their houses and then Holers come and
warn the people that Jokumär will die that night and that it is
dangerous to pass or meet those who will carry the corpse. The
Holers then take the image to the quarters of the Mahārs where a
knife is put to its throat in punishment for misbehaviour with
women, and it is buried outside the village under the stones used
by washermen for beating their clothes. This is done at midnight,
as any one seeing the Holers returning after doing this will die in
three days.

The following morning the washermen discover the image and
bury it properly and with their womenfolk observe mourning for
three days, during which they abstain from their ordinary work.
On the fourth day they take a bath of purification and hold a feast.
In the actual funeral no woman can take part. On the same
day after the completion of the mourning food is offered to the
buried image, and this is thrown later on the boundaries of the
fields to bring barkat to the crops.

Personal sacrifice is not unnaturally expected to bring its return.
The opening of the rain-pit at Cheul entails the death of the man
who is the first to assist in its opening. In the Panch Mahāls
the village badea or necromancer observes a fast and sings songs
as he sits in the middle of a stream from which he does not rise
till the water rises and covers his head. He may also go to the
top of a hill and remain there till there is a deluge of rain. A
person again of reputed sanctity is asked to sit in an old abandoned
temple outside the village bounds and remain without food till
rain falls. In the Belgaum district at Gurlhosur there is one
Kaggappa Kurab whose austerities are supposed to bring rain
within two or three days. In Gujarāt to stop rain a man with no
social ties and with no children weighs water five times against a
ten-pound weight and then throws the water back again into a
river. As it is a sin to weigh water the man doing this sacrifices
all hope of ever having issue.

The god of rain is worshipped under many names by different
communities. The image of Mahādev is, in his shrine, immersed
until completely covered. The image of Gañpati is also immersed.
The outlet to his shrine is closed and abhiṣek is performed until
the image is quite covered with water. The water is then allowed
to pass to the fields through pipes made from the sheath or covering
of plantains, and rain is expected as soon as the water reaches the fields. This immersion of images is unaccompanied by worship or offerings, and would seem to be a combination of the coercion of power and of homoeopathic magic. Mavchi and Katone Bhils bury an image of Maruti in mud and cowdung and pass night and day dancing and singing. In Satara a vigil is kept without a break for seven or twenty-one days, each celebrant being relieved after two or three hours, and a continuous prayer is maintained which is not broken even at night. This practice is called Satpo and implies a coercion of the god addressed. In the Kumta taluka to bring rain the image of Narsinh is smeared with a paste made from green chillies.

The cursing of a god to obtain the grant of a request is resorted to on many occasions. If a child falls ill an image is made from the worn-out clothes of the child and placed in an earthen plate on which ashes from a potter’s kiln are sprinkled. This image is called Nanjina Jvaradamma (Kan.) and represents the dame who causes illness. She is then abused by old widows and old women who call: ‘You are a woman yet you have no shame. How is it that you do not blush to come to a house where no respect is shown you. You are a woman with issue, yet you plague and tyrannize over infants.’ This said, the image is beaten with a whip and finally thrown away at the village boundary. Another custom of the Karnatak on the repeated death of children at an early age is to abuse the goddess Shetigemmā on the fourth day after the birth of a child. Old widows again hurl their abuse saying, ‘You have taken the life of so many babies; you call yourself a goddess yet you do not blush to kill infants. By killing our babies you kill your own. Children are children whether they be ours or yours. Are you not ashamed of child murder?’ To cure pneumonia Gurammā is cursed; to cure smallpox Gu lammmā; to cure stiff joints, Guddammā; to cure fits, Shetigemmā, and to cure cholera, Durgammā. Mahārs on New Year’s Day curse their goddess Gali durgamma so that she may not send them disease during the year. Sikāris curse stones and trees which they regard as van devata, ‘deities of the jungle’, if they fail to get good sport. During the fair of Dyamava a special class called Asaduru of Mudigara is set apart to abuse the goddess. In the same way to bring rain the god Indra is cursed and a curse is embodied in the mantras used in his worship.

Noise is a feature of a large number of practices adopted to bring rain. Loud cries; the noise of tom-toms mark processions. Besides this, the prayers uttered are usually said very loudly.
Bhajan or uninterrupted prayer for a long period by a succession of worshippers is performed in a roaring voice. The Muhammadan utters his prayers for rain, barani nimaz, loudly in congregation, and when he makes a procession with flags calls out his prayers in a loud voice.

Dancing is an equally marked feature of these rain-producing rites; dancing with or without some carried object which suggests some aspect of a rainstorm. Of the dancing of girls and boys carrying planks bearing some such object I have already given several examples. In the Karnāṭak when the sky is overcast children, mainly girls, waltz with dishevelled hair, imitating a rain-storm, and singing:

\[
\text{‘kūle māle kappat māle}
\text{suvā koṭatēni suriyale moliye}
\text{bānā koṭatēni bārale moliye}
\text{basari guḍadag Basappa kuntān suriyale moliye.’}
\]

Of this stanza the first line is an address to rain; the second, roughly translated, is ‘Pour down in torrents, I will give you lime’. The next line is ‘Come down, I will give you colour’ and the fourth, ‘Pour down in torrents for Basappa is now sitting in the grove of basari trees’.

In a very large number of these rites the performers are naked. Now nakedness is to be avoided in rites strictly religious. The worshipper must not be naked. Among Brahmins he must tuck the end of his dhotar into his waist behind (Kaccheda kōbu) or is considered naked and unfit to worship a deity. Young children often wear but a string round the waist (udādōra) and until they take their thread ceremony they are considered clothed by this string, but without it cannot touch a sacred image. As soon as a child is born it is customary for Hindus to tie a girdle string round its waist; this string is worn even by adults who wear dhotars and those who do not wear one are called mudalār, ‘ungodly’, a word which is used by some Muhammadans to indicate something unfit for use or not dedicated to God. Besides the requirement that the person worshipping must be clothed, the thing worshipped must also not be naked. When trees such as the pīpal, banyan, and audumbar are worshipped a thread is tied round the tree to remove its nakedness; then a garland of cotton is offered as clothing (āker) which in Marathi is called sutputalā. In the same way when the sakti of Ganpati is invoked into a betel-nut, when that of Varuṇa is invoked into a kulaśa at Udakānti, or that of Nārāyan into the kulaśa of Satyanārāyan, the symbols are first
invested with a cotton thread. The twigs and leaves used for invocation of the mantrapadevatā at a marriage or at other ceremonies are similarly invested with a thread. During a Śrāddha ceremony a piece of thread is placed as an offering of cloth on the pinda offered to the pitr. Akṣat, again, is often thrown on an object worshipped as a substitute for clothes; it is, for example, thrown on sheaves of crops standing in the fields with the words, 'Vastrā samarpayāmi', 'I offer clothes'.

If, however, in religious rites nakedness is avoided as destructive of barhat it is a very marked feature of rites that are magical or are connected with the control of spirits. A mantrik reciting mantras to get control of spirits must be naked during his recitation and cannot wear even his girdle string. If he be a Brahmin he must divest himself also of his sacred thread, and if a Lingāyat of his linga. Medicinal herbs or herbs through whose inherent power it is hoped to effect a cure are collected in a naked state. A man learning charms stands naked in water during an eclipse. When a child is suffering from mudados it is given the urine of a cow, but both the child and the person administering the urine must be naked. The nudity, therefore, that characterizes many rites practised to bring rain is not peculiar to these rites alone but distinguishes them from ritual that is essentially religious.

Communal feasting is characteristic of most of these rites. When objects are carried round the village by children a band of other children goes from house to house collecting grain which is later consumed at a caste feast. There is also a more direct recognition of corporate interest in the general picnicking that takes place when rain withholds. Bhil women in the Panch Mahāls are not allowed when rain fails to prepare any meal in their house; Bhils and Konkanis in Khandesh take their meals in the fields (ujalani); in Gujarāt Muhammadans and Hindus picnic outside the boundaries of their villages. In Khandesh when clouds appear the villagers flock en masse beyond the village bounds where curds and rice are distributed. Village feasts are held near temples, near rivers and on high hills. A custom of the Karnātak is to collect all the villagers by beat of drum and to form a procession with a palanquin bearing the image of Nandī. The image is borne to a water-course where a rock is worshipped and a general feast is held (gāra). On their way home the party is supposed to meet with torrential rain.

In Sind and in parts of the Deccan the plough is washed to bring rain. A plough, however, is more commonly used to stop rain. With this object Thakurs burn an old and useless plough.
the Panch Mahāls a man born in an auspicious month is bathed and then, naked, strikes the share of a plough on an anthill.

Standing still in the rain and getting drenched is supposed in the Karnāṭak to lead to a greater fall of rain. Bhils take a pot of curds to a place where they see the rain actually falling in the distance and there allow themselves to be drenched and try to lead the rain on to their village. Marathiśas go to the boundary of their village when they see clouds gather, with an empty palanquin and receive the rain formally by blowing a horn.

Leprosy in India is concealed as far as possible and a leper's body is often buried without its contagion being known. This burial is supposed to drive away the rain clouds, so when rain fails relatives of any buried leper go to his grave with a lamp in an earthen dish which they invert in the grave and in its flame burn a picture or drawing of the leper. This is supposed to be equivalent to a cremation of the body, though religious injunction forbids cremation and prescribes for the body of a leper throwing into water or burial.

In Khandesh on the failure of rain dead trees, if any, standing in the village site are cut down. In the Karnāṭak obscene plays are performed by Killikyata with dummy figures. In Kanara an image of the supposed descendant, Rasyasringa, of a family which according to the Purana possessed a diamond which always ensured its possessor timely rains, is installed and worshipped for seven days. Other districts have families credited with the power of bringing rain by their prayers, as, for example, the families of Dhargul and Meghul in the Satara district.

In Sind when rain is wanted the whole village in congregation performs barami nimaz in a loud voice. For three days the Prophet is invoked and charity is given to children and to the poor. The Koran and other sacred books are carried in procession with flying flags. After the nimaz the preacher changes his mantle from the right shoulder to the left and back again,1 with the object of bringing rain as quickly as the change of the mantle's position is made. This action is called istisqa. The whole ceremony consists of two rekāṭ or ordinary forms of prayer, two sermons and one du‘ā or supplication. In the prayer the ordinary formula is changed and in lieu of the words 'Allahu akbar', 'God is most great', 'istagfir Allah' is said, 'I implore the forgiveness of God'.

The Muhammadan also walks in procession to the shrines of his saints and there recites portions of the Koran and sacrifices

---

1 In the Karnāṭak when a man sets out on a journey his women-folk at home reverse their bodices, so that he will return quickly.
sheep and goats. In procession he must have his feet bare and his head uncovered.

In the stopping of rain the natural antagonism between water and fire suggests certain measures. In the Deccan a naked woman carries fire into the rain; in Sholapur a naked man carries a lighted torch into the rain. Bhils and Marathás throw live coal or embers out of the house into the rain. In Kanara burning cinders are thrown on the roof of another by a naked person; water-carriers who would lose business if rain were continuous are supposed to do this frequently. In the Karnāṭak torches are thrown high into the sky and also stones made hot in a fire.

Salt attracts moisture and can therefore be used to stop rain. In the Panch Mahāls one custom is for a naked man to bury a coconut in salt. Kātkaris in the Konkan place salt in an earthen jar or a copper pot and cover with a piece of paper or an aloe-leaf, and then invert this pot in a plate of water and place over a stove. The covering of the pot must be tied by an unmarried virgin.

An unmarried girl in the Karnāṭak throws soil into the rain. A practice of the Ron taluka is to put an old shoe in an earthen plate and, spinning it, to throw it into the falling rain.

A doll is frequently used to stop a fall of rain. Bhils tie up a doll upside-down in the rain. Bhils and Mavecís of the Sakri taluka West Khandesh make a black bull stand on an anthill and then remove the earth trodden by the bull and from this fashion two dolls. These dolls are buried close together in the anthill from which the earth was taken. Then loin-cloths are torn in shreds and thrown away and, naked, the celebrants dance and return home. Within a fortnight from the beginning of sowing operations the dolls must be unearthed. In the Satara district a doll of rags is hung on the door-frame head downwards and beaten with shoes every time an inmate of the house goes out or comes in.

Many a rite to stop rain is performed at a river. Men and women in Gujarát proceed in procession to the noise of tom-toms to a river or tank. Here they float on the water an earthen pot containing curds. The pot is covered with a red cloth and garlands of flowers are tied to it and as it floats away rice is thrown at it. Sometimes along with the pot is floated a lamp made of large leaves burning ghee as oil. If the pot or the lamp continues its course down the river the rain will cease, but if it comes ashore anywhere the rain will continue. One singular feature of this rite is that the headman of the village who accompanies the procession must wear a woman’s bracelet of ivory or celluloid and on his head the
red garment of a woman. In the Panch Maháls curds, coconut and vermillion are put into the earthen pot, taken to the river, and the headman cuts his little finger and lets blood drip therefrom into the river. Among Bhils of the Navapur Peta an unmarried man brings an earthen pot filled with curds and after a bath carries it to a river; he then throws the pot into the river with eyes turned away and returns home without looking back. Five married women in the Karnaták offer a river in flood the bodice-cloth of a woman; chaste married women or prostitutes are also taken in procession to a river and there asked to take water three times from the river in a winnowing-fan and throw away. Before she does this the chaste married woman says, 'Oh goddess, abate if you think me chaste'; the prostitute on her part says, 'I am full of sin; heed not the sin and abate'. Married women having husbands alive also wave a winnowing-fan in the air to drive away the rain clouds.

Prognostication of the monsoon is regularly made. Elsewhere in this work details have been given of the prognostication made by performing the rite of Anukrátopasa, and also made during the celebration of Holí. In the Deccan a rope some two inches thick is made from the unravelled thread of two turbans and tied at one end to a temple of Mahádev and at the other to a pole sixty feet away. If this rope breaks the monsoon will fail. Another practice is to fill two pots with water in the cold weather and place them aside and to fear the worst if the water dries up. When rain seems to be failing rice is spread on the ground in the Karnaták and on this is placed a pot of water. Then sundásins place both their palms on the pot and if rain is coming the pot spins, but if no rain is coming remains unmoved.

Ten only of the twenty-seven constellations are supposed to bring rain, and a popular saying is, 'Subtract ten from twenty-seven, what remains? Nothing', 'Jetavis me das gayeto kya rahe? Mati'.

Scattered clouds of smoky colour forming in a clear sky are the foetus of the monsoon rain, garbha. If these are observed in the second fortnight of Bhádrapad the outcome can be judged in the second fortnight of Jyeṣṭha, a wind blowing east to west will bring good rain, a wind in the reverse direction means no rain. If these clouds are observed in Áśvin the effect follows in Áṣādha, but if in this month a cloud assumes the form of a cat, the cat will devour the foetus and there will be no rain. If the garbha are seen in the month of Kárttik the rain foetus will deliver rain in Śrāván, if the wind blow towards the south and the cat-like
cloud can do no harm. Should the rain foetus be observed in Mārgaśīrṣa the delivery occurs in Bhāadravat; should it be seen in Pausa the foetus is supposed to have miscarried owing to excessive heat and no delivery is expected in the monsoon month of Aśvin. In the month of Māgh the foetus is not observed, but gathering clouds bring rain in the autumn.

On the fifth of the bright half of Chaitra a cart-like formation of stars is watched. If the moon is in front of these stars rain will be heavy but poor if the moon be behind, for the moon is considered to be a trader; if he precedes the cart he is hurrying on the cartman in anticipation of his gains; if he be behind he is merely anxious to protect the cart. On the third of the bright half of Vaishākh there appears a cluster of stars in the form of a scythe. If the moon passes through the handle there will be no occasion to use the scythe, that is there will be no harvest; if the moon passes through the centre of the cluster the year will be an ordinary one, but one of great plenty if the moon passes by the point of the scythe.

Prognostications from the blossoming of trees or from the actions of animals are not unnaturally very common. If the thorny tree kanthar bears a multitude of black berries there will be heavy rain; the paddy crop will be a rich one if the khakhar bears heavy pods. Crows building their nests in the middle of trees indicate their fear of heavy rain; if they build on the exposed tops of trees rain will fail. If the buds of the nim-tree wither or if dogs sleep flat on the ground in summer rain will be scanty. The loud and sustained barking or the long-drawn howl of a dog on a dunghill or on the roof of a house in the rainy season is presage of heavy rain. If doves sing or if sparrows sprinkle themselves with dust, rain can be expected.

Throughout the year certain acts must be avoided or the monsoon months will not bring rain. In Sind if the bridal pair speak at moments when silence is enjoined there will be drought. Stepping over grain reserved for seed or sitting on a grain measure provokes the resentment of sakti and leads to drought. When the rain clouds gather again certain acts must be avoided. Fire must not be taken out of doors or the rain will vanish; on Fridays and on Saturdays there must be no grinding which as a destructive act will destroy the prospects of rain, and in the Deccan the Marāhā will not kill a sheep.

Ceremonies to bring or stop rain emphasize the lingering corporateness of the Indian village. In the Deccan any one who does not reside in the village is called svidhada, 'beyond the boundary'.
The village is the enclave of the village god; so long as the devak is installed at a marriage the bridal pair cannot go beyond the village boundary. Simāntapūjā is the reception of the bridegroom at the boundary of the village. In agricultural rites the deity of the village boundary is worshipped; in the Karnāṭak when the blood of Durgā’s buffalo is sprinkled on rice, famine follows if the rice be taken by any one beyond the village boundary. When epidemics rage the village is again the unit and scapegoats are abandoned at the boundary; spirits are driven across the boundary and the practice of Utāra is sometimes spoken of as the ‘driving across the boundary’; along the village boundary, too, in time of epidemic grain is scattered or milk and ghee are sprinkled. If a hyāna be killed the body must be buried at the entrance to the village or all the bārkat of the village will pass to another village.

The life of India is divided into compartments. There is the compartment of the family very prominent in the ritual of the threshing-floor; there is the seclusion of the individual most marked in the religious ritual of Hinduism and in magic practices; there is again the unity of the village that characterizes measures taken in the face of calamities such as epidemics, drought and flood and to some extent the practices of agricultural ritual.
CHAPTER XVII.

THE RITUAL OF AGRICULTURE

PLOUGHING

In Khandesh, ploughing is not done on Monday as this day is sacred to Siva and bullocks are his vehicle. The last day of the month, Saturdays, Sundays and Tuesdays, are also in some places avoided. Some ploughing is done on Agot or Guḍhīpādeṇā, the first day of Chaitra and the Hindu New Year’s Day. In the Karnāṭak ploughing is avoided on the eighth day of the lunar fortnight for fear that if used the bullocks will go lame, and the avoidance of ploughing on an Amāvāsyā is general. The Muhammadan in Sind begins his ploughing on an auspicious day chosen by a Mullah, Maulvi or Pandit, though this ploughing may only be nominal. In Chota Udaipur, Thursday, Friday and Monday are considered auspicious days; whilst in Kanara Saturday and Wednesday are good days to begin ploughing.

Ploughing is often begun before sunrise so that no one will talk to the ploughman as he initiates this important work. It must be done in a certain direction. On the first day of ploughing it can never be done facing south; in Sind the usual rule is to plough in the direction of the north or the west; in the Deccan it is habitual to plough towards the east; in the Karnāṭak the north is the direction in which the first ploughing should be done. In West Khandesh it is forbidden to plough in an easterly direction on a Monday or a Thursday, towards the west on Sundays or Fridays, towards the north on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and on Thursday or on the first day of ploughing towards the south.

The ploughman in the Deccan and in parts of the Karnāṭak must be a man of good character, and it is not uncommon to find several landholders employing the same man, because of his repute for good living, to begin the ploughing of their fields. He must remain celibate so long as he has to return to the field to plough; he must take a bath before going to the field or his plough will break and his cattle will be injured. A belief in the Karnāṭak is that his bathing also prevents the possibility of a drought. When
the ploughman has left his house to go to the field he must not turn back even if called by his wife, according to Muhammadan belief, but in the Deccan a Hindu cultivator will turn back if called by his wife, for she is to him Lakṣmī or Gṛhākṣmī. In Sind if he be called back he must be approached from the front; he may then return home, sit there awhile and start out to his work afresh. He is not allowed to shave till the work of ploughing is complete. A man who has ridden an elephant or a Teli whose profession is that of crushing oil-seed would not be employed as a ploughman.

If when ploughing a yoked bullock suddenly sits down and rises again at once it is a forecast of early rain. If the yoke of the oxen breaks the farmer will die, and so in ploughing a new yoke is necessary.

In Sind, Kanara, the Deccan and in other parts it is considered bad to take earth of one field by the foot or by the plough to another field, for every atom has its own inherent power and such transfer of earth may effect evil. In Khandesh the plough is frequently washed before use; in the Deccan the washing of the plough is forbidden, but it is distinctly the older generation that respects this prohibition. In the Konkan there are talukas like that of Karjat where the plough is washed after use, but other talukas like the Pen taluka where this is forbidden as destructive of barkat. If the plough be washed in Kanara it must not be used again the same day, for it is assumed that the washing has lulled to rest the power inherent in the plough so that it cannot be used for some time. This is another way of saying that the washing washes away barkat. A guest coming to the threshing-floor brings barkat, but he must not wash his feet or the barkat will be lost; those who are threshing refrain from washing till the threshing work is complete. In the Karnāṭak bathing is forbidden before the threshing or the measuring of grain is finished and so also is the washing of clothes. In the Ahmednagar district and again in the Shikarpur sub-division of the Sukkur district of Sind I found instances of the plough being deliberately washed to bring rain.

The plough must never be left in the field pointing towards the south, and the bullocks when unyoked must be left with their heads towards the north or east.

It is a custom of the Karnāṭak to rub the ploughshare with a piece of gold that the crop may grow golden. That the crop may be vigorous and strong the bullocks must not be castrated; that the grain itself may be white the bullocks should be white and the ploughman should wear a white head-dress. If black bullocks are used the millet crop will suffer from smut. To ensure that the
crop drives its roots deep into the earth the bullocks used should have long hairy tails. The first five furrows ploughed are of great importance. They must be straight and unbroken and no stopping of work should be made until they are complete. Of these five furrows the first, third and the fifth, which naturally run northward as ploughing is begun in that direction, are believed in the Karnāṭak to bring respectively success, increase of wealth and abundance of grain.

In Sind with some exceptions the prevailing custom is to use bullocks of uneven number; in the Deccan, on the other hand, their number must be even. In threshing, however, the grain on the threshing-floor, even in the Deccan, three bullocks are often used.

Amongst Koḷis and Bhils there are rites that evidence a fear of spirits of the ground disturbed by the plough. When a new plough comes from the carpenter Rathwa Koḷis go to a bhava or exorcist and obtain from him a charmed thread which is tied to the plough to avert the spirits of the ground and prevent the breaking of the plough. When ploughing, Dharala, Baria, and Palia Koḷis sprinkle kunku on the ground and cover it with rice and pice, and then light a fire, in which they throw ghee and before which they break a coconut. The foreheads of the bullocks are then anointed with turmeric and a red thread is tied to the right hand of the ploughman, the right horns of the bullocks, and to the end of the plough. Rathwa, Dhanka Koḷis and Bhils sprinkle the blood of a goat or fowl on the ground and on the plough and the horns of the yoked oxen. In the Godhra taluka a fowl is offered to the family god, Baba Khatri, represented by a wooden nail, and the blood of the fowl is sprinkled on the main ridge of the house to which a white thread is tied.

When the agricultural season opens, Lingāyats, Marāṭhās, Lamānis and Badiyas in the Karnāṭak dress the plough, to which all the implements of sowing have been tied, in the garments of a woman. A week before a marriage the agricultural Raddis dress the plough in the clothes of a woman and sprinkle on it camphor. The yoke pin of the bullocks’ yoke is at the same time dressed in the garments of a man and marked with the tilak which a man wears on his forehead. Another example of the association of a woman’s fertility with an agricultural implement is the dressing of the seed-drill in the garments of a woman at Divāli, the day before Divāli, and on days when sowing is actually done. The Hālgumba twigs in the Karnāṭak are sometimes tied to a plough instead of to a post in the marriage maṇḍap. When a milch cow
or buffalo fails to have calves it is yoked to a plough or to an oil-press that it may acquire the sakti of grain with which these implements in different ways are associated.

On Reśi panomī in the month of Bhādrapad seven betel-nuts are placed on rice sprinkled on an āsan, and before each are placed a pice, another nut, two betel-leaves and a dried date; flowers, halad and kunku are sprinkled on the nuts. This is done to bring bARKat to the pīr, and in the case of women to secure physical purification. On this day nothing can be eaten which has necessitated the use of a plough, and not even grain which has needed the employment of bullocks.

SOWING

Lāvani

Grain put aside for sowing must not be stepped over; if stepped over it will not germinate and a famine ensues. It must not be eaten or illness and poverty follow. In the Karnāṭak, however, there seems to be no fear of evil consequences on eating the reserved grain or on stepping over it. Separate portions of grain have to be put aside to satisfy the claims of the balutedārs or village menials, who in return for services rendered to the village community have an ancestral right to a portion of each year’s grain. The seed must not be mixed with other grain. In the Belgaum district the person who brings the grain out of the house must keep apart from others and see that no one other than himself touches the seed. In some districts where Marāthās predominate the seed must not be touched by a child or by an unmarried person, for this would destroy all prospects of his future marriage.

When the seed is taken from the granary a small portion of it is put back again in the store, so that the stock shall never be exhausted. This portion so taken out and then replaced in the granary is in the Deccan called ubhār. The same principle governs a number of practices throughout the Presidency, though I have not found any word parallel in meaning to ubhār outside the Deccan.

When bags are filled on the threshing-floor in the Karnāṭak preparatory to removing the grain to the store, some grain from the filled bags is always put back again in the rāśī, so that the pile of grain on the floor may increase. When a horse is fed a small portion of the grain in its nosebag is taken out and reserved, to be added to the feed of the next day. When grain is measured the measure must never be quite emptied nor must the grindstone
be cleaned after grinding grain. In accepting gifts also it is habitual for the recipient to return to the giver some portion of the thing given. To add to the *barkat* of the crops grain is given in alms to beggars who in the Deccan are called *Kadak Lakomi*; in Kanara the gift of such alms is called *hurūsalu*. These alms are presented in a winnowing-fan and it is essential that the recipient should return the fan to the owner with some grain. Even gifts on ordinary occasions to friends or relatives are treated in the same way. If food is given on a platter the vessel must never be washed but returned with a little of the food. In Gujarāt when a milch animal gives birth to young, its milk for two or three days is given away and the receiver must return the pot in which it was sent, filled with staple grain.

At the end of the first day's sowing, if any of the seed taken to the field be left over it must be given away; in Sind it can be eaten, but only after first giving away some share in charity; in parts of the Karnāṭak also it is eaten, but it can never be sold.

In Sind when the seed is taken out of the granary seven handfuls of it are given to an unmarried daughter or sister of the cultivator to protect the grain from evil-eye. The Muhammadan considers it a good omen for the seed to be touched and brought out of the granary by a maiden or, failing a maiden, by a married woman if pure, whereas in the Deccan an unmarried girl will not touch the seed.

There is considerable variation in districts as to the restriction on certain persons sowing the seed. In the Ahmednagar district a woman may sow; in the Kanara district the first seed sown should be sown by a *mutterādī* or married woman with her husband living; in some parts of the Deccan any one may sow provided the seed is given to the sower by a woman with a husband of good character. Sometimes a woman is allowed to hold the grain and even to drop it into the sieve, but she may not in the Deccan touch the sieve itself; in Sind after the seed has left the house no woman can have anything to do with it. In no district would a barren woman be allowed to sow, and when a woman is allowed to sow, one with many children is usually preferred.

The sower must be free from all defects as defects will be reproduced in the crops, and as defects mean a proportionate loss of *sakti*. In Sind the sower is followed to the field by his friends who call attention to any defects he has and if these be serious, insist upon another sower being substituted. *Lānghāyats* will similarly not allow any man with defects to sow the first sowing. If he be a leper, lame, deaf or dumb, if he has a finger missing, a
diseased nose, or only one eye, they consider the crop in some way or other will fail to reach perfection.

Raddis will not permit a man with blood on him to sow. In Khandesh and in the Karnāṭak the sower for the first sowing is chosen according to his birth star. He is subject to a strict code of rules limiting his actions. When he leaves his home for the field like the ploughman he must not turn back if any one should call him. He must be ritually clean or he will break his foot or wrist; he must remain continent. These restrictions are observed, even by primitive races such as the Bhil and Kan Divar. He must not shave or cut his hair nor bathe until the sowing is finished. He must not break the sowing of the first line in the field and must now allow his bullocks to stop until he has completed the first line or the produce of the field will be reduced. If he be sowing millet he must not touch the ear of a yoked bullock or the mature crop will suffer from smut.

Practice differs so far as sowing on an empty stomach or after a meal is concerned. In Khandesh the sower may not sow on an empty stomach. In Kanara sowing is done at first in the early morning facing the rising sun in order that the seed may thrive as the rays of the sun give increasing light, and therefore it follows that the sower has not broken his fast. Before reaping jvāri reapers usually fast. A Sindi Muhammadan will not eat during the measuring of grain. The difference in practice is not difficult to explain. On the one hand, if the sower sows on an empty stomach it is thought that the ears of the crops will be without grain; on the other hand, a full stomach is regarded as destroying barkat.

Whilst the grain is being sown a mystic relation exists between the future crops and the action of those left at home. During ploughing, sowing, reaping and the measuring of grain the women at home cannot braid their hair, spin or sew. Whilst sowing is proceeding the women at home must not grind, bake or roast grain; they must avoid, too, speaking ill of the sowers or of the seed. At home no one must shave, clothes must not be washed, nor can even the house be cleaned with cowdung. Those at home, in fine, must not commit himsā, must not do anything destructive of sakti lest they thereby destroy the sakti on which depends the barkat of the crop. In the Mallad tracts of the Karnāṭak an elderly woman of the household fasts on the night previous to the first sowing.

The first sowing is done at a good muhūrta. In Kanara Akṣayya-
trīyā or the third day of Vaisākh is generally chosen as a good
muhūrta. Early in the morning a twig of kyadgi or Mundki (Pandanus odoratissimus) called bechu, 'scarecrow', is buried in a prepared plot. It is worshipped with sandal-paste, akṣat, flowers, coconuts and plantains, and ārī is waved round it. The object of this rite is to scare away spirits. Then the sower scatters seed towards the rising sun, first sowing on the edge of the field with the cry 'Bahu banga'. Subsequent sowings may be done at any time save on Saturdays, Amāvāsyās, and on days of eclipses. Non-Brahmin Guna or Gauda add another ceremony before actually beginning the sowing. This is Gadi pūjā or worship of the change of the season. The local deities, usually Jotka, the spirit of a warrior, Mhasti, Vandesvā and Bete Devaru, the god of hunting, are worshipped with boiled rice, coconuts and plantains, and in some places with a sacrifice of fowls or goats. In Khandesh on the day fixed for the first sowing, the sowing implements and the sower himself are worshipped by a married woman; then the sowing implement is covered with a woollen blanket and taken to the field. On his way to the field the sower places a little seed before the village god, then sows a little in the field and returns to a feast at which all the family members are regaled and the bullocks are fed. In Kanara, too, before sowing, the plough oxen and the seed basket are worshipped, and after the sowing is over the plough is taken home and worshipped and a caste feast is held, Kūrīne Habbā. In the Karnataka the forehead of the sower is smeared with sandal-paste on which grain is thrown, the plough is held over a svastikā made in the field and the seed-drill is dressed in the clothes of a woman and worshipped.

Whilst sowing jvārī all the sowers wear rings of gold in order that the grain of the crop may be golden. The seed of cotton is mixed with fried jvārī which is white, to make the cotton crop white, and this is one of the objects of sprinkling milk over the cotton crops on Pūrṇimā Pausa.

In the Karnataka it is thought that should seed be sown on a Tuesday the crop will be eaten by rats; if sown on Saturday it will be destroyed by insect pests. Early jvārī is sown in the Rohini onkṣatra, a popular saying being to the effect that if sown in Rohini the streets will be full of grain.

An interesting custom which illustrates how agricultural ritual is dominated by the idea of 'power' is that found in the Karnataka of making the sowers on their return from the field sit on the ground and wash their faces, hands and feet with cold water. The sowers have been in close contact with the power of the seed; they return home hot with sakti and to that extent are dangerous
to their fellow-men. By washing with cold water they are made 'cool'; by sitting on the ground a contact is established which draws away their sakti.

There are many family prejudices about different crops which are not always easy to explain. A frequent factor which induces a particular family to avoid sowing certain seed is that at some time or other that same seed was sown and produced an exceptionally good crop with which disaster was associated. Sometimes an accident to a member of a family whilst eating a certain food, or as in one case that I found, an accident whilst cooking a certain food, leads to a tradition in a family that certain grain should not be cultivated. Langyats and Raddis have a reluctance to cultivate sanabu ¹ (Crotolaria juncea), though Muhammadans and castes that eat meat will cultivate it; it is associated with the demon world and its flowers resemble the nails of a tiger. To the cultivation of tobacco ² there is a widespread aversion in some districts. In Kanarese there is a saying, 'Tambaka huchlaarige timbaka kululu illa', which means that those who plant tobacco have no food to eat. When the tobacco plant attains maturity it is trimmed at the top and this leads to further sprouts which have in turn to be lopped away; this trimming of the plant is supposed to resemble the sin of killing a child, and planting tobacco is the sin of killing a woman. When tobacco plants are pruned women who have no issue are employed, for if women with issue were employed their children would die. There is also a white pumpkin the cultivation of which is supposed to bring death as the pumpkin is rakṣas, 'demonical'.

Many omens are drawn from accidental happenings that occur during the sowing of seed. If the person carrying seed to the field steps on any cowdung the crop of jvāri will suffer from smut. The same disease attacks the crop should the sower meet a woman wearing a black sādi, one with pigment between her eyes or a

¹ When Rama invaded Lanka to recover Sita from the demon king, Ravan, a battle was fought in which Ravan was killed. A woman came forward and prostrated herself before Rama, who blessed her saying, 'Be not a widow.' Rama did not know that she was Mandodari, the loyal wife of Ravan, but when she begged for the restoration of her husband, he kept his promise by saying, 'Let Anabi (mushroom) and the flowers of Sanabu grow on earth as your husband's brain and finger-nails.'

² Tammaka was the unfaithful wife of a great man. At a meeting called by the god Kṛṣṇa this man and his wife were invited and the wife at the ānugāri was given four pāda instead of two. This led the man to question Kṛṣṇa, who told him that two of these pāda were for the child in the womb of Tammaka. Her husband thereupon in a rage killed her and her child on the spot. Tammaka resolved to associate freely with all even after death and grew into a plant on the spot where she was murdered; as tobacco she is still the associate of all.
woman who has just become a mother. If the bullocks yoked to
the seed-drill attempt to shake off their yoke there will follow some
kind of evil; if the main beam of the drill gives way the whole
crop will be destroyed by fire. If the sower be a woman and the
fold of her sādī in which she holds the seed gives way she will
become a widow. If a widower or a childless widow passes in
front of the sower; if a single bird, pingla, passes by or a lizard
makes a noise for a moment and then suddenly ceases, the future
of the crop is imperilled. Should all the bullocks that are used in
the sowing, during an interval of rest go to sleep with their right
side touching the ground, the cultivator considers himself blessed,
returns home at once and keeps holiday, feeding his bullocks with
choice food.

A belief that explains many an agricultural rite is the belief
that a maturing crop is as a woman in her pregnancy. If the seed
of the sower is blown by chance on to a public footpath and mature
ears of corn appear on the path, the path is abandoned from fear
of harming a pregnant woman. Bhils and Konkanis in Khandesh
for the same reason will not allow children to pluck ears of grain
in the field. When a crop is mature, passing through it, whatever
its utilitarian necessity, is forbidden lest harm should befall the
pregnant crop. The Hindu sacred books are full of regulations
prescribing the care which should be shown to a pregnant woman,
and the practice of to-day of offering tasty and delicate foods to
standing crops, is interpreted as a literal carrying out of the
injunctions of Manu.

The crop is supposed to have a husband. The songs of the
reapers allude to the husband of the crop. In Kanara, when the
crops are almost ripe for reaping, sheaves are cut and stuck in
the ground to represent a husband whose guardian care is best
for a woman when pregnant. In or after the month of Srāvaṇa
pieces of Pandanus odoratissimus are planted in the fields in the
belief that thereby the crop is united to her husband.

In some ceremonies two sheaves are worshipped and called
Lakṣmī and Nārāyaṇ. On Dasara or on Gangaśṭami, the eighth
day of the second fortnight of Āśvin, is celebrated the Hosahabba,
'the new harvest' or Mūḍi muhûrta in Kanara. A priest accom-
panied by Brahmans and to the sound of music goes to the paddy
fields, and ties together two sheaves, each containing a handful of
full ears. In the field they are given a bath of milk (ubhiṣek) and
offered sandal-paste, saffron, flowers, coconuts, plantains and
betel-leaves, whilst ārti is waved round them and aksat is thrown
on them. The throwing of aksat is a substitute for clothing the
sheaves. Then the sheaves are cut with a sickle which has been worshipped previously, and placed in a copper plate, harivān, and taken home. In the house the sheaves are placed in a square made from flour in front of the Tulsikatta; the same offerings are made and then the sheaves are taken to the family god. After this once again the same rites are performed and special cakes called kadabu (Kan.), kānule (Mar.), are included in the offerings. The ears of the sheaves are then tied one by one to the shrine of the family god; to the granary and the cattle-shed; to the yard gate and to the main pillar of the house, to the cash-box and the pot in which rice is stored, to the child's cradle and to the pestle, churn, grinding-stone and plough. No reaping in the field can be begun until after the celebration of Hosahabbā, and every cultivator going to a field worships two sheaves for himself.

On the full-moon day of Āśvin known as Šīgī Ḥūnnivī (Kan.) a feast is held in the fields. This feast is the Šīgī Ḥūnnivī Charagā, also called Bhumi Ḥūnnima Ḥabba or Bayake Ḥabba, in the belief that the crops are then pregnant. The preparations for the feast are various kinds of puddings and cakes with vegetables, the principal preparation being one of boiled jvārī (Sorghum vulgare). Before sunrise the farmer goes to his field with these comestibles; he gathers and ties together some jvārī plants and dresses them in the clothes of a woman and worships them with ākṣat, flowers and turmeric. Then he makes his offering of food to the plants and having done this, worships five pastoral deities under a tree. The five pastoral deities are represented by five stones behind which is placed one black stone called 'thief', kāllā. The naivedya offered to the black stone is offered separately and is buried in the ground near or under the stone. The five stones are called Pāṇḍavā, whilst the name of the sixth stone is possibly a corruption of Karna, a brother of the Pāṇḍavā. These Pāṇḍavā are also worshipped on other occasions; along with a scythe they are worshipped before an elderly man initiates the reaping of the crops, and they are again worshipped on the threshing-floor.

After worship of the representative stones the cultivator throws along the boundaries of the field and in all directions his preparation of jvārī, honnuggi, to satisfy the pastoral guardians of the field; as he does this he calls 'Hulyā, hulyā', 'Increase, increase'. All this he must accomplish before the sun rises and then he awaits the arrival of the guests invited for the feast; these guests are all men, but women join the party on its return home. On the arrival of the guests the cattle also are fed with the honnuggi and the merry party does not return home till evening, when they take
ears of jvārī and tie them as a toran or arch over the shrine of their family gods.

A feast of the same kind is held when the rabi or later crops are mature and the buds of cotton are ready to burst. This feast is known as Hatti Holada Charuqā. The charuqā in this case is made from sālu, jvārī, and the cakes prepared from it are called sora-gadabu. This feast is usually held on Yalla Amāsi, that is on Pāusa vad. 30 which falls in February. In both these feasts no meat or fish can be used, for these are taboo to a pregnant woman.

In the Konkan after the transplanting of the rice seedlings Kātkarīs and others hold a feast called 'The Fair of the Field'. In this fair after the sun has set, a basket, containing camphor, incense, a lemon and the bangles of a woman, is placed on the boundary of a field. In the Karnāṭak, after the transplanting work is finished and before the seedlings begin to sprout, coconuts and plantains are offered to the field and village deities; this is called 'green worship', Hasrupūjā.

In the Karnāṭak when sowing is begun, again when the crops are advanced and just before reaping, a feast is given to a pregnant woman with the object of benefiting the crops. On Bhādrapad sud. 9 a pregnant woman is asked to grind grain and with the flour resulting from her labour and with water a man sprinkles the standing crops. It is imperative that the grain chosen by her for grinding should be the same as that maturing in the field. Another custom of the Karnāṭak is before reaping the millet crop to tie together five stalks of the crop with a sickle at their base and to pour over them milk and ghee.

On the full-moon day of Jyeṣṭha to discover what crop will be a good one, a rope of mango and nim leaves is tied over the entrance to a village, with a dry coconut hanging in the centre. This arch of leaves, toran or mālā, is called kāri. The plough bullocks the day previous to the full moon are given boiled millet, crushed wheat or gram, whilst on the full moon day eggs are broken and with oil forced down their throats. The horns of the animals are gaily painted; gay quilts are put on their backs marked prominently with an impression of a hand in red colour; the ornaments and anklets of women are put on them and round their necks are strung rings of fried gram. Then selected bullocks are taken a mile or so without the village and driven in a race to the kāri, and from the colour of the winning bullock an omen is drawn as to the crop which will be the best in the coming season. As the bullocks reach the rope Mahārs try to grasp the rings of gram
and tear them from the bullocks, and when the leading bullock reaches the mālā a gatekeeper throws a rope on to it which brings the suspended coconut down on to the back of the bullock and breaks it. In the Dharwar district in each village there are two families, Kattimani and Metimani, who take a red and white bullock in turn and give them complete rest for six months before the race. The success of the red bullock means a good crop of red millet or paddy; the victory of the white bullock means a good crop of white millet and of cotton. When a race is run with black bullocks the winning of the black bullocks brings a rich crop of uḍūd. Should the victorious bullock wander away into another village the village in which the race was run loses the right of holding the race within its bounds. This bullock race is called Karī Hariyona, ‘doing away with inauspiciousness’, and the day itself is known as Kar Hariyona.

REAPING

Tuesdays and Wednesdays are to a Hindu inauspicious days for reaping, whilst Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays are auspicious. As reaping is an act of destruction it should not be done on a day sacred to the village deity, and if reaping be done on a full-moon day, a new-moon day, at an eclipse or under an inauspicious nakṣatra the grain will eventually be consumed by fire.

Before reaping begins one sheaf of the standing crop is worshipped with halad and kunku and the offering of a woman’s folded bodice-cloth (khañ). In the Konkan five ropes are made from the crops with grass tied into a knot and hung over the images of the family gods, where they remain for six months.

In reaping, small patches of rabī jvārī, late millet, ground-nut, sugar-cane and other crops are left unreeaped for the poor to glean or for animals to eat. These patches are called bājvad in the Deccan, and it is assumed that the gratitude of the gleaners brings šakti and therefore bARKET to the owner of the field. The Muhammadan in Sind leaves, similarly, a portion of his field unreeaped for fakirs to glean; this is called Pirjo bharo, ‘The Pirs’ portion’, or numberjo khair, ‘the charity of the field’. A deserving man is sometimes given the first sheaf reaped in charity. In the Deccan the last sheaf is given in charity and the unreeaped patch of field left to gleaners is in places called Sitā Devī.

The last sheaf reaped receives many names. In Kanara it is arī, holigattu or Benappa, the last perhaps a synonym for Ganpati. In the Deccan it is Sitā maī; Sītal deve; Sitā devī; Bhils call it hotri or dharmādāya, ‘charity’; Gujars call it Devāca bhāy, ‘God’s
portion * and reserve it for the god of boundaries. This last sheaf or the last few stalks of grain reaped, receives special treatment, for into it is supposed to retreat the whole power of the grain of the entire crop. When Bhils bring this last sheaf to the threshing-floor they actually ask the whole virtue of the crop to enter into it. In Kanara the last five stalks of grain reaped are called belimumba, which means 'future growth', for they are believed to contain the very essence of the crop.

In the Dang parts of the Kalwan taluka when reaping begins five handfuls of the grain and a branch of the apta-tree are worshipped, and the rest of the reaping is resumed three days later. The last few stalks reaped are called róná and made up into a bundle, ranyuca bhara are tied to the central pole of the threshing-floor after the rest of the gathered grain has been threshed.

The last sheaf is removed in Kanara with its roots and attached earth and placed on the top of the pile of grain on the threshing-floor with a tuft of karad grass beneath it. When the threshing begins it is removed from the pile of grain and placed aside; after the threshing is over it is again placed near the grain and worshipped before the grain is removed from the floor. Before, too, the threshed grain can be taken away to the granary this sheaf must be thrown into a river, a tank or a well. It contains special śakti; it must not be stepped over or trodden upon and throwing it into water prevents such a happening. Kan Divars and Madivals have a practice very much the same as this. The last few stalks must be uprooted in a particular way; the sickle must be inserted under their roots in criss-cross lines and the whole root left attached to the stalks. These stalks are then placed on the pile of grain on the threshing-floor and with them are placed a flowering plant and a branch of mango. When the threshing is complete these stalks are taken to water; grain is sprinkled on the roots and then the stalks are thrown into the water to bring barkat to the crops and their owner. In the Sakri taluka of West Khandesh it is customary for the reapers before leaving the field to unfasten the ends of their turbans and bow to the last stalks left for gleaners.

Among reapers there is usually a good-humoured competition to avoid being the last to finish reaping, for the reaper who finishes the last is called by nicknames such as hēći, 'laggard', kadimumba, 'last left' or 'the man with bangles'. In Kanara he is set upon by the others, who prick and tease him to elicit his abuse, which is supposed to add barkat to the crops. In Chota Udaipur State the reapers make a rush at the wife or daughter of the owner of the
field, or at a new bride and, dragging her from the field, hold her as forfeit.

Whilst reaping inauspicious words must be avoided. It is bad to use the word 'reap' and instead of this the reaper speaks of stretching his hand to the field, gaddage kai håku, and when the reaping is over the reaper says the crop has grown, bełe belesitu (Kân.). Bhil women as they reap repeat the following song:

\[\text{o do bhodi hujo bâli ná ki i} \\
\text{tu helako hai ke hîjâdo hai.}\]

'Though you have grown so big, you have no bride; You must be of low caste or neuter.'

In the Deccan the reapers call 'Lakṣmî give increase'. In the Chota Udaipur State they sing:

'Lakdi comb her hair; send Dhondî to her husband.'

In some districts the first five stalks of grain must be reaped by a woman with a living husband, and are then placed on a coconut near the pole of the threshing-floor. A quaint custom of the Dharwar district is to pay a pregnant woman who reaps double the ordinary wage, in recognition of the bârkat she brings to the crop.

In the Deccan after the reaping of the first minor crops a tug-of-war is held called Muhāngulî, 'great finger'. This takes place on the first day of Mārgasîra, called Thorli Divâlî. A rope of green grass is made in three strands and sheaves of corn with ears (ghāne) are inserted in the rope in nine places which represent nine rainy constellations. The rope is then hung over the entrance of the village for the cattle to go under and thereby obtain health and long life. Then a tug-of-war with the rope is held at sunset, some seventy persons a side, who in some cases represent village factions. The object of the contest is to get the sheaves woven into the rope; any portions won are called sānî, 'emblem of plenty', and taken home by the rayat to add to his store of grain or fodder, to ensure it against loss.

Reaping, like ploughing and threshing, is forbidden on certain days. It is an act of himsā. All agricultural operations have to cease on the day sacred to the village god; on Nâgapanci, the fifth day of the first fortnight of Srâvaṇ. There is, too, a lull in agricultural work on days of parvakâl, on Amârâsyâ and Pûrûnâ, at an eclipse, at a Sankramana or at the hour of sunset. If there be a dead body lying still unburnt or unburied the Marâthâ in
the Deccan and the Kālkari in the Konkan and others will not work in the field.

THE THRESHING-FLOOR

Khale (Mar.)

The threshing-floor is to a Hindu a hallowed spot. In some Marathā families the marriage devak is taken to the threshing-floor before it is installed in the marriage manḍap. At Divāli, Roddis, Mahārs, Talwārs and some other castes take kavci (Muciena pruriens) grass, a herb called brahmadandi (Argemone Mexicana), spear-grass, uttran (Achyranthes aspera) and the flowers of tarvad (Cassia auriculata), and a twig of banni (Acacia ferruginea) and with these decorate a piece of cowdung on the threshing-floor and worship it as the goddess Lakṣmī.

There are no agricultural rites of greater importance than those observed on the threshing-floor, because it is on the floor that the grain is supposed to increase in measure, and the ritual followed by the cultivator has the one and only object of producing a calm atmosphere in which the power inherent in the grain may work its will undisturbed.

No one can enter a threshing-floor unless clean. Bhils and Konkanis require the chance stranger to purify himself with gomūtra before admitting him to the floor.

A site for the floor is chosen with care. In the Karnātak a spot near a growing śamī tree (Prosopis spicigera) or an arka tree (Calotropis gigantea) is preferred; in any case the vicinity of a creeper called pātālgardi or bhūtkesāi must be strictly avoided. In Sind several private threshing-floors are united in one dera and surrounded by a hedge. In the northern Konkan, besides the individual floors there is one floor called mahākāhel, 'great floor', owned by a family with prescriptive right in which, after the threshing is over in all the private floors, a sacrifice is made on behalf of the community and the threshing of the village is brought to an end.

In most threshing-floors there is a central pole, tīvaḍā (Mar.), nīh (Sind.), meḥigūḍā (Kan.), round which the sheaves of grain are stacked and round which the bullocks go as they tread the grain. Sometimes in the Konkan and in Sind there is no pole.

The choice of a tree for this pole is a matter of great importance, for the pole may hinder or induce the increase of the gathered grain. Whenever increase is looked for the power of any tree used is an important factor; the ari, for instance, is specially
chosen for the pestle of a churn and the jack-tree is used for making
a grain measure. There are no trees that bring more barkat,
according to a Hindu, than trees with a milky sap, and in general
he chooses such a tree for the central pole of his threshing floor.
The Marāṭhā uses the śivri (Bombax heptaphyllum); the umbar
(Ficus glomerata) or the auspicious mango. In the Karnāṭak the
cultivator chooses the kālli (Euphorbia tirucalli), the basari
(Ficus infectoria), the dhātri (Phyllanthus emblica), the sāṃlāri
(Bombax malabaricum), the gambhāri (Gmelina arborea), the
saptapurna (Alstonia scholaris), the āl (Morinda citrifolia), the
arı (Bauhinia racemosa), or the banni (Acacia ferruginea). In
Eastern Gujarāt one finds the banyan and mhowra among the
trees used for the pole, and stripplings of bark from the same trees
are tied to shrubs on the four sides of the threshing-floor. The
Bhīl makes his pole from khākar (Butea frondosa) which protects
the grain from the malicious art of evil-doers. Konkanis in West
Khandesh use a pole of teak or palas. In the Sholapur district the
commonest choice is that of the saundad-tree (Prosopis spicigera),
for it has the property of scaring away witches and others who
attempt to steal the barkat of a threshing-floor. The Jains in the
Karnāṭak cuts his pole from the kākī (Cassia fistula) or from the
tumri (Disopyros melanoxylon). A choice of the kākī-tree,
however, by a cultivator rouses the resentment of other cultivators,
for though it brings abnormal increase to the grain on the floor
where it is erected, it reduces proportionately the barkat of adjoining
floors; the use of this tree, therefore, is dying out. The Sindi
Muhammadan has no particular preference for a tree with milky
sap and will even use the babul-tree (Acacia arabica) which is
taboo to the Hindu, but it is significant that the trees he uses on
his threshing-floor, the babul, the lai (Tamarix Indica) and the
ber are to him ghoro or ‘heavy with kudrat.

By cutting the pole on special days or erecting it on the floor
on auspicious days the power of the pole may be enhanced as it
will draw power from the day. Talwars and Jains cut their pole
on the Amāvāsyā of Aśvin, throw on it akṣat, offer it sandal-paste
and food and preserve it until it is actually required on the floor.
In Kanara also the pole is usually cut on the first day of Divāḷi
and erected on a Thursday or a Friday. In the Dharwar district
the pole is cut before sunrise on the first day of Kārttik and is
erected before sunrise. Bhīls and Konkanis choose Thursday for
erecting their pole, and those who erect it must not face west or
south. On the Amāvāsyā before Divāḷi a practice of Lingāyats,
Marāṭhā Upars and others is to take home a branch of banni
(Acacia ferruginea), alad (Ficus Bengalensis), or ari (Banikinia racemosæ). A square four feet wide is walled round with cow dung and in the middle four heaps of cow dung are placed, shaped like an egg with a small ball on the top of it. These represent the Pândavā. The pole is then placed in the centre cross-wise, leaning against a wall; a broom, a rope and a pumpkin are placed near it. The śakti of the goddess Lakṣmi is then invoked into the pole to secure the bārkat of the crops; lime is applied to it and an offering of food is made. This branch is used later as the central pole of the threshing-floor.

Before the pole is erected the Sindi Muhammadan places in the hole or small pit prepared for it, a piece of paper on which he has written the mystic word bismillāh, for this is the key to the door of the treasures of God, ḥast kalid dar ganj hākim. The Marāṭhā places in the pit an egg and the leaves of five different trees which must not include the tree of which the pole is made. If the pole be not made from saundad, the leaves of this tree are included in the five representative leaves, pāncpās, because of its magic power in defeating the art of the malicious. Bhīls and Korkanis place in the pit a lemon, two copper pice, five marking-nuts, an egg and some grain. A custom of the Deccan is to place beneath the pole a marking-nut pierced with needles, and to drive into the ground until invisible two to seven nails. Milk and curds are also poured into the hole. In the Deccan and Karnāṭak incense is burnt on erecting the central pole and a lemon dipped in turmeric is tied to the post.

To protect the grain on the floor from evil-eye and from theft by spirits a number of precautions are taken. Bhīls place near the entrance of the floor a branch of bhūtikes (Mussaenda frondosa); near the pile of grain sheaves an inverted shoe is placed and in the pile a piece of iron, whilst seeds of jvārī (Sorghum vulgare) coloured with turmeric and marking-nuts Ihhilāvā (Semecarpus anacardium) are thrown on the pile. In the Panch Mahāls before threshing begins a broom is placed on the floor and after the threshing is complete a lamp is placed on the pile of grain, rās, and around it towards each of the cardinal points four other lamps. Raddis, as the pile of grain rises around the central pole, tie to the top of the pole a black blanket, kambali, in semblance of the human head, and pile up the grain below until nothing of the pole is visible. With the same object of concealing the pole from the view of spirits the cultivator of the Deccan ties to the summit of the pole one or two sheaves; this is protection, in particular, on full-moon and no-moon nights when spirits are very active. Muhammadans in
Sind tie to the pole an iron ring which serves the double purpose of an attachment for the ropes of the bullocks and of averting spirits; on the completion of the first day's threshing they also tie to the pole hair from the tails of the bullocks, in doing which they are said to take riakh of the bullocks. The same term is used for another Muhammadan practice of drawing with the end of the winnowing-instrument a line around the stack of grain and another around the floor, and uttering the word, 'bismillah'. In Kanara a charmed coconut is placed on the floor and a goat, sheep or cock until the threshing is finished. In Gujarât two or three conical heaps of cowdung are placed round the floor. Other common practices are to tie a lemon in a cloth to the central pole; to hang a doll made from black rags with a cowrie attached to its neck at the entrance to the floor; to place a shoe upside-down at each end of the path which leads to the floor, or to tie a shoe to a tree close by. In the Sholapur district a circular line is drawn around the whole floor and on it the seed of black râjâ (Panicum Italicum) or of udid (Phaseolus mungo) is thrown. Kâlkâris place a sickle and a coconut on the floor and pile up on these the sheaves and grain. A line as a protection against spirits is drawn round the pile of grain and chaff with the ashes of burnt chaff in many districts. Auspicious designs are drawn with ashes or with turmeric and camphor on the floor and on the pile of grain. To prevent any decrease in the grain which is attributed to spirits the cultivator in the Panch Mahâls draws with ashes a figure of a tree on the pile of grain; in Khandesh the marks of a svastika and of a double triangle are drawn, and in the Karnâtak figures of the sun and moon and symbols of Gânapati.

A familiar feature of the threshing-floor in the southern districts of the Presidency is the bûdâ, an image of a spirit which presides over the floor. This is made of cowdung into which hair from the tails of the bullocks used on the floor is stuck to form a crest; sometimes it is made from a sheaf of grain with a broken jar for a head on which with lime white moustaches are painted. Curds and cakes of rice are offered to it in propitiation of a spirit called Jettî. This image is carried round the râs to the cry of 'Huli libbo', and when the grain has all been heaped around the pole.
all the agricultural tools are placed near the image. When the
grain is finally removed from the threshing-floor the image is
allowed to decay or is brought home with the grain.

In the Dharwar district a sheep is sacrificed to avert evil-eye
and then food mixed with flesh from the stomach of the sheep
is thrown on the outskirts of the field in which lies the threshing-
floor, to quench the thirst of spirits. In Kanara, when threshing
begins, an unhusked coconut, symbol of the three-eyed Śankar,
monarch of spirits, is placed on a stool or seat on the floor. Mango-
leaves and flowers are tied to the stool or placed near, and aksat
is thrown on the stool. An offering of boiled rice is made, and placed
on four plantain-leaves, is deposited on the four sides of the floor
to defend it from spirits as a dikbândha. If threshing take several
days this is done every morning to avert spirits.

To secure the co-operation of spirits a sacrifice is made called
dâvrrâ. A dâvrrâ is made before ploughing, reaping, measuring, or
before drawing water from a new well. In some districts only
certain shepherd castes resort to this practice. In the Konkan a
Goat is sacrificed and dragged round the râś on which the blood of
the goat is sprinkled. In the Deccan the blood of the goat is
sprinkled at the four corners of the threshing-floor. Naivedya is
offered to the spirits and this must be prepared by a clean person
from cooked rice, bread and mutton. No woman can be present
during the feast which follows a dâvrrâ, though later the food that
remains over is taken home and shared by the women-folk.

It is impossible, however, to make a sharp distinction between
the ritual that essays to appease spirits and that which attempts
to secure the favour of deities, for the worship of the deities that
guard the boundaries of the fields operates to frustrate the activities
of spirits. The Bhîl encircles his threshed rice with the blood
of a fowl and liquor and then worships Sivaya, the god of bound-
aries, with an egg and ñendûr. In Kanara after the grain has been
collected on the threshing-floor the rayat takes a bath and with
wet clothes goes round the heap of grain three times. He sacri-
fices a cock and offers boiled rice to the field deities and later mixes
the rice with the grain on the floor that it may increase. The
Marâthâ places five small stones on his râś to represent the five
Pavâis or goddesses that guard the boundaries of the fields. Before
the measuring of the grain begins each of these stones, Pancpavâi,1
is sprinkled with turmeric, a pardî is offered to them and a coconut
is broken before them. The pardî is a sort of frame made from
stalks with five or seven points or compartments, khân, in each of

1 Pancpavâi must not be confused with pancpâloi.
which representative offering is placed. At each point is placed a cake of bread, oiled cake, a ball of baked wheaten flour, a pudding of the same flour, sugar, coconut and a lamp of wheaten flour with a cotton wick fed with ghee. After offering this *pardī* to the deities the owner of the threshing-floor in the Deccan gives away the contents of the outside compartments, four or six, to the owners of the fields which adjoin his own, giving to each the offering in the compartment which points towards his fields. In other words, he gives away towards each of the cardinal points. The offering in the centre of the *pardī* he divides into two portions, retaining one himself and giving the other to a cow to eat. After use the frame is thrown into water. The offerings of a *pardī* cannot be eaten by a woman. If there be no boundary guardians in the *rayat’s* fields he does not offer a *pardī* until after the measuring of the grain is over, and then the *pardī* must consist of some, but never of all, of the following ingredients, viz. bread made from three or seven kinds of grain, to which an egg is added when the grains used are seven, and sweet-oil and chillies when the varieties of grain used are three; bread made from wheat flour, the measure of flour being a handful or one and a quarter times any regular measure, and lastly the earthen bowl of a smoker’s pipe, *chilam*. Another deity of the boundaries is *Mhasoba*, who is represented by a single stone placed under a tree; a goat is offered to this deity after the threshing and at some distance from the threshing-floor. The worship of *Mhasoba*, if there be one of his symbols near the village, is always performed should any worker on the threshing-floor or any of the bullocks used on the floor feel any kind of pain or illness during the threshing of the grain. He is also worshipped with the sacrifice of a goat (*pānjī*) when the pressing of sugar-cane begins.

In the Deccan five stones are placed near the best sheaves which have been placed to the north of the central pole; they are covered with red lead and when the measuring of the grain begins, rice and curds are offered to them. These stones represent the *Vanaspatis* or sacred trees among which the tree from which the central pole is cut is included, making a representation of six trees in all. On *Āśvin* vad. 30 five stones called *Pāṇḍava* smeared with lime are placed in each field and in one field an earthen pot called *Sānj Morava* in which turmeric, pice and a lamp are kept. These stones, with the pot, are worshipped; the pot is then buried in the field and in the field a feast is held by the members of the cultivator’s family. When the threshing-floor is ready for the threshing the buried pot is taken up and placed near the floor with a stone
and a ball of earth called Lakṣmi. Over these a shelter is formed with five sheaves of millet to which boiled rice is offered. Five other sheaves called Behālecya are placed on the low raised edge made around the threshing-floor; five other sheaves, Pāligya, on the border of the floor itself, and a single sheaf called Tīvadā penḍi is tied to the central pole. When the threshing is ended the grain from these sixteen sheaves must be taken home and eaten by the members of the cultivator's family, but by no one outside the family. Another form of this rite is to place five stones, Pāṇḍava, just before the winnowing begins, outside the floor and anoint them with rice and curds to bring bārka to the grain. Castes that make an offering to the Pāṇḍava do not make an offering to the Pavīś. In the Kaiwan taluka on the completion of the threshing the threshed grain is heaped over a plough and a stone representing Gampati; a hen or goat is sacrificed and eaten. In the Sakri taluka this stone, which has been brought from a river-bed, is placed in the western part of the rūs, and after the close of the threshing is preserved in the cattle-shed till the next year.

The threshing-floor cannot at any time be swept with the ordinary broom, as this is destructive of bārka. To allude to sweeping is also forbidden on the floor, and in Kanarese districts the word sulluhodi is used instead of the ordinary word kasāhodi for sweeping. In the Deccan the floor is brushed with coconut fibre, stalks of tur (Cajanus Indicus), the stalks of aghādā (Achyranthes aspera), with nirgūḍ (Vitex negundo), or with any green leaves. In the Kanara district sweeping with a broom made from the leaves of the toddy-palm (Borassus flabelliformis) is tabooed.

The manner of threshing and the number of threshings made vary in different localities. Stone rollers are occasionally found, but in general are considered to destroy bārka. In the Konkan the nāglī grain only is trodden by bullocks and the other grains are beaten by hand on a central stone. In the Deccan the best stalks of grain are selected and placed to the north of the floor where they are beaten with sticks or with the legs of the stool on which the winnower stands. At the time these stalks are threshed no woman can be present. This threshing by hand of a few stalks is done either before the threshing of the other grain is begun or after all the other threshing has been finished. The practice in Kanara is to take the best stalks from a portion of the field which has been tended with special care, and place them on the top of the pile of sheaves. As they rest on the pile they are beaten with an iron rod before the general threshing is commenced.

Apart from this threshing of selected stalks the crop receives
two threshings in the Deccan. The first threshing and the grain which results therefrom is called madan. By this the heavier grain is separated and this is then measured. A small portion of the madan is given to a priest in return for his services in covering with red lead all the stones in the fields which represent boundary deities and in breaking a coconut at the first measuring. The second threshing separates the inner and smaller grain and is called ăkan; the grain from this second threshing is in turn measured and should there still remain any grain in the ears they are beaten by Mahārs with sticks and the Mahārs are allowed to take away what grain they find, which is called nisarni. When a third treading of the grain is made it is called nikan.

The number of threshings in the Karnāṭak varies according to the crop. In the case of the jvārī crop the sheaves are first stacked in the field, gūduhāku; their ears are there separated and taken to the threshing-floor and placed round the pole where the bullocks tread them. This threshing is called temi tulisuvadu. After winnowing, the result of the first threshing comes the second threshing or kaṅki, which completes the separation of the grain. In dealing with the produce of the wheat crop there are four operations. The first threshing, hulū tulisuvadu, removes some of the grains; the second, kaḍī buḍḍi, separates the husks from the stalks; the third, malalu, separates the grain from the husks; and the fourth, kadijanā, is a final threshing.

When the tired oxen are unyoked the Deccani rayat holds two handfuls of the threshed grain near the foreheads and the tails of the bullocks, this after the threshing of jvārī, and allows the grain to fall to the ground. This fallen grain or sānji is supposed to add barkat to the yield and five grains with five hairs from the tails of the bullocks are tied in a long cloth to the top of the central pole of the floor. This tying is called sānji ghene; sānji means a cornucopia or horn of plenty and is applied also to the sheaves won in the Mahānguli tug-of-war which also bring barkat to the stock of grain.

The key, and the only key, to the ritual of the threshing-floor is the belief that the grain possesses an inherent power, śakti, by virtue of which it can of its own accord increase in measure. This belief is common in almost every part of the Presidency, though it would seem absent in some tracts of Sind and Gujarāt. An increase of measure, if within certain limits, is a gift of barkat, but it is a veritable danger if in excess and brings ruin of some kind or other to the cultivator. In the Deccani maund there are sixteen paillis and in the same measure in the Konkaṭ twelve paillis;
the *rayat* in both parts expects an increase in measure of four *paillis* in the *maund*. In many parts of the Karnāṭak no standard of increase is fixed as suspicious, but in others a 50 per cent increase is hoped for. Should the grain increase in measure within this limit and not beyond it, it is said to have brought *barkat, holā hulasu ātu*, but should the increase pass beyond this limit it has boiled over, *rāši ukkeritu*. There is a similar belief respecting butter when churned and oil when pressed.

The agriculturist fears an abnormal crop as he fears any excess of power. If his yield of grain boils over he fears even death. If his chilli crop is very good he fears an outbreak of plague or other virulent epidemic. He fears death if a field that usually yields a poor crop provides suddenly a very good one; he expects famine if his vegetable crop is above normal. The only crop whose abundance he does not seem to dread is the brinjal crop, and an excellent crop of brinjal portends a good cotton harvest. Besides grain, butter and oil, jaggery also may ‘boil over’ and cause death. Fear of an excess of power was explained to me pithily by one who said that sufficient rain was good but an excess of rain destructive, and a few children were a blessing but a large family a curse.

There is really no moment when the spontaneous increase of grain becomes impossible. Grain increases during the threshing; it increases again as soon as it is touched by the measure, when it is taken to the granary and even later than this. *Bhils* and *Konkanis* in Khandesh store their grain in a granary called *kanaga*. As they empty their baskets of grain and fill the granary they cry ‘Bharber kanya Mahādeo’, and if when they have stored all their grain the granary should not be full they take the grain out again and then replace it, believing that at the second filling of the granary the stock of grain will be the bigger. Whenever, too, grain receives by contact a fresh accretion of power, it increases in measure. If a precious stone be placed in grain it increases in measure. At a Muhammadan marriage the measuring of grain by the bridal pair, *vās mojne*, results in its increase. At a *Śrāddha* ceremony the priests who represent gods or *pily* throw rice over the celebrant who lets it fall into his hands and then adds to his store of grain to increase its *barkat*. Even grain picked up from the ground and placed in the granary enhances the measure of the store. Before installing a sacred image a test is sometimes made by Brahmins whether the image is such as will bring its worshippers *barkat* or not. It is buried in a specific measure of grain and if this increases it is presumed that the image will bring *barkat*,
whilst if the grain does not change or if it decreases in measure the image is not installed. More instances of this kind will be found in other parts of this book. It is primarily, however, on the threshing-floor that grain increases in measure.

The increase in the grain on the threshing-floor is to a considerable extent within the control of the cultivator. It is for him to secure the peaceful atmosphere free from evil power in which alone the power of the grain will act. On the other hand, the increase may pass beyond his control. If the grain increases to excess he may place on the vās a sickle with its edge upwards or throw at the heap of grain a sandal or shoe in the hope that these things will arrest the growth of the grain, but his hope is a slender one, and he is generally content with distributing the grain among the poor, as charity averts evil, and with avoiding in future the cultivation of that particular kind of grain. No belief could be a greater obstacle to progress or to the efforts of organization to increase the productivity of the soil.

The Karnāṭak provides the best illustration of this concept of power ruling agricultural ritual. Threshing must be done at night, as the sun must not shine on the threshing-floor whilst threshing proceeds. As dawn approaches and the farmer begins to make with his bullocks the last three rounds round the central post he joins with his companions in the following dialogue in song. The first three couplets, each containing a question and its answer, all refer to the increase in the grain.

Q. Oh bull, why are you walking so very slowly?
A. The grain which was so long under my ankle has increased till I am now walking in it knee-deep.

Q. What is Būdā doing seated near the heap?
A. He is giving us grain, basket upon basket.

Q. What is goddess Lākṣmī doing who resides in the fields?
A. She is so mightily pleased that she now sports about wearing her rich pearl ornaments.

These three couplets of song are then followed by a shout from all the workers in unison:

'Ve have been using a pearl broom and that is why our heap of grain has increased till it touches the sky. Hence, oh Hulīppā, scatter and toss the grain to the sky in wanton joy.'

In these songs the būdā is the image of the spirit presiding over the threshing-floor securing the calm atmosphere requisite for the increase of the grain. Hulīppā is a personification of barkat or
increase. In various forms this word appears again and again in the cries of the threshing-floor. Ho halyan halyo is a refrain that ends most of the songs sung on the floor. When the winnowing is done the winnowers are allowed to utter one word only, 'huliyă', and this is in invocation of the wind necessary for winnowing. If there be again any occasion to use the word fire on the floor it is alluded to as huliyă. The same word is also used when measuring in lieu of numbers considered inauspicious.

Whilst these songs are being sung which terminate the night's work of threshing, a closing which is called Huliyănná Hariyodu, the man who drives the bullocks round the post carries in his left hand a pot of water and in his right hand a broom, sallu, made from aghădă (Achyranthes aspera), with which he sprinkles the water on the central post, the heap of grain and on the bullocks. When, too, the bullocks are finally unyoked he dabs a little water between their eyes. Here again we have the association of power with heat, for the use of this water is to cool the hot saksi which suffuses the grain and through contact with it the threshing-floor, its parts and also the bullocks.

The dust from the threshed grain which clings to the bodies of the bullocks is carefully brushed so as to let it fall on to the floor, for if it be blown away it will carry the barkat of the floor to other threshing-floors.

Threshing songs are numerous, but for the most part merely illustrate the light-heartedness of the workers, though they usually end with a shout for barkat. The following are typical songs:

'How could young Nilava (the cow) the wife of Basavanna work when suckling her young calf?'
'The young cow bows to the bull, as his horns appear above the flooded river he is crossing.'
'Eight bullocks are in yoke facing the east. The last two are chafing. Our Basavanna loves a necklace of jingling silver beads.'
'When the six bullocks of an elder brother, the three of my younger brother and the sixteen of my father come, the earth of my village trembles.'
'Tiresome is a cart to the banta (a Y-shaped frame that supports the beam); loathsome is a young woman to an old man, and an eyesore is a widowed daughter to the family of her father.'
'If our Basavanna dies the Holers take away the body and with great relish consume its flesh.'
'The tottering cart of my friend moved down the slope with uncertain gait.'
'Who is he who rides on the stone pavement with a grey horse? He is Rajappa and his horse swims in the battlefield.'
'Holding a drill and a silver whip in his right hand with the help of a pair of bullocks he sowed gold on the riverside.'
'How are the crops and how is the rain on the river's further side? The
rain is good and the crops are full; the grain of the white millet is big and shining as golden beads worn round the neck.

'Do not cry, Rama, your mother will soon be here.'

'Take away your guldal, if you wish. I do not want to be vexed by your remarks on my ugliness and black colour. The world is wide enough for me.'

'Stay awhile, good lady. I will accompany you. If you do not stay I tell you, by yourself, your pitcher and your bracelets, evil will befall you.'

'To the first bullock is tied a beautiful feather, and to the last a jingling ornament.'

'The bullocks of Hundekar eat safflower cake and drink water from the pond.'

'The dust clings more and more to the white bullock and mantles over the red.'

In varying degree from district to district a woman is not allowed on the threshing-floor until after both the threshing and the measuring of the grain is finished. In the Kolâha district strict exclusion of women is observed only in the case of the most important grains, but a woman is always denied entry to the mahâkhal when the threshing of the whole village is brought to an end with sacrifice. Even the noise of a woman’s bangles would destroy the barks of this rite. The Bhil and the Konkani in Khandesh are strict in excluding women; in Sind the Muhammadan makes a general warning to all the women of the village not to approach the dervâ in which several threshing-floors are incorporated. The Marâthâ allows no woman on his threshing-floor whilst the threshing of selected stalks is being made; he allows no woman to eat of a pardî, and no woman can be present when the dervâ sacrifice is made. On the other hand, the possibility of a woman’s co-operation in winnowing is shown by a Marâthi saying that if a woman, no matter whether married or not married, catches the wind made by another woman winnowing, she will have twelve daughters. Sûpâca vâra âni miûli hoti bâra. In Kanara no woman is allowed to see an image which is made on the floor from burnt husks of grain after the winnowing is finished. The great agricultural community of Raddis will not allow women on to the threshing-floor until the first basketful of grain has been separated from the ear. In the Dharwar district grain is usually not measured on the floor, but put into baskets; women assist in emptying the baskets into carts, but cannot be present where the men fill the baskets. There seems little or no exclusion of women in Gujerât; in the Karnatâk communities like the Vaddar, Madival and Kan Dívar allow their women to work on the floor, and a not uncommon practice in the Karnatâk is for married women to enter the floor, after the threshing and worship the râûî waving ârû round the heap of grain.
Until the threshing is over there is a general prohibition of bringing meat on to the threshing-floor. In the Karnāṭak the workers can bring on to the floor bread, cooked rice and curds, and are supposed to keep a stock of these sufficient to regale any two chance guests or strangers that should visit the floor whilst threshing is proceeding. They may not, however, bring curry which contains meat on to the floor, and when they drink they must not make a sipping sound which destroys barkat. In Khandesh and in many villages of the Deccan no food or drink can be taken on the floor. When a goat is sacrificed to Mhasoba it is sacrificed at a distance from the floor; when the ḍavān is offered to spirits it is consumed in the fields. The pardi also is not eaten on the floor but on its outskirts. In the Deccan no one is allowed to approach the floor carrying water, as this would reduce the yield of grain, and all water-pots brought by the family on to the floor must remain empty, save one which is filled to remove the evil consequences attributed to empty pots. In Kanara meat cannot be taken to the floor until after the threshing, when a feast called Kanhabbā, the granary feast, which is similar to the Gaṭi pūjā described before, is held, though even then the preparation of the sacrifice and feast is made away from the floor. Similarly, in the Karnāṭak a feast, Rāsi butti or Khandad habbā, is held on the floor after the threshing. Mohammadans have no scruples about taking food or drink, except meat, to the floor.

A barber, a eunuch or a tattooed man may not enter the field in which there is a threshing-floor, the barber because his profession is one of humsā, the eunuch because he is mutilated and so destructive of sakti. All who enter the floor must remove their shoes but cover their heads.

Charity is a marked feature of every stage of agriculture and, in particular, marks the ritual of the threshing-floor. When the jvāri crop is almost but not quite ripe it is a widespread custom to invite all and sundry to a feast at which the unripe grain is roasted, and eaten with coconut and garlic after five ears have been offered to the village god. This Hurdā feast is one of the most familiar sights in season of the countryside. Similarly, when

4 Shoes are removed when shearing sheep, when eating, on entering a temple or a crop of sweet potatoes, chillies, plantains and betel-nuts. It is forbidden to walk in a cultivated field, as distinct from on its embankments, wearing shoes. On crossing water or a bridge, on entering a boat, on lighting a lamp, on milking a cow, on ploughing or sewing and when passing a temple, the shoes should be removed. A distinction is made between wooden and leather shoes. Wooden shoes may be taken across the threshold of a house and on to the threshing-floor, but not even these into the inner shrine of a temple; an Agnikotri can wear wooden shoes but not leather ones.
sugar-cane is being pressed, the farmer welcomes any who choose to come and eat of the gūl or pressed-out sugar juice. When ploughing is begun molasses are distributed to visitors. During the reaping of crops there is the nisārvā given to Mahārs, the Śūrēdevi and the Bījvat left for gleaners or for the birds. Before measuring the grain in the Karnātak, to prevent any decrease in the measure of the grain, five small heaps of grain are put aside called nidhi or wealth, and given to a Mahār. When the grain is collected on the threshing-floor Muhammadans distribute some of the grain among the poor and among Sayads. If the central pole of the floor becomes loose in Sind, a very dire portent of coming evil, sweets are distributed; before the measurers enter the protecting circle, which after threshing has been drawn round the pile of grain, sweets are freely given away and thrown on the grain in multiples of some standard measure or in value multiples of some standard coin. In Khandesh when the grain has been brought to the floor a little is put apart and sold and with the sale proceeds sweets are purchased and given away. The separation of this grain for sale is called bālī Kadhne, 'to take out barkat' or 'increase', and it protects the grain on the floor from evil-eye. In all districts and among all castes and tribes the chance-come visitor to the threshing-floor is regaled and feasted with the object of adding increase to the grain. Any beggar who passes by when measuring is going on must be given alms. After measuring, Mahārs take five ears of grain and hang them in the verandah of their house for birds to eat.

The object of all this charity is the averting of evil and the concomitant winning of barkat. The gratitude of the recipient of alms, the blessing of man or bird, is a force which conveys sakti; good wishes have their innate power and these transferring sakti to the donor bring barkat, which on the threshing-floor always means an increase in the yield of the grain. Closely allied to this distribution of charity is the practice of taking earth from beneath the pole of the threshing-floor and scattering it where many will tread it underfoot. The cultivator is not content to rely upon his own 'power', but attempts to draw upon the power of others.

In many ways the rayat hopes to obtain barkat from the power of trees. He chooses for his central pole on the floor a tree to which he credits abnormal power; he places beneath that pole the leaves of five trees; he represents trees by five stones placed on the floor and he makes on his pile of grain the figure of a tree. Finally, before he begins to measure the grain he takes a little of the grain and throws it at the foot of a tree, and brings back the
flowers of the tree and throws them on the pile of grain. In the Deccan he chooses for this purpose the rui (Calotropis gigantea) and the tarvad (Cassis auriculata), in the Kalwan taluka the palas (Butea frondosa) is often used; in the Belgaum district no distinction is drawn between trees. To increase the yield of the grain, in West Khandesh branches of bor are spread in the field and on these further branches of apta and rui and on these again five stones over which five sheaves are placed in a pyramid with other sheaves around.

WINNOWING

Vādhavīne

Winnowing is done before each measuring. The farmer stands on a stool holding high his basket of grain, which he allows to fall steadily to the ground. He must never winnow if the wind be blowing from north to south; if the wind comes from the east he must face north, and must face south if the wind be from the west. To test which way the wind is blowing an earthen pot of water is put outside the threshing-floor and in it jvāri grain is boiled, producing a smoke which indicates the way of the wind.

Both when winnowing and when measuring the sakti, Rāhubal of the planet Rāhu which is always considered inauspicious must also be considered. The rayat winnowing or measuring must not have Kāla Rāhu behind him or to his left and as Rāhu is in different quarters on different days the rayat must change his own position accordingly. Rāhu is in the east on Sunday and Thursday; in the south on Monday and Friday; in the west on Tuesday; and in the north on Saturday and Wednesday.

The light grain that falls during the winnowing that follows the final threshing is called in the Deccan mani, phanjat or varale.

The man who winnows should keep absolutely silent save for uttering 'Hulgyā, hulgyā'. When he lays aside his basket he must always leave some grain in it or his stock of grain will come to an end, and for the same reason he must never place the basket upside-down.

MEASURING

The measuring of the grain is the most important operation on the threshing-floor, and there is more uniformity in the ritual connected with this than in any other ritual of agriculture.

If an inauspicious day be chosen for measuring there will not only be no increase in the grain, but a positive decrease. Saturdays
and Tuesdays are bad days. Mondays and Thursdays, on the other hand, are good days for measuring grain. Unimportant grains can be measured at any time, but the really important grains only after sunset, or in the Konkan after sunset or before dawn. The measurer must also face an auspicious direction as he works; in the Konkan he usually looks towards the east; in the Deccan and in Sind towards the north, and in either case no one must pass in front of him.

Certain persons are better measurers than others, bringing more increase to the grain. In Sind an old man is preferred because of his greater kudrat; in the Karnatak a man whose wife has attained puberty but whose marriage has not been consummated brings special barkat to the grain. A man of good character brings to the grain all the power associated with his piety and in Sind and in the Karnatak is chosen when available as measurer. In no case can a man who has any physical imperfection measure; deformity and mutilation imply loss of sakti, and if the measurer be lacking in power it cannot be expected that the grain will show increase. A man who has ridden an elephant cannot in the Deccan measure, and the Telī whose profession it is to crush oil-seed cannot anywhere measure grain on the threshing-floor. No barkat can be expected from measuring done by one whose trade it is to destroy sakti.

The measurer cannot cut his hair and nails or shave until his work is finished on the floor; he and all who assist him must be clean and remain continent. In these restrictions, again, the concept of himsā enters. The measurer and all who are present on the threshing-floor must keep their heads covered; they may wear sandals, though these be of leather (kālmari), but they cannot enter the floor wearing boots or shoes (jolā).

In Sind the measurer muffles his face, saving his eyes, and measures with bent head, never looking at the top of the pile of grain, for his satisfaction with the height of the pile might foster the evil power of his eye. Measuring is done almost in silence; those who help the measurer must remain absolutely silent whilst the measurer utters his numbers in a whisper. Two persons sometimes do the counting and silence is observed only during the first measuring. Silence is observed not only because of the barkat that silence brings, but in order that others may not hear what yield the grain has provided. Good fortune must not be proclaimed abroad. The rāyat hesitates, as every district officer knows well, to admit a good crop; he will not reveal how much butter he has obtained in churning; he will not weigh water or even food, and on the
same principle when the moon is full he will not speak of its large size.

The first grain measured is put aside as a gift for a priest. In
the subsequent measuring all inauspicious numbers are avoided.
One is universally avoided, lābh or 'gain' is used as a substitute
in many parts, hechu with the same meaning in Kanara, bālāji
in Khandesh, and barkat in Sind. Instead of two, barkat is usually
said; in the Sholapur district savat, 'more', and in Sind bahu
barkat or 'great barkat'. For three in the Deccan nyāhar is said,
but no one has been able to give me the meaning of this word,
which seems to be a borrowed word; in the Sholapur district the
same enigmatic word is used for four, and barkat is used for three.
Five is nowhere avoided, as it is an auspicious number, but the
Sindi sometimes calls it ganj or wealth. The Kanarese word for
eleven, yelu, when used as an exclamation means also 'rubbish',
'go to the dogs', and so is avoided on the threshing-floor. In
lieu of this aru huli, 'six and more', is said. In the Sholapur
district sānj is substituted for seven, whilst in the Karnāṭak as a
whole hulīgyā is used. Adhik, 'more', is a synonym for eight in
Sholapur; mattondu, 'one more', for eleven in Kanara, and
hadinaru huli, 'sixteen and more', for seventeen, whilst in Sind
'big nine' is said for ninety-nine. Before any counting begins
the measurer generally says something meaning 'good luck' such as
'bahu bagya'.

When once measuring has begun it must not be stayed until
the whole grain has been measured. In parts of the Karnāṭak
there seems to be no fear of theft by others of the barkat of a man's
threshing floor, but it is very prominent in the Deccan and in the
Konkan. A Cetakin or Cetakyā is a woman or man who works
through the help of spirits; one who borrows for a time a Pitar,
a spirit who assists its devotees to steal from others the barkat
of grain when measured, of butter when churned, and of oil when
pressed. The image of this spirit in human form has no particular
features, but his worship can be performed only in a state of uncleanness.
In the Deccan it is said that all the pitar come from the
Konkan. When the devotee of this spirit wishes to steal the
barkat of a neighbour's threshing-floor, he watches for the time
when his neighbour begins to thresh and sprinkles on his own
floor ears of grain already emptied of their grain (piśā) and then
spirits bear the barkat of the one floor to the other. Many of the
precautions already detailed to keep spirits away from the floor,
such as the nails, marking-nuts and eggs placed beneath the central
pole, or the line of black seed drawn around the rās, and the
marking-nuts pierced with needles or the small wooden measure placed beneath the rās, are directed against the spirits in the employ of a cētak. The prohibition of staying the work of measuring before it is all finished is, in those parts where cētak are believed in, a final measure of precaution against their malice.

During the measuring of grain, water-pots on the floor must remain empty save one. If a woman passes by bearing an empty pot of water the measuring must be stopped. Work, too, must stop if a widow passes by or a person known to have an evil eye or if a cat crosses the floor from right to left. Should an owl or a crow settle on the top of the central pole the barkat of the measuring is lost. If a scorpion, a snake or a fox be found on the floor the omen is a good one. The best of omens, however, is for a flock of sheep to wander on to the floor and eat the grain; the sheep are not disturbed at all and the shepherd is taken home and feasted. It is also portent of good luck if an ass, which is usually considered an inauspicious animal, comes by chance to the floor. If the moon rises or a jackal calls as measuring begins, the cultivator may expect great barkat. A good omen, too, is drawn from the unexpected coming to the floor of a Māng, especially if he carries a rope. It is ominous of evil to sneeze or cough on the floor.

- A few additional precautions against evil-eye and spirits are taken on the floor just before the measuring begins. A coconut which must be unbroken is in the Deccan placed in the rās and the milk of a broken coconut is sprinkled round the rās. On the pile of grain are placed a black blanket and a white cloth, pāsodi. In Sind pieces of bread and sweets are placed on the grain, whilst in Kanara a piece of bread made from the new paddy crop is placed on the rāsī. In the Deccan rice and curds are sprinkled round the floor before measuring, and Mahārs sprinkle the blood of a goat at the four corners.

After the grain has been removed from the threshing-floor the floor is swept and the threshing-post is removed. In the Deccan a coconut is usually placed in the hole from which the post is removed, and this remains in the hole till the next year, unless it is taken by a Mahār. In the Karnātak before the pole is taken from the floor milk and ghee are poured on it to cool its hot sakti.

Agricultural ritual affords many illustrations of this association of power with heat. The sowers, as we have seen, on their return from the field are required to cool their hot sakti; during threshing the bullocks and the threshing-post are kept cool with water.
Raddis pour milk and ghee into the pit in which the threshing-post is erected; when the threshed stalks of millet are stacked for fodder, milk and ghee are first poured on the site to cool it. When milk and curds are sprinkled round the rās or the threshing-floor the object would seem to be the same, the cooling of hot šakti for milk does not scare away spirits. The offering again of milky foods to the crops, and the pouring of milk and ghee over standing sheaves is in part based on the assumption that the crop should be treated as if a pregnant woman, but there is also the idea that milk should be offered in naivedya to cool the hot šakti of the grain.

When the grain is ready for removal from the floor women come to assist their men-folk. In the Karnāṭak the women cannot approach the spot where the men fill the baskets on the floor, but they help to empty the baskets into carts. In the Konkan as the women remove the grain from the floor they touch the grain and then their foreheads with their right hands in an effort to add increase to the grain.

There are many ways of storing grain. There is the granary, kothā (Sīn.), kanaga, kanung (Mar.). In black cotton soil tracts grain is stored in pits lined with kadbi grass and covered with a stone lid, hage; inferior grains are merely put into bamboo baskets which are placed on stones, panat, khanaj. Those who place grain in the store must be ritually clean, but there is diversity of practice subsequent to the filling of the granary. In Kanara widows and unclean persons are not allowed to remove grain from the store. In Sind boys who have not yet completed their study of the Koran are not allowed to approach a granary lest they, as semi-infidels, destroy its barkat. In many parts, however, there is no insistence on cleanliness when grain is removed from the store. In the Deccan no grain can be removed without leaving the level of the store quite smooth, and if grain is given out of the house it must not be given without being measured. The store of grain in the Deccan is protected by ashes from the Holi pyre; in Kanara the roots of cuscus grass, baldevaru, are put with the store of rice; jvāri and wheat grain reserved for seed is protected by nim-leaves and asafotida.

I have already made reference to the possibility of the store of grain increasing in size after it has been placed in the granary. When a saintly visitor visits a house he is given grain; some of this he returns and it is added to the store of grain in the granary to add to its increase. On the day she enters her husband's house for the first time (gharbharanī) the bride is required to kick over a
measure of grain to avert the evil potentiality of her pāṇḍu; this grain is subsequently added to the granary. Those who observe a Somavati vow give grain to a priest who returns three handfuls to the giver; this too is added to the granary. During Navarātri many families beg grain from house to house, not from any need but to obtain grain to add to their store. Every Friday in the month of Śrāvaṇa women visit the temple of a goddess, preferably Lakṣmī and while on their way back try to find grain lying on the road to add increase to the barkat of their household store.

THE WINNOWING-FAN

The winnowing-fan separates the grain from the chaff; it is therefore credited with a power of scattering evil and banishing spirits, and this power is associated with Mariammā.

When a child is attacked by smallpox a winnowing-fan is used to create a wind and the child is supposed to be relieved as it is fanned; boiled gram, too, is often put in the fan and waved over the child. A winnowing-fan is used by all communities to avert evil and epidemics. The Kātkari, when there is an epidemic of fever, takes a winnowing-fan and places in it a coconut, liquor, and a fowl with two or three images of flour in human semblance and carries it to the village boundary, where the comestibles are eaten and the fan is left for the next village to pass on in turn to its neighbour. When small-pox comes to his village he deposits at the boundary of his village a winnowing-fan containing a coconut and leaves of the nim-tree (Melia azadirachta). Cholera he attempts to avert in much the same way by placing a coconut and a fowl in the abandoned fan. In forest villages of the Karnāṭak on an outbreak of plague old winnowing-fans are deposited in a line on public roads or on the joint boundaries of villages. When cholera breaks out non-Brahmins in the Karnāṭak take a sheep, a miniature cart and a winnowing-fan to the boundary of the village; the fan contains coconuts, lemons, untwisted thread and the bangles of a woman. On the tenth day after a man has been smitten with small-pox Kātkarīs call seven girls and one boy and feast them; the boy is given a stick of bamboo and each girl has a winnowing-fan. At sunset the Hindu housewife, to drive away Alakṣyamī, the personification of ill luck, goes round every corner of her house with a lamp the while some one else beats a winnowing-fan with a stick.

In the practice of Utāra, in which things are waved round a sick person and deposited at cross-roads in the hope that the sickness will be transmitted to others, a winnowing-fan is the
usual receptacle in which the waved objects are placed. If a child be born at an inauspicious moment it is placed in a winnowing-fan with grain and placed before a cow which eats the grain and smells and breathes upon the child, thus removing the anticipated evil. When a Hindu is dying, millet is placed in a winnowing-fan and this is distributed in the name of the dying man after he has inserted his hand in the grain. If a mother has lost several children at birth, on another birth sweepings are placed in a winnowing-fan with the child; the fan is taken out of doors, the sweepings are thrown away and the child is brought back in the fan covered with a cloth. This prevents the premature death of the child or that of future issue. When a child suffers from chicken-pox, dry manure is winnowed so as to sprinkle the child. On the sixth day after a birth when the goddess Sāsthi is worshipped along with the instrument with which the child’s navel-cord was severed, a winnowing-fan containing rice, coconut and a khaṇ or bodice-cloth is given to the officiating priest or his wife.

To increase the longevity of their husbands all suvāsinīs make presents on certain days of two new winnowing-fans to other married women. This is done on days when Gaurī is worshipped; whenever rivers are bathed in on parvakaḷ; on every twelfth day of the fortnight and when the donor’s husband is dying, as this will necessarily be the last occasion on which she can do this. Two new fans are taken; with lime and red colour a line is drawn at the bottom of the fans from corner to corner; in one fan are placed rice, coconut, five bangles, turmeric, saffron, dried coconuts, cash and a new khaṇ. The second fan is inverted on the first. The suvāsinī who receives this gift must sit on a wooden plank with her face to the East; her lap is filled (oṭi bharanī) and then the fans are gently placed in her hands.

Giving away a winnowing-fan has its dangers. A winnowing-fan cannot be given away or lent at sunset, and a woman when enceinte can never give one away. A fan must never be touched with the feet and never sat upon.

One explanation given of the frequent use of a winnowing-fan is that it is a vaṇīpatra, a utensil made from vaṇśa or bamboo. The bamboo is called the progenitor of the race, and as vaṇśa also means ‘race’, a winnowing-fan is used at a birth, the beginning of the human race, at a marriage which is the increase of the race, at death, the end of the race, whilst it is used as a receptacle for grain, the support of the race. This has all the appearance of being another example of the insidious habit of playing on words so characteristic of Hindu ritual.
PESTS OF THE CROPS

On the *Sankrânt* night preceding the *Mâghanakṣatra* soon after nightfall twigs of kyadgi and munâdki are buried in different corners of the fields. The person who buries these twigs makes a shrill noise in imitation of scaring away mice and hares, and he must let no one see him burying the twigs. Branches of baiṇi are also stuck in the ground with the same object of keeping away these pests, and providing sentinels who will protect the crop in its state of pregnancy.

To keep away jackals from a field of sugar-cane an image of a jackal is made out of sugar-cane and put in the middle of the plantation with a prayer to the jackal to keep away his tribe. Pieces of the tops of the cane, vâde, are made into images of a man and of a tiger and placed at different ends of the fields, and the human image is supposed to keep away tigers. When there is an epidemic of mice an image of a mouse made from wheat flour is put at the mouth of a mouse-hole. A field, however, may contain small images which are not intended to scare away pests. When sugar-cane is planted an image of an elephant is made from the severed tops of the cane, about ten inches long and six inches high and placed in the field so that the crop may grow as strong and high as an elephant. This image is worshipped with halad and kunku, and a strange feature of the worship is that as the worshipper returns home another person beats him with sugar-cane until he howls, for if he does not howl then, he will howl later when he finds his crop a poor one.

The bâjî crop is damaged by an insect called baṅ. To scare away this pest a bâjî is caught and placed on the palm of the hand with its head towards the finger-tips. Then the *rayat* strokes it from head to tail facing the direction opposite to that from which the insect came. The insect, however, responds to this treatment only on Saturdays and Sundays.

To free a field from locusts in Sind earth blessed by a *Fîr* or Shaikh (*mâkri pîr*) called khâk is sprinkled over the soil. *Mavchis, Bhîls* and *Konkanis* catch a locust and worship it with a bangle, red ochre, red and yellow turmeric, camphor and a coconut. The locust with all these things is placed in a new basket of bamboo along with a lemon, an egg and a chicken; four flags of red cloth are stuck at the four sides of the basket which is called 'the cart of the goddess'. The basket is then taken to the village boundary where another village takes it on further until it reaches finally the temple of the goddess at Khed Kochra in the Shahada taluka.
where it remains. In Khandeiah locusts are also driven away by making images of a locust from earth and placing these on the village bounds. Locusts are also caught in an earthen pot and the pot is dashed in pieces at cross-roads after dark. In Sind certain Pirs and fakirs have the power of driving away pests. Locusts have a king who guides them on their flight; through charms the Pir approaches the king who closes the mouths of the locusts as they fly over particular fields, rendering them innocuous. The Pir also writes charms which are buried in the field or are hung to branches in the fields or makes rings round the fields with charmed sand and earth.

The Hindu also buries yantras at the four corners of his fields as a protection against pests. On some crops like brinjal he sprinkles ashes from a potter's kiln; on his grain he scatters ashes from the Holi pyre. When a pest actually attacks a crop, one plant infected is taken and its leaves are tied to a plough, and then at early dawn unobserved by anyone a naked man inverts the plough. As a protection against deer or grasshoppers a charmed black thread with many knots is tied round the corners of a field. In the Deccan to free a field from locusts a woman in her menses is asked to walk through the field rubbing in her hands four locusts and four ears of bājri.
CHAPTER XVIII

THE POWER OF GRAIN

The ritual of the threshing-floor preserves the sakti of grain from injurious contacts. With the same inconsistency, however, that marks other forms or manifestations of power, the power of grain is itself able to avert evil.

On the threshing-floor every effort is made to prevent the stealing of grain by spirits, yet at the same time grain itself scares away spirits. Scattered towards the cardinal points it is one of the commonest forms of dikbändha or barrier against the entry of spirits. When a Kāṭkari woman after the birth of her child is haunted by spirits grain is put down her clothes. When illness in Gujarāt is attributed to spirit activity a pile of wheat is boiled and deposited at the junctions of roads; in the Deccan when epidemic approaches several kinds of grain are boiled and sprinkled after sunset on the village boundary. Sprinkled over a person possessed by a spirit; eaten by him or tied to his person, grain exorcizes a spirit. At a Lamānī marriage five kinds of grain are placed in two earthen pots, waved in front of the bridal pair and thrown away to the south. These pots, which after being waved must not be seen by the bridal pair, keep away spirits. During Aironipnījā in the Karnātak the bride’s mother holds a winnowing-fan containing a heap of rice; this is covered with another fan as a lid and on this is placed a lamp. The mother finally takes grain from the heap and scatters in all directions to keep away spirits. Even the threshing-floor and the pile of grain rās is protected from spirits by sprinkling round in a circle the grain of rālā or uḍīd (Panicum Italicum, Phaseolus mungo).

When a Muhammadan woman dies in childbirth mustard seed is thrown behind the corpse to prevent the ghost Ruḥ of the dead returning. When a Hindu loses his wife in some castes grain is thrown behind the corpse as it is carried to the pyre, to prevent the return of the ghost of the deceased, should the husband remarry; if the woman has died in travail her ghost Hedali or Churel is one of the terrors of India, and the attentions of this ghost are averted by throwing rālā seed after the corpse.
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If anything with sakti which should not touch the ground, does so touch the ground, the Hindu sprinkles rice to avert evil, and if milk boils over into a fire, throws rice into the fire. The Muhammadan under similar circumstances would weigh against grain the object which has touched the ground and give the weighed grain away in charity. When a pilgrim returns from his wanderings grain is sprinkled on him and also is thrown about. At an eclipse gifts of grain are made to avert evil. Lingayats, Tilagars and others in a dangerous illness put rice three times on the back of their hands and thrice on their palms and throw away; Kan Diwar and Madivals in illness tie nine kinds of grain in a cloth with copper coins to a tree, choosing a tree outside the village and near a highway if the illness has affected their cattle.

Grain is used in many ways to render innocuous the potentiality of paviyun; a gift of grain to a priest, navagrahadan, averts the evil influence or pid of the planets. Grain is an ingredient of things waved round a person and thrown at cross-roads to avert ill, and though seldom used to avert evil-eye, it is with this object waved round the Hindu bridal pair when they return from their procession. In all auspicious rites Punyadhavan is necessary; both in this rite and when a bali is offered to gods in a sant ceremony to avert evil, the celebrant takes grain and water and sprinkling them on the ground says, ‘May every kind of evil be driven away’.

The most interesting aspect, however, of the power of grain appears in practices in which it is used to control sakti in the interest of man. There is no feature of Hindu ritual more common than the throwing of akṣat or unbroken rice, and hardly less common is the use of grain, not necessarily unbroken, as an āsan to insulate sakti from the ground.

An āsan of grain is always used for kalasha installed in all sant ceremonies; in all ceremonies the betel-nuts and coconuts representing Gavaipati are placed on grain as are also the nuts representing the Saptarshis or the Navagrah. Certain images are always placed on an āsan of grain; that of Gauri worshipped on Bhadrapad sud. 3, that of Gavapati installed on Ganesacaturthi, of Anant installed on Ananta caturdas; the image of Durgā installed during Navrātri and that of Sasthi worshipped on the sixth day after a birth. Symbols into which sakti has been invoked, such as images and the devak; things which by association with something possessing power have themselves acquired power such as the ārī waved around an image; persons again who for the moment have abnormal power, such as the bridal pair; all these are placed on an āsan of grain. As an āsan grain not only protects a thing possessing
power from the drawing away of its power through contact with the ground, but it adds to its śakti. The grain on which the bridal pair sit is not merely an āsan, for beneath the grain there is already an āsan, a blanket or pāi; it adds to the śakti of the bridal pair.

In other ways, too, grain and in particular aksat adds to the śakti of the object on which it is thrown. When ārī is performed of an image all who are present throw rice on to the image and thereby add to its śakti. In the worship of every image each portion of the image is worshipped in turn and rice is thrown on to each limb and part. This is Angapujā and adds to the śakti of the image. During the worship of every deity save Viṣṇu coloured aksat is applied to the forehead of the image. The invocation, āvāhana, of śakti is usually accompanied by the throwing of aksat on to the symbol into which the śakti is invoked. It is thrown on an image at its installation; it is thrown on to the devak and the hālgamba, on to the betel-nuts, coconuts and other symbols into which śakti is invoked. The invocation of Agni into all homa or sacrificial fires; that of Varuna into kālasas; the invocation of the nāyāraha or planets, that of Gaṅpati, of the family god and of other deities is always done with the throwing of aksat. It is with aksat, too, that invoked śakti is finally dismissed, visarjan.

Aksat is used to invite śakti. When medicinal herbs are required aksat is placed near the herb or tree before it is cut as an invitation to it. Aksat is given to all gods in temples as an invitation to them to be present at the rites contemplated. As a form of invitation it is also offered to human beings. At a thread ceremony, a marriage or the feast which follows a birth the host brings a bowl of aksat containing a betel-nut and gives to the assembled guests, who add another betel-nut and return the offering. At the beginning of the Navārātri festival aksat is given to elderly persons, touched by them and given back. At a Brahmin marriage the parents of the bridal pair go in procession to the temple of Gaṅpati and request him to come to the marriage. Betel-nuts and aksat are placed in front of his shrine, and a printed invitation card bearing the names of the bridal pair is placed before his image and before the kula devatā.

When in worship some requisite article is not obtainable, aksat may be substituted. In the worship of standing sheaves in the field aksat is thrown on the sheaves in lieu of ornaments and clothes, and the celebrant, as he throws the aksat, says, ‘Vāstra samarpayami’, ‘I offer clothes’; similarly, when flowers cannot be obtained it is sufficient to say ‘I offer flowers’ and throw aksat. Aksat effects a transfer of śakti. At the beginning of every
hom aksat is placed on a leaf near the fire and this is applied by the yajamān to his forehead in order to transfer to himself the sakti of the fire. A blessing is a transfer or transmission of sakti, for there is sakti in will and in wishes. The bridal pair throw aksat on each other; when ārti is waved round a person aksat is thrown on him; it is thrown by all assembled upon the bridal pair and on the vāstu at his thread ceremony. Aksat is thrown on the Hindu child after his tonsure; at Simanttonayan performed in the seventh or eighth month of a woman's pregnancy it is thrown on the woman and her husband and also on both of them at Garbhadhān and at Pumsavan. When a svāmī blesses he gives aksat and throws aksat, mantrakṣat. In all these cases there is an acquisition of sakti by the person blessed.

At a Śrāddha on completion of the ceremony the Brahmin representing God and those representing the pīṭh throw rice over the yajamān and wish him long life and prosperity. At the first and second tonsure of a child rice is applied not only to the boy's forehead but to that of his mother. When the sun is worshipped aksat is thrown towards it. In the first year after her marriage and in the month of Śrāvan each Monday the Hindu bride worships Śiva with a hundred and eight handfuls of aksat to win long life and issue for herself and her husband. Suvāsinīs or married women are always to receive in their lap rice and other grain before they leave a house, in order to make sure their enjoyment of saubhāgya, or the blessings of married life. In a marriage ceremony grain is used in several ways. During Saptapadi the bride walks on seven heaps of rice to acquire sakti; just before the gathered guests throw aksat on the bridal pair and immediately after the screen or antarpat between the bride and bridegroom is drawn aside, the bridal pair standing each on a heap of rice and facing, the bride east and the bridegroom west, throw aksat and cumin seed on each other's head. At every marriage, too, the bridal pair worship Ganpati in a betel-nut placed on an āsun of grain, and the grain and the nut are then tied in the corners of their clothes. In every auspicious rite, in the introductory and in the closing ritual alike, the yajamān throws aksat and water on the ground saying, 'May there be more auspicious rites in this house, abundance of grain, accomplishment of objects, long life to all, health and happiness'.

The object, then, of using grain and aksat varies in detail considerably. At one time the hoped-for good is fertility itself, a manifestation of sakti; at another it is longevity; at another the averting of evil; at other times it cannot be defined more precisely
than as the acquisition of śakti from which all borkat flows. When aksat is thrown by a large number of people, as at a marriage, not only is the śakti of the grain transmitted but also the śakti of the common goodwill of those that throw the grain. This same variety of object distinguishes another class of rites; the rites of sowing seed ceremoniously called Ankurāropan or in Kanarese Sasimudiswadu, which are known to Western scholars as the cultivation of Gardens of Adonis.

ANKURĀROPAN

On the first day of a marriage, among Lingāyats and Raddis, when the bridal pair are anointed with turmeric powder and coconut oil, earth is taken from an anthill and put in an earthen dish. Then the priest takes five kinds of grain, unhusked rice, wheat, millet, gram and black gram and mixes them together. In the dish of earth he prepares five small basins in a cross design. The śakti of Prthi or Bhūmātā, mother earth, is then invoked into the earth, and as he sows the seeds in the five hollows the priest invokes into them in turn the śakti of Sadhyojāt, Vāmdev, Aghor, Tatpurus, and Ḩān, which are all different names of Śiva. He then takes more grain and throws over the grain already sown, and after this waters the basins, but invokes no śakti into the water. The seeds are watered daily for fifteen days by the families of the bride and bridegroom. On the sixteenth day the party of the bridegroom go in procession to the bride’s house, taking a dish of seedlings from which at the bride’s house some are taken and with seedlings from the dish of the bride are put in the hair of the bride by a svasini, usually the mother of the bridegroom. The seedlings that remain are distributed among all the married women who have gathered. This ceremony is called Sasimudiswadu.

In much the same way seedlings are cultivated by Lingāyats a week before Nāgapancm and used afterwards in the worship of the snake-god on the Cauthi and Pancm days. Another Lingāyat ceremony is to sow seed in large earthen basins on the second Monday in Śrāvaṇ and to keep the seedlings till the last Monday of the month, when a mandap of bamboo is made and decorated with betel-leaves. Svasinis take this mandap with the seedlings in procession to a well with an image of a bull of clay (Basappa). The image and the well are worshipped with aksat, saffron and coconuts and the seedlings are thrown into the well; the betel-leaves are distributed with fried rice among those assembled. On the full-moon day of Gaurihunnovi, the season in which wheat is sown, Lingāyats perform a ceremony known as Hangoḍā. A fort-
night before the full moon seedlings are sown in large shallow earthen basins. On the full-moon day a *svāsini* carries a pot of water worshipped with flowers and *aksat*, and other married women carry the basins to a well which is also worshipped. Then the seedlings are set afloat on the water and the pot of water is brought back, adding to it water from the well. Fried rice and copra are distributed as *Gangāprasād*.

In the month of *Chaitra* Brahmans and their women-folk worship *Gaurī*, preferably on a Tuesday or Friday. This is the *Halaṅkūṇku* ceremony. The earth used for sowing seeds is taken from an anthill; the seeds are watered every day and then on an auspicious day at the end of the month are taken with the image of *Gaurī* and thrown into water. In this month the seeds of the kharif or first season crops are sown; in the month of *Vaiśākh* the seeds of the rabi or second cultivating season would be sown. The object of this ceremonial sowing is to foretell the harvest.

When a Brahmin dies his son sows seeds in an earthen dish and keeps for ten days at the spot where his father died. A lamp is also kept burning at the same place for fourteen days. On the tenth day the lamp, which is covered, and the plate of seedlings are taken to the spot where the customary obsequies are performed. There the lamp is used to kindle a fire; a calf is allowed to wander in the name of the dead so that by grasping its tail the dead may be assisted to cross the river *Virja nadi*; *pinda* are offered to the deceased and in these *pinda* some of the seedlings are stuck or the seedlings are placed on the *pinda*. Finally, the *pinda* and the remaining seedlings are thrown into water. Into the seeds when they are sown the *sakti* of the deceased is invoked. The object of this ceremony is to prevent the deceased going to hell or becoming a ghost, and it is thought he has attained salvation if the seeds germinate.

Even among more backward communities examples of ceremonial sowing can be found. In the Chota Udaipur State *Koṭis* and others have an example of *Aukurūropan* which they call *Junārīa inā*. This sowing of seed accompanies the invocation of the *sakti* of *Ind* into five or ten twigs of kalmub (Anchocephalus cadamba), in fulfilment of a vow made in the hope of getting married, getting issue or recovering from a dangerous illness. Early in the morning men and women, with music, go to a kalmub-tree, taking with them a hen and a goat which are offered to the tree in worship. Then a bachelor, who must have fasted the last twenty-four hours, cuts the twigs, which have to be caught by others before they touch the ground. Then the party returns home and must be
received on arrival by an old woman. The yard of the house is cleaned with cowdung and a hole is made for each twig; in each hole is placed rice and copper coins, save in one hole in which a rupee is put. Near the twigs is placed a raised seat of rice on which are placed one, two or three stools with a coconut on each. Nine kinds of seeds are sown in baskets and placed on the stools; before each stool is placed a small earthen pot of liquor, a larger pot of water and in a dish of khakhar-leaves five leaves of the bili-tree. There are also a silver twig, a silver pot and a silver stool. Early in the morning the badrā walks from twig to twig, each of which is as thick as a man's ankle and at the root some five or six inches thick, and over the earthen pots without touching the ground. His ability to accomplish this depends upon his own continence and that of the inmates of the house for the previous three nights. The priest grasps the first twig with the right toe of his right foot and must not relinquish this hold until he has grasped the next twig and so on until he has walked over all the twigs. After this has been done a fire is lighted; the head of the goat, coconuts and bread, prepared the day before by four unmarried girls, are offered to the fire; a general feast follows and the twigs are then thrown into a river. The sowing of the seeds is done by the yajamān himself and the seeds are watered daily, but the rite can be performed without the sowing of seeds and is then known as karodiya.

At the fair of Lakṣmī or Dyamava performed in parts of the Karnāṭak once in twelve years, in some places once in thirty years, and at Sirsi once in three years, a buffalo is sacrificed, after which seedlings are cultivated, and the failure of these to germinate is regarded as a sign that there will be trouble in the village before the next fair. Story relates that a Mahār once obtained a Brahmin wife by deceit; his wife once asked for a betel-nut cracker and he inadvertently gave away his origin by saying he could crack nuts without a cracker as he was accustomed to breaking bones. When the Mahār was found out and was pursued, he entered the body of a buffalo by the process called parkaya-pravasā and this buffalo was killed. The ritual of the fair is in this wise. A buffalo is killed; a lamp is lighted and placed for one day on the severed tongue of the animal and for eleven days on its head. On the eleventh day a fire is kindled from that lamp; the severed head of the buffalo is placed on a raised platform and is covered with a basket. One man watches the lamp by day and by night and the obsequies of the buffalo are supposed to be performed by the Brahmin wife of the story called Lakṣmī. On the same day the image of Lakṣmī
is taken outside the village; her garments are removed and her bangles are broken. Her _mangalsūtra_ symbol of married life, the broken bangles and the seedlings are buried outside the village, and a new simple white garment with red border is given to Lākṣmī as a sign of her mourning. A small hut is erected over the head of the buffalo and when the image of the goddess is taken outside the village, the hut and the buffalo's head are burned and the flesh of the buffalo is eaten by Māhāra. One small detail observed is to place the right foreleg of the buffalo in its mouth. After all this, the image of the goddess is brought back with its face covered and kept in a temple with closed doors for three days, after which the image is placed in a _pandal_ before the temple. The villagers are divided into two parties which represent the family of the Māhāra husband and that of Lākṣmī's parents. One person from each party, accompanied by his wife, brings for the goddess a _mangalsūtra_, a bodice-cloth (khan) and other clothes, and after this other devotees bring clothes. The _sakti_ of Dvāmaṇa is invoked into the seeds sown and the object of the _Ankurāropan_ is the general welfare of all.

On _Ghastāsthpāna_ day, the first day of Āśvin, grain of all kinds is placed before the household gods and water is poured on the grain. The seeds are sown in small plates of brass or earth. The earth in which they are sown must be brought from a north-easterly direction after worshipping the instrument of digging and the spot whence the earth is dug. On the tenth day which is _Dvārarā_ the seedlings are thrown into the fields to fertilize the kharif crops. On this day it is considered lucky to cross the boundary of a village and some of the seedlings are worn in their turbans by people who make a point of crossing the bounds of their village. The pot in which the seeds are sown along with a _kalāśa_ covered by a coconut is called _ghata_, 'joining together', and this gives its name to the day.

At every _Ankurāropan_ performed by Brahmans five gods are invoked into five betel-nuts, and these are placed on the earth in which the seeds are sown. These five nuts are placed in the formation so customary in Hindu ritual, that of a cross. The nut, which is the symbol into which Brahma is invoked, is placed at the centre and the other four nuts at the four cardinal points around, Indra in the east, Varuṇa in the west, Soma in the north, and Yama in the south. These five gods guard the directions, their invocation forms _adikbāndha_ and they themselves are _dikpālakā_, 'guardians of the directions'. The basket in which the seeds are sown and the symbols of the gods are placed on an āsan of leaves
from the bel, aśvath and śirś tree with darva grass, and white rice is thrown on the earth before the gods are installed. When the invocation of the gods is made the celebrant says, ‘I bow to the lords of the cardinal points who bring success in every work; may they make my present rite a success and always accomplish what is auspicious for me.’ After the invocation of the guardian deities the rite of Ankurāropan is begun with the Sankalpa or declaration of intention as follows: ‘That I may succeed in this rite I undertake and that this may create my future success and above all with the object of pleasing the Supreme Being I am going to perform this subsidiary rite.’

Ankurāropan is performed by Brahmins in all auspicious ceremonies at Cauł, at a marriage and at a thread ceremony; at a car festival and at Grahyajna; when an image is first placed in a temple, devatā pratiṣṭā; before entering a house for the first time. It is also performed in obsequial rites. It is also performed in almost all the sanskāra. Some exceptions to the ceremonies in which it is performed afford a clue to its real meaning and object. Ankurāropan is not performed in Garbhādhān or the ceremony of consummating a marriage. In this ceremony several hom are lighted; one of these is the Garbhādhān hom, the hom of impregnation at the close of which the yajāmān is required to put juice of durva grass in the right nostril of his wife and offer prayers to the sun to make both of them fertile by removing any obstructions to fertility (sūryoposthan). Ankurāropan is also not performed in the ceremony of Simāntonayan celebrated in the seventh or the eighth month of a woman’s pregnancy; in that of Jātakarṇa on the twelfth day after a birth, nor in the naming of a child Nāmakurana. It is presumably not performed in the consummation ceremony because the seed of fertility is otherwise sown, nor in the other rites mentioned because the realization of fertility has already been achieved.

Conceding, however, that one of the objects of Ankurāropan on many an occasion is fertility, it is, I think, easy to emphasize unduly its connexion with fertility. Fertility, after all, is but a manifestation of the activity of power; barkat, the fruit of sakti, includes other objects of desire, and it seems to me that no coordination of a multitude of examples of Ankurāropan is possible save on the assumption in general terms that the cultivation of seedlings is to produce power. Ankurāropan is a marriage of two sakti; that which is invoked in the earth and that which is invoked in the seed; when performed in a jātā it is part of the marriage ceremony of the deity. It adds to the sakti of a deity and can
be performed for all gods and goddesses. Fertility can hardly be associated with the Ankurāropāṇ performed when a Sāstrī for seven days in Bṛhadapad reads to an audience of listeners. At a tonsure ceremony it brings the welfare of the child and this includes vidyākāmuka or wisdom; at a thread ceremony it helps the boy to remain a celibate; it brings happiness and as a necessary preliminary to this pāpaparīhār or the wiping away of sin. On their New Year's Day Persian Moslems, at a particular hour fixed by their priest, place on a table grain which for five days previously has been soaked in water and allowed to germinate. This grain with eggs, fish, fruit and a hen is consumed and distributed among friends to win būrkāt during the year which has just opened. Tamil Christians sow seed around their 'foundation pole' in the marriage booth to secure happiness for the bridal pair and after three days throw the seedlings into water. In the case of a death there has been a distinct break with fertility, and though there is a belief that in the sowing of seed during the obsequies fertility is preserved, an avowed object of the sowing is to add to the sakti of the deceased, preventing his becoming a ghost or going to hell.

Many authorities treat the ceremony of Ankurāropāṇ as intended merely to ensure the fertility of the earth and of mankind, and accept the final throwing of the seedlings into water as a charm to secure a due supply of fertilizing rain. The Gardens of Adonis are taken as the best proof that Adonis was a deity of vegetation, and Sir James Frazer emphasizes that the sowing of the seed was done chiefly or exclusively by women, whilst in Religion and Folklore of Northern India it is stated that at marriages, thread girdings and pregnancies the Mother is invoked to enter the seedlings.

In suggesting a new co-ordination I would invite attention to the following details of the ceremonies I have already described. At a car festival, at Grahayajna and at devatā pratiṣṭā it is the priest who sows the seed; at a marriage or at a thread ceremony a father sows the seed, but must, as in many Hindu rites, be accompanied by his wife, and should the father of the vatu or of the bride or bridegroom have no wife, the seeds are sown by a relative who has a wife. At obsequies it is the son of the deceased who sows the seed; in the Kanarese ceremony of Sasimuliscawadu it is the ayyā who sows the seed. There is nothing, in fine, in Hindu ritual

to suggest that the sowing of the seed is the work of women because of the fertility of their sex.

There is again no restriction of this ceremony to deities associated with vegetation; it may be used in the worship of all gods and goddesses and the sakti of the particular deity worshipped is invoked.

The final throwing of the seedlings into water also bears for me quite another meaning from that which is usually attributed to it. It is quite impossible to associate all the occasions on which Ankurāropan is performed with operations or seasons of agriculture, and the throwing of the seedlings into water is paralleled exactly by the habitual throwing into water of all symbols into which sakti has been invoked. In Hindu ritual it is impossible to get away from the practice of throwing into water things which have once been the tabernacle or repository of sakti. Images of gods and goddesses after invocation of power on special occasions and these are usually of clay; the betel-nuts into which the ṛṣi are invoked on ṛṣipanom; the pinda into which the sakti of the dead is invoked; the hālgamba and the manekstambha which have possessed the invoked sakti of the family god; the Aśmā or Jivkhada stone which has enshrined the sakti of the dead; the images of bulls worshipped on the Amavasyā of Jyestha, and the image of the snake-god worshipped on Nāgpanomī; the image of Gulkarna installed by Lingāyats during Śrīvaṇ; images of Śiva worshipped daily as Pārthivaling on the palm and renewed every day; images of Gaurī worshipped on Gaurītrīyā, of Gangā worshipped on Ganeśa caturthi, of Kṛṣṇa on Gokulaśṭami and that of Kṛṣṇa worshipped on Śrīvaṇ vadh. 8 when made of clay; all these are thrown after use into water. When a new sacred thread is substituted for an old one the discarded thread is thrown into water, for in its strands and in its knot it has enshrined the sakti of many deities.

Things which have acquired sakti by contact are also eventually thrown into water. The kankan and the hāsing of the bridal pair; the kankan or wristlets worn by the yajamān at a car festival; the severed navel-cord of a child; flowers and leaves used in worship when removed at a subsequent worship; offerings of naivedya made to Gangā on Karṇa Śankramaṇa and regarded as the leaving of the goddess which none must eat; the leaves on which Brahmins dine at a Śrāddha.

Even to a Muhammadan the idea that a thing which has once possessed power, kudrat, must be thrown into water is not unknown. Arabic writing found on the ground is thrown into water;
a hearth when broken or a talisman which has served its purpose or in which faith has been lost. The seeds of dates over which verses of the Koran have been recited; the remnants of food prepared during the ten days of Muharram in the name of the martyrs and food prepared in the name of Piran Pir; the wristlets of the bridal pair, ghāna; worn leaves or bindings of the Koran and even old books are all thrown into water. Remnants of food prepared from a sheep into the mouth of which the kudrat of the Koran has been blown, and the bones of the same sheep. In the month of Rajab Persian Moslems put foods of various kinds into seven, twenty or forty pots, in memory of Hadrat 'Ali'; when the name of the saint is pronounced his kudrat enters the pots, and so after the food has been consumed the pots are thrown into a river.

Various explanations are offered of this practice of throwing things into water. After the dismissal of sakti, according to the Hindu, the object which once enshrined sakti becomes the 'leavings' of sakti and these are thrown into water that they may dissolve into an element from which they were evolved, that they may be preserved from impure contacts and that they may not be stepped over. Muhammadans explain their similar practice as a measure to cool hot kudrat. The pots into which Persian Muhammadans have invoked the kudrat of Hadrat 'Ali are eventually thrown into water 'to make them cool.' Muhammadans in Sind use the same phrase with reference to the throwing of the garlands and wristlets of the bridal pair into water, and precisely the same explanation is given of the throwing of the tāzias in Sind and of the panyā in the Karnātak into water during Muharram.

The assumption of Western writers that in many rites the throwing of water or the throwing of a thing into water is to ensure a supply of fertilizing rain can hardly be made on the basis of Indian practices. The splashing of water on those, for example, who return from sowing is interpreted as a rite to bring rain, but as I have described before, in the Karnātak sowers have on return from the field to wash with cold water to cool their hot sakti, and the threshing-post and bullocks used on the threshing-floor are sprinkled with water with the same object. The regularity of the Indian seasons again forbids any assumption that rites carried out throughout the year can have as their object the bringing of rain which out of season would entail disaster.

The Ankurāropan ceremony, if I am right in following the guidance of those who practise it, is nothing more than a rite intended to produce an increase of power and all that this connotes. When at the close of the rite the seedlings are thrown into water they
are so thrown because they have been the residence of power, and quite probably because it is necessary to cool their hot sakti.

Accepting, too, the premise that power whether evil or beneficent is associated with heat, it does not seem rash to assume also that whenever anything is ritually thrown into water it is to avoid some danger and to cool some manifestation of hot power. The bali offered to avert evil in a sants ceremony performed to escape the anticipated sequel to an ominous happening is thrown into a river, but primitive communities in India have many practices that suggest the same object of cooling hot power. If a man be attacked by small-pox a Katakari hangs over his bed a garland of flowers; after some time this is taken to a river in complete silence and thrown away by a crowd. During an epidemic of cholera the Katakari takes plantain-leaves, marks on them with soot and red powder the impression of a hand and, adding a ball of rice, waves round a stricken person and throws into a river. On the fifth day after a death Katakaris hang up a garland of flowers; at dawn the elders from the land of the dead are supposed to come and take away the soul of the dead and then the garland is thrown into running water or a well. In the event of a great disaster attributed to the agency of spirits the Katakari takes a lemon, red powder, a comb, red and yellow thread and, tying all these in a basket with black thread, gives to a bhagat who lashes himself and howls possessed by a spirit, and goes to a river, followed by a noisy crowd. The basket is then thrown into the river after which the crowd remains silent for some minutes.

As disease, death and spirits are all associated with hot power it is possible that in these practices of the Katakari a manifestation of hot and evil sakti is cooled by the throwing into water of something which is supposed by contact to have become itself suffused with that power. I have not, however, as in the earlier practices described, been fortunate enough to find admissions that support this suggestion.
CHAPTER XIX

THE POWER OF BREAD

BREAD has šakti or kudrat derived from the grain of which it is made. Its power averts evil of many kinds.

Bread is a medium commonly used for destroying the evil pāgānu of the unknown. Marāṭhās wave bread round newly-purchased animals. When their cattle give birth to calves away in the jungle bread is waved round them when they return to their stalls. Tīlūgars wave bread twice round their purchased cattle and then throw it to dogs. Another common practice is to place a preparation of bread called puranpoli on the back of a horse or bullock after purchase; the bread is slapped whilst it is on the back of the animal and is then given the animal to eat. The giving of bread to an animal before putting it for the first time in its stall is also a widespread custom.

When a person returns from a journey or comes from another village, bringing perhaps strange spirits with him, or having, it may be, encountered the evil-eye of others, bread is used to protect him. In the Karnātak bread is waved round the returned traveller or the pilgrim who has been afar. When a woman with her child returns from a journey bread is waved round the child and thrown away; in Gujarāt this is done to protect the child, but in the Deccan the bread is waved round the woman to protect both her and her child. When a woman leaves her own village and goes to another village for her delivery bread is waved round her when she returns with her child. Tēlūs wave bread at sunset round any one who returns to his village, and throw it away. Marāṭhās do the same, but late in the evening place the bread outside the village gate.

A bridegroom coming to his bride’s village crosses a boundary, and boundaries are the haunts of spirits,¹ whether these be the boundaries of villages or, as are thresholds, of individual houses. Simāntapūjā is the reception the bridegroom receives at the bound-

¹Makār old men say that their fathers believed that the spirits of their ancestors sat on the village boundary.
ary of the bride’s village before he enters its confines. In this reception bread is waved round him; this is repeated when he reaches the bride’s house, bread being waved round both him and the bride and this again when the bride leaves her own house to go to that of her husband. When the bridegroom or the vaṭu at his thread ceremony goes in procession he exposes himself to the risk of evil-eye, so after the procession bread is waved over or thrown across him. Bread is waved near the face of any one the victim of evil-eye, spat upon by the victim and then thrown away.

Bread is also used in the transference of evil, in Utāra, ghorā (Sin.). It is waved round a sick person and thrown at cross-roads; the Muhammadan places cooked bread on the head of the sick and then throws it to dogs, or like the Hindu, waves it round the sick and throws away. The Muhammadan can direct the transference of his evils to an enemy by throwing the bread so waved at the door of that enemy. If a child does not sleep Malis wave bread round the child and throw away; when eating near a well the Hindu throws bread into the well or puts bread on the parapet of the well to avert spirits, and when eating in the open always satisfies the spirits by throwing bread in all the four directions.

A solution in Sind for a bad dream is to bake bread, place an onion on the bread and give it to a beggar.

The Marāṭhā devak and its sakti is protected from evil by a preparation of bread, puranpoli, and the hālgamba of the Karnāṭak by a similar preparation called hurand holgi tied to it. In Gujarāt when a dead body is taken to the burning ghāṭ, bread is thrown to dogs to rest the soul of the deceased, and if a man is persecuted by a ghost he throws bread outside his door.

The power of bread not only operates to avert evil, but more directly it confers barkat. To a Hindu bread is one of the things which should never be sold; to a Muhammadan an offer of bread confers barkat on the person who gives it, whilst it is dangerous to refuse such an offer. If a Hindu finds bread lying on a road, or if he sees a dog carrying bread from one house to another he should pick up the bread or snatch it from the dog and in silence bury it beneath his threshold, thus bringing himself great wealth in the near future. In the Deccan bread is placed on the heap of grain, rūs, on the threshing-floor, to add to its increase, and still

---

1 Cp. Indian Antiquary, May, 1895, p. 126, vol. xxiv: "One of the ācāra or wedding guardians of the Dekhan Mhars is a piece of bread tied to a post in the marriage porch." This is inaccurate; the puranpoli is not a ācāra, but protects the devak.
more common is the habit of mixing with the rās pieces of the bread used in the feast held during the threshing. In the Karnāṭak also before their meal on the threshing-floor the threshers throw bread not only on the pile of gathered grain, but also on the central post of the floor and on such agricultural implements as are on the floor. Per mānī is a Muhammadan practice followed to make a child walk well; when an infant first attempts to walk, seven loaves of bread are piled one on the other with a cord on the top of them. The child's foot is placed on the pile and at one blow the maternal uncle of the child has to cut with a knife the cord and at least one cake.

Precisely because of its intrinsic power bread is subject to many taboos. It must not be stepped upon; he who steps upon it will suffer from tangī or scarcity of food. It should not come in contact with the ground. Bread found on a road is put away from contact with the ground; in the Deccan it is powdered and thrown to fish to eat; should a Hindu throw bread to a dog it must be thrown in small pieces so that the dog will not drop any, or it should be placed on a prepared mound. The tavā or flat iron plate on which bread is baked derives power from its contact with the bread and a number of restrictions governs the use of the tavā. If the tavā be washed or cleaned after lamp-lighting time the cattle of the household will fall ill. The woman who places the tavā on the fire must also be the person who removes it, for if some other woman removes it the daughters of both the women will have disastrous quarrels with their husbands or their relations. A tavā cannot be placed on the hearth on Nāgāṇemā day nor when a corpse lies in the house. Three pieces of bread can never be roasted at the same time or the person so doing will fall in debt; either two pieces must be roasted or a fourth piece of nominal size should be added. Some of these illustrations are a recapitulation of the substance of other chapters in this book.

The drawing of omens implies the existence of a causative power and many omens are drawn from a tavā. If after it has been removed from the hearth and placed upright against a wall it sparkles with sparks, it is supposed to be laughing at the prospect of the good harvest that is coming. If when placed on the fire it makes a noise called bhar bhar, it indicates the immediate coming of a guest.
CHAPTER XX

THE POWER OF ANIMALS

THE HORSE

The Muhammadan in the Deccan a horse is ghazi mard; in Sind it is malaik or angel and firishha, 'God-sent', names that are also applied to a child with its special kudrat. The Prophet swore by the horse and the sparks from its hooves, and to possess a horse is as meritorious as entertaining forty Hafiz. A horse prays for itself and for its owner; from morning to afternoon for its owner and from afternoon till sunset for itself. When it bends a hind leg until it touches the ground it is making fat'ha on behalf of itself and its owner. Khwaja Hassan Basari had sold his horse, but bought it back at an enhanced price when in a dream the Prophet asked him why he had sold an animal that for long had prayed for blessings in Paradise for its master.

The nodding of a horse brings prosperity to its owner. Its stamping on the ground also forebodes success, but should it dig with its hooves disaster will follow. If its owner go on a journey attended with danger, a horse can see the danger and by unusual sounds and sudden stops will warn its rider. A horse can see the dead in their graves and the punishment therein of the sinful dead, so when a horse is lethargic, has stomach complaints or any bad disease, it is taken round a graveyard for twenty minutes that it may receive a shock on seeing the dead.

A horse that is sadoro scares away spirits when it neighs and protects its rider. To ensure that it bring barkat, when a horse is purchased the Muhammadan breaks an egg against its forehead. When a Hindu buys a horse he washes its feet, gives it bread to eat and applies turmeric and gold to its forehead to make its pōγγun good. If its pōγγun be auspicious a horse averts evil-eye and scares away spirits. Its hair is an amulet and Hindu children wear jewels threaded on the hair of a horse to keep away evil-eye, or the evil effects of contact with an impure woman. Horse-shoes, particularly on Sundays and Thursdays, avert spirits; they are also used to avert evil-eye.
A horse brings wealth. Muhammadan dealers in horses are proverbially lucky. To a Hindu a horse with auspicious markings brings all kinds of wealth, and if a Hindu cannot afford to keep a horse he tries at least to get a hair of a horse. At a Hindu marriage a horse and not a mare is used to bring *barkat*, though on the other hand *Mahāra* will not allow a bridegroom to ride a horse because they think this would be an affront to *Lakṣmī* and Saturn might carry off the bridegroom. Out of respect for the horse the Muhammadan abstains from eating horse-flesh, and the aversion to using horses in a plough is universal.

In some Hindu ceremonies orthodoxy requires that the earth used should have been trampled by the hooves of horses, *Āsvakrānte*, and in the ritual of the daily bath taken by the Hindu the earth is addressed as *āsvakrānte*.

When a mare foals the Muhammadan owner distributes sweets to every family in the village and the recipients are supposed to bless the mare and foal. The Hindu under similar circumstances treats the day as a holiday and worships the mare to get riches.

A pregnant woman or a bride newly married is not allowed to ride a mare. Before riding a horse one must be ritually clean, for an unclean rider harms himself and the horse. A Hindu, if unclean, cannot even salaam a horse and he cannot give food to a horse.

The later of a horse in Sind is a cure for the bite of a scorpion, and the hair and the shoes of a horse are used in magic to create love. A Hindu gives the dung of horses to milk cattle to increase their supply of milk, and he makes people of wanton habits sit in a stable for some days as the odour of the mare's urine and excrement effects a cure. Both Hindus and Muhammadans think that frequent riding reduces sexual power, and that an ordinary saddle, not to mention the saddle of a saint, has its dangers. A Muhammadan utters *bismillāh* when he puts a saddle on a horse.

In Bombay at Nauroz, the New Year, when according to Persian Muhammadans the bull that supports the earth changes its burden from one horn to the other, a horse, fully harnessed, is kept outside their houses to indicate by the shaking of its harness the precise moment when the earth trembles in consequence of the shifting of the bull's burden. During the celebration of *Muharram* in Sind all horses are supposed to mourn the death of the Shahids of Kerbela and a feature of this celebration is a framework covered with a cloth which is ridden astride as if a horse; these horses are called *duldul* after the horse of *Hadrat 'Alī*, and to them women make vows in order to get issue.
If a mare is barren or its foals die it is in Sind taken round a saint's shrine and earth from the shrine is tied to its neck. If a horse has a habit of running away its halter is left at a shrine or the peg to which the horse is usually tethered is taken to a saint for him to blow over it.

THE ASS

A Muhammadan considers a donkey an accursed animal. Satan rides on its tail and Anti-Christ will ride a donkey. It is bad to keep a donkey because it is always praying for misfortune to come to its owner. The Koran is said to condemn its bray as the worst of all sounds. The sexual organ of a donkey is used as an aphrodisiac and for medicinal purposes; its milk cures whooping-cough and makes children sleep, but it destroys the intelligence of the child who drinks it. Intercourse with a female donkey is a stimulant, it is believed, of sexual power.

To touch, see or ride a donkey brings misfortune to a Hindu save at Holi, when it is auspicious, and donkeys are ridden almost to death. The milk of a donkey, and in particular of a black donkey, is the best cure for bronchitis; fumigation with the smoke of its burnt excrement is a medicinal cure; a piece of the ear of a donkey is hung round the neck of children in a covering to make them strong, and the semen of donkeys is taken in other medicine to cure sexual impotence. The burnt hair of a donkey is used in fumigation, and in Sind a piece of donkey's dung is hung over the door of the room where a woman awaits her delivery as a protection against spirits. The sight of a donkey seen when going on any business means failure of object; the braying of an ass with its nose in the air is ominous of good fortune, but to see asses fighting brings disaster. If a pregnant woman sees asses mating her children will be born strong.

THE CAMEL

Eating the flesh of a camel is to a Muhammadan an act of piety. In the Karnatik and in Sind on Bakri 'Id a camel is obtained by public subscription and its flesh is distributed. The camel is an animal of Paradise. The Prophet rode a camel and took an oath by a camel. The hair of a camel keeps away spirits and its flesh is a cure for rheumatism.

The Hindu thinks that the nails of the left foot of a camel kept in a house scare away mice. Its flesh is used medicinally and its dung when burnt cures many diseases.
A snake to a Muhammadan is either a saint or a spirit. If a snake appear at the shrine of a dead saint it is supposed to be the saint himself. At shrines snakes are fed with milk. If a snake appear when a house is being built it is called the master of the ground. A snake in the granary is called the bacute of the house. Where there is a snake there is usually wealth and it is bad luck to kill a snake.

To the Hindu also a snake is either a saint or an evil spirit. A good snake always departs when asked to do so; he is jātivānt, 'born of a good family'; he is a saint who has not yet completed his penance. Some families have snakes that not only do them no harm, but actually protect the family and its buried wealth.

A snake is killed only when it shows it is a bad snake by not going away when requested. In contrast, however, with this idea is the belief of many primitive communities that to let a snake go free when it is met on a journey destroys the fruition of that journey's object. When a man is bitten by a snake mantriks throw water on him, and he is then able to relate the history of the snake and the reason for its reincarnation as a snake; a greedy man on reincarnation becomes a snake. If a person dies from snake-bite he is reborn in a royal family. It is lucky to see a snake in a dream, for it is a sign that a son will be born to the dreamer. If in a dream a snake passes over one's foot without biting it, it is a sure sign of success in any undertaking.

Barrenness is attributed to the killing of a snake in the present life or some past life. Nāgbātī is a kind of funeral obsequies performed with a snake made from darbha grass, to remove the curse of some snake killed which obstructs fertility. In Kanara among Brahmins on the fifth day of a marriage the snake-god is propitiated with the object that the bridal pair may have issue. Nāg-pancmi is the day of the annual worship of the snake-god; on this day no life of any kind can be destroyed; there can be no ploughing, reaping, no plucking of fruit or plant; no grinding or other form of himsū. On the sixth of Mārgaśīra, known as subrahmanya sasthi, barren women observe a fast known as sasthi or champa sasthi and worship an image of the snake-god with soaked gram, sesameum, milk, flowers and saffron. They consume fruit, but must not touch salt nor eat any kind of grain, cooked or uncooked. This fast is sometimes observed on the sixth of every month until the women performing the worship obtains issue.

If a cobra be accidentally killed it is burnt after putting milk and a copper piece in its mouth.
THE COW

The cow to the Hindu is full of šakti. To see a cow averts the evils of the day. One who rears a cow never wants and one who has more than five cows has every form of wealth, godhana. The sight of a cow is equal to the sight of all the holy tirths, whilst bowing to a cow secures the grant of one's prayers.

A cow confers barkat. Muhārs think that if a cow passes an open door at sunset and the occupants of the house remain at peace they will have barkat, but illness if at that moment they quarrel. In Sind a Hindu will not disturb a cow that enters a granary, for it brings barkat to the store.

A child born under a bad star is made to pass several times under the belly of a cow, or it is placed in a winnowing-fan full of grain and as the cow eats the grain it breathes on the child. The supposition is that the child enters the womb of the cow and is delivered by the cow free of sin, goprasav. When a new house is entered upon for the first time a cow is driven across the threshold before the owner enters. When a man leaves his home for some long time, on his return he sends a cow into the house, for the cow's body contains thirty crores of gods, as many a highly coloured picture in the bazaar shows, and these will drive away any evil spirit that has settled in the house during the owner's absence. At the time of performing worship a cow should strictly be tied near and within the sight of a worshipper, and the shrine of the kula devatā should be an area which a sitting cow would cover. The footprints of a cow bring blessing and Hindu royal processions used to be headed by a cow. When a goddess is to be installed, marks representing the footprints of a cow are made with powder and the goddess proceeds on a way marked with such footprints.

The dust kicked up by the feet of cows, goraj, is applied by some castes to the body of a new-born child to avert evil-eye; the same dust should be sprinkled on the bridal pair, though this seems rarely done, and when water is not available as an offering to the sun in the daily āṅghya, goraj dust can be used.

On the twelfth of the dark fortnight of Āśein Hindu women with children fast till evening and then worship a cow to secure the kalyāṇ of their children. On the twelfth day after a death Brahmin priests should be given a cow in the name of the dead to secure the absolution of the deceased and to give him assistance after death, for the tail of the cow will help the deceased in crossing the dread river of Vaitrani which separates this world from the next.

When a cow is about to calve, if a man encircles it three times,
pradaksina, this is equivalent to going to Banaras; it is equal, indeed, to going round the earth, earth in this context being the old conception of India. This is Bhūpradaksina. On the twelfth of Māgh women without issue worship five cows with calves to obtain children.

The five parts of a cow have sakti. Pancevya, that is curds, milk, ghee, urine, and dung. Pancevya is given in small quantities to the ēvu at his thread ceremony; at the annual renewal of the sacred thread, Srāvanī, it is given to all who may be present; after a death it is sprinkled all over the house of the deceased after the removal of the corpse; after a birth it is sprinkled over the mother’s room and over her clothes. These products of the cow taken together free from sin. When a vow is taken pancevya is taken. Women are given it when they complete the third month of their pregnancy; elderly women perform a fast on Rṣi Pancamś and purify themselves with the same products. When clothes are brought back from the washerman they are sprinkled with pancevya and when a man from one caste is admitted to another he is sprinkled with the same as a purification.

Gomūtra or the urine of a cow is used in many ways. In chronic cases of anaemia of a child caused by the touch of an impure woman, the mother in a naked state bathes the child in the urine of a cow. Gomūtra is as sacred as the water of the Ganges. On the eleventh day after her delivery a Hindu mother is sprinkled with this; on the eleventh day after a birth or after a death the house in which either of these happens is also so sprinkled. Children are bathed in it periodically to remove an evil anticipated after some ominous happening or to avert the evil of the eye or of spirits. Bhils and Konkanis in Khandesh will not allow any stranger to enter their threshing-floor until he has been purified with gomūtra. Diseases of children are removed by a bath in gomūtra or by a draught of it.

When a cow calves it is said to have two heads, devimukhīyo; it is worshipped and the worshipper goes round the cow and the calf. The sight of a cow on waking brings barkat. Some orthodox persons worship a cow every morning and give it food which they themselves take at midday. When a cow drops dung, grain found in the dung is washed, cooked and eaten. A sick child can be cured by waving over its face three times the tail of a cow, or by taking it the same number of times round a cow. When new cloth or new clothes are purchased they are first placed on the back of a cow so that they will last long and bring barkat. Muhammadan children in Sind, to avert evil-eye or cure its effects, are given
clothes which have been previously placed on a road for cows and other cattle to soil.

Milk confers barkat. A tradition of the Prophet is that he said, 'He who has no milk has no friend'. In Sind milk is Khur Pir. A Kanaresse saying is that 'Peaceful is the house in which milk boils'.

It is forbidden to a Hindu to sell milk. To a Brahmin selling milk is as great a sin as one of the five great sins. Its sale is denounced, along with that of other things, in the phrase, ras vikraya; selling milk brings disaster, loss of wealth and harm to the children of the seller. The Muhammadan has an equal aversion in Sind to selling milk. A district officer in camp has much difficulty in forcing acceptance of payment for milk supplied to his camp. Many families in Sind will never sell milk, and on the eleventh of every month owners of herds of cows also refuse to sell milk and distribute it free to add barkat to their future supply of milk. This distribution of milk is made in honour of a saint, Varhienavara, whose death occurred on the eleventh of a month. It is dangerous to spill milk; spilt on the ground it harms the cow and reduces the supply of milk. The Muhammadan covers spilt milk with earth or attempts to put it back in its vessel and then carrying it to a quiet spot, pours it away. Mahars think that milk spilt should be dried at once with a cloth or with the hand before any one sees it, as otherwise the person spilling the milk will fall ill.

Milk should not be allowed to boil over into a fire; to prevent this, water is added to it before it is boiled and this prevents the udders of the cow being burned and the supply of milk failing. Though, however, it is unlucky to spill milk or allow it to boil over, on the seventh of the first fortnight of Mugh earthen pots of milk are boiled until the milk boils over and the side on which it overflows denotes the direction from which prosperity will come during the year. This milk is boiled by Brahmin women who have previously bathed with rue leaves on their heads. Images of the sun and of his car are drawn with red sandalwood-paste on a wooden board and worshipped with flowers by men and women. The milk is boiled near the tulsi plant and the overflow is supposed to reach the sun.

Milk cannot be cooled by blowing on it or it brings blisters in the mouth. It must never be trodden upon. Curds and sweet oil must never be mixed, and ghee and sweet oil cannot be mixed nor even carried at the same time. An offer of milk cannot be refused. To a Muhammadan the gift of milk is a gift of God and to refuse it is sin; it is a worthy gift, naimat usmai. When a
Muhammadan accepts an offer of milk he should give in return a coconut or grain, but sometimes this is done only when the first milk of a cow after calving is given away. A Hindu cannot refuse an offer of milk, but must at least dip his fingers therein; refusal of milk brings probable death to the mother of the person bold enough to refuse it and is particularly dangerous on a Friday. After accepting an offer of milk if the recipient leaves any milk this must be given away also or thrown away.

The *barkat* of milk can be stolen, leaving attempts to make butter from it futile. Several measures are taken to prevent the theft of this *barkat*. A churn pestle made of hivar wood cut on a Saturday is itself supposed to keep away a witch; a squirrel skin stuffed with earth from where the witch has urinated and hung to the rod of the churn and beaten, rendering the witch helpless, is another measure of protection. Beating the door of the room in which butter is being churned with a shoe or marking it with a marking-nut on a Saturday or a Sunday also prevents theft. The Muhammadan in Sind suspends a dead hoopoe or the teeth of a hyena over the churn.

At the time of milking animals are given cotton-seed soaked in water to eat; the seeds that the animals allow to fall on the ground are stolen by others and given to their own milch cattle to increase their milking capacity. To increase the yield of butter from one’s own milk the last remnants of butter wiped from the churn are thrown into the churn of another man; this reduces the yield of butter obtained by the other man and to a corresponding extent increases one’s own yield of butter.

Milk is peculiarly sensitive and attracts evil-eye. Muhammadans say this is because of its white colour. It is therefore always covered when carried out of doors. Muhammadans put sugar in milk when it is carried out of doors and cover it with leaves, paper or cloth. The Hindu puts in the milk as a further protection a blade of green grass. When milk is boiled to avert evil-eye marking-nuts are put in the milk.

Milk also attracts evil spirits. When children have just drunk milk they are not allowed to go out of doors for fear of being persecuted by spirits. Any decrease in the supply of milk given by a milch animal is attributed to a spirit called *Kusān*. If a bowl of milk falls it is supposed that a spirit has attempted to drink it. Milk cannot be given away at sunset because those who do this are attacked by spirits; it cannot be given away even after the lighting of lamps, but buttermilk can be given away at that time.
Milk is associated by the Hindu with *Lakṣmi*, the goddess of good fortune. When a man sets out from home on a journey, to secure his safe return *patavadya* is given him before setting out; this is a preparation of gram pulse mixed with water and condiments, but milk is often used in the same way. In Gujarāt milk is poured round the village boundaries on Bhādrapad sud. 14, to prevent the appearance of any epidemic within the village. During an epidemic in Sind Muhammadans distribute milk among their fellow-villagers. Milk is also used to lessen the dangers of cutting the hair; at a thread ceremony the razor with which the *vāpu*s hair is shaved is dipped in curds; at a tonsure the priest marks with milk the hair that is to be cut. In the Karnāṭak milk is sprinkled along the village bounds to prevent drought.

During a marriage ceremony milk is extensively used in one way or another by all communities. At a Jain marriage the guests dip ornaments in milk and present them to the bride, and the bridal pair give each other sugar and milk. In Sind the Muhammadan bride and bridedgroom dip their fingers in milk and sprinkle it on each other; they sip milk from one dish and then the guests, to get *barkat*, sip from the same dish. *Vaddars* take grass and a woman’s nose ornament and put them in a pot of milk and then pour this on the shoulders, back and front of the bridal pair. *Mālis*, just before the wristlets of the bridal pair are worn, place curds in a saucer made from leaves on posts above the heads of the pair and at the corners of a square in which they are seated. When the groom leaves his own house, milk brought by one of the bride’s parents is given him at his house; when he reaches the boundary of his bride’s village he takes milk in his hand and at the door of the bride’s house he is again given milk. When the married pair later return to the bridegroom’s house they are both given milk, and when she enters the bridegroom’s house the feet of the bride are washed with milk. Later again, when she returns to her parents as she leaves her husband’s house she is given milk. The wristlets which the bridal pair have worn are, after removal, washed in milk to remove, according to one explanation, any evil they may have acquired in their defence of the bridal pair.

In the Deccan milk is used in many ways at a Muhammadan marriage. For three days before the marriage milk is sent every morning by the bride’s family to the bridegroom and by his family to the bride. Before the bridegroom dons his festal clothes and leaves his own house to go to that of the bride his feet are washed in milk. The feet of his horse are also washed in milk, and an egg is placed beneath a hoof of the horse for it to crush. At the
door of the bride’s house the same thing is done and again an egg is crushed and the feet of the bridegroom’s horse are washed in milk. During the marriage milk with rice is put in an earthen pot and all the women guests partake of it; this is done to invoke the assistance of the good spirits and, in particular, the spirit Bibi Pari and thereby add to the barakat of the marriage. The thumb of the bride is washed in milk which the bridegroom then drinks in order to foster their mutual love. After the marriage ceremony is over milk is given to all the guests and when the married pair leave the bride’s house milk is given them. Finally, when the bride reaches the bridegroom’s house her feet are washed in milk, and this is then sprinkled over the whole house, and especially in the four corners.

The Muhammadan explains this frequent use of milk at a wedding as intended to make the marriage white and prosperous. The bringing of barakat and the averting of evil are beyond a doubt also one of the objects with which the Hindu uses milk, but there are two examples of the use of milk at a Hindu wedding which bring in another idea with which I have dealt more fully in another chapter. The kankku of the bridal pair are dipped in milk after their removal to cool their hot ōkkti and on the sixteenth day after the marriage milk is thrown on the marriage mandap again to cool hot ōkkti.

Oaths are taken by milk and conditional curses are imposed by an offer of milk. A Rāmoṣi and a Bhūl will not commit theft in a house wherein they have accepted an offer of milk; Rājputs offer milk to an unknown guest as do Sindis and, like the Deccani Muhammadan, they turn away a guest who will not take milk.

THE JACKAL

It is a good omen for a jackal to call whilst corn is being measured or whilst ploughing is in progress. ‘Have you seen to-day the face of a jackal?’ is a popular way of asking if all is well, for it is a good omen to see the face of a jackal. A jackal is one of the few animals the form of which a spirit will not assume. Its thigh-bone is used to avert evil-eye and is tied round the neck or round the feet of prized cattle.

If a jackal is met going from left to right of the traveller the omen is good; the howl of a jackal in broad daylight betokens danger; its howl in answer to another jackal, and this when it is looking south, means the death of the person who sees it, and if it be looking west, means the death of another person by drowning.
THE SHEEP

A sheep to a Muhammadian is holy. The Prophet said a man who wishes to prosper should buy a few sheep. The ram has much kudrat, for it descended from heaven as a substitute for the son of Abraham.

To a Hindu, on the other hand, it is an animal associated with evil. Devout priests will not touch it and a Brahmin would not rear one. It is one of the things which are used in making a gift the object of which is to transfer evil, and it is frequently a scapegoat.

The thigh-bone of a black sheep killed on Saturday averts evil-eye provided it has not had a hole made in it by a butcher.

THE CAT

One of the Prophet's disciples was called Abū Hurera, 'the father of a cat'. The cat received a blessing from the Prophet, and kept in a house brings bárkat. Cats are kept at Muhammadian shrines and food touched by a cat remains clean to a Muhammadian. According to a tradition, cats are not impure; they keep watch around us. The Prophet used water from which a cat had drunk for his purification, and his wife ate from a vessel from which a cat had previously eaten.

Many omens are drawn from the movements of a cat. A cat coming towards a person when he rises in the morning means for him a bad day and a fruitless journey if the cat be met when he sets out. A cat's mewing from the west is a good omen and success comes to a man if a cat comes out of his house along with him. If a cat walks where a Hindu woman in menses has sat or taken a meal it does not by contact carry contagion. A cat's placenta buried under the threshold of a house brings good fortune to the inmates, and the bone of a cat ground into paste is a remedy for a wound caused by a rat.

THE BUFFALO

Although it would be hard to find an Indian village without its buffaloes, the buffalo is to the orthodox Hindu an unholy animal; its milk is not used in religious ritual and those who drink its milk or ride it are supposed to become dull-witted. To see a buffalo early in the morning is a presage of evil and to dream of one brings death. It is a demon Māhiṣāsur, the vehicle of the god of death. It is one of the objects given away in ugra gifts and, like the sheep, is often a scapegoat during an outbreak of epidemics.
THE DOG

It is a happy omen when setting out on a journey to see a dog with meat in its mouth, but a bad omen if the dog be carrying a fresh bone, and it is ominous of death if it be carrying a glowing piece of wood. A dog entering a house with a dry bone warns the householder of some great danger. It tells of coming rain if it barks loudly or utters long-drawn howls on a dunghill or roof of a house during the rainy season, but if it does this in another season it gives warning of a great fire or other calamity. If a dog plays with cattle there is happiness in store for the owner of the cattle; if it licks a man’s shoes it is a sign that he will travel.

A dog crossing the threshing-floor when the grain has been gathered for threshing brings barkat. If a dog steals a piece of bread or other cooked food from a man and takes it to the field or threshing-floor of another man, the latter will have great barkat. If a dog jumps up on a man and embraces his neck the omen is also a good one.

Should a man going to a temple to worship see a dog chewing a shoe he cannot go to the temple till he has taken a bath. If when marriage negotiations are being conducted a dog touches the back of the negotiator the bridal pair will suffer harm, but the bridal pair will be very happy if the dog puts its nose in the face of the person opening the negotiations. Should a dog enter a house and carry away any kind of food the family will suffer poverty. The yelp of a dog near a house is a warning of a coming death in the house or the illness of one of its inmates.

To the taking of omens from animals there is no end. A goat that drinks its own milk brings death to some member of the owner’s family. The crow-pheasant used to live near the hermitages of saints and on behalf of the dead vâjasâba was formerly offered to it, as it is by the Hindu of to-day to crows. To meet a crow- pheasant (bhâradvâj, sambâra bâgi) on a journey means success if it passes on the left, and encircling it sunwise brings barkat. The tâs (Coracias Indica) is equally a bird of omen. If it flies from the right to the left in the first watch of the day it brings a man friendship, mîralâbh, in the second watch it brings annalâbh or food; in the third dhanalâbh or wealth; and in the fourth strîlâbh or the good fortune of a good woman. The great Murâdhâ leader, Šivâji, saw a blue jay flying in an auspicious direction when he set out to capture the fort of Torna whence he got much treasure. The hoopoe, hudhud, should not be killed and is an auspicious bird to meet. The pigeon to a Muhammadan is a Sayid; it is a sin to
kill a pigeon and its cooing brings borkat. A peacock is a bird that receives respect from both Muhammadan and Hindu. It is not eaten by Muhammadans; tame peacocks are kept at Muhammadan shrines and called 'angels'. Feathers of a peacock are kept at shrines and placed inside the Koran; brooms are made from them and at circumcision a peacock's feather is tied to a boy's wrist to keep away spirits and retained until the boy's wound has healed. To a Hindu the peacock is the vahan or vehicle of Sarasvati. Its feathers are used both to invoke and to scare away spirits; the eyes of the feathers are with mercury put in an empty coconut and used to exorcize a spirit; the feathers are tied to the arms of children as a protection against evil-eye and when burnt are used medicinally.
CHAPTER XXI

SPIRITS

According to both Muhammadan and Hindu belief, spirits are a creation apart. The Muhammadan believes they were created from fire; that they consist of two communities, one which has accepted the message of the Prophet, and the other bad souls, arwah khabisah, intent merely on doing mischief to man.

Usually invisible spirits may assume many forms, though they cannot pose as inanimate objects, such as stones. Their forms may be those of animals, such as buffaloes, goats, kids, dogs, sheep, cats, cocks, tigers and asses. Except when guarding buried treasure they are not supposed to take the form of a snake and they never take the form of a jackal and very rarely that of a horse. Besides animal forms, they assume forms semi-human or human. They can assume the form of a man who has died; their semi-human forms are many. They may have their feet reversed; their eyes in their foreheads looking upwards; long hair sweeping the ground; they may be headless or without thumbs. Whatever their form, they have no shadow and avoid contact with the ground. Hindu spirits are often of tremendous height, but the Muhammadan seems to picture his spirits as of shorter proportions, resembling more a water-skin. The form the spirit takes is largely determined by the person who sees the spirit, for it is a creation of man’s imagination.

Spirits propagate and are very fertile. There are men who have had visions of their colonies and seen them swarming with children. They breed in more ways than one, for they breed by mental sakti, yet there is a yoni of spirits and intercourse between human beings and spirits is not uncommon. Of instances of such supposed congress I have come across two. In the one case one of my staff whose work I had found very indifferently performed justified himself by saying he was perpetually persecuted by an amorous female spirit; in another case a municipal servant went to a well with his wife but found the water in the well very low
and his ropes not long enough to reach it. To his horror, from which he died, his wife stretched out her hand many feet until she reached the water with her pot, and the unfortunate husband discovered he had married a spirit. Women without hope of issue are also said to go naked by night to cemeteries and ghāts in the hope that spirits will there make them enceinte.

Spirits eat and drink somewhat after the fashion of men; they actually eat the food of man and are fond of blood, but they avoid salt and water and they feed in strange ways, drawing sustenance for a time merely from smells, emptying a coconut of its milk without breaking the shell, or drinking from the udders of milk cattle.

Some people have an uncanny capacity for seeing spirits which is denied to others. People who are haunted by spirits are naturally able to see them; people with spots on the pupils of their eyes can see them; children born with the foot presentation are able to see them, and pregnant women have the same power. Those who have this power of seeing spirits are said to have ramagammi eyes. Animals have the same power, and this is one reason why so many portents are drawn from the sounds and movements of animals; animals are able to see the evil that spirits are plotting and attempt to give man a friendly warning.

Besides being visible in animal or semi-human forms, spirits betray their presence in other ways. They make tree branches shake violently; on full-moon days and at other times they show their presence in sudden fitful flashes of light in unaccustomed places such as a lonely forest or on the banks of rivers or the shore of the sea. Their weeping, yelling, talking and laughing in isolated spots away from the haunts of men can be heard; they rush past with the sound of wind and from this characteristic are called ghāji, 'wind'. A whirlwind is called Devagāji or 'the demon's wind'. When a person is possessed by a spirit, though an ignorant man, he may suddenly deliver learned lectures and speak Sanscrit; constant yawning is another sign of spirit possession, as is eating heartily but without satisfaction or a nervous shaking of the head, labar, when music is heard.

There are many names given to spirits in general and individually. The Muhammadan calls them Sayad, Fakir and even Pir or saint; he calls them Iblis or Saitan but his general term for them is yin, jinnat. The Hindu word dev for 'god' is derived from the Sanscrit 'div', 'to shine'; the gods of the Hindu are shining, his spirits, on the other hand, are supposed to be dark. From the same word dev, however, is taken the Kanarese deva, which is
applied to a spirit and to anything huge or grotesque. The two words, dev and deva, are applied to objects that excite wonder and suggest power; the latter word connotes something which seems contrary to the normal, but it is obvious that there must be many objects which the dweller in the wilder parts finds a difficulty in classifying as dev or deva. Both words express a recognition of something out of the common, something supernatural and inexplicable by ordinary experience.

Bhūt or "spiritual being" is a Sanscrit word still used, and pret is another such word. It is dangerous, however, to speak of spirits by name individually or collectively, for this is equivalent to summoning them and so many words are used to avoid this danger. They are referred to as piṣūṭāśina piṣūcā, 'eaters of flesh and blood'; niśācara, 'wanderers in the night'; ghālī, 'wind'; riśādah, 'eaters of dead bodies'. They are also called even graha or planets; the spirits which dwell near ponds, in forests and in trees are collectively called yakṣayan and a female spirit of this class yakṣinī or yakṣīṇī.

Spirits bring evil to man. They cause epilepsy, convulsions, rheumatism and madness; they cause fear and, according to some thinkers, this is the only way in which they can cause death, as birth and death are beyond their control. They steal things possessing sakti, such as milk, buttermilk, butter, bread and grain; they actually steal milk from the cow. Spirits cause barrenness in women, in trees and in animals; they dry up the supply of milk that milch cattle give. They steal cattle and make them wander and they remove babies from their cradles. They obstruct the delivery of a woman and delay the attaining of puberty by a maiden. The tricks they play to annoy man are legion. They will turn his cooked rice into worms, his butter into clay and his milk into blood; they will set fire to his house or his stack of hay; they will drop excrement into his plate as he dines. When stones rattle on the roof and pieces of the ceiling or its beams persist in falling, it is certain that the jealousy of a spirit has been aroused. A problem I once attempted to solve, and unsuccessfully, was to induce masters and children to return to a school which, newly opened, had been abandoned immediately because every child who attended the school returned home covered with weals on its back caused by spirits.

Spirits reside near hidden treasure, in abandoned houses, old wells and graveyards; they haunt trees, waterfalls, caves and huge boulders and any feature of Nature which the peasant does not consider sacred. At the gate of a village and the threshold
of a house spirits congregate, awaiting an opportunity to obtain entry into the village or house by clinging to the feet of men or cattle. Mountains, marshes and water are haunted by them, as are fire-places and all unclean places.

Wherever there is beneficent power there will be found spirit activity. To remain some time in a temple is a cure for spirit possession; when women are possessed they are sent to a temple and the other women-folk of their household don the garments of a man. Spirits, however, lurk in the precincts of a temple and every temple has a bell which a devotee visiting the temple must ring, saying as he does so, 'Ring the bell that God may come and spirits haste away'. Water in which the feet of a saint have been bathed scares away spirits; spirits are driven away or exorcized by the mere name of a saint; some saintly shrines are famous for their power to cure possessed persons and some saints are supposed to have spirits in their command, and yet saints take iron filings to keep away spirits. In the same way the bridal pair requires special protection from spirits, though the water in which the feet of the bridegroom have been bathed itself keeps away spirits. Trees are often haunted and many of them have names which include the word bhūt, yet even these and their parts are used by man to defeat spirits. Grain is stolen by spirits and half the ritual of the threshing-floor is directed to protect the grain against spirits, yet grain is used in many ways to keep away spirits of form a barrier, dikbāndha, against them. Fire and allied things are destroyers of spirits; ashes, lamps and soot keep away spirits, but the fire hearth is a haunted spot and spirits oft appear as flashes of fire. There is nothing more generally used than water to keep away spirits and yet water is haunted. Of all animals the horse is supposed to have exceptional power to resist spirits; it protects its rider and its hair and shoes are amulets against spirits, and yet a spirit may take the form of a horse. Spirits again are most active on certain days of sakti; on Pūrṇimā, Amāvāsyā and on holy days. Man himself labours incessantly to protect himself and his rites from spirits, but his spit averts spirits; the combings and cuttings of his hair when burnt protect a woman in her confinement and free a victim of spirit possession, whilst his shadow falling upon a spirit causes the spirit to faint.

The religious ritual of the Hindu, lastly, always has two aspects of which one is the taking of measures against spirits. Evil spirits come from all quarters to obstruct the performance of religious rites, and so before beginning any religious rite such as jap, a sanskāra or the installation of a god, protection against spirits is
imperative. The *dīkhāndha* or barrier against spirits is a common feature of ritual; the snapping of the fingers and clapping of the hands is another measure of defence.

The fear of the threshold, which is as common in India as in other parts of the world, is explained by the Hindu as a survival of the fear of spirits who used to obstruct the sacrifices which of old were performed on the threshold, the *Vedi* or *Yajnabhūmi*. To-day the threshold in common belief is the abode both of beneficent and of evil *sakti*. It is the place where formerly prayers were made for wealth and happiness and therefore still associated with *Lakṣmi*, the goddess of good fortune; it is also the dreaded haunt of evil spirits. The many taboos connected with the threshold are determined by one or other of these characteristics of the threshold. As associated with *Lakṣmi* it is forbidden to step on the threshold and the bridal pair are lifted over it. Muhammadan practice, particularly in the Deccan, is very similar to that of the Hindu. In Sind the Muhammadan bride is lifted across the threshold of her husband’s house; in the Deccan the boy whose circumcision is to be performed goes to a mosque and at that time is lifted over the threshold by his nearest male relative; when a Muhammadan pilgrim returns from pilgrimage he is lifted across the threshold of his home; at a Muhammadan marriage the bride is lifted by her brother or maternal uncle across the threshold of her own house. Early every morning Hindu women worship the threshold, sprinkling water mixed with cowdung and making designs on it of good luck with powder. After the worship of the tulsi plant (*Ocimum sanctum*) in *Śrāvaṇa* the threshold is always worshipped before those who have worshipped the tulsi re-enter their house. The threshold must not be touched by the feet, and acts of *himsā*, such as cutting wood, grass or betel-nuts, must not be done on the threshold. Nothing should be passed across the threshold by one person on one side to another person on the other side; a lamp burning oil of ground-nut must not be placed on the threshold, and only a child with its great *sakti* can sit on it with impunity. To sneeze on the threshold is dangerous, and water must at once be sprinkled on it and on the framework of the door. As the entrance to the dwelling of man it is naturally on the threshold that horse-shoes are nailed and lemons are hung to keep away spirits.

Certain classes of persons are frequently or generally haunted by spirits. Women, in general, are associated with spirits. *Nāri pratyaksa rākṣasi*. They are beautiful and spirits assail beauty; they have periods of impurity which attracts spirits; they have
milk and this also attracts spirits. They are also weak, and weak people are haunted. People who are sick are also liable to be haunted, for the weakness of their mental power makes them prone to visualize their fears and these bring spirit apparitions. Anger or fright, again, exposes a man to spirits. Religious people are particularly exposed to spirit molestation, and one proof of this is that whenever they commit a breach of the rules of dharma they suffer ill which is attributed to spirits. Persons who have eaten meat, as a protection against spirits, should not leave the enclave of the village-god for some time; persons who have smeared themselves with turmeric attract spirits, and this attraction is given as one reason for the measures taken to protect the bridal pair, for in most communities the bride and bridegroom are anointed with turmeric. Prostitutes are another class of persons liable to be haunted.

The ordinary man, however, is attacked by spirits only when he happens to hurt them, and this he may do by thoughtlessly throwing out of door after dark the sweepings of his house, by spitting or treading on them. Talking whilst doing an unclean act also brings spirits.

Spirits have great power. According to Muhammadans, they have the Ism Azam, a word which confers great power only less than that of God. They can speak any language and a gibberish attributed to them by Hindus is largely made up of Sanscrit words. They can tell the past of a human being and see his future. They can say where lost or stolen property lies, whether the sick will recover or die and can prescribe the treatment which on occasion may even be advice to worship a god.

On the coast of Kanara castes like Halepaiks, Bhandaris, Matkars and others depend almost entirely on a professional class who can summon spirits in any difficulty. These Ghadiga place rice on a board or pâg, pass their right palm over the rice and summon spirits, from whom they inquire as to the action the applicant should take. Through the agency of spirits both good and evil can be wrought. A spirit, too, if treated with respect may become the guardian of a household, and on the threshing-floor the cooperation of spirits is always sought to secure the maximum increase of grain.

Muhammadans also have their methods of summoning spirits. Suleiman had a ring which gave him power over the spirits as well as over the winds and the animal creation, a ring which had been given him by Allah. This ring he lost but discovered later in a fish he was about to eat. Before his death Suleiman was told,
by God to throw this ring into the well of Zemzem within the
precincts of the mosque at Mecca. Though the ring, however, of
Suleiman is no longer in the possession of any mortal, there are
people who have rings of Suleiman, Khātim-i-Suleiman; these
are ordinary rings to which they apply a black dye and give to
a small boy to hold and gaze at till mesmerized, when Suleiman is
invoked and comes in pomp, bringing the spirits with him.

By summoning spirits one may find out the person responsible
for a theft. A boy or girl above ten years of age but below puberty,
whose body is without blemish, is bathed and dressed in red
clothes. On a piece of paper a Koranic verse is written and the
paper is stuck on the child’s forehead. The child is made to sit
on a clean spot over which incense has been burned, and two or
three pious persons sit with the child. The following chart is
then written on a plate with a dot of black ink in the centre at
which the child gazes whilst a reader reads forty times the Surah
Azimah.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Michael</th>
<th>Gabriel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Israel</th>
<th>Israfil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The boy is then asked what he can see; at first he replies that
he can see spirits like men; then he is told to summon sweepers
to sweep the ground and to sprinkle the ground with water; the
sweepers come and then a man comes and spreads a carpet, and
finally the child sees in the dot the arrival in pomp of the King of
the Spirits. The reader then tells the child to salaam the king
and to demand the name of the thief and the site of the stolen
article. The king of spirits writes out this information which the
boy, though illiterate, is able to read. Another practice is to write
the same chart on a plate or inside a cup which the boy holds as
the sūratu yā sin is recited. The plate or cup held in the boy’s
right hand will lead the boy to the site of the stolen property.

In Kanara one may find wooden images of spirits which receive
regular worship as gods do; in the Konkan there are stone images
called pitar, the worship of which gives command over spirits.
Then, too, there is the worship of Vēṭal, prince of spirits. It is
characteristic of the worship of spirits that the same cleanliness is normally required as in the worship of gods; the dealing of men with spirits, however, involves the strict exclusion of women whose participation would result in the control of man by the spirits and not that of the spirits by man. A mantrik avoids food prepared by a woman just as rigorously as a saint avoids it; acts of *himsā* are as destructive of a mantrik’s art as they are of the *barkat* of one who resorts to religious ritual to win power. A mantrik must not hear the sound of grinding during his meals nor when preparing a charm; *bhūts* will not sweep in the presence of one practising the magic art, and quite a general practice is not to sweep whilst such a practitioner is dining.

The evil power of spirits is invoked into objects in the same way as beneficent *sakti* is invoked. One use that is made of this invoked *sakti* is to invoke it into images or into the skull of a woman who died in childbirth and use the image or the skull to protect gardens against trespassers. The *sakti* of *Yakṣini*, the wife of *Vetāl*, is invoked into a branch of raktabutale, and this is kept tied to a beam in a temple or at the tomb of a saint to keep it immune from impure contacts. The mantrik uses this branch whenever he wants paste to write charms, and it is worshipped every *Amavasyā* which is a *bhūts* or day of spirits.

Various forms of power keep away spirits. Childless women wear a tiny copper box to keep away the spirit which causes barrenness; a copper bracelet worn at an eclipse assists a woman in travail, protecting her from the spirit that obstructs delivery; copper coins offered to trees in mock marriages free the bridegroom from the attentions of spirits. Iron and things of iron are used on all occasions when spirits are active; they protect the newborn infant and its mother; they protect the dead on this earth and even on their way to the next world; they protect the bridal pair and the boy at his circumcision; they protect the invoked *sakti* of the *devak* and of the *hālgamba*, the grain on the threshing-floor, the girl who attains puberty and the pregnant woman. Saints find in iron a protection against spirits; iron articles guard the threshold and protect cattle; they drive spirits from trees or fix them helpless in the trees.

Salt, again, protects a corpse; a woman on her delivery; children and the bridal pair; it drives away spirits from a newly constructed house or well. Stones may be used as a *dikbāṇḍha* against spirits and are carried as a protection by travellers. Invested with *sakti* they protect cattle-sheds and are buried in fields, houses and gardens. Earth, fire and water avert spirits. Bread is a protection
against spirits, as is grain; grain is sprinkled on a person possessed and is used as a dikbändha; it protects the rás on the threshing-floor and a winnowing-fan associated with grain has the same protecting power. Black things defeat the activity of spirits; certain combinations of numbers are potent charms against them, whilst the number of trees and plants used to keep away spirits is very large.

There is power in certain names to avert spirits; the names of gods such as Dattātreya or of great mantriks such as Basappa of Betigeri. Sacred passages drive away spirits; the prayer Rāmraḵa and the hymn Ratrisūkta. The sūratu yā sin is the heart of the Koran and its great power drives away spirits; the ʿayatuʿl-kurši, the 256th verse of the second chapter of the Koran, the sūratuʿl jinn, the seventy-second chapter and the hundred and twelfth chapter, the sūratuʿl ikhlās, also defeat spirits. The bismillāh itself is uttered by every Muhammadan on every occasion when he anticipates evil, including the evil that spirits bring; it is said when he goes near a tree, when he saddles a horse, before he begins to eat; written on paper it is placed below the pole of the threshing-floor. Besides the bismillāh, ‘in the name of God’, another phrase commonly used to keep away spirits is Bismillāh ʿ-raḥman ʿ-raḥim, ‘In the name of God the merciful, the compassionate’. The whole barkat of the first chapter of the Koran which itself contains the whole barkat of the Koran, is to be found in this latter phrase; the barkat of the phrase is to be found in the letter B with which it begins and of this letter the barkat lies in the dot below it. The recital of the kalimah or creed is a defence against spirits, and this is contained in the twenty-first verse of the forty-seventh chapter and in the twenty-ninth verse of the forty-eighth chapter of the Koran; it is a declaration that there is no god but God and that Muhammad is his apostle. The numerical value of verses of the Koran is also taken to form charms against spirits which are tied to the arm or neck of a haunted person, buried in the western wall of a house to prevent spirits throwing stones on the roof, or washed in water which is then drunk by a person possessed.
Sometimes beneficent power, though requiring protection itself against spirits, transmits to objects which have been in contact with it a power to avert spirits. The two best examples of this are the power of prasād and that of ṛṭih. The prasād of a god or of a saint and the ṛṭih of a god or of a person with special sakti have power to keep away spirits. The sweepings of a temple, again, though not considered prasād, are put in water and sprinkled over a house to scare away spirits, or over children suffering from convulsions caused by spirits. Water in which a god has been bathed, water in which the feet of a bridegroom or a saint have been bathed, keeps away spirits; ashes from certain homs have a great power in scaring away spirits, in particular the ashes from a temple of Maruti which are preserved as a permanent prophylactic.

If all forms of beneficent sakti are really manifestations of one cosmic sakti there is also a marked bond of relationship between different forms of evil sakti. There is evil in the sakti of pāyyun-
at times; there is always evil in the \textit{sakti} of \textit{dr\text{\textacute{}}}ti; there is evil in the \textit{pi\text{\textacute{}}}d\text{\textacute{}}} of the planets; evil in the power of spirits and even in beneficent \textit{sakti} itself an element of evil. Between all these there is a similarity in the effects they produce and in the measures taken to avert those effects the similarity is very close.

\textit{P\text{\textacute{}}}ayg\text{\textacute{}}}un and \textit{dr\text{\textacute{}}}ti are closely related; terminology makes them identical; they both cause minor illnesses such as nausea and indigestion and abdominal pain. Bread is used as a defence against both evil \textit{p\text{\textacute{}}}ayg\text{\textacute{}}}un and against \textit{dr\text{\textacute{}}}ti; water deprives the former of its evil potentiality and averts evil-eye; iron and gold again are as effective in warding off the one evil as the other. Both of these forms of evil \textit{sakti} again are related to the evil \textit{sakti} of spirits. Washing the feet is a measure of protection against evil-eye, against \textit{p\text{\textacute{}}}ayg\text{\textacute{}}}un and also against spirits who attach themselves to the feet of men. Grain is used to render \textit{p\text{\textacute{}}}ayg\text{\textacute{}}}un innocuous and is widely used to exorcise spirits or avert them. Fire, which is so commonly used to burn the evil of the eye, is a potent defence against spirits and is used to make \textit{p\text{\textacute{}}}ayg\text{\textacute{}}}un harmless. When a man sneezes water is sprinkled to avert spirits, but at the same time water is applied to his eyes. All these forms of evil \textit{sakti} are lastly closely related to the evil power of the planets. Planets inflict evil-eye; the \textit{sakti} of a man is drawn from the planets and evil \textit{p\text{\textacute{}}}ayg\text{\textacute{}}}un is decided by the horoscope; spirits are actually called planets and measures taken to protect \textit{sakti} from the sun are explained as protection against evil spirits and the evil-eye of the planets. The effects attributed to the adverse influence of the planets and to the activity of spirits are often identical; to the \textit{pi\text{\textacute{}}}d\text{\textacute{}}} of planets are due disasters such as madness, epilepsy, hysteria, fits and even death, but these are also caused by spirits. Eggs are used to avert the evil of the eye, but also as a bait for spirits when a woman is in travail. Black things protect man against spirits, against the \textit{pi\text{\textacute{}}}d\text{\textacute{}}} of the planets and against evil-eye; trees avert both spirits and the evil of the eye and many other articles such as brooms, shoes and winnowing-fans are employed to avert all these forms of evil \textit{sakti}. The activity of spirits, moreover, is very marked on days such as Tuesday and Saturday when the influence of the planets is also baneful.

There remains the evil that beneficent \textit{sakti} occasions when in revolt, and here again this evil is hardly distinguishable from the evil caused by spirits. When the \textit{sakti} of a holy place is in revolt against the contact of an unclean person madness is often caused, but this is one of the ills brought by spirits. In many cases the revolt of \textit{sakti} is admitted to bring in the activity of spirits. When
an unclean person attempts to collect honey the revolt of the sakti of the honey results in his being stung by the bees, but the bees are instigated to do this by spirits; when an unclean person insults the sakti of a tree by climbing it, it is a spirit which makes him fall from the tree. One can collect honey without being stung if one has previously propitiated Veṭāl, who rules the spirits. At certain hours of sakti, parvakaḷ, some forms of himsā are strictly forbidden and the penalty of disregarding these injunctions brings in the agency of spirits to enforce the inevitable penalty. If one sleeps at hours of sakti, spirits enter the ears of the sleeper and make them ring; if one violates the injunction not to eat and drink, spirits join in one’s meal; if one is unchaste, spirits again work their will; if one sweeps at these times, one hurts a spirit and incurs its wrath. If one sleeps on the day following the fast of Ekādaśī, one must besmear the soles of one’s feet with ghee to deceive the spirits. Another example of the close relation between the evil that beneficent sakti may cause and the evil worked by spirits lies in the fear the rayat has of an undue increase of grain on his threshing-floor. In the Deccan this abnormal increase is attributed to the sakti of the grain, but the evils that follow to the activity of spirits; in the Karnāṭak the increase itself may be due to the agency of spirits, but whether due to beneficent or to evil sakti the remedy against such excessive increase is to throw a shoe at the pile of grain, and a shoe is a sovereign defence against spirits.

Muhammadans and Hindus alike associate spirit activity with the evils that follow the outrage of beneficent power. Pollution of a mosque brings in the agency of spirits and those who sleep in a mosque are disturbed by jinn. If a Hindu eats food before he has made an offering to a god spirits seize the food.

We can thus make our way in circles through the seeming maze of Indian thought. The law of dharma, the keys to the attainment of power and of punya, are from one point of view the conservation of beneficent power; when the rules that these dictate are broken there follows pāp or sin, a form of evil power which reduces for the Hindu his fund of punya. Pāp is the revolt of sakti and the revolt of sakti brings in the agency of evil spirits. A religious man more than any other is haunted by spirits who act as ministers of the law, enforcing a penalty whenever there is a breach of the rules of dharma.

Beneficent and evil power are never quite separated. No beneficent sakti is quite immune from molestation by the sakti of evil, though the aged and the devout Brahmacārī are supposed to approach this immunity. Images of deities need protection
from evil-eye and temples from spirits; the devak and other symbols into which beneficent sakti is invoked require protection; persons who possess great sakti similarly need defence, and neither the saint, the child nor the god-like bridegroom is safe from evil. Always closely connected, the unity in the effects produced by evil suggests that there are moments when beneficent sakti stands aside and allows evil sakti to work its will, but the frequency or rarity of such moments is for man to attempt to determine.
CHAPTER XXII
Curses and Oaths

The Indian Oaths Act, 1873, Section 8, allows witnesses or parties in any judicial proceeding to give evidence on oath in any form common amongst or held binding by persons of the race or persuasion to which they belong, and not repugnant to justice or decency and not purporting to affect any third person. It is rare, indeed, however, that a magistrate comes across any of the multitudinous forms of oath which are used in everyday life.

An oath is a simple assertion that the taker of the oath is speaking the truth, or a form of curse in which he calls down upon himself some punishment if he speaks false. Whichever form, however, the oath takes the person who takes it swears by something that possesses power.

Oaths are taken by persons possessed of power. Oaths are taken by a child and by its neck or blood. The Hindu when taking this oath says, 'If I do this I will be drinking the blood of my child', 'If I do this I will eat my child', 'I take my child or this child in my hand', 'A child is near me'. He also adds to the power of his oath by placing the child before an image of a god. Both Hindus and Muhammadans place their right hand on a child when swearing, though sometimes the child is not touched. Another practice is to establish a contact with the child by stepping over it, an act itself full of dangers. Oaths are taken by parents or grandparents. One Hindu oath is 'If I were to drink the blood of my parents, then only would I do this'. Oaths are taken by relatives, but oaths by distant relatives are not considered dangerous. Relatives swear, touching the neck of another, and more often than not the oath is taken by a female relative. A Hindu swears by a saint, 'I am sitting before the saint', 'My face is towards the saint', 'The saint is behind me'. He swears by the feet of a saâmi; by the house or the math of a saint, by his raised seat or, as he swears, he touches the tomb of a saint. The Muhammadan takes an oath at the shrine of a saint, keeping his hand on the
door of the tomb or on its covering and repeating the name of the saint; he swears by the house of a living saint; he also swears by the cot of an elderly person, a leader or Sirdar, by the matting of a Sirdar tadejo kasm, and by the beard of an old man. Both the Hindu and the Muhammadan swear by a bridegroom and the Muhammadan swears by the pilgrim returned from Mecca, haji sayorejo kasm ahe.

Objects possessed of power are sworn by. Oaths are taken by grain, 'I am sitting on grain', 'I hold grain in my hand'. In taking such an oath the swearer prays that he may die of starvation if false. Oaths are taken by the threshing-floor, 'I am standing in the threshing-floor'; by a vegetable garden, by the standing crops and by a crop after it has been reaped. Mahārs, Vaddars and Calvadis swear by grass. The Hindu, in general, swears by trees such as the tulsi and the banni, the bel and the andumbar. Oaths are taken by the leaves of the pipal (Ficus religiosa) which the swearer crushes in his hands and prays that God will similarly crush him if he speaks false. Kurudas swear by the shade of a tree. Fodder is touched as an oath is taken, or coconuts and betel-leaves are held in the hand. The Muhammadan takes an oath by green verdure but, as a rule, does not touch it any more than he would touch the branch of a tree when swearing, from fear lest he should wither as all green things eventually wither. He swears by the leaves of trees and sometimes climbs a tree to take an oath, for if his oath be false he will fall from the tree.

As a Hindu or a Muhammadan takes an oath he will sit on the ground or lay his hand on the ground. The Muhammadan believes that if such an oath be falsely taken the earth will crush him in the grave after death. Oaths are taken by water, 'I hold the Ganges in my hand', 'I stand in the water of the Ganges', 'I am standing in a river', 'I have bathed'. An oath by water or by the river Indus is equally common among Muhammadans, who also swear by Khwaja Khizr with whom water and vegetation are associated. Fire is the subject of an oath. When an oath is taken by fire an earthen pot containing fire is touched. The Hindu also swears by a lamp, 'I hold a lamp', 'I am under the light of a lamp', 'A lamp is before me'. In the case of an oath by a lamp the man demanding an oath may light a lamp which the person taking the oath extinguishes saying, 'If I speak false may there be no lamp in my house'. In this phrase the lamp in the house means progeny. In Bombay Moguls swear by a lamp, jotki kasm. The Muhammadan swears by fire, holding his hand over it, or offers ashes to another by which to swear.
Artisans and craftsmen, whether Muhammadan or Hindu, swear by their implements of trade; agriculturists by their ploughs and bullocks, clerks by their pens, potters by their kilns, warriors by their swords, and a barber by his razor.

An oath by salt is common among Hindus but not among Muhammadans; it is quite common among the more primitive races and tribes. The Bhil swears, 'I am touching salt' and the Ghattivaddar swears in the same way. Oaths are taken by bread, 'I hold bread', 'I am seated at table', 'I am under your roof'.

Hours and days of power are sworn by. The Hindu swears by sunset and by dawn; Among Muhammadans in Sind I have found oaths by sunset and dawn, by an eclipse, by the full moon and the new moon and by the first Monday of a month. Other Muhammadan oaths are by the month of Ramadān, by the nights of festivals such as 'Īd Mulūd, Shah-ba-rat, the night of Friday, and by sacred days such as the first or the twenty-seventh of Ramadān, sayori ratjo kasm ahe.

The Muhammadan takes an oath in a mosque in front of the mīhrāb, Khudajo ghar; an oath taken in a Jama Masjid is considered very dangerous, whilst an oath may be taken by repeating the name of a mosque or by using the word mosque only without reference to any particular mosque. A Hindu also takes an oath in a temple, and some temples, as those of Durgāva, Mahārūdra and Mahākāli, make an oath very serious. In the temple an oath is taken by the bel bhandāra or the turmeric powder used in the worship of Khandoba, and this form of oath is very common in the Deccan, 'I have lifted the bel bhandāra'. The feet of the image in the temple may be touched; the sacred ashes, unqār, may be held in the hand. The swearer sometimes says, 'I am standing in a temple'; sometimes he takes the name of the temple, and a particularly dangerous oath is to take the name of a temple which in ordinary conversation has to be avoided. Stones representing gods are sworn by and an oath is most dreaded if the god sworn by be Narsinh or the family god. Oaths are also taken by flowers removed from a divine image.

Calvadis swear by the graves of their ancestors. Ghattivaddars by a graveyard and by bones and skulls. Ghantichrs, Bestars, Dong Dasaris and Koruars swear by a skull. A Hindu oath may be taken by the tomb of a man murdered innocently; by a corpse, 'I do not lie as I carry a corpse'. A criminal may swear by the gallows. Shepherds carrying a basket filled with the dung of sheep walk round a flock of sheep as an oath and are supposed to lose all
their sheep if they speak false. Butchers swear by raw meat. \textit{Vaddars} who are stone-cutters swear by a heap of stones.

Muhammadans swear by any book of religious learning, and if they be sitting with an \textit{Allām} swear 'by the learning which is in your chest’. The Koran is kissed, placed on the head whilst the swearer turns towards Mecca. Other Muhammadan oaths are taken by cattle; by henna; by one's livelihood, \textit{rozi}. Women swear by their own eyes, \textit{nurjo kasm}; oaths are also taken by the foot of another person, \textit{tumare payko hath lyakar kohta hun}; by a rosary and by milk, \textit{khir bhatarojo kasm ahe}; by pet animals, by the moon and by the sun. Among Hindu oaths are oaths taken touching a religious book; by the sun, moon and stars; by the feet of bullocks, by a cow or calf, the swearer holding its tail, touching its back or pointing towards it; by turmeric, by the trefoil bell leaf; by the rosary used in \textit{jay}; by a man's sacred thread or a married woman's \textit{mangalsūtra} (\textit{guldāni}, Kan.); by the \textit{dhupārī} or pot of incense placed before the image of a god. \textit{ Bhils} swear by a tiger, 'Tiger will eat me if I am false'; \textit{Ghatti-vaddars, Ghatichors, Bestars, Dong Dasaris and Korkars} swear by manure and \textit{Bhils} by cowdung. \textit{Chapparbands} swear by articles they have stolen.

Hindus swear saying, 'I am speaking \textit{Rāmvaćan}', a reference to the truthfulness of Rama, or, 'I am taking the \textit{bhīśma pratidynā}', 'I take the vow of Bhīśma, ancestor of the \textit{Pāṇḍavās}, who never broke a vow'.

Some oaths are far more serious than others. An oath taken by a Hindu on Saturday, \textit{Ekādāsi}, \textit{Amāvāsyā}, \textit{Pūrṇimā}, at sunset, at an eclipse, or on a day of fast are dangerous oaths deriving their enhanced power from the power of the time. The Muhammadan also attributes greater power to an oath taken at an eclipse, at dawn or sunset, at full moon, or on the first Monday and Friday of a month.

An oath is the more serious if taken in a place full of power, such as in a graveyard, the \textit{dargāh} of a saint, a mosque or a temple. If the taker of an oath be unclean at the time he takes an oath the danger of swearing is the greater; if a pregnant woman takes an oath she does harm to her future child, nor should a woman within forty days of her delivery take an oath. An oath taken after sexual intercourse or after easing oneself is very dangerous. On the other hand, wearing wet clothes is a proof of ritual cleanliness after a bath and an oath is the more serious if taken when wearing wet clothes. An oath is more binding if taken on an empty stomach or in a state of nakedness. Among Hindus there are
practices of covering the body, though the swearer is still considered to be naked. Those who have as their family goddess, Yellara, discard their clothes and twist round their waist the small twigs and leaves of the nim-tree, and then take an oath by the temple of the goddess. Others cover their body thickly with sandalwood-paste. The first of these practices is called uľiqi and the second gandhad uľiqi.

Himśā of any kind adds danger to an oath. An oath is worse if taken after cutting grass or cutting a tree, after shaving or cutting the hair, after grinding or even in front of a grindstone. One is well advised not to take an oath when standing on grass, sitting on a stone or standing near water or fire. To add efficacy to an oath the swearer stands on a stone, holds a stone or maybe even breaks a stone. Burning hair-combings or nail-clippings or grinding stones when an oath is taken makes the oath very dangerous.

Eating or drinking the thing sworn by effects a contact, as does touching or holding the object, which transmits the intention of the person taking the oath and makes the object sworn by carry out his wish and cause injury if he be treacherous. Because of this transmission of intention by assimilation a Sindi Muhammadan, as a rule, will not even drink water when swearing.

There are several sayings which emphasize the danger of taking an oath. The Muhammadan says, 'Na kasm dian chango; na kasm khanan chango', 'Not to give an oath is good; not to take an oath is good'; 'Kasmi khan bhaj pare', 'Run away from one who takes an oath'. The Hindu shows reluctance to giving hospitality to one who has taken an oath and avoids being present at a temple when an oath is taken; people seeing a man going to a temple to swear will try to dissuade him from going.

To avert the effects of an oath charity is given. If a man, for instance, take an oath by his child the mother will protect the child by giving charity. Another measure of defence is for the child to spit or for the mother to spit or even any one in whose presence the oath has been taken. Hindus also to avert the effects of an oath press their tongue between their teeth.

CURSES

Śap

A curse may take the form of an appeal to God to injure some one, sometimes stating some definite harm which the person cursing hopes another will receive. Curses may, however, be
uttered without an appeal to a divine person; they may also be
pure invective, but in general this form of curse is not combined
with one that includes an appeal to God.

The curses of some persons are far more dangerous than those
of others. 'The houses on which female relations not being duly
honoured pronounce a curse, perish completely as if destroyed by
magic' (Manu, iii, 58). The sakti which a woman possesses in her
pregnancy adds force to her curse; the special power of the old
makes their curse more dangerous, and in the same way the power
of the bridal pair or of a guest adds power to their curses. Parents,
as far as their children are concerned, are possessed of special
sakti, their curse is very dangerous; the curse again of a saint is
very dangerous and nothing can mitigate its deleterious effects
save the hand of God.

When a man curses he considers his tongue defiled and therefore
washes his mouth. A Lingayat woman, after uttering a curse,
will not touch her baby until she has washed her mouth and her
feet. The same idea of defilement leads to a person who utters
a curse going outside his house before he curses.

An undeserved curse can effect no harm to the person cursed,
but it recoils on the head of the person who uttered the curse.

MAIR

Mair is an expression used in Sind only. Literally it means
'a meeting of persons', but in practice it is used to describe an
act by which a conditional curse is imposed or transferred to
another person should he not accede to a request. The original
meaning of the word is more or less retained when a large number
of people are taken to a man suspected of theft to force from him
a confession, and the mair derives its force from the number of
the people and not from the special power of any individual among
them.

This transference of a conditional curse is sometimes expressly
stated by the person who brings mair to another or threatens to
bring it, 'If you do not do this as I wish I will bring you mair
of the Koran'.

Mair is said to be 'upon' a person and mair is 'brought'.
'Hane mair andi-sun', 'We have now brought mair'. A person
to whom mair is brought may decline to accept it, saying 'Man
tho mair vijhain'.

Mair is effective only with those who fear, but on the other
hand there are phrases which make it a slur on a man to refuse to
accept mair. 'Hik chae biyo na mane tanhiji saji rab bhane'
One man says, another does not hearken, God breaks his unbroken things'. There is, however, something dangerous in mair. 'May the effect of mair befall no one', and a person who often takes mair to other people is avoided and considered a bad person.

Mair has many forms. It may consist in nothing more than touching the turban or the chin of the person to whom mair is brought; touching his feet, placing one's turban at his feet or touching his horse or his reins. A dangerous form of mair is to place a son in his father's arms and say, 'Here is his mair', for there is associated with this mair the possibility of the child's death if the request demanded is not granted.

There is the mair of old men and there is mair in the repetition of the personal names of saints. The mair of a virgin is equal to that of seven Korans, and to force the grant of a request a young girl is taken to the person from whom a request is demanded and left with him till the boon is granted. There is mair of a guest, mihmanji mair, and fear of this is one of the factors fostering hospitality. Whilst the Muhammadan bridegroom sits in Vanča he should not speak, and so the fear of evil consequences should he speak makes his mair the more dangerous and he is taken to others to force a request. A bride is not used in mair, but a small child, a Maulvi and a pilgrim are all used as mair.

Other forms of mair are saje danyaji mair thi, 'the mair of the whole world', Risøjì mair thi, 'Let there be the mair of food', chain nyaminji mair, 'the mair of four virgins', chain fakiranjì mair, 'the mair of four fakirs', Koran mair thi, murshid mair thi, Pir mair thi and Rasulji mair, the mair of the Prophet. There is the mair of green verdure, sai savalji mair. Snake-charmers bring the mair of Suleiman to their snakes.

When an oath takes the form of eating or drinking the object sworn by, it is usual to speak of mair. An oath by milk is khirji mair, an oath by salt is hunaji mair, and an oath by grain is anaaji mair.

Mair may be brought not only to human beings but to trees. When a nail is driven into a tree the person driving the nail says, 'Khudaji mair thi or Rasulji mair thi', 'May there be the mair of God or the mair of the Prophet'. Mair is also used to coerce a dead saint. A stone is thrown on his shrine; rags and hair-combings are tied to his tomb or to the trees around; the leaves or twigs of trees near the tomb are twisted in knots, and knots are tied in the covering of the tomb. All these practices are spoken of as mair.
CHAPTER XXIII

THE INVOCATION OF POWER

ĀVĀHANA

THE invocation of 'power' is a practice common to all communities and castes, though the Brahmin has given it a special importance in the developed ritual of Hinduism. The Koli invokes the power of Ind into twigs of kalmantree; the Bhil invites the sakti of a tree to grace his ceremonies by tying a thread round the tree; non-Brahmins invite power into their grinding-stone, pestle and mortar, their seed-drills, their yokes, carts, water-pots, oil-presses and into stones. The Marathā devak of the Deccan and the Konkan and the hālyamba of the Karnāṭak illustrate the widespread prevalence of the idea of invoking power among castes which are not Brahmin. The rite of Ankurāropan, again, though one of meticulous detail among Brahmins, involves even among non-Brahmins the invocation of power. Lingāyats, Marathās and others invoke Lakṣmī on the Amāvāsyā before Diwālī into a pole which is eventually used for the central post of the threshing-floor; Marathās and others invoke power into the guhī or pole of bamboo which is erected in the verandah of every household on New Year's Day.

The invocation of power is by the Brahmin effected by the use of appropriate mantras and the throwing of unbroken rice or aksat. Āvāhan is the invocation of power into a medium or symbol; visarjan is the eventual formal dismissal of such invoked power.

Prāṇapraṇa is the invocation of power into an image. Strictly speaking, the invocation is that of life and sakti; the mantras uttered at the time of invocation when aksat is thrown on the image invoke all the organs of sense, the mind, speech, the organs of the eye, ear, nose, tongue; the hands, feet and even the anus. In the Belgaum district the shrine of the saint, Chidambar Doxit, receives annual reverence from devotees, because the saint even at the age of twelve was able to infuse life into clay elephants during the celebration of a Prāṇapraṇa. In the degeneracy, however, of to-day man is unable to master completely the mantras
used at a prāṇapratīṣṭā. The mastery of the Gāyatrī mantra requires twelve years' assiduity and other mantras can be learned only at particular moments such as the hour of an eclipse, and in all cases to produce its full effect the sakti of a mantra must be supplemented by the sakti of the person using the mantra. The mantra used at a Prāṇapratīṣṭā contains mystic syllables which invoke life, and others which invoke sakti, but owing to man's incomplete mastery of the mantra a Prāṇapratīṣṭā of an image does not to-day result in the image becoming alive.

The actual ceremony of Prāṇapratīṣṭā consists in placing the image, first of all, in a copper plate and bathing it with water and the five products of the cow, panchayya. Then a rite called Anuyut-tarakṣa sanskār is performed, the object of which, as declared by the sankalpa, is to remove the ill effects produced by the use of fire and iron instruments in the manufacture of the image; in this rite the image is bathed simultaneously with milk and water. The image is then placed on a prepared āsan to insulate it from the ground, and after meditation the yajamān throws choice flowers on it, which is followed by the throwing of aksat and the invocation of power.

By such a Prāṇapratīṣṭā sakti has been invoked into the image. How much has been invoked depends upon the sakti of the celebrant and as charity increases the sakti of the donor charity is enjoined at a Prāṇapratīṣṭā, in the form of cash presents (duṣṭiṇā), gifts of clothes (ahe) and grants of land or gifts of cows and gold. A pious man has more sakti than one less pious, and if a ānuyyati throws the aksat (Aksatāropan), lays his hand on the image and utters the mantra of invocation, the image is suffused with the greater sakti. In the Purāṇa are many images described as installed by great saints, and these, called Purāṇaprāsidhī, have special sakti. Examples of such images are those of Vir Nārayaṇ and of Trikutesvar at Gadag, of Banaśankar Mahakutesvar of Badami and of Viṣṇu at Hampi.

Even after sakti has been invoked into a symbol the power remains to a great extent within the control of man. The sakti of a pratimā or image is enhanced by the worship of a pious man; it is enhanced by worship in hours of power when man's own sakti is great, and different gods are associated with different hours. Monday is the day for the worship of Śiva; Wednesday for Viṣṇu; Tuesdays and Fridays for Durgā and Lākṣmi; Thursday for Īttātreya, Sunday for the sun, Saturday for Maruti and Rūdradeva. Ekādaśi is the best time, and then early in the morning, for the worship of Viṣṇu. By celebration also of the rite of Ankuraṇopan,
or by celebrating the marriage of a deity the sakti of an image is increased.

On the other hand, there are many ways in which the invoked sakti of an image may become less or even lost altogether. Its sakti must be constantly replenished, unless it be a sunyambhū, 'self-existing', image which suffers no loss of sakti on neglect. If an image is not worshipped for one day it must be worshipped twice the next day; if it be neglected for two successive days a special worship, mahāpujā, is imperative on the third day. After a neglect of three or more days a samprokṣan or ceremony of purification must be performed, whilst if the neglect is prolonged for a month a fresh ceremony of invocation is necessary. Besides neglect, there are many contacts which destroy the invoked sakti of an image. An image loses its sakti if it touches the ground; if rain-water falls on it or the full power of the sun shine upon it; the touch of a woman not ritually pure, the touch of a thief, of a Mahār, and of certain animals such as a horse, dog, or donkey, destroys its sakti. Worship of an image by the impious, by mourners, by a glutton or miser destroys its sakti, and this also fades away if during worship the worshipper cuts his finger and allows blood to fall on the image. If a person dies in the inner shrine of a temple, or if the temple be burned by fire, the power of the image is lost, whilst as sakti will not abide in a broken tabernacle if the image be broken its invoked power vanishes.

The Hindu Śrāddha provides another illustration of the invocation of sakti. In this rite blades of darbha grass are spread on the ground with their tips pointing south; the yajamān then pours water and til over the grass and places on the grass one ball of cooked rice, pinda, in the name of the deceased whose Śrāddha is being performed, and two other balls in the name of the male or female grandparents, according as the deceased was a man or a woman. Then aksat is thrown on the pinda with words of invocation and the pitar are supposed to leave the world of shades and come to the feast. After the celebration is over the yajamān asks the priest for permission to dismiss the sakti of the dead, and this he then does by moving the pinda with his hand, neither using mantras nor aksat. If before such dismissal one of the pinda cracks of its own accord the early death of the yajamān is considered certain.

Sakti is invoked into many mediums. It is invoked into knots; aksat is thrown on the knot to the accompaniment of mantras which bid the sakti be present, sannihito bhava. At a birth a knot is tied with white thread, aksat is thrown on it and the sakti of Agni
is invoked to protect the child, who is made to wear it, from evil-eye. At a tounsa the same invocation is made; at a thread ceremony three threads are knotted into one and the sakti of Agni, Candra and Varuna is invoked into the threads by akṣat. At a Hindu marriage four threads are knotted as a kankan and tied to the right wrist of the bridegroom and to the left wrist of the bride, and into these is invoked the sakti of Prithvi, Varuna, Agni and Vāyu. At the celebration of the lājāhom during a marriage two pieces of cloth are held by the bridal pair called panaḍa; these are knotted together and the pair hold the ends thereof on their way to, and their return from, a temple, until they bow together before their kula devatā; into the knot of these panaḍa is invoked the sakti of Lakṣmi Nārāyaṇa. At a Śrāddha ceremony a piece of sesamum and darbha is tied in the dhotor of the yaṣamān on his right side, nivi bāndhan: this knot remains until the end of the celebration and keeps spirits away from the pinda, for it contains the sakti of Janaḍan which is invoked and dismissed by mantras. Another knot containing the same sakti is tied in nine or ten pieces of darbha grass and then dipped in water which is sprinkled round the dishes used in the Śrāddha. At a Vāstuśinti on entering a new house for the first time, a white thread is knotted and tied round the house and into it is invoked the sakti of Indra and of Viṣṇu. Once a year, on the fourteenth of Bhādrapad, Ananta is worshipped through the medium of a snake made of darbha grass; thread is brought from the bazaar already knotted with two knots of silk and placed near the medium; by throwing akṣat and the recitation of mantras the sakti of the god is invoked into the thread which is worn that day, and then put in a box and preserved till the next year, when it is again worn for a short time until a new thread has been sanctified (anantadhāra). On the eighth of Bhādrapad threads are prepared, one for each member of a Hindu family; in each thread knots are tied, two knots if the wearer be a man, and one knot if she be a woman. Into these knots the sakti of Gaurī is invoked and the threads are worn until meals have been taken and are then buried near the kula devatā. Each day after his bath and before reciting his sandhya the Brahmin ties a knot in his lock of hair, śendī, and invokes into it the sakti of Aparājita which averts spirits; after his prayers are over the knot is untied and the invoked sakti departs. The sacred thread of a Brahmin consists of three strings and a knot, and each string is made up of nine strings. Akṣat is not thrown on the thread, but the thread is hung on the thumb of the left hand and nine turns are made with the thumb of the right hand as each mantra is repeated,
invoking the sakti of gods. In one string the sakti of Onkār is invoked, that is the power of Brahma, Viṣṇu and Śiva; in the second string the power of Agni; in the third that of the serpents Nāgan; in the fourth that of the moon; in the fifth that of the Pitṛs; in the sixth Prajapati; in the seventh Vāyu or wind; in the eighth the sun and in the ninth all the gods; in the knot itself, Brahmagānth, the triad of gods, take up their abode. Because of this invoked sakti the sacred thread averts all manner of evil; shown to the sick it effects a cure; dipped in water it gives curative power to the water. Another example of sakti invoked into knots is the thread which Jains carry all round the marriage mandap, at a height from the ground higher than that of a man; this thread has five or seven knots into which sakti is invoked.

Invocation of power accompanies the coercion of power by tying threads. When threads are tied to trees or plants to coerce their sakti, akṣat is thrown on the thread and some particular sakti is invoked. To obtain issue, white thread is tied round a śāmi-tree and into this thread the sakti of Mahākālika is invoked; after the munji of a pipal-tree has been performed by men, women tie thread round the tree to get issue and invoke therein the sakti of Kṛṣṇa. Thread is tied round a combined pipal and nim tree seven times and when akṣat is thrown on this, the sakti of Nārāyana and of Laksūmi is invoked.

Sakti is invoked into kalaśas in all the sixteen sanskār save that of the obsequies, antyesṭi. In all śānti ceremonies, too, kalaśas are required and the sakti of Varunā is invoked; in addition the kalaśas are used as an āsan for the principal deities to be propitiated; on each of the kalaśas a plate is placed and on this the metal image of the deity whose sakti is invoked. The kalaśa in all cases is a means whereby the sakti of the invoked deity, for which it serves as an āsan, is transferred to the yajaman through the sprinkling of the water from the kalaśa.

Power is invoked into trees. Before beginning a munji or thread ceremony the parents of the boy, vaṭu, go to a śāmi-tree and after its worship bring back a twig and throw it on the roof of the mandap and then casting akṣat on it invoke into it the sakti of Lakṣūmi. After the Munji ceremony is over the boy accompanies a priest to a palas-tree where, repeating a mantra after the priest and throwing akṣat on the tree, he invokes into it the sakti of Brahma, to whom he then prays to make him a learned man. On New Year's Day a branch of flowering nim-tree is brought and by means of akṣat the power of the moon as amṛt or nectar is invoked into it; the leaves and flowers are then eaten with salt, sesamum, lemon-juice
and jaggery. In the Karnāṭak the ṣakti of Mahādev is often invoked into the pole which is placed near the pyre of Holi.

The ṣakti of Ayu is invoked into the kankan of the bridal pair, and I have found the same ṣakti invoked into the ḫolgamba. The ākṣat thrown on the bridal pair both invokes and transfers to the pair ṣakti; the ṣakti, according to the Brahmin of the gods, the stars, the sun and moon, of days and seasons, of the rivers and mountains, of the Veda and Upanisads, of the ḍhaśa and of the blessed dead. In the installation of the Brahmin devak (Nāndis-thāpan) the ṣakti of various deities is invoked into leaves. Karnāṭakaru Brahmins take a wooden hammer, koṭaṭi, dress it in a khāṇ, throw ākṣat on it and invoke therein the ṣakti of Soma, a washerwoman who restored a bridegroom to life.

As a medium for the invocation of the power of Indra, figures of his vehicle the elephant are made in rice and salt, and on these, after the throwing of ākṣat, the bridal pair is required to step. Brahmins invoke the ṣakti of the seven goddesses of wealth who bring longevity into a comb-like figure drawn on the wall with lime and turmeric juice, on which they cast ākṣat. Drawings and

pictures are frequently used for the invocation of ṣakti. Even written words may be used as a medium and at thread and marriage ceremonies ākṣat is thrown on the words Śrī Ganeśa yanama painted on a wall. The ṣakti of the duggaṇa or eight mountains that were created to keep the earth steady by their weight is invoked into the doors and into the window-frames of a house when constructed. The ṣakti of Māśārāngu is invoked by his devotees into the feather of a peacock after a marriage or a thread ceremony; the power of Rāhu is invoked on Āśvin Pūrṇimā and Amāvāsyā, Bhūdradāpad, Amāvāsyā and Śrāvaṇ Amāvāsyā into darbha grass.

A betel-nut is perhaps the commonest medium into which sacred ṣakti is invoked. This medium is used for invoking power in Ankarūṛṇap; on the first day of Navrātra the ṣakti of the planet Rāhu is invoked into a betel-nut placed on darbha grass; at the beginning of every auspicious ceremony the ṣakti of Ganpati is invoked into a betel-nut; into betel-nuts the ṣakti of the eight elephants of the cardinal points is invoked when a new well is used for the first time; the Lokpāla when invoked are invoked into eight betel-nuts; in the rite called Grahāṅkh or invocation
of the planets before a marriage or a thread ceremony, as many as forty-two betel-nuts are placed in a winnowing-fan, for besides the planets, nine Adhīdevatā, nine lower gods, Pratidevatā, seven Vinayaks, 'leaders to the good path', and eight Lokpāla are represented.
CHAPTER XXIV

TOTEMISM AND THE MARĀTHĀ DEVAK

THERE is probably no 'ism' that has played more havoc with the interpretation of Indian customs than 'totemism', and both English and Indian writers have constructed comprehensive theories of totemism on little more than apparent resemblances.

Of the survival of a genuine institution of totemism a few examples in the Bombay Presidency are still to be found. The Kātkari illustrates a totemistic organization which for practical purposes is now a thing of the past. He calls his totem brother, and has vague ideas that he may be reborn as his totem; he also pays a certain respect to the totem, but this figures in none of his ritual. It plays no part in his celebration of Sarvapitri Amāvāsyā, when through the medium of symbols, usually ṭāk or engraved pieces of copper, he invokes the spirits of his dead, and its absence from his marriage ceremonies is still more marked.

It is not always easy to say how much the sophisticated Son Kātkari has borrowed from his Hindu neighbours. In the Thana district he has a devak synonymous with his family gods which one may not rashly assume he has borrowed, but granting that this institution is borrowed, it is clear that he does not imagine he has borrowed the totems of others. In the Kolaba district the devaks of the Kātkari appear more or less identical with those of the Marāthās, but here again tradition makes one and the same original families such as the Powar and the More, the Mukara and the Hilam, which have different devaks, and in marked contrast to his totem his devak is a very important feature of a marriage ceremony.

The Kātkari accordingly suggests the impossibility of attributing to the devak a totemistic origin. In primis he has both a totem and a devak; the former is not brought into any ceremony of to-day, the latter is a well-marked feature in the important ceremony

---

of marriage, and again, whilst every family or kul is supposed to have its own totem, a single family on partition takes different devaks.

Existing definitions of the devak are many. In Totemism and Exogamy, vol. ii, 1910, pp. 376-7, Sir James Frazer, quoting from the Census of India of 1901, writes of the devaks as sacred symbols which appear to have been originally totems. Mr. R. E. Enthoven in several publications has given a fuller account which again, however, accepts the connexion between the devak and totemism. In the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vol. ii, p. 338, 1909, he calls the devak a marriage guardian; in Tribes and Castes of Bombay, 1922, he speaks of it as a ‘god of the exogamous section’, whilst in his edition of Religion and Folklore of Northern India (W. Crooke; 1926) he describes it with fuller detail as ‘the totemistic spirit contained in some tree, animal or material object which in addition to being the subject of special worship, regulates the marriage laws of many primitive sections of the population. In origin it appears to have been an ancestral spirit’. Finally, in Tribes and Castes of Bombay, 1922, vol. ii, pp. 282-3, he identifies the devaks of the Pardeśi Kumbhārs with their family deities or dhiradis, and elsewhere (idem, vol. i, p. 61) the devak of the Baris with their ‘house goddess’. Then again there is the definition made by Sir James Campbell of the devak as a ‘marriage guardian’ or ‘wedding guardian’. It is at the outset obvious that these various definitions cannot have the same connotation; the family gods of the Hindu, his kula devatā, are not ancestral spirits. No Marāṭhā would accept the identity of his devak with an ancestral spirit; none of the offerings that are usually made to the pīters are made to the devak; and lastly, a ceremony of invoking an ancestral spirit at a marriage, the Mūlapuruṣa as it is called, has not yet quite fallen out of practice among castes that have devaks, and this ceremony has no connexion with the installation of the devak and may even be performed along with the latter at a marriage. The only explanation that the Marāṭhā offers of the diversity of his devaks is that the devak was originally something by which his family took an oath.

One deduction that has given colour to the theory of totemism is that drawn from the identity of names that undoubtedly exists between some families of Marāṭhās and their devaks. It is easy, for instance, to find families of Mores who have as their devak the mor or peacock; to find Sālunkes with the sālunki bird as their devak, Selārs with the sēli or black she-goat and Kalambes with the kalamb-tree. It is, however, equally easy to find Mores
with the maryādvel or pānkanis as their devak, and Sālinkes with
the śahāmg, the nāg, the śami, sāryakiran, bhāradvāj, bhārang,
umbar and conch, or Selars with the kalamb, whilst I was fortunate
in finding in Wai, a village of the Satara district, a family of Selars
who within living memory had the banyan-tree as their devak but
changed this subsequently to the ʻṣefi, on their becoming meat-
eaters. When one remembers that punning and false etymologies
lead to restrictions on the cutting or planting of trees, decide the
form of charms, and expand the meaning of a devak as when those
who have as devak a dhār or edge of a blade, avoid garments with
a coloured or pronounced edge, one can easily concede that a pun
may have led to the choice of a devak. Among the Kātkarīs a
play on the words ʻindī, 'wild palm-tree' and ʻindali, 'a kept
woman', leads to the injunction⁴ that those who have lost their
totems should take the wild palm-tree as their totem. So far from
concluding, then, that the family name was taken from that of
the devak there is reliable evidence to suggest that the devak is
often chosen from a play on the name of the family, on the principle
perhaps that there is ʻakti or 'power' innate in a name. The
number of families with names similar to those of their devaks is
in any case small in comparison with that of families between
whom and their devaks there is no such connexion. Sometimes,
too, a particular devak is not possessed by a family with the same
name as that devak, but by another family of another name; a
Kalambe among Kumbis, to give a single instance, may have as
devak the conch, whilst a Kudam or a Šhetge family may possess
the kalamb-tree as devak.

A second deduction that has frequently been made is one drawn
from the respect paid to the source from which the devak is taken.
In Tribes and Castes of Bombay, vol. iii, p. 131, Mr. Enthoven
writes: 'These devaks are totemistic as the objects representing
them are not touched, cut or otherwise used.' There are several
inaccurate surmises in this assumption. In the first place the
devaks include objects which on grounds other than their being
devaks are reverence by Hindus in general, and in the second
place it is easy to multiply instances of trees from which devaks
are cut that receive themselves no reverence at all save on the
occasion when the devak is cut. Further than this, even should
one concede that the parent source of the devak always received
reverence, one would not be justified in assuming that the devak
is a totem. It is not unusual to find reverence paid to a thing
which at times is used in a special ceremony; the Marāṭhā has

⁴ Iyāli ʻahin kali ʻitāna dharavi ʻindicī muṭi.
a disinclination to cut the rui-tree, as he uses this in the worship of Ganapati, and the Brahmin, of course, is equally reluctant to use for ordinary purposes the five trees he burns in a homa.

There are other considerations that discredit the theory of totemism as applied to the devak. A family that divides sometimes extends the meaning of its devak. Powars have as their devak a sword or knife; on the point of this the Dhur Powar sticks a lemon; the Hiar branch puts a garland of onions or of umbar; the Lend subdivision puts on the end of the blade a piece of white cāmpha wood and the Ghur subdivision attaches a feather of a Ghur bird. Many families have more than one devak, sometimes two, sometimes even three, which they use alternatively; one of these usually being some object easily obtained; families that claim no interrelationship at all have the same devak; contrariwise, families that cannot intermarry because of consanguinity have different devaks and families making division take different devaks. The substitution of one devak for another is very common, particularly if some similarity of name suggests this; the garudvel is substituted for the garud; bharangvel for the bhārādvāj, a yellow piece of cloth in lieu of the yellow cāmpha; the sunstone is substituted for the sunflower and a trinket of gold is used in place of the sonevel. Then again there are villages in which a number of races entirely different, even different sects, share a common devak, and it is quite common for a family migrating from one village to another to assume the devak it finds common in its new abode. No principle, in fine, of totemism rules the adoption or the abandonment of a devak.

To return to the many current definitions of a devak. If one rules out the possibility of a devak being an ancestral spirit, is it possible to accept it as a 'marriage guardian' or as a family god? Now there are several vernacular names for a devak. In the Konkan among the Agris and again in Khandesh among the Konkanis the devak is called vāruk, which I presume means 'defender' or 'that which wards off'; in other districts it is frequently called māi devatā, and a more esoteric definition is the 'abode of God', isvarāce adhiṣṭhān. The key, in fact, to the problem of the devak is nothing more than the Hindu practice of invoking śakti into symbols, the practice of avāhana. The devak of the Marāṭhā and other castes is a symbol into which the śakti of the village or the

1 Several explanations are offered of the origin of the word devak: (a) The 'k' is a diminutive. This explanation seems improbable in view of the importance of the devak, the worship of which must be performed by a married pair; (b) Devak is an abbreviation of devakant, as one manner of installation is to put the devak on two earthen pots of water placed in a small pit; (c) Devak is an abbreviation of devaka kurnam.
family god is invoked, these being often identical. By this invocation the presence of the deity is ensured during the marriage ceremony within the marriage mandap or booth and when, as occasionally happens, a marriage is performed in a temple in pursuance of a vow, the devak is not installed because the deity is already present in the temple.

The details of the ritual of installing the devak follow exactly the ordinary canons which guide the practice of āsvāhana. Should the devak be a branch of a tree it is severed from the tree with certain formalities which, in general, constitute the only reverence which is paid to the parent tree. Whatever be the devak it is first taken to a spot considered sacred; this is usually the temple of the village god. In the Konkan one practice is to sever a twig from the parent tree and place it near the tulsi dev; at the time of Purnāhūmī it is brought into the house in a pardi of rice and kept on a pāt. Some Marathās take the devak to the threshing-floor; some Koliṇs to the cattle stand, whilst by depressed castes it may be taken to the site of the Holi fire. Another alternative practice is to take it direct to the shrine of the family gods, where it may be placed in a winnowing-fan with a bodice-cloth before the gods. Whether, however, it is taken to the one or to another of these places the subsequent ritual is the same. The devak is insulated from the ground by an āsan or seat of rice and akṣut, unbroken rice, the usual medium for invoking sakti, is thrown on it, conjuring therein the power of the family god. It is from this moment that the object really becomes a devak, the repository of holy sakti, and henceforth ritual consists in providing the symbol with protection from influences that would destroy its inherent sakti and finally in its final dismissal, devak-uttōpan.

First and foremost the devak must be protected from the sun; when it is carried to the marriage mandap four persons hold over it a cāndē or canopy, which in the centre is held up with an axe by a male member of the family, who walks under the canopy with his wife, their clothes tied together. In the marriage mandap it is then once more isolated from contact with the ground by being tied to one of the posts of the marriage booth. Along with it are tied a cake of flour, puranpoli, an axe and five leaves, panepālēu, the object of which is to protect the devak. Marathās also tie a lamp which is a betel-nut wrapped in cloth and lighted in ground-nut oil, and it is a bad omen should this lamp fall. Occasionally a comb, a wooden bowl and other objects are also tied to the post. In the Konkan where one practice is to place the devak in a pardi or bamboo frame, a lemon, coconut, almonds, plantains and copper
pice are placed along with the devak. It is very essential to emphasize that none of these objects constitute the devak or even part of it. In the Indian Antiquary, May, 1895, vol. xxiv, p. 126, however, Sir James Campbell writes that one of the devaks of the Deccani Mahārs is a piece of bread tied to a post, whilst in Tribes and Castes of Bombay, Mr. Enthoven seems at times to confuse all the articles so tied.

The last item in the ritual of the devak is its formal dismissal and the request made to the deity to return again when asked. This is the ordinary practice of visarjana, the dismissal of invoked sakti. In the Konkan one common method of dismissing the inherent sakti of the devak is to shake it, just as the sakti of the manes is dismissed in the Śrāddha ceremony from the pindas when the yajaman moves them. After this visarjan, the customary practice is then to throw the devak into a well or running water, which again is after the general procedure following the dismissal of sakti. Dhangars and Cāmbhārs in some cases take the devak of a branch of a tree back to the parent tree under a protecting canopy and leave it there, whilst in the Konkan it is often abandoned near the tulśidev.

From the beginning, therefore, to the end of the devak ritual, it is treated as something embodying the sakti of a deity. It is protected from contact with the ground, from uncleanness of all kinds, from being stepped over; it is shielded from the sun, and when tied to the post is protected from evil sakti. Yet another provision or rather prohibition which illustrates the power of the devak is the prohibition of all forms of himsā during the time the devak is in its position on the mandap post. Grinding, washing, sweeping, shaving or the cutting of nails, the eating of meat are all prohibited, whilst continence is insisted upon. As, too, in the case of the worship of a god, if the worshipper wears silk or wool he need not wash his clothes, but if his clothes are of cotton it is imperative to wash them. The importance of the devak is further evidenced by the fact that it must be worshipped by a married pair with sakti.

In appendices I have given the devaks I have myself collected among some six thousand examined. The majority of these consists of trees and creepers; there are also symbols which represent beings and animals of Hindu mythology that could hardly be 'aboriginal', and among the metals used there is the significant absence of iron into which sakti cannot be invoked. The individuality of the devaks accordingly seems to support other evidence that the devak is nothing more than a symbol into which the sakti of a deity is temporarily invoked.
Criticism of my explanation of the *devak*, however, may still urge the possibility of a totem having been perpetuated in use as a symbol, and point to the influence of the *devak* in restricting intermarriages.

Now the possession of a common *devak* is by no means a universal bar to intermarriage, and there seems little more ground for arguing that present practice discloses the one-time prevalence of prohibitions based on the *devak*, than for thinking that the practice of to-day may have followed the wholesale alteration of Marāṭhā names that occurred under Muhammadan rule. The association of family unity with a particular symbol is not unknown even among Desastha Rvedi Brahmins; I found six instances of such Brahmin families using in their worship of their family gods, special grasses and herbs; āvāna (Artemisia vulgaris), kevada, durva (Cynodon dactylon), bamboo leaves and bailghata grass. In one case a family used as a canopy within the marriage mandarparijñāgadhi, which is a *devak* of the Marāṭhās. There are too—and this has been forgotten—a few instances among Marāṭhās of families which use their *devak* every day in the worship of their family gods but do not use them in any special way at a marriage.

To return to Mr. Enthoven’s account of the *devak*. He frequently asserts that the commonest form of *devak* is the *pancāpālvā* or five leaves. As the number of trees used in the *pancāpālvā* is distinctly limited and no permutation or combination thereof can reach a very large figure in proportion to the number of *devaks* known, and as the *pancāpālvā* does not operate as a bar on consanguineous marriages, it would follow that the *devak* seldom restricts marriage, a deduction inconsistent with Mr. Enthoven’s assumption that it does so generally. The recurrence in ritual of the *pancāpālvā* has apparently led to some confusion. Mr. Enthoven writes, for instance, that one of the five leaves ‘as the original *devak* of the section is held specially sacred’. Now it is true that the saundad-tree is credited with the power of scaring witches, and on this account is included in the *pancāpālvā* tied to the *devak*, and still more frequently in the *pancāpālvā* placed beneath the threshing-floor post. As a *devak*, however, the use of this tree is comparatively rare, and I have been unable to find any evidence that one leaf in the composite *devak* receives special reverence.

One might easily multiply illustrations of the *pancāpālvā* in Hindu ritual. The Brahmin uses it in the installation of *kalābās*, and in the *punyāhavācana*; the Marāṭhā ties it to his *devak*; Konchikkorwās, in times of marriage, tie a branch of five leaves to their hālgamba; Bhils offer the leaves of five trees to their gods during
an epidemic; Kātkarīs place five leaves on five roads after a birth on the fifth day and at a marriage sprinkle water on the feet of their guests with the same number of leaves. Marāthās place the pancpāḷvi beneath the pole of their threshing-floor, and on entering a new house tie five leaves to the roof; along with many other castes when they take away their image of devi from the goldsmith they carry five leaves with it. One might even go beyond Hindu rites and adduce the customs of the Sindi Muhammadan which entail the use of panjpati.

As to the use of the pancpāḷvi as a devak there would seem to be very precise restrictions. Though, for instance, when so used the name of the family goddess is taken when the leaves are tied to the post I have found no single instance of the pancpāḷvi being taken to the kula devatā as other devaks are taken. In many cases, too, though the pancpāḷvi is used as a substitute for a lost devak it is not called devak, and sometimes the number of leaves is three and not five, or the pancpāḷvi is a misnomer as the five articles used are not all leaves. Above all it is a short step from tying the pancpāḷvi to every devak to using the pancpāḷvi independently when the original devak has been lost or forgotten.

In a similar way there seems to have been a confusion as to the use of craft tools as devaks. Here again a multitude of craftsmen tie their tools to the mandap post but do not call them devak, and according to their own explanation, do so in order to secure that they are not used on the marriage day, and again as a substitute for the ordinary axe that is generally tied with the devak. It is obvious, too, that in any case if the whole of a class of goldsmiths were to use their pincers or blow-pipe as a devak that devak could not possibly operate as a bar to consanguineous marriages between families, but would prevent marriage altogether save with other castes. Whatever the explanation, accordingly, of the use of tools as the devak, several of the ordinary conclusions applied to the usual devak cannot be applied to a tool used as a devak. There is yet another possible explanation of this use of craft tools as devak. The Brahmin custom of installing at a marriage Bhagvati Sastragavha signifying the inherent tākti in a weapon suggests a parallel which may have influenced the practice of non-Brahmin craftsmen. It may also be to the influence of Brahmin custom that the use of the pancpāḷvi is due, for I examined a large number of such devaks and in every case I found that at some time or other those who used the pancpāḷvi as a devak had employed Brahmin priests.

In speaking, therefore, of the pancpāḷvi or of craft tools used as
a devak it must be recognized that the term when applied to them
is used with a much looser connotation than is implied in the
ordinary use of the term, and, above all, in their case the grounds
which have been adduced as evidence that the devak is a totem
are quite irrelevant.

The internal evidence of the devak and its ritual warrant, in my
opinion, the assumption that it is but a medium for the invocation
of divine power. There are fortunately many customs very similar
to that of installing a devak which force the same conclusion.
The devak is an institution prevalent in the Deccan and Konkan and,
I suspect, having its origin in the Konkan. In the Karnatak one
finds the halkamba or ‘milk-post’; in Gujarat the manekstambha
or ‘ruby pillar’; among Tamil Christians the Arusami Kallu,
among Rajputs the Vedikamb, and among Ahir Gaulis immigrants
from the Mysore State the manda. Between all these customs there
is a remarkably close affinity which must be accepted in discussing
the meaning of the devak. The halkamba is a post in the marriage
booth to which symbols are tied. The affinity between this
custom and that of the devak is so close that the Maritha of the
Deccan with his devak can accept the halkamba when resident in
the Karnatak, and the Langayat of the Karnatak when resident
in the Deccan can take the devak instead of his halkamba. Some
families in the Karnatak even call their devak halkamba. The
symbols tied to the halkamba are usually two or three branches of
different trees, though the practice of using a single tree and a
single branch is not unknown. A few hours before the marriage
ceremony begins a man, who is neither a widower nor unmarried,
is sent to the parent tree which he worships before he cuts the
halkamba. He then takes the severed branch to a temple or throws
it into a tank or well; in the temple the twig is worshipped on
an asana of two pots of water brought by two married women
and aksat is thrown on it. From the temple or well it is then
taken in procession to the marriage booth under a canopy (talii,
chatra); if brought from a well it is first placed on an asana of
the same wood and aksat is thrown on it before it is tied to the
post where it becomes the kalpadruksha. The person bearing the
twig is treated with respect; a lamp or arti is waved round him
and a woman pours water on his feet. Along with the twig are
tied to the post coloured rice, five pieces of turmeric and five pies
wrapped in new cloth and a coconut.

In some cases in lieu of being tied to a post the halkamba is tied
to the yoke of a cart erected in a pit in which the panceyart have
been placed and over this five pies, pice or rupees; lime and red
earth are applied to the yoke. When the ḫālgamba consists of several twigs, these are made up into five separate bundles. Of these bundles one which is the ḫālgamba proper is made from two trees and the remaining bundles are composed of twigs of a third tree. The first bundle is then installed to the right of the manḍap whilst the four bundles are thrown on the roof of the booth and after the completion of the marriage ceremony all five sheaves are thrown on the roof of the house. Supplementary practices are to make two dolls out of the ḫālgamba wood and give these to the bride to hold when she takes the mangalsnān or suspicious bath, or to make from the ḫālgamba two miniature āsan and place these in a bag of rice which five married women must carry throughout the marriage ceremony. One doll and one āsan represent male issue and the other female issue.

Now to revert to the affinity between the devak and the ḫālgamba.

1. The ḫālgamba, like the devak, is the tabernacle of invoked sakti. In the temple or in the marriage booth five married women throw aksat on the symbol and invoke the presence of the marriage deity. At one Lingāyat marriage that I attended the sakti of Agni was invoked into the ḫālgamba; in other cases the family god was invoked, and when the five bundles of twigs are thrown on the roof of the house these are held to embody the sakti of the family god. Sometimes, again, a distinction is made between two posts of the manḍap and the sakti of Varuna is invoked into the Hasargamba with the object of averting a spirit, Yakṣa, who molest the bridal pair.

2. Like the devak the ḫālgamba is protected. It is primarily protected from contact with the ground; it is again shielded from the sun and carried under a canopy held up by four persons. Castes that eat flesh seem invariably to use a canopy; vegetarians sometimes do not use a canopy. One quaint form of protection that I found in one village was the provision of the bride's uncle who carried the ḫālgamba with an umbrella to which were attached old shoes and torn rags, with a garland of brinjals, onions and old rooms, with old clothes and torn blankets and an earthen pot mixed with soot. As in the case again of the devak, widows or unclean persons cannot touch the ḫālgamba. Corresponding to the puranpāṇi which protects the devak is the hurand holgi which protects the ḫālgamba.

3. The dismissal of the ḫālgamba requires the same precautions as the visarjana of the devak. The ḫālgamba must not be thrown on the ground where it might be stepped over; it is thrown after use on the roof of the house, at the root of a tree or into water.
(4) The same restrictions as to committing *himsā* prevail during installation of the *hālgamba* as during that of the *devak*. All grinding is prohibited; sweeping, if done from necessity, cannot be done with a broom but only with a cloth; the baking of bread is tabooed. Amongst flesh-eaters no flesh may be eaten or any animal killed; haircutting and shaving are forbidden as is the threshing of grain. In the case, therefore, of the *hālgamba* we have the same practice of *āvāhan* and of *visarjan* as in that of the *devak*. We have different families possessing separate symbols, though family exclusiveness is not as marked as among Marāṭhā families with their *devaks*; these symbols, however, are not connected with any restrictions on intermarriage and the most ardent enthusiasm would not attribute to them a totemistic origin.

To pass to the customs of other castes. Tamil Christians in their turn pay deference to a pillar of the marriage booth. To this they fasten mango-leaves and at the top a crucifix. Around this post of bamboo the bridal pair turn, followed by married women throwing grain at the foot of the pillar and sprinkling milk on the grain. The catechist reads the marriage prayers near the pillar, the family of the bridal pair standing close by. On the third day of the marriage all seize the pillar together and shake it, after which the pillar is thrown away. It requires little imagination to trace in this practice, particularly in the shaking of the pillar, the memory of a custom of invoking *sakti* into the pillar and of eventually dismissing it.

Among Rāṭhus a platform or *vedī* is built in the west of the *mandap* and behind it a branch is fixed in the ground of gular or mango, and to this *halad* and *aksat* are tied. The branch is called *vedikhamb*. This branch, after severance from the parent tree, is first taken to a temple and thence brought in procession to the *mandap* under a canopy (*chat*); in the *mandap* the priest invokes into it the *sakti* of the family god.

Jains of the Kārnāṭak have their *manekstambah*, a familiar institution in Gujarāt. I have also found Jains with a *hālgamba* (*Ficus infectoria*) which illustrates again the affinity between all these cognate customs. A khijda-tree (*Prosopis spicigera*) is usually cut for this post through the agency of *Kolis* and *Sudārs*, as there is danger supposed in doing this cutting; when the tree is cut it is addressed with these words, *'Do not be angry with us as we want your wood for a good purpose'*. The branch is then

---

1Cp. Religion and Folklore of Northern India, W. Crooke, 1926. I can find no evidence that the "Ruby-pillar" is so called because it glows with blood. All Jains whom I have consulted explain the name as meaning only "valuable pillar".
taken to the marriage booth and before its erection cotton thread coloured red, mendphul, kangani and an axe are tied to it. The post is then placed in a pit on the right side of the bridegroom's mandap and to the left of that of the bride. Aksat is first thrown into the pit. No respect is shown to the khijda-tree save on the occasion of its use at a marriage. The post remains erect for some days during which no widow or unclean person can touch it as it is supposed to be the residence of the family god. On the seventh day a ceremony of dismissal is performed and until this is over no grinding of grain is permitted. After this dismissal of the inherent sakti the pole is thrown into a river or well by a member of the family of one of the bridal pair.

Among Ahir Gauds at a marriage the maternal uncle of the bride worships a mango-tree and sever a branch some five feet long which is taken direct to the house where the marriage is celebrated and erected in front of it. Then a small earthen pot besmeared with cowdung and rice is taken; a half-anna piece and leaves from the mango-branch (manda or manda) are placed in it and the pot is put in front of the branch. During the marriage ceremony the bridal pair go round the pole every day five times, and on the third day when kankan or wristlets are tied to the wrists of the bridal pair similar kankan are also tied to the post, and these with the post are thrown into running water. Though it is not an invariable practice, some Ahir Gauds bring the mango-branch to the mandap in procession under a canopy coloured with turmeric.

In all these kindred practices, therefore, there are many features in common. In the care taken to protect the branch from the contact of the unclean or from that of the ground and to shield it from the sun; in its formal dismissal and the final throwing of the branch into water there is proof that the branch is believed to embody the sakti of a god, and in some cases there is direct evidence of the invocation of such sakti. In the Kanara district in some communities the word hulgamba does not appear commonly used, but the symbolic post used at a marriage is called Muhurtta Meda, Muhurtta Khamba or Hulekhamb. Sherugars take two twigs of Ficus glomerata and two of Alstonia scholaris and place at the entrance of the mandap after keeping them near their family god. Among Kharsis some have the prescriptive right of fixing twigs of hale, atti, jiñá, and sáthiná (Pisum sativum) at the entrance of every marriage booth. Hälakki Gauds make two arches from three branches of atti under which the bridal pair sit. Kumris take five twigs of heddi, yarjal (Mimusops elingi), atti, kavargi
and the silk cotton tree and form a circle enclosed with thread within which the bridal pair is seated; one twig of each tree is placed near the Tulśidev and one near the family god; akṣat is used in invoking and in dismissing the twigs. When finally dismissed the twigs, which are called Sāyakanḍ, are taken to a tank and left with their ends in the water.

In the case of the mandā, the manekstambha and the vedikhāmb a whole caste uses one and the same symbol; in the case of the hālgamba there is some variation in the symbols according to families, but the number of symbols is very limited. Between these symbols and restrictions on intermarriage there is no connexion. If then we pass from these customs to the institution of the devak it seems unnecessary to assume at once that because the symbols used are more numerous they must necessarily represent family unity in the sense of entailing restrictions on consanguineous marriage. To go from the mandā, the manekstambha, and vedikhāmb through the hālgamba to the Marāṭhā devak is merely to proceed in orderly stages from the use of a single symbol by a whole caste to a differentiation of symbols among families which reaches its most perfect form in the devak. To assume a priori that the devak is a totem is to neglect altogether these other customs which are so alike in ritual detail and meaning and to which no origin can be attributed. The whole theory of totemism in fine as applied to the devak institution is a loose construction based on analogy and the principal axioms of Indian thought.
APPENDIX I

DEVAKS

(1) MISCELLANEOUS

Vāgh—The skin, claws, or flesh of a tiger.

Bhāradaśa—Bhārgavārāma, Ku-

kuḍkumbhā, Bharat, Sonkāvala.

The crow- pheasant.

Rājhuṣa—The goose.

Vanqāy—The hair of the wild ox.

Mor, Lāṇḍor—Peacock and peahen.

Seḷa—The hair or head of a black she-goat with issue.

Garuda—A mythical animal half man, half bird represented by a species of eagle, or more generally by Garudavāl.

Sahāmya—The eggs of an ostrich; also the feathers.

Parī—A fabulous bird represented by a water-bird.

Dahyali—A bird.

Kūṅk—A curlew or heron.

Parthini—The wing of a pied wagtail.

Bāḷi—The cattle egret. Bubulcus coromandus.

Hastidant—The tusk or image of an elephant.

Gāy—A cow; also Gāyicego-
mūtra.

Būjī Potira—A bird.

Ghār—A kite.

Komba—A hen.

Dukar—A pig.

Sālānuki—Gracula religiosa.

Kāśavacī Pāṭh—Tortoise-shell.

Kolisara—A lynx.

Sāyalāce Kāṇḍe—A porcupine quill.

Bail—An ox.

Cātak—A bird, Cuculus melano-

lucus.

Śankpāl—A lizard.


Sone—Gold.

Tāmbe—Copper.

Sahkh—Conch.

Vitkar—Burnt powdered brick.

Ghāgarā—A small bell.

Dive—Lamps to the number of fifty or 360.

Dhār—A blade with a lemon at the end of it; a blade with a garland of onions or umbar at the end; a blade with a piece of white Cāphā wood; a blade with the feather of a kite. The lemon at the end of the blade is also called Dhāreca Phul or the sparks that fly when steel is edged.

Paratācāghadhi—A fold of cloth washed by a washerman and brought from his house.

Jakeri—A lamp of flour placed in an earthen pot and taken to a stream covered with cloth.

Poṅvale—Coral.

Kāṇḍyācī Māḷ—A garland of onions with gold.

Rudrākṣācī Māḷ—Berries of Eleo-
carpus ganitrus with gold.
Sūryakānt—Suryamanī; Sun-stone; Crystal.
Lend—Dung.
Sugar.
Hār—Garland of onions or the fruit of the umbar tree.
Nāral—Coconut.
Bhomad—A large ant-hill.
Vārulácē Sing—The upper part of a white ant-hill.
Vabhūti—Ashes.
Kālī Māni—Black earth.
Cotton wool.
Ukiraṇa—Rubbish.

(2) Trees AND CREEPERS, ETC.
Mārtel—Andropogon scadens.
Nigudī—Vitex negundo.
Rut—Ruchkin; Calotropis gigantea with white flower.
Mandar—Calotropis gigantea with grey purple flowers.
Agasli—Sesbania grandiflora.
Kajamb—Kadamb. Stephedgey parvifolia.
Anjan—Hardwickia binata.
Karanj—Pongamia glabra.
Nāgāpāth—Mesua ferrea.
Picala Gāphā, Kāncan—Michelia champaca.
Pimpal, Akhath, Ravi, Barī—Ficus religiosa.
Umbar—Ficus glomerata.
Vad—Ficus Bengalensis.
Jāmbhul—Calyptranthes jambo-lana.
Saundad, Šami—Prosopis spicigera.
Bel—Aegle marmelos.
Kālak—Bambusa arundinacea.
Vela—Dendrocalamus strictus.
Pālas—Butea frondosa.
Bhāraṇa—Clerodendron serratum.
Rothi—Malva rotundifolia.
Khoir—Acacia catechu.
Aghādā—Achyranthes aspera.
Vet—Calamus rotang or verns.
Mah—Bassia latifolia.
Gughul—Balsamodendron mukul.
Ketak, Ketgādā—Pandanus odoratissimus.
Kamal—Lotus.
Lokhāndī—Ventilago maderaspatana.
Kihkar, Devbhāhāl—Acacia latronum.
Śiras—Mimosas sirisaha.
Rūi—Sinapis racemosa.
Dhapalī—Juniperus Lycia.
Kambal—Hymenodyction excelsum.
Śisae—Dalbergia Sisu.
Aptā—Bauhinia racemosa.
Śevar—Bombax heptaphyllum.
Nimbū—Citrus limonum.
Atin—Terminalia tomentosa.
Śevar—Toxotrophis Roxburghii.
Tisar—Avicennia officinalis.
Dhotarā—Datura.
Śindi—Phoenix sylvestria.
Kāvālī—Sterculia urens.
Mandara—Marlea begonifolia.
Somvel—Sarcostemma brevispica-
Jāscāvel—Jasminum grandiflorum.
Salpi, Salphali, Salai—Boswellia serrata.
Drāyacāvel—Vitis vinifera.
Maratvel, Bel—Aegle marmelos.
Darbha—Eragrostis cynosuraeides.
Morvel, Morvel, Morvel—Clematis gouriana.
Vasamvel—Coccus villosus.
Gulvel—Tinospora cordifolia.
Garudphuli—Anamirata cocculus.
Pāṅkawīs, Pānedīcawīs—Typha augustata.
Maryadvel, Marjadvel, Margati, Rani jai, Marjavel—Ipomoea biloba.
Pāndvel—Piper betle.
Cāndvel—Macaranga Roxburghii.
Povāni—Vateria Indica.
Marivvel—Piper nigrum.
Asantel—Pterocarpus marsupium.  
Dueni—Artemisia Sieversiana.  
Basundriel--Rubus biflorus.  
Jasandice Phul—Hibiscus rosa-
sinensis.  
Sontel Amarvel—Cucurbita reflexa.  
Megari—Jasminum Sambac.  
Phanices Jhâd—Carallia integer-
rima.  
Mirci—Capsicum frutescens.  
Voghanti—Capparis Zeylanica.  
Serni—Adelia neriifolia.  
Kâka Ağ—Garuga pinnata.  
Maharukh—Ailantus excelsa.  
Vasudarvel—Cocculus villosus.  
Kanheri—Oleander odorum.  
Kanjâkâne Jhâd—Paramignya       
monophylla.  
Bhadarâce Phul—Arctocarpus La-
kocha.  
Margali—Garcinia indica.  
Bângul—Epipedium tessello-
ides.  
Gurujvat—Anamirta cocculus.  
Ramban, Ramhan—Typha ele-
phantina.  
Pânâra—Erythrina indica.  
Madhevel—Combretum ovalifol-
ium.  
Khulkhulâ—Crotalaria retusa.  
Kâtvel—Cucumis trigonus.  
Sûryakânti—Ionidium suffrutic-
sum.  
Sûryakamal—Helianthus tubero-
sus.  
Gangavel—Cucurbits maxima.  
Karal—Bauhinia malabarica.  
Mendi—Lawsonia alba.  
Kumbhâ, Vakumbhâ—Careya ar-
borea.  
Nirrel—Limacia cuspidata.  
Vâghâcá Chûmpâ—Michelia excelsa.  
Vasukidâvel—Chenopodium ambro-
brooides.  
Maredi—Erigeron asteroides.  
Agavel, Akâvel—Cassytha filiformi-
ria.  
Sûryakiran—Sun lotus.  
Vaghôti—Capparis horrida.  
Deepâyurâckanis—Ficus Rum-
phii.  
Sumudravel—Argyreia speciosa.  
Marelecâvel—Allophylus Cobbe.  
Revatavel—Jasminum angustifol-
ium.  
Haral, Durbâ—Cynodon dacty-
len.  
Gauri—Calamus acanthophatus.  
Arași—Clerodendron phlomoides.  
Kûte Kulak—Bambusa arundi-
naeae.  
Moł—Pyrus Pashia.  
Arkhaď—Rhus Punjabensis.  
Ghüdaď—Dolichos lablab.  
Asvali—Vitex glabrata.  
Bilâyat Jhâd—Feronia elephant-
um.  
Pal—Minusops hexandra.  
Surad—Laportaean granulata.  
Koch—Curcuma aromatica.  
Garuşâsn—Anamirta cocculus.  
Lendphûl—Salacia macroperma.  
Kuval—Helicteria Isora.  
Gahû—Wheat.  

(3) OTHER DEVÅS BUT NOT IDENTIFIABLE
Åqvel, Mrigvel, Bhârgavel, Vasu-
ningâvel, Mâvel, Mravvel, Vasu-
ningâvel, Vasningâvel, Markavel.  
Mariticâvel, Daeshel, Aapurs,  
Jawvelu, Kavat, Cephal, Muka-
pyâvel, Rohita, Pâhiû, Dâga-
dyâvel, Marivel, Vasmeâvel,  
Udârû, Pusâmeâvel, Singanvel,  
Kamûnal, Vîrcha, Vaderâgni,  
Sudhravel, Margavel, Sukhar-
vingâvel, Mundravel, Dongiâvel,  
Madhura, Kanholi, Kandâvel,  
Jiskâpi, Ghodyacijib,  
Ghavel, Devarutechphil, Karâ-
kevel, Marmedicevel, Mudravel,  
Magajyacavel, Ban.
Khair—Acacia catechu.
Hicar—Acacia leucophloca.
Phañas—Artocarpus integrifolia.
Tarvad—Cassia auriculata.
Cinc—The tamarind.
Bor—Zizyphus jujuba.
Rāmpal—Anona reticulata.
Karanādi—Carissa carandas.
Sitāphal—Anona squamosa.
Pimparni—Thespesia populnea.
Yirval—Salicineae tetrasperma.
Toran—Zizyphus rugosa.
Dālimb—Punica granatum.
Āvli—Phyllanthus emblica.
Payara—Ficus Rumphii.
Perū—The guava tree.
Cāmpphā—Michelia champaca.
Nimb—Melia azadirachata.
Tembūrnī—Diospyros melonoxylon
Nāgvel—Piper betle.
Supārī—Areca catechu.
Pajās—Butea frondosa.
Saundad—Prosopis spicigera.
Vad—Ficus Bengalensis.
Rui—Calotropis gigantea.
Salai—Boswellia serrata.
Ambā—Mango tree.
Moh—Bassia latifolia.
Arkhad—Rhus punjabensis.
Jāmbhul—Calyptranthes jambolana.

The mango, umbar and the jāmbhul trees are almost without exception an invariable ingredient of the ponepālī. To these two other leaves are added and castes choose different trees.

Mahār—Rāmphal; Karvand
Bor; Sitāphal; Saundad; Pimparni; Pimpal; Yirval; Cinc
Jack; Rava; Banyan; Čāpā; Rui; Toran; Kalamb; Perū
Betel leaves and nuts and jvari are also added to make up the number of five things.
Telī—Banyan; Saundad; Ber; Pimpal; Karvand.
Nāvī—Sāmi; Čāpā; Karvand; Bor.
Dhangar—Hiwar; Bor; Tarvad; Pajās; Khair; Pimpal.
Gāmbhār—Sāmi; Čāpā; Bor; Pimparni; Āvli; Pimpal; Rui; Limb.
Lohār—Kavand; Jack; Rava; Bor.
Vānī—Bamboo, Dālimb.
Māng—Pimparni; Bor; Hiwar; Tarvad; Saundad; Karvand; Jack; Rava.
Pārī—Saundad; Pimpal.
Kōḷī—Saundad; Karvand.
Kumbhār—Bor; Āvli.
Rāmośi—Bor; Rui; Pimpal; Payaran.
Mālī—Bor; Saundad; Pimpal.

APPENDIX III

The Hālgamba

Ekki—Calotropis gigantea.
Alūd—Ficus Bengalensis.
Karī—Pimpri—Ficus infectoria.
Bosarī—Ficus infectoria.
Āsvāth—Ficus religiosa.
Cakkī—Artocarpus integrifolia.
Gūlar, Atti—Ficus glomerata.
Śend, Kalli—Euphorbia Turucalli.

Nīrval—Eugenia jambolana.
Mullu-Mutala, Halissi, Halvan—Erythrina Indica.
Ipī—Capparis sepiaria.
Mar-Audlā—Jatropha Curcas.
Dagadī—Cocculus villosus.
Apu—Typha angustifolia.
Bānnī—Acacia ferruginea.
Ingāl—Balanites Roxburghii.
CHAPTER XXV
THE COERCION OF POWER
NIRBANDH

The coercion of the kudrat or sakti of a saint is practised in much the same way by the Muhammadan as by the Hindu, and their ways of coercing the power of a tree do not differ. A piece of paper is folded and tied round the neck of the sick and then thrown before a saint with the words, 'The cure has begun, you must finish it'. When stones are placed on tombs or at the roots of trees; when branches of trees are weighed down by stones; when knots are tied in the coverings of tombs or pieces of cloth are tied in the branches of trees there is ample evidence of words being uttered which imply that the intention is to coerce the power of the saint or tree. The driving of nails into trees or the tying of thread round trees are also methods of coercing power.

When one passes to the coercion of the power of gods one finds this coercion admitted in many phrases such as the Marathi phrase, devāvar bhār ghāle, 'to impose a weight on a god', and the Kanarese phrase, devaraṃnu sunkatadalli hākoṇa, 'to place a god in a dilemma'.

A god may be coerced through his name, for the name is stronger than the god. Nāmasmaraṇ is the continuous repetition of the name of a god by relays of people, bhajan is prayer night and day by relays of suppliants, Dhārne is sitting at the door of a temple and lasting till the god grants a request. Pranacar is lying prostrate before a god or at a saint's tomb and refusing to get up or take food till a desired request has been complied with. The immersion of a god in water till it is quite submerged is done on many occasions. An image of Gajāna is immersed to assist a woman in her delivery, and the image is not freed till delivery has taken place; an image of Gaṇpatī is immersed if a man does not return home when expected; at an eclipse all images are immersed to hasten the delivery of the luminary from the eclipse; when the monsoon delays an image is immersed without worship or offering to bring the delayed
rains. Immersion of images is performed whenever loss of livelihood is anticipated.

In time of danger an image of Ganpati is put in a glass case and kept immured till the danger is over. On Ganesa Caturthi when people enthrone images of Ganpati a barren woman will steal the image of another and enclose it in a niche in a wall and keep it there until she gets issue. There are, moreover, various ways of irritating a god so that it will grant a request. His image is worshipped at improper times or it is circumambulated in the reverse way; a temporary benefit may even be obtained by worshipping it with unclean things. The sticky juice of the rui-tree is smeared over an image; in the temple of Narsinh near Nagatirth in the Kumta taluka when rain withholds, a paste of green chillies called lavangimirci is applied to an image from head to foot. Images of gods are made to lie on their stomachs in the field and are there smeared with cowdung and even with ordure. To bring rain one practice is to steal an image of Ganpati and break open its stomach in a field.

The use of mantras again is a form of coercion of sakti, for the mantra is stronger than the god. Mantradhīnun tu dāivatum, the mantras are gods.
CHAPTER XXVI

THE DESTRUCTION OF POWER

THE ANTIPATHY OF TWO POWERS

UNLESS they belong to a panchayatan, a group of five inter-related gods, the images of two deities cannot be placed on the same āsan. The images of kula devatā of different families cannot be brought together; on the fifth day after the birth of a Marāthā child the mother receives many women visitors, but no woman may visit her who has a family god different from that of the mother. The jatā or fairs of two deities of one place cannot be held at one time or evil befalls the village. About twenty years ago the fairs of Dymava and Durgava were held together at Dharwar on the same day; the deities were driven in the same car and placed on the same āsan in the mandap. During the night the deities fought and in the morning their broken bangles and hacked swords were found on the ground, whilst later there was a virulent outbreak of plague.

In Sind a mosque cannot be built near another mosque; if any second mosque is so built it is called Masjid zarar or the mosque that harms it and it is unlawful to enter it.

In Sind two pregnant women must not have their delivery in the same house or the life of the children or of one mother is endangered. Sisters-in-law among Hindus must not meet when they are pregnant. In the Deccan any near relationship prevents the meeting of two women when encinte. In the Panch Mahals a pregnant woman must not meet or see a woman who has just delivered. A restriction prohibiting two bridegrooms from seeing each other’s baśing is a common one and prevents the holding simultaneously of a marriage in each of two opposite houses. Two sons of one father cannot have their thread ceremonies at the same time, and two munja or vatu, if they meet, must hide their faces. Two Firs should not meet nor two sādhus, for quarrels ensue from their meeting; persons who blow pipes to charm snakes will not allow another charmer to blow his pipe at the same time as they blow their own.
Two Muhammadan to责任 should not meet; men who have been working in one dera or threshing-floor are not allowed to enter another threshing-floor, for fear of conflict between the kindness of the two floors. Two wells cannot be dug near to one another; two grinding-stones, two saddles or two brooms cannot be placed together. In Sind two white things should not be put together, and so milk and curds cannot be mixed. A Hindu will not place a broom and a winnowing-fan together, the pestle and mortar after use, or place together the hammer used to fix the peg of the grindstone, gundakallu, and the pestle of the mortar, kabbagundu.

MUTILATION

After the invocation of power into an image the sakti of the image is lost if the image be broken. During the annual festival of Ganesh Chaturthi care must be taken that the image of Ganpati used is not broken before it is finally immersed. The bangles of a married woman lose their sakti if they break; the mangalsutra of a married woman, if torn, must be replaced, and if the Brahmin tears his sacred thread he cannot take a meal until he has sanctified a new thread. A temple bell, a conch, a hearth lose their sakti if broken.

In Hindu ritual no article is more commonly used than aksat which is unbroken rice grain; cotton thread, too, is used in its simple untwisted state. Untwisted thread is tied round kalaśas; is used in the mangalsnān, in making kankān; it is used to avert evil-eye and to tie an amulet. When leaves of the bel are offered in worship they must not have been damaged by insects; the leaves used by Brahmins and by svāhās as plates should be intact. In some cases perfection is associated with a certain number; when leaves of tulsi are used in worship they must be in pairs; plantains should be in unbroken bunches of five, though some castes permit the use of any odd number of plantains when an offering is made to a betrothed girl. In all auspicious ceremonies, in vrulas, śaṅtis and in Śrāddhas the Hindu should not wear singed, torn or knotted clothes, and in strict theory ought annually on Ekādosī Asādha to throw his worn clothes beyond the village boundary on or near a tree.

Imperfection destroys sakti, which will not abide in an imperfect tabernacle. As a corollary to this, imperfection destroys the sakti which results from performing a rite. Paper used for writing charms must have no holes. A sacrificial victim must be without blemiah. There is a story well known in Sind of the Mogul emperor, Akbar, being wounded by a knife which left a scar on his hand. A Mulla Dopiaza who saw the scar gave thanks to God, whereon
one Biral pointed out to the emperor the delight of the mullah and secured his imprisonment. Some days later the emperor when out hunting was separated from his retinue and captured by wild tribesmen who were seeking a human sacrifice to bury beneath the foundations of their fort. They were on the point of burying the emperor when they discovered his scar and set him free. On his return to the palace the emperor, of course, set free the unfortunate mullah and rewarded his presence.

Not only, too, must a victim be unblemished but the yajamān or celebrant must be without stain. The Lingāyat will not allow an imperfect person to begin the ploughing, the sowing or to measure grain; the Muhammadan has the same restrictions, and when the sower goes forth to sow, his friends follow him to the field in Sind to see if he has any physical blemish and in that case substitute another sower. A defective or mutilated person cannot cut the branch used for the kōlgamba or bring it to the marriage mandap; he cannot prepare a charm; he cannot take part in any Mahāyājna; if he be an Agnihotri he cannot celebrate a hom; though he may carry the corpse of one who is a near relative he cannot bear the corpse of one who is not a relative, for nothing that he does can bring sakti to another. Lingāyats call defective persons mūlā and exclude them from all ceremonies in which boys, virgins or sūvāśīnis are to be feasted. In one sect of Lingāyats celibates who have vowed to remain unmarried are called Pattāŋgayā or Carantāṅgayā and receive much reverence; the water in which their feet have been bathed is sprinkled over others and the leavings of their food are treated as karmā prasād, but should these celibates in any way become imperfect their special sakti vanishes and with it the reverence paid to them.

When practising Ḥādrat jīna to get control of spirits the Muhammadan makes use of a boy or girl as a medium, but the medium must be without blemish. In a mosque a defective person cannot conduct the prayers; he could not conduct funeral prayers; he cannot slaughter an animal and he should not even be present when others are discussing something of capital importance. To meet a defective person when going on an errand is as fatal to the success of the journey in the eyes of the Muhammadan as it is in those of the Hindu. A Muhammadan excludes a defective person from the room of a woman in confinement and from the dāvan ceremony when thread, to be used eventually for the trousers of the bridal pair, is wound round the big toe and the thumb of the bridegroom. The destruction of beneficent kudrat which mutilation is supposed to cause brings in the activity of evil-eye.
As corollary to the axiom that mutilation or imperfection destroys power, husbands whose wives have mutilated limbs are not allowed to participate in a marriage ceremony. There are many ideas that contribute to the disabilities of the widow in India, but into her exclusion from ritual enters in some degree the idea that she is imperfect and therefore destructive of sakti. Castes that permit widow remarriage usually debar from auspicious ceremonies those that have married widows. The barren woman again is considered imperfect, and her exclusion from ceremonies the object of which is the winning of barkat is common to all communities. Insistence on perfection leads also to the requirement that a yajman should have with him his wife, that his child should be associated with him, and on occasion that he should have parents living on both sides.

The befouling contact of deformed persons is a standing subject in the ancient books of Hinduism. Deformity is destructive of sakti, destructive of barkat. To break a thing is to make it void of sakti. Muhammadans avoid meeting in the morning a man with one eye, for Anti-Christ will have only one eye, and a person with six fingers, changho, is equally inauspicious and, if met, brings bad fortune during the day.

Although, however, imperfection drives away power or possibly because it drives away sakti, a broken thing is often used to avert evil, such as the evil sakti of evil-eye, of spirits and of disease. Broken images of sandal-wood, broken coconuts, broken sūligrām stones, broken conches, cowries and bells; worn-out brooms, baskets and winnowing-fans afford protection against evil sakti. Tattered rags are called pūdā or kāli, 'calamity', and the gift of these to others transfers evil, but they are also used to avert evil.

SILENCE

By speaking, barkat or kalyān may be lost and the efficacy of a rite destroyed.

If after a meal a man washes his dirty hands and throws away the dirty water accidentally hitting some one, the latter will obtain barkat, but only if he remains silent. Another belief of Mahārs is that if a cow passes by an open door at sunset it will confer barkat on the occupants of the house if they remain silent. On seeing a dog carry away a piece of bread from a house one may obtain barkat by snatching the bread from the dog and burying it beneath one's threshold, but one must do this in silence; bread found on the road also brings barkat if buried in silence. A good dream should not be related to another or its barkat is lost. If
one finds a piece of asafoetida in one’s curry one should tell no
one of one’s discovery. Advice given by a guru must never be
told to another, and if a Fir in Sind give a vazifa or prayer to a
disciple it must not be disclosed to any other person. Magicians
when they discover a new charm must tell no one about it and
exorcists must make no display of their knowledge.

In Sind if a Muhammadan hears of the death of a near relative
he remains silent in the hope of winning barkat. Many of the
Caliphs are said to have buried their own children with their own
hands in silence. According to tradition, the Prophet said that a
good dream should not be told to any one other than a beloved
friend, and a bad dream should not be mentioned to any one so
that evil may not come. In the month of Rajab Persian Moelems
serve several dishes in large earthen pots, in one of which a two-
anna piece has been concealed; the lucky guest who finds the silver
coin must tell no one of his fortune.

The efficacy of a magic rite depends upon the observance of
silence. When a child is a victim of evil-eye it is shown its reflex-
tion in a dish of oil and this is taken in silence to a temple where
it is burnt. Silence characterizes some rites performed to bring
rain. Nails are driven in silence into trees to cure or transfer
illness. In the practice of Utara things waved round the heads
of the sick are deposited or buried at cross-roads in silence. Herbs
are uprooted in silence at an eclipse or on an Amavasya; medicinal
herbs are collected in silence and medicines are administered in
silence. When the aid of mantriks is sought and objects are taken
to them to be charmed or brought back from them silence must
be maintained. Incantations made over the sick must be made
inaudibly, for if the patient hear them they are inoperative as
cures. A person over whom the Koran is recited must remain
silent, and when writing a charm a Muhammadan remains silent.
Silence is imperative when a bath is taken in charmed water, a
dumb bath, mukanuru, to drive away disease or to obtain issue.
This bath is also taken as a preliminary to rubbing oneself against
a ‘breathing stone’, a usala kal; this stone is found in front of
temples of Hanuman, and by rubbing against it five times on each
of three days a strain which affects the breathing can be cured,
but only if silence be maintained. When the Kalkari coerces the
power of a rui-tree by placing a stone on a bent branch he does
so in silence; when asafoetida is rubbed into a cut made in a
barren pumpkin creeper this must be done without speaking.

Barkat is lost if one speaks when taking grain from a granary;
when removing grain from the threshing-floor or when measuring
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grain, silence is necessary. Coconuts and plantains should be gathered in silence and betel-leaves plucked in silence; butter should be churned in silence or the butter will congeal; honey should be collected in silence and cattle should be milked in silence.

To help a woman in her travail water is passed from a well along a long line of persons and given her to drink; it is essential that all these persons should remain silent or the śakti which the water acquires from the common will of all and the piety of any pious person among them is lost. A talisman loses its power if when tying it to one's person one speaks.

The Muhammadan observes silence after the preliminary bis-millāh on slaughtering an animal until he has rinsed his mouth and washed his hands. The success of Istikhāra depends upon silence being maintained. When naivedya is offered by a Hindu to a god; when aksat is thrown on the vatū at a thread ceremony, on the bridal pair during a marriage, or on an image save when its śakti is dismissed, silence is incumbent. The sun is worshipped in silence on Sundays; the bride worshipping Gauri and Sankar does so in silence; the propitiation of Vetāl is accomplished by silent worship and Hindu women worship Lakṣmi in silence at Divālī. Among non-Brahmins when a sick person recovers from a severe illness and goes to a temple to express his gratitude he must worship in silence. Puroṭs worship the patri and the banni trees in silence before dawn. In Khandesh the hour before dawn is chosen for the first ploughing, and Jains choose the same hour for the first sowing because it is a time when the probability of being accosted is least. At Simgā Bhils of the Taloda taluka dance from village to village in silence and keep silence when objects pledged to a god are taken from one village to another, for the breaking of silence would mean death. In the Karnātak a Hindu travelling to a temple of Southern India will not speak until he reaches the temple even if accosted, and Kuravas ¹ cover their mouths so as to make speaking impossible. In Sind some Muhammadans observe silence on their way to a saint's dargāh, and according to tradition, he who goes to a mosque without talking to any one on the way is rewarded by God, who records for him a virtuous deed equivalent to a duly performed pilgrimage. When a Hindu paces round a temple in fulfilment of a vow he must do so in silence. Fire for a sacrificial hom must be brought in silence and the hom must be kindled in silence.

Silent prayer is recognized by Hindu and by Muhammadan alike. According to Manu, an offering consisting of muttered

¹ Vide The Land Pirates of India, W. J. Hutch, 1928, p. 143.
prayers is ten times more efficacious than a sacrifice performed according to the rules of the Veda; a prayer which is inaudible to others surpasses it a hundred times, and the mental recitation of sacred texts a thousand times. The Sandhya and the Gayatri mantra are repeated inaudibly, and jap or silent prayer is a recurring feature of Hindu ritual. The Grihya-Sutras have many examples of the injunction to maintain silence. The bride had to be silent till the rising of the stars; after concluding his period of studentship the Brahmacari had to enter a cowpen before sunrise and keep silent till the stars appeared, and at Simantanayan the woman remained silent till the same moment when the stars appeared. A Muhammadan has his prayers at midnight and in the afternoon which, if not uttered in congregation, are muttered in silence; all his prayers are followed by a silent muttering or sukut, and after the midnight prayer silence is sometimes maintained until the morning prayer (tahajju).

A restriction forbidding the bride or the bride and bridegroom at various stages of the marriage ceremony to speak is common to all castes and creeds. Strictly speaking, the Muhammadan bridal pair should be silent for the day of marriage, the day that precedes it and the day that follows it, but in practice silence is often maintained only until the jalaun ceremony when the pair for the first time see each other's faces. Among Hindus the bride must not speak when akset is thrown on her and the bridegroom; when her mangalsutra is tied round her neck; when the marriage is made irrevocable by the Saptapadi or seven steps taken by the bridal pair together, and when the thread from which the wristlets of the pair are made is passed round the pair five times by the officiating priests. In communities which have the Dhare ceremony, in which after the tying of the wristlets to the wrists of the bridal pair milk and water are poured in turn over their hands, the bride must remain silent during the ceremony. The meal again taken by the bridal pair as an integral part of the marriage ceremony must be taken by them together in silence.

From the moment the hands of the Muhammadan boy at his circumcision are dyed with henna until the henna dries, the boy must remain silent.

Though silence, however, brings barakat there are occasions on which prayers are deliberately said loudly. In rites intended to bring rain loud prayers are more habitual than silent ones; when the sacred thread is renewed annually a loud prayer is uttered to Yama ten times. The repetition of mantras may be in whispers or in a loud voice. In Candipujá a sākān is drawn on a lotus-
leaf and at each cardinal point a goddess is invoked; Brahma, Viṣṇu and Maheśvar are invoked in whispers. On the other hand, with the object of attaining wealth the Kukkutamantra is repeated a thousand times by the yajamān who sits on a mountain or the bank of a river and invokes Śaṅkar and other deities in a loud voice.

**SUNSHINE**

Śakti must be shielded from the sun. The Bombay Presidency is rich in cave temples, the construction of which was perhaps dictated by no architectural need, but by the desire to escape from the sun. The darkened shrine of the modern Hindu temple repeats the protection from the sun which the cave temple afforded; the sun is not allowed to enter the Garbhāgudi or innermost sanctuary of a temple, the shrines of Śiva and of Durgā only, whose śakti is stronger than that of the sun, permitting the entry of the sun for a brief time on the first of the Hindu year. No image can be worshipped in the sun, and the sun must not fall on the head of a divine image, though it may fall on the feet, and in some temples, as in that of Vir Nārāyan at Gadag and of Mahālakṣmi at Kolhapur, a small aperture in the wall admits the rays of the sun for a few moments on certain days. When a sacred image is borne from one place to another it travels in a palanquin which protects it from the sun. The Gondhalis carry their triśul under a canopy, and symbols such as the Marāthā devak and the hālgamba into which śakti has been invoked are protected from the sun by a canopy until they reach the marriage mandap.

At his lingapūja the Lāṅgāyat chooses a shadowed spot to uncover his linga twice a day. The pādūka of saints are carried in a palanquin and fan-shaped abdāgir, now little more than ornaments of pageantry, recall a one-time protection against the sun. An ordinary conch can be placed in the sun but not a conch used in worship. An ārti must be protected from the sun; fire to be used for a hom must be covered when carried out of doors, as must also offerings to be made to deities.

Sunshine destroys the efficacy of prayer. Hindu saints retire from the sun when they perform penance and when they pray clouds are supposed to gather. To a Muhammadan no blessing can come from God in the full sunshine. When the Prophet moved from place to place he was traditionally protected by clouds, and when a Muhammadan saint moves about he shields himself by making cloudy weather. Though the skies of Sind for many months in the year are cloudless there are people who sing songs composed
by Shah Bitai, and when they sing the clouds gather, bringing bārkāt. A Muhammadan performing penance for forty days, chilla, chooses a deep cave in which the sun does not enter, and the Prophet himself before he attained his prophethood prayed in a cavern on Mount Hira. The congregational prayers of the Muhammadan are of necessity often finished in the sunshine, but a prayer should be begun in the shade; the mukrab is always in the shade and so is also the raised nimbat on which the khatib prays.

The Muhammadan will not place the Koran nor hadis in the sun; the Hindu keeps the Veda protected from the sun. A yantra may not be dried in the sun nor can a mantra or even water in which a mantra has been dipped be placed in the sun. Flowers and leaves collected by a Hindu for use in worship must be collected before the sun rises; worship which has a special object is performed before dawn; sages perform penance before sunrise. The hour before dawn is to the Muhammadan in Sind the hour when holy men remember God, Piro jafirji mahal.

The absence of the sun is one of the factors giving a special value to this hour before dawn. In the Konkan in many Kātkari villages the measuring of grain must be done before dawn or after sunset. In Khandesh and in the Karnāṭak the first ploughing is done before sunrise; in the Dharwar district the threshing of the major grains is begun after midnight and completed before dawn. A journey is well begun if begun before sunrise. Many a magic rite has to be completed before sunrise; nails are driven into trees, trees are embraced, charmed medicines are brought from mantriks before sunrise. The threshing-floor is swept before dawn; the pole of the floor is cut before dawn and erected on the floor before the sun rises. Before the sun appears at the time of sowing or reaping, agriculturists in the Karnāṭak cut up a coconut and sprinkle the pieces over the fields; in other parts of the Karnāṭak charagā or boiled rice is sprinkled round the field and threshing-floor at the same early hour. Many charms are written before sunrise.

Milk and all food are protected from the sun by the Hindu and by the Muhammadan. Silavant Lingāyats cover all water when they draw it from a well. There are castes that invariably roof in their wells, and the ordinary step-well now being superseded in the interests of sanitation, shielded its waters from the sun. One section of the Lingāyats, the Dhalpavads, 'dust-purified', because the sun shines on streams and pools, draw their water from holes dug for the moment in the river-bed, and close the hole as soon as they have filled their water-pots.

Persons with special power must not go in the sun. The Muhammad-
madan bride and bridegroom and also the bridegroom's best man, anar, cannot go in the sun for a definite number of days; the non-Brahmin bridal pair are also subject to the same restriction, which may be extended even beyond the day of marriage. The mother after her delivery and her child cannot go in the sun for some time; the Haranśikārī forbids her doing so for five days, the Marūhā for five weeks, the Muhammadan for forty days. The Brahmin mother is now under no such restriction, but the hom called sūryāvlokan which strict orthodoxy requires at the end of her confinement seems to suggest that she should not go in the sun for three months. This hom, 'the sight of the sun', is not celebrated nowadays. If a Vaddar woman miscarries in her fourth or eighth month of pregnancy, she is shut up in a dark room for a month and not allowed to see a light or expose herself to the sun. A Hindu or a Muhammadan girl on attaining puberty is not allowed to go in the sun for some time. The Muhammadan boy at his circumcision should not go in the sun for three days, but in practice does so as soon as his wound is healed. In the Grihya-sutras, the Brahmin boy at the end of his studentship had to enter a cowpen before sunrise, and remain there till the stars appeared; perhaps it is a memory of a restriction on his going in the sun that to-day during the Samāvartan ceremony which ends his studentship he is given an umbrella denied him during his studentship.

Several explanations of this fear of the sun have been offered or accepted by Western writers. The familiar story of Danae has given support to the assumption that the sun is avoided because it causes impregnation. Sir James Frazer (Balder the Beautiful, vol. i, p. 75) writes of the Hindu ceremony of Garbhādhān, 'the impregnation rite', during which the bride is made to look towards the sun or be in some way exposed to its rays. This to the best of my knowledge is not quite accurate. After the celebration of a hom, Agnupasthān, the husband puts the juice of durva grass in the right nostril of his wife and both then offer prayers to the sun to remove any impurity or obstacle that impedes fertility. This actual invocation of the sun is called Sūryopasthān, but the pair do not go into the sun. The power of the sun purifies. If a man whilst worshipping hears a menstruous woman talk he becomes pure again by gazing at the sun, and the sight of the sun purifies him should he have touched a human bone without flesh. On the eleventh day after her delivery and after her bath, the Brahmin woman is required to have a sight of the sun, and to hold up a churning instrument or rāvi, a word which with different
accent also means sun (rani). This looking at the sun is intended as a prayer to the sun to make her pure.

It seems to me impossible to isolate particular illustrations of the fear or avoidance of the sun, and give to them an explanation which will not apply to others. The Lingayat avoids the sun in all religious exercises, considering the sun a śūdra or one without a linga. The common rule that the bridal pair should not go in the sun is explained by those who follow it in many ways, but never by attributing to the sun the power of impregnation. Exposure of the bridal pair to the sun it is thought brings disaster to their parents; Raddis, Kabbars, Gollars more emphatically believe that an evil spirit attacks the bridal pair if they venture into the sun; Talwars keep the girl on her attaining puberty and the mother after her delivery out of the sun from a fear of the evil eye of the sun. Sindi Muhammadans also associate the sun with evil-eye and with evil spirits. Dinhan tato jinn nato, 'When the day is hot the spirits are active.'

The restriction on going in the sun is frequently accompanied by a restriction on touching a light or fire. The Haranśikārī mother after her delivery must not touch fire or a light for five days as well as not go in the sun; the Vaddar woman who miscarries is not to see a light for a month. A girl on attaining puberty must not light a lamp or touch fire. There may be in this, from one point of view, the objective aspect of taboo; fire must be protected from pollution, but I think another explanation also is possible.

The Muhammadan will not allow a man who is seriously ill to go in the sun. This prohibition must also be explained along with other similar restrictions, and in this instance there can be no question of impregnation. Now illness is caused by hot power. If a Muhammadan lies seriously ill, children are made to eat food and sprinkle over the sick man the water in which they have washed their dirty hands, and this to cool the hot power which has caused his illness. If a household is visited by small-pox all the members of the house every evening soak their clothes in water and throw the water at the root of a tree, and in any serious case of illness the hands of the sick are dipped in water which is thrown on his face and at the root of a tree before sunrise. The Hindu pours water on the pādakā of the deity to whom he attributes small-pox to cool her hot sakti. Heat, again, is associated with a woman in her confinement and with a child for some days after birth. The movable grate used in the confinement-room has to be cooled by being sprinkled with milk and ghee; the bathing of the child, too, has among other objects that of cooling its hot sakti. Once again
the whole atmosphere of a marriage is charged with hot power; on the sixteenth day after a Hindu marriage milk is sprinkled on the mandap in which the marriage was held to cool its sakti, whilst the Muhammadan puts the discarded wristlets and the garlands of the bridal pair into water to make them cool.

To keep cool, thanḍa, or calm, sānt, is the aim of much ritual both of the Hindu and of the Muhammadan, and it seems only logical that measures adopted to prevent an access of heat should accompany measures adopted to attain coolness. Evil spirits are as one form of power associated with heat, and the non-Brahmin explains his restrictions on going in the sun as an avoidance of evil spirits.

In face of the general denial of any fear of impregnation in some of the rites I have just described, and the impossibility of associating any such fear with other rites, another explanation of the avoidance of the sun must be sought, and this, I think, is to be found in a fear of heat which destroys barkat and brings a train of evil.

**Himsā**

There are features of the respect shown in India for animal life that are more than familiar; the extreme respect of Jainism, the motive for such respect introduced by the belief in metempsychosis, the intimacy which prevails in India between animals and men. These and other features of this respect for animal life are not within the limits I have set to this book. I wish to treat of himsā or the destruction of life in general terms and in so far as such himsā affects man’s control of power from which comes barkat. The sacred books of Hinduism enjoin respect for animals; the Koran speaks of beasts and birds as being nations like unto those of men, but again I do not propose to deal with the religious sanction of any of the great creeds of India, or with the Puritanism of any sect that avoids the eating of flesh.

In the *Bombay Gazetteer*, vol. ix, part i, p. 178, it is said that Bhavars or calico-printers in Gujarāt will not dye during the four rainy months because the slaughter of insects in the dye adds to the evil of the southing time. Here is an example of himsā being avoided because it enhances the evil sakti of time. It is on similar lines that I wish to illustrate how himsā as a destructive act destroys barkat, destroys sakti and kudrat, and how many practices of the Hindu and of the Muhammadan are based on the same idea that himsā destroys the fruition of purpose. In this idea there enters no question of religious sanction, though sacred books may refer to it; it is a basic idea earlier than the growth of the present
creeds of India, it may be found in the same detail among tribes barely within the pale of Hinduism and even among those that for practical purposes are without it, as among the more advanced castes of Hinduism. However intimate its connexion with modern Hinduism or the religion of the Prophet, the belief that himsā operates to destroy a mysterious 'power' is infinitely older than either of these. The various forms of himsā I now propose to deal with are grinding, washing, the roasting of grain, the cutting of hair and nails, sweeping, the eating of flesh and incontinence, between which an undoubted bond of union can be traced.

GRINDING

There is a story of the saint Ramdas weeping when he found a woman grinding grain and telling her she was destroying life. The grindstone is one of the five destructive domestic implements called panaśunā, one of the five 'slaughter-houses' mentioned by Manu,1 one of the five places where, according to the Institutes of Vīnu,2 life is ignorantly destroyed. A hearth, a grinding-stone, a broom, a pestle and mortar and a water-pot cause the destruction of life binding the Hindu, in the words of his sacred books, with the fetters of sin to expiate which five great sacrifices are prescribed.

Grinding destroys the sakti of the grain, eliciting the curse of the grain. Grinding, like other acts of destruction, destroys bārkat. In Sind the professional grinder of grain, chāki, is supposed to be always in adversity, just as grass is always green, but the cutter of grass always unfortunate, gāh sadāi saō magar gāhi sadāi sunjo. The Macchi or fisherman in Sind never prospers, for he lives by destroying life, as does the butcher. The Teli is accused by reason of his profession of crushing oil-seed. According to Manu (iv, 85) one oil-press is as bad as ten slaughter-houses. A man with a house adjoining that of a Teli never prospers; the sight of a Teli or the sound of his press in the morning is to be avoided; in agricultural operations he is tabooed.

Grinding is forbidden during the celebration of any form of worship,3 as it would render nugatory, through its destruction of sakti, the efforts of the worshipper to win sakti. It is forbidden

---

1 Manu, iii, 68-9.
2 Institutes of Vīnu, lx, 19, 20.
3 Op. Indian Antiquary, vol. xxiv, p. 226, 1895, 'Notes on the spirit basis of Belief and Custom', J. M. Campbell: 'During the festival of Dyaunā in Dharwar no corn-mills may grind corn, apparently from the fear that as Dyaunā is more of a fiend than a guardian the blessed influence of corn-grinding may annoy her, may even put her to flight.' This is quite a wrong interpretation of the prohibition of grinding. Grinding is forbidden at all fair or jātri, as are other forms of himsā.
when instruments of craft are worshipped, and how far this is because it destroys sakti is clear from the simultaneous restriction of threshing, sweeping, washing and shaving by Pancāls and Tiglars. There can be no grinding whilst the Marāthā devak, the manekstombha of Gujarāt or the hālgamba of the Karnāṭak remains installed without the prior dismissal of its sakti. It is forbidden on any day specially set apart for worship to avert a calamity; when rain fails there can be no grinding on days sacred to Indra; during an epidemic it must not be indulged in on days sacred to the goddess responsible for the visitation of the epidemic, and in the Karnāṭak in time of epidemic drums are beaten to warn people to stop grinding for five Fridays and five Tuesdays, the breach of which warning would add to the number of victims claimed by the epidemic.

During hours of sakti it is essential to do nothing that destroys sakti. Grinding, therefore, is forbidden at an eclipse, on Amāvāsyā and on some Pūrṇima; at sunset, dawn, midday, and at midnight. Grinding on Ugadi or during Divāḷī entails hardship throughout the following twelve months; on Fridays and Saturdays in the month of Śrāvan and also on Naippānemī grinding is forbidden. The Muhammadan, similarly, will not grind at an eclipse, at noon or at sunset, nor throughout the first ten days of Muharram.

When a male member of a household leaves his house to go on pilgrimage or a journey, acts of destruction would destroy the fruition of his purpose, and must accordingly be avoided by those who stay at home. Ghantichors, Bestars, Dong-Dasaris and Koravus do not allow their women-folk to wash the day their menfolk leave home, and consider that grinding after the final good-bye means disaster to those that have left home. The Muhammadan also refrains for the day from grinding when some one in the house sets out on a journey. When an animal has just been purchased its pāygun is still a matter of doubt; nothing must be done to make evil the potentiality of the animal, and so until the animal is properly tethered neither a Hindu nor a Muhammadan will grind. After any new purchase, indeed, or after receiving a gift a Muhammadan will not grind, nor will he do this after the birth of a calf. Mālis believe that if there be grinding within an hour of the birth of a calf the hair of the calf will always remain erect.

After the birth of a child the Muhammadan forbids grinding for forty days; at the time of delivery and also just before delivery grinding is equally forbidden. Hindus believe that harm will befall the mother if grinding be indulged in within a day from the birth of her child. After a death, again, grinding is prohibited to a
Muhammadan for three days; grinding whilst a body remains without disposal means to a Hindu long illness for the women relations of the deceased's family in consequence of persecution by the ghost of the dead. When a Muhammadan is dying grinding is forbidden as a protection to his relations, and in some communities, such as that of the Kātkari, even distant relatives of the deceased in other villages must cease to grind on hearing of his death. There are similar prohibitions after a marriage in order that the barks of the marriage may not be lost. The Marūthā and the Teli bride cannot grind for sixteen days after her marriage; the Muhammadan bride is restricted for six or twelve months, and a Brahmin bride cannot grind or touch a grindstone for a year after her marriage. Grinding during a marriage, save when ceremonial grinding is necessary as part of the ritual of the occasion, is generally prohibited, whilst Ghattivaddars for five days forbid grinding as well as sweeping and washing.

When seed is being sown those at home must not imperil the success of the sowing by grinding; when a guest arrives and when he departs the barks expected from his visit must not be jeopardized by thoughtless grinding. A man practising charms should not hear the sound of grinding, and should a man dream of seeing a woman grinding, death, calamity or illness will come to his next-door neighbour. Mantras recited whilst grinding is being done lose their power and are without efficacy. In the Kārnāṭak, but not in Sind, the Muhammadan installs dead Pirs, and at Muharram paṇjā or hands are held aloft which are called pirān; grinding is forbidden for five days after any such installation.

The destructive act of grinding, like other forms of destruction, destroys barks. There may, however, be occasions on which its very destructive potentiality is a desired asset. The efficacy of a curse is enhanced if the curse be accompanied by an act of destruction. A Hindu adds to the power of his curse by cutting blades of grass, breaking branches or twigs of trees, by pulling out his hair or by breaking one stone on another. A Muhammadan considers an oath a very serious one if it be taken after cutting grass, after hair-cutting, in front of a grindstone or to the accompaniment of grinding. An enemy of one who is taking an oath will try to make the consequences of that oath the more serious by grinding stones.

SWEEPING

A broom is another of the five domestic implements of destruction. It sweeps away both good and evil. A broom is a remedy against 31
the evil eye; in Gujaráti a broom is waved over the afflicted person and fibres of a broom are tied to his wrist; the handle of a broom with chillies and salt is placed on a tile and this after being waved round the victim is placed at cross-roads. A broom drives away evil spirits. If a child at lamp-lighting time cry, a broom is beaten on the threshold, taken out of the house and again brought back to scare away spirits. In the Karnáṭak a broom with a round stone is placed near a woman awaiting her delivery as a protection against evil. If a man has bad dreams caused by spirits he keeps a broom near his pillow. A broom is waved over a person possessed by spirits or the person’s shadow is beaten with a broom. Beating the ground with a broom drives away the evil ṣakti of disease. After an epidemic of cholera Kātkarīs sweep clean the whole village, not from any modern idea of sanitation but in the belief that the disease is thereby driven away. Sweeping drives away the evil ṣakti of pāγγun; when an unwelcome guest departs from his host’s house the steps are well brushed with water. In Bombay prostitutes if they fail to find a client take a broom and beat the ground. In Gujaráti when a house is vacated it must first be swept clean, and this again not from any advanced motive of cleanliness but from the simpler desire to avert evil.

Though, however, the broom is used to sweep away evil it remains an implement of dangerous potentiality. It must never be touched by the foot and it must never touch the person of any one. A boy beaten with a broom of grass becomes lean; sitting on a broom leads to bleeding sores; if a woman be beaten with a broom she becomes a bad character and a person so beaten never has any issue. If in Gujaráti one man beat another all the pāγya of the first man is swept away and all the sins of the latter are transferred to the former. It is bad to see a broom as the first thing in the morning; it must never be left vertically against a wall but always flat on the ground, or family quarrels will ensue. At night a broom must be kept in a safe place lest it fall into the hands of a thief who, by making passes with it over a sleeping household, can keep all the members asleep whilst he plunders them. A new broom should not be bought on a Saturday or on a new-moon day, and when bought it must be sprinkled with turmeric to render its pāγγun harmless to the owner. A broom should never be brought home on an auspicious day and never carried on a journey; it should never be picked up off a road, never given away, or, at any rate, at night or sunset, and it must never be burnt.

Restrictions on sweeping follow very closely those on grinding.
When a respected guest arrives there can be no sweeping or the barkat of his visit will be lost; sweeping would be a hint to him to depart and sweeping after his departure is a method of getting rid of the evil his pâygon has brought. When a man leaves home on a journey of importance or on a pilgrimage there must be no sweeping in his house on the day of his departure; in the Dharwar district when a man goes on a pilgrimage his wife cannot sweep with a broom until he returns, and if sweeping be necessary, gets some one else to do it for her, an evasion of issue not uncommon in Hindu practice. Sweeping is forbidden during an auspicious ceremony; during worship; on fair days and car festivals; on the anniversary of the dead; during meals which are a form of sacrifice and during a conversation of importance. In Khándesh and in the Karnátak it is forbidden whilst sowers are sowing in the field. When the Korán, the Veda or the Puráña are being read sweeping must cease.

At certain hours of power sweeping is rigorously forbidden. In the twilight: at an eclipse or at midday. If it be necessary to sweep at sunset the sweepings must be stored in a corner and thrown away in the morning. The Muhammadan will not sweep on an 'Id nor on certain Fridays.

After the birth of a child the Muhammadan refrains from sweeping for some hours as he does after receiving a valuable present, after buying a valuable animal or after his cow has given birth to a calf. To the Hindu sweeping is tabooed after a birth till the sixth day. During and after a marriage there are restrictions on sweeping. The Muhammadan will not sweep during a marriage and the Muhammadan bride cannot sweep for seven days or seven weeks after her marriage. The Hindu cannot sweep even the store-room during a marriage, and if sweeping cannot be avoided whilst the hágamba is installed, it must be done with a cloth and not with a broom. Vaddars will not purchase a new broom for a year after a marriage. Sweeping immediately after Oválaní or the waving of ārti would destroy the barkat of those rites. A Muhammadan will not allow sweeping whilst he is performing Hâdrát Jinn, or attempting to receive a prophetic dream. A Hindu cannot sweep the threshing-floor until all the threshed grain has been removed from the floor; he cannot sweep a granary with a broom and must clean his cattle-shed with his hand. After a death so long as the body lies in the house there can be no sweeping, and even after the body has been removed from the house only the track followed by the body can be swept.
THE HEARTH

Roasting grain or baking bread is one of the five deadly sins of a Hindu. It is forbidden during the celebration of any auspicious ceremony such as a marriage, a tonsure or a thread ceremony. When an epidemic visits the Karnāṭak villagers are warned by beat of drum not to roast grain. During the sowing of seed the roasting of grain is forbidden, though during the sowing of cotton-seed jvāri is roasted to see whether the crop of cotton will be a good one or not according to the swelling of the roasted seed. The Muhammadan will not roast grain when a man lies very sick for fear of making his illness beyond cure; whilst sowing is proceeding; on the eighth day of Bakri 'Id until prayers have been offered, on the tenth of Muharram and for three days after a death.

WASHING

Just as the Teli or oil-man by reason of his profession brings misfortune to others, so the Dhobi or washerman is a person associated with ill. The Dhobi woman is generally regarded as a witch; the Deccani Muhammadan will not take food at her house and calls her bula or calamity. A washerman washes away the barkat of a house, dhoban ghar dhokar lejati hai.

Washing is forbidden on certain days and at certain hours. It is bad to bathe in the twilight; the washing of clothes is forbidden at an eclipse or at sunset; even the Muhammadan will not give clothes to a washerman in the twilight. A Muhammadan will not wash clothes or himself on 'Id, at midday, midnight, sunset, sunrise and in many cases at an eclipse. Washing clothes at an 'Id or for ten days at Muharram washes away the barkat of the time.

Bathing and the washing of clothes are forbidden in the Karnāṭak before ploughing, sowing, measuring or threshing grain or reaping crops. In Khandesh sowers will not bathe till they have completed their task, nor till the sowing is finished can the house be washed or clothes be washed at home. A bath during the threshing of grain or after the floor has been prepared and until the grain is brought to the store, destroys all hope of any increase in the grain. A guest or stranger visiting the threshing-floor is not allowed, any more than is one of the threshers, to wash his feet. In general, too, the plough cannot be washed till the ploughing is over. When a man leaves home the rest of his household cannot bathe the same day; Ghanticors, Bastars, Dong Dasaris and Koravas think that the bathing of the women at home would
cause the death of the absent man. As, too, the man leaves the house he is given curds in his palm which he must eat, but after eating which he must be careful not to wash his hands and thereby destroy the barkat this gift imparts.

In the performance of great sacrifices the celebrant and his wife do not take a bath until the last day of the sacrifice. When visiting a god a suppliant must see the image without having previously washed his feet (dhūldārāṇa, 'dust sight'). Unless one has stepped on something impure one cannot wash one’s feet after returning from a temple or one loses the barkat of one’s visit to the temple. After offering naivedya to a god a Brahmīn cannot immediately bathe or even wash his clothes, nor can he do so after witnessing a procession of a sacred car. A Hindu over whom ārti is waved must not bathe or he loses the barkat of that rite. In Kanara at an eclipse the man who beats barren trees to coerce them to give fruit must not wash his face or his efforts are in vain.

Whilst the hālgomba is installed any washing of clothes that is necessary must be done at the house of another and not in the house wherein the installation has been made. Among Havūks the bridal pair must not bathe for four days from the installation of Nāndi.

When a man dies Muhammadans believe that angels and the souls of relatives visit the dead bringing barkat, and that any kind of washing whilst a corpse remains unburied will deprive the dead of barkat. From the day the Muhammadan pilgrim puts on the garb of a pilgrim until he reaches the sacred Ka‘bah he should not bathe unless he has suffered pollution. The Hindu, save at an eclipse and in the event of hearing of the death of a near relative, avoids bathing after a meal.

SHAVING AND HAIR-CUTTING

The hair and the nails grow spontaneously; they contain life and sākti. Their cutting is to a Hindu a form of himsā, a destruction of life. The sin of cutting the hair or the nails involves purification, prayascitta, by bathing. After shaving a Hindu is as impure as a woman in her menses until he bathes; he cannot touch any one, he cannot enter the shrine of a sacred image, he cannot enter the kitchen, and the very orthodox after cutting their hair or after shaving will slip round to their bathing-place without entering their house. The place where a Hindu has had his hair cut ought strictly to be cleaned with cowdung; the purificatory bath he takes should not be taken in the customary bathing-place, and that he may not touch with his impure hands the bathing utensils
the water of his bath should be poured over him by another. After cutting his hair a Hindu without first bathing cannot pray or perform his sandhya; he cannot do any agricultural work; he should not eat nor drink; he cannot grace any auspicious ceremony by his presence; he cannot cohabit with his wife; even his clothes are impure and should be washed. The barber whose profession it is to cut hair is another example of a profession tabooed because it is associated with himsa. Clothes touched by a barber must be washed; his shadow falling on a sacred image makes purification imperative, samprokshan. The name of a barber cannot be mentioned after sunset; it is a bad omen to see a barber when one rises in the morning and particularly if he carries no tools. In the Karnata when a man suffers heavy loss in his business he is said to have had his head shaven, bolu ketti hoitu.

The opening of barbers' shops in India has destroyed many of the old customs relating to hair-cutting, and especially the restriction which confined this form of himsa to certain hours. The very orthodox, however, who will not visit a barber's saloon call the barber to their houses and will still not have their hair cut at noon.

This idea of impurity associated with the cutting of the hair or the nails, is not confined to the Hindu. After shaving or being shaved a Muhammadan must bathe ere he can enter a mosque, touch the Koran, go to a graveyard, measure grain, or even sit under certain trees such as the bar and pipal. Some Muhammadans take a bath before they think of cooking food after being shaved or having their hair cut.

Shaving and hair-cutting at forbidden times shorten life; they destroy barkat. When of old a new king had been consecrated he might not shave his hair for one year, and none of his subjects might cut his hair during this period save Brahmans, and even horses were left unclipped. The husband of a pregnant woman cannot cut his hair from the sixth month of her pregnancy till the tenth day after her delivery; in practice he does not do so for the ten days after her delivery and for two to four weeks before the child is born. The penalty of breaking this injunction is harm to the child and the shortening of the father's life.

In order that the dead shall not lose barkat mourners must observe strict purity; they must remain chaste and should not shave or cut their hair and nails. On the day of his father’s or mother’s death the son only shaves before he performs the funeral rites; this shaving is not considered himsa, but any subsequent shaving during the period of mourning is forbidden as entailing

the offer of something unholy to the spirit of the dead. Sindi Muhammadans forbid shaving and hair-cutting for four days following a death. After completion of the mourning, Hindus shave on the eleventh day after a funeral; Gaud Sarasvats require all male cousins of the deceased who have no parents to shave even their moustaches. If a Hindu woman loses her husband whilst she is enceinte, as a protection to the expected child, she is not tonsured during the obsequies, but her hair is left uncut for several months.

Hair-cutting is forbidden a Hindu on his birthday, on days of Śrāddha, and on the anniversary of a saint. If a child is smitten with small-pox no one of the household can shave or cut his hair before the goddess associated with the disease has been worshipped. When a Hindu makes darśan of a temple, that is seeks barkat from merely seeing the temple, he cannot cut his hair till the third day subsequent or he destroys the barkat of his darśan. A Hindu cannot cut his hair on a day sacred to Gāyapati; on a day of fasting or on days dedicated to special deities. He must not cut his hair during the performance of a vow or of a sacrifice; after meals he cannot shave, because no bath can be taken after a meal save when after a meal a man goes to a funeral, on return from which he must bathe.

Devakārya is a worship of the kula devatā. Guests are invited, and after mangalārti or the auspicious waving of ārī, throw flowers and akṣat on the images. Each of the bridal pair performs this ceremony separately; it is also performed in a thread ceremony and when a pilgrim returns from pilgrimage. On the day this worship is performed before a marriage the father of the bride, the father of the bridegroom, and the bridegroom cannot shave or cut their hair. At a thread ceremony, again, the vaḫu himself cannot cut his hair or shave, nor can the returned pilgrim when Devakārya is performed on his return.

During a marriage ceremony hair-cutting and shaving are forbidden. For sixteen days, too, after a marriage the bridegroom and all male members in the families of the bridal pair cannot shave.

When a man goes on a journey or on a pilgrimage he should not cut his hair, if not for the whole period of his absence, at least for the day of his setting out. There are some sacred places of pilgrimage where the Hindu must shave before performing ceremonies for the pītys, but save for these places shaving and hair-cutting are forbidden during a journey made with a religious object. The injunction on the Muhammadan pilgrim to the sacred places of Arabia is equally strict. During his performance of penance,
chīlā, again the Muhammadan is forbidden to cut his hair or nails. The other restrictions which apply when a Hindu or Muhammadan goes on a journey or on a pilgrimage, emphasize that hair-cutting is forbidden, not because of any possibility of his shorn hair falling into the possession of another person who may through its possession do him harm, but because any act of himsā imperils fruition of purpose. When a Hindu goes a journey or on a pilgrimage, food that is sweet must be eaten by all his household to bring him barkat, and that the barkat may not be lost by a destructive act, clothes cannot be washed in his house, the house cannot be swept, other male members of the household cannot shave, relations cannot bathe or throw away water and, after the pilgrim has said good-bye, grinding would bring him disaster on his way. The Muhammadan pilgrim after assuming the ihram cannot cut his hair or nails, cannot kill any animal save dangerous creatures, cannot cut grass, a tree or a plant. During chīlā also a Muhammadan cannot kill animals or cut grass or a tree. The doctrine of himsā is as familiar to the Muhammadan as to the Hindu and moulds his practice.

Among Muhammadans when a member of a household lies sick all in the house must refrain from cutting their hair or nails until the sick man has passed his crisis or they imperil his life; when the hair of a child is cut or when a boy is circumcised, again all male members of the household refrain from such destructive acts for one or two days.

As an act of himsā the cutting of hair and nails cannot be done by a Hindu in hours of ṣāktī, at an eclipse, at noon, on an Amāvāsyā or Pūrṇimā, though svāmīs and saṇnāsīs shave every Pūrṇimā and an Agnihotrī every Amāvāsyā. At a Sankramana such acts are forbidden and at midnight and sunset. If the hair of a child be cut at sunset his younger brother will die. A Muhammadan likewise will not cut his hair or nails at an eclipse, at sunset or dawn, on a full-moon day or at midday.

CHASTITY

In Sind when the foundations of a house are laid and again when the principal beam of the roof is placed in its correct position, all members of the household of the owner must remain continent.

1 Cp. The Golden Bough, 'Taboo and the Perils of the Soul', p. 361: 'The reason for this custom is probably the danger to which, as we have seen, a traveller is believed to be exposed from the magic arts of the strangers amongst whom he sojourns; if they get possession of his shorn hair they might work his destruction through it. The Egyptians on a journey kept their hair uncut till they returned home.'

When a Muhāna or fisherman builds a boat all those who are engaged in its construction are required to be continent until the boat is ready for use. Sexual indulgence whilst sugar is being pressed reduces the yield of sugar and prevents its setting firm; if those engaged in sawing stones are not continent till their work is finished the stones break in irregular lines. On digging a well continence is imperative until the water actually gushes forth, and is equally necessary when a Persian wheel is being erected until the work of erection is complete. During the sowing of seed, ploughing, reaping and, above all, during the measuring of grain, all members of the household of the rāyat must remain continent or the seed will not germinate, and the gathered grain will give a reduced yield. For a week before marriage the parents of the bridal pair remain continent; when a Muhammadan boy is circumcised his parents remain chaste until his wound is healed and in all for about a month. Before the first catch of the season the fisher class in Sind remain continent for two or three days. Professional thieves abstain from congress for a day before they set out to commit a crime. The day a man sets out on a pilgrimage, or goes on a visit to a Pir or a saint, he must remain chaste; every one who attends a marriage should be continent during the course of the marriage ceremony. Before taking up a new employment a wise man remains continent for some days. To a Muhammadan sexual congress is also avoided at an eclipse, at sunrise, sunset or midday; before visiting a graveyard, riding a horse or entering a boat.

Passing to the occasions on which continence is enjoined for the Hindu the similarity of Muhammadan and Hindu practice is very marked. Fishermen remain chaste the first day of the fishing season; Telīs when the pressing of oil begins. Chepparbands when they go out on what they call pheri, that is on an expedition to coin false coins, remain continent, just as Delhīwal Bauriāhs when they go on an expedition of crime, musafiri, keep away from their wives for six months. Kuravis remain apart from their women-folk for a whole month before they determine to commit a dacoity, and on their return with their booty must not see any woman, even their wives, for a week. Kākaris and many another tribe addicted to catching animals in the forest and jungle remain chaste so long as they are occupied with the chase, fearing otherwise they will have no captures. Berads, Tudu goddars, Kākōdis, Ghantichauders, Haranšikāris, Lamānis, and Bestars remain continent for three days before they set out to commit crime, or during the whole period of their absence from home.
The Bhil before he visits his goddess Devnogri at her shrine in the Sagbāra State keeps away from his wife for fifteen days. On the night previous to a special abhisēk or bathing of the image of Śiva with the object of bringing rain, the priests employed must remain continent. On the day previous to the celebration of a Srūddha the yajamāna and the invited priests must be chaste. A man who intends to take an oracle must first fast and remain continent. One who walks through fire or takes cakes out of boiling oil in fulfilment of a vow must be strictly continent or will not be immune from burning. If a man with his wife go on a pilgrimage together they must observe the same restriction for the whole period of their joint pilgrimage. The Agnihotrī must follow the same rule the day previous to performing āgrāyaṇī, when on Āśvin sud. Pūrṇimā he offers with rice the powdered grain of the new crops to his fire, and he and his wife must remain chaste for three days before they make fire by friction.

On days of power the Hindu must remain chaste; at an eclipse, at sunset or dawn or at noon; on an Amāvāsyā or a Pūrṇimā, on Karka or Makar Sankrāmanā, and on his monthly or annual birthday.

During agricultural operations the Hindu is as strictly continent as the Muhammadan. Chastity adds to the return of the crops, whilst illicit intercourse on the part of the ploughman, the sower or the reaper destroys the yield of the crops. The parents of the Korava bridal pair remain continent for five weeks until the bridal pair have finished their weekly bathing which lasts five weeks; the parents of a Brahmin bridal pair remain chaste for three nights in order to bring bārkat to the bride and bridegroom. Continence is required from the man who presses sugar-cane and even from all who come from far and wide as uninvited guests to taste the gūf or raw sugar. When any one is afflicted by a contagious disease all the male members of the household must remain continent for nine or eleven days. Chastity is incumbent at the time the mandap is erected for the celebration of a marriage, and an injunction that commands considerable respect in the Karnāṭak is that of continence whilst one’s cattle are grazing, to prevent loss by theft and the barrenness of the cattle.

Eminent authorities have offered various explanations of this enforced continence. Dr. Westermarck (The Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas, 1926, vol. ii, p. 417) writes as follows:

'One (for instance, the wife’s father) who wishes that the hearts of both (husband and wife) may be in accord should observe chastity through at least three nights. . . .'

Cp. Grihya Sutras of Apastamba, 3, 9, 4: 'One (for instance, the wife’s father) who wishes that the hearts of both (husband and wife) may be in accord should observe chastity through at least three nights. . . .'
Holiness is a delicate quality which is easily destroyed if anything polluting is brought into contact with the holy object or person. The Moors believe that if anybody who is sexually unclean enters a granary the grain will lose its haraka or holiness. A similar idea probably underlies the belief prevalent among various peoples that incontinence, and especially illicit love, injures the harvest.

In a foot-note (7) he rejects the explanation offered by Sir James Frazer (Golden Bough, ii, 209 sqq.), namely, that uncivilized man imagines that the vigour which he refuses to expend in reproducing his own kind, will form, as it were, a store of energy whereby other creatures, whether vegetable or animal, will somehow benefit in propagating their species', and adds:

This theory entirely fails to account for the fact that illicit love, by preference, is supposed to mar the fertility of the earth and to blight the crops, a belief which is in full accordance with my own explanation, in so far as such love is considered particularly polluting.

Continuing, Dr. Westermarck remarks that

an act generally regarded as sacred would, if performed by an unclean individual, lack that magic efficacy which otherwise would be ascribed to it.

Now in suggesting my own interpretation of the many examples of enforced continence, in the light of Indian belief, I would invite attention to the frequency with which a prohibition of sexual indulgence is accompanied by a prohibition of several other acts which can all be included under the Hindu term himsā. Chastity, for instance, during agricultural operations is enforced simultaneously with the prohibition of grinding, of cutting the hair and nails, of bathing or washing, of baking or roasting grain. The ploughman must not shave till his task is finished; during the sowing of seed the sower cannot shave or cut his hair, the roasting of grain is forbidden and the women at home must not grind grain nor wash clothes; the house cannot be covered afresh with cow-dung and the sowers themselves cannot bathe till they have finished their work. When grain is measured the man measuring must not shave or cut his hair; a Teli who always crushes grain cannot approach the threshing-floor and even the chance visitor to the floor is not allowed to wash.

In the same way when a man sets out on a pilgrimage or an important journey continence is enjoined, but the day he leaves home the house cannot be swept, clothes cannot be washed, family relations cannot bathe or even throw away water, inmates of the house cannot grind grain, nor cut their hair or shave.

If any one is lying seriously ill the male members of his house-
hold remain continent for a number of days; at the same time grinding is forbidden, grain cannot be roasted, and until the patient has passed his crisis no one in the house can cut his nails and hair or shave. The celebration of a marriage, again, is accompanied by rules enjoining continence, and also prohibiting grinding, sweeping, the roasting of grain, washing and the cutting of the hair. The same unity of idea appears in Muhammadan practice; in chilī a Muhammadan is forbidden to cut his hair or nails; the pilgrim to Mecca or Medina from the moment he assumes the haram must be continent, but he must also refrain from cutting his hair or nails, and from destroying the life of animal, tree or grass. And lastly, in hours of sakti, in hours that to a Muhammadan are ghoro, continence is enjoined, but acts of himsā are also forbidden.

The universal belief that sexual congress is weakening has been often commented upon. If a Brahmacāri during sleep has a nocturnal emission he should pray to the sun to restore his strength, and this strength is something more than mere physical force. The jivāma or principle of life is supposed to enter the body of a man through the food he eats and to pass into the semen where it remains three months, after which it is ready to enter the woman's womb and assimilate blood. A child is described as the product of semen and blood and accordingly is considered to derive soul and sakti from the father. From a union of these ideas comes the belief that in the sexual act soul or life is transmitted or even destroyed. From this point of view the sexual act is an act of himsā, it destroys sakti, and is therefore on a par with other acts of himsā and prohibited when such other acts are forbidden. It destroys sakti, and in order to get sakti the organs of procreation of horses, asses and sparrows are often eaten.

Though, then, a sense of pollution attaches to the sexual act, if there were only a question of ceremonial purity Hindu ritual provides many a means of purification. If a Brahmacāri, an ascetic or a saint passes semen intentionally his vow is quite broken. The stringent injunction of continence is more than an insistence on ritual purity, and it is impossible to separate it from the rules which forbid such destructive acts as the cutting of the hair, grinding grain, washing and sweeping, or the more direct destruction of life.

EATING OF MEAT

The eating of meat destroys barkat. There are communities in India that avoid eating meat altogether, and this axiom can only be illustrated from the practice of flesh-eaters who avoid eating
meat on special occasions, and this not, as has sometimes been suggested, from the influence of castes that never eat flesh.

A very common practice is to avoid animal food during a marriage ceremony, and this at the house of the bride as well as that of the bridegroom. *Kabbaligars* in the Karnāṭak; *Lamānis, Gollars; Kabbars; Vaddars; Mahārs* and *Taluvars* observe this prohibition, as do the Bhils of West Khandesh. Muhammadans in Sind forbid the bridal pair to eat meat for two days before and one day after their marriage, the bride even avoiding meat for seven days. *Vaddars* will not kill an animal or eat meat even during the *udki* marriage of a widow.

*Taluvars* abtain from killing animals during all auspicious ceremonies, and a person who has killed an animal save as a sacrifice cannot worship a deity. After eating meat a *Vaddar* or a *Teli* cannot worship an image for a day. *A Vaddar* woman cannot cook or eat flesh whilst her husband is absent on a pilgrimage. Eating meat is forbidden to a *Vaddar* before he lays the foundations of a house or enters for the first time one he has newly constructed; during the construction of a well till the water gushes forth; before going to a religious fair; for three days whilst the impurity of death abides; for five days during the continuance of the impurity associated with a birth. A *Teli* will not eat meat in the sight of his oil-press nor whilst the pressing of oil proceeds. *Konchi Koravas* will not eat meat for three days after a birth until the child has been named. *Mahārs* and *Taluvars* will not eat meat on the day a sacred car is drawn; on days sacred to their respective deities; on the day subsequent to the third or fifth month after a birth when the grandparents bring the mother a cradle; during the continuance of a vow; when seed is being sown in the field or grain is measured on the threshing-floor, whilst their mantriks avoid meat when preparing a charm. A *Bhil* will not eat meat when any death or birth has occurred in his family.

The eating of meat is avoided by those who worship their professional implements on *Amāvāsyā*; the *Gondhali* avoids meat when he worships his symbols on Sundays and *Gondhal* day. *Dhars* will not touch meat or even a raw hide on Monday, the day of their *guru*, and abstain from flesh on *Amāvāsyā*. If a Hindu falls victim to small-pox the inmates of his house must avoid meat for seven days, and during an epidemic of cholera meat is tabooed. At all *pawakahils* and on holy days meat is avoided.

When *Mahārs* kill a goat as a sacrifice for a goddess the animal is killed outside the house of the worshipper and the image of the

*4 Op. Gautama, xiv, 39; Institutes of Vīṇa, xix, 15.*
deity is taken outside the house, for meat must not be brought near a sacred altar. The Mahār, like many another, will not take meat on the threshing-floor nor near a buffalo or other milch animal for fear of stopping its supply of milk. Taking meat near cattle is supposed to bring foot-and-mouth disease; meat cannot be taken near a plough, near butter, curds or plantain-leaves. Meat must not be brought near any agricultural implement or near a fruit-tree; the worship of crops is performed without the use of flesh. The Maruḥāsa says that a man after eating flesh is haunted by spirits and must not leave the protection of his village god. One of my own servants once came to me with a severe abdominal pain which he said had been caused by his going beyond the village bounds after indulging in a feast of meat. The agricultural community of Raddis will not allow a man to sow who bears the mark of blood, whilst if a woman pricks her finger causing blood to flow she cannot take grain from the granary nor milk a cow.

A Muhammadan in Sind may not eat meat at an eclipse nor at sunset; he may also not do so for fifteen and it may be for forty days during Muharram and for seven days after the death of a relative. After the circumcision of a Muhammadan boy the boy and all his household refrain from meat for two days, and when a Muhammadan goes on a pilgrimage all the rest of his family abstain from eating meat for one or two days. When a Muhammadan measures grain the eating of meat is forbidden in his house; it is forbidden if any inmate of the house lies seriously ill. Meat cannot be taken near the Koran or under certain trees that are ghoro and, in general, it cannot be taken on the threshing-floor. A Muhammadan preparing a charm avoids all meat and even fish, and both these things are avoided before any undertaking of great importance is entered upon. If he be a mourner a Muhammadan may not eat meat for three days subsequent to the death.

An Agnihotri should not even speak of meat or blood, and the Muhammadan during chillā kashi cannot eat meat.

The injunction not to eat flesh on certain occasions is closely related to other prohibitions which forbid all forms of himsā. This is particularly noticeable among the more backward communities such as Vaddars who, during the period of mourning, may not even kill a rat, or Konchi Koravas, who will not kill any animal during the period of suher following a birth. The illustrations I have already given of occasions on which grinding, sweeping, and other forms of himsā are forbidden will show how closely these occasions approximate to those on which the eating of flesh is
forbidden. Muhammadans in the Karnaṭak provide another illustration of the prohibition of himsā. To the Mulla falls the task of offering sacrifices with its concomitant slaughter of animals. As one therefore who often destroys life he cannot be chosen to officiate at a nikah, at a circumcision, or to assist in the ritual of namaz. At a Muhammadan funeral all the mourners offer prayers in common for the welfare of the soul of the dead. They stand in three rows and one man is chosen to begin the prayers. This chosen person, called peshimān, must be a man of strict religious habits and one who has not committed himsā. As soon as the body is laid in the grave and before the grave is filled in, the peshimān and the other mourners take five clods of earth in their right hands and utter over them a sacred text. The peshimān then arranges his five clods about the head of the deceased and his example is followed by the others. This placing of sanctified clods of earth in the grave is supposed to add to the power of the dead to fight evil spirits; their number, five, is reminiscent of the use of that number in making a hisār, or to use the Hindu term, a dikhāndha against spirits, whilst the belief that common will effects a transfer of power finds expression in the idea that the greater the number of the mourners who perform this rite, the greater the power that the dead receives. As the leader in these rites at the graveside must not have destroyed life a mulla can never be a peshimān.

UNCLEANNESS

Uncleanness is a form of evil power imimical to barkat, and certain forms of impurity are identified with 'hot' power. Uncleanness, however, is something more and something less than the word implies in the languages of the West. To a Hindu products of the cow which a Briton might consider unclean are not unclean. To a Muhammadan uncleanness includes lack of faith, the eating of onions and the chewing of tobacco. According to the Koran, 'idolaters are nothing but unclean' (Koran, c. ix, 28), intoxicants and games of chance, sacrificing to stones are only an uncleanness (c. v, 90). An animal not slaughtered with the name of God is also unclean. Uncleanness to a Muhammadan is janabah, a state of separation, a condition that separates him from barkat.

Uncleanness is destructive of barkat. Reciting the Koran or the Veda is without effect if the reciter be unclean. An unclean person prays without effect. One must be clean when visiting a shrine or when entering a temple or a mosque to obtain barkat from one's visit. Cleanliness is essential for the success of any enterprise, and failure of purpose is, in general, attributed to some
uncleanliness. Butter churned when unclean remains liquid; a cow fed or milked by an unclean person ceases to give a good supply of milk; if an unclean person attempt to collect honey he is merely stung for his pains; if a ploughman is unclean his plough only breaks, and an unclean sower breaks his wrist or foot. Those that sow, reap, weed, thresh, or measure grain must be clean; those that watch the threshing-floor by night must do nothing unclean; those that remove grain from the threshing-floor, set up the central post on the floor or take grain from a store must be clean. The amīl who practises da'wah or invocation of God's help must bathe constantly, sleep as little as possible, for sleep is an impure state, and must purify his house. Uncleanliness on the part of one who uses words and names destroys their power.

A Muhammadan dies a sinner if he be not absolutely clean at the time of his burial. It is therefore imperative that all who wash the body should be ritually clean; the deceased, too, will not attain salvation if all the persons taking part in the janāza namaz and forming part of the funeral procession are not clean. The Hindu dead also loses merit or puṇya if the mourners do not observe strict cleanliness. The moment when the disciples of a Hindu svāmī receive an order from him is a moment of bārkat. When such an order comes the disciples take a bath and assemble in a state of ritual cleanliness, somaṇe; the order is placed on an āsan of wood in a clean spot; rice coloured with turmeric and flowers are thrown on the order, camphor is waved over it and coconuts are broken and offered to it. The disciples then prostrate themselves before the order; the priest reads out the order and the chief person present then places the order to his forehead and touches the signature of the svāmī with both his eyes.

Persons who visit temples when unclean are affected in their sight and are unable to see the sacred image the darśan of which would bring them bārkat; they are worried, too, later by horrible dreams, high fever and pain. In Sind unclean persons who have visited the shrine of Lal Shahbaz have died instantaneously or become blind or permanent invalids. At Kallur in the Ramdurg State is a Lingayat temple of Siddesvari, and at Gajendragad another, Kallakmallesi; both of these temples have a tirth or sacred pond. If an unclean person touches this water he is attacked by bees which do not leave him until they have killed him, and to escape them he is forced to enter the temple and do penance. If an unclean person enters the temple of Siddha on the bank of the Kalimadi in the Supa Peta Kanara he is stung by bees; if he enters the temple of Kārtik Svāmī in the Sandur State he goes mad.
In the Satara district there is a mosque which was burnt to the ground because of an unclean act done in it, and the offender still lives in a state of great poverty. In the village of Yanin in Kumta taluka Kanara is a temple of Jotadhari Iśvar on a hill; it is also protected by bees which chase any unclean person beyond the bottom of the hill. At Chandragutti in Sorab taluka of Mysore, seven miles or so from Siddapur of the Kanara district, is a temple of Amma on a hill; here again unclean persons are prevented by bees from ascending the hill. In some cases snakes defend temples in a similar way, as at the Subramanya temple in Goondapur, at the Mangesī and Santadurgā temples in Goa, and at the Śivanath temple at Magali in the Karwar taluka. Sometimes unclean persons approaching a temple become mad, and this is supposed to happen at the temple of Narasobavadi at Kurmdawad, at the Ganagapur temple in Mogli, at that of Avadumbarvadi in the Tasgaon taluka and at the temple of Parsuram in the Chiplun taluka.

An unclean person may not touch fire or light a lamp; cannot enter a boat; cannot ride or feed a horse or camel; cannot bathe in the sea. If an unclean person witness the circumcision of a boy the boy's wound will not heal, and if an unclean person sees one who is smitten with small-pox the patient will become worse.

THE IMPURITY OF BIRTH

Suher, Suver

From the sixth month of his wife's pregnancy a Hindu becomes tainted with impurity and is under several disabilities. The woman herself is also impure to the extent that she cannot cook the food required in a Śrāddha or touch the articles used in performing this rite. Besides the husband, however, no other relatives of the woman are affected.

If in the first three months of her pregnancy a Hindu woman has an abortion she is impure for three days, and if this occurs in her fourth month her impurity lasts for four days. Her husband and his sapindā can remove their impurity by a simple bath. If abortion occurs in her fifth or sixth month she becomes impure for five and six days respectively, and her husband and his sapindā are impure for three days.

When a child is born during the seventh or any succeeding month of a woman's pregnancy the woman and the sapindā observe impurity for ten days among Brahmans, twelve among Kṣatriyas, fifteen days among Vaiśyas and a month among others. A cowife also becomes impure, but can remove her impurity by a bath.
Sapindā mean all the male relatives of the father and their wives and children excluding married daughters, up to twelve degrees, beyond which there is no impurity. Between the eighth and the twelfth degrees a Brahmin is impure for three days only. If a woman delivers at her father's house her brothers have to observe impurity for one day, her parents for three days and the other sapindā of her father for one day. If delivery takes place at her husband's house her father, mother and the sapindā of her father do not become impure. If a child be still-born the full period of impurity is observed by the mother and the sapindā, and there rises no question of the impurity occasioned by a death; if the child born alive dies before the navel-cord is severed the Brahmin mother is impure for ten days and the sapindā for three days. If the child dies after the severing of the navel-cord and within ten days from birth the full period of impurity is observed by the sapindā, but there is no observance of any impurity in consequence of the child's death. If a father hears the news of the birth to him of a child after ten days he need only take a bath; if he hears the news earlier he observes only the unexpired period of impurity.

Whilst they are impure the relatives of the woman cannot cook food to be offered to a god, bring water or flowers to be used in worship; they cannot enter the inner shrine of a temple or worship the family gods. They cannot offer twilight prayer or make offerings to the sun, sandhyā vandan. Before renewing their usual religious tasks they must change their sacred thread and take panchayana.

For ten days after her delivery the Brahmin woman is very impure. If a stranger touches her he has to take a bath and change his clothes, for she is as impure as a woman in menses. Her mangalsutra is removed before her delivery and replaced on the twelfth day after the birth of her child; her glass bangles are also removed and new ones substituted. In castes or tribes that retain the idea of communal corporateness, such as the Kāṭkarīs, the impurity of birth affects the whole village. Among Kāṭkarīs on the fifth day after a birth, coconut pieces are sent from the house in which the birth has occurred to all the women in the village for them to cleanse therewith their hair and bodies. After ten days have passed, a period of impurity less marked follows until the nīkramana or 'going out of the house for the first time', which generally is fixed for a good muhūrtta after three months from the birth. In this period of modified impurity the mother can cook and others can eat food prepared by her, but this food cannot be offered as naivedya to a god, nor to the pīyas or to priests.
At the close of his vrata, at the close of his Brahmacharya, a
Brahmacari has to observe three days as if impure, on account of
deaths or births occurring in his family during the period of his
vow. During these days he cannot worship and is under all the
disabilities imposed by suher.

Among Muhammadans the impurity of birth is recognized so
far as the woman is herself concerned, but it does not extend to
the husband and relations. A Muhammadan woman after the
birth of her child is impure for twelve to forty days during which
she cannot touch or recite the Koran or Hadis, cannot pray or
touch any green living thing, cannot cross a river, take grain from
a store, sit under a tree or wear a charm. No one, however, becomes
impure by touching her. Should she die within the period of
impurity, nifas, she becomes, according to some Muhammadans, a
martyr and goes to heaven, but in the belief of others, as she dies
impure, becomes a ghost, Chudel.

Vaddars and Kurubars recognize a suher of five days only, some
castes limit it to three days and the Lingayat does not recognize
suher at all.

The idea of suher is applied also to the calving of a cow. The
milk of a cow which has calved is not drunk but solidified by
boiling with sugar and made into khareas and distributed freely
to others, but many refuse the offer of khareas by reason of the
suher of the cow. After the birth of a calf the milk of the cow
cannot for ten days be used in abhisek or offered as naivedya to a
god. Suher cannot attach to a Brahmachari during the continuance
of his vrata; to a yogi or sannyasi; after the installation of the
devak Nandi the bridal pair, their parents and all the family
members of the house in which a marriage is celebrated are not
affected by any birth until after the dismissal of the devak. In
car festivals the yajamans and priests, and at great sacrifices the
officializing priests, are invested with wristlets of thread, kankas,
and until these are removed the wearers are immune from any
suher arising from a birth among their relatives.

VITAL

A menstrous woman is described as a Candali or outcaste on
the first day of her menses; as a Brahmaghataki or 'slayer of
Brahmins' on the second, as a Dhobi or washerwoman on the
third, as a Putyanukula, 'useful to her husband'; on the fourth,
and as pure for all purposes on the fifth.

The shadow of a menstrous woman falling on a child gives it
intestinal ailments; falling on a pregnant woman harms the
unborn child, which is born rickety. Her shadow must not fall even on the cradle of a child or on the bed of a woman who is enceinte. It must not fall on a god-room, devārū, and tender plants, creepers and flowers wither under it; it is deadly for a cobra, and if it falls on a dying man the woman herself suffers harm.

Her touch is destructive. Seed sown by her develops disease; a cow fed by her dies; a victim of small-pox touched by her loses his sight or maybe life; if she sits among locusts they die; fruit-trees and trees with scented blossom wither at her touch. If she touches a man he loses his sight; a person who eats flour ground by her is attacked by leprosy. Vegetables and fruit, though not major grains, are ruined by her touch; if she touches the water in the step-well at Hangal (Kusarbhavi) within three days the well is full of red worms; if she dips her foot in the temple well at Jambunath near Hospeth the well dries up until a purificatory ceremony has been performed. Grain and earthen pots touched by her must be thrown away; the leaves she uses as plates must not be given to a cow. She is not allowed to touch implements; to wash clothes in a river; to enter a granary or a vegetable garden; to bring water; to touch fire or milk; to go near a sugar-cane press; to bathe in water used for the irrigation of crops. She causes an abortion if she touches a pregnant woman or a pregnant cow or mare.

If a man touches her he has to change his clothes, bathe and wear a fresh sacred thread, and this he has to do also if he treads where she has trod or sat. A person who has bathed cannot speak to her and if she speak to him must bathe again. One who does no more than step over the spot where she has sat or slept acquires the contagion of her virus. Orthodox Brahmns, should they see her and should they hear her speak, purify themselves by looking at the sun.

The glance of a woman in menses spoils pickles and, if she meets a man, foils the purpose of his going. If she travels on a boat she should, with her clothes, be drenched with water; when her condition is known boatmen refuse her passage on a boat lest the boat should sink. She cannot help to unload fish; she is not allowed to speak whilst elder women are eating; she should not speak haughtily or angrily or weep, must not apply oil to her person or saffron and black pigment; she should not laugh loudly; she cannot touch anything in the house, is served separately and removes her plate herself. She cannot comb her hair; she sleeps alone, and the place where she has slept must be covered with
cowdung before another can touch it. At an eclipse she must bathe and allow her wet clothes to dry on her body, but save at this time she is forbidden to bathe for three days.

On the night of the fourth day after sunset she is purified by water poured over her through a sieve and is free from vitāl, but the food she can cook on this night can be eaten only by her husband and children and not by others. On the fifth day she is pure for all purposes.

Among the Muhammadans of Sind a woman in menses cannot touch the Koran and a Koran cannot be placed above the spot where she sleeps. She cannot touch a green tree, fruit or flowers, implements or a newly born infant. She cannot enter a mosque or darqāh; sit under a big tree which is considered ḍhoro; enter a cultivated garden; milk a cow or sow seed; draw water or approach a river; she cannot give in charity or attend a wedding; she may not approach another woman for forty days after her delivery and cannot go near the sick or the dying. She is not allowed to come near a circumcised boy and cannot cook food in honour of a saint or a Pir.

In some very important details, however, the Muhammadan concept of her impurity varies from that of the Hindu. The Muhammadan does not regard her as ordinarily making others impure by contact; the place where she sleeps need not be isolated nor eventually purified; she can normally touch others and her touch does not entail the purification of the person she touches; she is allowed to touch fire, and though she is haunted by spirits, her peculiar condition is not supposed to make her evil-eye more baneful. There is again nothing in the ideas of the Muhammadan corresponding to the Hindu idea that the husband participates in the disabilities of his wife. During his wife's menses the Hindu cannot worship deities, perform jap, perform a Śrūḍdha, and is an unfit person to whom gifts may be made.

Both the Hindu and the Muhammadan share the belief that a menstruous woman may harm herself through the resentment that contact with her arouses. The Muhammadan believes that she suffers if her shadow falls on the dying; the Hindu that she loses her sight if she makes darśana of the image of Venkates at Giri, and that bees attack her if she climbs the hill of Kalakalesvar near Ganjendragad.

On the fourth day of her menses a woman's evil-eye, according to the Hindu, has the greatest virulence. It is then that a barren woman in order to obtain issue bathes and, wringing the water out of her hair, puts it into the mouth of another's child which
forthwith wastes away, transferring its vitality to the woman; on this day a woman may transfer the vitality of a child to herself by merely touching it, the vitality of a tree bearing fruit in the same way and that of a mother of many children by flinging in her face the end of the saññī she has been wearing.

The Hindu will not use the milk of a cow in heat, and considers a river in flood to be in menses and will not use its waters for drinking, bathing or washing.

THE IMPURITY OF DEATH

Sutak

Just as there are castes that do not recognize any impurity following a birth, so there are communities that do not observe a period of pollution consequent upon a death. When a Lingâyat is dying, some two hours before his expected death a svâmi, or still better a Patâda Svâmi or Caramârtti, is called. The dying man is given a bath with a sponge or wet cloth and the svâmi also takes a bath. Then the svâmi performs Śivapūjā and comes near the dying man; the svâmi's feet are washed and the water used is sprinkled over the dying man and a few drops of it are put in his mouth. Food is then given to the priests present, but not if the man dies earlier, as then the household is unclean. If whilst the priests are being feasted the dying man expires the feast is not stayed, and as the relatives of the deceased are considered pure there is no mourning. When the man dies the svâmi places his right foot on the head of the body. This whole ceremony is called svâhâtâ vâle. After this ceremony there is no mourning, and as the corpse has been touched by the svâmi its contact is not unclean. If this ceremony be not performed during the life of the deceased the mourners are unclean, but this only until the body has been disposed of, after which they bathe and clean their houses. If the deceased be himself a svâmi the feast to the priests is not stayed even if he die before the feast begins, but in the case of an ordinary man food is not given to priests subsequent to the man's death. Drinking water in which the feet of their gurâ have been bathed, dhûlpâdodak, also frees Lingâyat mourners from pollution, whilst sprinkling such water over their heads is called readmission, vâlga togombona. A wearer of a linga cannot in theory be impure. Lingâyats of the lower classes, however, do not abide by this strict axiom, and among some Lingâyats death causes impurity for five days.

Orthodoxy prescribes a period of ten days' impurity for the
Brahmin, fifteen for the Vaisya, twelve for the Ksatriya and a month for the Śūdra. This applies only to the gotraja and the bhaiband of the deceased. Those not close relations of the deceased who assist in carrying the corpse or accompany it must not take food or drink till the stars are visible if the body be cremated by day, or till sunrise if the cremation be by night. After seeing the stars and bathing they are pure. Inmates of the house of the deceased who are not his close relations and have not touched the corpse become pure by bathing after the removal of the body.

During the period of sutak, mourners are under many disabilities. Their shadows should not be allowed to fall on pure objects or persons or on sacred images. Other people will not touch them, and should they visit the houses of others they are required to sit apart. If there be a distant relative not also under taboo he or she prepares food for them; otherwise they prepare their own food and no one else would partake of food cooked by them. The dishes they use are thrown away if not valuable or are purified by being passed through fire, or cleaned with cowdung. Mourners may not recite Vedic hymns; cut their hair or nails; make or touch a yantra; worship a god or take part in any ceremony; they cannot sow seed or reap crops; except for the barkat of the dead they can give nothing in charity. If a mourner touch another person he not only harms that person but also harms the dead. A mourner in sutak on account of the death of a relative cannot touch the corpse of one who is not a relative; if he have a father alive he cannot assist in carrying the corpse even of a relative, for if he did this he would lose his own father.

At the close of his vrata the Brahmaçāri observes three days of sutak on account of deaths that have occurred among his relatives during the period of his vow. A man and wife observe the same period of sutak who perform Nāgbalī, that is, in the belief that their failure to have issue is due to the killing of a cobra in a past life, perform the obsequies of a cobra with an image made of flour. A period of three days' sutak is also observed when Nārāyanbalī is performed. The senkalpa of this ceremony is the removal of the pretatea of a person whose death has not been followed by the proper rites. The non-performance of the necessary Śrāddha has led to the deceased becoming an evil spirit and as such obstructing the generation of his family. Nārāyanbalī is therefore performed to free the spirit of the deceased and enable the living to have issue. The ceremony consists in installing kalaśas; sometimes two, on which are placed images of Viṣṇu and of the Pret, sometimes five, on which are placed images of Brahma, Śiva, Yama, and the Pret;
ten pīnda of cooked rice with honey, ghee and sesame are offered to the Pret; priests are feasted, but the yajamān fasts the whole night and remains awake, and the next day performs the Śrāddha of the Pret and again offers pīnda.

Death is visualized as contagion. In Sind among Muhammadans when several children of one mother have died the next-born child is passed through a ring of unburnt clay and then one of burnt clay, as a sort of barrier between it and the contagion of death. Another practice of Muhammadans is to write the surah yā sin on a piece of paper and to make a large hole in the paper through which the child is passed. Almost identical is the practice of Śimpis, who make a hole in the wall of the house and pass the child through the hole. Many other Hindu castes pass the child through a hole in the door, and this is done when a child is born under a bad constellation ominous of death. The placing of a barrier against death in this way is paralleled by other practices adopted to escape evil. The great Marāṭhī leader Śivāji is said to have crawled though a perforated stone to escape the ghost of the Mogul general he had killed, and at Gekarn is a cave through which pilgrims pass to free themselves from sin. Iron is very commonly used to check the contagion of death. Opprobrious names are given to children to preserve them from death when previous issues have died, and akin to this practice is that of Muhammadans who, if one child survives but another dies at birth, seat the living child on a bag of grain and give it to eat powdered sweet baked bread called kutti; as the child eats this kutti it is made to say that it loves the kutti more than it loved the deceased child.

The throwing away of cooked food left in the house of mourning at a death illustrates the same idea of contagion. The restrictions on association with mourners; the disability imposed on the priests who officiate at the obsequies which forbids them during the period of mourning taking part in any other ceremony enforce the same idea. Among Muhammadans after a death for one year no marriage can be held in the family of the deceased unless a child has been born in the house and evidenced the cessation of the contagion.

If a man dies within the inner shrine of a temple the god's image therein loses all its sakti and a fresh prāṇaprotistā is called for. On the other hand, there are many cases in which power seems to be above the impurity of death. The impurity of sukak affects the Brahmin, the Kṣatriya, the Vaiṣya and the Śūdra in different degrees; the varying sakti of these persons leads to a difference in the length of the period of impurity. A child's innate sakti
again enables it to touch a corpse with immunity and to eat food where a mourner could not do so. The sacred fire maintained by an Agnihotri destroys any impurity attaching to his dead body or to that of any inmate of his household. The vrata of the Brahmacari renders him immune from sutak; jogis and sannyasins are exempt by reason of their power; so long as the Nandi remains installed the parents of the bridal pair and all the family members of the house where a marriage is celebrated cannot be contaminated by the contagion of death; in great sacrifices and in car festivals the yajamana and priests are protected from impurity by the baukan which they wear and which tie up sakti. Manu (v, 96 ff.) explains the immunity of a king whilst performing his duties as because he incarnates the eight guardian deities who remove impurity, but the real reason must be the king’s own sakti.

Death in Indian thought is the result of power, though often vaguely conceived. It is attributed to the malicious craft and intention of enemies; to the influence of the planets; to the resentment of outraged power, to evil spirits and even to uncleanness. The Karkari touches the corpse of a dead tribesman with a taggot and says ‘Go to that which caused your death’, for he is unable to explain what he regards as an interference with the ordinary laws of Nature. In Chapter I, I have given illustrations of the common concept of death as a form of hot power in which the Karkari, unless his practices be borrowed, would also seem to share in spite of his doubts.

EXCREMENTAL IMPURITY

Excremental impurity destroys barkat. No prayer is effective if offered near excrement. Excrement cannot be thrown in fire; it cannot be brought near water, though unfortunately this rule is sadly broken in practice; it cannot be brought near any tabernacle of sakti such as a devak; it should not, though again theory is disregarded in practice, be brought near a tree, and cattle should not be allowed to graze under trees for fear they cast pollution. The enclave of the village god coincides with the boundaries of the village, and there are still orthodox Hindus who will not relieve nature within the village bounds as this offends the village god, but for their needs go just outside the boundaries. When evacuating a Hindu should first protect the ground with leaves.

After urinating or evacuating the hands and feet should be washed and clothes should be changed. A mantrik who does not observe these rules of cleanliness is overpowered by the spirit he would otherwise control. In the Dharwar district I found one
story of a mantrik who on his way from Ron to Gadag had no water with which to cleanse himself, and was therefore seized by spirits and thrown into a clump of prickly pear. A cartman passing by heard the cries of the mantrik Betgeri Basappa and brought him water with which he cleansed himself and recovered control of the spirits. A Hindu may not urinate or evacuate facing the auspicious north.

A Muhammadan may turn his back on Mecca but cannot face Mecca when he urinates; when evacuating he cannot even turn his back on Mecca but must face the south or the north. He may not relieve himself near a mosque, under a tree, in a graveyard or even at a Hindu burning ghūṭ, or near water. If he does this near a store of grain he destroys the barkat of the grain. As cowdung to a Muhammadan is unclean, though he uses cowdung in many of the not insanitary ways the Hindu employs it, he will not clean with cowdung his hearth or the spot where he prays.

SLEEP

Sleep is a state of impurity, for during sleep one may have a nocturnal pollution, make water or break wind. It is also a state in which the activity of all faculties or perception and action is suspended, and the whole object of life is to acquire knowledge and perform good actions. After sleep, therefore, ablution is necessary for both the Hindu and the Muhammadan; the Hindu after sleeping must perform Ārunam, which consists in sipping water from his palm three times.

In the innermost shrine of a temple and in the adjoining room sleep is forbidden; even the recognized pujaṭi or worshipper of a temple must not sleep therein. A Muhammadan may not sleep in that part of a mosque which is reserved for farz namaz, the compulsory namaz as distinguished from the optional prayer, naful namaz, which is performed at home. The souls of holy persons and angels attend the mosques for namaz at night after twelve o'clock and throw out those they find there sleeping, or so disturb them that they are compelled to leave. The holy spirits, however, listen to those engaged in religious exercises and bring them barkat; Khvaja Khizr, too, questions them about their desires and reveals to them secrets of Nature.

The Hindu is forbidden to sleep at hours of sakti, or on holy days such as all Tuesdays in Srāvan, the night of Ekādaśī, the

1 Manus, v, 145: 'Though he may be already pure, let him sip water after sleeping.'
2 Vide Manus, ii, 219-21 and Institutes of Vigna, lxx, 1-17.
night before Desara, the full-moon night of Sravan, on Gokulashtami, Durgashtami and on all days on which vrata are observed. The Muhammadan who sleeps at dawn loses the barkat of the whole day, and the call of the morning muezzin reminds him that prayer is better than sleep. He will not sleep again on the "night of destiny", Lailat-ul-qadr. Persian Muhammadans in Bombay will not sleep on the night of Nauroz when the bull that holds up the earth shifts his burden from one horn to the other, until a priest intimates that the change of the earth’s position, sut tahvil, has been effected.

The same fear of losing barkat forbids a Hindu sleeping during a religious ceremony, or during a sermon; before he visits a shrine or tirth, before he writes a charm, during the visit of a siddhi or revered guest or whilst a Purana is being read. A Muhammadan saint performing the penance of chillah sleeps as little as possible, as do saints under discipline, ahli riyaazat. A Muhammadan refrains from sleep just before writing a charm, whilst the Koran is being read, and before visiting a shrine. Before he sleeps, too, a Muhammadan will remove any charm he is wearing.

The Hindu will not sleep near certain objects possessing power, fearing the resentment of their sakti if he does so. He will not sleep near a grindstone or a broom; on the bed or even in the presence of a guru; under a dibba or a pipal tree; near a river or well; near the hearth or near the tomb of a saint. A strange prohibition is that which forbids his sleeping with his head towards the fringe of a rug or blanket unless the fringe has been turned over. A blanket has evil sakti. It is forbidden a Hindu to use more than one blanket to sleep upon; to use a blanket as a pillow; many blankets in a house bring poverty and the gift of a blanket transfers the evils of the donor. A Muhammadan will not sleep near a grindstone, fire, water or trees; he will not sleep on grain nor in the shadow of a human being; he will not sleep with his feet towards Mecca.

Sleep destroys the hope of barkat; it provokes the wrath of outraged power and it destroys also, according to Hindu belief, merit or punya. The goddess Mohini steals the merit earned by fasting on Ekadasii from one who sleeps after his midday meal the next day.

EATING

Barkat is destroyed by eating. A sacrificial animal should fast. At Srisi after each fair or jatra at which a buffalo is offered to the goddess Dyamara the priests purchase another buffalo which is
allowed to wander where it wills, is never beaten, and is offered
food wherever it goes. Nine days before the next jatra it is tethered
and given nothing to eat or drink save lime-water. At big yajna
the victim of sacrifice is always to fast two or three days, and in
the Karnatak Muhammadans also observe the same rule regarding
sacrifices.

At a Hindu wedding five persons from the side of the bride and
that of the bridegroom are supposed to fast; the yajamān and
his wife fast until the devak Nāndi has been dismissed; the bridal
pair and the yajamān’s purohit or family priest fast until the
Lajāhoma has been celebrated, and the marriage has been made
irrevocable by the saptapadi. At a thread ceremony the father of
the boy vatu and the family priest fast till the end of the ceremony.
In a Śrāddha the yajamān fasts on the previous night and on the
night subsequent, and the invited Brahmins must not eat on the
evening of the actual day of celebration. The yajamān fasts also
in a similar degree when he offers oblations, pūkṣa, to the dead in
the sixth month after the anniversary of death.

In hours of bali the Hindu must not eat or drink; at an eclipse,
at sunset, noon, midnight; at equinoxes, solstices, conjunctions of
planets and on the days of the new and the full moon. To avert
the evil influence of the stars fasts are observed on the days
associated with the respective stars; on Sunday to avert the
influence of the sun; on Monday to avert the influence of the
moon; on Friday that of Venus, Saturday that of Saturn, Thursday
that of Guru and on Wednesday the influence of Budha. On
parvakāl the yajamān fasts until the moment when punyakāl
commences; on Gokulaśaṭami until 12 p.m. the birth time of
Krṣṇa; on Rāmanavami till the birth time of Rāma at noon.
When the Bhagvata Purāṇa is recited the Purāṇik fasts for seven
days. The yajamān fasts during Yajna, and all penances, jāp,
and all karma are performed on an empty stomach. When an
Agniḥotri intends to make fire he and his wife must fast for three
days. In car festivals fasting is necessary until the car has been
drawn past one’s own lane; disputes often arise in consequence
of this restriction and to satisfy various claimants the same car
has to be drawn on more than one day. When setting out on a
pilgrimage the pilgrim should fast and also on his return for half
a day. On holy days fasting is performed to win the bārkat
of the days. An empty stomach is required when cutting one’s
hair or shaving; when collecting herbs of magic power before
sunrise; when preparing charms to effect evil; when collecting
flowers to be used in worship, and mantriks often fast when attempt-
ing a cure until the cure is achieved. When a man worships Vata Savitri on the full-moon day of Jyestha his wife and not he himself must fast, and it is she who fasts also during Nauratra.

The Muhammadan fasts at an eclipse; at sunset and noon; from the first to the thirteenth of Muharrum. He fasts on holy days to obtain the barkat of those days; on the twenty-third of Rajab, on the twenty-seventh of Rajab when the Prophet went to meet God; on the fifteenth Safar when at night angels carry to God for sanction the requirements of man's livelihood for twelve months. An empty stomach is imperative when a Muhammadan makes istikhara or Hadrist; when he prepares charms or collects herbs. Whilst grinding grain, eating and drinking is avoided, as also when curds are churned or a cow is milked. Those who sow and plough fast early in the morning; those that measure grain also fast. The whole household fasts when a woman approaches her delivery, and the parents and all the inmates of the house fast for a few hours before a Muhammadan boy is circumcised. Brides and bridegrooms sometimes fast a day before their marriage, but this is far from being a general custom. Fasting is essential when a corpse lies unburied; before the Koran is read early in the morning; before morning prayers and before the prayers on Bakri Id, though these are offered at ten or eleven o'clock in the morning.

Both the Muhammadan and the Hindu think that an oath or a curse is the more serious if accompanied by fasting. 'One must not insult a Brahmin who has an empty stomach' is a popular saying.

In contrast to this injunction of fasting in order to win barkat is the prohibition of fasting in some districts during the sowing of seed. In the Dharwar district jvar must not be sown on an empty stomach and in Khandesh no seed can be sown unless the sower first take a hearty meal; an empty stomach would, it is thought, be reflected in the empty ears of the grain.

Fasting is a means of obtaining barkat. Gluttons are supposed to have an evil eye, and in Sind there is a proverb, 'Keep your inside empty of food in order that you may find the light of divine perception'. One interpretation of upvas, 'fast', is that it means 'sitting near' and therefore drawing sakti. Among Hindus there is the idea that it is dangerous to partake of food before a god has had his share; food taken by man before it is offered to a god is called rakṣasī āhār or 'demonic food'. This explains why a Brahmin does not partake of food before he has offered vaisvadeva and why naivedya is always offered to a deity on an empty stomach.
So long as a dead body remains unburied or unburned a Kātkari cannot take food. The whole village, in fact, is under the same restriction, and, should the funeral procession pass by a house in another village where Kātkaris are eating, their meal must be stopped. This prohibition of food on a death, however, is exceptional; in general there is no fasting among Hindus and Muhammadans after a death, but flesh-eaters abstain from flesh and persons other than mourners avoid eating with mourners who in many cases may not prepare food for themselves. The Kātkari practice, however, draws attention to the marked resemblance between the restrictions observed during hours of power and period of impurity. During all parvakāl flesh-eating Hindus abstain from eating flesh and the Muhammadan observes the same restraint at an eclipse and at sunset. After a birth the eating of flesh is forbidden for a varying period to both Hindu and Muhammadan, and on a death, again, both of these abstain from flesh. Grinding, again, is forbidden at parvakāl and during a varying period after a birth or a death. The rules about sweeping, washing, hair-cutting and the cutting of the nails also illustrate the similarity of restrictions applied to hours of power and of impurity. In the beliefs associated with an eclipse there is even a fusion of the idea of power and of impurity; a multitude of practices bear witness to the power of the hour whilst, on the other hand, the word suher, which is the general term applied to the impurity following a birth, is applied also to the dangerous elements in the same hour of an eclipse.

STEPPING OVER

Orāngin (Sin.)

To step over a thing effects a contact of a particular kind. It brings the power of the person who steps over into conflict with that of the object stepped over. There is some difference of opinion as to the effect that follows an accidental stepping over. The Sindi says that accidentally stepping over an object brings no harmful sequel as there is no question of an exercise of will; that it does no more harm than would the accidental breaking of a fast. In the rest of the Presidency, however, accidental stepping over an object is considered even more dangerous than a deliberate act of the same nature. When a man deliberately steps over an object there is at least a conflict of two powers, his own and that of the object stepped over, and the victory of either jākī must in effect be a kind of compromise; when, however, a man accidentally steps over an object possessing power his own will is dormant,
there is no opposition to the unrestricted working of the sakti of that object and the result is the greater injury to the man. This manner of argument, perhaps, is not followed with absolute coherence, for a Hindu loses punya if he touches elders with his feet but not if the contact be effected accidentally.

It is forbidden to step over any form of implement or weapon; stepping over an agricultural implement destroys the hope of agricultural gain. The punishment is always fitted to the crime. If one steps over a pestle (masul) one will have swelling of the knee-cap; boils are the penalty of stepping over a grindstone; cattle die if one steps over their yoke. Disease is the sequel to stepping over a vanuki or rod for cleaning rice. Stepping over the ropes of a boat or the tethering ropes of a horse or cow brings harm to the owner of the boat or animal. Stepping over a winnowing-fan brings itch. Seed stepped over will not fertilize and famine ensues; stepping over the black seed of papyra brings blindness; stepping over cotton-seed or custard apples brings blindness at night. Stepping on a grain measure means that the measure will not be required or, in other words, the rains withholding, there will be famine. If a child or unmarried person steps over grain reserved for seed the offender will never marry. Stepping over bread entails loss of all future income (tangyi, Sin.); no form of food, in fact, can be stepped over.

Fire, if stepped over, attracts the life of the person who steps over it; a Sindi Muhammadan throws into water a broken hearth to prevent its being stepped over. Even an empty fireplace must not be stepped over. Stepping over water in which a tavā or plate used for roasting bread has been washed, is said in the Deccan to produce a black kind of eczema.

The growth of a new tooth is prevented if one steps over a discarded tooth. A Sindi loses all hope of future sīkār if he steps over the produce of his sport. To step over a buffalo is to incur the risk of having an intelligence as stupid as that attributed to a buffalo. It is dangerous to step over the coronet of a bridegroom or the wristlets of the bridal pair; only the owners can do this, but others imperil their own sakti. The 'stone-of-life', if stepped over, attracts to itself the sakti of the offender. It is dangerous to step over the buried navel-cord of a child.

Nothing into which power has been invoked can be stepped over. This is one of the reasons why the devak and the ḫālgamba are tied to a post in the marriage mandap; it is also one of the reasons why such symbols after the dismissal of their sakti are thrown into water.
Persons with śakti or kudrat must not be stepped over. One must not step over a saint; over a child or even its clothes or the growth of the child is stunted. If her husband steps over the stretched-out legs of his wife her issue will be male, and that issue will always resemble the person who steps over the mother. There is also a danger that the mother will become lame if any one step over her when pregnant, but this danger can be averted by again stepping over her in the reverse direction. If a pregnant woman steps over the tethering-peg of a horse she will have an extended period of pregnancy like a horse and probably will succumb; similarly, she will have a prolonged pregnancy of eleven months if she step over bath-water which has issued from the drain of a room wherein another woman has delivered within ten days. Death comes to a man who is stepped over while he is asleep, and malicious story says that police guards are able to get rid of prisoners by stepping over them in their sleep. Stepping over elderly people is dangerous; it is equally dangerous to step over the property of others; dangerous for the owner at times and at other times hazardous for the person committing the offence. In Sind a wife cannot step over her husband's shoes or turban or even his urine; the clothes of a respected person, the shoes of a Pir or of a sādhu cannot be stepped over. There is a story that before the Battle of Panipat Sadaśirao was implored by his aunt not to go forth; he would not listen, so to force her advice upon him she threw down her shawl. In a fit of obstinacy Sadaśirao at once stepped over the shawl and thereby lost the battle. A tiger-skin is the āsan used by ascetics; for an ordinary Brahmin to sit or step over such a skin would mean a death in his family. If one steps over the dishes from which another person is eating the penalty is severe colic.

Articles of niṭṭi deposited at cross-roads transfer their peculiar burden of ill only if their insulation from the ground is preserved when they are touched, but merely stepping over them without actual contact brings its penalty in databakki or eruptions on the legs.

A charm will not be stepped over by a Muhammadan and a Hindu charm loses its power if stepped over by man or animal.

3 Stepping over a sleeper is dangerous, because during sleep a man's jīna leaves his body and wanders. The popular Hindu belief is that there are two jīnas, the major jīna which leaves the body and the pāngūl jīna which remains. Pāngūl means 'without the use of the legs' and the heart is called pāngūl jīna. It is equally dangerous to bind the feet or hands of a sleeper or mark his face lest the jīna, on its return from wandering, should not recognise the body. It is dangerous to sleep with the mouth open lest a spirit should enter the body and so prevent the entry of the returned jīna.
A Muhammadan will not step over the tomb of a saint; over the Koran; over thread, a drawn line, a heap of green verdure, new clothes or cloth, a grave or a dead body, an animal, over his own spittle or excrement; over a comb, a mirror, a pen or antimony; over the garlands of the bridal pair; over all kinds of food; a pot of water; fire or a fire-place; over a child or its clothes; over tools or the ropes of a boat.

Fear of the dangers following stepping over an object with power enters into practices which admit also of other explanations; it is one of the reasons, I have said, why certain things are not placed on the ground, why things with dangerous potentiality are thrown into running water, and it is also a reason why things with dangerous power are tied to trees.

In the preceding chapters I have attempted to explain the 'Keys of Power', those axioms and rules of conduct that man frames in his effort to control power for his own purposes; to preserve it, to transfer it, to coerce or invoke it. I have sketched, too, the factors which destroy power and lead to a set of restrictions of conduct. There is, however, one way in which the rules of conduct are disregarded and the prohibition ceases to restrain. *Kari na kari* or 'do that which should not be done' is accepted as a guide to conduct in some families; it leads to a reversal of every ordinary detail of ceremony and to a ritual which the ordinary canons forbid.
APPENDIX A
HINDU AND MUHAMMADAN CHARMS

HINDU CHARMS

To accomplish any good objects.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
1 & & 2 \\
& 6 & \\
7 & 10 & 3 \\
& 8 & 4 \\
& 9 & \\
\end{array}
\]

Tied round the neck to cure a pain in the neck.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
87 & 104 & 88 \\
102 & 100 & 88 \\
101 & 86 & 13 \\
\end{array}
\]

Tied to the arm or hand to cure stomach-ache.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
1 & 18 & 2 & 7 \\
6 & 2 & 13 & 2 \\
15 & 10 & 8 & 1 \\
4 & 5 & 11 & 14 \\
\end{array}
\text{or}\n\begin{array}{ccc}
24 & 31 & 26 \\
28 & 27 & 25 \\
22 & 23 & 30 \\
\end{array}
\]

To cure snake-bite.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
7 & 9 & 8 \\
2 & 6 & 4 \\
3 & 1 & 5 \\
\end{array}
\]
Tied to the neck to obtain a son.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tied to the hand of a woman in travail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>46</th>
<th>53</th>
<th>48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To scare thieves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To remove fear of lightning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retained to get wealth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BHOJ</th>
<th>66</th>
<th>66</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>putra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tied round the neck to cure ague.

To stop a child's crying; tied to its neck.

To effect an easy delivery.

To remove pests of crops.
To scare away ghosts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>48</th>
<th>43</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Buried in fields to remove pests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rhi</th>
<th>Rhi</th>
<th>Rhi</th>
<th>Rhi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhi</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhi</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhi</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhi</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To cure fever. Written on betel-leaf; incense thrown on fire and sugar offered to the yasatra. Finally eaten with nut and lime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An expectant mother looks at this charm which is written with sweet oil and red lead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Written in ink on paper and tied to a cow's horn to increase her supply of milk.
Buried at a shop-door to increase profits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50</th>
<th>57</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Written on betel-leaf and eaten to cure malaria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Buried in a field to increase the produce of crops.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tied to the necks of cattle to cure disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kept by a magician so that the audience will not spot his tricks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kept on his head under his turban by a public speaker so that he will control his audience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>88</th>
<th>92</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To win over whom one wishes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tied to the arm to cure fever.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>24</th>
<th>43</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Worn on their hands by wives to subject their husbands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>92</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>As</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>SH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>KM</td>
<td>RM</td>
<td>VM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HINDU AND MUHAMMADAN CHARMS

To promote unity among relations.

To keep rats out of a house.

To cure cold or fever; tied to the neck.

To prevent abortion.

MUHAMMADAN CHARMS

To cure fever.
To cure small-pox.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To cure headache.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To cure a pain in the neck.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>2815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3810</td>
<td>3088</td>
<td>386</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385</td>
<td>3812</td>
<td>387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To cure melancholy.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8920</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>5927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8226</td>
<td>8924</td>
<td>8922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8921</td>
<td>8922</td>
<td>8934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To cure kidney pain.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To cure stomach pain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>1500</th>
<th>5187</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1009</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td></td>
<td>1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td></td>
<td>1002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To cure stone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To ease the travail pains of a woman.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX B

**HINDU FESTIVALS ON WHICH CERTAIN FORMS OF HIMSQA ARE FORBIDDEN OR ALLOWED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Festival</th>
<th>Hair-cutting</th>
<th>Grading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chaitra</td>
<td>Ugadi</td>
<td>Forbidden</td>
<td>Forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rāmanavami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Akṣayatṛtiyā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Narasinhajayanti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aṛi-hunṣiśī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jyeṣṭha</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manettina-Amārāsāga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prathama-ekādaśī</td>
<td></td>
<td>Forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karka-Sankramanā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Śrāvanam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nāgpanemi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gokul aṣṭami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Śrāvanī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bhādradpa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ganeśacauṭhi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yaliṣṭamī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ananta-satordaśī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pakpamāśa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Āśeṣin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navaratra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divālī (3 days)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sūḍa ekādaśi, Tulsī vieśa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Māgraśīra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campa-ṇaṭhi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paṇcya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Makara-sankramanā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Māgha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bṛha-saptami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siivarūṭi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phālguṇ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holi-hunṣiśī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_N.B._—Sweeping is not forbidden on any of these days for the whole day but only at certain hours. On Ugadi it is allowed through the agency of servants.
APPENDIX C

UTĀRA IN THE DECCAN

To avert and transfer evil the following objects are waved round the afflicted person and then placed on a public highway, at the meeting of cross-roads or occasionally thrown in running water in the direction from which it is assumed the evil is approaching. Animals waved round the afflicted person are either slaughtered or allowed to wander loose. The articles deposited on the road are insulated from the ground by leaves, grain, tiles or by a winnowing-fan.

A. To cure the effects of evil-eye.
   Sea salt; mustard; salt and mustard; chillies; salt and chillies; red powder; lemons, these sometimes pierced with needles.

B. To prevent molestation by a spirit or ghost.
   Udīd; the eggs of a hen. A round thick cake (polī) made of seven cereals and pulses, including udīd. A cake of seven cereals and eggs. Stale bread. Powdered bread with chillies and oil. A chicken. A hen or cock preferably grey in colour and with reversed feathers. Curds and cooked rice. Coconuts. A clay pipe used for smoking hemp. Liquor. A black sheep. A black female goat that has never had young. Water.

C. To transfer illness.
   Curds; cooked rice. Coconut; gold; money. A child is obtained secretly from another family, waved round the sick and quietly restored to its parents. Udīd; root of turmeric. A narrow strip of cloth made yellow with turmeric and knotted with an uneven number of knots which contain udīd and turmeric.
APPENDIX D

RESTRICTIONS ON INTERMARRIAGE BETWEEN DIFFERENT KUL OF THE KATKARIS

In the Roha taluka

A Yadav cannot marry a Yadav.
- Hilam
- Jadav, Rao, Powar, Vaghmare.
- Yadav, Sinde, Hilam, Dongarkoli.
- Powar
- Hilam, Šelar, Dongarkoli.
- Vaghmare
- Hilam, Valekar, Dongarkoli.
- Rao
- Jagtap can marry only a Vaghmare and Valekar.

In the Karjat taluka

A Yadav cannot marry a Mukane or a Powar.
- Hilam
- Vagh or a Mukane.

In the Umbargaon taluka

A Kambdi cannot marry a Bhoya, Kavra or Ravalya.
- Kavra
- Ravalya, Bhoya, Kambdi.
- Mukna
- Gangoda, Bhoya, Mukne.
- Ravalya
- Kambdi, Kavra.
- Gangoda
- Mukna, Tumbla.
- Bhoya
- Tumbla, Ravalya, Kambdi.

In the Dahanu taluka

A Bhambera can marry only a Diwa, Vagh, Powar, Savra, Ghatal.
- Diwa
- Bhoya, Bhambera, Valvi, Lakhan, Gangoda.
- Vagh
- Bhambera, Vardi, Bhoya, Savra, Mukne.
- Vardi
- Vagh, Bhoya, Šelar.
- Bhoya
- Diwa, Vagh, Vardi, Powar, Valvi, Lakhan, Bhandar, Gangoda, Tumbla.
- Powar
- Bhambera, Vagh, Bhoya, Misal, Bhandar Gangoda.
- Savra
- Bhambera, Vagh, Bhoya, Powar, Mukunya, Bokya, Šelar, Misal, Tumbla.
- Mukunya
- Vagh, Savra, Valvi, Lakhan, Gangoda.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clan</th>
<th>Can Marry</th>
<th>Clan</th>
<th>Can Marry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ghatal</td>
<td>Bhambera, Selar, Bhandar, Gangoda.</td>
<td>Bokya</td>
<td>Savra, Selar, Lakhan, Bhandar, Gangoda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bokya</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dhuliy</td>
<td>Tumbda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhuliy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Selar</td>
<td>Vardi, Savra, Ghatal, Bokya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Misal</td>
<td>Powra, Savra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Valvi</td>
<td>Diva, Bhoya, Mukanya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valvi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lakhan</td>
<td>Diva, Bhoya, Mukanya, Bokya, Gangoda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakhan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bhandar</td>
<td>Bhoya, Powar, Ghatal, Bokya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhandar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gangoda</td>
<td>Diva, Bhoya, Powar, Mukanya, Ghata, Lakhan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gangoda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tumbda</td>
<td>Bhoya, Savra, Dhuliy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I have given in some detail the restrictions on intermarriage between the clans of the Kātkarī to illustrate how impossible it is to attribute these to the possession of a common totem or devak. A clan that can marry into another clan in one locality cannot do this in another locality; a clan that can give a daughter in marriage to another clan cannot take a bride from that clan. The Hilam and Mukane were formerly one; the Powar and More were traditionally once one clan; the Yadhav and the Jadhav; the Selar and the Powar, the Jadhav and the Sinde were originally one. If one follows the restrictions on intermarriage between these families, one finds within the same circle of restrictions many devaks.

Another feature is that in different localities one may find a family that can marry with one other family only, and on the other hand a family that can marry with all the other Kātkarī families at pleasure.

If one goes beyond the limits of the Kātkarī tribe there is a striking similarity of restrictions. Among the Thakurs the Yadhav and Jadhav cannot intermarry; among the Dhor Kolis the Gangoda, Dagla, Bendi, Mondha, Bhoja, Gaikwad, Powar, Potinde, Vagh, Ardhe, Dodka, Badage, Ghmalal, Singada, Valvi, Pardhi, Lokhandi families have more or less the same restrictions on intermarriage as the families of the same names among the Kātkarīs.
APPENDIX E

THE POWER OF THE CARDINAL POINTS

There are many unadvanced tribes in the Presidency that are still unacquainted with the cardinal points. The Kātkarī and others call the East and the West the 'rising' and the 'setting', uqvat, and manlat, but have no idea of the South and North. The Kātkarī when indicating a direction describes its position to his right or left; others speak of the south as 'towards the sea' and of the north as 'towards the mountains'. This ignorance of the cardinal points has an important effect when such tribes accept the religion of their Hindu neighbours, for in the everyday ritual of orthodox Hinduism the cardinal points are always recognized, and orientation is habitual.

The two wicks of the nirānjana lamp used in ārāṇ are placed across each other pointing in the cardinal directions. Tulsiyudāvan is the earthen receptacle which contains the household tulsi plant (Ocimum sanctum); this is always square and aligned to the cardinal points. The mangalsāna of the bridal pair is taken within a square; the common pāt used as an āśāna is always square; the area occupied by a Hindu house should strictly be square; ceremonial mandaps are square; and homakund or the pits used for sacrificial fires are also square.

The cardinal points may also be regarded as eight, each of which has its own lakti which is invoked by man. If in spite of his efforts evil comes from the directions it is beyond his control and a post-Vedic word, dīkṣā dul, is used to describe this evil. At the respective cardinal points are eight elephants created to hold the earth steady by their weight; these are worshipped in the thread and the marriage ceremonies of the śvath-tree, and in pūrṇ ceremonies, including those connected with the construction of a reservoir, a well, or garden. In these ceremonies a mandap is built with four doors towards the four chief cardinal points, over a pit kund in which fire is consecrated. At each door two elephants are worshipped through the medium of betel-nuts placed on a plate previously sprinkled with rice which covers a water-pot or kulas; of water-pots there are eight in all.

The eight points again with the centre are identified with the nine planets. Each point has also a guardian, Dikpāla; these guardians are invoked into betel-nuts. At a marriage or thread ceremony before the shrine of the kūta devatā and also in the marriage mandap a bamboo frame, pardi, is placed on the ground; in this is put a cloth washed
with turmeric and on this again rice is sprinkled with a svastika drawn on it in red powder, which serves as an āśan for eight betel-nuts placed at the points, a ninth betel-nut being placed in the centre to represent Gaṅgā. At every Ankarūropāṇ five gods are invoked into betel-nuts placed at the centre and at the four points of a cross.

Besides actually invoking the cardinal deities by name, śakti can be gathered from the cardinal points by use of the cross or the svastika, and these same figures also scatter evil to the cardinal points. On celebrating a hom, a cross is made of darbha grass or with twigs of umbar on the āśan of sand or black earth prepared for the hom. When a platform is made for the bridal pair to sit upon, bricks and betel-nuts are placed on an āśan of rice or wheat following the cardinal points. To assist a woman’s delivery a svastika is marked with turmeric over the door of her room; a svastika is drawn on the feet of the vaṭu and on various parts of the mandap used at a thread ceremony; it is drawn on the screen held between the bride and bridegroom; on the grain gathered on the threshing-floor; and on the āśan on which the bridal pair sit.

Each point has its own śakti. The south is associated with death. On a death a lamp is lighted where the deceased expired and its wick is turned towards the south, but no other lamp can face the south unless another lamp be placed opposite it. In agricultural ritual the south is studiously avoided, particularly in the furrows of the plough; one must not take medicine facing the south or the medicine will fail to save the patient, and one must not sleep with one’s feet towards the south. A house must not face the south, and a horse must not be tethered to face the south. In modern days of travel it is still possible to find persons travelling in public conveyances, turning their faces aside when the conveyance happens to take a direction due south. In witchcraft and magic the practitioner faces south.

The East and the North are auspicious directions, and whatever can be practised facing east can usually be done also facing north; one exception is the ceremony of Panjharvāni in which the man and his wife must face east. In all auspicious ceremonies the yaqamān must face east or north; the bridal pair, the vaṭu, the yaqamān celebrating a hom, the celebrant worshipping a deity or performing jap. When, too, a Hindu is shaved he faces the east, and faces the same direction when before bathing he applies oil to his head.

Houses, as far as possible, should face north or east. The front of a mandap erected for some ceremony should face the east; the temples of all gods, except some temples of Maruti, should face the east. There may be many temples of Maruti in a single village that do not face south, but the temple of Maruti as the presiding deity of a village faces the south so that Maruti may scare away the spirits that haunt the south. Threshing-floors are placed in the north-west corners of fields; cattle-sheds to the south-west of a dwelling-house, wells and bathrooms to the west and the hearth to the south-east.
INDEX

Abdāgūr, 88, 474
abdāl, 101
abhiseka, honey used in, 36, 313; boys employed to bring water for, 63; food prepared by a woman avoided by celebrant of, 114; evil tendencies removed by, 164; rain-water not used in, 170; sprinkling of water used in, 174; iron lamps tabooed during celebration of, 214; milk of a black cow used in, 277; to bring rain celebration of, 346-7; chastity enjoined on night previous to celebrating, 490; after the birth of a calf the milk of a cow for ten days cannot be used in, 499; of trees, to bring rain, 326; of sheaves, 363
abhivädaniyamānā, 48
Abhinda, 288
abuse, evil transmitted by the breath of those indulging in, 39; evil influence of planets averted by, 199; avoided at certain times, 256, 258; the barks of, 343-4; of the last reaper, 367; of gods, 347
ācārama, 285, 313, 506
ādān, 99
āddanagī, 154
ādharana, 187, 189, 214
ādhava, 14
ādhitmās, 271
Advīs Koraśa, 89, 186
agīśā, 8
Aghor, 396
Agni, 45, 84 (note), 125, 174-6, 394, 444-5
Agnihotra (Agnihotri), 5, 31, 153, 156, 160, 171, 176-8, 182, 186-93, 209, 214, 238, 255, 332, 508
Agniśvast, 6, 74, 114
Agnistoma, 114
Agnupasṭhānā, 174, 476
Agrat, 355
Āgrāyana, 193
Āharanīya, 189
Ahit Gauśa, 459
aśraṇī, 184, 216, 298, 392
Ajjava, 107-8
akṣat, 12, 63-4, 68, 82-3, 85, 87, 98, 105, 110, 125, 175, 184, 192, 200-10, 217, 222, 235, 242, 256 (note), 262, 269, 281, 298, 299, 300, 393-6, 472
Akṣayatītya, 252, 360-1
Alakṣa, 257, 388
Ākṣiśa, 7, 176
amal, 37
amānat, 149
amāvatāro, 94
Amāśīya (Amāśi), 258-63; Sarvapitri, 54, 261, 335, 338; chosen by mantriks for their art, 59, 260; visit to tomb of saint on, 100; worship of implements on, 113, 330-1, 262; evil-eye averted by power of, 121; first-fruits offered to the dead on, 152; rites to obtain issue practised on, 166-7; lamps not bought on, 178; worship of savath tree on, 183; rites of Agnihotra on, 191; rites to protect cattle practised on, 204-5; salt not purchased on, 236; ugra gifts made on, 245; danger of oaths taken on, 437; agricultural taboos on, 355, 368, 259; agricultural rites on, 262-3, 365, 370; worship of Lakṣami on, 371, 441; worship of Rahu on, 446; rags tied to and nails driven into trees on, 319.
Amāravā (Amāśi), (continued):
trees of a mock marriage not touched on an, 291; threshing-pole cut on, 370; avoidance of meat on, 493; avoidance of grinding on, 480; avoidance of hair-cutting on, 488; chastity imperative on, 490; as a parvakal, 261; Manvadi days include certain, 252
Ambabai, 6, 230
Ambiger, 184, 341
anadāyā, 170-1, 259
Ananta-caturdasi, 252, 393
Anantaśahar, 44
Anantayā, 7
anar, 89, 225
Anamaśya, 75
anāpyā, 394
anār, 180
anāliga (anāligi), 31
Anugatāraṇa sansūr, 217, 442
ānīṭṭa, 3
Anukurāpaṇa, 160, 298, 396-404; cannot be performed by the husband of an issueless woman, 110
ankula, 229
Anāparāsana, 190, 309
anīśa, 78, 232
antardāsa, 215 (note)
antarpāṭ (antarpāṭ), 110, 120, 123, 282, 288, 395
anthill, placenta of a cow thrown on an, 51; cast tooth thrown on an, 57; pregnant woman not to sit on an, 108; use of earth from an, 160; in rites to control weather, 350-1
anudāta, 285
aparājikā, 251
aravi, 189, 214
aravani kalu, 456
Ares, 242
arphya, to avert evil sequel of seeing one's own reflection, 30; insulation of articles used in, 153; rising of the sun assisted by, 163; in the ritual of making a gift, 165; rain-water avoided in, 170; offered thrice, 285
ari, 366
arīś, 94

dīrīś, 3
Arkariṇḍaka, 287-9
arrow, synonym for five, 46; erected over buried navel-nord, 52; used to prevent return of a ghost, 22; waved round the bridegroom, 225; bride carries a, 225; protects child at birth, 223, 296
ātī, as prasad, 14; waved by maidens, 63; waved over clothes of the aged, 63; waved round girl attaining puberty, 104, 106; waved by married women, 11, 182, 300; insulated from the ground, 153; water used in, 164, 174; occasions of waving, 182-5; waved at Holi over victim of the chase, 197; waved round the chisel used in constructing an image, 217; waved over a yantra, 269; not waved over three children, 287, 295; not waved round one person, 106, 284; in auspicious ceremonies each of its two lights has two wicks, 284
arulha, 94
asadaru, 347
Āśāha, 93, 105, 132, 183, 252, 325
āśan, not to be breathed upon, 40; insulation of bridal pair by, 87, 157; examples of use of, 152-5, 156-7, 189, 211, 231; water-pots used as, 168
ashe, 55-7, 59, 127-9, 131, 179-81, 199, 201-2, 221, 235
Āśāśa, 105, 210
āśā (vide jivkhada), 154, 241, 246, 402
Āśārahan, 241
asoli nāra, 82
asāmangal, 303
āśūvā, 36
āsvakrānte, 409
Āśiṣamalha, 290
Āśīn, 7, 93, 193, 203-4, 202, 262, 263, 270, 303, 344, 363, 364, 370, 374, 399, 412, 446
Āśīṇa, 47
Āśīn Kumārs, 244
ātītideva, 70, 76
ātmāropana (ātmasamāropana), 171, 193
INDEX

Bharmappa, 119
bhāro, 4, 257
bhāru, 181
Bhāt, 77, 80, 163, 211, 361
bhāvai, 248
Bhīs, 23, 30, 68-9, 73, 82, 85, 89,
112-13, 135, 227, 237, 244, 263,
293, 297, 314, 320-1, 327, 332,
335, 337, 340-2, 344, 347, 349-52,
357, 360, 363, 367-9, 370-1, 373,
377, 380, 390, 413, 417, 428, 441,
472, 490, 493
bhīl bāndā, 25
Bhōis, 246
bhoraṣgūli, 281, 299
Bhūmāti, 396
bhūmibār, 150
bhundā, 132
bhūpradakṣiṇā, 413
bhūsa, applied to the bridal pair, 5,
78; applied to the guest, 72; applied
to the pilgrim, 90
bhūlāri, 118
bhūteṣ, Amaraṇaṇa u, 260; eclipses not
u, 264
Bhusnāvāri śāti, 105
Bībi Pori, 417
bijnād, 360, 382
birth and new-born children, customs
and beliefs connected with: impurity
of birth, 497-9; birth associated with
heat, 477-8; bath given to child to cool hot
power, 8; eating of meat forbidden
during continuance of impurity, 493; for ten
days husband of woman cannot shave,
486; sweeping for some hours after a birth forbidden, 483;
grinding forbidden after a birth, 480;
mother and child not to go in the sun, 476;
child placed with grain in a winnowing-fan
before a cow, 389; sweepings placed with the child in a win-
nowing-fan, 389; ceremony of
Pata to remove impurity of birth,
493; exclusion of the father, 29,
120-3, 207; protection of the
infant, 22, 109, 125, 131, 133,
182, 185-6, 223, 224, 233, 238;
protection of the confinement
room, 131, 133, 185, 223-4;
broom, 482

bōda, 372

būja, 132

būki, 247, 303

buzrug, applied to old man, 67; applied to saint, 94

Calvadi, 82, 84-7, 167, 225, 291, 435

Cāmbhārs, 453

Campbell, Sir J. M., 4 (note 1), 449, 453, 479 (note 1)

candappasādā, 146

榨ukārā, 143

Cāndrāyana vṛata, 16

Cangalabābā, 65

caranātrī, 502

caranātārgyā, 469

caranātirth, 79, 168

cardinal points, observance of, 23, 125, 164, 302-4, 371, 374, 392, 390, 406, 474

south, 23, 189, 355-6, 370, 392, 443

north, 288, 355

east, 113, 189, 219, 355, 384, 395

west, 189, 219, 355, 376, 395

north-east, 165, 191, 375, 384, 399

(vide dikbandha)

Caturmāsa (Caturmāsya), 16, 77, 114, 275, 336

Cauḍī, 316

Caul, 190, 218, 250, 400

cendkōba, 340

cendūpālī, 199

cetāku (vētākya), 118, 385

Chaitra, 253, 270, 274, 282, 284, 325, 335, 355, 397

Chapparband, 57, 489

charāgi, 263

charity, averts evil, 53, 66, 303; on tonsure of a child, 53; to children, 62; dangers of accepting, 16, 18, 165; reduces potency of an oath, 35; in agricultural rites, 381-2

chaitra, 17

chāyāgṛhā, 264

child, 60-66; is ghoru or dev, 4, 5; measures to avert evil paygun of child, 23; shadows dangerous to a, 25-6; figures of a child avert evil-eye, 127, 131; protection of child against spirits, 55, 118;
child (continued):
protection of child from evil-eye, 10, 12, 34, 39, 118, 120, 122, 124-5, 127-8, 131, 133, 140; spitting into hand of, 33; spitting to protect a, 34-6; breathing on a child, 37, 39, 40; influence of the name of a, 41-2, 48, smelling a, 50; cutting hair of a, 53; customs relating to the cast tooth of a child, 57.
child-birth, death of mother in, 59, 222, 316.
Chili, 100, 119, 475, 488, 492, 494.
cholera, 59, 112-14, 131, 221, 249, 388, 482, 493.
cindyl dev, 5.
circumambulation, of a saint’s tomb, 97; of the Holi pyre, 199; of the tree in a mock marriage, 288; of a vaniki by the bridal pair, 242; of the Airani, 184; of images, 163; of the mandap pole at a marriage, 458-9; of grain, 373; of trees, 317, 322, 333, 335; of the lajhom, 174.
Cihobi, 340.
coconut, offered to guest, 72; lap of bride filled with coconuts, 78, 80-2; life of bridal pair linked with coconut, 82; married woman given a coconut to prolong life of a child, 111; not broken by a woman, 115; evil-eye inflicted by a, 117; when arti waved over girl attaining puberty she has as a companion a, 106; eye of coconut in designs to avert evil-eye, 144; planted by the old, 68; inclusion in provision of a journey of a, 237; use in worship of a, 113, 152, 155, 157, 205, 314, 200; use in magical rites, 114, 131, 162, 184, 201; *vide* also note page 331, 372-3, 376, 386, 388-90.
coercion of power, through name of a god or saint, 41; immersion of images at an eclipse a form of, 289; use of stones in, 239-40; in rites to control weather, 346-347; of a tree, 239, 327, 329.
congregational worship, produces kudrat, 37; not a feature of Hinduism, 116.
Crawley, A. E., 77, 229, 256.
Crooke, W., 2, 229, 264, 267, 292, 401, 458.
cross-roads, things thrown or deposited at, 22, 56, 69, 128-30, 139, 155, 234, 283, 285, 296, 393; earth from, 124, 129, 160, 286.
curses, transmit power, 3; hot power of a curse, 6; impurity of a, 439; destroys merit, 14; conditional curses, 237; 439-40; use of earth in cursing, 159; stones add force to a curse, 240; danger of a curse at certain hours, 256; himsa adds force to a curse, 56; fasting adds force to a curse, 509; curse of the aged, 69; of the guest, 74; of the bridal pair, 81; of the pilgrim, 90; of the saint, 90, 439; of a pregnant woman, 108, 439; of a married woman, 110; of a boy at his circumcision, 91.
Daivíváis, 36.
daçaçoquai, 189.
dan, 38.
dampotya, 111.
Dang-Dascis, 78, 237.
dánt basööl, 117.
darpah, hot power of a, 7, 166; spitting forbidden in a, 35; tonsure of a child at a, 53; rites at a, 90-9, 229; iron tabooed when visiting a, 220; silence on way to a, 472.
Darla Sráddha, 261.
dáśá, 215 (note).
dáśadána, 233.
Dasarl, 362, 399.
dastigán, 83.
Dattatreya, 43, 99, 183, 429, 442.
dawri, 373, 380-1.
Davras, 230.
death, associated with hot power, 7, 8, 166.
measures to remove or avert contagion of: not naming a child,
death (continued):
41: giving a child the name of an aged person or of Maruti, 42; giving a child opprobrious names, 48-9, 504; smelling heads of children, 50; protection of the navel-cord, 51; waving iron with the hair and nail clippings of the sick, 56; feeding of children, 62; the fixed gaze of a child averts death, 63; use of string from the bier of an aged person or of use of clothes of the aged, 67-8; bathing in water heated on the Hol pyre, 201; use of iron, 231-2; carrying salt, 233; nim-leaves avert the contagion, 314; embracing a tree, 320; planting trees, 325; enclosing severed navel-cord in a gourd, 325; placing sweepings with a child in a winnowing-fan, 380; use of silver, 210; worship of married trees, 335-6; house sprinkled with the urine of a cow, 413; relatives of the dead sprinkled with water, 166; use of milk, 7; piercing ear or nose of a dead child with a ring of gold, 298; passing through a hole, 504; bath given at birth to a child to cool its hot power, 8.
measures to prevent the dead becoming a spirit or returning as a ghost: arti waved by wife, 182; marriage of the deceased to a rui-tree, 292; use of iron, 222-3; shadow of a mourner not to fall on the ashes of the dead, 26; fixing the ghost in a stone, 244; tying a garment of the dead to a tree, 325; throwing muk vormica on the bier, 325; marriage of the nim-tree, 355; circumambulation of the patri-tree, 335; use of tattoo-marks representing the sun and moon, 143; throwing grain behind the corpse, 392; ceremonial sowing of seedlings, 397; bread thrown to dogs, 406; giving a black sari to a married woman, 110; other measures, 292-3.

death (continued):
measures to transfer the sins of the dead or secure his absolution: black sesame offered to priests, 265; fodder thrown on road for cattle to eat, 265; use of copper in, 211-12; gift of a cow to priests, 412; giving of salt to a fakir or the poor, 235-6; salt given to a priest, 236; use of gold, 207-8; fire taken to the pyre, 176-7; sowing of seedlings, 397; grain thrown behind the corpse, 392; number of mourners throw earth on the corpse, 12; burning the dead brings absolution, 93.
cause of death: giving name of a living relative to a child, 42; smelling the person of another, 50; paygam, 21: the creaking of a pinda in a Sradha, 24 (note): excessive increase of grain, oil, butter, 377; bees making a hive in the house, 313; intentionally touching a saint with one's foot or sitting on his bed, 96; the mother sees the grain on the foreheads of the bridal pair, 82; shadow of a barren woman falling on a child, 26; child born under Mula causes death of parent, 29; loss of coconut placed in the lap of the bride, 82; witnessing the tying together of the clothes of the bridal pair, 81; children of a first marriage see the coronet used in the second marriage of a parent, 81; breath of a woman without issue, 109; evil-eye, 121; spirit activity, 423; in rites to control weather, 346; refusal of an offer of milk, 415; burning the urine of a man, 69; menstrual fluid of a barren woman, 58; extinguishing of an arti, 183; the cutting of certain trees, 390-1; stepping over a sleeper, 812; stepping over fire, 511; the shadow of a bat at dusk, 25; the sin of others, 18-
death (continued):
19; death of man who opens a
rain pit, 339; seeing those return
who buried the figure of Jok- 
mar, 346; the hot power of a 
child, 8; breaking the mirror 
of a bride, 83; passing in front 
of a procession driving out 
cholera, 114

ways in which the dead acquires 
barkat: from the number of 
mourners, 12; from the presence 
of children at the funeral, 62; 
from the presence of the old, 67; 
from the distribution of sweets, 
310; the gift of iron to a priest, 
233; bread thrown to dogs as 
the corpse is carried to the ghat, 
406; a pious man leads the 
funeral prayers, 11

ways in which the dead loses merit 
or barkat: the stone-of-life 
touches the ground, 14, 246; 
iron used in a Sraddha, 14; a 
woman's shadow falls on the 
Sraddha food, 27; the un-
cleanliness of the mourners, 14, 
496; those feasted at the 
festival are not of good char-
acter, 11-12

dying person, shadow of menstru-
ous woman not to fall on, 26; 
child brought to gaze upon the, 
65; ashes applied to the hands 
and feet of, 181; millet in a 
winnowing-fan touched by and 
given away in the name of, 389; 
forbidden to look in a mirror, 30; 
suratya sin recited by a pious 
man relieves the, 11; diminu-
tion of the shadow of the, 24

miscellaneous customs on a death: 
soul of dead passes into a lamp, 
228; destruction or preservation 
of weapons and implements of 
the dead, 230; cutting the corde 
of the bier with a stone, 240-7; 
protection of the corpse from 
spirits by salt, 232; mourners 
throw pebbles towards the site 
of the funeral, 249; cessation 
of agriculture whilst the body 
remains unburnt, 368-9; fire

delivery, measures to assist a 
woman's; transfer to woman 
of the power of piety, 11, 257; 
woman moved from one part of 
the house to another, 20; charms 
written in the shadow of a tree, 
25; use of portions of trees, 27; 
use of water in which the sword 
of Sivaji or a coin of Akbar has 
been washed, 168; use of copper 
bracelet at an eclipse, 212; hus-
band at sunset unwinds his 
turban on the woman's body, 
257; visit to a temple at sunset, 
257; milk of black cow or goat 
given to the woman, 277; human 
hair burnt before the woman, 55; 
inverting a stone, 243; waving 
the skirt of another woman who 
has easy deliveries, 257; trans-
fer of power of trees, 321; grind-
ing forbidden, 480; husband not 
allowed to cut his hair for two 
to four weeks before his wife's 
delivery, 486; as the woman 
approaches her delivery the 
whole household fasts, 509; pro-
tection of woman by a broom 
and a stone, 482; piece of 
donkey's dung hung over door of 
the confinement room, 411

demons: Narakâsr, 205; Kollâppâ, 
203; Dhunâli, 197-203; Rânu,
demons (continued):
264; Mandeh, 163; Kaitabha and Madha, 152; Mahisāsur, 418; Tripurari, 203
Devastha Brahminus, 50-1, 84-6, 225, 235, 246, 343, 454
dev, 5, 267, 432
devaci kholi, 214
devadasi, 157
devadāsi, 63, 65
devagāthā, 422
devak (vīde Nāndl), 215, 282, 480, 505, 511
devakārāja, 487
Devangs, 104
devārā, 500
Devarmara, 322
Devars, 184
devātā pratishṭā, 400-1
Devī, 169
Devmogri, 113, 490
dev, 423
dhābāli, 154
dhumad, 98
Dhangar, 114, 278, 311, 342, 453, 464
Dhanatari Māti, 149
dhār, 49
dharm, 14, 426
dharmadāvyā, 366
dharmā munja (vivāha), 17
dharme, 465
Dhobi, inauspicious shadow of, 27; hims of the profession of a dhobi engenders evil-eye, 120; washes away barkat, 484; a menstruous woman on her third day is called, 499
Dhors, 314
dhūladāra, 485
dhūlpadeś, 101, 502
Dhūlpavat, 475
Dhūlvad, 199
dhundhi, 197
dhūp, 14
dhvajāropana, 100
dhvajhati, 166
dikānaka, of water, 163; of five threads, 31-2, 225, 330; of stones, 244, 428; in ceremony of sowing seedlings, 298, 309; of nails, 226; of grain 226 (note), 392, 424; of water-pots in tiers of seven, 301; of boiled rice, 373
dīkṣaḥ (dīkṣālakā), 344, 399
dīp, 14
dīpati, 130
dīvāśāy, 528
Divāli, 204-5; maidens wave arti at, 63, 183; impression of a hand made on cattle at, 132; oil applied to the body at, 159; lights waved before cattle at, 184; footprints drawn at, 146; worship of implements at, 230; Manvadi days during, 252; use of red water at, 282; seed-drill dressed in garments of a woman at, 357; worship of Lakhsmi on the threshing-floor at, 360; pole of the threshing-floor cut on, 370; grinding forbidden at, 480
dīya, 23, 207
dolls and images: used to avert paygun, 279; used to avert evil-eye, 125, 128-30; used to effect harm, 28, 235, 260; used to subdue spirits, 260, 315, 372, 427-8; used to cure illness, 159-60, 316, 347; used in mock marriages, 290; used in marriage rites, 183, 457; used to free fields from pests, 390-1; used to control the weather, 345, 351; used to protect a house, 233, 279; used to protect the threshing-floor, 373; used to enshrine the spirit of the dead, 247; used to represent an absent person, 106, 183, 191
Dongaria, 113
Dong Dásar, 173, 237, 480, 484
door: power invoked into doors, 446; lintel of door beaten to test a witch, 59; earth from below the hinges of a door used to avert evil-eye, 128-9; figures of children drawn on doors to avert evil-eye, 131
droh, 213
dron, 298
drīṣṭi, cap. iv; hair of a pious woman averts, 10; clothes of the pious avert, 11; cure through shadow of victim of the effects of, 28-9; burning the reflection of the victim cures, 29; father of a child gazes at his own reflection
dryi (continued):
to avert his, 29; victim measured to avert, 31-2, 158; spitting averts, 34, 127; blowing ashes to avert, 39; breathing mantras into mouth of a child to avert, 39; fluid from the severed navel-cord produces, 52; the hair of a woman averts, 55; the hair of a barren woman averts, 55; the fixed gaze of a child produces, 65; transfer to the earth, 158; water used to avert, 164, 257; ashes from a potter's kiln avert, 180; charmed ashes avert, 181; soot averts, 184; gold used to avert, 207; copper coins placed at the root of a tree to avert, 211; salt averts, 124-5, 130, 234; black things avert, 278; lime-water averts, 280; certain numbers avert, 285-903; iron averts, 229, 228, 371; transfer of trees to the effects of, 318-19; nails driven into trees to avert, 338; parts of trees avert, 318; water poured over the dhotor of a pious person at sunset averts, 257; grain used to avert, 393; dust raised by the feet of cattle averts, 412; clothes trampled by cattle avert, 413-14; the urine of a cow averts, 412; sugar, green grass and marking-nuts protect milk from, 415; the thigh-bone of a jackal averts, 417; feathers of a peacock avert, 420; bread averts, 406-6; mantras breathed over the victim avert, 39; thorns avert, 333; yellow slippers avert, 283; waving lamps averts, 184; water in which five leaves have been dipped averts, 296; curses cure the effects of, 343; sweets on thethreshold-floor avert, 312; shoes avert, 118, 128, 131, 318, 371-2; measures taken on Ama-vasya to avert, 260; the evil eye of a woman is worst on the fourth day of her menses, 501; bones of bats buried in a dung-hill avert, 129; egg averts, 131
drupari, 134
drupigombi, 158
drupiman, 278
drupinirita, 123
Dublas, 341
duddul, 409
dung-hill, hair and nail-cuttings and cast teeth thrown on a, 57; navel-cord buried in a, 51; guts of fowl tied round the neck of a child thrown on a, 65; bones of bat buried in dung-hill avert evil-eye, 129
Durga, 7, 99, 233, 244 (note), 297, 393, 442, 474, 507
duraham, 180
deija, 60
Dyamava, 152, 216, 399, 507
earth, cap. v.; thrown on the body of the dead, 12; used to avert evil-eye, 122, 124, 126, 128-9; use of earth which has been in contact with a person, 22, 28, 34, 90, 122, 160; use of earth mic-turated upon, 58-9; earth from a saint's tomb, 96-7, 159; seven (six) kinds of, 105, 160; earth from cross-roads, 124, 129, 159-160, 234, 286; earth from con- verging streams, 160; earth from the tulsi plant, 160; earth from an ant-hill, 160; earth from a graveyard, 160, 235; earth trampled by horses, 409
eclipse, use of salt at an, 235; power of alms at an, 18; coercion of trees at an, 329; charms to hurt others made by spitting in water at an, 35; woman's delivery assisted by copper bracelet worn at an, 428; cures effected at an, 31; grinding forbidden at an, 480; sweeping forbidden at an, 483; washing of clothes for-bidden at an, 484; hair-cutting forbidden at an, 488; chastity imperative at an, 490; eating of meat forbidden at an, 494; gift of grain to avert evil at an, 393; vide also, 264-70
egg, used to increase love, 234; used to obtain customers, 234; thrown
egg (continued):
in the pyre of a man who died under a bad star, 221; waved over a pregnant woman to avert evil-eye, 131; placed beneath pole of threshing-floor, 371; used in worship, 373-4; used to free a field from locusts, 390; broken on the forehead of a horse, 408; crushed by horse of the bridegroom, 416-17; used as bait for spirits, 431; not to be given away in evening twilight, 257

elephant, use of images of, 235; earth trodden by, 160; man who has ridden an elephant cannot plough or measure, 356, 384

Enthoven, R. E., cap. xxiv

epidemic, hot power of, 8; sprinkling grain on the village boundaries before sunset to avert, 257; congregation blows in direction from which epidemic is expected, 12; blowing Koranic verses over milk to avert, 38; blowing Koranic verses into mouth of a goat to avert, 38; feasting children to avert, 62; ashes from the Holi pyre as a protection against, 179; carrying axes during an, 221; placing stones near door to deceive goddess during an, 249; distributing milk and sprinkling milk on the village boundaries during, 416; fixing a representative image to a tree during an, 316; use of a winnowing-fan to avert, 388; sprinkling boiled grain on the village boundary to avert, 392

fish, food found on road thrown to, 154

food, a sensitive medium for transfer of qualities, 109; girl on attaining puberty cannot prepare food, 104; food prepared by woman after six months of pregnancy is impure, 109; husband of pregnant woman cannot cook naivedya for gods, 109; impurity of food prepared by issueless woman, 109; food, prepared by a woman avoided in practising magic, 114-15; food prepared by a woman avoided in Sradhas, by swamis and gurus and by celebrant of special sacrifices, 114; exclusion of others when food is prepared, 22; food susceptible to impure contacts and shadows, 27, 114; food contaminated by hair, 54; food susceptible to evil-eye, 123, 129-130; food protected from contact with the ground, 154; remnants of food not thrown in fire, 172; food not to be breathed upon, 40; food of others avoided, 192; food taken at an eclipse dangerous, 208; food thrown away at an eclipse, 269; taking food forbidden in twilight and at noon, 253; food not to be stepped over, 511, 513; dangerous to partake of food before offering to a god, 500

leavings of, story of Hesrabai, 71; leavings of saints eaten by others, 81, 95; leavings of husband eaten by wife, 81; leavings of a child eaten by others, 81; leavings of women with issue eaten by barren women, 81; leavings of a pregnant woman avoided, 81; leavings of the bridal pair

fatigue, transfer of, 35, 243

frishta, 60, 408

first-fruits, woman forbidden to touch, 115; eaten with immunity by a child, 61, 262; offered to "untouchables", 61 (note); not to touch the ground, 61 (note), 152; offered to the dead on Amavasya, 152, 262; suspicions for pregnant woman to eat, 107.
food (continued):
eaten and avoided, 78-81; leavings of a Muhammadan full of cure, 72; leavings of a guest eaten by others, 72; leavings of a pilgrim consumed by others, 90; leavings of celibates is prasad, 93; leavings of a maiden eaten by other Muhammadan girls, 111.

forty, 4, 11, 12, 37, 53, 90, 119, 162, 167, 181, 223, 306, 323, 403

Frazer, Sir J., 24, 57, 158, 229, 401, 476, 488, 491

Friday, 37, 65, 73, 99, 111, 155, 271, 273-4, 312, 325, 353, 355, 366, 370, 383, 396, 415, 437, 508

funeral, mock, at Holi, 199; of Jokumar, 345-6

Gadaga, 96, 168
gaddapajai, 153-4
Gadipajo, 361, 381
Gajanana, 282
Gajabak, 236
Gam Vakkal, 61 (note), 114-15, 152, 291

gandha, 122
Gandharva, 216
Ganesh caturthi, 230, 343-4, 393, 402, 466, 468
Gangamma, 161
Gangarajg, 397

garbhadhán, 157, 395, 400, 476

garbhdra, 213

garbhagud, 213, 474

garbhára, 213

garvanýa mahárrta, 258

girapatya, 189
Gurjotânti, 170

Gūrmatā, 6
Gauḍā, 381
Gaurī, 6, 7, 146, 216, 244, 297, 389, 397, 472
Gaurímmerví, 203, 396
Gauripán, 146

gaurírnyā, 402

Gāyatrī mantra, 16, 40, 105, 442, 473

Ghadig, 152

ghadig, 328, 426

ghalaf, 153
ghál, 422
ghāna, 83, 403
Ghantamandar, 489
Ghantichor, 78, 173, 480, 484

ghar bhurani, vide, bride's entry of house

Ghastkahārama, 399
ghastkâ (ghastkā), 190, 251
Ghati-Vaddars, 78, 237, 268, 481
ghātā, 270
ghilāf, 97

ghorā, 12, 69, 212, 406

ghore, application of term, 4; applied to the step of man, 21, 70; applied to shadows, 26, 81; applied to guest, 70; applied to pilgrim, 90; applied to boy at circumcision, 91; applied to tomb of saint, 98; applied to pregnancy, 107; applied to numbers three and five, 222, 287; applied to an eclipse, 270; applied to trees, 320

ghost (vide death): spitting scares a ghost, 34; blowing ashes scares a, 39; salt scares a, 234; iron a protection against a, 222; measures to avert ghost of deceased partner, 317; tying piece of garment of deceased to a tree to avert a ghost, 325; putting thorns under a stone to ward off a, 333; grain thrown behind a corpse to avert the ghost, 392; throwing bread to scare a ghost, 406; encircling a tree averts molestation by ghost, 317; burning one's reflection averts a, 29


gion, 169, 230

godambi, 146
gidhli, 256
Gogavā, 123
Gokulaśatamā, 402, 507-8
Göllar, 80, 82, 89, 106, 167, 211, 225, 291, 477, 493

gomātra, 314, 389, 413
Gondaliqir, 343
Gondhal, 6, 112, 154, 230-1, 298, 474, 493

gongi tudi, 261

gopārava, 412

goraj, 256, 412
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Hananabars, 342
hangoda, 396-7
hanlakki, 82
harrati, 54, 99
hariras, 3
Harondi, 79, 85, 112, 114, 131,
161, 163, 172, 176, 200, 288, 477, 489
harut, 3
harputali, 64
Hartland, E. S., 241, 292
hasarmama, 161, 437
hasikasa, 60
hasrupuji, 365
hastekinsa, 127
hatgus, 21
Hatti Holada Charuha, 365
Havik, 485
heat, power and, heat of gods, 6, 9;
of marriage wrists and coronets, 8, 86-7, 417;
of marriage mandap, 8, 417;
of death, 7, 106;
of disease, 7, 221;
of tazias and panna, 166;
of saint's dargah, 166;
of a saint, 6, 7, 179;
of theora, 8, 158, 361-2;
of the threshing-floor post, 8,
379, 386;
of cattle, 8, 379;
of hunger, 9;
of the navel cord, 8, 52;
of a curse, 6;
of paygun, 8;
of birth, 8;
of pregnancy, 9;
of menes, 8;
of the linga, 158;
of worshippers, 6, 194;
of thread tied round a tree, 327;
of grain, 387;
objects thrown into water to cool hot power, 404
Hejal, 53, 292, 392
Hedrabai, 71
helunguri, 39, 62
himsa, destroys merit, 14;
causes evil-eye, 120;
inauspiciousness of professions involving, 27, 29,
129, 356, 381, 384;
iron as instrument of, 228-9;
cutting of hair is, 53;
power of pregnant woman makes more dangerous
an act of, 108, 288;
collection of honey involves, 313;
agricultural operations as, 368;
destructive of magic art, 428
himsa avoided, during Holi, 196;
on Tripuri Purnima, 294;
during worship of implements, 231; at
INDEX
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himsá avoided (continued): sandhya, 255, 258; on Ama-
vayana, 250; on New Year's Day, 263; at an eclipse, 267-8; on a man's birthday, 270; during sowing, 360; on Nagpancami, 411; on the threshold, 428; during installation of devak, 453, 458

himsá deliberately committed, to add force to an oath or curse, 56, 240, 337; when evil power causes illness of a child, 53

hindah, 213
Hiroha, 27, 113
hítár, 32, 295
Hulayas, 106

hole, child passed through hole in a cake to cure disease, 25; child passed through hole in a door to escape evil, 49; passing through a hole as a barrier against death, 504; passing through a stone to escape a ghost, 504; passing through a cave to escape sin, 504

Holera, 340
Holí, 195-203; throwing of red water at, 282; iron removed from person of man kindling the pyre at, 217; the hot power of, 7; small child fills the pot on pyre of, 64; rain lucky falling after, 7, 170; leaves placed on ground before lighting the pyre at, 173; the pyre should be lighted after sunset, 173, 202; nim-leaves worn in turban at, 314

holiga, 184
Holiyáni, 200-1
Holigauti, 366
Holí Harsí, 197

hom, shielded from shadow of woman in menses, 26; seat for hom prepared from celebrant's measurements, 31; not maintained by husband of barren woman, 110; earth from a tank used as altar for, 100; water sprinkled on fire brought for a, 184; rain must not fall on a, 170; worshipper must not blow on a, 172; protection from the sun of fire
hom (continued): brought for a, 173; water can be used in a, 174; sitting near a hom brings issue, 175; maintenance of hom makes celebrant pure, 177; carrying of fire to a, 177-8; ashes of hom applied to the body, 180; avoidance of iron in celebrating a, 214, 217; performed after sunrise and sunset, 255

homs, various: Agnihom, 110; Agnistoma hom, 31, 114; Agnapasthan hom, 174; durvahom, 180; ganhom, 186; garbhádhán hom, 171, 400; karyeríti hom, 174; kúśmánd hom, 180; lágáhom, 92, 174, 176, 182, 185, 187, 256 (note), 444, 508; pání hom, 174; pitryájna hom, 114; prayascíta hom, 240; putrakamisti hom, 174; Smárt Siddhi hom, 187; Saryopasthan, 174

honey, 312-13

homuppi, 364

horse-shoe, image of Saturn made from a, 215; evil influence of planets, spirits and the evil of evil-eye averted by horseshoe and nails of horseshoe, 122, 220, 408; paygun averted by, 22, 220; nailed to threshold on a death, 222; fixed to threshold to avert spirits, 227

hounadāpo, 363

Hotrí, 366

house, ascetic excluded when foundations laid of, 94; exclusion of women when foundations laid or important beam is fixed, 115; husband of barren woman cannot lay the foundations or erect the first pillar of a, 110; blessing of an old man taken on laying the foundations of a, 110; children feasted on constructing a, 62; memory of human sacrifice when foundations laid, 200; gold nail driven into beam of roof, 206; sprinkling of milk on constructing a, 8; certain shadows not
house (continued):
to fall on a, 27-8; triangular or five-sided plot avoided in constructing a, 300; santi performed on completion of, 240; the foundations cannot be laid on a birthday, 271; avoidance of black tiles in roofing, 277; avoidance of meat before laying foundations of a, 493; continuance imperative when foundations laid, 488

protection of a house, 118, 126-7, 131, 135-6, 142, 146, 148, 233, 279

on entering for the first time, making a knot, 206, 283; performance of Vastunsanti, 209; house not entered on a birthday, 271; application of soot to pillar or wall of house, 184; udak santi performed, 163; impressions of hands made on the walls, 132; sowing of seedlings, 400; a cow is driven across the threshold, 412; house not entered on an Amavasya, 259

bride's entry of husband's rites accompanying, invocation of power of Lakami into gold, 209; coins tied to arm of bride, 207; bride carries a lamp covering a gold coin into the house, 207; salt placed where the bride puts per right foot on entering, 233; bride is given salt to eat, 233; Friday an auspicious day for entering, 273; sweets placed in palanquin of bride before she enters house, 312; bride kicks over at threshold a measure of rice, 23, 83; sprinkling of blood on the threshold, 23; nails driven into the threshold, 23; milk pudding kicked out of the hand of the bride, 23

Hulaar, 61 (note)

hunudinawadu, 231

hunugul, 291, 328

Huralin Yellavâ, 233

huras, 119

hurasaholgi, 406, 457

hurâ, 381

hurâsulu, 359

Iechâhhojan, 73

índen jamin, 207

impurity and power, 9, 510

increase in grain, caused by power of bridal pair, 81, 83, 377, 387; caused by power of a child, 64; caused by power of old man, 67; caused by power of guest, 73, 387; caused by power of trees, 323-4; other examples of, 113, 377, 388

Indra, 105, 114, 155, 347, 480

inoculation, hair of barren woman used to avert evil-eye, 55, 110; examples of, 59

inverting, stone inverted to secure easy delivery or to cure snake-bite, 243; left shoe worn on right foot to baffle a witch, 148; preacher changes mantle to produce rain, 350; women reverse bodice to secure return of traveller, 350 (note); of a pot to avert evil-eye, 129; of a plough to free field from pests, 391

invocation of power, 209, 212-15, 235, 244, 280, 348-9, 371, 394, 396-7, 399-400, 428, 441-6

Išān, 396

Isam azam, 240, 426

사라, 211

issue, measures to obtain, transfer of the power of a pregnant woman, 108; transfer of power of a woman with issue, 55, 81, 111, 260; transfer of power of a mother after her delivery, 168; transfer of the power of a child, 26, 33, 52, 55, 58, 63-4, 69; transfer of the power of the bridal pair, 78, 167-8; transfer of power of a Brahmacari, 168; use of ashes from a pyre in, 180;
INDEX

jap (continued):
not to sit on the ground, 153; iron lamps avoided during, 214; performed during eclipse, 206; performed to avert influence of Saturn, 279; maintained for seven days, 301; when preparing a charm, 269; performed during immersion of images at an eclipse, 269; practised by mantriks on Amavasya, 260; sour things avoided when celebrating, 313; lamps not extinguished till completion of, 179; cannot be performed during mass of celebrant's wife, 501; performed on an empty stomach, 508

Jāna, 310
jānakarma, 10, 190, 400
Jānāṅgā, 9
jatā, 92, 100, 194, 196, 245, 400, 507-8
Jāșa, 218
jatāb, 6
Jetti, 372
Jhanārā Ind, 397
Jhaling, 115, 293
Jītāva, 37
Jind Pir, 107
jīva, 1-3
jivati gumbi, 133
jivkhāṇā, enshrines life of the dead, 2; dead loses merit if it be placed on the ground, 14; five boys at obsequies bathed over the, 63; copper coin placed under the, 211, 223; rites connected with, 245-6; thrown into water, 403; danger of stepping over the, 511
Jokumār, 113, 345-6
jokātāvāro, 6
Jotiba, 239
Journey, on going a, knot tied to the arm, 207, 283; eating of sweets, 310, 312; preliminary sets to be done, 271; spitting, 33, 36; rain auspicious, 169; avoidance of inauspicious hours, 237; avoidance of salt, 236-7; ashes from a temple tied in garment, 180; postponement of journey

issue (continued):
use of metals in, 208, 210, 212; use of water in, 166-7, 301; use of fire in, 174-5; use of salt in, 235; use of trees in, 321-3, 326-7, 333; the power of a saint in, 97, 99, 166; the power of the Koran in, 37; making vows to dhole horses during Muharram, 409; worship of fire cows with calves, 413; going naked by night to a cemetery, 422; tying threads to trees, 326-7; building a miniature house, 242; circumambulation of a pipal-tree, 333; eating ashes from a shrine, 175; water poured from over an image on to a woman, 174; rite of saptapadi, 256, 290, 301, 395; filling the lap of a woman with fruit (ride oti bharani), performance of Nagabali, performance of Narayanabali, 503; ceremonial sowing of seedlings, 307-8; garbhadihali hom, 400; worship of the snake-god, 411; employment of persons without, tobacco plants pruned by women without issue, 362; man without issue employed to stop rain, 340
jī, 191
jīthā, 93-9, 472
jīṣā, 350
Jaț, 157
jāțī, 5
Jain, 89, 104-5, 172, 259, 301, 311, 332, 370, 445, 458, 472
jāvyalga, 5
Jakanācyā, 216
Jaktanrī, 107
jāktai, 293
jāktā, 423
jambh, 495
jangam jāṭodāk, 102
jāntārā hākodā, 135
Janmadā, 215
jap, use of proxy in, 15; mouth covered when performing, 40; names of gods not to be revealed in performing, 46; performer
journey (continued):
if hair found in food, 54; blowing verses of Koran over traveller, 38; concealment of the object of the journey, 124; children feasted, 62; women at home reverse bodics, 350; milk given, 416; continence enjoined, 491; himsa forbidden, 483, 488, 491; journey cannot be begun at twilight, 257

Jugaderv, 113
jealit, 6

Ka'bah, 90, 153, 485
Kabbalgar, 311, 345, 493
Kabbar, 80, 82, 89, 167, 211, 225, 326, 328, 477, 493
Kadalq, 210
kadalqol khamb, 334
Kadal Laksmi, 359
Kadam Mubarak, 100, 238
kalaqbiq, 376
kalaqsm, 376
kalinumbing, 307
kadir (kadir), 3
Kalkad, 489
Kalkal, 117
Kalam, 214
kalana (kalan), 105, 160, 163, 168, 184, 187, 210, 214, 240, 296, 297, 298, 301, 393, 394
kalibali, 21, 117
kallqesi, 117
kall, 20
Kali, 230
kallan, 429
Kall, 364
Kal Korava, 114, 152, 156, 186, 295, 322
kallari, 384
kalpavrosa, 450
kallqel, 270
Kalya, 113
kallqi, 196
kallmini bhul, 316
kallqar, 387
Kan Divar, 77, 79, 82, 84-5, 89, 224, 289, 300, 367, 380, 393
Kallhabb, 381
kankra, 8, 34-6, 152, 176, 248, 417, 499, 505
kanki, 376
kannabittu, 210
kanninamargalu, 117
Kansara, 222, 225
Kant Basapp, 243
kamuka, 364
kangad, 79, 165, 190
karar, 253
kardali, 289
Karevva, 244
Kar Huevini, 134, 306
kari, 196-8
kari ba, 212
karakanti, 132
kari, 117
Kari Harivmna, 366
Karlu Sankramana, 265, 323, 402
karmakundal, 209
karniy, 398
Kar-ta-il, 149
Kartiik, 105, 183, 203-4, 252, 274, 336, 370
karan prasad, 93, 469
katta, 100
Kattimani, 366
Kau, 195
Kaukati, 294
kaukakantak, 209 (note)
Kernova, 167
kerran mad, 290
khak shafa, 97, 153
khun, 162, 281, 352, 366, 389, 399, 446
khanaikhab, 381
Khandoba, 244
khalkate, 172
khara, 499
Kharris, 450
Khavis, 392
khof, 20 (note 1)
khumunbo, 310
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longevity, transferred by saliva, 33; transferred by breath, 37; transferred by names, 42; transferred by smell, 50; conferred by feasting children, 62; measured by the shadow, 24; conferred by planting trees, 325; conferred by the blessing of a punyavant, 9; conferred by presenting winnowing-fans to a married woman, 389; the fruit of hospitality, 74 (note 1); conferred by the worship of Siva with a hundred and eight handfuls of akṣat, 395

looking backwards, forbidden to person burying the navel-cord, 52; forbidden to mourners and bier-bearers, 116; forbidden to the victim of a spirit, 116; forbidden to person depositing a ball or articles of utara, 69, 116; forbidden when bringing medicinal herbs, 116; forbidden in rites to bring rain, 352; forbidden in rite to scatter away wild dogs, 325; forbidden in rites to obtain issue, 335; forbidden to person carrying a bali, 184

māna, 60, 66
Māchigas, 82, 85
madan, 376
madanahāni, 224
Madara, 291
Madhi, 152
madhipark, 36, 73 (note 3), 313
madhimā, 266
madhyamahā, 251
Madigara, 347
Madivas, 77, 79, 82, 84-5, 89, 184, 224, 289, 367, 380, 393
Māgha, 63, 112, 142, 170, 183, 252, 262, 275, 311, 413, 414
Mahādev, 200, 257, 337, 349, 346, 352, 446
mahābhāj, 369, 380
mahādās, 261
mahānugū (l), 368, 376
mahāpāj, 443
mahāpūrṇa, 216
Mahā, 50, 51, 81, 129, 139, 150, 169, 175, 198, 216, 224, 229, 257

Mahār (continued):
mahimā, 313
Mailard, 6
Mailarlings, 446
Mailova, 200
mair, 60, 69, 81, 90, 111, 229, 327, 439, 440
Maist, 214
maizub, 343
Makar Sankramaṇa, 232, 311
makulāberi, 84 (note 1)
makkolābō, 64
maṇa, 376
Māja, 247, 292, 400, 416, 464, 480
Māndā (māndā), 456
manā, 8, 26, 31, 65, 85, 122
Mandeh, 163
manekstambha, 332
manigāri, 63
manigārā, 284
manigalā, 79, 83, 183, 225, 285, 457
manigala, 44, 84, 112, 157, 208, 286, 288, 289, 290, 321, 399, 437, 473
manjana, 135
Māng Gaurī, 78, 104, 268
Māngs, 225, 235, 242, 265-6, 341, 386
manik, 21, 57, 118
Mannettin Amāvāsyā, 262
manisaturon, 159
mantha, 188
mantrikat, 12, 98, 110, 281, 395
mantrpadeśa, 40, 93, 271
Manvādi, 251
mārga, 181
Marathā, 50-1, 60, 63, 78, 81, 84, 88-9, 105, 125, 172, 176, 208, 218, 222, 224, 242, 279, 289, 292, 297, 300, 323-4, 328, 331, 350-1, 383, 357-8, 389, 370-1, 373, 380, 409, 444, 481, 494, cap. xxiv
Mārgaśa, 170, 183, 274, 308, 411
Mari, 249
Marimanna, 388
marriage, invocation of power at a, into knots, 444; into wristlets, 444; into the milk-post, 446, 457; into the devak, 215, 446, 451; into the hasargamba, 163,
marriage (continued):
457; into written words, 446; into a hammer, 153, 446; by aksat thrown on the bridal pair, 446; in sowing seedlings, 446; into betel-nuts, 447
hot power in a, of the wristlets, 8, 86-7; of the mandap, 8; of gods, 6
transferring or destroying the evils of the bridal pair at a, distribution of milk in which the bridegroom has seen his reflection, 30; breaking a mirror in which the bridal pair have gazed, 29; throwing into water a thread by which the bridal pair have been measured, 31-2; burying under a tree a lock of the bridegroom’s hair, 56, 319; giving away coins waved round the bridal pair, 209, 212
rites to obtain issue at a, worship of lighted torches, 175; bride circumambulates the sacrificial fire three times, 174; bridal pair take seven steps on seven heaps of rice, 395; five serpents of dough worshipped by bridal pair, 248; use of trees in constructing marriage booth, 321, 522; shaking fruit from roof of mandap on to bridal pair, 321; planting a tree, 322, 323; giving coconuts to bridal pair, 322, 323; bride embraces a tree, 322; making dolls or asan from the wood of the milk-post, 322; using water in which a branch has been placed, 322; sowing of seedlings, 396, 400, 446; bridal pair pour salt into each other’s hands, 235
oaths and vows taken at a, use of stones to add strength to marriage vow, 241; household implements used in taking oath, 242, 247-8; vow of bridegroom not to cut or climb a tree, 332
worship of water-pots at a, 152, 163, 286, 288, 322
use of milk at a, 4, 16, 17, 30
use of aksat at a, host gives aksat
marriage (continued):
from a bowl to assembled guests, 394; aksat placed in front of shrine of Ganpati as an invitation, 394; bridal pair throw aksat on each other, 395; aksat thrown by guests on the bridal pair, 395-6, 446
use of grain at a, bride walks on seven heaps of grain, 395; bridal pair stand on heaps of rice, 395; grain tied in clothes of bridal pair, 395; grain waved round the bridal pair, 393; grain scattered in all directions to avert spirits, 302; bridal pair sit on grain, 87, 157, 394
protection of bridal pair, bridal pair tie white threads round mandap to keep away spirits, 31; thread used as a barrier against evil on night following the marriage, 32; knives left haphazard about the mandap, 122; bridal pair make unusual marks on their faces, 122; bridegroom covers his face and wears a garland, 123; curtain held between the bridal pair, 123; faces of bridal pair covered with a blanket, 123; lemons stuck on swords or daggers, 120, 224, 225; water applied to eyes of bridal pair, 131; breaking of a coconut, 131; bridal pair covered with a quilt when eating, 129; water sprinkled in cardinal directions, 164; water waved round bridegroom and thrown on the ground, 163; sprinkling of the water in which feet of the bridal pair have been washed, 163; lamp waved round the bridal pair, 182; soot applied to bridal pair, 184, 185, 226; lamp carried wherever the bridal pair go, 184; bride wears rings of iron, 234; bridal pair have daggers, knives or arrows, 224-5; iron placed beneath seats of bridal pair, 225; red water waved round bridal pair, 281;
marriage (continued):

braid waved round the bridegroom, 406; salt waved over head of bridal pair, 234; salt put on the heads of bridal pair, 292

acts avoided by bridal pair, touching the sea, 171; going into rain, 170; passing under a tamarind-tree, 25; passing beyond the village boundary, 354; sitting in a shadow, 26; allowing their shadows to fall on others, 26; being breathed upon, 40

acts prohibited at a, eating meat, 493; haircutting, 487; sweeping, 483; grinding, 480; eating salt, 238; sexual congress, 489-490

customs connected with the mandap used at a, it must be square and according to measurements of bridegroom, 31; shadow of menstruous woman must not fall on it, 26; white threads tied round it, 31; five posts to be avoided, 300; front of mandap should face east, 529; chastity imperative when erecting mandap, 490; one post of mandap receives special treatment, 300, 354, 401, 452, 457-9

miscellaneous customs: at a, use of silver, 210; use of gold, 208; choice of red and yellow colours, 281-3; avoidance of white colour, 230; bride to wear green bangles, 281; use of sweet things, 311-13; grinding by the bridal pair, 348; bridal pair measured, 31-2; barkat obtained from number of invited guests, 12; barkat obtained from the aged and pious, 12, 67; exclusion of barren woman, 109; husband of barren woman can do nothing for the bridal pair, 110; husband of girl attaining puberty cannot celebrate marriage, 100; use of married women, 111; use of children, 62-3; walking through fire, 194; water used in gift of a marriage (continued):

bride, 165; use of water and milk, 161; salt to be the first purchase made for a marriage, 222; salt used at a marriage not to be brought from another village, 257; ceremony of Guggala, 6; worship of Ganpati, 394-5; a marriage cannot be celebrated within a year of a death in the household, 61, 504

acts forbidden after a marriage, celebration of Holi forbidden for a year, 196; bridegroom cannot attend a funeral for a year, 196; a thread ceremony cannot be performed for a year, 196; Sraddha cannot be celebrated in its ordinary form for a year, 190; bride cannot touch a fire for a year, 177; husband has disabilities until consummation of the marriage, 106; grinding forbidden, 481; restrictions on hair-cutting, 481; avoidance of meat, 403

marriage produces power, marriage of gods, 92-3; marriage of trees, 335-6; marriage of standing crops, 363; marriage of the dead, 92, 178, 291-2; marriage of saints, 100; marriage of earth and seed, 400; marriage of water and fire, 178; mock marriages to avoid evil, 157, 211, 257, 294

Marwari, 430, 442
Marwaris, 312, 340
Masulans, 106
masād, 21
matar, 101
Mātā, 112
Matkars, 426
māthīdev, 5
matvānāsang, 235
Mavari Bhil, 73, 113, 227, 244, 203, 344, 351
māyā, 60
Medini, 151
Moghi, 113
mekhalabandh, 190
metigūḍ, 309
Mhasoba, 374, 381
nakedness (continued):
rites, 59, 130, 242, 349, 391, 413, 422; adds to seriousness of an oath, 437
Nakira, 150
Nalini, 187, 215
Nämakurana, 400
nämaomuran, 465
names, power of, 40, 49, 429
Namraddis, 281, 312
mudulip, 6, 179, 183, 214, 287, 295
Nand, 297, 349
Nändi, 187, 191, 247, 490, 505, 508
Nandini, 187, 215
Nanjiga Janrëdama, 347
näpäk, 36
Naraka caturdasi, 203, 344
Narakaturmä, 183
Näräjä Përupä, 160
Närägyä bali, 174, 503
Narmada Gaüpati, 245
naro, 98
navalari, 77
nävëmëbañjana, 193
navarder, 8
navel-cord, 8, 50-2, 212
navëraka, 266, 339, 393
Navratë, 6, 63, 68, 195, 388, 393, 394
navahb, 77
Nekars, 104
New Year’s Day, firepits on, 175; worship of Holi pole and tug-of-war, 200; purchase of salt on, 234; the worst of Amavasyas, 255; walking over fire on, 195; nominal ploughing on, 11, 355; honey offered to all on, 313; worship of bamboo tied to a pillar on, 325; embracing a nimb-tree on, 325; cursing a goddess on, 347; invocation of the power of the moon on, 445; Persian customs on, 401, 409
Nhaëvi, 464
nicchävar, 181
nihä, 499
nihä, 369
nibh, 115
nibha, 376
niländjan, 174, 183, 205, 208
nim-tree, averts spirits, 314, 317; averts contagion of death, 314; averts evil-eye, 128, 130, 318; assists woman's delivery, 314, 321; used to obtain issue, 323, 326; used to obtain wealth, 325; used to cure or avert illness, 31, 320, 329, 388; worshipped at harvest, 324; planted over graves of the dead, 25, 314; planted near tombs of saints, 97, 100; renders paygum innocuous, 22; secures happiness, 325; in rites to bring rain, 341, 345; marriage of a, 335; leaves eaten on New Year's Day, 263, 314; leaves worn in Turfan at Hol, 314; one variety of nim planted only by the aged, 69; used to prevent a tree bearing fruit, 56

vanor, 21

nine, 23, 89, 104, 209 (note), 266, 319, 321, 326, 368, 393, 444

wiragudha, 342

wirmāla, 50

vāsār, 423

nīravā, 376, 332

Niskramana, 190, 498

nūlī, 29, 34, 69, 182, 281

nājā, 54, 99

nag, 323, 347-8, 390, 404

wu-pokh, 32

oath, by household implements, 241-242; Maratha installation of a devak as a form of oath, 449; forms of oath, 434-8; spitting reduces power of an, 35; charity reduces power of an, 35; burning hair-combings makes more serious an, 57; pregnancy adds force to a woman's, 437

obscenity, at Hol, 197; in rites to obtain rain, 350; averts evil-eye, 131

ohole, 211

olāndā, 301

onions, protect food from evil-eye, 129; protect the milk-pot 437; worn by bridegroom's mother, 343; among the devak of Marathas, 462; used in transfer of the evil of a bad dream, 406

Oukâr, 445

ōni bhūraṇi, 104, 124, 289, 389

ovālaṇi, 157

Pacem, 121

pālālaka tirh, 79

pālpa, 165

Panabara, 113

panā, 444

Pancāl, 25, 28, 63, 81, 82, 85, 89, 150, 214, 223, 231, 246, 472, 480

panapān, 30

panchīya, 296

panchān, 161

pancār, 192, 413, 442

pancāda pinda, 299

pancālava (pancālvi), 105, 296-7, 452, 454

pancār, 296

pancāla, 373

pancārana, 296

Pānchār, 135, 364, 371, 374-5

Pānchār hejje, 146

pancāci, 153-4

panjā, 126, 166, 195, 212, 310, 403

panjak, 222

pānji, 374

panjapati, 296, 455

pānupāri, 287

pāpahā, 401

parāmā, 182

parān, 18, 192

parās, 160, 185, 301, 373, 381

parāsana, 163

Parīta, 404

Pārītāpyā, 244 (note 1)

Pārītvanta, 402

parva, 12

parvakāl, 5, 13, 171, 196, 251

Pārvātī, 196

pasā, 386

Paśuvardhini, 187, 215

pāl, 87, 91, 114, 152-4, 157, 214

pālā, 249, 297

pāthanaṇa, 259

pāthālā, 259

pati, 103, 110

Pātuṭā sāmī, 502

patīdaṇḍā, 469

Pausā, 105, 247, 263, 275, 361

pavitra, 210

paṇī, 65

pāya, 194
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pāyā, 21
prāgyna, 9, cap. ii. 20-3, 70, 75, 164, 200, 206, 220, 228, 233-4, 279
perchani, 21
pur māni, 32, 302, 407
pésimān, 402
Phālgun, 100, 195, 232, 275
pēri, 489
phal main, 235
Phālīkā, 219
pīḍā, gifts to planets avert their, 16, 249; ashes of Holī pyre avert, 170, 201; abuse averts, 199; iron a protection against, 220-1; black things avert, 279; grain averts, 393; weighing the victim of pīḍa against salt and throwing the salt into a river, 233
pītā, 210
pīṇḍa, 100, 153, 223, 228, 335, 397, 402, 443
pīṇḍayādān, 109
pīṭāśaśna pīśāca, 423
pīta, 385
Pīthara, 263
pitrāj, 216
prabhūval, 138
pradaksinā, 163, 176, 309, 317, 333
Prājaṇati, 152, 445
prakhāra, 16
prasaccar, 466
pranśayan, 153
Prāṇapratiṣṭhā, 40, 93, 150, 441-2
pratihāra, 251
prādā, 13, 14, 72, 97, 159, 168, 170, 179, 183, 201, 323, 332, 430
prāśāka, 95
prasānya, 163 (note)
prasātraharaṇa, 192
pratigraha, 16
Pratipāda, 191, 198
pratyaśrohaṇa, 193
prapascita, 165, 170, 188, 189, 240, 485
pregnant woman, protection of, from evil-eye by quill of a porcupine, 120; by egg and coloured water, 131; barren woman excluded from rites of filling her lap, 124; potter’s ashes given her to prevent premature delivery, 180
restrictions on conduct of, to avoid rain, 170; to avoid a field of hump, 114; not to blow on fire, pregnant woman (continued):
172; not to scratch the ground, 160; to avoid certain shadows, 25-6; to avoid certain smells, 50; to avoid image of a goddess, 119; to avoid seeing jivātī gombi, 133; to avoid crossing a river, 162; to avoid sitting on ashes, 181; to avoid taking an oath, 437; to avoid meeting a woman who has just delivered, 467; to avoid stepping over certain things, 512; to avoid visiting the tomb of a saint, 96; to avoid riding a mare, 409; to avoid delivery in the house of another pregnant woman, 467
prātrījā, 245
prāśālā, 245-6
prostitutes, 112, 352
Prithvi, 161, 396, 444
prāthītā, 411
puṇsam, 157, 395
puṇarudan, 170
punning, in choice of devaks and totems, 40, 450; in restrictions on cutting trees, 330; in use of a winnowing-fan, 389; on similarity of word for the sun and for a churning-staff, 476-7
pür, 97
Purāṇa, 101, 214
Purāṇaprasiddh, 93, 115, 442
Purāṇik, 101, 188
purānapoli, 405-6, 452
purvaanta, 6, 194
purchase, on making a purchased article placed on the back of a cow, 413; breaking an egg on forehead of a purchased horse, 408; tumeric and gold applied to forehead of a purchased horse, 403; giving away sweets, 130; tying cowries and black thread to purchased animals, 130; measures taken to avert evil paygun, 23; purchase of sweets, 312; prohibition of golding, 480; old man the first to tie up a purchased animal, 67; woman not to touch purchased articles before her husband, 115; use of bread, 405
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pūnasātra, 187
parsanvira, 293
Pūsan, 244
putradān, 165
Quarrelling, spitting on borrowed combs to avert, 34; uttering Narada promotes, 41; fire carried between two persons promotes, 178; possession of hair decides, 54

rāb, 151
rahmat, 71
Rāhu, 160, 383, 446
Rajput, 76, 224, 291, 417, 458
rajul baraks, 60, 67
rain, to bring, recitation collectively of name of God over pebbles, 238; abhiseka of trees, 326; tying jar of water to top of a tree, 320; tying charm to a tree, 326; ride also 339-50
rākhi, 372
rākṣaśi ākūr, 500
rāla, 76, 105, 372, 392
Ramadan, 12, 37, 42, 155, 205, 310, 436
Romhā vieśha, 389
Rāmośis, 417, 464
rane, 129
rānγāli, 186
rās (rāsī), bread placed on, 406-7; iron placed in, 227; milk and curds sprinkled round, 387; arti waved round, 380; sickle or shoe place on, 378; heaped over a plough or stone, 375; water sprinkled round, 169; lamps placed on, 178; sweets placed on, 310
rāsī-bōtti, 381
rās vīkṛṣṇa, 236, 406, 414
Ravalīśa, 265
ravi, 476-7
reca, 117, 121, 129
revolt of power, brings in agency of spirits, 432-3; sin the effects of, 18, 432
rīpādaḥ, 423
Rājapramu vrata, 15, 402, 413
Rudra, 210, 442
Ruk, 392
Sabhāmandaya, 213
Sachi bibi, 110
sacrifice, human, of a child to obtain issue, 64; of a child to obtain rain, 64; of a pregnant woman, 107; beneath foundations of a house, 64, 209
Sade, 236
sāfeśaṭi, 215 (note), 235
Sadhyanjīta, 396
sadoro, 31
sand, 69
sahā, 241
sah, 21
sajāntī, 255
sakut, 192
Sātīgrām, 13, 115, 245, 249, 336, 470
samadhi, 96
Samanvaytan, 218, 225, 476
samādhā, 153, 214
samīgarbha, 187
samitismāropana, 193
samprakār, 83
samproksan, 165, 170, 443
sānak, 155
samdhya, 153, 164, 170-1, 212, 254-5, 473
sambhaya, 159
sangavāl, 251
Śāni (Saturn), 29, 213, 221, 239, 274, 300, 409
siašīḷa, 241
sārjī, 368, 378
Sanjānoraśā, 374
sankalpa, 164, 190, 259, 400, 442
Śankar, 245, 373, 474
sīṁktekṣaṇām, 48
śankhāśan, 214
Śankramaṇa, 251, 308
Śankrant, 251, 390
sanyāsa, 53, 168, 183, 282, 443, 499
sana, 83
sanskār, 10, 90, 153, 171, 218, 259
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seeing or being seen (continued):
see faces of their womenfolk, 114; widower not to see household fire on return from obsessions of his wife, 177

śeṣa, 8

śehra, 77

śeṣa, 123

śeṣapati, 326

śeṣṭi, 53, 444

śeṣṭi, 373

Śeṣa, 244 (note 1)

Śêtigamāma, 347


sex, idea of sexual union in fire-drill, 187; in oil-press and sugar-cane press, 188; production of fire by Agnihotri is the birth of a son, 189; the celebrant of a hom is the yoni of the fire, 31

śahīd, 101

śahūfī, 101

Shenurgars, 439

shoes, used to stop rain, 351; protect the threshing-floor, 371-2, 378; shoes removed, 381 and note; protect against evil-eye, 118, 128, 131, 138, 371-2; of child do not pollute, 61; must be worn by bridal pair, 87-8; Agnihotri not to wear leather shoes, 381 and note; distinction between wooden and leather shoes, 381 (note); avert spirits, 118, 164, 431; beating door with shoes prevent theft of butter, 415; beating lintel with shoes to test a witch, 59; used to remove sickness, 158; protect fruit-trees from spirits, 227

śiddhi, 303

Śigī haquinī, 384

Śikāris, 342, 347

silence, 114, 131, 243, 257, 261, 301, 314, 341, 355, 384, 470-4

Śimūntanagam, 111, 157, 219, 305, 400, 473

Śimūntanaṇḍa, 405

Śīma, 196

śant (śānti), 6, 9, 29, 105, 153, 170, 184, 209, 249, 252, 250, 266, 277, 287, 290, 393, 404, 445

śapindā, 498

śapapati, 250 (note), 290, 301, 395, 473

śaptarśi, 393

Sarasvat Brahmins, 84, 223, 325

Sarasvati, 152, 209

savaśa, 149

s̄aṣimaudinevada, 396

Śañgānī, 215, 389, 393

Śastragramāma, 187, 215, 230, 455

śauvarē, 224

śat tahānī, 507


śauhānya, 282, 395

Śāyakamī, 460

seeing or being seen, danger of, mother must not see grains of rice applied to forehead of bridal pair, 82-3; one bridal pair not to see coronet of another pair, 80; bridal pair not to see pots of grain waved in front of them, 392; suffering child not to see image used in effecting a cure of its illness, 160; small child not to see clothes of bridal pair tied together, 81; married or pregnant woman not to see figures drawn to protect room in which a child is born, 133; pregnant woman not to see an image, 119; worshipper blindfolded so as not to see image worshipped, 119; celebrant of sacrificial fire not to see face of Brahman who brings soma herb, 156; impersonator of a demon not to be seen, 303; danger of seeing Holers return from burial of Jokumar, 346; unmarried man not to see pot of urds he throws in river to stop rain, 352; person freeing fields from pests not to be seen, 390-1; bridal pair and relatives not to see tree used in mock marriage, 289; on return from crime men not to
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Śiśpī, 28, 30, 80, 504
sin, as effects of outraged power, 18; transfer of sin and vicarious suffering, 18; connotes loss of power, 14, 18-19; copper coins used at a death to transfer sin, 211-12; copper coins offered to a tree in mock marriage to free bridegroom from sin, 289; ugra gifts transfer sin, 16; mitigated by pressure of the grave, 150; lost by repetition of sacred names, 41; charity destroys sin, 18; child free from sin, 61; removed by pangavavya, 413

śindupa, 185
Śivalī, 64
āśā kṣat, 279, 334
Śitādevi, 382
Śiteyassara, 135
Śivājī, 168, 419
Śivartha, 373
Śivātri, 252
sleep, a state of impurity, 506-7; forbidden when wearing gold, 210; forbidden near fire, 173; forbidden near cut hair, 53; forbidden on night of Tripuri Purnima, 294; forbidden following fast, 14; danger of sleeping near a tree, 315
smallpox, as hot power, 8; recital of surah to cure, 37; seals of victim given to a child, 65; hands of children washed after eating and water sprinkled over victim of, 62-3; garland hung over victim and thrown into water, 404; depositing winnowing-fan at village boundary during epidemic of, 388; transferred by copper coins, 211-12; cured by rain, 170; victim of smallpox taken to a temple, 233; aggravated by shadow of a scavenger, 27; continuous imperative on visitation of, 490; avoidance of meat on an epidemic of, 493; restrictions on hair-cutting during visitation of, 487
snake, 411; flour images of snake worshipped by bridal pair, 248; gift of images of snake to a priest when eclipse occurs in a man’s zodiac, 285; representation of eyes of a snake avert evil-eye, 142-4; daman snake inflicts evil-eye, 117; obsequies of a, 211, 411; auspicious appearance on threshing-floor of a, 386; husband of pregnant woman not to kill a, 109; worship of the snake-god, 396; except when guarding treasure spirits do not assume the form of a, 421; rendered blind by shadow of a pregnant woman, 26
sneezing, repetition of names to avert evil on, 43; sprinkling of water on, 464; uttering name of birthplace on, 43; sneezing on the threshing-floor, 386; sneezing on the threshold, 164, 464

Sodamanjra, 170, 332
Sonā, 216
somā, 446
Sonās, 120, 289
Songar, 291
sonvala, 496
sowing, girl attaining puberty cannot sow or pass in front of sowers, 104; auspicious for pregnant woman to sow, 107; issueless woman cannot enter a field during sowing, 109; husband of barren woman cannot sow seed, 110; woman tabooed when certain seed sown, 114; vide also 358-66

spirits, Buda on the threshing-floor, 372; Jetti on the threshing-floor, 372; Sankar on the threshing-floor, 373; Jatka propitiated before sowing, 361; Masti or Caudi haunt trees, 316; Vetal, 113, 163, 432; Yakes troubles the bridal pair, 163
Śrāddha, food used at, honey an ingredient of, 36; vitiated by shadow of a woman, 27; vitiated by hair, 54; woman cannot cook, 114, 109; to be cooked by
sun, old tooth thrown to, 57; aksat thrown towards, 395; trowel shown to sun averts evil paygun and evil-eye, 123, 142-3; drawings of sun avert spirits, 142-3; figures of sun drawn on threshing-floor, 372; prayers to sun for issue, 400; arghya assist the sun to rise, 163; sun to be remembered if a lamp goes out during a meal, 178; salt given away in name of the sun, 234; seed scattered towards rising sun, 360; prayers to sun to bring rain, 342; overflow of boiled milk reaches the sun, 414; to avert evil-eye pot waved towards sun and inverted, 129; not to be gazed at, 255; associated with the rui-tree, 337; associated with all trees, 220; avoidance of the sun, 88-9, 104, 173-174, 231, 452, 457, 458, 459


tāmri, 275

tārātu'ul-īkhlās, 37-8, 99, 429

tārātu'ul āśo, 315, 429

tārātu yā sin, 11, 37, 39, 99, 427, 429

taṟṟa, 83-4, 111, 163, 168, 208, 282

tāṟṟakunta, 245

tāṟṟeḻani, 476

tāṟṟepasaṭhūn, 174, 400

tāṟṟagalar, 210

tatak, 502-5

Sutār, 332, 458

Śvārpaṃtukhā, 245

śrutī, 6, 12, 33, 63, 84, 103, 111, 142, 153, 157, 175, 177, 181-2, 247, 312, 352, 369, 389, 395-6, 397

śvāni, 4, 27, 40, 72, 163, 170, 257, 281, 282

śvarita, 255

śvāpanḍhā, 115, 245

śヴァvādī, 245

Tab. 1

thālādev, 243

tāṅgulī, 152

tāk, 448

tālī, 157, 278
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threshold, 425; child can sit with impunity on, 61; dangerous to sneeze on, 19; nails and horse-shoes attached to, 22; worshipped by girls, 63; lamps burning ground-nut oil not to be placed on. 178

threshold, 170-1; imitation of, 342

Thursday, 39, 43, 65, 99, 271, 273, 319-20, 328, 355, 360, 370, 383-384, 508

Tiglars, 233, 480

Tilgars, 208, 286, 333, 405

tilak, 385

tirpana, 287

Tirth, 13, 79, 97, 105, 168

Tirth, 253

tiwā, 369

tora, 365

tri, 362

Trikapatavāsānti, 287

trikara, 210

trisul, 169, 214, 231

Tundogdars, 489

Tuesday, 42, 73, 90, 253, 271, 272, 274, 320, 355, 360, 383, 384, 396, 431

tug-of-war, with pole of Holi, 200; after reaping, 388, 376

tulsi, called dev, 5; leaves placed under fire, 173; earth from tulsi applied to body, 160; water poured over leaves of tulsi transfers merit, 15; light placed at foot of tulsi brings muki to birds, 204; oath taken by, 435; pebble brought from near tulsi to represent Durga, 7; thread buried in basin of, 73; beads of tulsi confer merit, 15; women cannot pluck leaves of, 115; marriage wristlets thrown into, 85; shadow of menstruous woman not to fall on, 26; water sprinkled by tulsi-leaves before a religious rite, 164; water poured over tulsi confers power, 168; arti waved round, 183; copper coins offered to, 212; leaves offered to a god must not be cut with iron, 219; a protection against impurity of eclipse, 209;
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Vaddha, 92
ved dukhi, 244
Vaddras, 7, 33, 70, 82, 84-5, 87, 89, 105, 112-13, 167, 175-6, 180, 221, 223, 243, 262, 320, 328, 380, 416, 476, 477, 493-4, 499
vedhavas, 270
Vadañjñi, 174
sāgānka, 145
vāhan, 255
Vaiśākha, 252, 274, 335, 390
Vaiśnavs Brahmās, 85, 87
Vaiśnavs, 117, 163, 259
Vaiśyas, 233
Vaitrany, 412
vajage togbomou, 502
Vāman, 91
vamaspati, 374
vandevati, 347, 361
vani, 242
Vanjari, 199
vaniopātra, 389
vanā, 76, 78, 81, 89, 219, 224, 302
vā, 253
Varāha, 149
vārak, 451
varapājā, 79
varāhaya, 340
varjāhōm, 186
varāsm, 83
Varuṇa, 163, 187, 394, 457
varuṇati, 242
vatāntu, 274
vāstupuruṣa, 209
Vāstupuruṣa, 209, 312
vasunati, 149
vatsālād, 149
vā, 12, 91, 157, 168, 171, 219, 281
vāyasbar, 419
Vāyu, 445
vaṇandār, 4, 254, 270
vedh, 260
vedātkā, 456, 458
Venkoba, 40, 174
Venkatramana, 27, 113
vīdula, 77
Vetāl, 113, 163 (note I), 260, 427, 438, 473
vibhūti, 154, 181
vibhūti vīlā, 502
Fīr, 244
Virbddhara, 175, 194
Virja nada, 397

Tulsi (continued):
marriage of, 299, 336-7; worship of, 425; devak placed near, 452-3; twigs of Sayakand placed near, 460; sheaves placed in front of, 364; earth from tulsi basin confers merit, 13; tulsi basin aligned to cardinal points and square, 336; tulsi basin coloured red, 282; soil from tulsi basin used in making images, 244 (note); tulsi averts spirits, 317-18

tulkitada, vide tulsi

tulsiyandāvan, 13, 160; vide tulsi

Ubbhā, 358
 Udacava, 194
 udādāra, 135
 udāśāntī, 163
 udāśāntī, 166
 udāta, 285
 udān marūṛta, 247
 udi, 97
 Upati, 200, 325, 480
 ugra, 16, 56, 169, 221 (note), 135, 252, 264-5
 ugrina patti, 134
 Umā, 187, 215
 uncleanness, associated with heat, 9; detrimental to winning of merit, 14; sleep an unclean state, 14, 506-7; uncleanness of earth, 14, 151-2; accepting hospitality produces, 16; of the eclipse, 268
 unsewn garments, 219
 upadesa, 110
 upakaran, 230
 upakarma, 192
 upamantha, 188
 Upan, 91
 Upana, 370
 uppekkhi, 104
 upāsī, 509
 usakal, 471
 usargali, 243
 uṣṭe, 172
 uḷāra, 34, 56, 65, 69, 155, 163 (note), 212, 285, 388, 406, 471, appendix C.
 utvaha mūrtti, 123
 uttarārāṇi, 187
Walking over fire, 175, 194-5
washing, of feet, to avert paygun and evil-eye, 76, 117-18, 122; to avert spirits, 162; after burial of the navel-cord, 52; of the bridal pair, 79, 163, 168; of the boy at his thread ceremony, 91, 168; of Brahmin, 168; of a Purushik, 168; of the Brahmancari, 92, 168; of a saint, 95, 163; of maidens, 63; of a pilgrim, 90; of a sannyasi, 168; of a husband, 168; to be avoided, 73 of hands, of saint, 95; of children, 62; of pilgrim, 90 of eyes, 75, 117, 122 of mouth, 75, 117 when to be avoided, 484-5, 36, 68, 73
Wednesday, 42, 271, 273, 317, 320, 332, 351, 355, 366, 383, 508
weighing, against grain of an object that has touched the ground, 303; of water, 162; of old man against silver, 312; against salt to avert star influence, 233; at tonsure alms given equal to weight of cut hair, 53; of child against grain, 49
Westernmarck, E., 57, 132, 141, 165, 229, 236, 490-1
wet clothes, wearing of, 194, 437 widow, 26, 39, 183, 363, 386, 457, 470
woman, garments of, agricultural implements dressed in, 357, 361; crops dressed in, 263, 364; used in worship of trees at harvest, 324; cide khan.
ornaments of, use of, placed in basket on the boundary of a field, 365; worn by headman woman (continued):
in rite to stop rain, 351; used in rites to free field from locusts, 390; in rites to avert cholera, 113-14, 388; in worship of a tree during agriculture, 324; put in milk poured over bridal pair, 416; in adornment of plough bullocks, 365
Yajamānī, 114, 153, 156, 162, 164
yajna, 177
yajnopavīti, 208
Yakṣa, 163, 457
yakṣavya, 423
Yakṣīṇī, 200
yallacicālī, 105, 248
Yallamāśī, 365
Yama, 503
Yallavā, 233
yantra, copper the best metal for, 212; power invoked thrice into, 285; written in shadow of a tree, 25; shadow of a menstruous woman reduces power of a, 26; tied to the sick by old men, 69; food prepared by woman avoided when preparing a, 114; not to be placed on the ground, 154; not to become damp, 169; cannot be made of iron, 213; hole not to be bored in a, 229; very powerful if prepared at an eclipse, 268; tied to the person with five threads, 300; protection of a yantra against evil-eye, 137, 144; worshipped for seven days, 301; number eight in preparation of a, 303-4; meat avoided when preparing a, 493
yettim avā, 144
yoni, 176, 421
yonipātra, 187
Yopravrittiad, 325
Zakāt, 295
zarb, 98
zamā, 235
Zemznem, well of, 153, 159, 427
zūrat, 62
ziyāfat, 73
A Selection of
METHUEN'S
PUBLICATIONS

ABRAHAM (G. D.)
Modern Mountaineering
Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.

ARMSTRONG (Anthony) "A. A." of Punch)
Wars at Ease
Warriors Still at Ease
Selected Warriors
Percival and I
Percival at Play
Apple and Percival
Me and Frances
How to Do It
British on Broadway
While You Wait
Each 3s. 6d. net.

LIVESTOCK IN HINDUISM
Illustrated by E. H. Shepard.
3s. 6d. net.

YESTERDAYS
Illustrated.
3s. 6d. net.

EASY WARRIORS
Illustrated by G. L. Stampa.
3s. 6d. net.

THOUGHTS ON THINGS
Illustrated.
6s. net.

AUSTIN ("Bunny")
Lawn Tennis Made Easy
Illustrated.
3s. net.

BALFOUR (Sir Graham)
The Life of Robert Louis
Stevenson
10s. 6d. net.
Also, 3s. 6d. net.

BARKER (Ernest)
National Character
10s. 6d. net.
Greek Political Theory 14s. net.
Church, State and Study
10s. 6d. net.

BEE (M. and S.)
Weddings Without Worry:
A Concise and Reliable Guide to
Wedding Conventions and Ceremonies.
3s. 6d. net

BELLOC (Hilaire)
Paris
8s. 6d. net.
The Pothicher
8s. 6d. net.
Marie Antoinette
18s. net.
A History of England
In 7 Vols. Vols. I, II, III and IV
Each 12s. net.

BIRMINGHAM (George A.)
A Wayfarer in Hungary
Illustrated.
8s. 6d. net.

SPIRITIONS: ESSAYS
3s. 6d. net.
SHIPS AND SEALING-WAX: ESSAYS
3s. 6d. net.

CAN I BE A CHRISTIAN?
11s. 6d. net.

CHALMERS (Patrick R.)
Kenneth Graham: Life, Letters and Unpublished Work
Illustrated.
10s. 6d. net.

CHESTERTON (G. K.)
Collected Poems
G.K.C. and M.C.
The Ballad of the White Horse
Also Illustrated by Robert
Austin.
12s. 6d. net.
A VOWSALS AND INNALS
6s. net.
All I Survey
10s. 6d. net.
All is Grin
Charles Dickens
Come to Think of It...
Generally Speaking
All Things Considered
Tremendous Trifles
Falling Various Fails
CHESTERTON (G. K.)—continued
Alarms and Discursions
A Miscellaneous of Men
The Uses of Diversity
The Outline of Sanity
Each 3s. 6d. net.
Wine, Water and Song 1s. 6d. net.

CURLE (J. H.)
The Shadow-Show 6d. net.
Also, 3s. 6d. net.
The World of Ours 6d. net.
To-day and To-morrow 6d. net.
The World First 6d. net.
Travels and Men 6d. net.

DORAN (George H.)
Chronicles of Barbaras, 1854–1934 15s. net.

DRINKWATER (John)
The King’s Reign: A Commentary in Poem and Picture
Illustrated. 5s. net.

DYDEWALLE (Charles)
Albert, King of the Belgians 10s. 6d. net.

EDWARDES (Tichner)
The Loss of the Honey-Bee
Illustrated, 7s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. net.
Bee-Keeping for All
Illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.
The Bee-Master of Warklow
Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.
Bee-Keeping Do’s and Don’ts 2s. 6d. net.
Lift-Luck on Southern Roads 3s. net.

EINSTEIN (Albert)
Relativity: The Special and General Theory 5s. net.
Highlights on Relativity 3s. 6d. net.
The Meaning of Relativity 5s. net.
The Brownian Movement 5s. net.

FYLEMAN (Rose)
Happy Families
Fairy and Chimney
The Fairy-Green
The Fairy Flute Each 2s. 6d. net.
The Rainbow Cat
Eight Little Plays for Children
Forty Good-Night Tales

FYLEMAN (Rose)—continued
Forty Good-Morning Tales
Seven Little Plays for Children
Twenty Tea-Time Tales
Each 3s. 6d. net.
The Blue Rhyme Book
Illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.
The Easter Hare
Illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.
Fifty-One New Nursery Rhymes
Illustrated by Dorothy Burroughs 6s. net.
The Strange Adventures of Captain Marwolopple
Illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.

GIBBON (Edward)
The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
With Notes, Appendices and Maps by J. B. Bury. Illustrated. 7 vols. 15s. net each volume. Also, un-Illustrated, 7s. 6d. net each volume.

GOLDSMITH (Margaret)
Seven Women Against the World 10s. 6d. net.

GRAHAME (Kenneth)
The Wind in the Willows 7s. 6d. net and 5s. net.
Also Illustrated by Ernest H. Shepard. Cloth, 7s. 6d. net.
Green Leather, 12s. 6d. net.
Cloth, 3s. 6d. net.
Green Morocco, 7s. 6d. net.
The Kenneth Grahame Book ("The Wind in the Willows", "Dream Days" and "The Golden Age" in one volume). 7s. 6d. net.

See also Milne (A. A.)

GREGORY (T. E.)
The Gold Standard and Its Future
Revised Edition, 6s. net.

GRUBE (G. M. A.)
Plato’s Thought 12s. 6d. net.

GUTFRY (Sacha)
If I Remember Right
Illustrated. 12s. 6d. net.

HEATON (Rose Hanniker)
The Perfect Hostess
Decorated by A. E. Taylor.
7s. 6d. net. Gift Edition, £1 1s. net.
The Perfect Schoolgirl 3s. 6d. net.
HERBERT (A. P.)

HELEN 2s. 6d. net.
TANTIVY TOWERS and DARBY DAY in one volume. Illustrated by Lady Violet Baring. 5s. net.
Each, separately, unillustrated 2s. 6d. net.
HUNTRELL & CO. 3s. 6d. net.
MISSLEWIN CASES IN THE COMMON LAW 3s. net.
MORE MISSLEWIN CASES 3s. net.
STILL MORE MISSLEWIN CASES 3s. net.
UNCOMMON LAW: An Omnibus of Misslewin Cases 7s. 6d. net.
THE WHISPERS AND THE WIFE 3s. net.
"TIESON, TALES . . ."
Each, illustrated by GEORGE MORROW. 2s. 6d. net.
MS. PERTER 3s. net.
"NO BOAT ON THE RIVER"
Illustrated. 3s. net.
WHAT A WORD! 6d. net.

HOLDsworth (Sir W. S.)
A HISTORY OF ENGLISH LAW
Nine Volumes. 51s. net each. Index Volume by EDWARD POTTER. £1 12. net.

HSIUNG (S. I.)
LADY PRECIOUS STREAM:
An Old Chinese Play
Illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.

THE WEDNES CHAMBER
A Chinese Play
Illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.

Hudson (W. H.)
A SHEPHERD'S LIFE
Illustrated. 10s. 6d. net.
Also unillustrated. 3s. 6d. net.

Hutt (C. W.) and THOMSON (H. H.)
The Principles and Practice of Preventive Medicine
Illustrated. £3 13s. 6d.

Inge (W. R.), D.D.
CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM. With a New Preface. 7s. 6d. net.

JOAD (C. E. M.)
COMMON-SENSE ETHICS 6s. net.

JOHNS (Rowland)
DOGS YOU'D LIKE TO MEET
LET DOGS DELIGHT
ALL Sorts OF DOGS
LET'S TALK OF DOGS
PUPPERS
LUCKY DOGS
EVERY DOG HAS ITS DAY.
THE ROWLAND JOHN'S DOG BOOK
Each, illustrated, 3s. 6d. net.
SO YOU LIKE DOGS!
NURSE CAVELL: DOG LOVER
Each, illustrated, 2s. 6d. net.

"OUR FRIEND THE DOG" SERIES.
Edited by ROWLAND JOHNS.

THE AIRHALL
THE ALASKAN
THE BULL-TERIER
THE BULLDOG
THE CABBIN
THE CROW-CHOW
THE COCKER-SPANIEL
THE COBOL
THE DACHSHUND
THE DALMATIAN
THE ENGLISH SPRINGER
THE FOX-TERRIER
THE GREAT DANE
THE HOUSE-DOG
THE IRISH AND KERRY BLUE TERRIERS
THE IRISH SETTER
THE LARBAIS
THE PIEDMONT
THE POMERANIAN
THE ROTTWEILER
THE SCOTTISH TERRIER
THE SEALHAI
THE SHEEP DOG
THE WEST HIGHLAND
Each 2s. 6d. net.

KIPLING (Rudyard)
BARRACK-ROOM BALLADS
THE SEVEN SEAL
THE FIVE NATIONS
DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES
THE VENK BETWEEN

Four Editions of these famous volumes of poems are now published, viz.:—Hardback, 7s. 6d. net.
Cloth, 6s. net. Leather, 7s. 6d. net.
Service Edition, Two volumes each book. 3s. 6d. each vol.
KIPLING (Rudyard)—continued
A Kipling Anthology—Vesey
Leather, 3s. 6d. net.
Cloth, 6s. net and 3s. 6d. net.
Twenty Poems
11. net.
A Choice of Songs
22. net.
Selected Poems
11. net.

LAMB (Charles and Mary)
The Letters of Charles Lamb
Edited by E. V. Lucas. Three volumes. The net, 6s. net.
The Complete Works
Edited by E. V. Lucas. Six volumes. 6s. net each.
Selected Letters
Edited by G. T. Clapton. 3s. 6d. net.
The Charles Lamb Day Book
Compiled by E. V. Lucas. 6s. net.
The Last of Lamb
Compiled by E. V. Lucas. 2s. 6d. net.
Lamb's "Barbara S"—
by L. E. Holman. 6s. net.
Lamb Always Elia
by Edith C. Johnson. 7s. 6d. net.

LANE (Sir W. Arbuthnot)
An Apple a Day— 2s. 6d.

LANO (R. T.)
The Methodist Road Book
Vol. 1. The South of England. Illustrated. 8s. 6d. net.

LANKESTER (Sir Ray)
Science from an Easy Chair
First Series
Science from an Easy Chair
Second Series
Great and Small Things
Each, illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.
Secrets of Earth and Sea
Illustrated. 8s. 6d. net.

LODGE (Sir Oliver)
Man and the Universe
7s. 6d. net and 3s. 6d. net.
The Survival of Man
2s. 6d. net.
Raymond
10s. 6d. net.
Raymond Revised
6s. net.
Modern Problems
3s. 6d. net.
Reason and Religion
3s. 6d. net.
The Substance of Faith
2s. 6d. net.
Relativity
11. net.
Conscience of Survival
11. net.

LUCAS (E. V.), C.H.
Reading, Writing and Remembering
7s. 6d. net.
The Cottins and Their Friends
£1 1s. net.
The Life of Charles Lamb
2 Vols. £1 1s. net.
At the Shrine of St. Charles
Verdun: The Musical
The Barrow's Clock
Each 5s. net.
The Old Contemporaries
6s. net.
Post-Boy Diversions
7s. 6d. net.
A Wandering in Rome
A Wandering in Holland
A Wandering in London
London Revisited (Revised)
A Wandering in Paris
A Wandering in Florence
A Wandering in Venice
Each, 10s. 6d. net.
A Wandering Among Pictures
£1. 6d. net.
E. V. Lucas's London
£1 1s. net.
The Open Road
6s. net.
Also, illustrated by Claud A. Shepperson, A.R.W.S. 10s. 6d. net.
Also, India Paper.
Leather, 7s. 6d. net.
The Joy of Life
6s. net.
Also, India Paper.
Leather, 7s. 6d. net.

The Gentle Art
The Second Post
Fireflies and Sunshine
Character and Comedy
God's Company
One Day and Another
Old Lamps for New
Lotteries' Harvest
Luck of the Year
Events and Embroideries
A Fronde Isle
A Rover I Would Be
Giving and Receiving
Her Infinite Variety
Encounters and Diversions
Turning Things Over
Traveller's Luck
At the Sign of the Dove
Visibility Good
The Friendly Town
Lemon Verses Each 3s. 6d. net.
Saucer's Rewards
"Twist Eagle and Dove
Zoology in France
Pleasure Trove
Each 6s. net.
LUIS (E. V.)—continued
FRANCE LEAVES
ENGLISH LEAVES
MOVING EAST AND MOVING WEST
"The More I See of Men..."
Out of a Clear Sky
"...And such small Deer"
By Door Could Write
Each, 3s. 6d. net.
See also Lamb (Charles).

LYND (Robert)
Both Sides of the Road
The Cockleshell
Each, 3s. 6d. net.
Rain, Rain, Go to Spain
It's a Fine World
The Green Man
The Pleasures of Ignorance
The Goldfish
The Little Angel
The Blue Lion
The Peal of Bells
The Orange Tree
The Monte-Bleu
Each 3s. 6d. net.

MCDougall (William)
An Introduction to Social Psychology
National Welfare and National Decay
Each, 6s. net.
An Outline of Psychology
An Outline of Abnormal Psychology
Body and Mind
Character and the Conduct of Life
Modern Materialism and Emergent Evolution
Ethics and Some Modern World Problems
Religion and the Sciences of Life
Each, 6s. net.

MAETERLINCK (Maurice)
The Blue Bird
Also, illustrated by F. Cayley Robinson
6s. net.

MARLOWE (Christopher)
The Works
In 6 volumes.
General Editor, R. H. Case.
The Life of Marlowe and Dido, Queen of Carthage
Tamburlaine I and II
The Jew of Malta and The Massacre at Paris
10s. 6d. net.

MARLOWE (Christopher)—continued
The Works—continued
Poems
Doctor Faustus
Edward II
Each, 6s. 6d. net.

MARRIOTT (Sir J. A. R.)
The Reign of King George V
Illustrated, 10s. 6d. net.
Modern England (1895-1932)
Illustrated, 10s. 6d. net.
The Evolution of Modern Europe, 1453-1933
Illustrated, 10s. 6d. net.

MASEFIELD (John)
On the Spanish Main
A Sailor's Garland
Sea Life in Nelson's Time
7s. 6d. net.

METHUEN (Str A.)
An Anthology of Modern Verse
Shakespeare to Hardy: An Anthology of English Lyrics
Each, Cloth, 6s. net.
Leather, 7s. 6d. net.

MILNE (A. A.)
Peace with Honour
Toad of Toad Hall
A Play founded on Kenneth Grahame's "The Wind in the Willows"
Those Were the Days: Collected Stories
7s. 6d. net.

BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION
Not that it Matters
If I May
Now We Were Very Young
Winnie-the-Pooh
Now We are Six
The House at Pooh Corner
Each illustrated by E. H. Shepard
7s. 6d. net and 2s. 6d. net.
Leather, 10s. 6d. net.

THE CHRISTOPHER ROBIN VERSES
"When We Were Very Young" and "Now We Are Six", complete in one volume. Illustrated in colour and line by E. H. Shepard.
8s. 6d. net.

THE CHRISTOPHER ROBIN STORY BOOK
Illustrated by E. H. Shepard.
8s. 6d. net.

THE CHRISTOPHER ROBIN BIRTHDAY BOOK
Illustrated by E. H. Shepard.
8s. 6d. net.
MILNE (A. A.) and FRASER-SIMMON (II.)
FOURTEEN SONGS FROM "WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG" 7s. 6d. net.
THREE BEAR AND OTHER SONGS FROM "WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG" 7s. 6d. net.
The King's Breakfast 7s. 6d. net.
SONGS FROM "NOW WE ARE SIX" 7s. 6d. net.
MORE 'VERY YOUNG' SONGS 7s. 6d. net.
The House of Pooh 7s. 6d. net.
In each case the words are by A. A. MILNE, the music by H. FRASER-SIMMON, and the decorations by E. H. SHEPARD.

MITCHELL (Abe)
Down to Scratch Length on the Ledge Each, illustrated, 3s. net.

MORTON (H. V.)
A London Year Illustrated, 6s. net.
The Heart of London 3s. 6d. net.
Also, with Scarce Copy by L. HUMMEL, 6s. net.
The Spell of London
The Night of London
Blue Days at Sea Each 3s. 6d. net.
In Search of England
The Call of England
In Search of Scotland
In Scotland Again
In Search of Ireland
In Search of Wales Each, illustrated, 7s. 6d. net.

MUIR (Angustus)
Scotland's Road of Romance Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.

PETRIE (Sir Flinders)
A History of Egypt In 6 Volumes.
Vol. I. From the Earliest Times to the XVIIIth Dynasty 15s. net.
Vol. II. The XVIIIth and XVIth Dynasties 15s. net.
Vol. III. The Nineteenth to XXXIIth Dynasties 15s. net.
Vol. IV. Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty By EDWIN HAYAN, 15s. net.
Vol. V. Egypt under Roman Rule By J. G. MILNE, 15s. net.
Vol. VI. Egypt in the Middle Ages By S. LANE POOLE, 15s. net.

PETULENGRO (Gipsy)
A Romany Life 10s. 6d. net.
Romany Remedies and Recipes 2s. net.

RAGLAN (Lord)
Jocasta's Crime 5s. net.
The Scheme of Peace 3s. 6d. net.
Is It Wise to Dictate 2s. 6d. net.

SCOTT (Dr. Douglas Hay)
Health and Nursing in the Home Illustrated. 31s. 6d. net.

SELLAR (W. C.) and YATEMAN (R. J.)
1950 and All That
And Now All This
Homes Northwestern Each illustrated by JOHN REYNOLDS 3s. net.

STAPLEDON (Olaf)
Walking World 7s. 6d. net.
A Modern Theory of Ethics 3s. 6d. net.

STEIN (Guenther)
Made in Japan Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.

STEVENSON (R. L.)
The Letters Edited by Sir Sidney Colvin 4 Vols. Each 6s. net.

STOCK (Vaughan)
The Life of Christ Illustrated. 6s. net.

STOVIN (Harold)
Tutems: The Exploitation of Youth 3s. net.

SURTEES (R. S.)
Hambled Cross
Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour
Ask Mädchen
Mr. facet Romford's House
Plain or Rinsoles?
Hillington Hall
Each, illustrated; 7s. 6d. net.

Jubbock's Jaunts and Jollities
Hawrick Grange
Each, illustrated, 6s. net.

SYMONS (M. A.)
Table Tennis Illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.

TAYLOR (A. L.)
Plato: The Man and His Work 1s. 6d. net.
Plato: Timaeus and Critias 6s. net.
Elements of Metaphysics 12s. 6d. net.
METHUEN’S PUBLICATIONS

TILDEN (William T.)
THE ART OF LAWN TENNIS
Revised Edition.
Illustrated. 32. 6d. net.

SINGLES AND DOUBLES
Illustrated. 6s. net.

TILESTON (Mary W.)
DAILY STRENGTH FOR DAILY NEEDS
India Paper. 6s. net.

UNDERHILL (Evelyn)
MYSTICISM Revised Edition.
15s. net.

THE LIFE OF THE SPIRIT AND THE LIFE OF TO-DAY
7s. 6d. net.

MAN AND THE SUPER natural
3s. 6d. net.

THE GOLDEN SEQUENCE
Paper boards. 5s. 6d. net.

Mixed Paste: Essays and Addresses
Cloth. 5s. net.

CONCERNING THE INNER LIFE
2s. 6d. net.

THE HOUSE OF THE SOUL
2s. net.

WARD (A. C.)
TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE
5s. net.

THE NINETEENTH-TWENTIETH
5s. net.

LANDMARKS IN WESTERN LITERATURE
5s. net.

AMERICAN LITERATURE 7s. 6d. net.

WHAT IS THIS LIFE?
3s. 6d. net.

WHIPPLE (Sidney B.)
THE LINDSEY CRIME 6s. net.
NOBLE EXPERIENCES: A PORTRAIT of America under Prohibition
3s. net.

WILDE (Oscar)
LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME AND THE PORTRAIT OF MR. W. H.
6s. 6d. net.

THE DUCHESS OF PAUH 7s. 6d. net.
PORIES 8s. 6d. net.
LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN
6s. 6d. net.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE
6s. 6d. net.

AN IDEAL HUSBAND
6s. 6d. net.

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING Earnest
6s. 6d. net.

A HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES
6s. 6d. net.

INTENTION
6s. 6d. net.

DE PROFUNDIS AND PRISON LETTERS
6s. 6d. net.

ESSAYS AND LECTURES
6s. 6d. net.

SALOME, A FLORENTINE TRAGEDY,
AND LA SAINTES COURTOISIE
22s. 6d. net.

SELECTED PROSE OF OSCAR WILDE
6s. 6d. net.

ART AND DECORATION
6s. 6d. net.

FOR LOVE OF THE KING
5s. net.

VERA, OR THE NIHILISTS
6s. 6d. net.

METHUEN’S COMPANIONS TO MODERN STUDIES

SPAIN. E. ALLISON PEERS. 12s. 6d. net.
GERMANY. J. RITCHE. 15s. net.
ITALY. E. G. GARDNER. 12s. 6d. net.
FRANCE. R. L. G. RITCHIE. 12s. 6d. net.

METHUEN’S HISTORY OF MEDIEVAL AND MODERN EUROPE

In 3 Vols. Each 15s. net.

I. 476 to 911. By J. H. Haxter.
II. 911 to 1198. By Z. N. Brooke.
III. 1198 to 1378. By C. W. PREVITI-OSTON.
IV. 1378 to 1494. By W. T. WAGH.
V. 1494 to 1610. By A. J. Grant.
VI. 1610 to 1713. By R. A. ADAIR.
VII. 1715 to 1815. By W. F. REDGAY.
VIII. 1815 to 1923. By Sir J. A. B. MARBUTT.
"IF I WERE DICTATOR"
SERIES

A provocative and enlightening series of volumes, each written by a famous man, describing How They Would Rule Britain.

Narrow Crown 8vo.
xxi. 6d. net each

LORD RAGLAN
LORD DUNSANy
JULIAN HUXLEY
ST. JOHN ERVINE
JAMES MAXTON, M.P.
DR. H. R. L. SHEPPARD
VERNON BARTLETT

"... an admirable start to an admirable series."—Sunday Dispatch.

"... a most promising new series."—Daily Telegraph.

"... a new and amusing series of dictatorial manuals."—Daily Mirror.

"... a happy thought."—Manchester Guardian.

This Catalogue contains only a selection of the more important books published by Messrs. Methuen. A complete catalogue of their publications may be obtained on application.

MESSRS. METHUEN & CO., LTD.,
36 ESSEX STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
"A book that is shut is but a block".

CENTRAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL LIBRARY
GOVT. OF INDIA
Department of Archaeology
NEW DELHI

Please help us to keep the book clean and moving.